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LESSON 1:
IDEAS

“There are no boring stories, just boring writers.”

Topics covered:
Finding Stories, Thinking of ideas, Some other suggestions
on where to find ideas, Could these give ideas to our news
personnel.

Objective
• To understand the knack to look for ideas.
• .To generate ideas for various formats of news stories.

Finding Stories
Ideas constantly float by. They have to be caught, integrated
with our current view of the world and even preserved for the
future so they can be executed at the right time. Many times, we
see Ideas as standalone (silos), and so let them pass us by.
 Some of the best Ideas come in unconventional situations or
when one least expects them. We should keep a small diary or
book so we can jot down thoughts and Ideas, as they come. They
are almost always in a raw format at first, and need to be mined
and massaged.

Many times, an Idea is the result not of a sudden epiphany but
a series of small nudges. Things come together slowly, like
pieces in a jigsaw puzzle, one which keeps expanding to give us
an increasingly bigger view of the world around.
It is very important for us to have diversity in our reading which
can stimulate the thinking. Also, one must keep an open mind.
We have to challenge ourselves, and let others challenge us.
Every so often, it is necessary to question the fundamentals and
the most basic assumptions of what we are doing to ensure
that we are on the right track. We should not be scared of
redoing things, or even retracing our path. Many times, we are
afraid of what we will discover if we think too much, and so
just let the status quo prevail. That is grave mistake.
Ideas have to also pass the “next morning” test. Many times,
we get excited with something and in our haste, take quick
actions. This is also not right. We must wait a brief while and
sleep on it — are we as excited the next day about our Idea?
Good Ideas will always stand the test of time, and in fact, will
become stronger and richer with time.

In a newsroom, there are usually more stories on any given day
than reporters to cover them. Based on news judgment,
assigning editors decide which stories to cover. The most
straightforward stories come from police scanners and press
releases; others come from journalists assigned to beats, specific
areas of expertise. Hurricanes, fires involving death or large
monetary losses, earthquakes, homicides-especially when the
victim is even remotely well known in the community-are easy
to recognize. But the majority of what beginning reporters
cover centers on governments, cops, courts,  weather, ethnic
festivals and holidays. The most successful starters are expected
to find stories that go beyond routine coverage. How? By

looking at people and events in terms of the universal themes
we’ve discussed in any gathering of human beings, you will
find compelling stories.

First, look for something out of place. Let’s say you’re assigned
to cover the student council meeting where next year’s budget is
under discussion. As you review the figures, you notice a
discrepancy. Most campus clubs of similar size have received
roughly the same amount of funding, but you notice the radio
station has a budget Rs.20,000 more than that of any other
organization. You ask why and discover the president of the
student council is also the director of the radio station. He
plans to join four other students on an all-expense-paid trip to
Radio City of Pune. He also asked for and received funds to
bankroll a publicity stunt that includes skydivers. You write a
story explaining to students how their fees are being spent,
leaving it up to your readers and the editorial writers to decide if
the information warrants a recall election. A less curious reporter
would never have noticed the discrepancy, would never have
asked why and would have written a standard story that never
answered the basic question: How will this affect my readers?
Scott Newhall, former editor of the San Francisco Chronicle
used to routinely tell reporters one true thing about journalism:
“There are no boring stories, just boring writers.” With a quick
mind, enterprise and hard work, reporters can frame any story
to reflect the universal themes that touch us all.
When President John F. Kennedy was assassinated in 1963, for
example, journalist Jimmy Breslin left the reporters at the
Capitol Rotunda and interviewed the grave digger. It was
Breslin’s ability to see great stories others missed that eventually
led to his lucrative, prestigious and powerful career as a New
York city columnist. In another instance of creative journalism,
a Des Moines (Iowa) Register reporter noticed a spate of briefs
in his paper about farmers dying or being maimed in farming
accidents. His curiosity led him to the discovery that farming
had become the nation’s most dangerous occupation. The story

he wrote about it won him the Pulitzer Prize.

A Nobel cause. Staffers select photos to illustrate Nobel Prize
winner story. (Courtesy AP World)
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“The best stories are often the most obvious; they’re the ones
that everyone else has missed,” award-winning reporter and
writer Ken Fuson told Editor & Publisher. “The quickest way
to succeed in this business is to figure which way everyone else
is headed, then go in the opposite direction. And always, always
be open to the obvious.”
Look for fresh angles. With the hike in percentages, admissions
in universities are becoming really difficult. The usual would be
to do a story on the reactions of students and the teachers on
the new competitive environment. A creative reporter would
rather cover an angle on vocational education and its upcoming
opportunities.
Look everywhere for ideas and listen for them too. Train your
self to immediately ask, ‘Is this a story?’ Whenever you find
yourself laughing at a situation, or shaking your head, or saying
to someone, ‘Listen to this,’ you’ve probably got a story. If the
story has been done, don’t do it again. If it’s been done before
and you have to do it, then you want to do it better than it was
done before. The whole thing is about the concept of ‘I want
to do it better than it was done before’. So how do you achieve
this?

First and foremost he or she has ideas - ideas for programmes,
or items, people to interview, pieces of music or subjects for
discussion - new ways of treating old ideas, or creating a fresh
approach to the use of radio or television. New ideas are not
simply for the sake of being different, they stimulate interest
and fresh thought, so long as they are relevant. But ideas are not
the product of routine, they need fresh inputs to the mind. The
producer therefore must not stay simply within the confines of
his world of broadcasting, but must involve himself physically
and mentally in the community he is attempting to serve. It is
all too easy for media people to stay in their ivory tower and to
form an elite not quite in touch with the world of the listener
or viewer. Such an attitude is one of a broadcasting service in
decline.
Ideas for programmes must be rooted firmly in the needs and
language of the audience they serve. Programmes must be
assessed, reflected upon and should anticipate needs through a
close contact with the potential listeners and viewers. You must
carry a small notebook to jot down the fleeting thought or
snatch of conversation overheard. And if you cannot think of
new ideas, you must act as a catalyst for others, stimulating, and
being receptive to their thoughts and at least recognize an idea
when you see one.
There is, however, a great deal of difference between a new idea
and a good idea and any programme suggestion has to be
thought through on a number of criteria. An idea needs
distilling in order to arrive at a workable form. It has to have a
clarity of aim so that all those involved know what they are
trying to achieve. It has to be seen as relevant to its target
audience, and it must be practicable in terms of resources. Is
there the talent available to support the idea? Is it going to be
too expensive in people’s time? Does it need additional
equipment? What will it cost? Is there sufficient time to plan it
properly? Any new programme idea has to be thought through
in relation to the four basic resources - people, money, technical
equipment and time. It may be depressing to have to modify a

really good idea in order to make it work with the resources
available, but one of the newswriter’s most important tasks is
to reconcile the desirable with the possible.

Thinking of Ideas
The biggest difficulty you will face when trying to get a break is
continually coming up with ideas that are specifically suitable.
This may not apply quite so much to a local station, it will then
just be a question of whether they like it enough to want to use
it or perhaps a question of whether they have already used a
feature like it or have planned to do one in the not-too-distant
future and have already commissioned it.

Constantly thinking of ideas and developing themes around
which to spin stories and series is one of the most difficult
things to come to term with when you first start - but it does
not get much easier. There are obvious places to start. Stations
will need stories that are topical, but not necessarily run-of-the-
mill, you could get a fixture list of local sides and look back at
the history of previous encounters to think of ideas.
For instance, you may discover two brothers playing on the
same day, or a man-and-wife combination. There may be a team
coming to the area that your local side have never beaten, or it
may be 20 years since a team last beat another side. Anything
like that makes good copy, but you have to think of it first, so
try to be ahead of the game. Visit libraries and read the national
papers to get a feel for what’s really topical nationally - local
angles on national stories are always popular. There are often
unusual topics to look at - underwater hockey, perhaps? You
could also look at local personalities, or national personalities
who have a link with the area. You could put together a list of
all the ‘odd’ events going on locally or nationally to come up
with different ideas.
If your aim is to compile a story for a special event then you
really have to ‘know your stuff’ to be able to sell a feature idea
to that particular news channel. A specialist channel will have a
team of people who spend all day and every day looking at
pictures on plethora of topics, talking about the events of the
day and watching and writing about the events. There will be
very little that they haven’t thought of.
The best way to get on board a specialist title - unless you have a
USP which allows you easier access - is to start small and think
laterally about what the channel needs. A small team based in an
office in London will not have access to local stories. They may
well have local correspondents spread around the country, but if
you can come up with a regular supply of local stories from
your area you will find it easier to increase your involvement
once they are familiar with your name and your work.

National stations can be the hardest of all to crack. Again, the
way in is to try and present them with something that’s new
and fresh. Your best chances of doing that - unless you have
special access to information through someone you know or
something you’ve done - is to look out for interesting local
stories and keep pushing them through.

Some Other Suggestions on Where to Find Ideas:
1. Ask people what makes them mad, sad or happy.
Talk to them about problems that concern or affect them; ask

how they would fix the problem if given the opportunity.
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Listen to conversations in restaurants, in the dining hall, in
waiting rooms or study halls. What are people talking
about?

2. Read voraciously, listen to radio and TV news and zero in
on controversies that also may be happening in your own
community.
Then, localize the story and demonstrate how your
community is trying to grapple with the issue or problem.
Remember, copying the story is plagiarism, but finding a
new angle unique to the story is good journalism.

3. Ask yourself: What are the major problems in my
community?
Then report on how the people charged with solving those
problems are succeeding. If the problems are not being
solved, write a story about why not.

4. Look for watchdog stories.
Are the people who govern you and your public successfully
doing the job they were elected or assigned to do? Are they
spending the money they collected wisely and responsibly?
If not, why not?

5. News releases.
News releases come from public relations people who want
to publicize a cause or event. Generally biased and often
factually incorrect, news releases should never be reprinted
verbatim, but they can serve as an excellent source for story
ideas. Double-check all information in a news release before
publishing.

6. Comfort the afflicted and afflict the comfortable.
How do powerful leaders in your community deal with the
less fortunate?

7. Find stories in the newspaper.

Many times, news reporters fail to follow up on what might
make a terrific story.
For example: A brief news story appeared in the local paper
about an illegal immigrant from Bangladesh falling off a
train and under the wheels, where his leg was severed. A
homeless man saved him and took him to a local hospital.
After hearing the story, a reporter visited the victim in the
hospital and discovered a much bigger story: He had
stowed away on the freight train in a desperate attempt to
enter the country, seeking work. The reporter found
statistics to support a huge increase in the number of
immigrant stowaways being crushed and maimed on freight
trains; she documented official attempts to grapple with the
problem. The story first appeared in one of the major
national channels giving the entire issue a fresh and creative
perspective.

8. Look for trends. Document change over time.
Make sense of everyday news stories and put them into
context. If you report on a series of rapes on and around
your campus, ask the police what the crimes have in
common. To spot trends, ask yourself and others what
isolated news events might mean in a larger context; do they
signal a change in mainstream assumptions?

9. Watch for world records, important anniversaries, weird
people, fashion tattoos, celebrity daughters they make good
stories.

10. Scan advertisements. Some weird stuff turns up in the
personals, but don’t stop there. One student reporter
noticed an ad for intelligent men willing to donate sperm
for money; The student wrote an award-winning, first
person account of his trials and tribulations as a would-be
donor.

Could these Give Ideas to our News Personnel?
• The web complements TV. It is stealing eyeballs by the

millions. Log on to the net for a plentiful of ideas.

• Someone needs to go through Reports, business, economic,
Government…………….... Low cost, low tech, high return.

• Stations should mount big monitors in their newsrooms
that automatically refresh their competition’s websites
(including their own.). May be there clicks an idea in the news
your channel has not covered.

• Weather segments in TV newscasts should just give us the
forecast.

• TV journalists should be fired for not keeping current. Or at
least publicly mocked.

• Journalists who say weblogs aren’t journalism have just
dated themselves. Wake up and smell the new millennium.

• Keep a watch on the ‘K’ soaps. One may find whole bunch
of ideas on at least social issues and fashion.

• Someone needs to invent a software application that
publishes a breaking news story simultaneously 1) on a TV
ticker 2) on the web 3) in an email alert 4) in a wireless alert.

• After the five-day forecast and breaking news, just don’t leave
it in the lurch. Interesting happenings might follow.

• Newspaper sites, on average, are better designed than TV
sites. Many TV sites are a cluttered mess. Make better use of
the internet to give more angles to the same stories.

• TV folks need to stop thinking of the web as a dumping
ground for boring content. New concept: If it’s too boring
for the web, let’s put it on TV.

• Every TV journalist should learn how to non-linear edit.
Why? Because in a few years, most TV journalists WILL be
editing.

• Newsrooms should give all their reporters high -resolution
camera phones and require them to email breaking news
pictures.

• Video-on-demand will be huge. TV networks and stations
must cement VOD relationships now, before it’s too late.

• Why does local news look basically the same everywhere? No
wonder newsrooms keep closing. It’s high time for some
fresh, bold ideas.

• Here’s one: Local news with brutal honesty and the
occasional opinion, like “Countdown”. Add smart satire.

• Local newsrooms should take embedding to the next level.
Send out staffers with mini-DV cameras and infuse the news
with a little reality TV.
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• And most of all, stop presenting to viewers and start involving
them.

How are Stories for the Day Decided at
Zee News?
Since my grounding has been in the print medium, I believe
in keeping a finger on the pulse of the people by going
through the ‘letters to the editor’ column. These columns
tell me various things about the masses; their likes, dislikes,
needs and attitudes. The letters are reflective of what is in the
minds of the masses and that, in turn, is fodder for TV
journalists. It also helps me to change with the time as
different times throw up different issues.
At Zee News we have the Saturday meeting where anchors
and reporters and others discuss issues, ideas and formats.
The ideas that are short listed here are then taken up for
further discussion. We discuss what treatment to be given to
them. At the end of the day story-telling is an art and a TV
journalist should know how to do this. Just speaking into
the microphone is bad journalism.

While the weekly meetings set the broad agenda for the week
ahead, the daily morning meeting grapples with the daily
issues and new developments that may
not have figured in the weekly meeting.

Summary
Looking for ideas is an ongoing process. This chapter attempts
to list down the concept that ideas can stem from practically
anywhere. Whether you are traveling in a bus, talking to a friend,
reading an article ideas always keep coming on. How you utilize
those ideas and what shape you can give them is the most
important. So, keep looking.

 The remaining unit will talk about not only generating Ideas
for different genres of radio and TV programming but also
basic information on what the various types of programming
are. Till you know what these various formats are you will never
know where to look for them.

Exercises

1. List 5 ‘ideas’ that could be converted into news stories. How
have you hit upon these ideas? (Looking at an
advertisement, talking to a friend….). Did it pass the early
morning test?

2. Pick up any two news stories. How do you think the writer
would have hit upon the idea?

Notes -
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Topics covered: Defining the terms, The documentary, Plan-
ning, Research, Structure, Collecting the material, impression
and truth, Music, Compilation, programme sequence, The
ending, Contributors, Programmes in real time, The News
Documentary.

Objective
• Defining documentaries and feature programmes.
• Investigate the various processes needed to compile a

documentary.
• Defining and differentiating  news documentary.
• Generate ideas for a documentary.

Defining the Terms
The terms are often used as if they were interchangeable and
there is some confusion as to their precise meaning. But here are
exciting and creative areas of radio and because of the huge
range which they cover, it is important that the listener knows
exactly what is being offered. The basic distinctions of type are
to do with the initial selection and treatment of the source
material. A documentary programme is wholly fact, based on
documentary evidence - written records, attributable sources,
contemporary interviews and the like. Its purpose is essentially
to inform, to present a story or situation with a total regard for
honest, balanced reporting. The feature programme, on the
other hand, need not be wholly true in the factual sense, it may
include folk song, poetry or fictional drama to help illustrate its
theme. The feature is a very free form where the emphasis is
often on portraying rather more indefinable human qualities,
atmosphere or mood.
The distinctions are not always clear cut and a contribution to
the confusion of terms is the existence of hybrids - the feature
documentary, the semi-documentary, the drama documentary
and so on.
It is often both necessary and desirable to produce programmes
which are not simply factual, but are ‘based on fact’. There will
certainly be times when through lack of sufficient documentary
evidence, a scene in a true story will have to be invented - no
actual transcript exists of the conversations that took place
during Columbus’s voyage to the New World. Yet through his
diaries and other contemporary records, enough is known to
piece together an acceptable account which is valid in terms of
reportage. While some compromise between what is estab-
lished fact and what is reasonable surmise is understandable in
dealing with the long perspective of history, it is important that
there is no blurring of the edges in portraying contemporary
issues. Fact and fiction are dangerous in combination and their
boundaries must be clear to the listener. A programme dealing
with a murder trial, for example, must keep to the record; to
add fictional scenes is to confuse, perhaps to mislead. Neverthe-
less it is a perfectly admissible programme idea to interweave

serious fact, even a court case, with contrasting fictional material,
let us say songs and nursery rhymes; but it must then be called a
feature not a documentary. Ultimately what is important is not
the subject or its treatment, but that we all understand what is
meant by the terms used. It is essential that the listener knows
the purpose of the broadcaster’s programme - essentially the
difference between what is true and what is not. If the producer
sets out to provide a balanced, rounded, truthful account of
something or someone - that is a documentary. If he does not
feel so bound to the whole truth and his original intent is to
give greater reign to the imagination, even though the source
material is real- that is a feature.

The Documentary
Very often subjects for programmes present themselves as ideas
which suddenly become obvious. They are frequently to do
with contemporary issues such as race relations, urban develop-
ment, pollution and the environment, medical research. A
programme might explore in detail a single aspect of one of
these subjects which broadly attempts to examine how society
copes with change. Other types of documentary deal with a
single person, activity or event - the discovery of radium, the
building of the Concorde aeroplane, the life of a notable figure
or the work of a particular factory, theatre group or school.
Essentially these are all to do with people, and while statistical
and historical fact is important, the crucial element is the human
one - to underline motivation and help the listener understand
why certain decisions were made, and what makes people ‘tick’.

The main advantage of the documentary approach over that of
the straightforward talk is that the subject is made more
interesting and brought alive by involving more people, more
voices and a greater range of treatment. It should entertain
while it informs, and as it illuminates provoke further thought
and concern.

Planning
Following on the initial idea is the question of how long the
programme should be. It may be that the brief is to produce
for a 30-minute or one hour slot, in which case the problem is
one of selection, of finding the right amount of material.
Given a subject that is too large for the time available, a
producer has the choice either of dealing with the whole area
fairly superficially or reducing the topic range and taking a
particular aspect in greater depth. It is, for example, the
difference between a 20minute programme for schools on the
life of Chopin, and the same duration or more devoted to the
events leading up to Chopin’s writing of the ‘Revolutionary
Study’ directed to a serious music audience.
Where no overall duration is specified, simply an intent to cover
a given subject, the discipline is to contain the material within a
stated aim without letting it become diffuse, spreading into
other areas. For this reason it is an excellent practice for the

LESSON 2:
DOCUMENTARY AND FEATURE PROGRAMMES
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producer to write a programme brief in answer to the questions
‘What am I trying to achieve?’ ‘What do I want to leave with the
listener?’ Later on, when deciding whether or not a particular
item should be included, a decision is easier in the light of the
producer’s own statement of intent. This is not to say that
programmes cannot change their shape as the production
proceeds, but a positive aim helps to prevent this happening
without the producer’s knowledge and consent.
At this stage the producer is probably working on his own,
gradually coming to terms with the subject, exploring it at first
hand. During this initial research he makes notes, in particular
listing those topics within the main subject which must be
included. This is followed by decisions on technique - how each
topic is to be dealt with. From this emerges the running order
in embryo. Very often the title comes much later - perhaps from
a significant remark made within the programme. There is no
formally recognised way of organising this programme
planning; each producer has his own method. By committing
thoughts to paper and seeing their relationship one to another -
where the emphasis should be and what is redundant-the
producer is more likely to finish up with a tightly constructed,
balanced programme. Here is an example of the first planning
notes for a local radio programme. This radio station serves a
coastal region where the trawler fleet has been seriously affected
by the loss of fishing rights in international waters:
Working title: ‘The Return of the Trawlermen’.

Aim: To provide the listener with an understand-
ing of the impact which changes in the
deep-sea fishing industry over the last ten
years have had on the people who work in it.

Duration: 30 minutes
Information: Annual figures for shipping tonnage, men

employed, fish landed, turnover and profit,
investment, etc.

Content: Historical account of development in the 10
years
- technological change, searching, catching,
freezing methods.
- economic change, larger but fewer ships
implication for owners in the increase in
capital cost.
- social change resulting from fewer jobs,
higher paid work, longer voyages, and better
conditions on board.

- political change, new regulations relating to
international waters, size of nets, off-shore
limits.

Key questions: What has happened to the men and the
ships that used to work here in large
numbers?
What has happened to those areas of the city
where previously whole streets were depen-
dent on fishing as a livelihood? Family life,
local shopkeepers, etc., loss of comradeship?

How significant were the political factors
affecting fishing rights in distant waters or
was the industry in any case undergoing
more fundamental change? Will the trends
continue into the future?

Interview
Sources: Trawler Federation.

Docks and Harbour Board? Shipbuilder?
Trawlermen’s Union.
Fleet owner.
Skippers - past and present.
White Fish Authority.

Representative of fish processing industry -
oils frozen food.
Government-ministry official; members of
parliament.
Wives of seamen, etc.

Reference

sources: Newspaper cuttings.
Library - shipping section.
Government White Paper.
Trawler company reports.

Magazine - Fishing News International.
Fred Jones (another producer who did a
programme on the docks some time ago).

Actuality: Bringing in the catch, nets gear running,
ship’s bridge at sea, engine noise, radio
communications, shoal radar, etc.

Unloading - dockside noises.
Auction.

By setting out the various factors which have to be included in
the programme, it is possible to assess more easily the weight
and duration which should be given to each, and whether there
are enough ideas to sustain the listener’s interest. It probably
becomes apparent that there is a lot to get in. It would be
possible to do a programme which concentrated solely on the
matter of international fishing rights, but in this case the brief
was broader and the temptation to dwell on the latest or most
contentious issue, such as safety at sea, must be resisted - that’s
another programme.
There is one final point on planning. A producer’s statement of
intent should remain fixed, but how he fulfils that aim may
change. He plans initially to reach his goals in a certain way;
however, if in the course of the production he unearths an
unforeseen but vital fact, he must alter his plans to include it.
The programme material itself will influence decisions on
content.

Research
Having written the basic planning notes, the producer must
then make the programme within his allocated resources. He
must decide whether he will call on a specialist writer or will
write his own script. Depending on this will rest the matter of
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further research - perhaps it is possible to obtain the services of
a research assistant or reference library. The producer who is
working to a well-defined brief knows what he wants and in
asking the right questions will save both time and money. The
principle with documentary work is always as far as possible to
go back to sources, the people involved, eye witnesses, the
original documents, and so on.

Structure
The main structural decision is whether or not to use a narrator.
A linking, explanatory narrative is obviously useful in driving
the programme forward in a logical, informative way. This can
provide most of the statistical fact and the context of the views
expressed, and also the names of various speakers. A narrator
can help a programme to cover a lot of ground in a. short space
of time but this is part of the danger; and may give the overall
impression of being too efficient, too ‘clipped’ or ‘cold’. The
narrator should link and not interrupt, and there will almost
certainly not be any need to use a narrative voice between every
contribution. There are styles of documentary programme
which make no use at all of links but each item flows naturally
from one to the next, pointing forward in an intelligible
juxtaposition. This is not easy to do but can often be more
atmospheric.

Collecting the Material
Much of the material will be gathered in the form of location
interviews. If it has been decided that there will be no narrator,
it is important to ensure that the interviewees introduce
themselves- ‘speaking as a trawler owner. . .’ or ‘I’ve been in this
business now for thirty years. . .’ They may also have to be asked
to bring out certain statistical information. This may be deleted
in the editing but it is wise to have it in the source material if
there is no obvious way of adding it in a linking script.
It must be decided whether the interviewer’s voice is to remain
as part of the interviews. It may be feasible for all the interview-
ing to be done by one person, who is also possibly the
producer, and for the programme to be presented in the form
of a personal investigative report. Pursuing this line further, it is
possible for the producer to hire a well-known personality to
make a programme as a personal statement - still a documen-
tary, but seen from a particular viewpoint that is known and
understood. Where the same interviewer is used throughout,
he becomes the narrator and no other linking voice is needed.
Where a straightforward narrator is used, the interviewer’s
questions are removed and the replies made to serve as
statements, the linking script being careful to preserve them in
their original context. What can sound untidy and confusing is
where in addition to a narrator, the occasional interviewer’s voice
appears to put a particular question. A programme should be
consistent to its own structure. But form and style are infinitely
variable and it is important to explore new ways of making
programmes - clarity is the key.

Impression and Truth
The purpose of using actuality sounds is to help create the
appropriate atmosphere. More than this, for those listeners
who are familiar with the subject, recognition of authentic
backgrounds and specific noises increases the programme’s
authority. .It may be possible to add atmosphere by using

material from sound effects discs. These should be used with
great care since a sound only has to be identified as ‘not the
genuine article’ for the programme’s whole credibility to suffer.
The professional broadcaster knows that many simulated
sounds or specially recorded effects create a more accurate
impression than the real thing. The producer concerned not
simply with truth but with credibility may use non-authentic
sounds only if they give an authentic impression.
The same principle applies to the rather more difficult question
of fabrication. To what extent may the producer create a
‘happening’ for the purpose of the programme? Of course he
has to ‘stage manage’ some of the action. If he wants the
sound of ship’s sirens, the buzzing of a swarm of angry bees,
or children in a classroom reciting poetry, these things may have
to be made to happen while his recorder is running. Insofar as
these sounds are typical of the actual sounds, they are real. But
to fabricate the noise of an actual event, for example a violent
demonstration with stones thrown, glass breaking, perhaps
even shots being fired; this could too easily mislead the listener
unless it is clearly referred to as a simulation. Following the
work of broadcasters in wartime it is probably true that unless
there are clear indications to the contrary, the listener has a right
to expect that what he hears in a documentary programme is
genuine material to be taken at face value. It is not the docu-
mentary producer’s job to deceive, or to confuse, for the sake of
effect.
Even the reconstruction of a conversation that actually hap-
pened, using the same individuals, can give a false impression
of the original event. Like the ‘rehearsed interview’, it simply
does not feel right. Similarly it is possible to alter a completely
real conversation by the switching on of a tape machine - a
house builder giving a quotation for a prospective purchaser is
unlikely to be totally natural with a ‘live’ microphone present!
Faced with the possibility that reality will elude him, both in an
original recording or by a later reconstruction, the documentary
producer may be tempted to employ secretive methods to
obtain his material.
An example would be to use a concealed recorder to get a
conversation with an ‘underground’ bookdealer for a
programme on pornography. This is a difficult area which
brings the broadcaster into conflict with the quite reasonable
right of every individual to know when he is making a state-
ment for broadcasting. Certainly the BBC is opposed to the use
of surreptitious production techniques as being an undue
invasion of personal liberty. If such a method is used, it is as a
result of a decision taken at a senior level.
The implications for an organisation which broadcasts material
which depended on the subliminal or secret are such that this is
a question which the producer, staff or freelance, should not
take upon himself. He must obtain clearance from his
programme boss.

Of course if the subject is historical, it is an understood
convention that scenes are reconstructed and actors used.
Practice in other countries differs but in Britain a documentary
on even a recent criminal trial must of necessity reconstruct the
court proceedings from the transcripts since the event itself
cannot be recorded. No explanation is necessary other than a
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qualification of the authenticity of the dialogue and action.
What is crucial is that the listener’s understanding of what he
hears is not influenced by an undisclosed motive on the part of
the broadcaster.

Music
The current practice is to make little use of music in documen-
tary programmes, perhaps through a concern that it can too
easily generate an atmosphere, which should more properly be
created by real-life voices and situations. However, producers
will quickly recognise+ those subjects which lend themselves to
special treatment. Not simply programmes which deal with
orchestras or pop groups, but where specific music can enhance
the accuracy of the impression - as background to youth club
material, or to accompany reminiscence of the depressed 1930s.
A line from a popular song will sometimes provide a suitably
perceptive comment, and appropriate music can certainly assist
the creation of the correct historical perspective.

Compilation
Having planned, researched, and structured the programme,
written the basic script and collected his material the producer
must assemble it so as to meet his original brief within the
time allotted. First, a good opening. Two suggestions which
could apply to the earlier example of the programme on the
fishing industry are illustrated by the following script of page
one:

Example one

I . Sound effects: Rattle of anchor chain. Splash as anchor
enters water.

2. Narrator: The motor vessel Polar Star drops anchor
for the last time. A deep-sea trawler for the
last twenty-four years she now faces an
uncertain future.

Outclassed by a new generation of freezer ships and unable to
adapt to the vastly different conditions, she and scores of
vessels like her are now tied up - awaiting either conversion or
the scrap yard.
In this programme we look at the causes of change in the
industry and talk to some of the men who make their living
from the sea. Or who, like their ships, feel that they too have
come to the end of their working life, etc.

Example two

I Skipper Matthews: I’ve been a trawler skipper for eighteen
years - been at sea in one way or another
since I was a lad. Never thought I’d see
this. Rows of vessels tied up like this,
just rusting away nothing to do. We used
to be so busy here. I never thought I’d
see it.

2 Narrator: The skipper of the Grimsby Polar Star.
Why is it that in the last few years the
fishing fleet has been so drastically
reduced? How have men like skipper
Matthews adapted to the new lives forced
on them? And what does the future look
like for those who are left? In this

programme we try to find some of the
answers . . . etc.

The start of the programme can gain attention by a strong piece
of sound actuality, or by a controversial or personal statement
carefully selected from material that is to be heard within the
programme. It opens ‘cold’ without music or formal introduc-
tion preceded only by a time check and station identification. An
opening narration can outline a situation in broad factual terms,
or it can ask questions to which the listener will want the
answers. The object is to create interest, even suspense, and
involve the listener in the programme at the earliest possible
time.
The remainder of the material may consist of interviews,
narrator’s links, actuality, vox pop, discussion and music.
Additional voices may be used to read official documents,
newspaper cuttings or personal letters. It is better if possible to
arrive at a fairly homogeneous use of a particular technique, not
to have all the interviews together, and to break up a long voice
piece or statement for use in separate parts. The most easily
understood progression is often the chronological one, but it
may be desirable to stop at a particular point in order to
counter-balance one view with its opposite. And during all this
time the final script is being written around the material as it
comes in - cutting a wordy interview to make the point more
economically in the narration, leaving just enough unsaid to
give the actuality material the maximum impact, dropping an
idea altogether in favour of a better one. Always keeping one
eye on the original brief.

Programme Sequence
There are few rules when it comes to deciding the programme
sequence. What matters is that the end result makes sense - not
simply to the producer, who is thoroughly immersed in the
subject and knows every nuance of what he left out as well as
what he put in, but to the listener who is hearing it all for the
first time. The most consistent fault with documentaries is not
with their content but in their structure. Examples of such
problems are insufficient ‘signposting’, the reuse of a voice
heard sometime earlier without repeating the identification, or a
change in the convention regarding the narrator or interviewer.
For the producer who is close to his material it is easy to
overlook a simple matter which may present a severe obstacle to
the listener. The programme maker must always be able to
stand back and take an objectively detached view of his work as
its shape emerges.

The ending

To end, there are limitless alternatives. Here are some sugges-
tions:
1. To allow the narrator to sum up - useful in some types of

schools programme or where the material is so complex or
the argument so interwoven that some form of clarifying
resume is desirable.

2. To repeat some of the key statements using the voices of the
people who made them.

3. To repeat a single phrase which appears to encapsulate the
situation.
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4. To speculate on the future with further questions.
5. To end with the same voice and actuality sounds as those

used at the opening.
6. To do nothing, leaving it to the listener to form his own

assessment of the subject. This is often a wise course to
adopt if moral judgements are involved.

Contributors
The producer has a responsibility to those whom he has asked
to take part. It is first to tell them as much as possible of what
the programme is about. He provides them with the overall
context in which their contribution is to be used. Second, he
tells them, prior to transmission, if their contribution has had
to be severely edited, or omitted altogether. Third, whenever
possible he lets his contributors know in advance the day and
time of transmission. These are simple courtesies and the
reason for them is obvious enough. Whether they receive a fee
or not, contributors to documentary programmes generally take
the process extremely seriously, often researching additional
material to make sure their facts are right. They frequently put
their professional or personal reputation at risk in expressing a
view or making a prediction. The producer must keep faith with
them in keeping them up to date as to how they will appear in
the final result.

What the producer cannot do is to make the programme
conditional upon their satisfaction with the end product. He
cannot allow them access to the edited material in order to have
it approved for transmission. Not only would he seldom have a
programme because contributors would not agree, but he
would be denying his editorial responsibility. The programme
goes out under his name and that of the broadcasting
organisation. That, the listener understands, is where praise and
blame attaches and editorial responsibility is not to be passed
off or avoided through undisclosed pressures or agreements
with anybody else.

Programmes in Real Time
A great use of the medium is to unravel the telling of a true
story across the same time span as the original. It might be a
hospital emergency, a court case, a tropical storm, or a rescue
operation. An excellent example is Len Deighton’s ‘Bomber’, a
wartime anniversary broadcast by BBC Radio 4. It was about a
bomber raid over Germany, but it was done in real time, in
chunks over an afternoon and evening. It took us from the
initial lunchtime briefing, the take-off and some of the flight to
the raid itself by which time everything had gone horribly
wrong-and it was interwoven with the personal details and
voices of the people in the air and on the ground, on both
sides, who had done this for real fifty years before. It was
immensely complex, documentary and drama, effects and
actuality. You had to stay up until midnight to hear the planes -
some of them-returning home. Anguish, death, hope, despair,
it was innovative as well as authentic - tremendously compelling
radio.

The News Documentary
Although the news documentary, which is produced over a
longer period of time than news special—usually months
rather than days—may serve the economic function of allowing

networks to substitute entertainment programs in the more
difficult-to-sell portions of the networks’ schedule. The search
for news requires not only a reliable flow of information about
events in the immediate past but also advance intelligence about
those scheduled for the foreseeable future. Though no doubt a
part of any news operation, this latter function is of critical
importance to network news. For unlike newspaper and radio
news, which literally can put together a news story in a matter of
minutes through the expedient of telephone interviews or wire
service dispatches, a net-work needs usually hours, if not days,
of lead time to realize a film story of even a minute’s duration.
The appropriate camera crew and correspondent must be
dispatched to the scene of the event, crew and equipment set
up, the story photographed then the film must be processed,
edited, narrated for projection. In practice, this means network
news must usually commit its crews to stories at least six hours
before they occur— considerably longer if they take place in
cities in which the networks do not have camera crews readily
available. Since the economic logic of network news dictates
against operating with more camera crews that .is necessary to
produce the number of stories required to fill the news
programs each day, the available crews must be assigned in a
highly efficient manner. This means, in effect, that crews must
be dispatched to those happenings which are sure to yield
stories, regardless of the vagaries of news developments.
The most common types of such stories are those that are
especially planned for the convenience of the news media—press
conferences, briefings, interviews and the like which by defini-
tion are scheduled well in advance and certain to be
“newsworthy”, if only in a self-fulfilling sense. Other news
events, such as trials and speeches, though they may not be
induced for the sole purpose of creating news, can also .be
predicted far in advance. In either case, it is this sort of pre-
scheduled event which network news seeks out and operates
on. “The whole trick in television news is anticipating stories six
or more hours before they happen,” a network executive
explains. The way in which this trick is routinely managed is by
means of various procedures for gathering, screening and
assigning value to information about future events which, to
the degree that they systematically influence the coverage of
news, may be considered a basic input of network news.

While network news division organizes its own search proce-
dures and may be influenced by individual preferences and styles
of reporting on the part of news executives, all network news
divisions operate under economic and political structures which
impose a similar set of requisites and restraints on them.
The search for suitable stories is thus conducted along similar
lines and at all the networks. It is based on five organizing
principles.
First, network news is centrally assigned. Rather than having
leeway to seek out their own stories, correspondents are
generally assigned stories selected by an assignment editor. This
fact of life for network correspondents proceeds from the nature
of film stories, where the movements of camera crews, film
couriers and equipment must be carefully coordinated with
those of the correspondent. The preference for generalists over
specialists is based on audience considerations. Since the news
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audience has fewer years of formal education than the popula-
tion at large, it is presumed by most of the network executives
that a generalist who, like most of the audience, is an outsider
to a subject; will make it more interesting and comprehensible
for most viewers. Network tends to prefer generalists on the
grounds that they are less likely to become involved in a story to
the point of advocacy. Specialists also present a problem of
control since they can claim to know more about their field of
competence than an executive producer or assignment editor,
they tend to resist the news judgments of others on questions
concerning the assignment, scheduling and editing of news
stories in their areas. The most important reason is that
generalists are prone to far more efficient use of manpower that
specialists. Since it is possible to dispatch any available generalist
to the nearest or most convenient happening, the news staff
can be fully utilized assuming stories can be found in areas
proximate to the correspondents. On the other hand, by being
restricted to a single field of competence, specialists cannot
always cover nearby stories; nor would the distribution of
possible stories necessarily coincide each day with the available
specialists. Consequently, to produce a set number of stories a
day, a network would have to employ many more specialists
than generalists. A feature of the system of network news,
made possible by the use of centrally assigned ad hoc coverage
to generalists, is that a relatively small number of correspon-
dents undertake to use the camera. The number of stories
produced is also kept to the minimum. Unlike newspapers,
which generally produce more stories than can be used so that
editors have room for selection, television news generally cannot
afford the luxury of “overset”.
Even when it is recognized that network news does not
automatically mirror events but is the product of a decision-
making process, network executives deny that the news pictures
are the product of the organization as the individual newsmen
involved in the process are all autonomous “professionals”. As
professionals, it is argued, they make their decisions about news
stories independent of the needs, expectations and hierarchy of
the organisation for which they work. In this way they are
analogous to doctors and scientists, who take their values from
the standards and code of their profession, and not from any
organization which employs them. This analogy also has
considerable force. If newsmen, as autonomous professionals,
were indeed independent of the organisation which employs
them—and could select and edit news according to a set of
professional norms—then an examination of the decision-
making process would be a mere exercise-in clarifying
professional norms. Talcott Parsons observes in this context
that only members of the profession are treated as qualified to
interpret the traditions of the profession authoritatively”,
although such analysis is always held to be inconclusive.

Television is not only a program service but an advertising
medium which operates in a framework of intense competi-
tion. The principal value that television offers to an advertiser is
audience. The rating services furnish us and the advertisers with
the measurement of the audience generated by the programs.
Thus is business requirement of broadcasting essential in
soliciting and justifying the advertising expenditures that
support the program service.

For their part, television authorities create an audience for
advertisers, which is not difficult since they have what amounts
to a government-protected monopoly over one of a limited
number of channels in an area, or “market”. In turn, advertis-
ers, who are the sole paying customers for television stations, by
minutes of time on these programs to convey messages about
their products to potential customers.

Summary
This lesson not only defines what a documentary is, it also gives
the student a fair chance to investigate and understand all the
nuances that go into making a documentary format
programme. Main stress has been laid in generating ideas for
making a news documentary. The exercises for documentaries
and features has been clubbed together to let the student make
out differences between documentaries and features.

Notes -
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Topics covered: The feature, Types of features and feature
stories.

Objective
• To define feature and be able to generate creative ideas for a

feature.
• Distinguish and understand the various features.
• Understand feature stories.
Whereas the documentary must distinguish carefully between
fact and fiction and have a structure which separates fact from
opinion, the feature programme does not have the same formal
constraints. Here all possible radio forms meet, poetry, music,
voices, sounds - the weird and the wonderful. They combine in
an attempt to inform, to move, to entertain or to inspire the
listener. The ingredients may be interview or vox pop, drama or
discussion and the sum total can be fact or fantasy. A former
Head of BBC Features Department, Laurence Gilliam, described
the feature programme as ‘a combination of the authenticity of
the talk with the dramatic force of a play, but unlike the play,
whose business is to create dramatic illusion for its own sake,
the business of the feature is to convince the listener of the
truth of what it is saying, even though it is saying it in dramatic
form’.

It is in this very free and highly creative form that some of the
most memorable radio has been made. The possible subject
material ranges more widely than the documentary since it
embraces even the abstract. A programme on the development
of language, a celebration of St Valentine’s day, the characters
of Dickens. Even when all the source material is authentic and
factually correct, the strength of the feature lies more in its
impact on the imagination than in its intellectual truth. Intercut
interviews with people who served in the Colonial Service in
India mixed with the appropriate sounds can paint a vivid
picture of life as it was under the British Raj - not the whole
truth, not a carefully rounded and balanced documentary report,
it is too wide and complicated a matter to do that in so short a
time, but a version of the truth, an impression. The same is
true of a programme dealing with a modern hospital, the
countryside in summer, the life of Byron, or the romance of
the early days of aviation. The feature deals not so much with
issues but with events, and at its centre is the ancient art of
telling a story.
The production techniques and sequence are the same as for a
documentary - statement of intent, planning, research, script,
collection of material, assembly, final editing. In a documentary
the emphasis is on tire collection of the factual material. Here,
the work centres on the writing of the script - a strong story
line, clear visual images, the unfolding of a sequence of events
with the skill of the dramatist, the handling of known facts but
still with a feeling of suspense. Some of the best programmes
have come from the producer/writer who can hear the end

result begin to come together even as he does his research. It is
only through his immersion in the subject that he is qualified to
present it to the rest of us. Once again, because of the multi-
plicity of treatment possible and the indistinct definitions we
use to describe them, an explanatory subtitle is often desirable.

‘A personal account of . . .’
‘An examination of . . .’
‘The story of . . .’
‘Some aspects of . . .’

‘A composition for radio on . . .’

Types of Feature Stories
Feature stories come in a wide variety. Here are a few of the
most common types:

Profiles or Personality Features
Profiles describe interesting people. These people may have
overcome a disability, pursued an unusual career or become
famous because of their colorful personalities. To be effective,
profiles must do more than list an individual’s achievements or
important dates in the individual’s life. They must reveal the
person’s character. To gather the necessary information, feature
writers often watch their subjects at work; visit them at home;
and interview their friends, relatives and business associates.
Some profile subjects may surprise reporters by revealing their
most personal and embarrassing secrets. Completed profiles
quote and describe their subjects. The best profiles are so
revealing that readers and viewers feel as though they have
actually talked to the people.
Reporters can use their imaginations when thinking about
whom to interview. For example, they can go straight to those
involved in a situation. Instead of interviewing the police about
a drug problem, or faculty members about students who cheat,
reporters may interview the drug users and cheaters themselves-
specific individuals who seem to be representative of a larger
issue.

Tim Norris of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel wrote a visual
profile about Italians’ memories of early life in Milwaukee. He
used the sentence “Turn the page.” as an effective transition
between quotes, illustrating movement from one time period
to another:
In Baldassaro’s and Vecchio’s album of voices, native-born
Italians who made their lives in Milwaukee say things that
sometimes reinforce stereotypes and sometimes explode them.
“My grandfather came over here because his brother sent for
him. My dad came over to Chicago because his brother sent for
him. My dad was an artisan, put up altars, marble altars, plaster
altars, statues.”
Turn the page.
“My grandfather, his name was Cortis, had a little store-near the
Chicago and Northwestern Railway Depot-that sold cigars,

LESSON 3:
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tobacco, candy. He made his own candy, and he had a little ice
cream parlor. He made his own ice cream. They sold fruit and all
that to people taking a trip, taking a train.”
Turn the page.
“When they took down the church-our Lady of Pompeii-my
heart went with the church. We’ll never forget it. They had a hall
down there, weddings, receptions, banquets, meetings. People
were baptized there, married there, given the funerals there.
That church was our life.”

Turn the page.
“The schools told us we shouldn’t speak Italian. . . but most
of us spoke Italian at home. My grandmother was the cook,
and if I wanted to eat, I’d have to talk Italian.” Turn the page.
“After me, my mother had a little girl and a boy. When they
were two and a half years old and eight months old, there was
an epidemic. My little sister died in the late afternoon. My little
brother died in the night.”
Turn the page.

“I quit school because all my friends living around me quit.
They were a little older than I was, and we had to walk from
Chicago and Jefferson streets to Knapp and Jefferson, to
Jefferson Street School. That was a long way to walk. So I quit
at about 15. I worked making lampshades, sewing ‘em by hand
at Chicago and Broadway. I worked about three years. Then I
met my husband.”

Historical Features
Historical features commemorate the dates of important
events, such as the attack on Pearl Harbor, the bombing of
Hiroshima or the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
News organizations also publicize historical features on lOOth
birthdays and on the anniversaries of the births and deaths of
famous people. The following story, distributed by the North
American Newspaper Alliance, typifies this kind of historical
feature:
MATEWAN, W.Va.-The most infamous episode in the annals
of Appalachia erupted on Blackberry Creek 100 years ago.

The feud between the Hatfields and McCoys, two powerful
mountain clans, lasted for about 15 years. When the fighting
finally subsided, more than 100 men, women and children had
been killed or wounded, and the region’s residents generally
were viewed by the rest of the country as a bunch of murder-
ous moonshine-swilling hillbillies who liked nothing better
than to loll about the front porch, picking their toes and taking
potshots at each other.
Other historical features are tied to current events that generate
interest in their topics. If a tornado, flood or earthquake strikes
the city, news organizations are likely to present stories about
earlier tornadoes, floods or earthquakes. During the impeach-
ment and trial of President Bill Clinton, news organizations
prepared historical stories about the impeachment of President
Andrew Johnson in 1868.
Historical features may also describe famous landmarks,
pioneers and philosophies; improvements in educational,
entertainment, medical and transportation facilities; and changes
in an area’s racial composition, housing patterns, food, indus-

tries, growth, religions and wealth.
Every region, city and school is likely to have experienced some
interesting events. A good feature writer will learn more about
those events, perhaps by consulting historical documents or by
interviewing people who witnessed or participated in them.

Adventure Features
Adventure features describe unusual and exciting experiences-
perhaps the story of someone who survived an airplane crash,
climbed a mountain, sailed around the world, served in the
Peace Corps or fought in a war. In this type of feature story,
quotations and descriptions are especially important. After a
catastrophe, for example, feature writers often use the survivors’
accounts to recreate the scene. Many writers begin with the
action-their stories’ most interesting and dramatic moments:
“It was the 10th of July, 1969, approximately 5 p.m.,” said
Steve Jefferson, one of the Vietnam veterans attending classes
here. “Myself and two sergeants were driving down the road in
a Jeep. Theoretically, we shouldn’t have been in this situation.
We should have been accompanied by more men in another
Jeep, but I always thought that when my time was up, it was
up. It was going to happen no matter what.
“There was a white flash and a pop, and the next thing I knew I
was lying in the middle of the road.
“I thought we had hit a hole, and that I had flipped out of the
Jeep. I always rode kind of haphazardly in the Jeep, with one leg
hanging out one side of it. I really thought I had fallen out, and
they had kept going without me; you know, as a joke.

“Then I turned and saw the Jeep overturned and on fire by the
side of the road. I touched my arm with my good hand, and it
was all bloody. It finally dawned on me that it was an ambush.
I heard some rifle fire but, at the time, didn’t realize they were
shooting at me.
“I crawled over to the side of the road, away from the Jeep, and
hollered for the other guys. There was no answer. . . .”

Seasonal Features
Editors and news directors often assign feature stories about
seasons and holidays: Christmas, Easter, St. Patrick’s Day, Friday
the 13th and the first day of spring. Such stories are difficult to
write because, to make them interesting, reporters must find a
new angle. Yet it can be done:

Thanksgiving, 1999. At the age of 6, Julia had only a vague idea
of what Thanksgiving involved. Getting together with family,
eating lots of good food and drawing pictures of Pilgrims and
Indians were the extent of her knowledge. But a police officer
named Len changed all that.
Len Romano loved people and it showed. Through his job,
Len heard of families who had more troubles than they could
handle.
Quietly, he would make their names available to people who
wanted to share their own good fortune.
This particular Thanksgiving, Jean’s family brought groceries to
a frame house by the river. The father was in the hospital again.
He was fired from his dishwashing job because his periodic
illnesses forced him to miss so much work. The mother could
not find work. The three children were all too young to work.
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Explanatory Features
Explanatory features are also called “local situation” or “inter-
pretive” features or “sidebars.” In these, reporters provide more
detailed descriptions or explanations of organizations, activities,
trends or ideas in the news. After news stories describe an act of
terrorism, an explanatory feature may examine the terrorists’
identity, tactics and goals. After a bank robbery, an explanatory
feature may describe the training banks give their employees to
prepare them for robberies or may reveal more about a typical
bank robber, including the robber’s chances of getting caught
and probable punishment.
One follow-up won a Pulitzer Prize for meritorious public
service. An explosion killed 111 men in an Illinois mine, and
Joseph Pulitzer II, publisher of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
asked his staff to thoroughly review the tragedy. Pulitzer
wanted to know what would be done to improve mine safety.
What would be done to help the miners’ families? Also, who
was responsible for the tragedy, and were they likely to be
punished for it? Notice that the story starts with the action.
Also notice the reporter’s use of detail:
The clock in the office of the Centralia Coal Company’s Mine
No.5 ticked toward quitting time on the afternoon of March 25.
As the hands registered 3:27 and the 142 men working 540 feet
underground prepared to leave the pit at the end of their shift,
an explosion occurred.

The blast originated in one of the work rooms in the north-
western section of the workings. Fed by coal dust, it whooshed
through the labyrinth of tunnels underlying the town of
Wamac, Ill., on the southern outskirts of Centralia.
Thirty-one men, most of whom happened to be near the shaft
at the time, made their way to the cage and were brought out
alive, but the remaining 111 were trapped. Fellow workmen
who tried to reach them shortly after the explosion were driven
back by poisonous fumes.

How-to-Do-lt Features
How-to-do-it features tell readers how to perform some task.
They may describe a tangible project like building a house,
planting a garden or training a puppy. They may focus on
psychological issues, such as strengthening a marriage or
overcoming shyness. Or they may explain how to find a
physician or organize receipts for tax time.

Inexperienced reporters tend to preach or dictate to their
audience, presenting their own opinions. Veteran reporters
gather facts from several sources, including books and magazine
articles. They also interview experts and get tips from people
who have done what their stories describe. In addition, good
reporters try to observe or participate in the “how-to-do-it”
procedure itself, such as building a bird feeder or winterizing a
car, to better understand their topic.
Reporters divide the task into simple, clear, easy-to-follow steps.
They tell viewers and readers what materials are needed and the
cost in money and time. Often they conclude such stories with a
list or summary of the process, such as “eight ways to build
self-confidence in children.”

Unusual Occupation or Hobby Features
Reporters may prepare features stories about occupations that

are dangerous, highly specialized (cleaning up oil spills) or
glamorous (personal fitness trainer to movie stars). Or they may
report on a job many people think is boring (sorting clothes at
Goodwill) and turn it into something exciting (such as when
workers find something unusual that people drop off).
Reporters can show that workers find even tedious jobs
rewarding because the jobs enable workers to earn money and
live independently.
Here are the lead and some excerpts from a feature story about a
family of circus performers.
From now until the end of November, home for husband-
and-wife circus performers Antar and Beverly Wazzan will be a
28-foot motor home parked outside arenas and on fairgrounds
from coast to coast.

This week, their rolling home is wedged in among numerous
other trailers in a cramped parking area at the junction of the
Arena and the Auditorium along West State Streets.
They travel with nine dogs that they’ve trained to perform such
tricks as walking on two legs, diving from a 16-foot ladder and
something they call the “running forward twisting somersault.”
Two of the dogs, Dinky and ET, roamed the trailer.
Beverly, a former trapeze artist and tightrope walker, and Antar,
a former acrobat, also do a comedy bit with a revolving ladder.
Antar, the more talkative of the two but not by much, said he
and his wife were both born in circus families, he in Hamburg,
West Germany, and she in Iowa. They met in 1958 at a circus in
Flint, Mich.

“We met in January, we got engaged in February and we got
married in March,” he said. “Our children, they grew up in the
business.”
He pulled out a wallet-size photograph showing their two sons
standing on a trampoline, each holding one end of a balance
beam. Their daughter was frozen in a somersault high above
the beam.
The children accompanied their parents for two decades into
circus rings in the United States, South America, Europe and
Australia. Between shows, they got their education through
correspondence courses. They’re all in their 20s and 30s now,
but only the daughter is still connected with the circus.

(Milwaukee Journal)
Collectors and crafts enthusiasts often make good subjects for
feature stories because they are passionately involved and often
eccentric, quotable and entertaining. Strange or trendy hobbies,
such as body art, make good topics, too, because they tend to
involve colorful characters.
For a story about body art, a reporter would interview tattoo
artists and people who have a lot of body piercing or tattoos. A
reporter also would research the history of body piercing and
tattoos. Or a reporter might camp out at a tattoo parlor to
watch the procedure and observe such details as the artist’s
concentration and how tightly the customer holds the chair rails.
To find story ideas, reporters scan newspaper notices of hobby
club meetings, senior citizens’ activities, church and school
events and speeches on unusual topics. They ask other people
what they do to relax. They read classified ads and seek out
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magicians, storytellers, psychic readers, basement cleaners and
unicycle instructors.

Personal Experience Features
News stories are usually written in the third person, with the
reporter as a neutral observer or outsider. Feature stories can be
written in the first person, with the reporter appearing in the
story. Feature stories can also be written in the second person,
addressing audience members directly. Each style can be
effective.

Beginning reporters may feel tempted to write about their own
experiences because it seems easy. They do not have to interview
anyone or dig out facts from the library or public records. But
reporters should use the first person cautiously, especially in
their first feature stories. They run a greater risk of selecting
poor topics and dwelling on insignificant details and dull
generalities when they describe their own experiences:
During the summer, 20 ardent cyclists (I among them) biked
through 300 miles of the Canadian Rockies. In the course of
our journey, we encountered many exciting experiences.
The following story is also written in the first person, but it is
more interesting because it describes a truly unusual experience.
The writer is M. Timothy O’Keefe, a successful freelancer and
one of the first Americans to visit modem China. Notice how
O’Keefe emphasizes details, descriptions and anecdotes. Notice,
too, that although he uses the first person, he does not make
himself the center of the story:
Any time any of us walked down a street alone, we drew
tremendous interest. If we stopped to talk or eat an ice cream
bar, we drew a crowd. If we did something interesting, like
change the film in a camera, we drew a horde.

The Chinese paid especially close attention to our feet. Leather
shoes are a sign of great wealth among the Chinese, and one of
the things the crowds discussed about us was how wealthy we
might be. The quality of our shoes was a clue.
If we wanted to talk seriously with the Chinese in a particular
city, all we had to do was stand on a street comer near our hotel
at dusk when the work day was done. In a short time some
young man-never a woman-would stop to talk. Often his
English was broken and halting simply because he hadn’t had
sufficient opportunity to practice. Other times the English was
amazingly fluent.
Their questions were blunt. They wanted to know how much
money we made, what our sex practices were and, in general,
what interested young people in the United States. They were
especially interested in our music.
Sometimes the Chinese would make strange requests of us.
Several wanted to rub our arms to see if our freckles were
permanent or would come off. They also were intrigued about
the amount of hair on our arms (the guys’, of course). And
they were always impressed at our larger size, which they
ascribed to our different diet.

Behind-the-Scenes Features
Behind-the-scenes stories take readers backstage for an inside
view of some event. Reporters often find such ventures
fascinating and are able to convey the excitement. Behind-the-
scenes stories are based on personal interviews with such people

as stage managers, rock group “roadies,” library catalogers, night
street cleaning crews, caterers, convention decorators and the
like.
The venerable police ride-along story, in which a reporter
accompanies a police officer on a shift and then describes what
happened, is a common variation of the behind-the-scenes
feature. So many news organizations and so many reporters
have done ride-along stories that they have become almost
routine, but Walt Harrington lifted the genre out of the routine
when he spent several days following Washington, D.C.,
homicide detectives. The story he wrote for Washington Post
magazine, “Against the Tide,” is a long, richly detailed, insight-
ful look at what homicide detectives in major cities face every
day. Here is a short excerpt:
Everything squeaks. The heavy doors squeak. The metal swivel
chairs squeak. The drawers in the metal desks squeak. The file
drawers squeak. The keys of the old manual upright squeak.
The room-No. 5058, dubbed Homicide North because it is
isolated two floors above D.C.’s other homicide offices in the
city’s Municipal Center-is a concerto of squeaks. Its other
noises-the hollering voices, the clamoring phones, the electric
typewriters, “Gilligan’s Island” laugh-tracking on the beat-up
TV, the two coffeepots spitting mud, the hand-held walkie-
talkies, belching static-all add layer upon layer of volume,
creating finally a kind of jangled symphony.

What will stop this din and turn the entire room of nine men
prayerfully silent are three words their ears are tuned to as if they
were set on a private frequency: “stabbing” or “shooting” or
“homicide.” When the police radio dispatcher speaks any of
these words, everything stops, hands reach for tiny volume
knobs on radios and everybody waits. Usually, it’s a false alarm
and, just as abruptly, the noise once again envelops the momen-
tary silence like a stadium cheer after the crack of a long ball.
The men in Homicide North are tonight “on the bubble”-cop
talk meaning that their squad of detectives is on call to investi-
gate the city’s next murder. Detective Jeff Mayberry, a short,
wiry, close-cropped, jet-propelled 34-year-old in a tight blue
sports coat, is riding the top of the bubble in his rotation as
lead investigator on whatever horror is next offered up from the
bowels of the city. He has ridden the bubble aloft for four duty
days now-and no murder. At least none on his 3-to-11 shift.
Reporters look for people who perform jobs out of the public
eye but essential to some operation. They interview sources,
visit them on location and use the source’s own words to tell
the story. They also include details they observe, such as
atmosphere, working conditions, physical appearance of people
and their workspace, specialized terms and conversations
between workers.

Behind-the-scenes features convey a sense of immediacy,
allowing readers to see, feel, taste, touch, smell and understand
the “backstage” work that goes into a public event.

Participatory Features
Participatory features give another kind of inside view, this time
through the senses of a reporter who is actually experiencing an
event or situation. John Howard Griffin, author of “Black Like
Me,” was a superb participatory reporter. Griffin turned his skin
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dark with melanin injections and entered a black community to
find out about life in the South during the late 1950s and early
1960s.
If lack of time and money prohibits total immersion in the
world of the subject, reporters might spend an afternoon
shadowing, with permission, an attorney, a retail clerk, a parent
of preschoolers or an elderly person.
Reporters usually arrange such experiences with the person they
are shadowing or that person’s supervisor, making it clear that
they are reporters and will write or broadcast a story about the
experience.

Undercover, cloak-and-dagger approaches, like getting arrested
in order to expose jail conditions, are ethically questionable and
expose reporters and their employers to civil and criminal
liability. News organizations that have sent reporters undercover
into private businesses to report on allegations of misconduct
have been sued for fraud and trespass. And reporters who
engage in criminal activities, such as trafficking in drugs or
pornography, have been criminally prosecuted, even though
they were only gathering information for a news story.

Medical Features
Some news organizations have medical reporters. However,
general-assignment reporters can find good medical features in
any community. Illness and health are vitally interesting to the
public, and subjects abound: the cost of devastating illnesses,
new and radical treatments for common ailments, ethical issues
surrounding medical advances, pregnancy, child rearing, mental
illness, death and the grief process, new equipment and what it
does, support groups, workshops for patients with a chronic
disease and volunteer programs.
Reporters gather facts from medical experts, people with a
particular condition, relatives and friends. They use quotes,
allowing subjects to tell about their experiences and feelings.
Stories based on interviews with people dissatisfied with their
medical treatment pose the threat of libel suits. Reporting a
statement like “She’s obviously a money-grubbing quack” can
provoke a lawsuit, even if the subject did say it. It helps to
balance complaints with experts’ points of view.

Business Features
Many business features highlight one person or aspect of local
commerce. Reporters find ideas by looking for the human
interest in stories of promotions, new businesses, the local
economy and even the election of club officers. Business
features may have a side effect of promoting a particular
business, service or product, but reporters should be sure that
each story has enough news value to justify its inclusion in a
newspaper or news broadcast.
A wealth of business stories exists in any town. Fad businesses
like message balloons and flavored popcorn rise and fall. Dating
bureaus, computer software merchants and shopping services
for working parents respond to new needs in society. Stories on
old, established firms, perhaps focusing on the personality of a
founder or dynamic leader, are also of perennial interest.

Feature Stories
Covering hard news-whether spot news or planned events-is
the meat and potatoes of broadcast journalism. Feature stories

are the dessert. Those are the stories that often bring a smile to
our faces and sometimes a tear.
CBS News Correspondent Charles Osgood is a master of the
feature story. He says he gets many of his ideas from unimpor-
tant-sounding stories on the wires. For example, he once found
a three-line story about the Navy’s considering a change in the
rank of admirals. Osgood said, “You just suck the rest of it out
of your thumb.” His thumb gave us this:

CBS News Correspondent Charles Osgood.

(Courtesy of Charles Osgood/CBS News)

The U.S. Navy wants to establish a new rank to distinguish one-
star rear admirals from two-star rear admirals. They thought
about it and thought about it and the proposed name for the
new rank that they’ve come up with is “Rear Admiral Lower
Half.” Now if President Reagan approves “Rear  Admiral
Lower Half” then “Rear Admiral Lower Half” it will be. Let’s
consider if this is such a good idea.
Military ranks are sort of baffling to the layman to begin with.
We all know that generals and admirals are big deals, but there
are many gradations inside the general and admiral category; and
these are not always what you would think they would be.
Major outranks a lieutenant, but a lieutenant-general outranks a
major-general. A very model of a modern major-general only
has two silver stars. A lieutenant-general has three. Both of
them are outranked by the just plain general who has four silver
stars. All three are addressed as “general” and so is the brigadier-
general who has the one star. These are a dime a dozen at the
Pentagon, as are admirals, of course. And there are different
kinds of admirals, too. The admiral who corresponds to a four-
star general is called an admiral. The admiral who corresponds
to a three-star or lieutenant-general is called a vice admiral. And
the one who corresponds to a major-general is called a rear
admiral. The next naval rank down corresponding to a brigadier
or one-star general is now called a commodore.
The U.S. Navy has now decided that its commodores should be
admirals too, just as the Army’s brigadiers are generals, and so
the Navy has proposed a new rank called, “rear admiral lower
half.” You would address such an officer as admiral so-and-so,
not rear half so-and-so, by the way. The abbreviation for the
new rank-they have thought of everything-would be “R.A.D.M.
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lower half,” not “R.A.L.H.,. as you might think. Too bad,
because then if your first name was Ralph you could be
R.A.L.H. Ralph. Sort of like Major Major Major in “Catch-22.”
I’m sure “Rear Admiral Lower Half” is very nautical and a great
naval tradition and all of that, but what I question is whether
“Rear Admiral Lower Half” brings the right sort of image to
mind. The concept of rear is already somewhat puzzling, since
the aft section of a ship is not called the rear, but the stern.
There are a lot of stern admirals. Some of them are rear
admirals and some are not. Once our attention has been called
to a rear, it seems an unfortunate added indignity to specify that
one is referring specifically to the lower half thereof.
How about you? Would you rather be called a commodore or a
rear admiral lower half? Commodore is a little dated, admit-
tedly. Even the Hotel Commodore isn’t called the Commodore
anymore. No, it isn’t the Hotel Rear Admiral Lower Half either.
It is now the Grand Hyatt Hotel. How about grand hyatt for
the name of a new rank? Instead of rear admiral lower half so-
and-so, the officer would be grand hyatt so-and-so. Grand hyatt
has a certain brassy Gilbert and Sullivan flair to it. “Captain
Jones, you’re being promoted to the rank of grand hyatt.. None
of that stuff about rears and lower halves. You see what I
mean?

Osgood said the nice thing about writing such stories is that
“you don’t have to know a lot. . . . I go to the almanac and trod
the different ranks in the Army and Navy and how they
correspond to one another. I don’t know that stuff,” he added,
“but you can get your hands on it easily and it’s right there in
the newsroom.”
Features also receive a lot of attention on NPR’s “All Things
Considered’ and “Morning Edition.” Reporter Cokie Roberts
wrote and produced a feature about Congressman Morris Udall
for “Morning Edition.” Here’s the way the anchor led into the
report:

Cokie Roberts reporting for ABC from the Republican National
Convention in Houston in 1992. In addition to working for
ABC, Roberts is a news correspondent for National Public
Radio. (Maria Melin/Capital Cities, ABC News)
ANCHOR: One of the most respected and best-loved

members of the House of Representatives is
expected to announce his resignation today.

Arizona Democrat Morris Udall has been suffering
from Parkinson’s disease for many years but in
January a serious fall incapacitated the 68-year-old
Congressman, leading to his likely resignation.
NPR’s Cokie Roberts reports

ROBERTS: Mo Udall came to Congress 30 years ago as a
reformer out of the West, ready to take on the
structures and seniority of what was then a
hidebound House of Representatives. He leaves as
a senior statesman who earned the admiration and
affection of his political friends and enemies
through his hard work and, especially, through his
humor. Mo Udall is not only a very funny man
himself, he is a connoisseur and custodian of
American political humor, compiled a number of
years ago into a book.

(sound bite)

UDALL: I was doing a chapter the other day on politicians’
mixed metaphors and bloopers. I’ll share a few
with you today as a sort of preview if I can push
the book a little bit (laughter). I’ll start with Gerry
Ford, who said in that famous speech on the
House floor, “If Lincoln were alive today he would
be turning over in his grave.” And somebody said,
perhaps it was I, “we honor Lincoln because he was
born in a log cabin which he built with his own
two hands.” (Laughter)

ROBERTS: The occasion of this spate of storytelling was
Udall’s 1984 announcement that he would not run
for president again. He said the presence of other
liberals in the race made his candidacy unnecessary
but, in fact, Udall was already suffering from the
Parkinson’s disease tret has made the last several
years so difficult for him. The decision not to make
the run was a tough one because Udall had long
before been attacked by the political malady of
presidentitis. He went for the White House in 1976
but after coming in second in seven straight
primaries, Udall concluded that he drew more
laughter than votes, causing columnist James
Kilpatrick to declare the Arizona Democrat too
funny to be president. That eventually became the
title of Udall’s book which was finally published in
1988. When NPR’s Scot Simon interviewed the
Congressman on his collection of political
anecdotes, Udall-as usual-praised John Kennedy
and Adlai Stevenson as the masters of the political
quip.

(sound bite)

UDALL: Stevenson had a natural sense of humor-a sense of
the ridiculous. A good example: Stevenson went to
one of the women’s colleges up in New England
and made a big hit and as he was leaving this
woman shouted, “great going, Governor
Stevenson, you got the vote of every thinking
person”, and he said, “it’s not good enough, I
need a majority” (laughter)
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ROBERTS: It could have been his own story. Udall was never
able to attract a majority for president or for a
House leadership position although he ran for
Speaker in 1989 and for majority leader in 1971. But
he did wage a successful attack on the House
seniority system, pushed through a landmark
campaign finance bill, and as chairman of the
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee he
shepherded several major environmental measures
through Congress, including the Alaskan Lands
Act. Udall succeeded legislatively by pulling together
sometimes impossible coalitions, often using
humor as his thread. To Udall, the ability to amuse
was essential for a committed politician.

(sound bite)
UDALL: Politics used to be entertainment. If you lived in a

little town in South Carolina 100 years ago, you
never saw a Presidential nominee on TV or
otherwise. They were names in a newspaper and
when the politicians came to town, they were
expected to make two-hour speeches that would
entertain the troops, and now we have speech
writers and gag writers in great profusion. The
mere act of hiring a gag writer says I don’t under-
stand myself and the issue enough to make people
laugh legitimately, I have to hire somebody to give
me a false line.

ROBERTS: Today’s generation of politicians, lamented Udall in
his book, “is less seasoned, more serious, richer
and less humorous. The ability to deliver a riveting
speech, rich in substance and leavened with humor
and anecdotes, is a declining art in Washington
today.”
It would have died a lot faster had Mo Udall not
been here for the last three decades, savoring his
stories and telling his tales.

(sound bite)

UDALL: I grew up between the Navajos and the Apaches. I
worked on Indian problems all my life and the
Indians really appreciate this story: a politician goes
to an Indian village and gathers the Indian voters
around and says, “you like me, you vote for me
and we get schools and hospitals for little Indian
children” and they shouted “gooma, gooma” and
he said, “you vote for me and we will put gas heat
in every teepee,” and they shouted, “gooma,
gooma” and the chief said, “you white man great
friend of Indian, you must come down to the
corral where we are going to give you an Indian
pony, but,” he said, “be careful you don’t step in
the gooma, gooma” (laughter)

ROBERTS: (music under) Arizona Democrat Morris Udall,
retiring today. I’m Cokie Roberts.

Features also are a basic part of local TV news, and to a lesser
degree, to network TV news. Every local news producer
schedules a variety of features throughout the newscast to give
it balance.

Thus the purpose of the finished work is less likely to be
misconstrued. For the final word on the documentary and
feature area of programming, Laurence Gilliam again:
‘It can take the enquiring mind, the alert ear, the selective eye,
and the broadcasting microphone into every corner of the
contemporary world, or into the deepest recess of experience.
Its task, and its destiny is to mirror the true inwardness of its
subject, to explore the boundaries of radio and television, and
to perfect techniques for the use of the creative artist in
broadcasting.’

Summary
Reporters spend much of their time covering planned events.
Unlike spot news, which is unpredictable, most planned events
are known about by the assignment editors days and weeks in
advance. These events fill part of the newscast almost every
night. A good percentage of planned events are news confer-
ences. Because news conferences are called by people trying to
“sell” something, reporters must be prepared to ask tough
questions; they cannot allow themselves to be used.
Other common planned events are those provided by the
workings of government-town and city council meetings and,
in state capitals, meetings of the legislature. Research is
important. Reporters must be familiar with the issues under
discussion and be ready to ask intelligent questions about them.
Planned events are not always exciting; frequently they have few
or no picture opportunities. They are, however, an important
part of covering the news, even if they wind up as a 20-second
voice-over.
Another type of nonbreaking story is the feature story. Feature
stories give reporters more opportunity to display their creative
talents.

Every reporter has his or her favorite type of story, but you
must remember that you have to learn how to cover them all,
not just the colorful and exciting ones.
Note: The exercises for both the lessons should be treated in a
separate lecture as they are very exhaustive. Doing the assign-
ments will help the student to have a better understanding of
the topics.

Review Questions
1 Name some of the planned events that broadcast reporters

cover.
2. How do assignment editors determine which planned events

they will cover?
3. What are the chief reasons that people and organizations call

news conferences?

4. How does a reporter prepare for a news conference?
5. What is the best way for broadcast reporters to cover a town

or city council meeting?
6. What is the worst way to cover such a meeting?
7. What are the most important things to remember when

covering a political campaign?

Exercises
1. Cover a city council or town meeting with a tape recorder or

video camera. Prepare a wrap or package.
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2. Attend a news conference, and prepare a wrap or package.
3. Attend a morning news meeting at a TV station, and write a

report on how decisions were reached on which stories
would be covered that day.

Exercise

Feature Stories: Generating Ideas and Selecting A
Topic
A. List some universal needs (such as food, clothing, shelter,

sex, love, belonging and self expression) across the top of a
piece of paper.
Down the left side, list some pressing social issues (concerns
of the elderly, health care, AIDS, unemployment and teen
suicide). Draw lines to form a grid. Fill in the spaces in the
grid with story ideas created by combining the two topics.

B. Listen and observe to find a feature topic. Ride a city bus to
the end of the line, sit in the student union or in a cafeteria.
Watch what people do, and listen to what people are talking
about. Make a list of potential feature topics.

C. Pair up with another student. Set a timer and write for 10
minutes, completely free and uncensored, about one or more
of the following topics: pet peeves; things I avoid writing
about; things I am curious about; favorite places in my
hometown; a specific holiday, such as Christmas or
Thanksgiving; my biggest problem as a child (or teenager).

Take turns reading your papers aloud to your partner. Discuss
how you could conduct research and interviews to make a story
from one of the ideas you generated.

Exercise

Feature Stories: Ideas for Campus Features
Here ore 32 ideas for feature stories that you con write on your
campus. Interview some authoritative sources, but also
students affected by the issues.
1. Interview at least five faculty members who have written

textbooks. Describe their work, problems, profits and
attitudes.

2. Describe the tenure and promotion system at your college.
How easy is it for faculty members to obtain tenure? What
must they do? Typically, how many succeed and how many
fail? What happens to those who fail?

3. Write about your favorite teacher, a successful coach or
another interesting personality on your campus. Interview
other students, friends, relatives and colleagues so you have
enough information for a well-rounded portrait of the
person.

4. Find a campus club that helps people, such as Alcoholics
Anonymous or Gamblers Anonymous. Interview club
members about their problem and how it affects their lives.

5. What are the best part-time jobs for students on your
campus? Who earns the most money and enjoys the best
hours and benefits? (Students who earn tips-bartenders,
baggage handlers, waiters and waitresses—often earn
hundreds of dollars during weekend shifts.)

6. Write about your institution’s use of adjuncts (part-time
faculty members). Are adjuncts well paid? What are the

advantages and disadvantages of employing them? Why do
they teach and, compared to your full-time faculty members,
how qualified are they?

7. What are the excuses your faculty members hear most often
from students who miss classes, assignments and tests—or
simply do poorly in a class?

8. What are students’- primary health (physical or mental)
problems? Or financial problems? Or housing problems?
More students seem to be complaining about a stress
disorder, for example

9. Do students on your campus ever complain about faculty
members they have difficulty understanding, especially faculty
members from other countries? How serious is the problem,
what’s being done to correct it and how successful is the
effort? Also, why does your college employ faculty members
with language problems?

10. To obtain more practical experience, many students
complete internships, and some students are required to
do so. Typically, many interns are not paid, and some
companies seem to exploit interns, using them as free
labor. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
internships and any abuses you find on your campus.

11. What are students’ options if they have a grievance against
a faculty member, perhaps a complaint about a racist or
sexist comment, a low grade or a test that was never
returned? How and where can they obtain help?

12. Write about the problems and perceptions of the
international students on your campus (or the handicapped
students). You might look specifically at the problems of
students who are blind or use wheelchairs.

13. Write about faculty members and students who date each
other or marry.

14. Write a historical feature that describes your college’s
establishment and early years.

15. If some buildings on your campus are named after
individuals, write about several of the individuals,
explaining who they were and why they were honored.

16. What, if any, are the advantages to being an athlete (or an
honors student) at your institution? Do athletes have to
meet the same entrance requirements as other students?
Do they enjoy special housing, food or financial aid? Do
they have special tutors orregistration times?

17. Describe the wildlife on your campus, anything from bats
to rats, cats, snakes and raccoons.

18. Write about cheating on your campus. How often are
students caught? How are they punished? What are faculty
members doing to avoid the problem?

19. How easy is it for the students on your campus to obtain
credit cards, how many overspend and where do they find
help?

20. Talk to the people who monitor your campus library. What
problems do they encounter? For example, do they find
people eating, talking, fighting, romancing, sleeping,
smoking or stealing?
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21. What percentage of the incoming students at your
institution are required to complete remedial courses?
Describe the courses, the cause of the problem that
prompts remedial courses and its ramifications.

22. If you have heard horror stories about difficult
roommates, write about the problem. What causes the
problem, how common is it and how is it resolved? Cite
some of the worst examples.

23. If you have heard horror stories about blind dates, write
about the problem. What causes the problem, and how
common is it? Cite some of the worst examples.

24. Do you have any cults on your campus? If so, describe the
cults and their members.

25. Interview people who come to your campus to interview
and hire graduating seniors. What do they look for, and
what are the most common errors they see? What advice
would they give students interviewing for jobs?

26. Write about any of the following topics on your campus:
(1) date rape, (2) abortions, (3) skateboarding and skating,
and (4) student loans and the difficulty of repaying the
loans after graduation.

27. Interview the youngest or oldest student on your campus,
or the youngest or oldest faculty member.

28. Localize a national phenomenon, such as hazing, grade
inflation or students who take forever to graduate.

29. Describe your campus’ vegetarians and their philosophy,
health and problems.

30. Find and write about a campus club that involves an
element of danger, such as scuba diving, skydiving,
mountain climbing, hang gliding or spelunking (exploring
caves).

31. What is your campus doing to recruit more women and
minorities for its faculty-and how successful is it? Why?
How do other faculty members feel about the issue?

32. About how many students flunk out of your college each
year? Why? Is the problem more common in some majors
than others? Interview several of the students.

Feature Stories: Information for Features
Write feature stories based on the following sets of informa-
tion. Correct all errors.

1. Deer Farms
Kyle White is a farmer, age 41, in your county, married to his
wife Rebecca, 42, and parents together of 4 children (3 girls and
1 boy). Their farm is located a distance of approximately 7 miles
south of your city.

Their farm originally covered a total of 240 acres of land but
eleven years ago they bought a second farm, a retiring cousins,
which covered an additional 120 acres of land, so they now farm
a total of 360 acres.
Little of the land is good for crops. Its too hilly and swampy,
with lots of woods. A low area along the Mequin river often
floods in the spring and then remains in a flooded condition
for a period of time. Six years ago, Mr. White abandoned his
diary herd and hay and vegetables, and pigs, chickens, and other
crops and started a new crop: deer. Why? Big bucks.

Some sleek brown bucks weigh as much as 240 pounds or
more. Leaner ones (visible in a pasture you visited) weigh only
about 160 or so pds. They’re kept on the farm by an 8-foot
fence topped by barbed wire that now encircles the entire farm
area. “The heaviest ones we sell,” White said.
Who to? Fine restaurants throughout the entire state. They
charge their diners a premium for tender venison which has
much less fat than cow or pig. Some day White also hopes to
sell his deer which he butchers himself directly to gourmet
sections of supermarkets. Its a national trend, he said. Nearly
700 farmers nationwide now belong to the North American
Deer Farmers Assn. established in 1978 by German immigrants
who established the first United States venison ranch in the
1960s on a remote patch of rugged hills and woods in upstate
New York. All venison ranchers now hope to capitalize on
Americans current desire to be healthy-to eat well while staying
fit. All tout venison as “the meat of the future” -red meat for
health-conscious calorie counters. Nutritionists say among red
meats only buffalo is healthier. Some animal rights activists raise
a ruckus about the human consumption of deer and some
consumers shudder at the thought of eating Bambi or any of
the other beautiful, graceful members of the species, but deer
farmers believe they can gain converts by rattling off the real
statistics to further educate consumers. A 7-ounce serving of
venison steak gets only 3.2% of its 316 calories from fat.
Ground beef is nearly 10% fat and a 7 -ounce portion weighs in
at far more calories, a whopping total of 432. “Venison has less
fat-and fewer calories-than even skinned chicken,” White told
you. At 6" 2' in height, White weighs only a thin 162 pounds
and is red headed with a full red beard and red mustache.
Others agree about the healthful nature of venison. The
American Heart Assn. lists wild game as a good choice for your
daily serving of meat, poultry, or fish. Weight Watchers also
recommends venison as a lean, low-calorie alternative to fatty
beef. Still, its a tough sell. Tests show farm-raised venison tastes
tender and mild and the meat tends to be smooth without the
grains that streak beef steak. Yet many Americans tend to
associate venison with the tough, gamey, shoe-leather meat that
many amateur hunters often drag back home after a kill while
hunting in the fall and bagging a deer that isn’t as well fed and
cared for as Mr. Whites.

Plus there’s what the farmers call the Bambi Syndrome.
Graceful, brown-eyed, white-tailed deer seem to generate more
sympathy than almost any other animal but dogs and cats
which, by law, many states prohibit people in the U.S. from
eating although both animals are eaten elsewhere in the world
along with horse. “Most consumers don’t see cows as cute and
cuddly like they do a veal calf or lamb or deer,” said a spokes-
man for the national Beef Industry Council. There are
doom-and-gloom predictions about the future of beef with all
the new competition from deer and other species, even ostrich,
but cattle ranchers tend to brush off claims of venisons surging
popularity. After all, Americans gobble up, on national average
for every man, woman and child in this great country, a grand
total of 63 pounds of beef each year despite relentless warnings
from assorted medical authorities and nutritionists against fat
and cholesterol. The average American persons diet also
includes 47 lbs. of pork each and every year and almost as much
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chicken. By comparison, the average American now eats no
venison, none whatsoever, which remains at this point in time
largely a novelty, sold at a few fine restaurants-never at popular,
fast-food restaurants where so many Americans eat so many of
their meals, but those facts also show the markets untapped
potential. White says: “Everyone has prejudices, and many
involving deer are unfounded: emotional, not intellectual.
People see deer on television or movies, then they don’t want
to eat them. Kids especially, but deer are good for kids, healthy
for everyone. Its healthy, tasty, and inexpensive considering the
fact its all meat, not fat.”

2. Scholarship Searches
Are you thinking about going to college anytime soon? Are you
already there? Are you a parent with a kid in college or about to
go to college. If so, beware! Don’t be swindled like the thou-
sands of other poor innocent victims swindled every year. This
story comes in part out of the U.S. capital of Washington, D.C.
The Federal Trade Commission issued a warning today. The
F.T.C. said there are some legitimate businesses in the field but
there are also bogus scholarship search services that fast talk
students and their families out of millions of dollars in cash
each and every single year. Just last month the same Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) in Washington filed charges against
eleven companies that it claims stole a total of nearly about $10
million dollars from students located in all of the 50 states who
plan to start college next year or who are already in college and
from their families. The companies promised to look for
money to help the swindled students and their families pay the
outrageous cost of college tuition, fees, room and board, and
other expenses incurred while attending a college. The numbers
are astonishing, truly astonishing. The FTC estimates that each
and every year as many as 300,000 students and their families fall
for the swindle. They’re defrauded. Fooled! Cheated! Swindled!
Companies promise to find a scholarship or grant, which are
free, never having to be repaid. Some promise to find a
scholarship or grant for each and every one of the students
using their service and to return peoples money if they don’t,
but then they don’t find financial aid and don’t return the
money. The FTC said today in its new warning they may never
look or they may send you a useless and totally worthless
computer printout which lists dozens, even hundreds, of
scholarships none of which you may be currently eligible for at
all. The FTC warns, simply, that “If you have to pay money to
get money it might be a scam. Be wary.” Matt Adamopoulos,
head of the Office of Financial Aid at your school, points out
the fact that high school and college counselors provide free
services. So do libraries. He recommends that people use free
services exclusively.

None guarantee success. “That’s impossible,” Adamopoulos
told you in an exclusive interview today. “We can almost always
help really exceptional students, and sometimes the poor. Its
those in the middle we have the toughest time with,” he went
on to add that. The FTC also warns people not to do stupid
things like give these or other companies their credit card
numbers or bank account numbers or even social security
numbers, since other abuses are also committed, such as
emptying a victims bank account or adding other charges to

his/her credit cards. But people are desperate, overwhelmed and
shocked and frightened by the high and escalating and ridicu-
lous cost of college educations in the United States nowadays
which threaten to nearly bankrupt some families, especially
those with multiple kids. In desperation, and because they are
unfamiliar with the process, they are in many cases easy victims
for swindlers. The FTC normally seeks temporary restraining
orders prohibiting companies from engaging in activities the
FTC has challenged. Or, the FTC freezes the companies assets.
But companies can close, move to another city or state and in a
matter of a very few days open a new company with a new
name that continues the same practices with the same people
involved. 17 -year-old Susan Carigg of your city is an example
of victims of the fraud along with her parents, Susan and Craig
Carigg. Young Susan is a senior at your citys Martin Luther
King Jr. High School and wants to attend college next year but
doesn’t have a lot of money or extraordinarily high grades, just
a solid 3.34 gpa. She, who wants to be a nurse and her parents
paid $799 to the Scholarship Search Institute 3 days after
receiving a flier in the mail from its headquarters located in the
city of Phoenix. The flier promised that people are “guaranteed
many times their investment back” in scholarships, grants, and
other financial aid. But the Carigs haven’t received anything since
sending in their check. Now they can’t even find the company
anywhere. Postal authorities they called for help are also looking
for the company, and say thousands of other gullible people
who fell for the scam are doing likewise. An FTC official who
asked that she not be identified admitted they almost never
recover anyones money. Al Giangelli, another high school senior
in your city, whose parents are divorced and who lives with his
mother at 214 Lake Dr., sent $999 to a similar company,
Financial Aid Finders, using money he saved working at a
Burger King. “I want to go to a private school,” Al told you in
an exclusive interview today. “I figure that’d cost maybe $20,000
a year, probably more, and they promised to help, said they help
everyone, that there’s lots of money for everyone. Now I’m
worse off than before. I worked hard for that money and they
stole it. Its a ripoff, a damn ripoff. They’re crooks is what they
are.”

3. Missing People
You won’t believe the numbers involved. They’re astonishingly
high. Its typical of the situation in each and every one of the
nations 50 states. Last year alone in just your one state alone a
total number of 57,152 men, women, and children were
reported at one time or another to be “missing.” A total of
48,384 of the missing individuals sooner or later reappeared or
were found or otherwise recovered. But nearly 9,000 remain
missing, and that seems to be a typical number for a years total
annual figures for your one state. Some of the missing people
each year are kids-runaways. Others are very old people with
Alzheimers who wander some distance away from their homes.
There are deadbeat dads and deadbeat moms too. There are
people trying to run away from their debts. There are always
young men and women running away with lovers with whom
they are deeply and idealistically and perhaps unrealistically in
love. And there are each year a few, very few, bona fide crime
victims: people apparently kidnapped or robbed or murdered,
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with their bodies hidden, perhaps burned or buried or tossed
into some deep body of water somewhere and thus hidden.
Police estimate that the true crime victims total no more than
100 in number and perhaps as few as 40 or 50. A woman may
disappear, and everyone-friends, co-workers, relatives, everyone-
swears that she was a totally reliable person and happy and
stable, so everyone believes shes a victim of foul play. 5 years
later she may call her parents to say she’s now happily married
and has three kids, a new job, and a new name, and ran off 5
years ago because she was in love with someone her parents
didn’t like, or didn’t like pressures at home or work or just
wanted to try someplace new, or hated a boyfriend or her
husband at the time who, unknown to all others, perhaps
drank or beat her or abused her both physically and mentally.
“I’ve worked around missing persons for the past 10 years, and
it’s rare finding someone after more than a year,” said Sgt.
Manuel Cortez of your citys police dept. “We find a lot of
people disappear because they’ve got troubles, want to leave
them behind and start over again. A lot of people think about
it, and some do more than think about it. Normally its more
men than women, except among juveniles. Among juveniles,
runaway girls outnumber boys 3 to 1. Kids, particularly those
11 to 17, flee in droves.” Another authority, Psychology Prof.
Alan Christopher, says, “Most adults will stick around and
handle their problems, but a lot of kids think its easier to run
away. Or they just don’t think. They see some place on televi-
sion, and it looks good, so they try to go there.” Nationwide,
450,700 youngsters were reported to have fled their homes and
juvenile facilities and all sorts of other places they were sup-
posed to be living last year and another 127,100 were “thrown
away,” meaning their parents or guardians or whoever in the
world was caring for them would not let them come back,
according to statistics compiled by the U.S. Justice Dept.
Three-fourths of the missing persons in your state last year
were runaway juveniles. Nearly 6,500 have not yet been found or
located. Sabrina Diaz, a 14 yr. old, is an example, now residing
at 1987 Ho1crofte Ave. in your city. “My parents got divorced”
she told you after you promised not to use her last name. “I
hated my stepfather. He’s a jerk. He got drunk and hit my Mom
and expected us to wait on him like we were his slaves or
something.
“So, uh, I met this guy who was moving to New York. He
didn’t want to take me, said I was too young, but I, uh, got
him to change his mind. So, uh, like I was there two years, then
got caught shoplifting and prostituting and the cops somehow
they came up with my real name and my mom came and got
me. She’s dropped the jerk, so it’s better now, just the two of
us, and so we can, uh, talk and everything.” Jason Abare is a 31
year old man currently residing in your county jail on charges of
nonsupport. At the time of his divorce from his wife, Anne, of
9 years, he was ordered to pay alimony and child support for his
four kids, a total of $840 a month. Ann currently resides at 855
Tichnor Way. “I wasn’t going to give her a penny, not with the
hell that woman put me through,” he said. He left the state.
“It was easy, real easy,” he told you during a jailhouse interview
today.

“I’m in construction, a carpenter, and good, so I can pick up a
job almost anywhere and kinda drifted around. If I liked where
I was I’d stay a couple months, even a year. Other times I just
stayed a week or two until I got my first payday then skipped
town. I figured no one could ever find me that way. I got
caught last month, charged with drunken driving and didn’t
have a drivers license anymore so they checked my prints and
found out who I really was and returned me here. Bad luck,
that’s what it was, just bad luck.”

Notes -
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Topics covered:
What are biographies?, Where to get ideas on biographies,
Biographical sources exercise, The how and what of biographies
of news writers, Causes and effects in biographies, definition of
lifestyle, writing lifestyle news,  a new perspective in lifestyle
journalism, Changing trends in news coverage, Health and
medical writing.

Objectives
• Defining biographies, lifestyle and health news.
• Generating ides for the same.

What are Biographies?
Biographies are stories about real people. We classify biogra-
phies as nonfiction, but they have elements of both
informational and fiction books. Biographies use
documented information from a person’s life, such as dates, places,
events, accomplishments, and people, to
• develop the person’s character,
• paint a clear picture of events that happened (plot) in the

person’s life, and

• describe where and when those events happened (setting).
So, biographies are factual stories about real people from
the past or the present.
Why should one air biographies on television or radio?
Knowing about lives of others:
• Provides with models of people whose hard work and

determination helped them overcome obstacles and achieve
goals.

• Encourages young people to think about themselves as
adults, and to consider possibilities for developing their own
lives.

• Extends listeners/viewers overall understanding of the
world.

When is one ready to know about biographies?

Students of any grade can benefit from seeing biographies, but
they do so at different levels of sophistication.

Where to Get Ideas on Biographies
You will often have an assignment which requires you to find
biographical information about an individual. Biographical
research sources should include, at the very least, place and date
of subject’s birth; subject’s death date, if no longer living;
and what the individual is known for.  An entire book
written or episode dedicated on the life of one individual is
called a biography.  Sometimes it is on the lives of several
individuals who have something in common, such as female
aviators; alternately, a book or episode  may contain brief entries
on the lives of many individuals with nothing in common
other than fame, such as Webster’s Biographical Dictionary.  Any

collection of biographical material on more than one individual
  is called a collective biography.  Often a well-known person
writes or narrates about his/her own life.  A work by its own
subject is an autobiography.

Depending on who your subject is, and how much information
you need on him/her, you can look for biographical informa-
tion and creative ideas in the following places:
• Encyclopedias can help you identify a person or place him/

her in time. There are often bibliographies at the end of
articles to steer you to other sources.

• Search the online catalog using the individual’s name as a
subject to find books about him/her. It is also useful to
search by the person’s occupation; if he was a painter, do a
subject search on artists to find collective biographies, such as
encyclopedias and dictionaries, on artists.

• Use periodical indexes to locate magazine and journal
articles about the person. For example an entire Biography
Index is available at the Livingston Library on Shorter’s Rome
campus. This index is available for the years 1955 to the
present and gives references to books and articles about its
subjects. It is also useful to search according to your subject’s
occupation. If you are looking for an artist, you might check
the Art Index; if your subject was a musician, try the Music
Index.

• The Galileo databases are great sources for articles as well,
with many available in full text.  

• Check the reference collection. Reference books are a
special collection of high demand, non-circulating books
arranged by subject number, as are the books in the regular
collection. Some of the general biographical sources
available at Shorter’s Livingston Library (available on the net)
are:

• You can check the archives of your own studio, old tapes and
even newspapers for reference and ideas.

Current Biography Yearbook 1940 - current; R 920.02 C93

Dictionary of National Biography 1901 - 1985; R 920.042 D56

Men of Mark in Georgia; R 920.0758 N81m

Notable American Women 1607 - 1950; R 920.720973 N84n

Webster’s Biographical Dictionary R 920.02  W39

Who Was Who in America 1607 - 1989; R 920.073  W62

Who’s Who in America 1986-19 R 920.073 W62w

Biographical Sources Exercise
Please print out this exercise and answer questions using
information found in the accompanying lesson.
Top of Form
Your Name: ______________

Class:_______________
Professor: ____________

LESSON 4:
BIOGRAPHIES, LIFESTYLE, HEALTH
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A.  Concept
What three pieces of information should any biographical
source tell you about a subject?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
What are biographies? ________________________

Collective biographies? ________________________
Autobiographies? ___________________________
Give three general places (not titles) in which to look for
biographical material:
________________________________________
________________________________________
Give three ideas on the making of biographies of recent
celebrities or historical figures.

B.  Application of Concept
Choose a well-known person and find three of the following:
1. brief biographical information
2. a book about the person
3. an article about the person
4. information about the person on the Internet. 
Report your findings below:

Your subject’s name: ______________________________
1. What source did you use for brief biographical information?

[Give title, call number and page number(s).  Tip:  If you
don’t find your subject in the first source you select, continue
looking until you are successful.
______________________________

2. Citations (author, title, publisher, place of publication, date
of publication):
___________________________________________

3. Citation for the article (name of journal/magazine the article
appeared in, the journal’s date, volume and issue number (if
given); author/title and page number(s) of article)
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

The How and What of biographies for
News writers
Part 1
1. Learn the characteristics of a biography.Study this chart.

Characteristics of Biography
Most biographies have the same 6 characteristics.

2. Identify these six characteristics in a biography. Read a short
biography to practice identifying the characteristics.
Place the appropriate number of the biographical
characteristic in front of the sentence.
________Here’s a brief biography or life story of a
real person, my Uncle Bob. _______I spent a lot of time
with him when I was young. My parents, brothers, and I
visited him every weekend. _______I can remember
many visits to his big ranch house in the country. It was
really fun running up and down the halls of that big
house. And my brothers and I used to play in the barn.
_______Sometimes we would watch my uncle take care
of his horses. He would work from sunrise to sunset.
_______ He would work so hard that my parents,
brothers, and I would start to feel guilty sitting around in
his house, so we would get up and go out and help him.
His neighbors would often come over and ask him for
advice since he knew so much about horses and ranches.
_______ Uncle Bob is so inspirational that to this day
we remain inspired by his work ethic.

Part 2
Read a biography to:
• practice your comprehension.
• practice making a biographical timeline.
• study the cause and effect of a person’s life.
• study the “Attributes of Greatest.” The InteliQuest

Knowledge Mastery System.
What do I do? How?

1. Read a biography on the Internet. Choose a biography.
For example, in the following biography, apply whatever you
have learned till now.

Levi Strauss, the inventor of the quintessential American
garment - the blue jean - was born in Buttenheim, Bavaria on
February 26, 1829 to Hirsch Strauss and his second wife, Rebecca
Haas Strauss. Hirsch, a dry goods peddler, already had five
children with his first wife, who had died a few years earlier:
Jacob, Jonas, Louis, Rosla and Mathilde. Levi - named “Loeb”
at birth - and his older sister Fanny were the last of the Strauss
children; Hirsch succumbed to tuberculosis in 1845.
Two years after his death, Rebecca, Loeb, Fanny and Mathilde
emigrated to New York. There, they were met by Jonas and
Louis, who had already made the journey and had started a dry-
goods business, called “J. Strauss Brother & Co.” Young Loeb
soon began to learn the trade himself, and by 1850 he was
known among his family and customers as “Levi” (in the
census of that year, his name is spelled “Levy”).
When news of the California Gold Rush made its way east,
Levi decided to emigrate to San Francisco to make his fortune:
not by panning gold, but by selling supplies to the throngs of
miners who arrived daily in the big city to outfit themselves
before heading off to the gold fields. In January of 1853 he
became an American citizen, and in March he arrived in bustling,
noisy San Francisco, establishing a dry-goods business under his
own name and also serving as the West Coast representative of
the family’s New York firm.
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The first address where Levi conducted business in wholesale
dry goods (that we know of) was at 90 Sacramento Street, and
the name of his firm was simply, “Levi Strauss.” In the 1850s
this location was very close to the waterfront, handy for
receiving and selling the goods that arrived by ship from his
brother Jonas’ store in New York. In 1856 Levi moved the
business to 62 Sacramento Street and then to 63 & 65 Sacra-
mento as its trade and reputation expanded. By this time David
Stern - who was married to Levi’s sister Fanny - was associated
with the firm. In 1863 the business relocated to 315 & 317
Sacramento Street, and in 1863 the company was renamed “Levi
Strauss & Co.” Then in 1866 Levi moved the headquarters
again, to larger quarters at 14-16 Battery Street, where it re-
mained for the next forty years.
Levi installed gaslight chandeliers, a freight elevator and other
amenities to the new location. It was the headquarters of the
now-prosperous firm; the Eastern sales office remained with
Jonas Strauss in New York. In his mid-thirties, Levi was already
a well-known figure around the city. He was active in the
business and cultural life of San Francisco, and actively sup-
ported the Jewish community. He belonged to Temple
Emanu-El, the city’s first synagogue, and was a contributor to
the gold medal given annually to the best Sabbath School
student. Despite his stature as an important business man, he
insisted that his employees call him Levi, and not Mr. Strauss.
He knew that demand would be great for these riveted “waist
overalls” (the old name for jeans), so Levi brought Jacob Davis
to San Francisco to oversee the first West Coast manufacturing
facility. Initially, Davis supervised the cutting of the blue denim
material and its delivery to individual seamstresses who worked
out of their homes. But the demand for overalls made it
impossible to maintain this system, and factories on Fremont
and Market Streets were opened.
As the end of the 19th century approached, Levi stepped back
from the day-to-day workings of the business, leaving it to his
nephews. David Stern had died in 1874 and his four sons -
Jacob, Sigmund, Louis and Abraham - came into the business
over the next few years. In 1890 - the year that the lot number
“501®” was first used to designate the denim waist overalls -
Levi and his nephews officially incorporated the company,
though by this time he had begun to concentrate on other
business and philanthropic pursuits.
Levi had been a charter member and treasurer of the San
Francisco Board of Trade since 1877. He was a director of the
Nevada Bank, the Liverpool, London and Globe Insurance
Company and the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company. In
1875 Levi and two associates purchased the Mission and Pacific
Woolen Mills from the estate of former silver millionaire
William Ralston. Much of the mill’s fabric was used to make
the Levi Strauss & Co. “blanket-lined” pants and coats. Levi was
a contributor to the Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum and Home,
the Eureka Benevolent Society and the Hebrew Board of Relief.
In 1895 he and a number of other prominent San Franciscans
provided funds to build a new railroad from San Francisco to
the San Joaquin Valley (a project which unfortunately failed).
And in 1897 Levi provided the funds for twenty-eight scholar-
ships at the University of California, Berkeley.

During the week of September 22, 1902 Levi began to complain
of ill health but by Friday evening the 26th, he felt well enough
to attend the family dinner at the home on Leavenworth Street
which he shared with Jacob Stern’s family. He awakened briefly
in the night, and told the nurse in attendance that he felt “as
comfortable as I can under the circumstances.” Then, peacefully,
he died. His death was headline news in the Sunday, September
28 edition of the San Francisco Call. On Monday, the day of his
funeral, local businesses were temporarily closed so that their
proprietors could attend the services. The eulogy was read at
Levi’s home by Rabbi Jacob Voorsanger of Temple Emanu-El;
afterward, company employees escorted the casket to the
Southern Pacific railway station, where it was transported to the
Hills of Eternity Cemetery in Colma (now Home of Peace),
south of San Francisco.
Levi’s estate amounted to nearly $6 million, the bulk of which
was left to his four nephews and other family members. Other
bequests were made to the Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum, the
Home for Aged Israelites, the Roman Catholic and Protestant
Orphan Asylums, Eureka Benevolent Society and the Emanu-
El Sisterhood.
In summing up Levi’s life and the establishment of his
business, the San Francisco Call stated: “Fairness and integrity in
his dealings with his Eastern factors and his customers and
liberality toward his employees soon gave the house a standing
second to none on the coast.” An even more fitting testimonial
was pronounced by the San Francisco Board of Trade in a
special resolution:

“...the great causes of education and charity have likewise
suffered a signal loss in the death of Mr. Strauss, whose
splendid endowments to the University of California will be an
enduring testimonial of his worth as a liberal, public-minded
citizen and whose numberless unostentatious acts of charity in
which neither race nor creed were recognized, exemplified his
broad and generous love for and sympathy with humanity.”
2. Understand sequence of events in the person’s life.

Using the biography you just completed, make a Time Line.
A time line is a list of events listed date wise in the chosen
subject’s life.
for example
Vladimir Putin: a biographical timeline (as it was shown in
one of the news channels after he came to power.)
Oct. 7, 1952 Vladimir V. Putin is born in Leningrad (now St.
Petersburg), the only child  of a factory foreman and his wife.
1975 Putin graduates from the law department of Leningrad
State University.
1975 Putin joins the KGB’s Foreign Intelligence Service.
1983  Putin marries Lyudmila, a specialist in foreign
languages. (They now have two teenage daughters, Katya and
Masha.)
1985-90 Putin is assigned to work for the KGB in East
Germany.
1990 Putin becomes assistant rector for international affairs at
Leningrad State University. He also serves as an adviser to the
chairman of the Leningrad City Council.
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1991-94 Putin serves as chairman of the foreign relations
committee of the St. Petersburg mayor’s office.

3. Analyze cause and effect in the person’s life. Using the
biography you just completed, fill out the Cause and Effect
Chart.

4. Evaluate the person’s life using “ A Profile of Greatness.”
Study the 10 Characteristics of the Achieving Person.

Part 3
Write a biography or biographical sketch of a person you
consider to be great.

What do I do? How?

1. Research and write. Use the Biography Maker to help plan,
research and write a draft. It contains many links to great
people. If you don’t find the person you need, search.

2. Revise and edit,Use the 6 Traits of Effective Writing to help
you.
Ideas and Content
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions

Now that we have learned what a biography is, how to get ideas
on writing a biography and even how to write a biography let us
see some examples of biographies in news.
This news appeared in Fox News channel talking about the
making of the biography of an American candidate for the
presidential election. It has all the 6 characteristics of a biography
that we have learned earlier. It has the time line and it also has
the source form where the idea of the news originated.

Clark Campaign Makes Short Biographical Film

Democratic presidential hopeful Wesley Clark, trying to
use his biography to connect with voters just as Bill
Clinton did in 1992, is starring in a 17-minute campaign
film that chronicles his Arkansas upbringing and decorated
military career.
The film, “American Son,” was produced by Linda
Bloodworth-Thomason, the same filmmaker who produced

several such pieces for Clinton, including the celebrated 1992
convention film “The Man from Hope.” Bloodworth-
Thomason, an old Clinton friend, also produced the TV series
“Designing Women,” “Evening Shade” and “Hearts Afire.”
The Clark film covers his childhood, his schooling at West
Point, and his service as NATO supreme allied commander.
Supporters attending a New York fund-raiser for Clark this
week will get a preview of the film. It then will be handed out
to supporters at 500 house parties across the country on Dec.
18.

Chris Lehane, a Clark campaign spokesman, said the film may
run on TV stations in the future.
The film is just one more example of how the Clark campaign
is embracing the retired general’s similarities with Clinton.
Dozens of former Clinton staffers are working on Clark’s
campaign, and the two men’s early lives have striking parallels.
Both are Arkansas natives who were raised as Baptists by their
mothers after their fathers died while they were young. Both go
by the last names of their adoptive fathers and learned in
adulthood about brothers they had never met. Both
earned Rhodes scholarships to study at Oxford University in
the late 1960s…………………………

Lifestyle
Definition: News or piece of information on a way of life or
style of living that reflects the attitudes and values of a person
or group of persons.
Lifestyle sections have broad, across-the-board appeal. Male,
female, young, old, married, single - everyone should be able to
find something fresh and appealing each day in your features
section
Feature and lifestyle editors need to develop a distinctive focus
for their sections. They should develop content and strategies
and a fresh and original approach that attract younger and new
readers.

While writing lifestyle news stories, writers should be on the
look out for day-in and day-out stories that result in a vibrant
section reflecting the channel’s personality and its market. For
example the content in Star Utsav lifestyle news will be more
elaborate and detailed, mostly in the form of advertorials, as
compared to that being shown on News channels in their
corresponding lifestyle sections.

Writing Lifestyle News
Content and Readership Strategies: You need to create a
focus and vision for the section. Discover fresh ways to look at
stories by going through the content and style of various
specialized magazines like Femina, Citadel, Vogue.
Enterprise Reporting: Examine the entire process, from
generating ideas to planning and executing projects.

Writing for Viewers: Get out of formula writing by turning
the mundane and everyday into stories that connect with
viewers. Find out ways to tell stories through people’s voices,
edit for impact and take risks.
The Visual Feature Editor: Develop visual-thinking skills and
design strategies that complement the content and draw viewers
to the section.
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Developing Personal Power - Becoming a Newsroom
Leader: Hone your personal and management skills to bolster
your role as a member of the newsroom management team.

A new Perspective to Lifestyle Journalism
Food journalism, a part of life style journalism, once a throw-
away compendium of recipes and “what’s hot” articles, has
gone upscale. Newspapers, magazines, Television are dedicating
top talent to the food beat, and they are hungry for sophisti-
cated stories with timely angles.

W. “Johnny” Apple, the famously formidable New York Times
chronicler of wars, presidents and political horse races, now
spends his time scrutinizing such complexities as the bouquet
of the French brandy Armagnac, the hybrid cuisine of the
Italian city Trieste and the wonders of Wisconsin bratwursts.
Sanjeev Kapoor the connoisseur of food can now be seen on
Television displaying his culinary skills to his eager audience.
Entire issues are dedicated to subjects like the arts, fashion,
celebrity living, travel, books and money. Food-related features,
too, are common. The Atlantic magazine has a full-time food
writer, Corby Kummer. Food journalism has long persisted as
an oxymoron, with information on food, little more than wire-
service recipe dumps and magazine articles barely scraping
deeper than “what’s hot and what’s not.”
But that’s changing, food writers and editors say. Channels
around the country are dedicating top staffers to the food beat,
and they are hungry for well-reported stories with timely angles.
Magazines, too, are hiring accomplished writers and paying
them to travel around the world in search of good grub copy.
The transformation of food journalism from “five things to
do with cream of mushroom soup” to the subject of an entire
programme on food festival, longtime food writers say, has a
lot to do with changing attitudes about food across the country.

“Food is coming into Indian culture in a really strong way, but I
started writing about food 30 years ago and everybody thought
it was weird. It was seen as ‘women’s page’ stuff,” says Tarla
Dalal in an interview in her grand office. “Food has become a
part of popular culture in the way film or theater is. And its
being captured on television like hot cakes”. Cable television is
crowded with celebrity chefs wielding knives and shaking sauté
pans.
Viewers aren’t going to put up with wire-service copy and
grocery ads. It is a huge news story when a Pizza Hut overtakes
a local food joint as No. 1. It makes a top story. That says a lot
about how journalism has changed. The sense of what has a
claim on viewer interest and what qualifies as news has changed
remarkably in a short amount of time.

Changing Trends in News Coverage
The tabulation chart shows an amazing percentage increase in
lifestyle features over a period of thirty years. It has increased
from 13.5 to just the double amount of news coverage.

Evening News Topics Over Time 

ALL NETWORKS 1977 1987 1997 

Hard News 67.3% 58.3% 41.3% 

Celebrity News 2 3.3 7.7 

Crime/ Law/ Courts 8 6.8 13 

Business/ Economy 5.5 11.1 7.4 

Science and Technology 3.5 4.5 5.8 

Lifestyle Features 13.5 16.2 24.8 

Total 100 100 100 

 

Example of a news piece shown on Star News in its lifestyle
segment

Star World Fashions a Move to Lifestyle  

Indiantelevision.com Team
(30 October 2003 3:00 pm)
MUMBAI: Star World is in for some image sprucing.

Moving away from its predominant Western content, the
English entertainment channel split its beam with an India
specific beam catering exclusively to Indian viewers, in May this
year. With urban Indians being the target audience, the channel
has now moving towards lifestyle segment. First in the line is a
five-week weekly series, Milan Fashion Week, scheduled to air on
Sundays from 2 November to 30 November at 9:00 pm.
Although Indian designers invited for the international shows
isn’t news, it is the first time that an Indian designer, Tarun
Tahiliani, will showcase his collection in Milan on request.
After the recent Lakme Fashion Week telecast on Sony Enter-
tainment Television, many entertainment and news channels are
now clamouring to climb aboard the fashion bandwagon. Star
World has also thrown its hat into the ring by planning to
expand local programming in a big way. After five weeks’
coverage, the channel will bring in a new lifestyle show Style .
With Style, the channel will offer a peek at all that is considered
vibrant and stylish on the Indian fashion horizon. Each
episode will have a different anchor, either a celebrity or a family
talking about their personal style, offering glimpses of stylish
couture, cuisine, architectures.

The Man and his Designs
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 The channel has roped in actor Gauri Karnik, to anchor the
Milan Fashion Week. “Though the current trend may be towards
lifestyle, we have always included elements in our programming.
Our show Amul India Show, on Star World, was a successful
lifestyle format. To suit the Indian audience taste, we decided to
further the coverage, started by theMilan Fashion Week,” says Star
India’s senior vice president content and communication
Deepak Segal.
Speaking on the decision to get Karnik as the anchor-presenter,
Segal offers, “The show is all about trends and style and we
wanted somebody ‘happening’. Gauri fits the bill. Besides, even
Rahul Bose has been roped in to do a special on mens’
fashion.”
Canned in a heritage show format, the show trails the anchor
who presents the show in a first person format. Karnik will not
only be focusing on Tahiliani’s line, she will be getting sound
bites from his famous clientele including Kabir Bedi, Nikki
Bedi, Jemima Khan, Parmeshwar Godrej, Simi Garewal and
Mehr Jessia. That apart, each episode will bring to the viewers a
different facet of Milan, its fashion, its essence and the sights
and sounds of the international fashion shows.

Star’s English entertainment channel is planning to revamp its
car and automobile show Top drive. The new avatar Top Driveway
will showcase the interesting cultural heritage of the country.
According to Segal, “it will be a good mix of travelogue and
automobile show. We also will be showcasing lifestyle segment
alongside.”
Here’s to good life at Star World.

Health and Medical Writing
Health and medical subjects rank high in interest among radio
and TV audiences for obvious reasons. We all want to remain
healthy. Reporters with a knowledge of health and medical
issues are an asset to news managers. Most large news staffs
have someone assigned to a medical and health beat.

Ideas on health and medical news bytes can be got from
- Science Periodicals and journals.
- Visiting hospitals, dispensaries and clinics.
- Gymnasiums and health clubs.
- Video tapes of physical instructors etc
Many broadcast news producers regularly include health and
medical stories in newscasts. News writers do not have much
trouble selling producers on a good medical or health story as
viewers are becoming more conscious with regards to their
physical and mental well being. Likewise, depending on the size
of the market, good health and medical stories are usually not
difficult to find.
Because they are public-relations conscious, hospitals and
research centres often bring stories involving their facilities or
research to the attention of radio and TV newsrooms. Listeners
and viewers also provide tips on medical-related stories, usually
when someone close to them has been involved in something
good or bad at a medical facility. Many tips concern malpractice,
but some involve lifesaving techniques and appealing human-
interest stories about children waiting for organ transplants and
the generosity of people who contribute hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars to make the surgery possible.

Objectivity is always an essential part of all writing, but
sometimes medical reporters must be particularly sensitive
about their reports because providers often appear to be in the
wrong. Doctors are accused of charging too much or of
refusing to accept patients. Hospitals are criticized for turning
away some patients and price gouging others. Many of these
stories are true, but reporters must examine both sides of any
issue. Reporters sometimes discover that hospitals are on the
verge of financial collapse because rising costs and heavy
investment in equipment. They find that the government is
slow in paying Medicare patients’ bills and is often unrealistic’
deciding on the amount doctors can charge. Hence, angles can
be millions and so can ideas.
Good medical reporters look for positive stories about doctors
and hospitals to balance the negative ones. If and when
reporters find they are beginning to dislike the medical profes-
sion as a whole, it’s probably time for them to start looking for
another beat. Health and medical reporters also allow them-
selves to be duped. They must constantly ask tough questions
about the medical establishment and whether it is meeting the
needs of the people.
Science and health-related courses in college help journalism
students prepare for medical reporting and writing. These
students also should read the many health and medical
magazines that are available. Teaching-hospital libraries also
have stacks of journals from major research centers. Although
these resources are there primarily for medical students,
persuasive reporters usually have no difficulty gaining access to
the journals once the staff is convinced reporters are not
malpractice attorneys.

Indian news channels as of now do not have any famous beat
reporters for their health or medical news bytes. None the less
there is no shortage of creative news angles on this topic for
example Zee TV has a series of programmes in the afternoon
each day for its health conscious audience. Star Plus runs a half
hour programme every morning for its yoga conscious viewers.
The list is limitless as various channels are catering to this
segment. Taking an example of one the American reporters,
Dan Rutz an anchor lead-in story about chronic fatigue
syndrome is given below.
O/C
The Centers for Disease Control has completed a study chronic
fatigue syndrome. As D Rutz tells us, this mysterious ailment
apparently is more common than experts had believed.

V/O
Rutz V/O
Doctor is examining patient   People with chronic fatigue
syndrome fight an illness with known cause. Many shuffle from
doctor to doctor in search of care and understanding.
SOT
Font: Dr. Richard Prokesch “For many years it was thought that
these people were crazy and that this really is not a disease . . .
and now I think a lot of people are believing that there
something, probably more than 0 thing, that is causing it.”
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Summary
Biographies are stories about real people which extend the
listeners/viewers overall understanding of the world. They are
forming an important part of news capsules. The chapter
entails the sources and all the essentials required in writing
biographical news. It covers topics from time lines to causes and
effects.
Lifestyle writing is about watching trends come and go the way
Madonna changes hairstyles. Any one of them could be turned
into a story for the growing number of channels which are
tapping the lifestyle market, be it gardening, fashion, home
decor or fitness. In this lesson, you have learnt to keep a sharp
eye out for the new fads that are all around you and turn them
into lively articles.
Health and medical subjects rank high in interest among radio
and TV audiences for obvious reasons. We all want to remain
healthy. Reporters with a knowledge of health and medical
issues are an asset to news managers.

Exercises and Review Questions

1. Why do radio and TV stations devote a lot of time to
stories about health and medicine?

2. How can students prepare themselves to be lifestyle and
biography reporters and writers?

3. If a radio or TV station in your community assigns a
reporter to a health and medicine beat, ask the reporter how
she gets most of her story ideas. If there are no medical
reporters, ask the news directors how they cover that beat
and whether they are happy with the results.

Notes -
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Topics covered:

Environmental, Business, consumer, religious, weather,
investigative, Wildlife.

Objectives
- Discussing various upcoming genres of programming.
- Generating ideas for various specialized programming

formats.
There are increasing opportunities for journalists who can,
along with their writing and reporting skills, also offer special-
ized knowledge. Additional expertise makes a reporter more
valuable to a radio or TV news organization, and that translates
into higher salaries and jobs in larger markets. This chapter
explores some of the specialties that are particularly attractive to
radio and TV news.

Environmental Reporting
The growing concern for the environment in the past decade
has encouraged broadcast news managers to allocate more news
to the subject. In many newsrooms, the environment is still
covered by general-assignment reporters, but more and more
news managers are hiring broadcast journalists who have
become familiar with environmental problems. Knowledge of
the subject can be acquired in college but reporters often gain
their expertise simply by taking the time to learn about the
complex issues.
There are numerous periodicals dealing with every aspect of the
environment, and reporters intent on learning about environ-
mental issues should spend many hours in the library or
should subscribe to the publications. A wide variety of
environmental seminars also are offered throughout the
country by private and government groups. The Environmental
Health Center issues a newsletter. “Greenwire” is a news service
offering stories about the environment, and the Society of
Environmental  journalists provides help and resources for
journalists trying to improve their knowledge of environmental
issues. The Radio and Television News Directors Association
frequently discusses the environment at national and regional
meetings. There also are helpful computer data bases, such as
the Toxic Release Inventory, which stores information on 366
toxic chemicals.
CNN Correspondent Debra Potter, who covers environmental
stories, believes no beat is more important. She says “broadcast-
ers owe it to their audiences to cover the subject because it
touches viewers and listeners where they live.”

Potter says communities throughout the nation are wrestling
with environmental issues such as waste disposal and water
quality. She notes polls show that Americans believe that the
environment is one of the five most important issues facing
the nation.

She stresses that environmental reporters who know and
understand the issues-who know where to look and which
questions to ask- get a jump ahead on environmental stories.
She also notes that environmental issues are difficult to explain
and that environmental reporters must act responsibly “by not
raising false hopes or unfounded fears.”

Bob Engleman of Scripps-Howard newspaper says that
covering the environment is like covering any other complicated
important issue. He advises following these steps:
1. Learn the issue.
2. Maintain skepticism.
3. Seek out all viewpoints.
4. Ask probing questions.
5. Report the story as accurately and as fairly as possible.
ABC News Correspondent Jeff Greenfield says that unless
reporters covering the environment completely understand the
various aspects of the story, they would be “better off not
doing it at all.” He believes that if reporters misinform people
about politicians, they do not cause too much damage.
“But,” he adds, “if you falsely report to the community that
children are at risk because of something in the schools or the
land or water you have done much harm.” At the same time,
Greenfield notes that reporters who fail to inform the public
about a real risk do even greater harm.

The editor of Freedom Forum Journal, Craig Le May, says environ-
mental reporters must “look at what local industries are
doing-how they make and transport products, how they do
business.” He also warns reporters that much of the environ-
mental information available is from press releases, which are
not reliable.
Le May says that reporters must search through all the public
relations and make sense of the issues. He notes that the rule
for cultivating sources is the same as for other types of assign-
ments: “Get the best people and find out what they have at
stake in what you are reporting.” He warns, for example, that
researchers at universities are often funded by organizations
with a fixed point of view, so reporters have to be skeptical of
their findings.
Le May also urges reporters to beware of trade groups that
“masquerade as environmental organizations.” He notes that
the National Wetlands Coalition sounds like an environmental
group, but it actually is a lobby group for the largest oil, gas, and
utility companies.
Robert Logan, the director of the Science Journalism Center at
the University of Missouri, also urges reporters to be “skeptical
of everybody. Everyone is selling something,” he warns, “even
if they are not into making money.” Logan says reporters
should remember that the investigative rule “Follow the money
to get to the bottom of something” is bad advice for envi-

LESSON 5:
SPECIALTY WRITING AND REPORTING
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ronmental reporting. He suggests instead, “Follow the best
scientific evidence first, and then look for the money.”

Business Reporting
Many radio and TV news organizations regularly program
business news; some even offer daily business programs. Other
organizations that do not set aside time for business segments
in regular news programs still may have someone on the staff
who covers business news.

Business specialists need to understand the complex issues of
business and finance. These issues include mergers and
takeovers, the savings-and-loan scandal, the ups-and-downs on
Wall Street, and interest rates and trade deficits.
Students thinking about a career as a business reporter should
take courses in economics, marketing, and other business-
related subjects and, perhaps, consider graduate work in
business. An MBA degree carries a lot of weight with many
news managers.
As always, research is a necessity. Broadcasters specializing in
business reporting should read periodicals such as Barron’s,
Business Week, The Economist, Forbes, and Fortune. The Wall Street
Journal is the bible for the business world. Similarly, The New
York Times, The Washington Post, and their counterparts in other
large cities have excellent business columns and reports that
business specialists should follow. There are also many good
trade publications devoted to business and industry. While
many of these publications have biases that the reporter must
consider, they should by no means be discounted. They are full
of information that helps reporters learn about industries and
new systems, techniques, and products.
The business reporter uses the same basic techniques as a
general assignment reporter-developing good sources and cross-
checking information for reliability. Covering business is a little
like covering politics. There’s a lot of speculation, and a good
reporter soon learns to be skeptical about any predictions
concerning the economy, interest rates, and the stock market.

Reporters thinking about specializing in business news should
remember that the opportunities are not as great as in some
other specialties, such as environmental and medical reporting.
The reason is because radio and TV stations do not normally
spend as much air time on business subjects as on these other
issues, partly because many news directors think that except for
the Dow Jones averages, most business news is either too dull
or too complicated to explain to the public. At the same time,
many stations that do have business reporters say they get good
feedback from the public on business news.

Consumer Reporting
Pollsters tell us that most Americans are more concerned about
their economic situation than they are about their health. People
without jobs often do not worry about their health until they
have no money to pay their medical bills. So, news stories that
affect a consumer’s pocketbook are popular with audiences and
news directors.
Consumer reporters have fertile fields to till: shady business
operators, inferior products, overpriced services, undelivered
goods and services, and many others. They do not have to look
far to find their stories. They hear from listeners and viewers by

the hundreds, many who have been victimized or swindled in
one way or another.
Oftentimes, the consumer reporter has to try to correct the
problem. Those reports are often tacky. We see a reporter talking
to a person who has been unable to get a rug that she ordered
90 days ago. The dealer keeps promising that it will arrive any
day and keeps breaking the promise. Then the “action reporter”
takes over, and the next thing you know the person gets the rug
(and a cameraperson is probably there), and the dealer promises
it will never happen again.
Consumer reporting works best when the reporter investigates
serious problems and scams that affect a lot of people. Report-
ers provide a real service when they alert the audience to beware
of a company that guarantees consumers credit cards for a fee
and then doesn’t produce; a home-siding company that’s
tricking retired couples into paying double what they should to
repair their homes; a garage that charges customers for unneces-
sary repairs.

Consumer reporters also provide other services to the public.
They frequently report on new products that may be useful to
the physically disabled, a new low-cost prescription service for
senior citizens, or the best way to discover low-cost airfares.
They also are at their best when exposing serious “ripoffs,” as
in this report from consumer reporter Jack Atherton of WTVJ
n Miami:

A New Beat-Religious Reporting
Although many newspapers have been covering religion for
many years and some papers devote entire sections to the
subject, it has been virtually ignored in broadcast news except
for stories that are news items in themselves, such as the Pope
visiting America and the Branch Davidian conflict in Waco,
Texas. According to a study by the Media Research Center, the
religious perspective is rarely reported on network television.
The Center noted that in 1993, there were more than 18,000
stories reported on TV but only 212 of them were about
religion. That is changing, however.
In 1994, ABC News hired Peggy Wehmeyer to cover religion for
“World News Tonight” and its American Agenda feature series.
Wehmeyer had previously covered religion for WFAA-TV in
Dallas. There are very few religious reporters at the local level.

Reporter Duane Cardall covers religion for KSL- TV in Salt Lake
City which makes more than a little sense considering KSI’s and
Salt Lake City’s strong ties to the Mormon Church, which owns
the TV station.
Wehmeyer believes that there should be religious reporters at all
networks and local broadcast stations. She notes that there is a
lack of in-depth reporting on religion even when many of the
world’s news headlines involve basic religious differences that
bring violence to many parts of the world.
If there are opportunities for reporters who want to report on
religion, what are the qualifications? Do you need to be a
religious person? Should you study religious courses in college?
Does it help to have worked for some religious organization or
church? Peggy Wehmeyer did work for the Dallas Theological
Seminary before working at WFAA-TV News and that un-
doubtedly helped her. She attends a nondenominational
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church. Wehmeyer says she believes that someone who has
“some faith has a better connection in understanding people of
faith than somebody who didn’t believe anything.”
She says her first task is to “be a good reporter” and that, like
any other kind of reporting, “means being fair, accurate and
balanced.” She adds, “I have no mission or need to convince
people that what I believe is right.”

Weather
Good weathercasters are also well rewarded. In large markets,
weathercasters are often paid almost as much as the news
anchors and sometimes even more. In medium-sized markets,
weathercasters usually do not earn quite as much as the anchors
but often earn more than sportscasters. The competition for
jobs is not as keen as it is in sports because most people
entering the field consider weather reporting rather dull, which
means there are many opportunities for those who pick weather
reporting as a career. It’s not always as dull as it may seem,
however. Most stations expect weathercasters to report from the
oceanside when a hurricane is on its way or to be knee-deep in
flood-filled streets while predicting when the rain is going to
stop.
The weather people most in demand are those with degrees in
meteorology. Unfortunately, those delivering the weather in
most markets are not trained meteorologists. Some stations
still hire people right out of school and expect them to deliver
professional weather reports. Many viewers do not notice the
difference in the weather person’s background, particularly when
sophisticated-looking radar maps and graphics are employed.
But students who are serious about anchoring the weather
should study meteorology; the money invested in earning a
degree will certainly pay dividends.
If weather reporting is your goal, you also have to learn about
computer and chroma-key (special effects) technology. Jerry
Brown, a meteorologist for KUTV in Salt Lake City, says, “The
discomfort level in front of the chroma board too often is
readily apparent. It’s not that the weathercaster doesn’t know
what to say. The problem is how to visually integrate a story line
and chroma-key graphics into a cohesive ‘show-and-tell’
presentation.”
Brown says weathercasters must “maintain continuous eye
contact with one of three monitors, ad-lib and synchronize
hand and body movement, all the while pirouetting across the
screen. Done right,” he says, “it looks effortless.” But it’s not
easy.

Brown says that when weather interns ask for help setting up a
weathercast audition tape, he tries his best to help, but he
warns, “While a novice news anchor may on rare occasion
master a teleprompter, I have never seen anyone approach
professional level on their first try at chroma-key.” However,
Brown says that “marked improvement does come with
practice.” He suggests seeking a good professional coach. Coach
Jeff Puffer, who is with Frank N. Magid Associates, works with
people at the company’s offices in Marion, Iowa, but he says he
also likes “to work with meteorologists at their own chroma
board where they are familiar with the aspect ratio of key wall
and graphics.” He notes, “You can’t be talking about Dallas and
looking at Omaha.”

Weathercaster Brown makes another important point. “A
personable weathercaster is the single most important aspect of
a weather presentation.” He says, “It constantly dismays me
how little attention the average viewer pays to the weather maps
I create.”
Station managers look for personality along with a knowledge
of maps, computers, and chroma-key technology. The audi-
tions for weather anchors are considerably different from
auditions for beat reporters. While the news director looks for
good writing and reporting skills, the general manager looks for
a great smile and a quick wit.
Sometimes the weather is more than just looking at the day’s
highs and lows and the five-day forecast. Sometimes the
weather is the lead story. Here’s an example from reporter Paul
Gates of WAFB- TV in Baton Rouge.

Investigative Reporting
You may be wondering why we waited until the end of this
chapter to discuss investigative reporting. It’s because much of
what we have told you until this point has actually referred to
investigative reporting and the techniques that investigative
reporters use-such as Collecting Information from Documents;
Developing Sources; and The Interview.
Also, we kept this topic to the end because of the debate about
the use of the term investigative reporting. CBS’s Andy Rooney,
for example, maintains that there has been a decline in reporting
and “maybe it started when we began using the term investiga-
tive reporting.” Rooney said that until that time “all reporting
had been investigative.” He claimed that the term is redundant
because the very term reporter indicates someone who has
sought out some information.
Rooney suggested that there is a “semantic problem” with the
term investigative reporting and that we may need a new word for
“the person who seeks out information and then writes it and
presents it in an interesting and informative way.” He is
probably right, but many journalists would say that Rooney has
just pointed out why the term investigative reporting is legitimate.

Most of what is on TV does not resemble investigative
reporting. Sure, reporters ask questions and some research is
expected in just about every story, but there is little in the way
of actual investigation and, in probably 90% of the stories we
hear and watch, there is not much investigation required. It is
not investigative reporting to ask a fire chief if the cause of a
fire was arson. Likewise, it is not investigative reporting to ask a
police detective if the double homicide was drug related. And,
for good or bad, aren’t those two of the most frequently asked
questions during the course of a
day or week, at least in most large communities? We are not
claiming this it the way it should be that’s another debate-but it
is reality.
However, there is a great need for investigative reporters to deal
with the 10% of the stories that most of us are not even aware
of. You know what we are talking about, Mr. Rooney. Those
stories come every Sunday evening, just before you do your little
kicker. The only argument about the use of the term investigative
reporting in reference to Ed Bradley, Mike Wallace, and the rest of
the “60 Minutes” team is that most of the investigation is done
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by those other people whom we know about only from the
credits at the end of the program. We call them producers. We
probably should call them investigative producers.
As for investigative reporting, we have gone into great detail
throughout the book, as we said, on how to prepare for that
specialty. The most important things to remember: learn basic
reporting, learn how to dig-out information, learn how to
develop sources, and learn how to use the Sunshine laws.

Wildlife Writing and Reporting
Wildlife writing and reporting is a new format of Television
and radio programming. It requires the skills of a specialist
reporter to cover the topic. With the advent of channels
dedicated to wildlife 24 x 7 the scope of wildlife news writing
has increased leaps and bounds. If you are passionate about
watching animals and wildlife this is the apt career for you. Start
keeping a journal to record your observations, here are some
inspirations and helpful tips to get you started.

Reasons to Keep a Wildlife Journal
The wildlife journal is a wonderful way to capture your outdoor
experiences and is a convenient place to jot down your observa-
tions of the animal world. It takes a great deal of time and
information to understand animals and their environment. By
keeping careful records of your observations, you can later draw
information together and make conclusions about what you
saw. Sometimes, the things you make note of may seem
insignificant. But natural processes take place on many time
scales: minutes, days, months, years; and complex patterns may
emerge that you otherwise might overlook. By keeping a
consistent journal, you can capture more information than you
could by simply relying on your memory.

Reading Works by Other Naturalists
Reading the books and essays of other naturalists helps to
enrich your skills as a wildlife writer. Discover detailed accounts
of explorations and painstaking descriptions of the animals
and wildlife of far-away places. Try one of the following books:
John James Audubon’s Writings and Drawings, The Diversity
of Life by Edward O. Wilson, Muir Among the Animals by
John Muir, Galapagos: World’s End by William Beebe, The
Origin of Species by Charles Darwin, Curious Naturalists by
Niko Tinbergen.

Selecting a Journal
Your journal should be large enough so that it is comfortable
for you to write in, while small enough to fit easily into a
daypack or shoulder bag. Select a journal with high quality
binding and a durable cover so it can better handle the wear and
tear of your outdoor adventures.

Organizing your Journal
You should keep a chronological journal, dating each entry and
numbering the pages as you go. You can also divide your
journal into sections, perhaps one section for each of the sites
you regularly visit to make your observations. If you want to
create a table of contents, reserve several blank pages at the
beginning of your journal. You can later use these pages as a
place to list the subject headings and pages to which you
frequently refer. Use the last few pages of your journal to note

projects and future plans. That way, you will have a clear idea of
how you will proceed with your studies in your next volume.

Collecting Information
The types of information you collect depend primarily on what
you hope to learn about the animals and wildlife you observe.
For example, if you are interested in animal behavior, you’ll
probably collect information about foraging methods, social
behavior, and courtship habits. But don’t limit yourself to only
what interests you. Take note of temperature, time of day, and
location. Draw sketches of animals and their markings, illustrate
cross-sections of landscapes and habitats, describe calls and
communication behavior. When you later review the informa-
tion you have collected, you may be surprised to find
unexpected patterns emerging.

Summary
As with just about every other position in this technological era,
the better prepared you are, the better chance you have of
getting a reporting job. If you have a minor in environmental
studies, health studies, economics, or business, for example,
you could be more attractive to news directors than people who
have only general knowledge. Specialty or beat reporting is one
of the most interesting jobs in broadcast news because it
provides an opportunity to spend more time developing and
working on stories. Many beat reporters also find their work
more rewarding because they can develop an expertise that
provides an added dimension to their stories. However, one
disadvantage is that there are not as many jobs available for
specialty reporters. There may be ten general-assignment
reporters at a large TV station and only a couple of specialty
reporters.
From a practical point of view, however, whatever extra
knowledge you have when you apply for work is going to work
to your advantage. Even if you do not get a job as, say, an
environmental reporter, the news director may be impressed
that you took several courses in the subject. If you get a general
assignment job, you will probably find that when an environ-
mental story shows up, you’ll be assigned to it. If your work is
particularly good, you may wind up with a beat.

Review Questions

1. Many radio and TV stations are hiring environmental
reporters. What’s the best way to prepare for such a career?

2. One of the most popular specialties is consumer reporting.
Why are consumer reporters so popular with audiences?

3. Do you believe that there are opportunities in weather
casting? Discuss.

Exercises

1. Arrange to accompany a radio or TV reporter who is covering
an environmental story. ‘Try to understand the issues
involved, and check to see if the reporter covered them fairly.
Turn in a report.

2. Ask friends and fellow students if there are any consumer
issues that annoy them. Select one that you think has
particular merit. After researching it, do some interviews and
put together a wraparound or package.
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Topics covered:

Definitions of news and current affairs, The graphic impact, on
the scene reporting, spontaneity in the TV news, immediate
impact of hard news, talk programmes and interviews,
documentaries, special features of TV news, medium as part of
the news story, Political impact, remaining above board,
investigative reporting, ABC News, Have private producers of
current affairs programming lost out?, Bangladeshs Innovation
Mukta Khabor

Objective
- analyzing and defining news and current affairs.
- Generating ideas for current affairs writing.

Definitions of News and Current Affairs
• There is a vacuum in key media legislation on the definitions

of ‘news’ and ‘current affairs’.
• Industry codes of practice offer a range of definitions of

news and current affairs, with the Commercial Television
Industry’s Code of Practice definition of ‘current affairs’
being extremely broad.

• The definitions of the terms ‘news’ and ‘current affairs’ are
nebulous, with a variety of meanings emerging from
regulations and industry experts.

• Despite their lack of clarity in defining news and current
affairs, industry codes of practice make specific stipulations
about programs containing news and/or current affairs.

• Industry groups and expert interviewees variously
distinguish current affairs from news in terms of: the length
of the item, whether it interprets and comments upon the
news, depth of coverage, and “that which is not news”.

• The term ‘current affairs’ in television has become confused
by evening commercial ‘tabloid’, lifestyle, consumer-oriented
programs such as A Current Affair and Today Tonight,
relaying mixed messages about the definition and credibility
of the genre.

• Current affairs is generally regarded as a television broadcast
phenomenon, while the print media use the terms ‘features’
and ‘analysis’ to describe a similar concept.

• Radio current affairs is strongly associated with talkback
programs.

The Graphic Impact
Television has some limitations which the press does not have,
but television has a natural attribute that is recognized though
not completely understood-the particularly personal and graphic
impact on its viewers which the printed word cannot match.
This closer relationship with the audience is not by any means
confined to entertainment television, but occurs just as strongly
if not more so in journalistic television. Television comes

closest to putting the audience physically at the scene of the
event.

It’s at its best as a transmitter of experience. There are elements
of emotion and of involvement in television’s chemistry. The
involvement does not ensure that the viewer will be informed
and enlightened by what he sees and hears. But it does provide
the broadcasting journalist with a potent catalyst for drawing
and holding his audience, toward the end of informing and
enlightening it. The rapport between reporter and viewer is
almost total.
Very early in the game, television and the politician realized they
were made for each other and by now national politics eats up
goodly chunks of television time, quite a lot dramatic part of
which is broadcast live.
While a live television event commands as much airtime as the
length and import of the story dictate, almost the opposite is
true of the regularly scheduled news program. The day-to-day
routine of the television newsman is circumscribed by the basic
restrictions of time and the necessity for condensation of
material.
As a listener and viewer, the same individual loses his freedom
to choose, and he must accept the newscaster’s selection. These
differences between printed and broadcast news are basic to an
understanding of the nature of the regularly scheduled news
program. The newsman, dependent on limited time instead of
stretchable space has to think about the limits of his audience’s
attention span. He must select the news items that will interest
the most people, knowing that he has not the time to give all
things to all men. He must judiciously make use of featured
items not front-page news that will help hold his audience with
a change of pace.
When he is through he will still not have satisfied everyone, and
he will not have supplied as much news as other media-
newspapers, newsmagazines, opinion magazines and the like.
For radio and television cannot provide in their daily news
programs all that is required to keep the public well informed
widest spread of sources for its news. It draws its voice only
and by virtue of its need to be clear and accurate under the
handicap of brevity, broadcasting has felt the need for the
widest spread of sources for its news. It draws its voice-only
reports, its film, live, and tape audio-visual reports, on the spot,
remote, and communications satellite pickups, not only from
its own reporters and correspondents but from such diversified
sources as police radio bands. The broadcast newsroom makes
use of local, regional, national and international wire services,
of its own regular staffers, of its special beat reporters and its
bureaus in major cities.

On the Scene Reporting
In recent years, greater insistence of leaving nothing to chance
has brought increased use of the broadcast newsman with his

LESSON 6:
NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS
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own, first-hand, on-the-spot reporting of a story, where
possible directly from the scene of the news. Rapid improve-
ment of equipment and techniques particularly in advanced
countries has made such coverage faster and easier than ever
before.The highly organised team fielded today by network
news establishments is geared to the day-to-day demands of
the regular network news offerings, just as it is to the prolonged
coverage of the live event. Judgments and critical selections that
shape the daily news broadcast begin at the very top of the
news organisation, with news executives of the network.
Reporting to them are the editors or producers of programs.
The latter command a corps of reporters, writers, cameramen,
tape and film editors, technicians, and airmen. Several hours
before a program is to be broadcast, the editor makes his plans
and assigns his forces on the basis of the news then available.
He anticipates later developments and he reserves sufficient
flexibility to cope with new/news that will undoubtedly occur
in the interval before airtime.

Spontaneity in the TV News
The news-gathering manpower and tools are deployed to their
tasks for transmitting stories through coaxial cable or for
microwave relay. These stories, after they reach the network
headquarters are prepared by network correspondents in the area
or by reporters at local affiliated stations, and mounted for
transmission and recording of program time or for live
transmission on the air. Stories from farther away already filmed
must be dispatched by air transportation to points within for
feeding into the show. After the news has been gathered and
late-breaking additions made it must be processed, edited,
boiled down to fit in the package that will eventually be on the
air. To the written stories that will be read by newscasters are
added the silent and sound film, video and audio tapes, still
photographs, maps, and- art work. The final script incorporates
all the ingredients and becomes the master from which all
program personnel works. At this point the team of directors
and the studio and projection crews move in to back up the on-
air communicators- the anchor men and on-air reporters. Their
mission is to bring all to final fruition present as crisp, effective,
and professional a news program as possible.

Immediate Impact of Hard News
The hard news is news that concentrates on stories of national
and international significance. Politics, government, foreign
affairs, are the categories of news treated daily. In a good many
state capital, network viewers are exposed to more hard news
from within or outside world than they can get from news
agencies or newspapers. Another kind of hard news—the
tabloid story of highway crash, violent crime, and the like—is
nearly non-existent unless the story is of a type that cannot be
ignored.
The background, non-deadline piece, sometimes running to
three or four minutes, provides viewers with background on a
political or social issue, a scientific discovery, an educational or
cultural subject. This story form, running into two or three
times the length of the average deadline story, could never find
room on the five, or rarely on the fifteen-minute versions of
television news. As the volume of hard news on a particular day
permits, the short feature or even shorter humorous story gets

an airing as a change of pace and mood from the usual nature
of the news of the day.
One of the big community contributions of television is
covering the news of civic affairs-city, country and state. These
visually static stories are getting airtime and are being dealt with
by more knowledgeable television newsmen than was the case
only a few years ago. The television news program is no better
than its’ direct link with the viewer; this link constitutes a direct
on-the-air communication. Whether or not it is good for the air
person to become a star, for a show business aspect to be
injected into electronic news, for a personality to become a part
of the news that is delivered—these are nevertheless the
realities. As’ the big network news names are famous across the
land, their counterparts on local stations are celebrated in their
communities.

Talk Programmes and Interviews
Both networks and television offer, in addition to ad hoc
specials and documentaries produced over longer ‘periods,
“talk” programs which go into more depth on news and on
issues than is possible on the daily news. The same format
appears in local station versions all across the country.
Depth interviews, panels of experts, debates between political
candidates or government officials are other ways in which
television journalism puts meat on the bones of the news. Still
another is taking the television camera to a scheduled event like
town meeting, the campus symposium, the teaching. The
audience-pulling power of such public affairs programming—
lacking the visual and actuality advantages of news and
documentary—depends on how important the participants are
and how controversial or how exciting the subject.
“Talk” programs are easier and cheaper to produce than
documentaries or specials. At both local and national levels,
there is keen competition to land the public figure-of-the-hour
for the program, but public figures at every level see television as
a valuable means of exposure, and there are enough to go
round. Most receive no honorarium for appearing, and the
behind-the-camera production team is comparatively small.

Documentaries
A documentary goes beyond a compilation of existing material.
The documentary cost runs to a minimum. It can run much
higher than that, and may involve a number of film crews,
much travel and location shooting, and the editing of ten to
fifty times as much material as is seen on the final program, not
to mention the high-priced brain power that goes into the
inception, the planning, the research and the writing. David
Schoeburn says of the documentary: “The result can never be
any better than the good research and consistent reportorial care
that goes into the job, and these things take time and profes-
sional competence”. Each needs the right combination, of a
good writer-reporter and an able producer, the man who knows
how to use the sight-sound medium effectively to ensure that
serious material makes as attractive and dear an impact on an
audience as does the more obviously telegenic material in
entertainment. Howard K. Smith describes it as combining
integrity with great reporting, writing and showmanship.
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Showmanship is no longer a nasty word in this field. The best
producers, the best writers, the best-on-air talent in television
journalism today demonstrate when they broadcast that in
television, effectiveness equates with showmanship and that
integrity does not have to suffer.
At the station level everything is on a smaller scale as to budget,
production, manpower, and facilities, precluding ambitious
endeavors like those just described. Stations generally confine
documentary efforts to local issues or stories that lie within their
capabilities. And most of them turn out a considerably smaller
volume of costly programs and more of the simple, talk-type
show.
Documentaries are the most crucial part of the television
Journalism. They provide the mass audience with the only kind
of programming about vital issues. There is abundant evidence
that, despite criticism of any hard-hitting documentaries, the
official producers consistently shy away from subjects which are
unpopular—either they fail to attract large rating or alienate
some sections of the community.

It is generally observed that the presence of a TV or movie
camera correspondent has an effect on the event he is covering.
A newspaper reporter equipped with pencil and pads subtly
influences the event he is covering; a still photographer with his
camera dangling about his neck may change it more. And a
television camera crew, with their lights and large equipment, can
transform the event into an entirely different scene. So much so,
in fact, that it is questionable if TV is capable of reporting the
news objectively.

Special Features of Television News
The shape of any news show is determined not only by the
choice of what is news but by the emphasis given to different
stories and by the way the story is written and spoken. The
matter of emphasis can be illustrated by the newscast of a small
radio station at the time of the Cuban missile crisis in 1961.
The announcer read six stories, ail of which concerned the
hometown of Patchogue—the arrest of a policeman for graft,
the announcement of a civil service examination, the opening
of a new supermarket.
Then he said: “In other news—U.S. Naval vessels in interna-
tional waters halted today a Soviet cargo ship on her way to
Cuba...”An extreme case, but if the station’s listeners had no
other source of news, what degree of importance would they
have placed on the biggest story of the year?

The way the story is written creates a particular impact on the
listener. A theoretical example; is illustrative. Consider the
reporting of a labour-management dispute, and the resulting
strike. One writer gives the two sides of the dispute by quoting
a spokesman for labour and one for management.
Then he devotes a paragraph or a film segment to spelling out
the disastrous effect the strike is having on the general public.
Another writer quotes the spokesman, but he follows the part
of the story with a paragraph or a film segment depicting the
serious plight of the strikers and their families. The final
impression on the audience will be quite different in the two
cases.

In making the news or at least a side bar to the news, the camera
itself is a hero or a villain in the television business. Once a late
night interview program was watched featuring a guest who
came to the studio equipped with his German Shepherd dog
and a midnight snack. After the dog had been properly admired
on the air, he was waved off and the interview began. A
whimsical cameraman let his idle camera follow the dog, and
suddenly the director of the program perceived on his picture
monitor that, unnoticed by his master, doggy was quietly
beginning to demolish the midnight snack. The director let the
home audience in on the fun by punching the shot up on the
air, and at that moment, that was where the news was. The
audience could not have cared less what the host and his guest
were talking about.

Medium as part of the News Story
 A much more fundamental matter, one fraught with ramifica-
tions, is the point at which the medium becomes a participant
in the news story—where the story talks a different turn because
the medium is present-and here television outdistances all other
news media for better or for worse, depending on the kind of
event being covered.

The emergency-of almost any kind that can affect a lot of
people has a prime place for radio and television to be an
element in the story—a rather constructive element. Much more
common than the national emergency is the local emergency
brought on by rampaging weather, earthquakes, power failures,
armed bank robbery and in such cases it is the local station that
becomes an actor in the drama. Acting as extensions of the
constituted security, safety, and rescue organs of the area, the
stations help keep the populace from losing their heads, but
they also become headquarters for collecting and disseminating
vital information that gets people to safety, keeps them away
from danger areas, and, saves human lives. Stations with well
organised news departments in parts of the country subject to
hurricanes, tornadoes” or blizzards muster minute-by-minute
storm information, not only from all official sources and their
own reporters but from dozens of their own listeners and
viewers. By stating constantly on the air with the fast breaking
story, they provide their communities with the greatest single
emergency—instant communication.

Political Impact
A more important effect of television on politics is the part it
plays in the campaigning of those running for political offices.
The man to whom the electronic eye is kind or who can make a
telling point over his opponent on the air or has the better
chance of election. Television at all levels of  politics has often
shown itself to be the element that tips the balance.
William A. Wood says in this connection: “A discussion of
television’s determination of what the news is, its participation
in the story, and its actually playing a part in changing the course
of events, is not complete without the inclusion of one other
facet of the peculiarly close interplay between the medium and
the activities it reports. This is the function of television as an
originator of news: For a long time the men of television
journalism have made news by getting newsmakers to say
something news-worthy on the air before they say it anywhere
else. With television’s growing power, this device has come into
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widespread usage with the increasing cooperation of public
officials and others in the news who find television a most
effective vehicle for expressing themselves to the public. One
has only to read the newspaper quotes to see that a substantial
number of stories have their origin on the news or public
affairs program of a broadcast station or network”.

Remaining above board
In the area of public affair program television enjoys one great
advantage but worse under great disadvantage. It does air such
programs in prime viewing time; but it has not enough money
to spend. Until the budgets are better, this arm of television
cannot consistently deliver results in its airtime, the equal of
that commercial television produces.

The in-depth program is an electronic journalism deepest
importance. It can do more than inform lighten its audience. It
can get at the essence of questions that affect our lives.
A broadcaster may live successfully with a policy of maximum
news and public affairs programming. He may grapple with
tough, controversial subjects, dig into them, letting them fall
where they may, and leave no doubt that he is out to make
those things happen that he thinks should happen. He is a
journalist with a very real commitment. Then a broadcaster
may—and a great many do—live with a policy which lies some
where in-between these two extremes. Among these the degree
of their commitment most often depends on their approach to
what is called commentary, controversy and persuasion. In fact,
quite often some responsible broadcasters raise an ethical
question whether their role should go beyond reporting the
news.
Some authorities ask whether it is television’s proper role—
outside of its entertainment function—to dissent, to persuade,
to commit publicly to a firm point of view. Or whether it is not
to chronicle the events of our day as objectively as possible and
leave it to the audience to make its own judgements.
It may not be just a question of whether the man who makes
the decision-broadcast management—is courageous or
cautious. It is a question of whether enough men in broadcast-
ing have the wisdom to tell the nation or the community what
to do about matters of vital importance; whether with an
instrument as powerful as television, the potential for doing
harm is not as much to be considered as the potential for doing
good. If one point of view is promulgated, is there not a
responsibility to present the other side or sides? But this may
not neutralize the effect of taking any point of view at all.

There is an honest disagreement on questions like these among
broadcasters, which may be summarized in news of two
eminent spokesmen, both newsmen by background. Howard
K. Smith says: “ Truth is where you find it”. He maintains that
if the fact shows that the journalist calls for a position, a
position should be presented to the audience. Former NBC
President Kitner says, “ It is not our job to take sides. We
should present the story objectively and let the public decide for
themselves”.

Investigative Reporting
William A. Wood in his book “ Electronic Journalism” says
that the forms of journalism calculated to stir things up—

crusading journalism—are not complete without investigative
reporting, sometimes called enterprise reporting, which is the
kind of digging for facts behind the story or unearthing
unknown or only suspected material that results in the ex-
pose—the evidence of skullduggery whose very reacti0on
makes thing happen. This is a new departure for broadcast
news, but it is showing promise at both the network and the
local level.

A format of television current affair programmes as
broadcasted in an Australian news channel. (ABC News)

Television Current Affairs 

7.30 Report 

Current Affairs four nights a week hosted by Kerry O'Brien. 
 

Lateline 

Late night news and analysis Monday to Friday hosted by Tony Jones. 
 

4 Corners 

Australia's premier current affairs program. 
 

Insiders 

Barrie Cassidy hosts a weekly look at the movers and shakers in the political scene. 
 

Foreign Correspondent 

The ABC's correspondents report in from around the world. 
 

Landline 

News and features from rural and regional Australia. 
 

Australian Story 

Australians tell their own stories each week. 
 

Stateline 

A look back at the week that was around your state, Fridays at 7:30pm. 
 

Inside Business 

Join Alan Kohler, Sunday 9:45am for a look at the week's business news. 
 

Have private producers of current affairs
programming lost out?
About 10 news channel, including BBC and CNN, 168 hours of
programming time (not excluding commercial airtime) a week,
but the private producers lot aren’t popping the champagne.
Rather, there are accusations that news and current program-
ming is only farmed to those people who have contacts in
private channels as also the national broadcaster Doordarshan.

“The mushrooming of news channels has not
really benefited the private producers. Rather,
most of them are crying (for work),” says Rajat
Sharma, one of the most high-profile private
producers of news and current affairs  (N&CA)
programming and co-promoter of TV software
house Independent Media Pvt., Ltd.
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At a time when India is witnessing a cottage industry being
made of TV news channels business with some half a dozen
or so channels said to be in the pipeline, one would have
thought a windfall for private producers of N&CA program-
ming. But that’s not happening.
On the contrary, as Sharma points put, there are many of his ilk
who are on the verge of shutting shop. Simply because of lack
of work or work that would fetch good money, is hard to come
by. And, here the exceptions like Karan Thapar, Vinod Dua and
even Sharma are not being counted.
There are several factors for lack of adequate work for private
producers of N&CA programming and the lack of enthusiasm
for outsourcing work to outsiders on the part of news
channels.

Reason No. 1.- One big factor is the budget that is available
with news channels for programming, especially the portion
that can be used to farm out programming for a channel even
while spending a huge amount of money on setting up in-
house infrastructure.
It’s all about money, honey!
According to Star News president Ravina Raj Kohli, “I don’t
have a budget that would allow me to give programming to
many outsiders. I’d rather make programmes, including news
bulletins, in-house.”
No wonder, even the celebrated Sharma, whose company is
producing daily two editions of Aaj Ki Baat for Star News,
would be handed the farewell handshake next month. Kohli
would rather have such celebrities as guest anchors on the
channel, instead of as producers. So, you have people like
Vinod Dua, MJ Akbar and Vir Sanghvi as guest anchors for
various shows that are produced by Star News itself, unlike Aaj
Ki Baat that is produced and anchored by IMPL.
Alok Mehta, editor of Hindi Outlook, hosts a show for Zee
News.
Reason No. 2. Yes, the investments being made on infrastruc-
ture is another reason why Indian news channels are averse to
giving much work to private producers.
On this point, Sharma agrees, though. “With such huge
infrastructure where millions of dollars have been sunk, news
channels would like to make optimum use of it rather than ask
people like us to make programmes,” he says, adding, “In
India, unlike the west, channels are not anchor driven. Rather
most channels fear to have too high-profile anchors for a long
time.”

Further explains a senior executive of Sahara India’s Media &
Entertainment division, which looks after the television
channels’ business, “If we start outsourcing programming on
our news channels (two of them at the moment), then what
was the need for investing in state-of-the-art infrastructure? We
could have reduced our investments and used half of the
money saved to commission programming.”
The news channels and their managers should shoulder the
blame for reason No. 3 also. Unlike in other countries where
news channels show a variety of fare and go in for innovative
ideas, Indian news channels are still following a set formula of

having mostly back-to-back news with little current affairs
programming.
Says Navin Surpaneni, executive director of the Delhi-based
Centre for Media Studies (CMS), which is undertaking a
commissioned study on news channels, “The news channels,
including the new ones, have not experimented much with
programming, especially current affairs fare. So, there is also less
need for outsourcing programming.”
Reason 4. What has hit the private producers of N&CA
programming like a sledgehammer is the pubcaster
Doordarshan’s decision to drastically cut down commissioning
of such programming. Despite allegations of nepotism and
corruption in DD, the national broadcaster had been the biggest
mainstay for private producers of N&CA fare — some
producers have also become rich by making programmes for
DD for years through the 1980s and 1990s.

Pointing out that the pubcaster’s need for farming out
programmes to private producers is more than the private
satellite news channels, Sharma says, “The type of public
interest and public service programming (that can be categorized
as current affairs programming) that DD can do, would not be
done by satellite channels. A pubcaster can afford doing it and
also commission outsiders to do such work. But unfortunately
it too has decided to reduce outsourcing.”
But, because Prasar Bharati, which oversees the functioning of
DD and All India Radio, is answerable to Parliament and every
act of it is put under a scanner, it has decided, henceforth, even
for its own news channel commissioning of programmes
would be stopped. May be, apart from some rare exceptions.
“With the type of losses that we incurred last time on the news
channel, we have decided, in principle, to reduce commissioning
of N&CA programming to outside producers in general and
would produce in-house programming for news channel in.
This is also being done to neutralise allegations of
favouritism,” says Prasar Bharati CEO KS Sarma.

Still, this does not mean that DD doesn’t commission N&CA
programming at all. But for that it makes the private producers
go through a grind to ensure fair play. Says Madhumita
Chakraborty, who has done many N&CA programmes for DD,
including an on-air weekly series on North-East India on DD
National, “DD is great to work for, but I wish things can be
speeded up there. Moreover, one can go to DD with N&CA
ideas, unlike the satellite news channels where getting appoint-

ments itself is a problem.”
There is a flip side to this sob news story too.
According to BAG Films   managing director
Anurradha Prasad, at the moment work may be
less for  private producers of N&CA program-
ming, but with the evolution of news  segment,

specialisation will happen and then there would be need for
outside   producers for channels.
Pointing out that like in photography where people specialize as
wild life or fashion or an industrial photographer, Prasad
opines, “Time would come when people would start specializ-
ing in the a particular type of N&CA programme too on
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television and news channels would start commissioning such
people work.”
Disagreeing with the fact that mushrooming of news channels
hasn’t really benefited the private producers, Prasad feels that
the stage is being set for specialisation to enter the world of
news television and that is when the real boom would come for
private producers.
Prasad’s company has been giving the mandate to put together
Mera Gaon Mera Desh for Star News in a move that has been
questioned by many.

Despite the bullishness of people like Prasad, as of today, most
private producers would still have to wait for the day when they
find their El Dorado somewhere amongst the news channels.

Bangladesh’s Innovation: Mukta Khabor
Adapted from a paper presented by Fuad Choudhury,
EkusheyTelevision, and based on an episode of Mukta
Khabor.
At 7 pm every Saturday Bangladesh tunes in to a news
programme that is brisk, highly professional, heart warming
and path-breaking. The anchors are a girl and a boy, the latter
dressed much the way women anchors are on Zee and Star, and
every bit as poised and professional. Their programme is called
Mukta Khabor which means Free News, free as in freedom.
And it is news by children, and about children, though watched
avidly by people of every age group.

This programme was launched on September 2, 2000 and has
completed two years. It is an example of how alternative
funding can help to bring diversity into programming of
commercial television. It is produced by children between the
ages of 12 to 16, who are the most neglected age group in
Bangladesh, and constitute almost a quarter of the country’s
total population. A weekly programme which costs 90,000 taka
per episode, it is jointly funded by UNICEF, Save the Childrens
Fund, and Ekushey Television, Bangladesh’s first private sector
TV Channel.
The idea was to produce a news show in which children would
handle news with social relevance, and fifty per cent of the
young team producing this venture would be from economi-
cally weak families. Applications were invited accordingly, and
from 800 hopefuls 209 made it through the written and verbal
tests, as well as theatre games devised for the selection. Ulti-
mately 32 adolescents were chosen, sixteen from
underprivileged homes. It is a politically correct venture in all
possible ways: a gender balance has also been ensured, with
boys and girls getting an equal chance at field reporting, studio
interviews, and anchoring.
News reporters at Ekushey TV helped break in the MK team
which was given two months formal training in TV production
techniques. They have their own teenaged camera people who
also work closely with Ekushey News camera crews. And their
news room is separate from the channel’s newsroom. It is
possibly the only TV station in this part of the world to have
kids running around in its corridors.
A recent episode of Mukta Khabor had a story on children who
are used in the making of bombs. It is a magazine format
show, with a focus on young people, and the less fortunate

among them. The anchoring is brisk, unfussy and professional,
even when the anchor is tiny, such as a little girl who hosts a
show dealing with letters from viewers. The Mukta Khabor
team chooses its own stories, and now heads out to do
whatever interviews are required without needing to take a letter
from their parent TV station along. All of them are now
celebrities: Bangladesh’s response to the show was immediate
and very positive. It now has an established viewership across
the country.
Several NGOs and other organizations which deal with children
have come forward to assist in different ways. They feed in story
ideas and news tips, regarding stories that concern children and
adolescent issues. They also provide accommodation, transport
and food during location shooting. Government and private
sector enterprise and educational institutions provide logistical
support. The Army provided helicopter and boats during the
Bangladesh. floods, the police give them access and interviews,
so the children are able to cover national events. They too
quizzed the then Prime Minister during one of her press
conferences. And when on occasion the Mukta Khabor team
has been on the spot to catch breaking news, their footage has
been used by Ekushey TV’s national news, with due
acknowledgement.
In studio based discussions Mukta Khabor has interviewed a
range of people. These reporters have no hang-ups about
asking probing questions. As the show has evolved, new
segments and features have been added. A lost and found
feature was introduced following requests from families of
many children across the country who have just disappeared.
They have either run away or been swallowed up by crime and
chaos on the streets. Some children have been found, thanks to
this broadcast.

 The adult viewership of this show is rapidly increasing. It took
five months for Mukta Khabor to become one of the ETV’s
highest rated and most popular programmes. Parents and
teachers aspire to get their wards on the show, but advertisers
are cautious. The programme’s organisers are now looking to
build its regional reach, and create a team of roving reporters
who will come from other parts of the country, apart from
Dhaka and major towns, thus giving the programme stronger
rural content.

Summary
Current affairs is generally regarded as a television broadcast
phenomenon, while the print media use the terms ‘features’
and ‘analysis’ to describe a similar concept. Current affairs forms
an important part of radio and television programmes. This is
evident from the mushrooming of international as well as
Indian news channels. Channels like Aaj Tak and NDTV have
left DD far behind in the coverage of current news and affairs.
Though the percentage of current affairs coverage has gone up
double its original figure, lots of media experts still believe that
producers have lost out on current affairs. It could be so in
India but doesn’t look like in Bangladesh.

Review Questions

1. How is the coverage of current affairs different on various
news channels?
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2. Pick up a recent news of international importance. In terms
of it being topical what angles have been dealt with in an
international news channel and an Indian news channel.

3. How is the treatment of pure current affairs news different
form the treatment of documentary news and news in the
magazine format.

Notes -
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Topics covered:

Science reporting, Reporting science and technology,
Relations with students, Vocabulary, Developing a medical
glossary, writing science news, Sports reporting, references,
sports on television, understanding the roles, types of on-
screen reporting, studio- spots, the interview, can you just
write- or do you have to broadcast?, radio- an odd concept,
on the move, background, have you got the necessary skills,
presenting your words, differences between writing for radio
and writing for print, preparing a broadcast tape, what does
writing for radio and writing for print have in common?,
News versus comment, commentating,

Objective
• Define Science reporting, Sports reporting,
•  Generate ideas about these specialized fields of reporting.

Science
Science and technology are shaping mankind as never before and
it is increasingly necessary for society to have a say on what
scientists should and should not do. A dialogue between
scientists and the lay public is possible only if the knowledge
gap between them is narrowed through science reporting. This
is a vital function of science journalism in modern society.

Science is too vast and specialization in one field does not make
the reporter a specialist in every field of science. But specializa-
tion does help in the sense that it exposes a would-be science
reporter to the methods of science, the techniques used by
scientists, and above all to the atmosphere and the conditions
under which research is done.
It is essential that the reporter has a background in science and a
temperament that encourages constant improvement in one’s
knowledge about science. In science new knowledge is being
generated everyday. So a science reporter must be willing to be a
student of science throughout his career so as to be able to keep
abreast of developments in different fields. This is the funda-
mental difference between science and general reporting. And
the most important quality of a science reporter is his ability to
spot a development that is newsworthy. This is possible only if
the reporter is reasonably aware of the major areas of research
going on in different disciplines of society.
The growing importance of science in everyday life is quite
obvious. In spite of that, the interest in the subject and the
space provided to this fascinating field by newspapers and
magazines is not commensurate with its significance. By its very
nature, science is a serious subject, which requires considerable
attention and specialized background. It is perceived to be not
meant for everybody.
Science writing for television and radio is entirely different from
articles published in specialized journals. The writer needs to
make the subject comprehensible even to a layman. One

difficulty that the scientists face is that they fail to make the
subject as lucid and interesting as possible.

The simple rule of the thumb, for a science reporter is that just
as you are not able to comprehend much of what is compiled
by a specialist of another profession, a person who is not
trained in your branch of specialization may be lost if you write
in the standard language of your subject. For instance, an
agricultural scientist may be able to communicate freely with
another agricultural scientist, but he cannot make himself clear
to a space scientist, and vice versa. If this is the block that
develops even among highly educated persons, things are all the
more difficult when the matter has to be explained to a person
who has no or little grounding in that subject. So one has to go
out of one’s way to explain everyday phenomenon in layman’s
language. It may sound difficult but it is not so.
In this context, a senior journalist says: A journalist writing on a
scientific subject must understand the characteristics of his
target readership properly. This understanding towards the
reader is mandatory not only in science writing but in every type
of writing. The first lesson that every journalist is taught is:
Give the reader the subject in everyday language and he will
become a friend for life.
A word of caution is in order, here. You do not have to talk
down to your audience. That will be an insult to his intelligence.
While not writing what will go above his head, the journalist
should be careful when it comes to oversimplifying things. Give
him the basics, without letting him feel that he does not know.
No reader wants to be underestimated. “I am sure you know all
this but to save your time and energy, I am only repeating what
you already know”: That is the safest stance for a writer to
adopt.
In the context of science reporting, therefore, one practical
suggestion is to talk about the everyday use of the subject in
the very beginning. The history of the subject and other details
can wait. The common reader is not bothered about technical
specifications. He is interested in putting the information that
you give him to daily use.
Illustrations and pictures are absolutely essential to this branch
of writing. These not only explain the subject better but are also
pleasing to the eye. Only talk and narrative is not pleasing to the
ear. Necessary breaks in form of graphics and tabulations are
not wastage of space but essential tools in holding the atten-
tion of your audience.

Reporting Science and Technology
Since the end of World War II news houses have increasingly
recognized the interest that many of its audience have in reports
about science, medicine, and technology. Several channels have
one or more science writers, as have the wire services. They also
have a general assignment reporter who specializes in science
writers, but devotes about one half of his time to news in that
field.

LESSON 7:
SCIENCE AND SPORTS
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Most science reporters are self-taught, but several have studied
one or more sciences to the extent that they know the vocabu-
lary and the basic principles of the sciences and technologies.
Science writers obtain their material at scientific meetings, from
scientific journals, from news releases by universities and
research laboratories, and from personal contacts with indi-
vidual scientists. At scientific meetings the participants supply
advance copies of the papers they are to present. The science
writer selects some of these to report and often interviews the
authors, either before or after the paper is read, for the purpose
of getting a clearer explanation of certain parts of the paper.
The science writer who is near university has a sort of “beat”: he
visits scientists to learn about their current research. He also
finds out in which journal the research will be published and
the approximate time of publication. He then arranges with the
scientist to procure a copy of the report when it is submitted to
the journal and he writes a news story at that time. The story is
not released, however, until it has appeared in the journal. The
reporter also does this when the research appears in a book.
Some science writers also read certain journals for newsworthy
research reports of which they do not have advance informa-
tion.

Relations With Scientists
For some years scientists regarded reporters with suspicion
because of the sensational and inaccurate treatment of their
research findings in the Sunday newspaper supplements. Now,
however, many science writers have developed a trusting
relationship with individual scientists that are based on the
science writers’ satisfactory previous reporting of the scientists’
research. In many instances the writer submits his news story to
the scientist before publication to insure thorough accuracy; in
other instances, the writer reads a part of his news story to the
scientist on the telephone.

Vocabulary
Because of the rapid advance of science in some fields the
science writer is having to learn the definitions of new terms.
Several recently published up-to-date reference are available to
him. Some of these are: Short Glossary of Space Terms
published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion: John Foster, Jr., Science Writer’s Guide, which contains
204 pages of science terms and six pages of medical terms; and
James F. Holmes’ communications dictionary: A compilation
of Terms Used in the Fields of Electronic Communications
and Data Processing.

Developing a Medical Glossary
The reporter of medical news can develop his own short
glossary if he will learn certain terms and affixes. The organs
and parts of the body have Latin and Greek names because
medical science had its beginnings in ancient times. If the
reporter will learn some of these names and certain prefixes and
suffixes, he will have little difficulty in translating most of the
terms he will come across for he will understand how they are
derived.
For example, some of the organs are: gastro (stomach,) cardia
(heart), nephros (kidney), hepar (liver), enteron (intestines).
Some of the prefixes and suffixes are: dys (ill, painful, difficult),

o.fis (a diseased condition), ids (inflammation), endo and ento
(within), ectomy (to take out), otomy to (to open) oscopy (to look
into).
Thus, gastritis is acute or chronic inflammation of the stomach;
hepatosis is enlargement, degeneration, or inflammation of the
liver; dysentry is ,inflammation of the colon, and dyspepsia is
disturbed digestion; nephrectomy is the removal of a kidney;
and the procedure of looking into the bladder with an cystos-
copy is called a “cystoscope.”
The reporter of medical news will get considerable help form
Blakiston’s Illustrated Pocket Medical Dictionary and The Merck
Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy.

Writing Science News
Most news is about something that the usual viewer can
understand because he has learned something about it. But
when the reporter writes about science he not only has to
translate certain terms but often has to explain a cause and effect
relationship. The material is so often complex that no one can
develop a single set of rules for writing about science. About
the only rule that fits most situations is one that relates to the
beginning of the news item, for the writer’s first objective is to
induce the viewer to begin the programme and to continue his
viewing. There are a few ways in which this objective can be
achieved.
One device is to begin by asking a question. Here is an example
by David Perlman of the San Francisco Chronicle:
A Canadian geophsicist proposed an answer yesterday to one of
evolution’s major mysteries.

Why is it, the scientists ask, that during certain periods of
geological history life suddenly seems to spurt?
At those geological moments hundreds of new living species
appear: other long established species undergo rapid and
profound change; all life seems to enter an era of chaotic
mutation.
Dr. Robert J. Uffen, of the University of Western Ontario in
Canada, described a theory of earth magnetism and evolution
yesterday at a session of the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics in Berkeley.....
A second example of this device is in which the writer, who is
explaining the expanding universe, asks the question “Why is
the world dark at night?”

Another way to induce the viewer to start and go on reading is a
beginning that presents something happening. This can usually
be done when the writer is describing an instrument or some
other scientific object.
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Science writer Jim Detjen of The Philadelphia Inquirer covering a
story in Antarctica.
(Courtesy of The Pijladelphia Inquirer)

References
No science writer, no matter how well trained, can avoid
stumbling on unfamiliar terms, names and designs. That’s why
most try to keep a good selection of reference books handy.
Here are a few that are particularly helpful:
1. Van Nostrand’s Scientific Encyclopedia. What exactly is a quark?

Quark (a subatomic particle) and more than 20,000 other
scientific terms and concepts are discussed in this two
volume work. For more detailed explanation: McGraw-Hill
publishes a 17 -volume Encyclopedia of Science and Technology.

2. The Way Things Work: An Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Technology. How are you going to explain to readers why the
airplane crashed on takeoff if you don’t really understand
how any plane gets off the ground? This multi volume work
is filled with explanations, for non-scientists, of how devices
ranging from the artificial heart to airplanes work.

3. McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms. This
can be the first step in translating scientific jargon into plain
English. Among its 100,000-odd terms is agitator body, which
is no more than a drum, mounted on a truck, for
transporting freshly mixed concrete. Black:r Medical Dictionary
will aid in penetrating the vocabulary of medicine.

4. American Men and Women of  Science. Want to know
something about the background and research interests of
that scientist you are about to interview? This seven-volume
set is a good place to start. It provides current biographical
information on thousands of leading researchers in all
disciplines of science. It will explain, for example, that
Stephen Jay Gould, noted for his theories and writings
about evolution, has been a winner of the no-strings
attached McArthur Fellowship, a cash award allowing
recipients to do whatever they please.

5. The Handbook of Toxic and Hazardous Chemicals. This is a
useful desk manual for any reporter covering occupational
and environmental health stories. It contains concise health
and safety information on some 600 of the most commonly
found chemical pollutants in air, water and wastes. Readers
can quickly learn, for example, that creosote is a flammable,
heavy oil with a sharp, smoky smell; that it is absorbed
through the skin; and that the Environmental Protection
Agency considers creosote a carcinogen.

Review Questions

1. Assume that temperatures in your area have dropped to well
below freezing and a severe cold wave is predicted for the
next week. Write what causes frostbite and how to protect
against it.

2. An earthquake, measuring 3.8 on the Richter scale, shakes
buildings in your area but causes little damage. Write
explaining what causes earthquakes.

3. Try to find the latest article on scientific research at a nearby
research center or university by using the local newspaper
files. After learning as much as possible about the research,

set up an appointment with the scientist who supervised the
work. Then write a news piece concentrating on one of the
following:
a. The scientist. Write a profile. How did the scientist

become interested in that particular area of research and
what led him or her to the line of inquiry followed?

b. The process. What steps were involved in achieving the
scientific progress or discovery mentioned in previous
articles? How long has the scientist been working in this
specific area? Did the research team have any false starts?
What inspired the team to design the experiments the
way it did? What efforts were made to ensure against false
results?

c. The future outlook. What obstacles remain to be
overcome in the particular line of research? What efforts
will the research team make to overcome these obstacles?

4. Write a news story based on an article in the latest issue of a
science journal. At the end, write down what questions you
would have liked to have asked before writing the news piece
and from whom you would have asked them.

Exercises

Research Assignments
One
Using research materials or interviews with scientists, write
explanations that could be used in a science based programme
for the following terms.
1. White dwarf
2. Chemotherapy
3. Greenhouse effect
4. Local area network
5. Messenger RNA

6. Heavy water
7. Windows
8. ROM
9. Restriction enzyme
10. Halogenated organic compound
Two
Write explanations for the following. Draw on reference books
and interviews with local scientists and science teachers.
1. How does an airplane get off the ground?
2. What causes sleet?
3. How do cats purr?
4. How does a breeder reactor work?
5. Why do stars appear to twinkle?
6. How does a battery produce energy?
7. How does photographic film work?

8. How do bats fly in the dark?
9. What causes a total solar eclipse?
10. What does an antihistamine do?
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Sports Reporting
Sports reporting continues to be a very popular type of news
reporting. The intense interest of the public in sport events is
reflected in the increasing importance attached by the media to
sports coverage and the emergence of sports reporting as a
specialized form. During cricket test matches, the Wimbledon
Tennis Tournament, or the World Cup Soccer contests, it is not
unusual for normal activities to come to a standstill in partici-
pating countries because even women and children remain
glued to their radio and television sets.
The best sports reporting. capture the atmosphere as well as the facts of
the game. But remember that the reader wants to know the facts first.
Big sporting events today are common place. They have rules
and conventions. The reporter must learn those conventions.
He must find out which players are on form, and which have
not done well in the past few games. He must brief himself on
the past performance of the teams and the individual players-
because the significant fact about a game may be the emergence
of one participant in a way that has not happened before. This
may be the most newsworthy aspect of the game.

The sports reporter must, therefore, do as much research as he
can before the game starts. Like a good news reporter, he must
anticipate the physical problems of reporting. Time is vital in
sports reporting; not only the time at which the reporter must
be back in the office to catch a certain edition of the paper, but
as a means of measuring what happens in game. Have a reliable
watch, and remember to check precisely what time a game starts.
Identify the players at the earliest stage-if possible check as soon
as the players come on to the field whether the names are as
given on the programme, or whether someone has changed
numbers.
Sometimes journalists are criticized for making too much of
isolated incidents in sports, building them up into significant
dramas when they were in fact minor and soon forgotten.
Remember to keep a balance between the general pattern of the
game and such dramatic incidents.

Get to know the manager and the officials. This becomes more
important as certain games become more personalized, and
individual players have their own devoted following. The
personal lives of sportsmen are now matters of great public
interest, especially since their earnings put them among the big
spenders whose homes, families and cars are regarded as of
public concern. Since sport persons are increasingly taking to
endorsing commercial products, and have been subject of
match-fixing controversies, interest of the public in their
performance, personal life and family background has naturally
increased. The sportpersons are being interviewed by the
journalists for newsmagazines and Sunday editions of newspa-
pers because anything written about them draws the attention
of the readers.
The sports writer is different from the general reporter in one-
respect: he is at the same time a reporter and a critic. He is giving
his opinion about the game at the same time as he is describing
the facts of it. He judges the quality and skill of the players,
who in this sense are actors in a public spectacle. But opinion
must be authoritative to be effective.

It is essential for a sports reporter not to build up a sporting
event more than its quality justifies. Remember that the people
who saw the game with you saw what happened as well as you
did, and many of them will read your: account.
Each sport has its own following, and its own jargon and
special terms. Avoid using jargon without explaining it for the
benefit of readers who may not be familiar with the game.
Most readers of the sports pages will probably be familiar with
the rules and jargon of the major sports, such as football and
cricket-but never assume that they are.
Television commentary on sports basically follows the rules for
newspaper sports reporting, but with a few extra hazards. The
commentator must be aware always of what the viewers are
seeing. The temptation-particularly for reporters trained in
newspapers and sound radio-is to describe the obvious.

Commentaries on team games should concentrate on ‘who’s
who’ approach. The viewer can see what is happening, and what
moves are being made-he wants to be told who the players are
making those moves. It is legitimate to recall how an aggressive
series of moves was started, particularly if it led to a goal. The
introduction of slow-motion replays, that can be run immedi-
ately after the incident, has made this a commonplace of TV
journalism.
In most of the newspapers, the sports page is one of the most
popular pages, particularly for the young readership. A sports
page is made by the special reports of its correspondents. It is
read for its presentation as well as the views it has to offer. And
as such the guidelines for sports reporters, as for all others, are
very much the same.
It is easy enough to report sport adequately, it requires inspira-
tion and great care to report it really well, write Geoffrey Harris
and David Spark in Practical Newspaper Reporting. Sport is an area
where the pressure of deadlines and comparatively restricted
content of each sporting activity make really first class writing
difficult to achieve. Yet modern journalism is noted for its great
sports writing.

Sports on Television
Television remains the most alluring of all the media for
would-be sports journalists. Its ability to bring words and
pictures into the homes of everyone in the country within
milliseconds of the action taking place makes the prospect of a
career in it as attractive as ever.
Television is seen as being the ultimate in glamour, offering the
chance to travel around following your chosen sport whilst
instantly becoming famous and being paid phenomenal
salaries. You can be at the forefront of communication by
informing viewers about everything as it happens from news of
team selection or interviews to match reports beamed live into
people’s living rooms from anywhere in the world. The moving
pictures, along with the ability to speed things up and slow
things down, pause the action and show statistics and informa-
tion from past events, makes television a fantastic medium for
sports journalists. But there are some drawbacks; most notably
the fact that you are judged by television producers for qualities
other than just your writing skills. Suddenly the way you look,
the way you dress, your mannerisms and your voice have as
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much bearing on your ability to succeed as your ability to write
and deliver knowledgeable sports information.
So, you may be a brilliant, competent journalist with a real
ability to perform” well under pressure, but a former sports star
or a younger, more attractive presenter may get the nod over
you - there is nothing you can do about it.
ITV’s Head of Rugby Coverage, Simon Moore, sums up the
attributes you need to succeed in television.

“There are obviously different requirements for different areas
of television sports journalism. For instance, it helps if a
presenter looks good and has a pleasing personality - a com-
mentator must have a voice that’s easy on the ear, and so on.
But if there’s one thing that unites all those who work in TV
sport, and indeed in any kind of television journalism, I believe
it’s the ability to marry words with pictures. It’s no good writing
the most sublime prose if it doesn’t match your shots. It
sounds very basic, but its a discipline that the very best sports
journalists use every working day.
I think a good television journalist needs to always deal in
pictures. The first question that he or she should ask when
approaching a report, documentary or commentary is, ‘What
will we see?’, because that’s the key to everything else.”
The good news is that television is growing at an extraordinary
rate, and there are more opportunities than ever to get involved.
No longer is it the reserve of Oxbridge graduates who wear the
right school ties and whose father served in Africa with the
Director General of the BBC! A multitude of satellite channels,
each serving a different market, and all- to a greater or lesser
extent - covering sport, have shot up in the last decade.

Understanding the Roles
There is a hierarchy that exists in television production. The
executive producer is in charge of policy decision-making,
advanced fixing and delegating. The producer is directly below
him, usually assigned to a specific programme. He will be
responsible for filling the air-time with features that viewers will
be interested in. Below the producer is the assistant producer;
his work is with a particular slot on the programme. With every
outside broadcast, every story fed into a programme and every
highlights package, there will be an assistant producer with
responsibility for that section. He will manage the team of
reporter, cameraman and sound engineer on the shoot.
The assistant producers (sometimes known as production
assistants) have regular meetings with the producer of a show
to brainstorm ideas and discuss good practices, in the same way
that an editorial team would meet regularly with the editor to
discuss ideas and concepts.
The director (not all programmes have them, and very few
sports programmes do) would decide which pictures go on air,
with the production assistant working with him to ensure that
the message is brought across dearly. Directors are found in live
television broadcasts when there are decisions constantly to be
made about angles, interweaving interviews and video tapes,
and sounds.
On the editorial side there are also several roles. There is the
freelance journalist who offers suggestions and contributes
news stories (as with radio). These tend to be working on local

papers where they pick up stories that they then feed through to
television stations. They are known as stringers, and they get
paid for any suggestions that are followed up. They are
encouraged to phone in with all the ideas they have, and
provide much of the basic news. A good, reliable network of
stringers is cultivated by all sports news editors - they tend to
have good contacts in dubs and with the players and athletes, so
they can be relied upon to provide many leading stories.
There is also a team in the newsroom that is dedicated solely to
sport. The size of the team depends on the area being covered
and the budgets available for sport.
Television sports news teams can rely fairly heavily on their own
out- ‘ stations for stories. Material that is originated locally can
be fed into live network sports bulletins, or fed non-live into
later shows. This means that the humble stringer who is
providing a few leads to an over-worked producer at a small
local station may find his story appearing as a leading national
sports story later in the day.

This sharing of information is a two-way process. Regional
broadcasting teams can access local stories arising from national
stories at the London centre. The large networks have become
much better at sharing resources recently, so that if there is a
local angle to a big national story, the local stations can access
video tape from the national film crews with which to illustrate
their stories.
This happens with both BBC and Independent Television
Companies. The third force in television sport is Sky, which is
slowly moving itself into a leading position in terms of sports
coverage. Its signing up of the big sports for exclusive coverage
rights is making it a very attractive work-place for sports
journalists. At the moment it makes use of agencies for much
of its output, and feeds this into an anchor sports presenter
who holds the shows together. Sky is increasingly employing its
own reporters and camera crews as it becomes more and more
established in the market-place.

Types of on-screen Reporting
One of the most difficult pieces for a novice reporter is the piece
to camera. It feels completely unnatural to be standing facing a
cameraman in a bizarre location, while a fascinated crowd
gathers round you. Remembering the words can be extremely
difficult, and every time you make a mistake you feel more
embarrassed about the whole affair. But the piece to camera is
favoured by producers because it is easy to film, you can prove
that the reporter is there on the spot, and it can be produced as
a contained report which makes editing easier. Reporters
therefore have to learn to do them in as professional a way as
possible.

The best way to cope with pieces to camera in the early days is to
keep the length of narrative down to the maximum that you
can remember without difficulty (usually around 10-15 sec-
onds). The alternative is to make the opening paragraph
word-perfect, then read or refer to the rest from a clipboard. If
you are really stuck, it is possible to do pieces to camera in
several takes and stick them together with some action sliced in;
or with the reporter in a slightly different place in the second
piece so as to avoid a ‘jump’ in the edit. However, this creates a
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lot more work for everyone, so is usually avoided if it’s at all
possible to do it in one take.]

Studio spots
A studio spot is when a piece is read out by someone other
than the main newscaster or presenter (for example, the football
correspondent reporting during a sports round-up).

Where sport is concerned, it is often the sports reporter himself
who is the studio spot because most sports bulletins lie at the
end of a news programme. They can be easier than doing pieces
to camera on location because of the use of auto-cue and the
fact that scripts can be prepared well, and read out from the
relative comfort of a desk instead of on the edge of a football
pitch. But they have difficulties all of their own because of the
lights and noise in a studio, having to react with other reporters
on screen, and coping with the ear-piece.

The interview
Many sports slots rely on interviews to extract information.
Even if there is an investigative story to be told it will usually be
played out through interviewing key people in the story, so
sports journalists have to be able to master the ability to
interview for television.
There is a balance to be struck in interviewing between badger-
ing and hassling an athlete for information - which immediately
sets him and the audience against you - and being too soft so
that he doesn’t answer pertinent questions. There are also
various types of interviews, based largely on where they are
conducted.
• The set piece interview is conducted at the interviewee’s choice

of location - his home, his club, or a hotel or restaurant that
he suggests.

• The second method is the vox pop interview, where members
of the public are talked to at random and asked for their
opinion. The views canvassed in this way are valuable to the
extent that they represent public opinion on a sports story
rather than the players’ or the coach’s feelings.

• The door-stepper interview is the hardest to do because the
interviewee often does not want to talk to you. In sport
there are not too many of these to do; but every time there is
a drugs scandal or a player caught in bed with a barmaid,
someone somewhere has to get the story.

• Eye-witness or on-the-spot interviews gather facts
immediately after something has happened. If the Football
Association is drawing up new guidelines, there will be
journalists waiting outside Lancaster Gate to talk to them the
minute the meeting finishes.

The final interview method is the news conference, where
journalists gather round to interview a player after a match or to
hear an announcement or big new sponsor signing. The
location and the line of questioning are largely out of the hands
of the individual, but the television journalist must make sure
that he asks a couple of questions in order to have the inter-
viewee facing the camera with his answers.
It can be extremely difficult to interview for television, because
you have to come straight to the point all the time. There is no
room for chatting casually to the subject first, like there is in

newspaper reporting; nor for getting to know them over lunch.
You have to ask pertinent questions almost straight away, and
be prepared to repeat them several times to get a worthy answer
for broadcast.
The television journalist also has to cope well with the answers
he gets, and can’t spend much thinking time on camera. It can
be tough, but a good television interviewer will always find
work.

Can you just write - or do you have to broadcast?
Not every journalist automatically appears in front of the
cameras. A great deal of journalistic expertise goes into produc-
ing ideas for features and scripts. It rather depends on the
organisation that you work for as to whether or not you will
appear in front of the camera.
Satellite station Channel One has revolutionised television by
having their journalists carry portable cameras. They research
their story, then set the camera up and talk to the lens to record
their piece. They can then take it back to the studio where it is
edited for transmission. However, some stations still make
massive distinctions between journalists who perform and
journalists who edit and write.
If you are interested in working for television as a sports writer,
you are likely to need experience in working on the sports desk
of a newspaper. You will certainly need proof that you can write
well, and you will need to have an understanding of the
differences between writing for readers and writing for viewers.
Unlike writing for newspapers or magazines, the style-sheet
approach cannot be applied rigidly on television. Producers
accept that they cannot have complete control over every single
word spoken by every single contributor - whether they are
reporters, interviewees or participants. In any two-minute news
package there will be a number of influences which cannot be
tightly controlled individually, like they are by a newspaper
reporter, but which must meet certain editorial and production
standards when put together.

For example, a sports news feature may include: a few words
from the anchor presenter into an opening sequence with out-
of-vision words; an interview; more pictures and commentary;
another word or two from the interviewee; and a piece to
camera from the reporter to wrap it all up. All these elements
need to be melded into one to convey the facts in a concise,
interesting way that every viewer can easily understand. This is
very difficult in television, which doesn’t benefit from knowing
as much about the customer as other forms of media. For
example, newspaper buyers will choose between the Daily Mirror
or the Daily Telegraph because they prefer either the bright and
breezy style of the Mirror or the more sober and ‘heavier’
approach of the Telegraph. The differences between ITV, BBC
and Sky are nowhere near as marked.
Writing for television involves striking the balance between
being condescending and being highbrow. You have to write
for speech, so language should be conversational without being
intellectually insulting. It used to be the case that television
writers would read out scripts for typists to input, rather than
scribble them down - this gave them a clear idea of how the
words sounded. The computer has done away with this testing
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method, so journalists now resort to reading their scripts to
one another to hear what they sound like.

Radio

An odd Concept?
Writing about sport for radio is an odd concept because sport is
so visual. However, in a world where people are increasingly
busy, and have less time to sit in front of the television, radio
provides a very real way of keeping in touch with sport while on
the move. Suddenly, you can access up-to-the-minute informa-
tion about football results or the latest score in the cricket while
you are sitting in the garden, in the car or on the train.
Radio’s real beauty is its spontaneity, but in order to deliver this
the presenter needs to be extremely disciplined and a real
perfectionist. Radio 5’s leading sports presenter, John Inverdale,
says:
“Whilst spelling obviously isn’t as important for a radio
journalist as for those in the print world, an attention to detail
is.

The good radio journalist has a genuine interest in the people
he or she is talking to, which then comes over in the delivery of
the piece and the intonation in the voice. Having a good voice is
helpful, but not essential... having an interesting voice is more
important.
The great broadcasters have a wide-ranging vocabulary, so that
when live on air, the ‘mot juste’ is on their lips within millisec-
onds. Hear a poor broadcaster, and you realise how often they
repeat the same words or phrases. Being widely read is far more
important in the radio world as a consequence.
The crucial elements in the radio world that can distinguish it
from other forms of the media is its immediacy, flexibility,
spontaneity and simplicity. If you are spontaneous, flexible and
above all else simple, you’ll go far.”

On the Move
The arrival of personal stereos has made radio an even more
important medium. It now allows listeners to enjoy radio
broadcasts while moving around. During Wimbledon, people
can be spotted enjoying every ball of ,the final as they do their
shopping or take the dogs for a walk.
This really does make a radio a key area, and a medium of
communication which will be with us for a long time.
Radio monitors suggest that most members of the adult
population listen to the radio at least once a day, so it is still an
extremely wide audience. All the national and regional radio
stations run news bulletins that contain sports information,
many of them with a separate, dedicated ‘sports presenter, and
certainly with researchers and reporters on the look out for the
top sports stories of the day.
Another reason for radio’s increasing importance is the arrival
of Sky TV, which is forcing sport out of the public television
domain. The main way now in which people without access to
satellite television can ‘witness’ sport live is on radio. For
writers, the great thing about radio is that unlike television,
where the pictures can help to tell the story, radio is totally
dominated by words. Even newspapers have some visual
impact - with pictures, diagrams, charts, headlines and pull-out

quotes - but on radio, the strength of the broadcast lives or dies
by the ability to communicate effectively with words and
sounds.
Radio has been around in Britain for over 75 years, and the
quality and quantity of its sport content has progressed
enormously over that time. Stations like Radio 5 exist to fulfill
the demand for sports information on the radio in an era when
so much of the population spends so much time on the road.
So in fact, far from being an odd concept, there is a very real and
fast. growing market-place for sports journalists in radio. The
role of the word. smith is absolutely vital - so it is an area which
should not be ignored.

Background
Like those in television, and to a certain extent those in print
journalism, radio journalists fall into two categories. There are
those who plan and produce programmes; and there are those
who actually fill the air-time (in newspapers, you might compare
this to the journalists that fill the paper and the sports editor,
sub-editors and designers who plan and produce the pages).
The planners and producers tend to hold staff jobs, whereas
many of the artists are freelance or on short-term contracts. Of
course, there are full-time jobs to be had in radio as a broad-
caster, but this distinction does still occur, and you may find
that getting a full-time job is extremely difficult.
If you are really interested in radio, you are better off getting
involved in any way you can - even if it is through a freelance
opening rather than a full-time job. When you are on the inside,
it will be much easier to wriggle your way into a full-time
appointment by proving yourself to the people that matter,
rather than waiting on the outside for an opportunity to come
up. The production staff on radio will tend to be full-time
(although again, this is not always the case - there are producers
who free. lance, and there are those on short-term contracts).
The producer’s job is to have a full understanding of what the
listeners require, and to fill the station’s air-time with sports
stories and news that the public will enjoy.

Have you Got the Necessary Skills?
How do you know whether you have what it takes to be a top-
notch sports radio journalist? The next section of this chapter
will look at the writing skills you will need, and what the
differences are between writing for radio and writing for print.
However, the most obvious question to ask yourself in the first
instance is: do you have a voice that’s clearly understood? It
doesn’t make any difference whether you have an accent or not -
there’s no need to find yourself elocution lessons or perfect
your vowel pronunciation - but the most important thing is
that your voice is easy to listen to and easy to understand.
The only way to find this out is to try listening to yourself on a
tape recorder. If you have an answer phone at home, you will
know how odd your voice can sound when it’s taped. The
reason for this is that you hear the sounds differently when you
are speaking yourself. You must get used to hearing and
analysing the voice that listeners will hear when they tune into
the radio station.

Presenting your Words
Radio producers are quite scathing about sports journalists who
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make their name in print, then attempt the move into broad-
casting. The main reason is that there is a big difference between
the way that print journalists write their words out, and the way
broadcasters write for radio. One of the key ways in which
newspapers differ from radio is that you have to present the
words - or, if you are just writing and not broadcasting, you
have to write the words so they are fit to be broadcast (or
‘performed’) by the presenter and not read out in a monotone.
A pure radio journalist will write a script suitable for radio rather
than write a piece and read it out on radio. There is a subtle, but
very key, difference.
The way in which the words are presented is as important as the
words themselves; they need to be handed to the listener in a
manner which allows them to be easily assimilated. They also
have to be conveyed in a way which is appropriate to the ‘type’
of listeners the station is trying to attract, in the same way that a
newspaper article will be presented to the readers to suit its
readership.
One of the common complaints about broadcast sports
journalists is that they deliver their lines in a condescending,
childish fashion. If you get the chance to have a go at radio
broadcasting, try to remember that with sport it is usually an
adult audience that you are presenting to, so don’t talk down to
listeners or you will alienate them.

The words should be delivered as if they have just come into
your head - giving the impression that you are talking accurately
and knowledgeably off the cuff, but your thorough knowledge
of the subject should shine through. It’s comparable, in many
ways, to performance sports. In gymnastics, the competitors
train twice a day for years and years to build up to one big
competition. They have worked incredibly hard on all the
moves and have the routine carefully choreographed by
specialists, but on the day of competition they make the
routines look easy and natural, belying the hard work.
As a presenter, you are giving a performance in your own right
and you need to sell your words to the listener by making them
vibrant and lively while retaining credibility and resisting the
urge to talk to listeners like they’re in the playground at school.

Differences between Writing for Radio and Writing
for Print
What is interesting about radio sports journalism is that
although you are broadcasting to millions of sports fans, in the
same way that television does, there is a huge difference in the
way in which people use the two communication systems.

Groups of sports fans will sit in front of a television, or
families will get together to watch matches or events, but
listening to the radio tends to be a much more solitary occupa-
tion. When television commentators and announcers discuss
sports events - in the studio or on the touch-lines of matches -
they are addressing their audience in a different style from radio
presenters, who tend to talk to their listeners as individuals.
The radio presenter needs to make each individual feel part of
the larger event that he is commentating on or alluding to.
Without the use of pictures this can be extremely difficult, so
the presenter needs to work hard to bring colour to reports. He
has to describe events, the pattern of play and the characters in
great detail.

When you are writing for radio, as opposed to for magazines or
newspapers, you have to write in a very different style. Because
we hear things in a different way from the way in which we read
them, presenters must talk logically and present facts in an order
which is clear and easy to understand. There is none of the joy
of running things off in a complicated order to cause people to
think hard about what’s been said. Newspaper journalists
might be able to begin their articles with tangential statements
or wise-cracks, but the radio journalist has to be aware all the
time of the fact that the listeners can only follow what he says as
he says it, and not go back to re-read bizarre or complicated
adjuncts to the story. Skillful writing for speech is very different
from newspaper writing - your words need to come in short
bursts, giving just one piece of useful information at a time,
and not be long, involved self-gratifying explorations of the
English language!
Another key difference is that print journalists can write down
the sentences as they occur to them and then change them, tidy
them up, and make them neater and easier to read. Broadcast
journalists have to resist the urge to neaten and sharpen
sentences, because emphasis, repetition and the uneven nature
of sentences will give authenticity and realism to the broadcast,
which is not needed in print.
Keep remembering that your radio listener cannot review
sentences in the same way that readers can, so you can repeat
things without worrying too much about it - in fact, the listener
will probably appreciate some repetition.

The punctuation used in print also differs immensely from that
applied in radio. You need worry less about the strict interpreta-
tion of the English language, and instead write in punctuation
marks in a way that will make the presentation of the piece as
easy as possible. You can underline things for emphasis - use
dashes instead of commas to really emphasise the pause, and
have lots of short sentences and small paragraphs in order to
make the piece appear to race along at a lively and interesting
pace (thus reflecting the event being covered).
Finally, broadcasters have to think of the length of the piece in
terms of the time it takes to say, rather than the number of
words on a page. The broadcasting rule is that the average
length of a one-minute broadcast is between 120 and 140
words a minute. That equates to around a quarterpage of
average A4 typing (it will be half a page if you use double-
spacing of course; and double-spacing is important in radio
writing since you can add on particular reminders for the
presenter, or notes of emphasis or pronunciation difficulties).

Preparing a Broadcast Tape
If you are planning to put a broadcast together yourself for an
interview, or as a part of an application for a course place, the
first thing to do is to work out how many words you read in a
minute at a comfortable reading pace. This will enable you to
tailor your writing to meet the time demands of the project you
are working on.

It’s worth taping yourself as you do this exercise, so that you
can hear how fast you are talking in order to read that many
words in the given time. If you read 200 words in a minute,
then start happily multiplying that number of words by the
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number of minutes you have available, you may discover when
you eventually come to record yourself that you are talking at a
phenomenal pace and that no-one can understand you! It is
much better to work out initially what speed sounds right, and
how many words this implies you reading out.
If you write your piece, then discover that the number of
words vastly outnumbers the required word-count for the piece,
you need to cut back - but how? It’s not as easy as in print
journalism when you can just condense several sentences into
one. In this situation, remember the rule that your prose
should be flowing and should sound like you had just thought
of it. It should be natural and not sound as though it has been
contorted into a sentence which fits a designated brief. As such,
if your piece is too long, you should cut whole sentences out or
miss out one key point rather than making sentences extra long
in order to fit several points into one.
Obviously, it goes without saying that talking faster is not a
solution to the problem - even though it may sometimes
appear to be the only answer.

What does writing for radio and writing for print have in
common?
One thing which writing for all areas of the media has in
common is that you need to look for vivid and descriptive ways of
phrasing everything you want to say.
If you are describing the demean our of a leading Sports
Council figure in The Times, or discussing the fantastic last-
minute goal from Paul Gascoigne in the Sun, you need to use all
your powers of observation, creativity and description to write
as effectively as possible. There is no medium where this is
more vital than in radio, where the audience is totally at your
mercy with regard to what the event ‘looks like’. You therefore
need to work hard to make sure that they can visualise the event
that is taking place.

The way to best ensure that a reader can picture the event is to
com. pare it occasionally with things that they can easy visualise.
So, if you are commentating on a rugby match for radio, it
would be much better to say, “Jason Leonard is running like a
wild-man for the line - bursting with pride”, than, “... it’s Jason
Leonard with the ball”.
In match reports or reports of any sporting events, you need to
make sure that you update people constantly on where on the
pitch, on the track or in the pool the athletes are. This applies
particularly to longer events like marathons, matches and long-
distance swimming races, because listeners may break away from
the radio broadcast to do other things, or your report may be
interrupted by news updates, details of programmes coming
up later, or adverts. If your report is running as part of a longer
sports programme, you may find your report being broken into
frequently with updates of sport results from matches going on
all day around the country. Radio reporters must keep repeating
the score and the details of who is playing in order to compen-
sate for this.
Commentators have the unenviable task of having to continue
commentating throughout the match even when the mike
moves away from them, so that the producers can come back to
the event at any time they want. Many commentators are

convinced that every time they deliver a great line, make an
incisive comment, or are wittier and more interesting than
usual, they hear later that the mike was turned off and their
moment of glory never happened!

News versus Comment
One thing that radio stations will be relying on is your ability to
understand the distinction between news and comment. If a team
puts in a dreadful performance and you say that they played the
worst game of their lives, this is your comment. It is subjective
(unless there is some objective proof of it, such as someone
has been quoted saying it, or it is indeed the worst result the
team has ever endured).

Don’t imply a judgement unless you really believe it and can
back it up. It’s easy on the spur of the moment to get carried
away with your observations. This can be dangerous on radio
where you don’t get the chance, to sit back when you’ve got
your piece ready, and read it one more time before sending it.
Once you have said it, there’s no taking it back. You also have to
remember that there is no team of subs waiting to check
through your work for accuracy before it goes near the reader or
listener. Once you have said something over the hone and live
into a sports programme, it is too late to worry about its
accuracy or impact.

Commentating
This is the most up-to-the minute, ball-by-ball way of working
in radio. Good professional commentators are revered the
world over; they become household names and are thought to
have the most exciting and challenging jobs in broadcast sport.
The associated noises of the willow on leather, racket on ball or
the crowd all go to enhance further the ‘live’ and action-packed
nature of this exciting type of journalism. The commentator’s
voice represents the eyes, ears and nose of the listener as well as
allowing him to add his impartial and sometime biased point
of view.

Great commentators agree that the secret of good commentary
is immaculate preparation. Some spend literally weeks making
sure they know the name of every participant, and have crib
sheets filled with every fact and figure they could possibly need
during the broadcast. They work hard to try and sound as ‘off
the cuff’, natural and humorous as possible, but their broad-
casts do have some structure to them. The way the
commentator usually works is first to give the main details of
the event; then, as the broadcast continues, gradually to broaden
the field by adding more information. This gives greater depth
and colour once the listeners have digested the basic facts. He
will use every opportunity - a pause in play, a moment of little
action in a race, or a gap between events - to add more detailed
information about the history of the event, past results or even
information about the location of the event.
Like all radio journalists, the commentator should remember
that he is not always being listened to in rapt attention.
Listeners will tune in and out of the radio reports as they get on
with their day-to-day lives, so he should make sure that he
repeats the result, score or the race leader from time to time.
Some commentators become personalities in their own right.
Most of them just become expert and professional at portray-
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ing what they see on the pitch as accurately and interestingly as
possible to the listeners.

Review Questions

1. It’s the season of Euro 2004. It’s the decider match. How
and what will you write for it?

2. Many people want to be sports reporters, but they face tough
competition. Why is that so?

3. Ask a TV sportscaster if you can spend an afternoon or
evening with him to see if you think you would like the job.
Later, do the same thing with a weathercaster.

Magazines and Sequences
Topics covered:

Programme title, Signature tune, Transmission time, The
presenter, Linking style, Information content, Programme
construction, Programme variety, Programme ideas, Voice
piece, Interview, discussion, music, sound effects, listener
participation, features, drama, item order, examples.

Objective
• analyzing the magazine format for radio and television.

• Gathering ideas for the same.
Of all programme types, it is the regular magazine, or lengthy
sequence, which can so easily become boring or trivial by
degenerating into a ragbag of items loosely strung together. To
define the terms, a magazine is usually designed with a specific
audience in mind, and tightly structured with the emphasis on
content. A sequence is generally longer - between 1 and 4 hours
often daily, using music with a wide audience appeal, and with
an emphasis on the presentation. For both, the major problem
for the producer is how best to balance the need for consistency
with that of variety. Clearly there has to be a recognisable
structure to the programme - after all, this is probably why your
audience switched on in the first place. An obvious policy of
marketing, is to build a regular audience by creating positive
expectations, and then to fulfil or, better still, exceed them. The
most potent reason for tuning in to a particular programme is
that the viewer liked what he saw last time. This time, therefore,
the programme must be of a similar mould, not too much
must be changed. It is equally obvious, however, that the
programme must be new in the sense that it must have fresh
and updated content and contain the element of surprise. The
programme becomes boring when its content is too predictable,
yet it fails if its structure is obscure. It is not enough simply to
offer the advice ‘keep the format consistent but vary the content’
Certainly this is important but there must be consistencies too
in the intellectual level and emotional appeal of the material.
From edition to edition there must be the same overall sense
of style.
Since we have so far borrowed a number of terms from the
world of print, it might be useful to draw the analogy more
closely.
The newspapers and magazines we buy are largely determined
by how we reacted to the previous issue. To a large extent
purchases are a matter of habit and although some are bought

on impulse, or by accident, changes in readership occur relatively
slowly. Having adopted our favourite periodical, we do not care
to have it tampered with in an unconsidered way. We develop a
personal interest in the typography, page layout, length of
feature article or use of pictures. We know exactly where to find
the sports page, crossword or favourite cartoon. We take a paper
which appeals to us as individuals; there is an emotional link
and we can feel distinctly annoyed should a new editor change
the typeface, or start moving things around when, from the fact
that we bought it, it was all right as it was. In other words the
consistency of a perceived structure is important since it leads to
a reassurance of being able to find your way around, of being
able to use the medium fully. Add a familiar style of language,
words that are neither too difficult nor too puerile, sentences
which avoid both the pompous and the servile, captions which
illuminate and not duplicate; and it is possible to create a
trusting bond between the communicator and the reader, or in
our case the listener. Different magazines will each decide their
own style and market. It is possible for a single publisher, as it
is for the manager of a radio station, to create an output with a
total range aimed at the aggregate market of the individual
products.
For the individual producer, his crucial decision is to set the
emotional and intellectual ‘width’ of his programme and to
recognise when he is in danger of straying outside it.
To maintain programme consistency then several factors must
remain constant. A number of these are now considered.

Programme Title
This is the obvious signpost and it should both trigger
memories of the previous edition and provide a clue to content
for the uninitiated. Titles such as ‘Farm’, ‘Today’, ‘Sports
Weekly’, and ‘Woman’s Hour’ are self-explanatory. ‘Round-
about’, ‘Kaleidoscope’, ‘Miscellany’, and ‘Scrapbook’ are less
helpful except that they do indicate a programme containing a
number of different but not necessarily related items. With a
title like ‘Contact’, or ‘Horizon’, there is little information on
content, and a subtitle is often used to describe the subject area.
Sequences, like DJ programmes, are often known by the name
of the presenter -the Vir Sanghvi’s show - but a magazine title
should stem directly from the programme aims and the extent
to which the target audience is limited to a specialist group.

Signature Tune
The long sequence is designed to be listened to over any part at
random - to dip in and out of. A signature tune is largely
irrelevant, except to distinguish it from the previous
programme serving as an additional signpost intended to make
the listener turn up the volume. It should also convey some-
thing of the style of the programme -lighthearted, urgent,
serious, or in some way evocative of the content. Fifteen
seconds of the right music can be a useful way of quickly
establishing the mood. Magazine producers, however, should
avoid the musical cliche. While ‘Nature

Notebook’ may require a pastoral introduction, the religious
magazine will often make strenuous efforts not to use opening
music that is too churchy. If the aim is to attract an audience
which already identifies with institutionalized religion, some
kind of church music may be fine. If, on the other hand, the
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idea is to reach an audience which is wider than the churchgoing
or sympathetic group, it may be better to avoid too strong a
church connotation at the outset. After all, the religious
magazine is by no means the same as the Christian magazine or
the church programme.

Transmission Time
Many stations construct their daily schedule with a series of
sequences in fixed blocks of 3 or 4 hours. It is obviously
important to have the right presenter and the right style of
material for each time slot. The same principle holds for the
more specialist magazine. Regular programmes must be at
regular times and regular items within programmes given the
same predictable placing in each programme. This rule has to be
applied even more rigorously as the specialisation of the
programme increases.

For example, a half-hour farming magazine may contain a
regular three-minute item on local market prices. The listener
who is committed to this item will tune in especially to hear it
even though he may not bother with the rest of the
programme. A sequence having a wider brief, designed to
appeal to the more general audience, is more likely to be on in
the background and it is therefore possible to announce changes
in timing. Even so, the listener at home in the mid-morning
wants the serial instalment, item on current affairs, or recipe
spot at the same time as yesterday since it helps to orientate the
day.

The Presenter
Perhaps the most important single factor in creating a consistent
style, the presenter regulates the tone of the programme by his
approach to the listener. He or she can be outgoing and friendly,
quietly companionable, informal or briskly businesslike, or
knowledgeable and authoritative. It is a consistent combination
of characteristics, perhaps with two presenters, which allows the
listener to build a relationship with the programme based on
‘liking’ and ‘trusting’. Networks and stations which frequently
change their presenters, or programmes which ‘rotate’ their
anchor people are simply not giving themselves a chance.
Occasionally you hear the justification of such practice as the
need ‘to prevent people from becoming stale’, or worse, ‘to be
fair to everyone working on the programme’. Most programme
directors would recommend a six-month period as the
minimum for a presenter on a weekly programme, and three
months for a daily show. Less than this and he may hardly have
registered with the listener at all.
In selecting a presenter for a specialist magazine, the producer
may find himself with a choice of either a good broadcaster or
an expert in the subject. Obviously the ideal is to find both in
the same person, or through training to turn one into the other
- the easier course is often to enable the latter to become the
former. If this is not possible, an alternative is to use both.
Given a strict choice the person who knows his material is
generally preferable. Credibility is a key factor in whether or not a
specialist programme is listened to, and expert knowledge is the
foundation, even though it may not be perfectly expressed. In
other words, if we have a doctor for the medical programme
and a gardener for the gardening programme, should there be
children for the children’s show, and a disabled person introduc-

ing a programme for the handicapped? In a magazine
programme for the blind there may be a bit more paper
shuffling ‘off mic’, and the Braille reading may not be as fluent
as with a sighted reader, but the result is likely to have much
more impact and be far more acceptable to the target audience.

Linking Style
Having established the presenter, or presenters, and assuming
he or she will write, or at least rewrite, much of the script, the
linking material will have its own consistent style. The way in
which items are introduced, the amount and type of humour
used, the number of time checks, and the level at which the
whole programme is pitched will remain constant. The links of
course refer to the various items, as discussed under the heading
of ‘Cue material’, but they also enable the presenter to give
additional information, personalised comment or humour. The
‘link-person’ is much more than a reader of cue material-
announcements between items should extend beyond the
simple ‘this is’ and ‘that was’. It is interesting to speculate on
the function of mortar in the building of a house. Does it keep
the bricks apart or hold them together? It does both of course,
and so it is with the presenter. Through this handling of the
links he separates and delineates while at the same time creating
a cohesive sense of style.

Information Content
The more local a sequence becomes, the more specific and
practical can be the information it gives. It may be either carried
in the form of regular spots at known times or simply included
in the links. If a programme sets out with the intention of
becoming known for its information content, the spots must
be distinctive, yet standardised in terms of timing, duration,
style, ‘signposting’, introductory ident or sound effect.
The types of useful information will naturally depend on the
particular needs of the audience in the area covered by the
station. The list is wide ranging and typical examples for
inclusion in the daily programme are:
News reports Time checks
Weather River conditions
Traffic information                          Mobile library services
Sports results Tide times
Tonight’s TV Changes to ferry times.
Late-night chemists Sea state- coastal waters
Road works for motorists Shipping movements
Pollen count Lighting up times
Pavement works for the blind What’s on - entertainment

Rail delays Top Twenty chart
Airport information Review of papers/journals
Local flying conditions Club meetings
Shopping prices Fatstock prices for farmers
Financial market trends Blood donor sessions
Racing information Station identification
The overall shape of the programme will remain reasonably
constant. The proportion of music to speech should stay
roughly the same between editions, and if the content normally
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comprises items of from three to five minutes’ duration ending
with a featurette of eight minutes, this structure should become
the established pattern. This is not to say that a half-hour
magazine could not spend fifteen minutes on a single item
given sufficient explanation by the presenter. But it is worth
pointing out that by giving the whole or most of a programme
over to one subject, it ceases to be a magazine and instead
becomes a documentary or feature. There is an argument to be
made in the case of a specialist programme for occasionally
suspending the magazine format and running a one-off
‘special’ instead, in which case this should of course be aimed at
the same audience as the magazine it replaces. Another permis-
sible variation in structure is where every item has a similar
‘flavour’ -as in a ‘Christmas edition’, or where a farming
magazine is done entirely at an agricultural show.
Such exceptions are only possible where a standard practice has
become established for it is only by having ‘norms’ that one is
able to introduce the variety of departing from them. Sequences
are best designed in the clock format described in the previous
chapter.

Programme Variety
Each programme must create fresh interest and contain
surprise. First, the subject matter of the individual items
should itself be relevant and new to the listener. Second, the
treatment and order of the items need to highlight the
differences between them and maintain a lively approach to the
listener’s ear. It is easy for a daily magazine, particularly the news
magazine, to become nothing more than a succession of
interviews. Each may be good enough in its own right, but
heard in the context of other similar material, the total effect
may be worthy but dull. In any case, long stretches of speech
especially by one voice should be avoided. Different voices,
locations, actuality, and the use of music bridges and stings
should produce an overall effect of brightness and variety - not
necessarily superficial, but something people actually look
forward to.

Programme Ideas
Producing a good programme is one thing, sustaining it day
after day or week after week, perhaps for years, is quite another.
How can a producer, with little if any staff assistance, set about
the task of finding the items necessary to keep the programme
going? First, he is never off duty but is always wondering if
anything he sees or hears will make an item. He records even the
passing thought or brief impression, probably in a small
notebook which he always carries. It is surprising how the act of
writing down even a flimsy idea can help it to crystallise into
something more substantial. Second, through a diary and other
sources he has advance information on anniversaries and other
future events. Third, he cultivates a wide range of contacts. This
means that he reads, or at least scans, as much as he can;
newspapers, children’s comics, trade journals, parish magazines,
the small ads, poster hoardings, the internet - anything which
experience has shown can be a source of ideas.
He gets out of the studio and walks through his territory -
easier in local radio than for a national broadcaster! He is a good
listener, both to the media and in personal conversation. He is
aware of people’s problems and concerns, and of what makes

them laugh. He encourages his contributors to come up with
ideas and if he has little money to pay them, at least he makes
sure they get the credit for something good. If you are too
authoritarian or adopt a ‘know it all’ attitude, people will leave
you alone. But by being available and open, people will come to
you with ideas. Welcome correspondence. It is hard work but
the magazine/sequence producer soon develops a flair for
knowing which of a number of slender leads is likely to
develop into something for his programme.
Having decided to include an item on a particular subject, the
producer has several options on the treatment he can employ. A
little imagination will prevent his programme from sounding
‘samey’ and he should consider the extent to which he can
increase the variety of his programme by the use of the
following radio forms.

The clock format applied to an all-speech, news-based, non-
commercial, breakfast sequence. Typically programmed from
6.30 am to 9.00 am, it requires a range of news, weather, sport
and information sources, plus five interviews in the hour - live,
telephoned or recorded. With repeats this might total nine in
the 2+ hoLtrs. Interviewees will be drawn mainly from
politicians, people in the news, officials, ‘experts’, and media
observers. Large organisations will have their own correspon-
dents and local stringers. Presentation will include station
idents, time, temperature, promos and incidental information

Voice Piece
A single voice giving information as with a news bulletin,
situation report, or events diary. This form can also be used to
provide eye-witness commentary, or tell a story of the ‘I Was
There’ type of personal reminiscence.
A voice piece lacks the natural variety of the interview and must
therefore have its own colour and vitality. In style it should be
addressed directly to the listener-pictorial writing in the first
person and colloquial delivery can make compelling listening.
But more than this, there must also be a reason for broadcasting
such an item. There needs to be some special relevance - a news
‘peg’ on which to hang the story. The most obvious one lies in
its immediacy to current events.
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Topicality, trends or ideas relevant to a particular interest group,
innovation and novelty, or a further item in a useful or enjoy-
able series are all factors to be used in promoting the value of
items in a magazine.

Interview
The types of interview (see Chapter 3) include those which
challenge reasons, discover facts, or explore emotions. This sub-
heading also includes the vox pop or ‘man in the street’
opinion interview. A further variation is the question and
answer type of conversation done with another broadcaster-
sometimes referred to as ‘Q & A’ or a two-way. Using a specialist
correspondent in this way the result is often less formal, though
still authoritative.

Discussion
Exploration of a topic in this form within a magazine
programme will generally be of the bi-directional type consist-
ing of two people with opposing, or at least non-coincident,
views. To attempt in a relatively brief item to present a range of
views, as in the ‘multi-facet’ discussion, will often lead to a
superficial and unsatisfactory result. If a subject is big enough
or important enough to be dealt with in this way, the producer
should ask himself whether it shouldn’t have a special
programme.

Music
A important ingredient in achieving variety, music can be used
in a number of ways:
I . As the major component in a sequence.
2. An item, concert performance or record featured in its own

right.
3. A new item reviewed.
4. Music which follows naturally upon the previous item. For

example, an interview with a pianist about to make his
concert debut followed by an illustration of his work.

5. Where there is a complete change of subject, music can act as
a link -a brief music ‘bridge’ may be permissible. This is
particularly useful to give ‘thinking time’ after a thoughtful
or emotional item where a change of mood is required.

Music should be used as a positive asset to the programme and
not merely to fill time between items. It can be used to supply
humour or provide wry comment on the previous item, e.g. a
song from My Fair Lady could be a legitimate illustration after a
discussion about speech training. Its use, however, should not
be contrived merely because its title has a superficial relevance to
the item. It would be wrong, for example, to follow a piece
about an expedition to the Himalayas with ‘Climb Every
Mountain’ from the Sound of Music. For someone who looks
no further than the track notes there appears to be a connection,
but the discontinuity of context would lead to accusations of
poor judgement.
One of the most difficult production points in the use of the
medium is the successful combination of speech and music.
Music is much more divisive of the audience since listeners
generally have positive musical likes and dislikes. It is also very
easy to create the wrong associations, especially among older
people, and real care has to be taken over its selection.

Sound Effects
Like music, effects or actuality noises in a magazine can add
enormously to what might otherwise be a succession of speech
items. They stir the memory and paint pictures. An interview
on the restoration of an old car would surely be accompanied
by the sound of its engine and an item on dental techniques by
the whistle of a high-speed drill. The scene for a discussion on
education could be set by some actuality of playground or
classroom activity, and a voice piece on road accident figures
would catch the attention with the squeal of brakes. These
things take time and effort to prepare and, if overdone, the
programme suffers as it will from any other cliche. But used
occasionally, appropriately and with imagination, the
programme will be lifted from the mundane to the memorable.
You do not have to be a drama producer to remember that one
of the strengths of the medium is the vividness of impression
which can be conveyed by simple sounds.

Listener Participation
Daily sequences in particular like to stimulate a degree of
audience involvement. Again, the producer has several ways of
achieving this:
1. Requests for music or for a particular subject to be discussed,

or asking for a favourite item to be repeated.
2. Letters spot which acts as a follow-up to the previous

programmes, or a general correspondence column of the air.

3. Competitions are a good method of soliciting response. These
could be in reply to quizzes and on-air games with prizes
offered, or simply for the fun of it. .

4. A phone-in spot in a live magazine helps the sense of
immediacy and can provide feedback on a particular item.
Placed at the end, it can allow listeners the opportunity of
saying what they thought of the programme as a whole.
Used in conjunction with a quiz competition it obviously
allows for answers to be given and a result declared within
the programmes.

5. A ‘helpline’ is a useful item in a lengthy sequence-putting
people with a specific need in touch with possible sources of
help. For a smal1 community station such links might vary
from someone’s search for a particular book or ‘lost and
found’ information to a noticeboard of job vacancies. Such
requests are normally broadcast without charge but the
station generally takes no responsibility for the outcome, a
listener responding to an enquiry being put in touch with the
originator off-air.

6. Casual visitors to the radio station may be persuaded to
become broadcasters for a short while and take part in a
special spot, either live or by editing their recorded comments
accumulated since the previous programme. Alternatively
using a mobile facility such as a radio car, the programme can
visit its listeners by dropping in on a home discussion group
or factory meeting.

Listener participation elements need proper planning but part
of their attraction lies in their live unpredictability. The confi-
dent producer or presenter will know when to stay with an
unpremeditated turn of events and extend an item which is
developing unexpectedly well. He or she will have also deter-
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mined beforehand the most likely way of altering the running
order to bring the programme back on schedule. In other
words in live broadcasting the unexpected always needs to be
considered.

Features
A magazine will frequently include a place for a package of
material dealing with a subject in greater depth than might be
possible in a single interview. Often referred to as a featurette,
the general form is either person centred - ‘our guest this week
is . . .’; or place centred - ‘this week we visit. . .’; or topic centred -
‘this week our subject is . . .’.

Even the topical news magazine, in which variety of item
treatment is particularly difficult to apply, wi11 be able to
consider putting together a featurette comprising interview,
voice piece, archive material, actuality and links, even possibly
music. For instance, a report on the scrapping of an old ferry
boat could be run together with the reminiscences of its former
skipper, describing some perilous exploit, with the appropriate
sound effects in the background. Crossfade to breaker’s yard
and the sound of lapping water. This would be far more
interesting than a straight report.
The featurette is a good means of disti11ing a complex subject
and presenting its essential components. The honest reporter
will take the crux of an argument, possibly from different
recorded interviews, and present them in the context of his
own links. They should then form a logical, accurate and
understandable picture on which the listener can base an
opinion.

Drama
The weekly or daily serial or book reading has an established
place in many programmes. It displays several characteristics
which the producer is attempting to embody - the same placing
and introductory music, a consistent structure, familiar charac-
ters, and a single sense of style. On the other hand, it needs a
variety of new events, some fresh situations and people, and
the occasional surprise. But drama can also be used in the one-
off situation to make a specific point, for example in describing
how a shopper should compare two supermarket products in
order to arrive at a best buy. It can be far more effective than a
talk by an official, however expert he might be. Lively, colloquial,
simple dialogue, using two or three voices with effects behind it
to give it location -in a store or factory, on a bus or at the
hospital-this can be an excellent vehicle for explaining legislation
affecting citizen rights, a new medical technique, or for provid-
ing

background on current affairs. Scriptwriters, however, will
recognise in the listener an immediate rejection of any exposi-
tory material which has about it the feel of propaganda. The
most useful ingredients would appear to be: ordinary everyday
humour, credible characters with whom the listener can identify,
profound scepticism and demonstrable truth.
Programmes for children use drama to tell stories or explain a
point in the educational sense. The use ofthis form may involve
separate production effort, but it can be none the less effective
by being limited to the drarnatised reading of a book, poem or
historical document.

Item Order
Having established the programme structure, set the overall
style and decided on the treatment of each individual item, the
actual order of the items can detract from or enhance the final
result.
In the case of a traditional circus or variety performance in a
theatre, the best item - the top of the bill- is kept until last. It is
safe to use this method of maintaining interest through the
show since the audience is largely captive and it underwrites the
belief that whatever the audience reaction, things can only get
better. With radio, the audience is anything but captive and
needs a strong item at the beginning to attract the listener to the
start of the show, thereafter using a number of devices to hold
his interest through to the end. These are often referred to as
‘hooks’ -remarks or items designed to capture and retain the
listener’s interest. It is crucial to engage the audience’s attention
early in the programme - an enticing, imaginatively written
menu is one way of doing this- but then to continue to reach
out, to appeal to the listener’s sense of fun, curiosity, or need.
Of course this applies to all programmes, but the longer strip
programming is particularly susceptible to becoming bland and
characterless. There should always be something coming up to
look forward to.The news magazine will probably start with its
lead story and gradually work through to the less important.
However, if this structure is rigidly applied the programme
becomes less and less interesting - what has been called a
‘tadpole’ shape. News programmes are therefore likely to keep
items of known interest until the end, e.g. sport, stock markets
and weather, or at least end with a summary for listeners who
missed the opening headlines. Throughout the programme as
much use as possible will be made of phrases like ‘more about
that later’. Some broadcasters deliberately avoid putting items in
descending order of importance in order to keep ‘good stuff
for the second half’; a dubious practice if the listener is to accept
that the station’s editorial judgement is in itself something
worth having. A better approach is to follow a news bulletin
with an expansion of the main stories in current affairs form.

The news magazine item order will be dictated very largely by
the editor’s judgement of the importance of the material, while
in the tightly structured general magazine the format itself may
leave little room for manoeuvre. In the more open sequence
other considerations apply and it is worth noting once again the
practice of the variety music bill. If there are two comedians
they appear in separate halves of the show, something breath-
takingly exciting is followed by something beautiful and
charming, the uproariously funny is complemented by the
serious or sad, the small by the visually spectacular. In other
words, items are not allowed simply to stand on their own but
through the contrast of their own juxtaposition and the skill of
the compere they enhance each other so that the total effect is
greater than the sum of the individual parts.
So it should be with the radio magazine. Two interviews
involving men’s voices are best separated. An urgently impor-
tant item can be heightened by something of a lighter nature. A
long item needs to be followed by a short one. Women’s voices,
contributions by children or old people should be consciously
used to provide contrast and variety. Tense, heated or other
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deeply felt situations need special care, for to follow with
something too light or relaxed can give rise to accusations of
trivialisation or superficiality. This is where the skill of the
presenter counts for it is his choice of words and tone of voice
which must adequately cope with the change of emotional level.
Variations in item style combined with a range of item treat-
ment create endless possibilities for the imaginative producer. A
programme which is becoming dull can be given a ‘lift’ with a
piece of music half-way through, some humour in the links, or
an audience participation spot towards the end. For a magazine
in danger of ‘seizing up’ because the items are too long, the
effect of a brief snippet of information in another voice is
almost magical. And all the time the presenter keeps us
informed on what is happening in the programme, what we are
listening to and where we are going to next, and later. The
successful magazine will run for years on the right mixture of
consistency of style and unpredictability of content. It could be
that apart from its presenter the only consistent characteristic is
its unpredictability.

Examples
The following examples of the magazine format are not given
as ideals but as working illustrations of the production
principle. Commercial advertising has been omitted in order to
show the programme structure more clearly but the commercial
station can use its breaks to advantage, providing an even
greater variety of content.
Example 1: Fortnightly half-hour industrial magazine
Structure    Running order         Actual Timing 
Standard     Signature tune   0 15 
opening (1' 15")                Introduction   10 
                                                             Menu of content   15 
    Follow up to previous prog.  35 
News(5min)   News round-up   5 05 
    Link    15 
Item     Voice piece on new process  1 52 
    Link    20 
Item     Vox pop – workers views  
    Of safety rules   1 15 
    Link    20 
Trade council    Union affairs- spokesperson  2 20 
Spot (2½ mins)  
    Link    20 
Participation   Listeners’ letters   2 45 
Spot (3 mins)   Link – introduction   20 
Discussion    Three speakers join  
presenter for discussion  
of current issue- variable length 
item to allow programme to run to time.     6 20 
Financial news   Market trends   3 00 
(3mins) 
Standard     Coming events   30 
Closing (50")   Expectations for next programme  10 
    Signature tune   10 
               29’50” 

In Example 1, the programme structure allows 1’15" for the
opening and 50" for the closing. Other fixed items are a total of
8’00" for news, 3’00" for letters and 2’30" for the Union spot.
About 2’00" are taken for the links. This means that just over
half the programme runs to a set format leaving about 13’00"
for the two or three topical items at the front and the discussion
towards the end.

So long as the subject is well chosen the discussion is useful for
maintaining interest through the early part of the programme
since it preserves at least the possibility of controversy, interest
and surprise. With a ‘live’ broadcast it is used as the buffer to

keep things on time since the presenter knows he must bring it
to an end and get into the ‘Market trends’ four minutes before
the end of the programme. The signature tune is ‘prefaded to
time’ to make the timing exact. With a recorded programme the
discussion is easily dropped in favour of a featurette which in
this case might be a factory visit.

Structure  Running Order Timing 
 

Standard 
opening(15’
) 

Introduction 
 
Menu of Content  

0 05 
 
0 10 

Item  Interview- main topical interest  
 
Link  

3 20 
   
   30 
 

Item  Interview- women missionary 
 
Link 

2 05 
    
   10 

Music        
(3 mins) 

Review of gospel record release 
 
Link- information 

2 40 
    
    55 

Item  Interview ( or voice piece)-
forthcoming convention 
 
Link  

2 30 
 
     
    05 

Features  
(7 mins)  

News round up and what’s 
on events 
 

4 45 
 
 

Standard 
closing 
(15”) 

Closing credits 15 

  24’55” 

Example 2, with no signature tune, the presenter quickly gets to
the main item. Although in this edition all the items are
interviews, they are kept different in character and music is
deliberately introduced at the mid-point. The opening and
closing take half a minute and the other fixed spots are allocated
another fifteen minutes. If the programme is too long,
adjustment can be made either by dropping some stories from
the news or by shortening the music review. If it under-runs, a
repeat of some of the record release can make a useful reprise at
the end.
Example 3: outline for a daily 2-hour afternoon sequence

Fixed times Running order  Approximate 
Durations 

2:00 Sig. Tune/intro- programme 
Information/sig.tune  
Music-  
Item-human interest interview 
Quiz competition( inc. yesterday’s result) 
Music-  

1min 
 
 
2 
 
 

2.15 Listeners’ letters 
Music- 
Voice piece –background to current affairs  
Music- 
Leisure spot-home improvements gardening 
Humor on record 
Studio discussion-topical talking point 
Music –  
‘Out and about” spot- visit to place of 
interest  
Music (non-vocal)  

5 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
10 
3 
5 
2 

3.00 News summary, sport and weather 
Phone in- spot  
Music- 
Film/theater/TV review-coming events 
voice piece 
Music 
 

2 
15 
3 
4 
3 

3.30 Special guest interview  
Music (illustrative)  
Item – child care or medical interview 
Quiz result 
Music( non-vocal)  

10 
2 
3 
2 
2 

3.50 Serial story- dramatized reading 
Closing sequences; items for tommorow, 
production credits, sig. Tune 

9 
1 
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In Example 3 the speech/music ratio is regulated to about 3: 1.
A general pattern has been adopted that items become longer as
the programme proceeds. Each half of the programme
contains a ‘live’ item which can be ‘backtimed’ to ensure the
timekeeping of the fixed spots. These are respectively the studio
discussion and the special guest interview. Nevertheless the
fixed spots are preceded by non-vocal music pre faded to time
for absolute accuracy. Fifteen minutes is allowed for links. An
alternative method of planning this running order is by the
clock format.

Summary
A magazine is usually designed with a specific audience in mind,
and tightly structured with the emphasis on content. A
sequence is generally longer - between 1 and 4 hours - often
daily, using music with a wide audience appeal, and with an
emphasis on the presentation. Both magazines and sequences
play a major role in today’s programme structure. It is not only
creative but a trendy way to present a series of news worthy
information. It serves a dual purpose. It not only gives out
information but also breaks the clutter of day to day monoto-
nous documentary format news.

Notes -
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Topics covered:

Educational radio programmes in India, Television entered
into classrooms, SITE project, How to use educational radio
for qualitative improvement of classroom teaching, The BBC
and its educational broadcast, Co-operation between radio
and TV, the open university, lessons for us, what should we
learn from the BBC, autonomy and freedom, Planning in
Broadcasting, Utilisation of School Broadcasts.

Objectives
• Analyzing the role of broadcast medium in education.
• Scrutinizing the format of educational TV and Radio
• Gathering ideas for educational programmes.
Educational Radio Programmes in India

In this context, Radio has been playing an important role for
promoting relevant and interesting education. It brings the
outside world into classrooms and makes the educational
programmes very attractive and useful. It not only informs, but
also inspires the audience. It inculcates values, develops virtues
and encourages imagination. Therefore, radio has been used as a
potential medium for helping in realization of educational
objectives most efficiently. Being an inexpensive medium, it has
-reached villages and is now available in every nook and corner
of society. Radio is, at present, not only one of the popular
mass-media, but also a potential instructional tool in the
formal, informal and non-formal education.
Educational broadcasts are now little over 44 years old and are
being beamed in 16 languages including English, from 38
stations catering to all the States and Union Territories. With a
view to reaching interior and sparsely populated hilly as well
forest areas these school programmes are relayed by another 25
stations. Although there is no central planning and production
of educational programmes, there has been an exception to this
rule in case of about 150 programmes in English which are
planned and produced in joint collaboration of All India Radio
and the Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages at
Hyderabad. This series of programmes are planned, of course,
in consultation with the Education Departments of the State
Governments.
The educational broadcasts for secondary schools are mostly
syllabus-based and the subjects covered in these programmes
are English, Modern Indian Languages, Science, Social Studies,
Sanskrit etc. Secondary school broadcasts aim at helping
students and teachers by giving up-to-date content- knowledge,
providing new approaches and methods of teaching and filling
curricular gaps. A few non-syllabus programmes are however
broadcast in order to break away from the stereotyped formal
education, for doing away with monotony in the curricular
topics and also to stimulate awareness and curiosity about the
modern world dealing with themes ranging from popular

science to current affairs. About 70,000 schools get the benefit
of this service throughout the country.

Besides secondary school broadcasts primary school programmes
have recently assumed greater importance. This has been done
in order to reduce wastage and stagnation at the primary school
stage by making the school situation attractive and interesting.
Dullness of the classroom, irrelevance of curriculum, rigidity of
school timing are the reasons for the high percentage of
dropouts. Hence, along with the various attempts of the
governments at the state and national levels, the AIR has
shifted the emphasis of educational broadcasting towards the
primary stage.
There are also broadcasts for tertiary or University students which
are of two kinds. One is a general and enrichment service which
mainly constitutes the youth programme. These broadcasts are
not syllabus-oriented and topics of general interest are dis-
cussed therein. The second category is the radio support to
Correspondence or Distance Education which is now done
from four universities like Delhi, Punjab, Madurai and Kash-
mir.
These broadcasts are mostly related to the course of studies and
are planned in consultation with the Correspondence Education
authorities of the respective universities. About 50,000
university students are the beneficiaries of this service.

Since it is not possible to cover all the students under formal
educational system, efforts are being made to provide facilities
to the drop-outs and those who have not entered into the
schools so far, through non-formal educational system. The AIR
has not lagged behind to support this system through their
educational programmes. As such, non-formal education
broadcasts were started from 5 stations since 1976 on an
experimental basis: These programmes were broadcast to non-
formal education centres where rural workers assemble to study
in the evening between 7 to 8 p.m. or 9 to 10 p.m.
The National Adult Education Project was implemented on a
massive scale by the Government of India in order to remove
illiteracy from the country since October 2, 1978. The AIR also
has  committed itself to supporting the project with suitable
programmes for publicity, motivation and training of instruc-
tors/helpers. This service is now being provided by 14 stations
of the country.
A farm school of the air is another example of non-formal
education through the AIR. It was inaugurated in the year 1973
and thousands of farmers have registered for different courses
under this service. A series of lessons on selected agricultural
topics are planned and produced according to local needs and
are now broadcast from 14 stations.
The AIR is now giving more emphasis on the planning and
production of science programmes in both the formal and non-
formal spheres of educational broadcasts. Special Science Cells

LESSON 8:
DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING IN INDIA: (RADIO)
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have been set up in most of the major stations of the country
to improve the quantity and quality of science programmes.
There are also special programmes for teachers and teacher educators
in most of the stations. These are intended to familiarise
methods of teaching, curricular changes, advanced content and
so on. This service has been more necessitated in recent years on
account of large changes in school curriculum and methodology
particularly in subjects like science, mathematics, social studies
and English. Teachers have to be oriented to these changes and
their knowledge in content and methodology need be updated.
Hence teachers’ programmes have assumed more importance
today than before.
In five states like Kerala, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Assam and
Tamil Nadu there are well-organised Radio-cum-Correspondence
Training like language and sciences. The State Government of
Kerala in collaboration with the AIR, Trivandrum, organised
radio-correspondence-cum-contact courses for training teachers
in 1975. As many as 35,000 teachers have been trained under
this programme. The objective of the Programme is to train
120,000 teachers in about 5 years. A similar training course for
improving the standard of English at the upper Primary stage
is going on in Gujarat.

Maharashtra, Assam and Tamil Nadu also have a similar
training programme of Radio-Cum-Correspondence for
different subjects. A pilot project for teaching of mother-tongue as a
first language through radio was started in Jaipur, Rajasthan
during July 1979.
The project was organised by the Centre for Educational
Technology. NCERT and about 500 schools were participating
in the Project. This Project aims at teaching Hindi to children in
the first years of their schooling. Evaluation of this innovation
showed substantial improvement in the achievement of
children.
During the SITE experiment in 1975-76 in-service training in
science was organised with the help of a multi-media package
consisting of radio programmes as an important component.
This Package was developed by the Centre for Educational
Technology, NCERT and the training programme was imple-
mented by the CET and ET Cells of 6 SITE states. About
43,000 teachers of Primary schools and M. E. schools benefited
from the programme and the experience was quite interesting.
Besides this, a few other innovations are being tried out both in
rural and urban schools with the help of educational broadcasts
as an important input.

Development of Educational
Broadcasting in India: (Television)
In 1959 an agreement was signed between AIR and UNESCO
for starting a pilot project to study the use television as a
medium of education and community development on an
experimental basis. Thus the experimental television service was
started with the objectives of “experimentation, training and
evaluation” as a part of the UNESCO project. It was experi-
mentation with the new medium, training of the personnel for
running it and evaluation of the new medium as a vehicle of
communication and education.
A telec1ub was formed  at 21 community centers and each centre

was expected to promote organised viewing, conduct post-
telecast discussions and to convey the viewers’ reactions and
comments as feedback to the All India Radio. Programmes were
telecast for one hour every Tuesday and Friday. TV programmes
were educative and informative and of various formats like
talks, plays, ballets, interviews, discussions, music and docu-
mentary films. Besides, important occasions like Independence
Day, Republic Day, State visits of foreign dignitaries, Holi and
Diwali festivals also had their coverage.
This TV service was operated from the Akashvani Bhawan in
New Delhi and the area of coverage was within 12 to 15 miles.
About 150 to 200 persons were viewing the programmes at
each of the 21 centres. During 1960-61 a series of social
education programmes were telecast in collaboration with
UNESCO. As many as twenty such programmes were telecast
from December, 1960 to May, 1961. The topics covered were,
for example, traffic and road sense, community health, good
manners, rights and duties of citizens. After the completion of
these programmes another series of twenty programmes were
telecast. The nature as well as impact of these programmes was
evaluated by the National Fundamental Education Centre and
Indian Adult Education Association, New Delhi. The findings
of the experiment were quite encouraging and significantly
beneficial.

Television Entered into Classrooms
The first move towards educational television was made by AIR
in January-March, 1960 and an experimental programme was
telecast for school children every Tuesday from 3 to 4 p.m. in
lieu of the evening programmes. Although a number pf
difficulties were experienced in assembling batches of students
at nearby community centres with TV sets, the experiment, on
the whole, was inspiring.
One Ford Foundation. Project in fact laid the foundation stone
of educational television service. A four-year Agreement was
made with the Ford Foundation for launching a regular TV
programme for schools in Delhi. According to this Agreement
600 TV sets would be installed in Secondary schools by 1965.
This service was inaugurated on the 23rd October 1961. Eight
ETV programmes of 20 minutes each were telecast every week
for the students of Secondary school students. These
programmes were also repeated in the afternoon in order to
make them available to students of the second shift. The
subjects covered by these programmes were Physics, Chemistry,
Hindi, English, Geography and current affairs. Telecasting was
made twice a day from 9.25 a.m. to 9A5 a.m. and 11 a.m. to
11.20 a.m.
The Agreement also provided for the supply of technical
equipment, deputing AIR personnel abroad for training and
making experts on educational TV from America available to
the AIR. Initially, 250 TV sets were installed in Secondary
schools having AC electricity supply and it was proposed to
cover all the High schools in Delhi. As the number of schools
equipped with TV sets increased, benefits of ETV programmes
were extended to 36,000 students of science and 96,000
students of English.
After four years of execution, the Project was evaluated by Dr
Paul Neurath, a New York City University Professor of
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sociology. The overall impact of the ETV programmes was
quite satisfactory. G.C. Awasthy on the basis of his personal
contacts with schools, reports from the viewing schools,
discussions with teachers and AIR personnel has observed that
the results of the Project were very encouraging. AIR has also
claimed that as a result of TV programmes academic perfor-
mance of students viewing ETV programmes had improved,
interest in science had increased and standards of teaching had
improved.
Regular TV service was inaugurated in Delhi on the 15th
August, 1965 and a landmark was made in early 1966 with
launching of the Krishi Darshan Programme for farmers. The
AIR was organising this Project in collaboration with the
Institute of Agricultural Research, the Delhi Administration
and the Atomic Energy Commission. The experiences of this
Project were quite enlightening and interesting.

SITE Project
The famous Satellite Instructional Television Experiment
(SITE) was implemented during the year 1975-76. This project
was, however, originated during the year 1965-tbe year of
International Cooperation and initiative was taken by the
UNESCO. In a meeting of the UNESCO on Space commu-
nication, an Advisory Panel was set up and an International
Committee of media experts submitted a report after carefully
examining the issue. It was decided to take up a pilot project in
India on TV programmes through satellite. It was felt that the
Project would help India in solving her problems of food
scarcity, mass illiteracy and ignorance about developmental
strategies.
The SITE was inaugurated by Smt. Indira Gandhi, the Prime
Minister of India, at Ahmedabad on the 1st August 1975. The
TV programmes could be telecast with the help of a satellite
called ATS-F loaned by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration USA. The TV programmes were related to
Education, Agriculture, Health, Family Planning, National
Integration and so on. Telecasting was made for four hours a
day out of which one and half hour in the morning were
meant for Primary school children and two and half hours in
the evening for adults. The total time was equally divided into
three segments for six states of India in view of the capacity of
satellite for telecasting on video with two audio channels.
The Project was intended to cater to the developmental needs
of the rural community and with this in view, about 2,400
direct reception television sets were deployed in different
cultural, linguistic and agricultural regions located in 6 states of
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and
Rajasthan. In Orissa alone 354 TV sets were installed in the 3
districts of Dhenkanal, Sambalpur and Phulbani. The ETV
programmes were produced by the TV Base Production Centre,
Doordarshan and Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO).
Besides students’ programmes, a number of ETV programmes
were also telecast for teachers who participated in the in-service
training courses in science. A few organisations at the state and
national levels like} ISRO, NCERT, Ministry of Education,
E.T. Cell and universities were engaged in conducting research
studies on impact of TV programmes on the rural audience.

The findings of these studies were, on the whole quite
inspiring and useful.

How to use Educational Radio for
Qualitative Improvement Of Classroom
Teaching

Background
Educational Radio in India was initiated as long back as in 1932
and. its development witnessed a number of changes in the
perspective and philosophical outlook of its production and
broadcasting. In the initial stage emphasis was laid on improve-
ment and enrichment in curricular subject with the help of
educational programmes. Radio concel1trated on the topics
which were found “useful in widening the mental horizon of
the students but which do not fall within four corners of the
syllabus.” Furthermore, the topics which could not be given
due justice by an average institution owing to its constraints and
by an average teacher due to limitations of his ability and time,
were dealt with by the educational radio programmes.
After the second World War it was felt desirable to supplement
the teacher’s work and emphasize instructional aspects of the
programmes. After Independence there was unprecedented
expansion in education in respect to enrolment, number of
teachers, accommodation etc., and only enrichment
programmes did not find favour with the educationists and
teachers. Some research studies and surveys also revealed the
disliking for enrichment programmes. Thus in the Sixties accent
was shifted from enrichment programmes to instructional ones
based on curricular subjects.
Besides educational broadcasts for secondary schools, since the
late seventies programmes for primary schools have been
broadcasting which are mostly co curricular and entertaining in
nature. There are also specific programmes for the teachers’
world in general and for teacher-educators and trainees in
particular. They are closely related to the needs, problems and
enrichment of the teachers as a whole.

The British Broadcasting Corporation and
its Educational Broadcasts
During my participation in a British Council Training Course on
Educational Broadcasting and Audio-Visual Media in 1979, I
was exposed to a large number of facilities and resources in the
United Kingdom. Particularly I was interested on exploring the
Educational Broadcasting system there with emphasis on the
Sound Broadcasting which I felt the most potential and
inexpensive medium for educational improvement in our
country. In this context I not only came across the practical
problems and technicalities in producing radio and TV
programmes, but also paid visits to the BBC studio, the School
Broadcasting Council, School Council, and schools both
secondary and junior where I discussed with the officials
regarding production and evaluation of programmes and with
the teachers and supervisors regarding their utilisation. I was
really amazed not only for the. rich resources and autonomy of
the BBC, but also for their built-in efficiency, innovation and
unceasing attempts for bringing about improvements in the
programmes on the basis of criticisms and evaluative com-
ments. The high standards of the BBC programmes are
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undoubtedly due to their freedom, flexibility, open mindedness
and progressive spirit in spite of the fact that English people
and institutions are criticised for their conservative attitude and
rigid structure. Here it will not be out of place to tell a few
words about the BBC.

The BBC
The BBC or the British Broadcasting Corporation is based at
London and has studios in many other parts of the United
Kingdom. It is controlled by a, Board of Governors appointed
by the government but once appointed the Board has complete
freedom and cannot be interfered by government in any way.
Therefore, the BBC is not the mouthpiece of the government
and can criticise the government’s action and policy in any way it
feels. Although it tries to be fair and balanced as far as possible
in giving reactions to and allotting time for political parties yet
each party objects from time to time that BBC is prejudiced
against it. For example, though Labour Party was in power, in
1977 due to some critical programmes of the BBC, it com-
plained that the BBC was pro- Tory or pro-Conservative.

It is surprising to note that no licence is needed for the posses-
sion of a radio set, but a licence fee of 7 pounds per year is
charged for possession of a television set. And this revenue
meets the cost on all broadcasts except Open University
Programmes which are paid for by the University and the
Overseas programmes which are financed by a grant-in-aid from
the Treasury. It is also interesting to know that there is no and
the DDC gets most of its money from TV licence fees only.
There are four separate radio channels of the BBC and there is a
tendency of specialisation in each channel. Radio 1 broadcasts
mainly pop music; Radio 2 provides light music, comedy and
sports programmes; Radio 3 offers serious music, talks on
serious subjects and plays of a classical nature; Radio 4 concen-
trates on the news bulletins, school programmes, talks and
discussions, plays, etc. Besides there are special programmes for
different parts of the UK and also local radio stations in a large
number of cities and towns. The BBC also broadcasts special
programmes about British and other countries in 40 different
languages as well as in English to the whole world.

Educational Broadcasting
The BBC gets Royal charter because of the great value of the
broadcasting services “as a means of disseminating informa-
tion, education and entertainment.” It fulfils its educational
obligation through its programmes as a whole. It is believed
that all serious broadcasting as well as entertainment
programmes serve educational purposes. It is also accepted that
the BBC can contribute more directly to the education of both-
children and adult through programmes planned according to
the interests and capabilities of audiences in mind.

The BBC educational programmes aim at providing children of
different age-group with variegated experiences, widening their
mental horizons, stimulating their creative faculties and
encouraging their interests. Some series are designed to provide
fresh insights and facilitate the growth of imagination and
expression and promote individuality among children.
School broadcasts are planned in series each with a defined
educational objectives and target audience. Usually 10

programmes are broadcast in each of the autumn and spring
terms and eight in summer term. Most of the school
programmes are for 20 minutes, some are for 10 or 15 minutes
and a few for 25 to 30 minutes. Radio programmes are not
normally repeated and most of the TV programmes are
repeated. In the 1976-77 the total number of original radio
programmes was 1,952 and only 56 were repeated whereas 714
were original TV programmes and 705 were repeated ones.
The cost of producing and transmitting these programmes is
entirely borne by the BBC and Local Education Authorities
provide the receiving equipment and the support materials for
better and effective utilisation of school broadcasting.
On a nonprofit basis the BBC offers a very wide range of
material to support the broadcasts. These materials include
teachers’ notes, pupils’ workbooks, work sheets, pamphlets,
filmstrips for radio-vision programmes, film loops, wall-charts
and tapes. Teachers’ notes are given highest priority and mostly
written or edited by the producer. These are the direct means of
communication between the producer and the teacher and
provide advance information for classroom preparation and
organisation of pre-broadcast activities. The pupils’ materials
are illustrated with photographs, illustrations, drawings, maps
and so on. In radio-vision programmes, visual materials like
filmstrips, slides arc effectively integrated with audio content.

The use of school broadcasting has developed immensely since
the inception of radio in 1924 and TV in 1957. Out of the total
38,000 schools in the UK, 33,500 schools are found to be using
radio programmes. It is estimated that in 1975-76, 91 per cent
of all schools in the country used radio and 86 per cent used
television. Almost all schools are equipped to us~ radio and
almost all secondary schools to use television. For both radio
and TV, Primary schools make fuller use of their equipment
than secondary schools.1 Another interesting fact is that a large
number of schools record the programmes while broadcast and
use them as and when convenient and relevant. As most
schools have tape-recorders, it is found in a recent survey that 85
per cent of the use of school radio in secondary schools is in
tape-recorded form. Recently therefore two concessions affecting
broadcasts recording have been granted by the BBC. They relate
to the extension of the retention right of such recordings from
one year to three years and to the permission for bonafide
Resources Centres to make and circulate recordings.

Co-operation between Radio and Television
Another salient feature of the BBC is the close cooperation
between radio and TV working as two integral parts. They are
under the operational control of the Controller, Educational
Broadcasting uniting both media under the same administra-
tion. The two departments are jointly responsible for planning,
preparing and producing programmes and supporting publica-
tions. They draw on the BBC’s wide range of
facilities-engineering staff, television studio crew, film camera-
men, make-up departments, libraries, contracts, copyright and
publication unit. 
The School Radio Department has a staff of producers each
responsible for one or more series. The producers select
materials for children and decide the most effective and suitable
form of presentation. They are invariably experienced teachers
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and specialists in their particular fields. It has rightly been said,
“School radio and television are complementary, not competi-
tive. There are many things that can be done well by both,
others for which either radio or television is more effective.
Resources both of air time and of money are scarce and the
departments seek to avoid uneconomic overlap and to use each
medium in the areas where it is most effective.”

An Integral Part of the Entire Education
Educational broadcasting has been regarded as an integral part
of the whole teaching-learning process. The dissemination of
knowledge, inculcation of desirable attitudes, growth of values
and interests by broadcasting are normal parts of daily life. In
schools the resources of broadcasting are part of the totality of
resource materials available for teaching and learning. The wide
range of programmes either recorded or “off air” enables
teachers to promote education more effectively and more
meaningfully.

The role of the teacher in using the programme is deemed to be
crucial and on him only depends the effective utilisation of the
programme. This ca1ls for understanding on the part of the
teachers of the importance of broadcasting as an instructional
medium. The teacher has to integrate his work with the
broadcasting. In England teachers have proved their worth as
real promoters of education through various media, broadcast-
ing being unique of them. In 1970 HM Inspectors visited
schools in England and Wales to study school broadcasting.
Their report concluded. “School broadcasts are a major source
of ideas and materials for teaching and learning” and noted
that, “To use a broadcast a teacher has to go to a little more
trouble than is involved in routine lesson... The great majority
of the schools visited in this survey were prepared to overcome
these difficulties because of the improvement in the quality of
the education which could fo1low.”
I hope the school broadcasting system in England as discussed
here will provide some clues for streamlining our activities in
this field and for making school broadcasts an important
instrument of educational improvement and expansion.

The Open University
The Open University is mostly an educational organisation
meant for adults who are interested in continuing education,
but are somehow deprived of formal higher education. It, from
the very beginning, negotiated the unique partnership with the
BBC which would produce 400 television an: 400 radio
programmes each year and would steadily increase the transmis-
sions until they took up 30 hours each week in each medium
(BBC 2 and VHF radio). The OU has already occupied 12 to J 6
hours on radio and 15 to 18 hours 01 television each week.
Students stay up late and get up early as the transmission are up
to 1.00 a.m. some nights and start at 6.20 a.m. on Saturday/
Sunday.

The BBC is represented on the Council and Senate of the OU,
so that it has a real voice at the highest level of the University
Government. It is also adequately represented on Faculty
Boards and a range. of Committees and Project groups. Below
that, BBC producers are full members of the course teams
along with faculty staff and educational technology staff. There

are about 60 BBC/OU Production staff all well-qualified
academically and it is amusingly said that when the course teams
are together it would be had for an outsider to sort the
academics from the broadcasters except for the tendency for
academics to talk abort the medium and the media men to talk
about the academic issues.

Lesson for us
Although in our country National Adult Educational Pro-
gramme has been launched since October 1978 with a view to
vigorously fighting out illiteracy, educational broadcasting has
not been adequately oriented and geared to the needs and
directions of a true national drive. The BBC was involved in
“the Adult Literacy Campaign in Britain from the very begin-
ning. Rather its Education officers took initiative in drawing the
public attention to the seriousness of the problem and
generating sympathy and concern among the people. Through
its various programmes BBC made incessan1 efforts to show
the plight of illiterate adults and motivate them to learn. Of
course it also made coordinated endeavours to provide adequate
facilities for adult education through special television and radio
programmes, telephone referral service, workbooks, handbooks
and guide books. Even its share in non-broadcast services was
quite considerable.

Such involvement of AIR and Doordarshan on a massive scale
and their multipronged efforts in a collaborative manner are yet
to be developed. Another point for emulation is that like BBC
personnel our broadcasting personnel should be prepared to
learn from and correct their mistakes in course of their experi-
ences and field reactions. Thirdly, pre-testing of materials meant
[or specific programmes or a series of programmes directed
towards a specific clientele is lacking. The system of tryout or
formative research has not yet taken roots and has not been
received with whole-hearted support .by producers. Fourthly,
although in our country there are some facilities for research in
the radio listeners reactions and comments, these are quite
inadequate and the findings so emerged as are not utilised for
further improvement. Hence the feedback process is quite
inoperative or ineffective in these important communication
media. Therefore, summative research should be encouraged
and feedback has to be emphasized for modification of the TV
and radio programmes in order to make them more effective.
Lastly, provision of support materials in the form of printed
and otherwise is lacking in our country Broadcasting without
supporting materials cannot adequately serve the purpose and
there are likely to be some communication gaps standing on the
way of effective utilisation of radio and TV programmes.
Therefore, all kinds of preplanning for nonbroadcast activities
have to be made from the initial stage along with broadcasting.
With a view to making National Adult Education Programme a
great success in India, we have to make coordinated efforts and
systems approach for effectiveness of the mass-media and
supporting services.

What Should We Learn from the BBC?
Any visitor to the United Kingdom will be impressed by the
high standard of the BBC programmes both in the fields of
radio and television. Since during my latest training course at
London my main concern was educational broadcasting, I tried
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to delve deep into the organisational set-up as well as produc-
tion and evaluation procedures of the educational programmes.
Fortunately, the British Council provided all possible facilities
and experiences through theoretical discussions, practical
activities and on-the-spot visits. Now we will discuss a few
salient features and examine whether we should try to introduce
these practices into our system. Some of these characteristics
may be in general and some are specific to educational broad-
casting. But on the whole, they are mainly intended for bringing
about improvement and innovation in the administration and
functions of the radio and TV.

Autonomy and Freedom
Although the BBC is controlled by a Board of Governors
appointed by the Government, once appointed this Board has
full freedom and Government cannot interfere their activities in
any way. So the BBC is in a position to criticise the action and
policy of Government in any way it likes for the general well-
being of the country. Similarly, it tries to be impartial and
balanced not only in views, but also in actions by allocating time
to political parties. Still the BBC is said to be prejudiced against
one party or another.

Such autonomy is however possible to a great extent for the
financial independence. Although no licence fee is needed for
possessing a radio set, a sum of seven pounds is charged for
keeping a TV set. And revenue from this source only largely
meets the costs of all broadcast costs. Again, no advertising is
allowed on the BBC and Radio. On the other hand ITV or A
TV, another independent body is very soon becoming affluent
getting rich revenue from advertising. It is interesting that the
BBC has still maintained its moral standards keeping away from
such allurement.
In India attempts are also being made for granting such
autonomy to the broadcasting authorities. . The Chanda
Committee in 1964 set up by Government for improvement
radio and television concluded that “it is not possible in Indian
context for a creative medium like broadcasting to flourish
under a regiment of departmental rules and regulations. It is
only by an institutional change that AIR can be liberated born
the present rigid financial and administrative procedure of
Government”. But the then government using radio and
television as its mouthpiece naturally decided that the time was
not opportune to consider the conversion of AIR into an
autonomous corporation.
In August, 1977 the new Janata Government set up Working
Group under he chairmanship of Mr B.G. Verghese to in-
vestigate the “functional, financial and legal aspects of the
proposal to give full autonomy to Akash Vani (AIR) and
Doordarshan (the TV Authority).” The proposal for giving
such autonomy was an important issue in the Janata Party
manifesto in the March 1977 general election and swiftly became
one of the new Janata Government’s major policy statements.
Since the Government is committed to the freedom of all
media of information and communication, it was hoped that
sooner or later an autonomous broadcasting organisation
would be coming to stay.

Planning in Broadcasting
Planning is an important step in BBC programme particularly in
school broadcasting, programmes are planned in series each
with defined educational objectives and target audience. Besides,
a wide range of materials is planned and produced to support
the broadcasts. These materials include teachers’ notes, pupils’
workbooks, worksheets, pamphlets, filmstrips, slides, wall-
charts and tapes. Teachers’ notes are mostly written and edited
by the producers and provide advance information for pre and
post-broadcast activities.
Although in India attempts have been made for providing
teachers’ notes, the AIR has not been actively involved in the
matter. Moreover pupils’ workbooks and worksheets are yet to
be attempted at and filmstrips, film loops and slides to make
radio-vision programmes are yet a dream, Interestingly, the
Verghese Committee has also recommended for introducing
more and more radio-vision programmes for our schools.

Utilisation of School Broadcasts
Since 1924 and 1957 respectively radio and TV have been playing
very important roles in improving education in the UK Their
programmes have been spectacular and their acceptance in the
schools is amazing. Out of the total 38,000 schools as many as
33,500 schools used radio programmes in 1975-76. That is, 91
per cent of all schools used radio and 86 per cent used televi-
sion. The Local Education Authorities provide radio and
television sets to schools. Moreover, a wide range of support
materials are provided for effective utilisation of programmes.
Since huge amount is spent by the AIR for producing and
transmitting educational programmes, it is the bounden duty
of the Education Department to take all possible steps for
ensuring maximum provision and utilisation of radio pro-
grammes. Nevertheless, as an important medium, radio will
help improving the standards of education and it should not
be neglected any longer in the interest of the better quality and
massive expansion of education in the country. Endeavours
should also be made for preparation and distribution of
support materials among schools.

Evaluation and Feedback
The school Broadcasting Council under the BBC is .not only
responsible for formulating policy and promoting better
utilisation of broadcasts, but also for evaluating educational
programmes. The Council consists of representatives from
Department of Education and Science, Local Education
Authorities, Teachers’ Associations, Inspectors and Advisers.
There is a team of Education Officers in the Council who are all
former teachers with immense knowledge and understanding
of broadcasting. The Education Officers regularly visit schools
to view and listen to programmes and discuss them with
teachers end pupils. They collect data on the programmes and
compile evaluation reports for discussion with the producers of
the concerned series.

In our country, uniformly in all States, such Broadcasting
councils should be set up with a view to formulating policies,
utilising the educational programmes and evaluating the same
for improvement and feedback. Unless educational broadcasting
is broad-based and given due thoughts and attention by the
State governments, these potential media cannot be fully
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exploited. This will be possible by mutual cooperation and
activities through these State bodies consisting of media men,
educational experts, field officers and teachers.

Cooperation Between Radio and TV
The BBC ensures close cooperation between radio and televi-
sion. They are under the operational control of the Controller,
Educational Broadcasting. Thus both these potential media are
united and integrated under one administration. Besides, the
two media work together in planning, preparing and producing
programmes and supporting publications” School radio and
TV are found to be complementary, not competitive. There are
many things that can be done well by both, but there are some
specific topics/ subjects which can be done very well either by
radio or television.

This kind of mutual cooperation and integration between radio
and television have yet to be developed in our country. Other-
wise they will not have bier impact on the consumers or clientele
and will be uneconomic overlapping. If in the affluent country
like the UK there is such practice for ensuring economic use of
scarce time and money, what can we say about our conditions
where all attempts’ should be made for reducing wastage and
duplication?

Greater Involvement of Teachers
As already discussed teachers are involved at all stages from
planning and production to evaluation. This is necessary for
effective utilisation of the programmes. This calls for an
understanding of  teachers of  the importance of  broadcasting.
Although it has been felt that teachers have to take more
trouble for util1.sing the broadcasts, it is gladly accepted by
them for improvement in the quality of education.
Could our teachers be involved in a large number in planning,
and producing evaluating educational broadcasts? Could our
teachers take a challenge for doing hard work and come forward
with right earnest for making school broadcasts an important
instrument of educational advancement?

The Open University, A Remarkable
Achievement in Educational Technology
The Open University in the UK is a remarkable achievement in
educational technology. The integrated planning of content and
method has been brightly exemplified by this world-famous
innovation. It has been strongly realised by the modern
educationists and planner that the methods and media to be
used in any teaching-learning situation may be considered at the
earliest possible stage in planning. The methods and media will
affect the resource requirements- both human and material~ the
environment requirements and the assessment requirements.
This integrated process of curriculum planning and develop-
ment has been well illustrated in the Open University. Its
success relates to a great extent to the fact that educational
technologists have been involved from the very beginning in all
the course teams; content, method and assignment have been
considered together with suitable media throughout their
planning. It is also found that the Open University is probably
the cheapest and the most effective method for spreading
Higher education.

Background
The University was first suggested by Harold Wilson, the
erstwhile leader of the Labour Party in 1963. He made a
statement outlining plans for a “University of the Air”-an
educational system which would make use of TV, Radio and
Correspondence Courses. Although many people laughed at
the idea it became a part of the Labour Party’s programme for
giving educational opportunity to those people who for one
reason or another had not had a chance to receive further
education. Plans were well-advanced by 1969 and the Open
University came into existence in 1970. It received as many as
forty thousand applications during the same year and only
25.000 could be accepted for one of the foundation or introduc-
tory courses offered in Social Sciences, Arts, Sciences and
Mathematics.
The first course began in 1971 and the unsuccessful candidates
were not disappointed as they were told to apply again in the
following year when the foundation course in technology
would also be offered. In January 1971 the first educational
programmes of the OU appeared on the air and screen and an
army of clerks, farm workers, housewives, teachers, policemen
and many others started their study as its students. Correspon-
dence Units were carefully prepared and science students were
given apparatus for a “mini” home laboratory.

Course Design and Curriculum Components
Now there are over 50 thousand students enrolled and nearly
100 different courses are on offer. More than 10 thousand
students have already graduated and students are mostly
engaged in different professions. Study was primarily done at
home through special written correspondence talks standard set
books and specially produced TV and radio programmes. There
is also scope for inter-personal communication at local study
centres which is of course sporadic and optional. All students
shall have to spend at least one week in residence at summer
school on the conventional University Campus. The students’
source of personal tuition is through correspondence tutor.
Students get a credit by accumulating grades, six for general and
8 for honours. The grade is roughly equivalent to 10-12 hour
study a week for 32 weeks. The academic year runs from January
to November and students are continually assessed  and
required to successfully complete at least 6 tutor-marked
assignments per year. They must also appear at an end examina-
tion under supervision. The courses are designed by teams of
academics who are-full-time employees of the OU and consist
of BBC producers, educational technologists, full-time regional
staff. A supporting staff of artists, teachers, photographers,
librarians and so on help these teams. A course team decides the
policy for the use of different media and methods and an
individual programme is ~ joint responsibility of an academic
and a producer.

Radio and TV Broadcasts
The BBC produces and broadcasts the programmes for the OU
and provides transmission over 30 hours a week on a national
TV network (BBC-2) and upto 30 hours a week on the national
VHF radio network. The University pays the BBC from the
money given to it for the purpose by the government and the
BBG has set up a special OU production unit as one of its five
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educational broadcasting departments. This unit is based on a
studio complex at Alexandra Palace, in north L6ndon, 50 miles
from the OU campus at Milton Keynes. The BBC produces
almost 300 TV programmes and 300 radio programmes for the
OU each year since courses last at least 5 years, there are now
almost 1,000 radio programmes transmitted each year for the
OU. Each TV programme lasts 25 minutes and each radio
programme 20 minutes and each transmission is repeated later
within the same week for the convenience of the students.

Tutorial and Counselling Services
The Open University has established 13 academic region~
encompassing the entire UK. The staff of each regional office
organise local student support services of which study centres
are an important part. There are several components in the. OU
teaching system and the printed material forms the basic
component which consists of text$, course units and various
supplementary printed materials mostly on radio and TV
broadcasts.

Since the OU is mainly based on correspondence teaching,
tutors are appointed to guide and evaluate its students by
assignments that are completed by students at intervals during
the course. These assignments are designed to instruct and
assess the students and are marked either or both by computer
and by tutor. The tutor-marked assignments are returned to the
students with feedback on the level of the students’ perfor-
mance and suggestions on how to improve these works.
Besides correspondence and face-to-face tutorial are also
conducted by the tutors. These tutorials are held about once in
every 3 weeks for foundation course but only 2 to 3 times in all
for many post-foundation courses. These are chiefly remedial in
nature and not aimed at introducing new materials. It is found
that when students feel these tutorials inadequate, they organise
their own “self-help” group whereby the students help one
another without an official tutor.
Every student is allotted to a personal academic officer called
counsellor who like the tutor is employed on the part time
basis. He acts as a permanent local representative of the OU and
advises students on academic matters at the foundation level.
He concerns himself with the total academic progress of each of
his students irrespective of a course followed at post-founda-
tion level. The counsellor thus helps to humanise a remote and
impersonal institution by advising on general, academic,
administration or even personal matters and where necessary,
acts as a student advocate. In almost all courses “the DU
students have to attend one week residential schools and such
attendance is considered to be an essential part of this course.

Local Study Centres
With a view to providing human and physical resources to
students, the OU opens local study centres in each region since
most of the students are already hard-pressed for time. The
study centre activities are optional and it is left to the students
whether to attend the centre or study the course material at
home. It may be mentioned that these study centres have been
established to fulfil different needs particularly unique to the
OU system of teaching. They provide a location where remedial
face-to-face tuition is conducted, where counselling services are
rendered and where students help themselves. These centres

also help in increasing students’ academic activities which
remove isolation and develop a sense of corporate identity as
members of a wider university of the air.
The study centres like resource centres are equipped with radio
and TV sets and a stiper-Smm film cassette machine or video-
cassettes. There is also a library of audio-cassette and film
cassettes which serves as a reference library and students are
given access to the library facilities of the host institution. Even
some selected study centres have a computer for the students
whose course contains computing elements. On the whole, each
study centre has an atmosphere of learning and warmth of
friendship developed through social activities. Many centres
have a committee with members drawn from among students
and counsellors for developing the sense of a “local commu-
nity” among all members of the centre.

Scriptwriting
Scripts being the basic framework of educational programme,
utmost care should be taken to make it suitable for reflecting
the above concepts and principles. In this context the guidelines
developed by the British Council Media Department Londcn6
are found to be quite concise as well as comprehensive, very
meaningful and relevant. They are given below:
Radio Writing
“Writing to be Heard”
1. The script is the most important part of a radio programme.

Unless it is excellent, every other aspect of production is
useless.

2. To be successful it must be written in the right language for
the listener.

3. The right language is the language the listener can
understand. So it must take into account the listener’s
background, education and interests. The writer must,
therefore, think carefully about the structure he is going to
use and the vocabulary.

4. The words the scriptwriter uses are not read by the listener -
they are listened to. So the words must appeal to the EAR not
to the EYE.

5. Writing for the EYE relies on the conventions of writing,
punctuation, paragraphs, type, size, columns and headlines.
The reader can go at his own speed. He can go back to check
any point of difficulty. He can stop reading, put the writing
on one side and return to it later.

6. Writing for the EAR is quite different. The listener cannot be
given too many facts. He cannot be given too many figures.
It is essential to keep holding his interest, therefore, the
script must be presented in an interesting way. It must develop
logically. The radio writer may have to repeat, expand and
reinforce. He must use the form of language which is simple
and informal. It is SPOKEN LANGUAGE. The listener
must be held, otherwise he switches off mentally or
physically.

7. How is the listener held? The radio writer must think of the
listener as his personal friend...
He must talk with the listener, not at him.
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He must hear in his mind a1l the tones of voice that will
communicate the script.
He must visualise the listener.
He must read the script aloud to himself and ask” What do
I sound like?” “What do I mean?”

Educational Television
Educational television generally denotes any television used for
education of the community. That is why, sometimes it is called
community Television. The Federal Communications Commis-
sion in 1952 have given widespread recognition of educational
television attributing the following scope of activities.

a. Liberal education and cultural improvement.
b. Informal instruction for adults.
c. Instruction at home and business.
d. Children’s programmes.
e. Formal instruction for adult.
f. In-School instruction
However, as a convenient means of differentiating between
community educational television programmes and the use of
television for direct formal instruction the term Instructional
Television (ITV as different from ETV) is often used. This
omnibus term necessitated by the exceptional variety of use of
Television in schools and colleges, is meant to describe the use
of television for formal courses regardless of age, or grade level
and for in-school instruction in parts of courses for direct
teaching or for facilitating lecture-demonstrations.

Characteristics
Television as a versatile, dynamic and powerful medium has
immense capabilities for influencing education. It is a new
medium of communication, not a new method of teaching
and learning. Its effective use is based upon the same funda-
mental psychological principles of learning which apply to all
successful processes of learning. The proper use of television
provides new incentives for students to assume more responsi-
bility for learning. It is also a fact that effective television
teaching demands more preparation and the assistance of more
specialised personnel than does conventional instruction.
Television is not a self-contained educational entity, but an
instrument which is significant only in the particular educational
situation in which it is employed. It provides new and. better
ways of relating the activities of pupils, teachers and parents
and demands a continuous appraisal of the ways in which it is
or may be utilised. Television as a concern of alI-planners,
administrators, teachers, parents and media men imposes
responsibility for and emphasizes the need for cooperation and
collaboration among these agencies.

Although writing a script on a given topic differs from One to
another and treatment of the topic varies from person to
person, there are certain common basic features in all scripts.
The TV scriptwriter should keep these points in his mind.
These are as follows:
1. Kinds of audience: The scriptwriter must know the age

group, socio-cultural background and psychological profile
of audience to whom the programme is going to be

addressed. The interests, attitudes and inclinations are to
be taken into account. Homogeneity or heterogeneity, rural
or urban nature, industrial or agricultural culture of
audience are considered for writing a script.

2. Objective of the Programme: Besides general objective like
instruction or education or entertainment expected of a
programme, specific objectives have to be determined at
first For example, an educational TV programme is spelt
out in terms of learning outcomes and an adult
programme is expected to achieve citizenship or family
planning objectives.

3. Genuineness of information or facts: The scriptwriter is
required to make use of various resources like books,
charts, graphs, pictures, film clips in order to prepare scripts
on different topics. He must collect data from many
sources and arrange them systematically. Thus resources are
felt essential.

4. Treatment of topics: After collecting and arranging data the
scriptwriter has to make all attempts for presentation of
the topic in an attractive and effective manner. At this stage
he must think of such, audio-visual aids as are available
and suitable for the job.

5. Format of  the Programme: A programme may be prepared in
various format-drama, feature etc., with graphics,
animation, and so on. Limitations are imposed by the
needs of the TV studio, funds available for making the
programmes, facilities of the studio time and personnel.
Suppose there is no dearth of any facilities, money, time,
personnel, one can use dramatic forms which would need
several rehearsals, use simulated situations and utilise clever
devices like animation. But resources are very limited and
an imaginative scriptwriter is required to use available
resources in the most effective way. For example, in order
to deal with ‘volcano’ in a programme effectively, the
scriptwriter may suggest to use a film clip of a volcano
actually erupting with the lava flowing down and
accompanying sound track of the rumble of the volcano.
This film clip would be able to give a better idea about the
phenomenon than thousand words can give.

6. Feasibility and Practicability: Thus many things can be
thought of theoretically to make a good programme but in
actual practice the scriptwriter has to’ think in terms of
what is feasible and what is practicable under the
circumstances. He works under certain constraints, and at
the same time he has to think of a possible way to
communicate the relevant concepts in order to ensure the
learning outcomes that he has in his mind as objectives.
Under the SITE, the audience both for evening and
morning programmes were not only rural, but also they
had hardly any experience with the modern media or
pictures that talk and walk. That is why the scripts prepared
for SITE programmes had to be fairly simple and non-
exotic. Many programmes failed to make their impact
because the scriptwriters were not aware of the difficulties
and image perception. For example, the device of flash
back i.e., breaking the time of the story when a person is
reminiscing or dreaming or showing what happened in the
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past works well with the sophisticated audience, but proves
very confusing to rural audience not exposed to modern
media.

7. Peculiarities of the medium: The scriptwriter must, also
consider the peculiarities of the TV programme particularly
its fleeting nature or temporal ness and its oneway
communication. The images succeed one another very
quickly and cannot be caught hold of at any point for
minute observation. It is therefore necessary that the
points to be emphasized should be repeated or explained
in detail and any abstract idea to be communicated must be
explained in terms of the audience’s experiences or by
using suitable visuals or through demonstrations.

8. Utilising as a visual medium: The scriptwriter should not
forget that TV is mostly a visual medium; its importance
lies in visuals, not in words only. Vision and sound should
go together and in a very balanced manner complimenting
each other. It is not necessary to use words when a picture
will do. The writer of a TV script should think of his topic
in terms of telling a story in series of pictures. That is why,
a story-board is a must in TV programming.

9 Presenting in a humorous and light-hearted tone: Although
most of the topics cannot be presented in a humorous
manner, attempts should be made by the scriptwriter to
put light-hearted amusement in the programme. All
programmes should not be appreciated with a heavy heart
nor in a very humorous way. But they should be presented
in an attractive and pleasant manner for having a better
impact.

10. Pre and Post Telecast Preparation: It is thought that the TV
scriptwriter is concerned only with the content of the
programme. But he should keep in mind what need be
told to the audience prior to and after the programme, so
that they can be properly motivated and enlightened and
many of the new concepts and ideas would be made clear
and meaningful. Therefore the BEC scriptwriters or
producers often prepare support materials and notes on
their specific programmes prepared with clear-cut objectives
for pre and post telecast activities.

Summary
There are no frontiers to learning. It is a life long process. In
these circumstances the traditional curricula and methods
become obsolete. Mediums like radio, TV and tapes take the
front seat. They play an important part in broadening the
learning horizon. This chapter deals with the importance of
radio and TV as a component of educational technology and in
teacher training. It analyses the role of BBC in both formal and
informal education and how we have learned from their open
University.
NOTE: This chapter does not specifically concentrate on the
generating of ideas of educational programmes. Nonetheless
during the course of the lesson it does talk about how the
concept of TV and Radio education came into being. I feel the
history will help the students to generate ideas of their own.

Review Questions

1. How is the format of television programmes on DD
different from that on Zee(Zed Academy, Kidzee),
Discovery.

2. How did the concept of EDTV and radio come into being
in India.

3. Write the format of an educational programme that you
would like to telcast on the radio channel that you work in.

Notes -
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Topics covered:

Triggers for training, learning objectives, Course
organization, stretching imagination, Editorial selection,
news priorities, News exercise, voice work, Vox pop,
Commentary, drama, new challenges, for old producers,
maintaining output. How news reporters get their sources.

Objective
• Understand the concept of training.
• Investigate the various ways of training.
This chapter plans to throw light on two aspects on training:
I . Training news personnel to cover any news skillfully.
II. Learning how news reporters cover news pieces on any form

of corporate or educational training.

We learn in four main ways: by watching others, by studying
theory, by trying things out, and by full-scale practical experience.
In fact, the activities are linked together. The process of
observation leads us to draw conclusions about what appears
to work and what’ doesn’t, we can then test theories before
launching out in practice. We monitor ourselves as we do that
and the cycle starts again.

 

Pragmatic testing Observation 
and 
Reflection 

Practical action 

Theory and Understanding 

Unfortunately, most people are not equally disposed to these
four ways of learning. Someone strong on observation,
reflection and theory will learn a great deal from visiting studios,
watching professionals at work, asking questions and reading
the literature-and they may be reluctant to try a practical exercise
until they think they have mastered the theory. Someone else -
the practical activist - will be anxious to get on with ‘doing it’,
impatient of the principles.
It follows that a good training scheme for producers should
contain all four elements in proportions suited to the partici-
pants and, in practice, to the facilities and expertise available.
There’s no point in throwing someone in at the deep end
(‘that’s the only way to learn, that’s how I did it’) without the
essential guidelines. Nor is it sensible to insist that new
producers watch someone else without any opportunity to ask
questions and try things out for themselves. Giving ‘on-air’
experience too soon can induce in some a real sense of fear,

from which recovery may be slow and painful. On the other
hand, preventing people from doing anything ‘for real’ is likely
to lead to acute frustration. It is this aspect of motivation that
those responsible for a producer’s training must monitor most
closely. Is the new person enjoying learning? How do they think
the training process is going? Are there signs of their being
‘over-challenged’ or bored? If they are slow to finish work, is it
because they are aiming at too high a standard for their present
level. of skill? If the work quality is low, is it because of a lack
of understanding of what is required or an inability with a
particular technique? Learning how to interview, for example, will
certainly take place during practice and real interviews - but the
key to understanding interviewing will occur during a session of
expert feedback on the end result. The critical analysis of
programme material by someone experienced in the craft is an
essential part of the learning process. Neither is this confined to
the new producer. Established producers also need to grow;
their development should not be overlooked simply because
they can do a day’s work without supervision. New challenges,
techniques, programme formats and roles will help to keep
regular output producers from going stale. They may even be
good enough to enthuse and train the next generation.

I. Triggers for training
Training used to be regarded as a one-off event experienced
early on in a career. However, with continual technological and
organisational change, it has to be a lifelong process. For
trainers, the events which trigger training include the following:
• New legislation
• The organisation’s appraisal process
• High staff turnover
• New equipment or procedures
• A high error rate, or listener complaints
• New programme methods
• Expansion of the broadcasting service
• Multi-skilling of staff and freelances
• New staff joining, or existing people being promoted .

Downsizing, where staff assume greater    responsibilities .
New markets, programme areas or services

• Changed organisational or departmental structures.

Trainers will be continuously aware of new training needs, but
in a truly innovative organization senior management will be
the driver of visionary change, asking the training department
to help implement it.

Learning Objectives
What is important in all this of course is not the training but
the learning. What is the intended effect on the learner’s attitude,
knowledge, or skill - and does it happen? We should therefore
start with a clear idea of what we are trying to do by writing a

LESSON 9:
TRAINING
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series of statements which describe the intentional outcomes of
the course.
For example, at the end of a radio news production course an
already trained journalist will be able to:
• Select news stories appropriate to the target audience.
• Put stories in order of importance and write a programme

running order.
• Write bulletin material to time using accurate, clear, and

engaging language.
• Research news leads, and follow up existing stories.
• Commission and brief reporters to cover news stories,

including those remote from the newsroom.
• Package news material, interviews and actuality in audio form

in appropriately creative ways.

• Produce and run a studio for a live news transmission.
• Present news on-air.
• Analyse and critique a ne
Once the trainer is sure of the skills - or competences - that have
to be mastered, the course can be designed by breaking it down
into individual sessions, each with its own objectives. Training
outcomes, applied even to a single session, describe what the
training is designed to achieve in terms of what the student will
either know, or be able to do. The success of the training/
learning process can then be assessed against these objectives.

Course organization
The trainer is the enabler, developer and promoter of others.
To be successful it is necessary to know the needs of the trainees
- their present levels of skills and knowledge-and where you
want a particular training event to take them. Whether that
event is a half-day module or a three-month course, it will
require five areas of attention:

1. Aim.
The purpose of the training should be clear. What insights and
abilities are people to take away with them? The trainer needs a
vision of what is to be achieved, and from what starting point.

2. Logistics.
Technical, financial and other practical arrangements have to be
made for the desired number of people attending the event.
Teaching space, accommodation, working space together with
equipment for practical sessions, administrative effort and office
support, e.g. word-processing and copying, transport, catering,
visual aids - OHP, whiteboards, flipcharts, books and folders,
etc. - have to be predicted and provided.

3. Design
What topics heed to be covered in what order? The flow should
accommodate the different learning styles, the balance between
theory and practical, and between individual and group work.
The sessions after a mid-day meal should either succumb to the
convention of siesta or be vigorously participative, and anything
in the evening should be different again. Courses are frequently
so full of input that there is little time for reflection, to process
what is learned. Lectures should be modified with discussion
‘buzz groups’ and questions, and practical work given time for
debriefing and individual feedback, encouragement and critique.

4. Lesson plans
Each session needs its own written outline starting with its aim.
What is it to achieve? How will it do it? A plan, preferably
drawn up by the trainer who is to lead the session, will detail
the content of the session giving approximate timings for each
section and how it will be organised. It will list the training
handouts to be distributed, equipment needed, aural and visual
aids required, videos, films, cassettes or sound clips to be used,
etc.

5. Evaluation
The initial aim will give you the success criteria for the training,
but has it worked for each individual? Described in detail later,
evaluation of and by trainees and tutors is part of the quality
control process - and if there are standards to be met and
examinations passed, these should also be with regard to the
four learning styles.

The following training ideas can be adapted to suit specific
conditions and represent the principles of learning by seeing -
understanding - trying -doing. Observation, theoretical
principle, group discussion, and working in the ‘safety’ of a
training environment are combined with ‘on-job’ learning. In
each case the trainer should clearly indicate what is required, by
when, to what standard, with what resources.

Stretching Imagination
Write a one-minute piece on a colour (see p. 125). Members of a
group take colours out of a hat - black, purple, red, grey, etc.
Provide access to music, poetry, Fx and compile a tape for
discussion and evaluation by the group. Invite a blind person to
sit in and comment.

Editorial Selection
Provide each trainee with the same recording of a five-minute
interview, to be edited down to 1 t minutes. Use a transcript to
mark what has been used and what cut. With a group, each
person says why he or she chose certain parts and omitted
others, and which parts should be rewritten as cue material.
Analyse the reasons for selectivity. Does everyone stand by their
own decision, or recognise that other choices may be better?

News priorities
List twelve basic stories. Choose three as the lead stories for a
fiveminute bulletin. With only room for nine, decide which
three to drop. Analyse and discuss the reasons given:
1. Police chief presses for stricter measures against all forms of

civil terrorism including up to 28 days’ detention without
charges being made.

2. Farmers fear price rises of staple foods in the coming six
months due to poor harvesting conditions.

3. Popular national youth movement announces plans for
international rally to be held in the capital.

4. The country as a whole has attracted more tourists than ever
before. Income from tourism reaches multi-million record.

5. Important political figure - in the opposition party - claims
wasteful government spending on road-building
programme.

6. Plane crash in desolate region involving internal flight of
domestic airline with 75 people on board. Circumstances and
casualties not yet known.
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7. Famous local sportsman wins premier prize in an
international competition.

8. Country’s political leader announces new government
policy for welfare facilities for the old, disabled and poor.

9. Small bomb explosion in a store in centre of the capital.
Part of a continuing campaign of protest by a dissident
minority who claims responsibility by phone call to the
radio station.

10. Rural region suffers a suspected outbreak of cattle disease
which threatens the destruction of livestock under a
government order.

11. Industrial dispute over a pay claim threatens the shut-
down of major car plant.

12. University department of medical research announces a
breakthrough in its search for a drug to alleviate arthritis in
the hand and knee joints.

News Exercise
An excellent ‘real’ news exercise is to provide a training group
with the same sources as those available to the working
newsroom. Alongside the professional team the trainees
independently compile a five-minute bulletin for comparison
with the actual output. Invite the editor to listen and comment
- discuss the differences of selection and treatment.
A further exercise is to listen on the same day to bulletins from
different stations or networks, analysing the reasons for the
variations between them.

Voicework
When giving feedback-especially critical feedback-it is always wise
to remember that the trainer is commenting on the work, not
the person. However, with voice training the work and the
person come very close together and it can be almost impossible
to separate them. Listening to a trainee newsreader you may feel
that he or she is acting, not being themselves. So who are they
being? Do they have a mental image of a newsreader that they
must live up to? Are they in effect impersonating a newsreader?
If so, what is wrong with being him or herself? These can be
difficult questions which in the end only the individual
concerned can answer. Before going on to specific technical skills
any newsreader or presenter must be comfortable with them-
selves. If they do not like their voice or accent they will try to
change it and the whole effect may sound false; for if they are
too concerned with their own performance they will  not have
sufficient care for the listener, and communication will suffer.

The first step therefore is to record and playback some
newsreading and ask the reader to comment on it. If it is very
different from their normal voice, record this conversation and
play this back and compare it with the newsreading. Why the
difference? Many readers have to be assured that their normal
voice - or at least something very close to it, that works for them
throughout the greater part of the day - is perfectly OK for
radio.
Having liberated a voice to be natural, rather than either
assumed or nervous, the trainer continues with professional
feedback according to the following ‘7 Ps’:

1. Posture

Is the sitting position comfortable, to allow good breathing
and movement? Cramped or slouching posture does not
generally make for an easy alertness.

2. Projection
Is the amount of vocal energy being used appropriate to the
programme?

3. Pace
Is the delivery correct? Too high a word rate can impair intelligi-
bility or cause errors.

4. Pitch
Is there sufficient rise and fall to make the overall sound
interesting? Too monotonous a note can quickly become very
tiring to listen to. However, animation in the voice should be
used to convey natural meaning rather than achieve variety for
its own sake.

5. Pause
Are suitable silences used intelligently to separate ideas and
allow understanding to take plac

6. Pronunciation
Can the reader cope adequately with worldwide names and
places? If a presenter is unfamiliar with people in the news, or
musical terms in other languages, he must be taught to read
phonetic guidelines.

7. Personality
The sum total of all that communicates from microphone to
loudspeaker, how does the broadcaster come over? Is it
appropriate to the programme? Can the trainer or trainee
suggest any improvement.
All voicework has something of performance about it and it is
natural for broadcasters of all disciplines to want some form of
professional feedback. It follows that the opportunity for
formal voice training, and for a discussion of one’s personal
approach to it, should be offered to both new and experienced
practitioners.

Vox pop
Trainees produce edited street interviews on a similar topic:
• A film or television programme

• An aspect of industrial or agricultural policy . Solutions to
traffic problems

• Views on new buildings being erected
• Teenage dress.
Discuss - to what extent does luck playa part in the end result?
How does one’s personal approach affect the outcome? What is
the most appropriate slot for these items?

Commentary
An initial exercise is for a trainee to be given a picture taken from
a newspaper or magazine and without showing it to the others
is asked to describe it for 30 seconds. He or she then shows iUo
the group - they then comment on the differences between their
mind’s-eye picture and the real one. What was it about perspec-
tive, size or content that was distorted? The next step is to
record a piece of outside scene-set or event commentary for
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subsequent playback (without editing) and analysis. Did it
provide a coherent picture?

Drama
Write ten minutes of dialogue for two to four voices, with or
without effects. Using actors, produce the playlet for discussion
by the group. Invite the actors to give their view of how they
were produced. Could they have done better? Were the
producer’s instructions clear? Did the end result re-create the
writer’s intentions?

New challenges for old producers
Set out deliberately to do something personally never attempted
before:
• A vox pop in an old people’s home, or at a school.
• Produce a commercial, and offer it to the appropriate agency

for comment.
• Draft outline ideas for a documentary, giving research

sources.
• Using the clock format, construct a one-hour music sequence

for a given target audience.
• List ten new ideas for an afternoon magazine.
• Write a public service message - road safety, community

health.
• Reconstruct the station’s morning schedule.
Without attempting to justify the result, it should be discussed
with an experienced broadcaster. It should then be done a
second time, with a further appraisal.

Maintaining Output
Many radio training courses with access to studio facilities will
culminate with a sequence of programmes as simulated
continuous output. Run in real time to a predetermined
schedule, a full morning’s music, news and weather, traffic
reports, features, etc. are watched by professional observers who
report back on programme quality, presentation style, sound
levels, operational faults, the management of the studio, the
producer’s ability to motivate and communicate with others,
and so on. Some such exercises include deliberate emergencies
like equipment failure, the breaking of a major news story, the
unexpected arrival of a VIP, or the loss of some pre-recorded
material. Such ‘disasters’ should not be allowed to bring
everything to a halt since the effect may be counter-productive to
good morale. However, ‘live’ broadcasters must be encouraged
to think quickly ‘on their feet’.

II. Covering news on Training
News reporters have to be on the look out for news day in and
day out. There are limitless topics to cover every day. Hence,
news is becoming a business of niche. To cover a topic on
‘training news’ reporters need to have not only basic informa-
tion in the corporate sector but also in the educational sector
where training is an important step towards up gradation.
For e.g. companies are training their staff for ISO 9001 certifica-
tion. This has become a trend in the corporate industry to keep
up with the competitive times. All companies small or large
have joined in the rat race to gain the certification. News
channels are covering this in a huge way.

The role of the reporter here is to pin point his accurate sources.
Here he not only needs to keep in mind the immediacy of the
news but he also requires to give it a global outlook.
In the educational sector with the spurt of foreign universities
entering the Indian market, the education scene needs to be
spruced up. Schools and colleges are weighing and experiment-
ing with various training methods to keep up with this
changing scenario.
How news reporters get their sources

1. Websites – major companies in India have a special link in
their homepage, which talks about periodic trainings for skill
up gradation of the staff. For e.g. Reliance industry’s regular
routine is getting its personnel trained for increased and
effective performance. The website of the industry is
constantly updated to give information on corporate training
which is taking place in the company.

2. Top-level executives- CEOs and COOs of companies and
principals of educational institutes are always on the look
out to increase their human efficiency relative to the global
market. In keeping up with the international scenario they
always keep in touch with their foreign counterparts for
progresses in the field of training. Hence, news reporters
need to get their information first hand.

3.  Trainees and Trainers- news reporters can utilize this vital
source to give depth to their news.

Summary
Training is an on going process. A training programme needs to
be complete in all respects from the triggers of training till the
evaluation process. News personnel need to be trained specifi-
cally on how and why they are going to choose certain topics
and omit others. Basically, they need to be trained in having a ‘
nose for news’.
Two different aspects of training have been covered. Training
news personnel and learning how news reporters cover news
pieces on any form of corporate or educational training.

Review Questions

1. What are the 7P’s on which the trainer continues his
professional training?

2. Write a short essay on the ideal use of the radio medium and
how you see yourself being most fulfilled as a programme
maker.

3. Why and how do you want to use radio and TV for covering
news on training?

4. Analyse the contents of any recent news story on training?
Does the news piece incorporate the 7P’s of training?

Notes -
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Objectives:
• To identify news sources and use them effectively.
• To analyse problems during the collection of news form its

various sources and find solutions.

Introduction
As you know it, journalists do not create information. They
gather it. And a significant portion of every news story is
dedicated to revealing the sources of information on which the
story is based. If Manmohan Singh unexpectedly resigns as
P.M., then the information must be attributed to a reliable
source: the P.M. himself, the president, a Congress secretary, the
spokesperson, or even an unnamed administrative official. In
an abstract sense, news sources allow the audience to verify
statements in a news story. They imply the objectivity and
authenticity of the news.
What is true in print is doubly important in broadcasting.
Newspaper stories are printed in black and white, but radio
news is communicated using a human voice. All too easily a
listener can take exception to a statement voiced by the news-
caster. Unless that statement is attributed to a specific source,
the listener’s irritation or skepticism about the news may seep
into his or her evaluation of the anchor’s credibility. Incontro-
vertible facts do not need attribution nor, ironically, do
universally held prejudices, but, if there is a glimmer of doubt,
partisanship, subjectivity, or prophecy in a statement, then it
needs an attribution. Otherwise, someone in the audience will
become upset at the anchor for injecting personal opinions into
the news.

The one problem with attributions is that they make sentences
more complex. They add an extra layer of packaging. Print
journalists prefer attributions at the end: “The warehouse fire
broke out in a first floor office and spread from there, said
arson investigators.” Broadcast journalists demand that they be
placed at the beginning: “Arson investigators say the fire broke
out in a first floor office and spread from there.” Both have
good reasons.
Print journalists, who are especially sensitive to grammatical
forms, want the topic of the sentence-”the warehouse fire”-and
the grammatical subject of the sentence to be one and the same.
That focuses reader attention.
Broadcast journalists, however, have three major reasons for
ignoring this rule. The first is the one just alluded to. Attribu-
tions remind the audience that the surprising, incredible, or
controversial assertions made by the newscaster are not his or
hers but are those of other authorities or interested parties.
Second attributions at the end of sentences are not the conver-
sational norm. When talking with friends, we are more likely to
place the source of information if given at the beginning of a
statement: “My doctor says smoking will cut three years off my
life.” And. Finally because the validity of an assertion may be

highly dependent on the source of information, it can be
misleading to withhold that element until the end of the
sentence. For example if the assertion is that the president
cannot avoid raising taxes to reduce the budget deficit the
listener’s evaluation will be substantially different depending on
whether the statement is attributed to the president. a top
assistant or a leader of the opposition party. Furthermore to
make a controversial or incredible assertion and then withhold
the source of information until the end of the sentence forces
the listener to reprocess the assertion within its new context.
While newspaper readers can stop processing the text at any
time, broadcast listeners must ignore what’s next if they want
to reconcile second thoughts engendered by a questionable
source.

Finding and Using News Sources
More than a century ago, Henry M. Stanley of the New York
Herald searched Africa for two years until he found a missing
missionary, Dr. David Livingstone. Stanley’s expedition, along
with the 72-day round-the-world trip of Hearst’s Nellie Bly in
1889, helped create the popular belief that a reporter will do-
anything to get a story.
Although some journalists are reluctant to admit it, the myth
has considerable foundation. Reporters have crashed parties and
spied on closed meetings by crouching on window ledges. They
have evaded police lines, smuggled film past federal officers,
and commandeered or chartered vehicles without money or
authorization. A few have joined volunteer fire departments or
got themselves elected constable in order to drive cars with
sirens and flashing red lights. They have used deception,
impersonation, pursuit, and outright invasion every tactic that
was legal and a few that weren’t. They have risked and often
lost-their lives in combat, criminal investigations, exploration,
and daredevil adventures. Like Ernest Hemingway, they have
captured cities-or at least saloons-in advance of approaching
armies. Like George Plimpton, they have taken physical
punishment merely to write about it.
But, however frequent, such dramatic reporting stunts remain
the exception rather than the rule. Few reporters find it necessary
to comb Africa, travel around the world, or venture into outer
space to get a story. Indeed, the successful reporter often does
nothing more exciting than pick up a telephone and make a half
dozen calls. Reporters can do this, however, only if they have
sources.

Perhaps unconsciously, reporters usually define “source” as a
human being, an acquaintance in a key position who can be
trusted to supply straight information. Many editors quarrel
with this limited definition, criticizing what they consider a
tendency to rely too: on word-of-mouth information. They
argue with considerable justification that the best source is a
written reporter document because its legal status and the care

LESSON 10:
 NEWS SOURCES
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that has been taken in preparing it fortunately, documents aren’t
always available especially when are dealing with fast-breaking
news. Reporters still must rely on word-of-mouth information
from newsmakers, their clerks and go betweens, and tipsters.
More often than not, you must rely on sources in order to
obtain documents as well.
To make certain they have plenty of sources, professional
reporters are constantly compiling and revising lists. Some of
the names on the list probably were supplied by the city editor,
others inherited from other reporters, and still others culled
from directories. Regardless of how they were acquired, the lists
are constantly changing.  Each election-general, municipal, or
school district-calls for an up So do the private elections of
lodges, professional societies, chambers of commerce, corpora-
tions, and trade associations.
Reporters fill address books and file folders with names,
telephone numbers, standard biographical information, and
other pertinent about their sources. Some of the personal
information, however, may be kept only in their heads. They
learn where their sources eat, drink and play, as well as where
they normally work, so that they can be reached at any hour.
Reporters learn which documents their sources handle routinely,
which subjects they will talk about and which won’t, and how
they can be coaxed or pressured. Reporters trade some of this
information with fellow reporters and keep some to them-
selves. After all, some of the information is confidential, and a
reporter’s success often depends on his ability to respect a
confidence.

Good news sources first must have access to special informa-
tion. Second, they must be much like reporters, in that they
recognize makings of a news story and act immediately. Instead
of waiting to be called, good sources telephone the reporter day
or night with scrap of information that might be important.
Such sources seldom spring up overnight. A few—for example,
public relations practitioners may have journalism training, but
most are the product of long and careful cultivation by a
journalist who has earned their trust.
Cultivation of the source is a form of low-key salesmanship
and may amount to nothing more than a few minutes of
conversation each week on the street, in the coffee shop, or at
social events. The goal is merely to keep the source aware of
your interest and expectations. A beat reporter may achieve this
automatically during normal rounds. But reporters with no
clearly defined beat may find it necessary to through their
address books occasionally and telephone those sources whom
they haven’t seen recently “just to visit.”
No amount of cultivation, of course, will make some potential
informants cooperate regularly. These are sources who have
information but are chronically reluctant to talk because some
degree of secrecy is essential to their activities. They may be FBI
agents, diplomats, bank examiners, or persons on the fringes
of the underworld. News reporters often must take unusual
steps merely to keep track of their source’s movements. For
example, during the last years of prohibition in Oklahoma, the
police reporter of the Daily Oklahoman found it helpful to
memorize the auto license numbers of all the known bootleg-
gers and gamblers in two counties. Some of his sources

rewarded this effort by running his car off the road and
shooting at him. Others, however, reluctantly cooperated after
he pursued them.
Sources can be categorized in two broad heads:
Primary Sources: sources that give first hand information
(straight from the horse’s mouth)

Secondary Sources: sources that give second hand information.
These sources are add-ons from archives, reference materials,
books, newspaper records etc…

Recognizing the Sources
Anyone may on occasion become a news source. He or she need
only (1) participate in a newsworthy action, (2) observe it, (3)
know some person who did, or (4) have access to special
information. To borrow an example from sports, a news source
may be a player, a spectator, a confidant of one of these, or a
statistician. He may also be a club owner, a coach, or the fellow
who tried to fix the game—anyone or anything that has some
information about the subject.
Some sources are acquired-literally by accident. Examples would
be survivors and witnesses at a disaster scene. Unless you learn
otherwise, you must assume that these are “untrained” sources,
unaccustomed to speaking for publication. Such sources must
be treated, although diplomatically, much the way witnesses
would be treated in court: Are they mentally competent? Were
they actually at the scene? Were they in a position to see and hear
what happened? Was the light adequate? Are they impartial?
And how much of what they are telling is merely hearsay?

Accidental sources may never be useful again. This may be the
only time they will ever experience or witness anything worth
putting into print. But you can’t be sure. It’s best to spend a
few seconds getting acquainted, learning about an informant’s
occupation, and taking his or her telephone number and
address. Tell the source that you may want to phone later; never
dose the door to possible future use.

Everyday Informants
The sources you want most are those you can use day after day.
They can be divided roughly into two groups: (1) the highly
visible sources, newsmakers and lesser public officials, whom
the reporter must share regularly with competitors and fellow
workers, and (2) those who are virtually the reporter’s private
property by right of discovery or special attention. Each reporter
tries to increase the membership of the second group without
overlooking or failing to cultivate members of the first.
Shared or private, most sources are in some sense members of
the community power structure. They can be found in govern-
ment, business, the school system, charitable agencies-even in
the organized antiestablishment forces. Many are the “doers” of
the community. Some hold offices of statutory power; others
merely aspire to such positions. As a reporter, you must know
both the person in charge and the person who would like to be.
You also must know those on the fringes of power-the clerks,
records-keepers, and political errand boys who make few
decisions but are in positions to know what is happening.

Names of high-visibility sources can be found in directories of
public officials or lists of corporation officers labor union
executives, and service organization directors. Here is where you
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find the news makers-the legislators, judges, executives, and
others who routinely and publicly make decisions that affect
your public- and often those who keep the records of
newsmakers decisions. In any community, you can easily identify
most of these sources by studying the newspaper for a week or
two. But when you have done this, you know little more than
average readers do, and you are in no position to give them any
more news than they already have been getting.

Less Visible Sources
Digging beneath the surface, you will find that some of the
best-informed and most powerful members of the community
hold on major public office and therefore appear in no official
directories. Even their names may seldom appear in the news.
Some of these specialists: medical scientists, architects and
engineers, law professors, or scholars in little-publicized fields.
Others are persuaders salespeople, clergy, and opinion leaders in
various social and professional organizations. Still others are the
true kingmakers community: bankers, major property owners,
political bosses, syndicate leaders. All are persons of influence,
whether it is exercised by words, money, patronage, or the threat
of violence

Some persons loudly proclaim themselves as “influentials” by
habitually writing letters to the editor, voicing their opinion
meetings, and regularly running for office. And they may in
indeed gain influential status if their names appear often
enough in print. Normally, however, such self-advertising must
be viewed with skepticism. The truly powerful (for example,
slumlords and racketeers) tend to shun publicity. They can be
identified, however, if you listen carefully, ask questions, and
dig through enough public records. You need only observe the
frequency with which certain names are mentioned in certain
contexts. Not all of these backroom powers can be converted
into news sources, but occasionally you may score an unex-
pected success. Mafia families once were considered virtually
inaccessible; all that ended with Gay Talese’s Honor Thy Father.

The Go-Betweens
Many reporters view public relations practitioners as nuisances
bent on grabbing space for trivia or keeping embarrassing
stories out of print. Most PR practitioners, however, know
their business too well to stoop to such practices. They offer
only what they believe to be news, and they never try to kill a
story. The most they ask when their client or employer is in
trouble is time enough to prepare a defense. Nor will ethical PR
practitioners lie to you or mislead you. Without credibility, they
are out of business. They are therefore some of your best
sources-as long as you recognize their bias and the danger of
coming to depend upon them.Remember that PR practitioners
are working for their employers; not the general public. They
will be on your side when the employer’s interests coincide with
the public’s, but they will be of no help when the boss’s best
strategy is silence. If PR people are wise, they will avoid the
politician’s “no comment”; they will say only that they can’t talk
about the subject at the moment.

One of the commoner public relations ploys is the staged
event: the anniversary celebration, groundbreaking ceremony,
check presentation, open house, president’s speech, or press

conference. All of these are what historian Daniel Boorstin (The
Image) calls pseudoevents; they are planned primarily to gain
favorable publicity. Your approach to these events will be
dictated by your organization’s policy and your boss’s instruc-
tions. Usually you will give them no more space than they merit
as legitimate news.
The biggest danger in dealing with PR practitioners is the subtle
matter of seduction. Most PR people probably were once
reporters themselves. They know what you want, and they give
it to you. And you are tempted to do favors for them in return.
Up to a point, reciprocation may be justified. You have crossed
the line, however, when you begin to serve the PR person’s
interests instead of the public’s.
Perhaps the most frustrating go-betweens are those who serve
government agencies, especially the armed forces. They often
conceal information or supply misleading “leaks” -practices
considered both unethical and self-defeating in corporate or
institutional public relations. Government information officers
have gone so far as to justify outright lies in the name of
national security. In one respect, however, government go-
betweens are less dangerous than more subtle practitioners;
their misbehaviors have been so widely publicized that even the
beginner seldom is seduced. An interesting book in this area is
All the President’s Men ‘by the two reporters on the Wash in who
helped expose the Watergate scandal.

Sources Closer to Home
As a beginning professional, you may easily overlook potentially
productive sources simply because they are not “official.”
include the people closest to you-relatives, friends, people you
have known for years, and people you meet every day. Here are
potential sources for offbeat stories:
Your own experience and acquaintances-are you a Sunday painter, an
amateur musician, a radio ham, a gun collector, or, watcher? If
so, you probably come into contact with a hobby 1 that is doing
something newsworthy. Or perhaps you had some usual job
experience before you entered journalism. One reporter, a gold
miner until he was 30, regularly uncovered stories among
miners with whom he once worked. Another, who grew up in a
Small town telephone exchange, frequently used his knowledge
of electronics and the telephone industry. Many more have put
their military experience and acquaintances to good use years
later.
People you work with-printers, advertising salesmen, circulation,
workers, and other newsmen. Circulation people regularly hear
stories that seldom reach a reporter, and advertising salesmen
often know more about business activities than the editor who
is supposed to be covering them. Printers, who deal with
circulation and advertising as well as news- editorial staffers,
provide an additional listening post. In the newsroom itself, a
casual chat with a fellow reporter may yield a scrap of informa-
tion that completes a puzzle that has baffled you for weeks.
Even a competitor may give you a clue to a story- sometimes
inadvertently, sometimes because his employer’s policy prevents
the reporter from using information, which he thinks, should
be published. People who regularly hear a lot- salespeople,
barbers, waitresses, hotel porters, receptionists, taxi drivers, and
beauty operators.  Much of what they hear is fragmented or
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distorted, and a lot is unusable personal gossip. But some of it
may lead to legitimate news stories. The first inkling of a price
increase, an impending strike, a major business deal, a transpor-
tation delay, a vice operation, a mass food poisoning may come
from sources who sometimes are referred to patronizingly as
“the little people”. Their rumors must be checked carefully, but
you can’t afford not to listen.

Routine Written Sources
Many standard fixtures that appear on the inside pages of
newspapers are culled from reports and documents kept at the
police station and the county courthouse. These include traffic
accidents, complaints, arrests, fines, the filing of civil suits, and
the daily lists of marriage licenses and divorces. The custodians
of these records are the police dispatcher or booking sergeant,
the sheriff or his chief deputy, highway patrol headquarters, the
county clerk, and various court clerks.

Each day police reporters must read stacks of complaints and
reports of investigations, only a few of which ever result in
stories. Many are so similar that reporters can easily lose their
place and discover later that they have been wasting time by
reading something that was read and rejected the day before.
One way to avoid this is to pay close attention to the date and
hour of the report. If the complaints are numbered, reporters
can keep their place by jotting down the number of the last one
examined, then starting with the next number the next day. In
small-town police departments where the complaints may not
be numbered, reporters often leave their initials or some small
identifying mark on each report read. Some such system is
necessary, particularly when a substitute reporter must cover the
beat.
Dates should be observed carefully when you are examining
court records. Occasionally a lawyer checks out a file and keeps it
for months. When it reappears, a clerk may place it among the
recent dispositions. And if you aren’t alert, you may find that
you have written a “news” story about a case that was disposed
of two years ago. This can be embarrassing if you have reported
the divorce of a couple long since remarried.
Both police and court records are notoriously inadequate in
some respects. Ages and street addresses seldom appear in court
records. Police reports may include these details, but they may
omit marital status-and misspell all the names. Much of what
you get from official documents must be verified by asking
questions and consulting the city directory.

Getting Acquainted
One of a reporter’s more important assets is the ability to “talk
shop” with almost anyone. This is because it offers a means of
establishing rapport, a way of getting the source to talk. And it
usually leads quickly to a newsworthy subject.
Because so many sources are part of the community power
structure, the first step in learning to talk shop is to study
government, economics, institutions, and procedural law. Learn
all you can about each news making agency or information
collection centre: its budget, the scope of its powers, and to
whom it is responsible. Determine where it fits into the overall
community structure, then get acquainted with its internal
operations. Mere textbook information isn’t enough.You must

understand the daily routine of each office, the documents that
it collects and issues, and the enthusiasms and frustrations of
tl1e people who work there. You must learn how your sources
think ‘and feel, as well as what they do.

People and Power in Government
No matter what your beat or assignment, you will come into
contact with government agencies at some point. If you are a
sports writer, you may find $e federal courts settling a dispute
between professional athletes and their employers, or the
attorney general’s office investigating a fixed race. If you work for
the home and family or “women’s” department, you may keep
watch on the activities of the Consumer Protection Bureau, the
Food and Drug Administration, and the Equal Opportunity
Commission. As an education writer or police reporter, you will
encounter government at every level- local, state, and national.
No one textbook can describe all-you need to know about
political structures, the court system, or principles of law. This
can come only from detailed study and experience. You may
speed up the learning process, however, if you approach each
government source with the goal of analyzing his power-the
nature of that power, its scope, and its source.

The first consideration is whether an, official makes law,
interprets, or enforces it-whether he or she belongs to the
legislative, judiciary, or executive branch. But this is only the
starting point. It is equally important to determine the control
this person’s office exercises over money, jobs, information, and
other branches of government. Can it levy taxes and appropri-
ate funds? If so, is there .a statutory limit on how much it can
tax? If it has no taxing power, how large is its budget? What
kinds of contracts may the head of the office negotiate? Does
the official have full authority to determine who gets these
contracts, or does law require acceptance of the lowest bid? How
many people are employed in the office or department? Is the
person in charge empowered to choose these people freely, or
are there some restrictions? Can the official remove employees at
will, or must, a hearing be conducted in order to discharge
tenured personnel? What special information does the person
collect or have access to? What other branches of government
can be overruled by the office?
The scope of an official’s power may be limited in many ways.
It may be a personal power, as is th6 case with executives and
many judges, who are answerable only to the law. Or it may be a
power shared with others, as in legislative bodies, regulatory
commissions, and the Supreme Court. It may be a national,
state, or merely local power. It lasts only as long as the term of
office, which may be a specified number of years, a lifetime, or
only as long as the person pleases some higher official.
The reporter must know who put the source in office, to whom
he or she must answer, and how the official can be removed. Is
it a constitutional office, one established by statute, or one
created only b executive order? Is the source answerable directly
to the voters, 0 only to the leaders of a political party? Who can
fire this official when, and by what method?
Except for the few who are wealthy, the average person in
government is in one respect like almost everyone else. The
public official male or female-is concerned about his job: how
much it pays, how
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long it will last, how he can gain recognition for good efforts
and make them more effective, how he can use this current job
as a springboard to something better. If you recognize these
interests, you have a good start toward learning what makes the
source tick. But to deal with this person effectively, you need to
know still more. To what individual or pressure group does the
official owe his present position? If he is an elected official, who
supplied the money for the last campaign? And how are
political debts being repaid? What are his ambitions, political
philosophy, personal loyalties, and occupational prejudices?
If you can answer all these questions about the government
source, you can explain many of his actions and evaluate the
extent to which this person is influenced by public opinion.
And you can get a fair idea of how well he will cooperate as a -
news source. To illustrate, let’s examine some of the people you
will meet.

Sources of News
Every reporter has to develop and nurture news sources of his
own. Some of these sources emanate from his beats and
assignments, others are cultivated by him during the course of
professional duties and through social contacts. Some of the
important news sources are:

i.  Government ministries and offices
In a country like India, where even today the political leadership
and vast government bureaucracy take decisions on subjects of
national interest, government ministries and offices constitute a
major source of news. The ministers and senior officers of the
government at the central level and in the states announce
decisions; hold press conferences and their offices issue
handouts. The media regularly covers the Address of the
President to the Parliament, budget speeches of the Finance and
Railway Ministers, and important policy announcements. Apart
from the formal sources, informal contacts always help a
reporter in getting at the news behind news.

ii. Political parties
Always a big source of news, the ruling and opposition parties
at the Centre and in the states, their policies and programmes,
changing political loyalties and stances have been important for
all journalists. Most of the newspapers have senior reporters
assigned to political parties. A large quantity of gossips and
speculation regularly emanate from political parties. In India
political reporting at the national level has always been consid-
ered an important responsibility. Senior journalists, who cover
political parties, have easy access to the government and political
leaders. They also have sources, cultivated over a period of time,
which help them build a perspective beyond the stated public
positions of the political parties.
Most of the political parties have established media depart-
ments and senior leaders appointed spokespersons. National
parties like Congress and BJP usually have more than one
designated spokesperson. These parties hold press conferences
and briefings regularly.

iii. Civil society organisations
Civil society organisations, NGOs, trade unions and profes-
sional bodies have assumed increasingly significant role in the
contemporary society. Several influential organizations, which

have been working in important areas and have established
national presence hold conferences, publish findings and
conduct research on important sociopolitical aspects. Some of
these espouse popular causes- upholding of human rights,
environmental protection, women empowerment, education as
a fundamental right, and several others. This gives media an
opportunity for practicing serious journalism with a social
purpose. In fact, there has been a regular interaction and even
exchange of positions between journalists, NGOs and
voluntary bodies. This also ensures that the media works in an
open environment.

iv. Business and commercial organisations
In this age of liberalization and privatization, where the
economic scenario has been undergoing fundamental changes,
these organisations have been playing an important consultative
role in shaping and formulating business and economic
policies. These bodies regularly interact with the media and
whenever an economic issue came up, their representatives are
contacted for presenting

their paints of view. Several national level apex business
organizations-FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industries), and ICI (Indian Confedaration of
Industries), ASSOCHAM (Associated Chambers 0.1 Commerce
and Industry of India)-play a leading role in helping shape the
economic policies of the country. They organize seminars, hold
conferences and meets and provide a forum to the political
leaders and captains of industry to spell out their views on
relevant subjects.
It is, therefore, essential far a reporter to build his awn sources
in these organisations so that he gets a comprehensive view an
important matters in cases where contentious issues are
involved.

v. Hospitals
An important source for information about accidents, disease
and death. All newspaper organisations and concerned reporters
maintain regular contact with hospitals.

vi. Specialists and experts
It is worthwhile far any news organisation to have lists of
specialists and experts in different fields who can be contacted
for an opinion or a quote on some new development. The
quantum of news coming up in the media these days is so vast
and on so many subjects that it is essential for a media
organisation to maintain a panel on subjects such as industry,
law, education, defence, constitutional affairs and such other
subjects which are currently in news.
An imaginative and upcoming reporter will make his own
source list and never lose sight of the need to amend it. Some
of these sources need checking everyday of the week because
they prove useful for his information. News sources such as
public meetings, press conferences, news briefing and seminars
are available to all the reporters. But his own contacts provide
exclusive information to the reporter. Some of these sources
may like to be quoted for publicity. On occasions they may like
to give their opinion on the condition of anonymity. In that
case, it is essential for the reporter to maintain the confidence of
the contact. The reporter must treat his sources as absolutely
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confidential. At times, there may be pressure on the journalist
from the government or judiciary to disclose the source of his
news. The journalist must maintain the confidentiality of the
source under all circumstances.

News Sources & Their Solutions
Reporters depend upon many sources for collecting facts and
figures. For ideal reporting they do not carry fixed ideas. They
analyse and comment judiciously and intelligently.

The news reporter in quest of facts plans his strategy to fit the
occasion adapting his line of questions to the situation.
Responsible news reporter make notes to be sure that they have
statements or figures 10 the form in which they were presented.
It is not necessary -for them to master shorthand. In fact, the
typical news reporter has his own system of shortcuts and
abbreviations. He should take notes unobtrusively, recording
them in an order which will enable him to write his own story
quickly or telephone details to the rewrite man.

1. The Telephone
The news reporter should be adept in telephoning the news, for
many of his stories are relayed to the rewrite man. Speaking
clearly, he should sketch the facts of his news story in the order
they are wanted. He should exercise particular care in reporting
names and numbers. It is good practice for the news reporter to
note the location of nearby telephones whenever he is covering
the news.
To get the news, the reporter may talk to all kinds of people. He
is aware of both what they say and how they say it, nothing also
what they fail or refuse to say. He sees the wink, shrug, scowl, or
attempt to slug him. The interaction of groups as well as
individuals interests him too, as he covers meetings and
parades, riots and trials, games and conventions, ward gather-
ings and UN sessions

2. Recourse to Public Records
Essentially a fact-finder, the news reporter examines releases,
reports, and records. It is a part of his job to know which
public records he as a citizen may inspect. He learns to differenti-
ate between news and puffery and propaganda as he sifts facts
supplied by the government, organizations, institutions,
corporations, and foundations, for such material often reflects
the bias of those who prepare it.
News is not always available for the asking. What, then, should
the news reporter do if he cannot get his news through normal
channels. Should he become a peeping Tom or break in’ to
snatch a photograph? Should he masquerade as a repairman or
deputy sheriff? Should he resort to black-mail or violent tactics?
There questions, of course, have been answered by news
reporters off and on the screen.
Temptations to tamper with the facts come to news reporter as
to all men. Both Mark Twain and Edger Allan Poe, for example,
perpetrated hoaxes. Other news reporter may feel that a few
changes in detail will make a more interesting story. These
temptations, whether based on good motives or bad, should
be resisted, for any form of faking may be a discredit to all news
reporters and news media.

3. Accent on Accuracy
Accent on accuracy is not new in journalism. The newspaper

should be a “a faithful recorder”. The newspaper should difuse
correct information.
The professional news reporter, therefore, verifies the facts he
gathers. He avoids bias, prejudice, exaggeration, misrepresenta-
tion. A competent observer, he weighs the evidence of his news
sources carefully, checking them all more carefully if he suspects
that they are unreliable or corrupt. He does not guess at little
details—street addresses, middle initials, football scores, budget
totals, traffic violations.
He knows that ‘the story loses fifty percent of its punch—
where the name in misspelled.

Occasionally the news reporter gathers facts that may not be
disclosed immediately. Investigating grant, corruption, or crime,
he may obtain details from sources he may not be in a position
to mention. Now and then a news reporter is jailed because he
refuses to identify his sources. The “newspapermen may refuse
to reveal confidences or disclose sources of confidential
information in court or before judicial or investigating bodies.

4. Off-the Record Commentary
Similarly, news reporters are not supposed to report in the news
what is told to them “off the record”. Before World War 11
leaders in public affairs developed the practice of talking “off
the record” ; that is, of taking reporters into their confidence
and telling them background details. This practice in press
conferences was helpful, for it helped news reporter to interpret
the news later if the information or explanation was released
officially.

If the news reporter is to be a resourceful researcher, he must
understand the news he investigates. If he covers labour, crime,
business, science, or agriculture, for example, he needs more
than a superficial knowledge of the subject In fact, he should be
a specialist as well as a general practitioner, for he should be able
to talk on even terms with men and women who devote their
lives to a specialized activity. At the same time, he should realize
that the demand for such experts is not great enough yet for
him to forget how to write routine news.

5. Handling the Sources
Reporters too often tend to take for granted their sources of
information. A “source”, in the newspaper sense, is not a cold
fountain of information— it is a human being, fascinatingly
complex like most human beings. The handling of a source
demands as much in human terms from a reporter as the
handling of a news story demands in professional terms. Here
are some tips based entirely on personal experience.
1. On Cultivating a Source: First of all, study your beat —
whether it is Parliament, or the Foreign Ministry, or the Town
Council, or the Medical Association. In every Government
department, or every institution, there are a handful of man
who actually do all the work. These are the “front men” —
those who give a department or ministry or public institution
its public face — and the “behind the scenes” men who are
intimately aware of every detail of the working of such an
institution. Make a close study, for days, of what makes a
particular department “tick”; who knows, in detail, what is
going on; who is the quiet, non-entity who keeps the place
doing its daily job.
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2.  Deciding on your contact: Once you have studied an
institution, decide on your contact, or source. Do not allow
your decision to be guided by other newspapermen’s habits.
3. Making and Maintaining the Contact: Make the contact,
maintain the contact. Most goods newspapermen today
maintain their own kind of private filing system— a good
alphabetically arranged diary will to do to begin with. Note
down phone numbers of your contacts (both official and
residential), and addresses, and telegraphic addresses, too. If
your contacts have a private (unregistered) line, try to get it. You
never know when these will be useful. Never pass on private
numbers to fellow reporters. Keep your diary up to date.
4.  Knowing the Background of the Contact: Know your
contact. Know his name, how he spells it, and how he pro-
nounces it. Know his background — where was he born -;
what kind of parents;

where did he study; for example, is he interested in sailing, or
racing or swimming; where can you find him at his most
relaxed; what are the books he reads, or the newspapers he
considers important; who are his friends; who knows  his hero
figures.
5.  Letting the contact know about you: Let your contact
know you. This is the main weakness of reporters, the better
they are the more careless they are. Let him know your paper,
too. Does he read it? Why not? Whenever you have used
information provided by him for a story (even for background)
see that he gets a copy of your paper — if the story is not
published, send him a copy of your story, anyway. If you have
used a contact “causally,” used a photographer, it is even more
important to let him have a copy (or a set of complimentary
photographs). Too often we tend to feel “Oh, I shall not have
to see this person again” — and too often one realizes too late
that one has to see the source again. Let him know more about
you — what kind of a person you are, that you have integrity as
a reporter. It is the frightened reporter (or the irresponsible one)
who will be afraid to let a contact know about him.
6.  Using the source adequately: Use your source only when
needed. Many reporters, especially on routine stories, or routine
beats, tend to take advantage of their privilege as journalists and
waste the time of “sources” who are really very busy. In the
long run you will discover that this causes annoyance. Especially
if you can check things at a lower level, do not waste a good
source.

However, it is sometimes necessary to “show your face”. This
means, in a reporter’s routine, that it is sometimes necessary to
call on a source when you actually need no information at all.
Just call, provided the source has time, and surprise the source
by not asking for anything, Show that you are interested in him,
for himself, ; in just maintaining contact.
7.  Keeping an Alternative Source: In any Beat always have
another source. Certainly in political stories it is necessary to
have an opposition source, but generally it is a good idea to
have an option of another source of information. Sources, are
human — and one day you may find’ your source going sour
on you for reasons you don’t know. Equally important, there
are times when you may have to cross-check, a story might
sound slightly wrong unless it is corroborated.

8.  Feeding the Source with facts: Sometimes You may have
to feed your Source with News. Let us imagin you have heard
of some news. However, you have not heard from your regular
source — or, that news is worthless to you unless it has the
stamp of authority, unless it is confirmed by a good source.
You would then have to act as a source of news— in order to
get it stamped with authority. Remember, in feeding your
source, that you should make it clear that you reserve the right
to check again with other sources, in case your source can tell you
nothing.
9.  Keeping faith in the Source: Never break a confidence —
even telling another reporter is a breach of confidence — if
something has been told you for background information, or
as “off the record” with perfectly good reason why it should be
“off the record”. Never tell one source what another source
says. Never tell a source anything that can be easily identified as
coming from only one other person. Never tell a source what
you believe to be true without knowing it to be true. Always
make clear to your source how you are using his information.
10.  Offbeat Sources: Publications of special bodies, publish-
ers’ proof copies, trade bulletins, readers’ letters— these are a
few examples of off-beat sources of news. Learn to have a
regular system of looking at these sources which others tend to
ignore.

Finally, never use another newspapermen as a source of news.
This, may prove to be a cardinal sin. If a fellow reporter tells
you something, check it, get it as news for yourself — then use
it. If you can’t check it, remember it is better to be beaten on the
story.

Summary
Reporters usually define “source” as a human being, an
acquaintance in a key position who can be trusted to supply
straight information. To make certain they have plenty of
sources, professional reporters are constantly compiling and
revising lists. Some of the names on the list probably were
supplied by the city editor, others inherited from other report-
ers, and still others culled from directories. Regardless of how
they were acquired, the lists are constantly changing.
However, when talking of sources, good news sources first
must have access to special information. Second, they must be
much like reporters, in that they recognize makings of a news
story and act immediately. Cultivation of the source is a form
of low-key salesmanship and may amount to nothing more
than a few minutes of conversation each week on the street, in
the coffee shop, or at social events. The goal is merely to keep
the source aware of your interest and expectations.

Notes -
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Topics:

Introduction, Why am I interviewing, whom should I
interview, How many sources are enough, When should I
interview, Where should I interview, What should I
interview, How should I interview, Taking notes, Final
thoughts, Writing the interview story,

Objectives:
• To learn all the aspects of conducting an interview.
• To apply it invarious live wire situations.

Interviews
Censorship can never be the solution. The only thing worse than on out-
of -control press acting with no regard For decency would be restricting
that very some press.

—(George Clooney, actor)
One basic method used by reporters to gather information is
the interview. Newspaper, TV, Radio journalists use different
techniques, but for the most part they all try to reach the same
end: to find out as much news making information as they can
from the person they are interviewing. In broadcast jargon, the
interviewee is basically referred to as the talking head or simply
the “head.”
Newspaper reporters have the luxury of going into depth into
their interviews. Because radio and TV reporters have limited
time on air, they have less time to conduct their interviews.
Therefore, they must be selective in their questioning and must
be well prepared. This chapter discusses techniques for conduct-
ing successful interviews. Reporters interview people to gather
newsworthy information and opinions. Some interviews
provide facts about events reporters were unable to witness.
Other interviews provide opinions or colorful quotations about
events. How successfully reporters obtain information depends
on how well they have prepared. Just as every news story must
answer six questions-Who? What? When? Where? Why? and
How? -Reporters must answer similar questions for them-
selves as they prepare for interviews.

Why am I Interviewing?
Reporters beginning the process of gathering information for a
news story should ask them-selves, “Why am I conducting this
interview? What kind of story will I write from this informa-
tion?” Their answers will determine what kinds of questions
they ask, what kinds of sources they seek and how they conduct
themselves during an interview.
The reasons for interviewing may be as varied as stories
themselves, but most often the re-porter will be seeking
information for one of three types of stories: the news story,
the feature story or the investigative story.
Reporters who cover a news story, such as a crime or a city
council action, probably will need to interview several individu-
als to gather all relevant information. From each individual,

reporters may seek no more than a few specific facts, out from
the sum of the ‘interviews, re-porters construct a complete
narrative. This means reporters must interview the source or
sources that will provide the following:

• Facts and details, including dates, names, locations and costs.
• A chronology showing the sequence of events or the

development of the issue over time.
• Relationships among the people or interests involved.
• Context and perspective, including the significance of the

event or issue, its relationship to other issues and its
historical significance.

•  Anecdotes that illuminate the event or issue and make it
more dramatic and understandable for readers or viewers.

Reporters seeking an interview in order to write a feature story,
such as a personality pro-file, need everything they would need
to write a news story plus the following:
• A description of the environment in which the subject lives

or works.
• A description of how the subject appears and dresses.
• A description of the subject’s mannerisms.
• A description of smells, sounds and texture using every

sense to create an image of the interview subject.
Interviews for personality profiles may consume many hours
for reporters and subjects, but often they are enjoyable experi-
ences for both. In-depth interviews conducted for investigative
stories produce more tension. The purpose of the investigative
story often is to expose wrong-doing, and sources may fear
losing their careers and reputations. Reporters working on the
in-vestigative story must obtain the same information as those
working on more routine news stories or personality profiles
plus some additional data:
• The subject’s version of events, which may differ from that

of other sources and records.
• Explanations of contradictions. If the subject of the story

tells a version of events that differs markedly from that of
other sources, reporters must ask for an explanation. The
subject’s explanation may be reasonable and may resolve the
conflict-or it may not.

• Replies to charges and allegations. During an investigation,
reporters may gather charges and allegations against the
subject of the story. Those charges and allegations should be
presented to the subject, who should have the opportunity
to reply to them.

Whom Should I Interview?
Once reporters know the purpose of the interviews, they must
decide whom they should inter-view. Sometimes the answer is
obvious. If reporters are preparing a personality profile of a
prominent person, the subject of that profile and his or her

LESSON 11:
INTERVIEWS
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friends, enemies and co-workers should be interviewed. For
other stories, reporters must devote time and thought to the
question of who has the information they need.
The basic principle reporters should follow is to seek the best
available source. Such a source possesses knowledge, expertise
or insight relevant to the story. Sources also should be ar-
ticulate; they should be able to explain complicated matters
clearly and in a manner that readers, listeners or viewers will find
interesting. They also should be accessible. If the best source is
ill or backpacking in the Himalayas, reporters must be able to
find an alternative. Reporters should remember that sometimes
the best available source is not a person but a document or
record. Re-porters can save themselves and the people they
interview time and trouble if they begin by searching for
documents or public records that provide the factual back-
ground for a story.
Finding sources who can provide insights and information can
challenge a reporter’s skill. A number of resources can help
reporters locate the people they need to talk to.

Many of the most frequently used sources work in local
governments: cities, counties and school districts. Some of
these sources can be found through the telephone book. In
some com-munities, local chapters of the League of Women
Voters publish directories of local officials. And many local
governments now operate Web sites that can lead reporters to
sources.
State governments annually publish directories of their agencies.
Those directories describe each agency’s responsibilities and
identify its top personnel. The directories are available in most
community libraries. States also put much of the same
information on the World Wide Web.
The federal government publishes the U.S. Government
Manual every year. Most libraries have a copy. Like the state
directories, the U.S. Government Manual identifies all federal
agen-cies, their responsibilities and their top personnel.

Some excellent news sources work not for government but for
private organizations. The Encyclopedia of Associations, a
reference work found in most college and university.1ibraries,
lists thousands of organizations and interest groups. Each
organization is described in a para-graph accompanied by its
address and phone number and the name of its top official.
Many of these organizations have helpful information and are
eager to share it with reporters.
Local colleges and universities can provide helpful sources for
many stories. The faculty members can provide background,
explain complex issues and offer insights. College and uni-
versity public relations offices usually help reporters identify and
contact the faculty members who can provide the most useful
information.

How Many Sources are Enough?
Beginning reporters sometimes wonder how many sources they
need for a story. The answer de-pends on at least four factors:
deadline pressure, the expertise of the sources, the degree of
con-troversy raised by a topic and the complexity of a topic.
When stories involve breaking news, which must be published
or broadcast as soon as pos-sible, reporters cannot afford the

luxury of searching widely for sources and information. They
must construct a story from the materials readily available. Still,
reporters should get as com-plete an account of the event as
possible and include as many points of view as possible. If a
re-porter cannot interview some key sources before the deadline,
the story should say so clearly.
If reporters’ sources possess broad expertise in a topic, three or
four might be enough. If they have more limited experience,
reporters might need to speak to dozens. A reporter writing a
story about the economic health of a city, for instance, might be
able to produce a complete and accurate picture after talking to
just a few people with broad expertise, such as academic and
government economists, chamber of commerce officials, bank
executives or union leaders. The reporter would have to
interview dozens, if not hundreds, of individual business
owners for the same story. The individual business owners may
know the conditions for their own busi-nesses, but they
probably don’t know the economic health of the community as
a whole.
The degree of controversy also affects the number of sources
reporters should speak to. If a topic is not controversial-the
causes of polio, for example-then one source may be sufficient.
But if the topic is global warming-about which experts disagree
vigorously then a reporter must be sure the story includes all
reasonable points of view.

As a story becomes more complex, the number of sources
needed will grow. A story about a particular crime committed by
a particular teen-ager probably would be fairly straightforward.
Reporters could get a complete picture from only a few sources.
A story about the causes of teen-age crime in general is much
more complicated and would require talking to dozens of
sources representing many points of view.
No matter how many sources reporters talk to, they must
evaluate those sources. Journalists should do more than simply
pass along quotations from other people, even those considered
ex-perts. The obligation to evaluate information increases as the
complexity of the story increases. Evaluating sources requires
reporters to ask two questions: What is the basis of the source’s
knowledge? How credible or reliable is the source? The first
question calls on reporters to find out and weigh the manner in
which the source obtained the information. Water-cooler gossip
is not as valuable as information from an eyewitness. The
credibility and reliability of the source require asking about the
source’s credentials and cross-checking information from one
source with that from others. The process is not simple or easy,
but it is essential if reporters are going to produce sound,
accurate news stories.

When Should I Conduct My Interviews?
Social scientists have observed that many reporters are reluctant
to use documents or library re-sources. Reporters much prefer
to interview sources. The preference is understandable. Inter-
views with human sources are more likely to make reporters feel
as if they are getting as close as possible to the events and issues
they write about. Also, reliance on human sources is a habit
built from years of covering breaking news stories where time
may not allow library or documentary research. Nevertheless, all
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interviews, especially in-depth interviews, are most productive
when reporters do their research first.
To prepare for an in-depth interview, reporters may spend
hours, days or even weeks learning all they can about their
sources and about the topics to discuss with them. Their
research may lead them to a library, where they might read
everything published about a person or issue. It might also lead
them to public records, such as those showing what property a
person owns or who controls specific businesses. Research
might also lead reporters to secondary sources, people who are
familiar with the main source and who may have insights and
information that will help reporters interview the main source.
Reporters should always conduct their research before they
interview the main source I subject of their stories. Thorough
research gives reporters at least seven advantages:

• They will not waste time by asking about issues that have
already been widely publicized.

• They will have leads for asking productive, interesting
questions.

• They will not embarrass themselves by appearing ignorant.
On the other hand, reporters sometimes want to feign
ignorance about a topic to elicit more in-depth, revealing
explanations.

• They are more likely to recognize newsworthy statements
and ask intelligent follow up questions about them.

• They are more likely to spot inconsistencies and evasions in a
source’s responses.

• They are less likely to have to reinterview their main source.
If they interview the main source before doing their research
and interviews with secondary sources, their subsequent
research may uncover important topics they failed to cover in
the initial interview.

• They encourage their sources to speak more freely, because
sources are more likely to trust reporters who seem
knowledgeable.

Reporters who fail to prepare for an interview will not know
what to ask or how to report the information they get. Some
sources will try to manipulate ignorant reporters or avoid diffi-
cult topics. Sometimes, sources will immediately end an
interview-and scold unprepared reporters.
Brief interviews for breaking news stories may be conducted,
usually over the telephone, without making previous arrange-
ments. Reporters planning longer interviews-30 minutes or
more-should make appointments. When conducting the
interview in person, reporters should arrive early for their
appointments and keep the interview within the agreed-upon
time. They also should ask when the source might be available
to answer follow-up questions.

Where should I Conduct the Interview?
The prospect of being interviewed creates anxiety for some
sources. Their nervousness will in-terfere with their ability to
answer questions in a natural manner. To reduce the anxiety, re-
porters conduct interviews in places where sources are
comfortable and will talk freely, usually their homes or offices.

Newsrooms are poor places for interviews. They are noisy and
chaotic. News sources unfa-miliar with newsrooms may find
them intimidating.
Reporters should also avoid luncheon appointments. Although
the idea of a leisurely inter-view over lunch sounds pleasant,
restaurants have several drawbacks as interview locations.
Crowd noise and interruptions from waiters may interfere with
the conversation. Reporters who interviews may find that the
background noise drowns out the interview. Lunch itself will
distract both reporter and news source. Also, reporters or their
news organizations should pay for lunch to avoid any appear-
ance that they can be influenced by a generous source. Thus, the
practice of interviewing people over lunch can become expen-
sive.
Reporters conduct many interviews by telephone. Telephone
calls save enormous amounts “me, since reporters do not have
to drive to a source’s home or office, wait until the source is
conduct the interview, then drive back to their offices.

Telephone interviews are fine for reporters who have a few brief
questions for each of sev-eral news sources or who have to
cover a breaking news story, such as a crime or a disaster, on
deadline.
Experienced reporters wear telephone headsets, keeping their
hands free to type notes directly to a computer as they interview
their sources. Some sources become upset when they the
clicking of the keyboard and realize that reporters are typing
everything they say; they begin to speak more cautiously or try
to end the interview. If a source cannot be soothed, re-porters
can take notes more quietly in longhand. Sources used to
dealing with reporters become accustomed to the noise.
Despite their advantages, telephone calls are an unsatisfactory
means of conducting interviews about controversial or complex
issues and personalities. It is difficult to cultivate -sources
known only by telephone and never seen face-to-face. Sources
are reluctant to talk I long time and to answer questions about
embarrassing or personal matters. Thus, tele-phone interviews
tend to be brief and superficial. If reporters want to conduct
longer, in-depth interviews, they must visit the source in
person.

What Questions should I Ask?
The preparation of good questions may be the most important
step in the interviewing process. Every story has a unifying
central point. Interviewers should have a tentative central point
in as they plan their stories. That central point will help them
decide whom they should inter-view and what questions they
should ask. Say a reporter is planning a profile of a local bank
ex-ecutive who has won several marathon races. The central
point for the story may be that -distance running enhances the
bank executive’s personal and professional life. That idea
suggests certain questions the reporter may ask the bank
executive and his friends and family. If the reporter is investigat-
ing the bank’s treatment of minorities, however, the reporter
may want to interview the same bank executive, but the central
point will be different. It may be the way the bank’s lending
practices affect minorities who want to buy homes or start
businesses. The questions reporters would ask to develop a
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story about treatment of minorities would be much rent from
the questions they would ask for a feature about running in
marathons.
Once reporters have decided on their central point and have
done their research, they should write their questions in
advance. As they interview sources, they should check off each
question as they ask it to make sure they do not forget one.
The questions should be arranged in a logical order, so that a
source’s answer to one ques-tion will lead into the next.
Reporters may structure interviews in a variety of ways,
depending on the nature of the interview and the reporters’
preferences. Some organize their interviews to begin with
general questions and gradually focus on more specific issues.
Others go in the op-en direction, starting with specifics and
moving to general matters. Still others may remain at roughly
one level of specificity but organize their questions to cover an
entire issue systemat-ically. With all these strategies, reporters
usually ask their most important questions first so that if they
run out of time for the interview they will still be able to
produce a good story.

Reporters save their most embarrassing or difficult questions
for the end of interviews then, their sources should be more
comfortable answering questions. Moreover, if a source refuses
to answer embarrassing questions and abruptly ends an
interview, the reporter will have already obtained most of the
information needed for the story.
Regardless of how they organize the questions, reporters
should craft all of them to elicit much information as possible.
This means asking open-end rather than closed-end questions
closed-end question is one that sources can answer with a yes or
no: “Will the state’s new tax lid hurt schools?” If reporters
want more information, they will have to ask follow-up
questions.  An open-end question would be, “How will the
state’s new tax lid affect schools?” The question pushes the
source to provide an analysis of the problem with some
supporting facts.
Reporters also should choose questions that will elicit anec-
dotes, examples and quotations. Here are examples of such
questions:
• What crime was the most difficult for you to solve in your

career as a detective?
• What television shows do you consider most harmful for

children?
• What do you fear the most when you perform before a live

audience?

Anytime news sources generalize or give vague answers,
reporters should ask for anecdotes and examples that support
the generalizations or make the vague responses clearer and
more specific. Reporters can use the anecdotes, examples and
quotations to make their stories colorful, interesting and
understandable.

How should I Conduct Interviews?
Live interviews with celebrities or important officials appear so
often on television that students may think them typical of all
journalistic interviews. Live interviews, however, are proba1

worst model for journalistic interviewing. Even the few people
who do them well-ABC Koppel is one-recognize their limita-
tions. The live interview usually lasts just a few II and allows
little chance to ask challenging questions. Taped interviews, such
as those on I “60 Minutes” and ABC’s “Prime Time Live,” are
better examples of journalistic inter Even with those shows,
viewers see only a few minutes of interviews that might have
hours. The profiles of noted individuals in The New Yorker
magazine are excellent examples of stories based on long
interviews.
Reporters should start an interview with a clear statement of its
purpose, if that’s I ready understood. For brief news inter-
views, reporters usually try to get right to the main questions.
For longer interviews, reporters often begin with a few minutes
of small talk to source at ease.
Once the serious questioning begins, reporters should take
charge of the conversation, decide what questions to ask, keep
the interview on track and make sure the source has fully
answered every question. If a source wanders or tries to evade
questions, reporters should the conversation back to the central
topic and politely but firmly ask the source to respond ques-
tions.

Successful interviewers are good listeners. They must make sure
a source is answering questions fully and clearly. The principle of
good listening means a reporter does not interrupt, argue with
or lecture the source. Sources do not want to be badgered, and
reporters who are likely to find their sources become reluctant to
speak. Reporters also need to give sources time to develop their
thoughts. Usually, the reason for interviewing sources is them
tell a story in their own words.
Reporters should ask for clarification when they do not
understand things source: Sometimes that means asking a
question that might appear naive or silly. Reporters should not
be afraid to ask those questions, however. Reporters who
assume they understand what a source said or who fail to ask a
critical question out of fear of appearing naive or ignorant may
make land embarrassing mistakes when they write their stories.
Reporters also need to be alert to unexpected but newsworthy
developments in an inter-view. Well-prepared reporters enter an
in-depth interview with a list of questions and a central point
they wish to develop. But sometimes sources reveal informa-
tion or ideas reporters do not expect. When that happens,
reporters must abandon their plans and pursue new angles.

Most sources cooperate with reporters because they welcome the
opportunity to tell their side of a story; however, a few are
hostile and refuse to talk to reporters. They may fear that a topic
is too complex for reporters to understand; they may have been
embarrassed by reporters in earlier interviews; or they may fear
that the resulting story may portray them in a bad light.
Reporters who encounter a hostile source should try to learn
why the source is hesitant to speak to them. After learning the
reason, they may be able to overcome that specific objection. Or
reporters -may argue that sources will appear ashamed or evasive
if they refuse to comment about an issue whereas if sources
explain their side, a story may be less damaging. In another tech-
nique reporters obtain as much information as possible from
other people, including a source’s critics. Then they confront the
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source and ask for a comment on the information. Alternatively,
reporters may pretend that they have already obtained all the
information they need for a story. If reporters possess or appear
to possess enough facts to prepare a story, the reluctant source
may talk in the hope of portraying those facts in as favorable a
light as possible.
Reporters should never try to bully or intimidate hostile sources
or try to deceive them about the purpose of an interview.
Information obtained from a source who has been intimi-dated
may be unreliable. And sources who have been led to believe an
interview will be about one topic when, in fact, the reporters
want information about something else will feel unpre-pared to
respond fully.
At the end of an interview, reporters should always ask sources
if they have anything to add. Sometimes the most surprising
and newsworthy information emerges in response to that
question. Reporters should also ask sources for the names of
other people to interview or for documents that might provide
additional information or verification. They also should ask the
best time to call sources back if they have follow-up questions.
Finally, reporters should thank sources for granting the
interview.

Taking Notes
Reporters conducting interviews must balance the tasks of note
taking and questioning. Unless reporters take detailed notes,
they probably will forget much of what is said. Most interview-
ers take copious notes, writing down much more information
than they can possibly use. During an interview, reporters may
not know which facts they will need or want to emphasize in
their stories. If -they record as much as possible, they are less
likely to forget an important point or to make a factual error.
They can discard later the unimportant and irrelevant items.
Few reporters know shorthand, but most develop their own
shortcuts for taking notes. They leave out some words,
abbreviate others, and jot down names, numbers, good
quotations and key ideas and fill in the details soon after an
interview. When sources speak too rapidly, re-porters can ask
them to slow down or repeat important statements. Note
taking makes some sources nervous. Reporters should explain
that the notes will help them write more accurate and thorough
stories.
After completing interviews, reporters should review their notes
immediately, while everything is- fresh in their minds. They may
want to fill in some gaps or be certain that they under-stand
everything a source said. Reporters should write their stories as
soon as possible after interviews. The longer they wait, the
more likely they are to forget some facts or distort others.

Tape recording interviews frees reporters to concentrate on the
questions they want to ask and sources’ responses to those
questions. Tapes also provide verbatim and permanent records,
so reporters make fewer factual errors, and sources are less likely
to claim that they were mis-quoted. And when reporters replay
the tapes, they often find important statements they failed to
notice during the interviews.
Tape recording has drawbacks, too. After recording a one-hour
interview, reporters may have to replay the entire tape at least

once, and perhaps two or three times, before writing the story.
It also might be difficult to locate a particular fact or quotation
on the tape. By compari-son, reporters may need a minute or
less to find a piece of information in their handwritten notes
from a one-hour interview.
As a final alternative, reporters may record major interviews but
augment tapes with written notes. The reporters can consult
their notes to write the stories, then use the tape recordings to
verify the accuracy of important facts and quotations. If a tape
recorder has a counter that indi-cates how much tape has played,
reporters can use that to note the location of important or
inter-esting quotations.
Although tape recorders have become commonplace, some
sources still refuse to be taped, Recorders are small enough now
that reporters can easily hide them in their pockets or handbags,
but taping a conversation without the other party’s consent is
unethical and sometimes illegal. In 13 states (California,
Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan
Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon, Pennsylvania and
Washington), it is illegal tc record a conversation without the
consent of all parties to the conversation. Linda Tripp, for
example, was prosecuted in Maryland for surreptitiously
recording her conversations with Monica Lewinsky in violation
of that state’s law. In all other states, one may record a conversa-
tion with the consent of only one party. In the case of an
interview, the consenting party would be the reporter doing the
taping. But even where it is legal, taping a conversation without
the other party’s consent raises ethical questions. Undisclosed
tape recording seems manipulative and invasive. Readers,
viewers and jurors (if a story results in a lawsuit) may consider
tainted any in formation reporters obtain through secret
recording.

Final Thoughts
Interviewing is an art form that requires practice. Journalists
who are most successful at interviewing have done it for years
and have developed insights into the sources they interview and
into their own strengths and weaknesses in relating to other
people. Student journalists often lack the experience and the
maturity to be excellent interviewers, and their initial attempts at
interviewing may yield disappointing results. Young reporters
should not become discouraged, however. With time and
persistence, they, too, can become excellent interviewers.

Writing the Interview Story
Writing a story based on an in-depth interview, such as a
personality profile, is little different from writing any other news
story. An interview story does raise a couple of unusual
problems, however.

One option reporters have when writing an interview story is to
use a question-and-answer format. Few do so, however, because
it requires too much space and makes it difficult for readers and
viewers to grasp quickly a story’s highlights. Instead, reporters
begin most interview stories with a summary lead that presents
the story’s central point. Reporters then present the highlights
in the following paragraphs. Reporters also may use an
alternative lead, such as an anecdote or description that intro-
duces a nut paragraph containing the central point. Information
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in the body of the story usually is organized by topic, and facts
and quotations are presented the order of their importance, not
the order in which the source provided them. Reporters must
be sure, however, that in rearranging information they keep
every direct and indirect quotation in its proper context.
Background information is kept to a minimum and usually
presented in later paragraphs. Also, reporters vary their style of
writing so that every sentence and every paragraph do not begin
with a source’s name.
Making sure an interview story adheres to its central point can
be difficult. A student inter-ested in the U.S. space shuttle
program interviewed a representative of the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration. The NASA source overwhelmed
the student with facts about the technological benefits of the
Apollo and Sky lab projects. Those were the facts that filled the
re-porter’s story. They were accurate but irrelevant to the
student’s purpose of writing about the space shuttle program.
Had the student kept the interview focused on the shuttle
program, the story would have kept its focus, too. Another
problem is the overuse of quotations. Some writ-ers think they
have done their job simply by stringing together quotations
from their sources. Quotations should be used only for
emphasis and impact. Reporters should tell the body of the
story in their own words and use only those quotations that
show strong emotion or phrase a point in a particularly effective
manner.

The Writing Coach

Figure it:

Poetry Can Be In Newspaper Stories
By Joe Hight
Managing Editor of The Oklahoman
Some journalists hate poetry. Sissy stuff, they say. Never in a
hard-hitting paper of worth.
But figures of speech often used in poetry can enhance well-
written stories. Among them are similes and metaphors.
Before giving you examples, here are definitions of the two:
• Similes compare unlike entities by using as or like.
• Metaphors are words or phrases used to compare unlike
objects or ideas.
Mary Goddard, the late writer, editor and writing coach for
The Oklahoman, said similes and metaphors enliven
reading.
“Nothing can match a simile when it comes to drawing
verbal pictures for a reader, especially if it is a brand-fresh one
coined from a writer’s imagination,” she wrote in 1986 when
poetry was even more taboo in newspapers.
Here are two examples of similes that appeared in The
Oklahoman:
Berry Tramel:
Raymond Cato’s fork would leave his plate like an elevator,
straight up, before a 90-degree turn toward his mouth.
Covey Bean:
The smooth surface of a lake shatters like a mirror when hungry
white bass slam into a school of shad.

Each of these similes added personality to the story by
giving readers specific im-ages through figurative language.
As for metaphors, Daryl Moen, a University of Missouri
professor, says they are “a splash of cold water on a hot day;
it jerks the reader to attention.” He describes his fa-vorite,
one from Associated Press writer Saul Pett about a former
New York mayor: “Ed Koch is a seltzer with a lifetime fizz.”
Another is one used by Charles Schulz in the Peanuts comic
strip: “Happiness is a warm puppy.”
Author John McPhee is known for using metaphors. In
“Coming Into the Country,” he writes how “a pedestrian
today in Juneau, head down and charging, can be stopped
for no gain by the wind.” McPhee then describes Anchorage
as a “city that has burst its seams and extruded Colonel
Sanders. It has come in on the wind, an American spore. A
large cookie cutter brought down on EI Paso cOllld lift
something like Anchorage into the air. Anchorage is the
northern rim of Trenton, the center of Oxnard, the ocean-
blind precincts of Daytona Beach. It is condensed, instant
Albuquerque.”

Similes or metaphors will add life to your stories, but writers
should beware: Don’t throw them into your stories like
some people throw trash along the roadways.
“The key word is ‘occasionally,’ because the overuse. . . makes
words sound over-” worked. Slip in a simile or personifica-
tion rarely, and weak words may gain power,” Jeffrey
McQuain writes in “Power Language.”
Personification, another figure of speech, gives human traits
to something that’s not human.

Similes and metaphors can be used to add that personality,
that touch of poetry, to your writing. As Moen writes, “They
don’t decorate; they engage the readers’ senses.
“When properly used, similes and metaphors invite us to
see, hear, smell, taste or touch familiar things in unfamiliar
ways and unfamiliar things in familiar ways.”

Summary
This chapter discusses techniques for conducting successful
interviews. Reporters interview people to gather newsworthy
information and opinions. Some interviews provide facts about
events reporters were unable to witness. Other interviews
provide opinions or colorful quotations about events. How
successfully reporters obtain information depends on how well
they have prepared. Just as every news story must answer six
questions-Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How? -
Reporters must answer similar questions for them-selves as
they prepare for interviews.

Suggested Readings
Best Newspaper Writing. St. Petersburg, Fla.: Poynter Institute for
Media Studies. (This book, published every year since 1979,
contains prize-winning articles, followed by the editors’
comments and question-and-answer sessions with the writers.
Several of the writers have published exceptional interviews,
and some discuss their interviewing techniques.)
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Killenburg, George M., and Rob Anderson. Before the Story-
Interviewing and Communication Skills for Journalists. New York: St.
Martin’s Press, 1989.
Sincoff, Michael Z., and Robert S. Goyer. Interviewing. New York:
Macmillan, 1984.

Stewart, Charles J., and William B. Cash Jr. Interviewing Principles
and Practices, 3rd ed. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown, 1985.
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Exercise 1

interviews

Discussion Questions
1. How would you respond to a source who, several days

before a scheduled interview, asked for a list of the questions
you intended to ask?

2. Do you agree that reporters have an obligation to inform
their sources when they plan to record an interview even
when it’s legal to do so?

3. If a story’s publication is likely to embarrass a source, do
reporters have a responsibility to warn the source of that
possibility? Does it matter whether the source is used to
dealing with reporters?

4. Would you be willing to interview a mother whose son just
died? Would it matter, whether her son drowned in a
swimming pool, was slain or was a convicted killer executed
in a state prison?

5. Imagine that you wrote a front-page story about students’
use of marijuana on your campus. To obtain the story, you
promised several sources that you would never reveal their
identities. If, during a subsequent legal proceeding, a judge
ordered you to identify your sources, would you do so? Or
would you be willing to go to jail to protect your sources?

Class Projects
1. List 10 interviewing tips provided by other sources.
2. Interview an expert on body language or nonverbal

communication, perhaps someone in your school’s
psychology or speech department, then report on the
information’s usefulness to journalists. You might also
invite the expert to speak to your class.

3. Interview an expert on interviewing, perhaps a faculty
member in your school’s Psychology department. You might
also invite the expert to speak to your class.

4. Interview government officials who frequently deal with
reporters. Ask those officials what they like and dislike about
the interviews and how they try to handle the interviews and
the reporters conducting the interviews.

5. Ask several government officials which local reporters are the
best interviewers, then interview those reporters about their
interviewing techniques. You might invite one of those
reporters to speak to your class.

6. Ask every student in your class to write one paragraph about
each of the three most newsworthy experiences in his or her
life. Then select the students with the most interesting
experiences and have your entire class interview them, one by
one, and write news stories about their experiences.

Exercise 2

Interviews

Interview with an Injured Bicyclist
Write a news story based on the following interview with
Marsha L. Taylor, conducted this morning, two days after she
was released from a hospital after being injured in a bicycling
accident. “Q” stands for questions that Taylor was during the
interview at her home, “A” stands for her answers, which may
be quoted directly. Taylor manages a restaurant and lives at 2012
Lincoln Blvd. in your city.
Q: How long have you been bicycling?
A: I started when I was in college, but I didn’t do any serious

cycling until after I graduated. I spent that first summer
looking for work, and cycling was a way of j in time and
keeping fit while I waited for interviews. Eventually I got
involved with some groups of cyclists and participating in
weekend rides and even some races. Since then its been a
major part of my life. I can’t imagine what my life would be
like without bicycling.

Q: How active have you been in bicycling recently?
A: I rode a lot this year. Urn, I guess I must have ridden at least

maybe 3,500 miles because in the spring I rode in the annual
Governors Bicycle Tour, which goes across the state. And in
the fall I rode in a tour across the United States.

Q: How did your accident happen?

A: Well, a lot of it is hazy to me, but it happened shortly after I
finished the U.S. tour. I had been  back in town about two
weeks and I was just out for a short ride of an hour so. I
was riding down 72nd Street almost to Southland Boulevard
when a car hit ill from behind and sent me flying off my
bike. That’s all I remember until I was in the hospital.

Q: What were your injuries?
A: Gee, you might as well ask what wasn’t injured. I had a mild

concussion, a broken neck, six broken ribs, a broken arm,
and a broken pelvis.

Q: Were the doctors worried about your condition?
A: Yeah, somewhat. They didn’t think there was anything they

couldn’t control, but there was a lot of stuff broken. They
were especially concerned about the broken neck. One doctor
said I had what they call a hangman’s fracture. She said it was
a miracle that I wasn’t paralyzed.

Q: Was your recovery pretty smooth?
A: No. In fact I got worse at first. After a couple of weeks, they

sent me to rehabilitation facility, but then I developed
complications. The doctors discovered I had some internal
injuries. My intestine was perforated and my liver and gall
bladder were injured. All that caused my skin to change color,
start turning bright orange. When my mother saw me she
said I looked like a Halloween pumpkin. I had to go back to
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the hospital because of those complications. But for that, I
probably would have been out in two months instead of
four. I still have to go back for rehabilitation three times a
week.

Q: Have you changed your attitude about cycling since your
accident?

A: No. I still want to ride. If I could, I’d be out there right now,
but its hard to ride a bike when you have to use crutches. If
you, you know, take precautions and are careful, bicycling’s
pretty safe.

Q: What kind of precautions?
A: Well, the main thing, you know, is protective clothing,

especially the helmet. I never ride unless I have my helmet. It
probably saved my life this time.

Q: How long have you lived here?
A: Let’s see, ah 15, years now, ever since I started work for

McDonald’s.
Q: How long have you been manager there?
A: Four years.
Q: How old are you?
A: Ah, 37. Old enough, yeah.

Exercise 3

Interviews

Interview with A Robbery Victim
Write a news story based on the following interview with
Michele Schipper, a sophomore majoring in journalism at your
college. The interview provides a verbatim account of a robbery
that occurred yesterday. “Q” stands for the questions Ms.
Schipper was asked during an interview this morning, and “A”
stands for her answers, which may be quoted directly. (This is a
true story, told by a college student.)
Q: Could you describe the robbery?
A: I pulled up into the parking lot of a convenience store on
Bonneville Drive, but I pulled up on the side and not in front
where I should have, and I was getting out of my car, and I was
reaching into my car to pull out my purse when this guy, 6 foot
tall or whatever, approached me and said, “Give me your
purse.” I said, “OK.” I barely saw him out of the corner of my
eye. And then, I, um, so I reached in to get my purse. And
could see him approaching a little closer. Before then, he was 4
or 5 feet away. So I turned around and kicked him in the groin
area, and he started going down, but I was afraid he wouldn’t
stay down, that he would seek some kind of retribution. So
when he was down, I gave him a roundhouse to the nose. I
just hit him as hard as I could, an undercut as hard as I could.
And I could hear some crunching, and some blood spurted and
he went on the ground, and I got in my car, and I went away. I
called the cops from a motel down the street. They asked where
he was last I seen him, and I said. “On the ground.”
Q: Did the police find him?
A: No, he was gone.
Q: Had you taken judo or some type of self-defense course?
A: No, but I used to be a tomboy and I used to wrestle with

the guys, my good friends, when I was young. It was a
good punch. I don’t know, I was just very mad. My dad, he
works out with boxing and weightlifting and everything,
and I’ve played with that, so I’ve got the power.

Q: Could you describe the man?
A: I didn’t see him well enough to identify him, really, but I

hope he thinks twice next time.
Q: What time did the robbery occur?
A: This was about 4 in the afternoon, broad daylight, but there

were no other cars parked around, though.
Q: Did you see the man when you drove up, or was he hiding?
A: There was a dumpster, and I guess he came from behind the

dumpster, like he was waiting there, just like he was waiting
there. And I guess he was waiting around the dumpster,
because no one was standing around when I pulled up, I
remember that.

Q: Were there any witnesses who could describe the man?
A: There was no one around, there were no cars parked. The

clerks were inside the store. I didn’t see any pedestrians
around and, after I did it, I didn’t wait to find if there were
any witnesses because I wanted to leave right away.

Q: Was the man armed?
A: Out of the comer of my eye I realized I didn’t see any

weapon. And I guess I thought he was alone. You register
some things; you just don’t consciously realize it.

Q: What was your first reaction, what did you think when he
first approached and demanded your purse?

A: I didn’t think of anything, really, you know. I just reacted. I
was very, really indignant. Why, you know, just because he
wanted my purse, why should he have it? There was really
only $10 in there, and I probably wouldn’t really do it again
in the same situation. And my parents don’t know about it
because they would be very angry that I fought back.

Q: Had you ever thought about being robbed and about what
you would do, about how you would respond?

A: It just came instinctively, and after the incident, you know, I
was shaking for about an hour    afterwards.

Q: About how long did the robbery last?
A: It really only lasted a second, just as long as it would take for

you to kick someone and then to hit them and then drive
away in the car. It really only lasted a second.

Exercise 4

Interviews

Sleep Shortage
Write a news story based on the following interview with Diana
Gant, a member of-the psychology faculty of your institution,
Gant is recognized as one of the nation’s leaders in the study of
sleep. The interview provides a verbatim account of an inter.
view you conducted today in her office. “Q” stands for the
questions that you asked Gant, and” A” stands for her answer,
which may be quoted directly.
Q: You’re a professor in the Psychology Department?
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A: That’s right, for 17 years now. That’s how long I’ve been
here, ever since I finished graduate school.

Q: Have you been studying sleep all that time?
A: Even earlier. I started when I was a graduate student and

wrote my thesis, then my dissertation, about sleep.
Q: How much sleep have you found most people need a

night?
A: Most people need 9 to 10 hours a night to perform

optimally. Some should be taken in afternoon   naps.
Q: I read somewhere that most people need only 7 or 8 hours

of sleep a night, and that there are people who need only 4
or 5.

A: Nine hours is better. I know not everyone agrees with me,
but that’s what I keep finding. Think of sleep like exercise.
People exercise because its healthy. Sleep is healthy.

Q: How much sleep does the average person actually get?
A: About seven hours.
Q: If most people need more sleep, why aren’t they getting it?
A: Believe it or not, some people think that going without

sleep is the big, sophisticated, macho thing to do. They
figure they don’t need it, that the rules don’t apply to them,
that they can get more done. It may work for them for a
while, but sooner or later they begin to suffer the
consequences. Then you can have some real problems.

Q: How can the average person tell if he’s getting enough
sleep?

A: Its easy. Ask yourself: Do you usually feel sleepy or doze off
when you are sitting quietly after a large lunch?

Q: What else happens if people don’t get enough sleep?
A: Going without enough sleep is as much of a public and

personal safety hazard as going to work drunk. It can make
people clumsy, stupid, unhappy.

Q: Can you give some examples of the problem?
A: I look at a lot of disasters, really major disasters like the

space shuttle Challenger, the accident at Russias Chernobyl
nuclear reactor and the Exxon Valdez oil spill. The element
of sleeplessness was involved in all of them, at least
contributed to all of them, and may be-probably-caused all
of them. The press focused on the possibility that the
captain of the Exxon Valdez was drunk, but undershifting
and long shifts on the ship may have led to the third mate’s
falling asleep at the wheel.

Q: How did you get interested in sleep?
A: When I started I wanted to write about people who got

little sleep and remained productive. The problem was,
when my subjects arrived in laboratories and got a chance to
sleep in dark, quiet rooms, they all slept for about nine
hours. That and other work convinced me that most people
suffer from sleep deprivation.

Q: How do you gather your data?
A: Partly laboratory studies and partly statistics, statistics on the

connection between sleeplessness and accidents. One thing
I’ve done is study the number of traffic accidents in the

state right after the shift to daylight savings time in the
spring, when most people lose an hours sleep. Theres an
8% increase in accidents the day after the time change, and
there’s a corresponding decrease in accidents in the fall when
people gain an extra hour of sleep.

Q: Why’s that?
A: What we’re looking at when people get up just an hour early

is the equivalent of national jet lag. The effect can last a
week. It isn’t simply due to loss of sleep, but complications
from resetting the biological clock.

Q: How else can a lack of sleep hurt people?
A: You feel as if your clothes weigh a few extra pounds. Even

more than usua1, you tend to be drowsy after lunch. If, say,
you cut back from 8 to 6 hours, you’ll probably become
depressed. Cut back even further, to 5 hours, and you may
find yourself falling asleep at stoplights while driving
home.

Q: If people aren’t getting enough sleep, or good sleep, how
can they solve the problem? What do you recommend?

A: That’s easy. Almost everyone in the field agrees on that.
First, you need someplace that’s dark and quiet. Shut off all
the lights and draw the shades. Second, its good to relax for
an hour or so before going to bed. Watch TV, read a good
book. Don’t drink or eat a lot. That’ll disturb your sleep,
especially a1cohol and caffeine. Plus, it should be cool,
about 65 is best for good sleep. Tobacco, coffee and alcohol
are a11 bad. As their effects wear off, your brain actually
becomes more alert. Even if you fall asleep, you may find
yourself waking up at 2 or 3 a.m., and then you can’t get
back to sleep. Also avoid chocolate and other foods that
contain a lot of sugar. Finally, get a comfortable bed, and
keep your bed linens clean and fresh.

Exercise 5

Interviews

Interview after A Murder
Write a news story based on the following interview with a
bookkeeper at the North Point Inn. “Q” stands for the
questions she was asked during an interview at her home this
morning, and “A” stands for her answers, which may be quoted
directly. (The interview is based on an actual case: a robbery and
murder at an elegant restaurant)
Q: Could you start by spelling your name for me?
A: N-i-n-a C-o-r-t-e-z.
Q: You work as a bookkeeper at the North Point Inn?
A: Yes, I’ve been there seven years.
Q: Would you describe the robbery there yesterday’?
A: It was about 9 in the morning, around 7 or 8 minutes

before 9.
Q: Is that the time you usually get there?
A: At 9 o’ clock, yes.
Q: How did you get in?
A: I’ve got a key to the employee entrance in the back.
Q: Was anyone else there?
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A: Kevin Blohm, one of the cooks. He usually starts at 8. We
open for lunch at 11:3 he’s in charge.

Q: Did you talk to him?
A: He came into my office, and we chatted about what

happened in the restaurant the night before, and I asked
him to make me some coffee. After he brought me a cup, I
walked out to the corridor with him. That was the last I
saw him.

Q: What did you do next?
A: I was just beginning to go through the receipts and cash

from the previous night always start by counting the
previous day’s revenue. I took everything out of cash and
receipts, and began to count them on my desk. I

Q: About how much did you have?
A: $6,000 counting everything, the cash and receipts from

credit cards.
Q: Is that when you were robbed?
A: A minute or two or less, a man came around the comer,

carrying a knife.
Q: What did you do?
A: I started screaming and kicking. My chair was on rollers,

and when I started kicking, it fell. I fell on the floor, and he
reached across my desk and grabbed $130 in $5.

Q: Did he say anything?
A: No, he just took the money and walked out.

Q: Was he alone?
A: I don’t think so. I heard someone-a man-say, “Get that

money out of there.” Then someone tried to open the
door to my office, but I’d locked it. Three or four minutes
later, the police were there.

Q: Is that when you found Mr. Blohm?
A: I went into the hallway with the police and saw blood on a

door in the reception area. It was awful. There was blood
on the walls and floor. Kevin was lying on the floor, dead.
He had a large knife wound in his chest and another on
one hand.

Q: Can you describe the man who robbed you?
A: He was about 5 feet 10, maybe 6 feet tall, in his early 20s,

medium build.
Q: What was he wearing?
A: Blue jeans, a blue plaid button-up shirt and blue tennis

shoes.
Q: Did you see his face?
A: He had a scarf, a floral scarf, tied around the lower part of

his face, cowboy style. It covered the bottom half of his
face.

Q: Did the man look at all familiar, like anyone you may have
known or seen in the restaurant?
A: No.

Q: Did you notice anything unusual that day?

A: I saw a car in the parking lot when I came in, one I didn’t
recognize. It didn’t belong to anyone who worked there,
but that’s all I remember.

Q: Do you have any idea why someone stabbed Blohm?
A: No. Kevin might have gotten in his way or tried to stop
him or recognized him or something. I don’t know. I
didn’t see it. I don’t know anything else.

Exercise 6

Interviews

Hospital Bill
Write a news story based on the following interview with
Carmen Foucault, 1425 Penham Ave., the mother of a 23-year-
old son, James, who died lost week. The interview provides a
verbatim account of an interview you conducted today in the
family’s home. “Q” stands for the questions you asked
Foucault, and” A” stands for her answers, which may be quail
directly.
Q: Can you tell me what happened, why you’re so upset?
A: You’re damn right I will. I’m mad, mad as hell, and I want

everyone to know it, to know about that damn hospital.
Q: Which hospital?
A: Mercy Hospital.

Q: When you called, you said your son died last week. Can you
tell me what happened?

A: Its hard, so hard, for me to talk about it now. Its not just
the sorrow, its the anger that makes it hard. I tried to do
the right thing, they told me it was the right thing, and I
thought my son would want it.

Q: What happened to your son?
 A: I worried about him. It was that Harley of his. I loved him

but hated that Harley, told him he’d kill himself on it
some day. Then two officers came ringing the bell last
Wednesday, saying a car hit him and I’d better ride to the
hospital with them.

Q: What did the doctors at Mercy Hospital tell you?
A: That I should agree to let them keep Jimmy alive long

enough to donate his organs, that even though he was
dying, just barely alive then, he could help save other lives.

Q: What happened then?
A: He died. We knew he was dying, maybe he was dead, I

don’t know. That wasn’t what upset me so bad, its what
happened next.

Q: Did he ever regain consciousness after the accident?
A: I don’t know, I’m not sure. A nurse told me there was a

flicker of brain activity, the nurse said, and they were
keeping him alive. I really didn’t understand that, if he was
dead, why they’d do that. Then they started asking me if I
would consider donating M organs. I knew its what he
would want.
He was always helping other people, so I agreed. I stayed
there, at the hospital, until about noon Thursday. That’s
when they said he was gone, that they’d gotten everything
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they’d wanted and turned off the machine let him die. A
nurse told me it was over, that I should go home.

Q: Did the doctors tell you why they couldn’t help him?
A: They said he was brain dead, that he had real serious head

injuries and would never regain consciousness.
Q: What happened next?
A: They had him all cut apart, just butchered him. They didn’t

say it was going to be like that. Then they didn’t thank me
or anything. Can you believe it? My son dies, they take his
parts, and then they send me a bill.

Q: A bill for what?
A: For keeping him alive an extra day, $41,000 for keeping him

alive an extra day while they took his organs.
Q: Had they told you that you’d have to pay that much, or

anything, to help keep him alive?
A: No, no one said anything about it, not ever.
Q: SO you weren’t told anything about the cost?
A: Maybe. I don’t think so. I can’t remember them saying

anything about it. But I wasn’t understanding everything,
wasn’t, couldn’t, listen too good. He’s my only son, and all
I remember was them telling me he was dead, that there
wasn’t anything they could do for him.

Q: What’s happened since then?
A: They’ve put a lien on his estate.

Q: A lien?
A: Oh yeah, that’s what they said, but now their story’s

changing. Now they say they’re re-examining my bill, like I
should be grateful or something. Its bad enough dealing
with my son’s death without having to deal with this, too.

Q: Tell me more about the lien.
A: It was Thursday. He died, the day after his motorcycle was

hit. And, uh, we had a funeral on Saturday. I made it
Saturday so more of his friends could come. So then, uh, it
was yesterday I got a notice, a registered letter, that those
thieves put a lien on my son’s estate for $41,000. Today, in
the mail, I got the bill for $41,000 listing all the stuff the
hospital did to keep Jimmy alive. I couldn’t believe it! They
kept him alive to get his organs, then they send me the bill
for keeping him alive.

Q: Have you been told whether your son’s organs helped
anyone?

A: Oh yeah, that was in another of their letters. Got it from
the donor bank, not the hospital. They said his organs-his
heart, kidneys, liver and pancreas-saved five lives. Plus his
eyes. His eyes helped someone too.

Q: What are you doing now?
A: Got myself a good lawyer, one I saw on television saying

she can help people like me. She’s giving ‘em hell, getting
things right. They’re apologizing all over the place now,
since she called them, the doctors and other people at the
hospital, saying it was all a mistake.

Q: Did Jimmy have enough insurance to pay for his bills?

A: Yeah, I managed to talk him into that, but I can’t use it
now, can’t pay for the funeral for my own son, can’t get a
gravestone, a good stone for my son. There’s still that
damned lien on Jimmys estate, so I can’t pay for his
funeral, can’t use his money, and I don’t have enough of
my own.

Q: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
A: I’d like to meet whoever got his organs but the donor bank

says it doesn’t allow that. I just want to meet them, touch
their chest and see who Jimmy saved.

Other Sources
Christina Snyder, a spokeswoman for the hospital, told you
early today: “The lien is standard procedure to ensure a bill is
paid. I agree the bill needs to be re-examined, and the donor
bank will pay most of it. But Mrs. Foucault will have to pay for
her sons initial treatment, and right now I don’t know what
that will be. Legally, we have to file a lien within 10 days after a
patient dies or is discharged. Its standard practice because 50%
of the trauma patients we get don’t have any insurance.”

Irwin Greenhouse, the hospitals chief administrator, returned
another of your calls just minutes ago and said: “Its a mistake
the bill went to Mrs. Foucault. We’re dreadfully sorry that
happened and hope to learn from our mistake. The bill should
have gone to the Division of Transplantation for review. We’re
looking at our billing procedures to make certain this never
happens again. It’s embarrassing, and we’ve already had our
attorney remove the lien, told him to make it his number one
priority. Normally, Mrs. Foucault would be billed the cost of
normal emergency care, but the donor bank has agreed to pick
up everything in this case, everything, and we’d like to apologize
to Mrs. Foucault. I called her twice today to apologize, just
hung up again a minute ago, and told her what we’re doing,
that she should be proud of her son-he’s helped save several
lives-and that we’re sorry for our mistake, terribly sorry.”

Notes -
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Objectives
• to learn about various primary sources for collection of news
• to be able to judge their authenticity and news worthiness

‘At the Scene’
In the recent years, greater insistence on leaving nothing to
chance has brought increased use of the broadcast newsman
with his own, first-band, on-the-spot reporting of a story,
where possible directly from the scene of the news. Rapid
improvement of equipment and techniques particularly in
advanced countries, has made such coverage faster and easier
than ever before. The highly organized team fielded today by
network news establishments is geared to the day-by-day
demands of the regular network news offerings, just as it is to
the prolonged coverage of the live event. Judgments and critical
selections that shape the daily news broadcast begin at the very
top of the news organization, with news executives of the
network. Reporting to them are the editors or producers of
programmes. The latter command a corps of reporters, writers,
cameramen, tape and film editors, technicians, and airmen.
Several hours before a programme is to be broadcast, the editor
makes his plans and assigns his forces on the basis of the news
then available. He anticipates later developments and he reserves
sufficient flexibility to cope with the new/news that will
undoubtedly occur in the interval before airtime.

Making Phone Calls
Unless a station has someone on duty overnight, which is not
that common except in very large markets, the first member of
the news staff to arrive at the station each day should call police
and fire department headquarters. Large cities provide a special
phone number and public relations staff just to handle the
media. For the most part, however, reporters will be dealing
with the police and fire dispatchers.

News staffs, particularly in medium-sized and large markets,
routinely make other telephone calls. Before and during rush
hours, they check on auto traffic and commuter train and bus
service to see if there are any major delays. During bad weather,
such information becomes more critical. Trains and buses may
not be moving. The roads may be treacherous. School officials
may call in to report closings; that information is important in
every market. During bad weather, the news staff also takes calls
from the PTA, the Rotary Club, the YWCA, the local theater
group, and numerous other organizations that may cancel
events because of the weather.
The newsroom should have a complete list of emergency
telephone numbers on rotary files, clipboards, or in the
computer. The local gas and electric companies will have
information on disruptions of service and potential dangerous
situations brought on by snowstorms, tornadoes, and
earthquakes

A serious snowstorm turns a routine weather report-normally
read near the end of a newscast-into a lead story. News staffs
check with the local weather bureau at least every hour, perhaps
more often, during a potential disastrous weather situation.

Stringers
Many stations-both radio and television-have working relation-
ships with stringers, people who are not on the payroll but who
are paid for stories they develop, or who cover breaking news at
night when no one is working at the station. Stringers often
help a station avoid the embarrassment of missing a story that
breaks overnight.
Some stringers have their own camera gear, and some TV
stations provide gear to stringers who are productive. In large
markets, particularly where crews belong to unions, stringers
often cause resentment among full-time employees.
Many news directors also have arrangements with firefighters or
ji1I officers on duty overnight who agree to call the news
director at home if an important story breaks. Some stations
encourage viewers to submit stories shot on home video
recorders if the stories have news value. Such video must be
aired with extreme caution, however, because of the potential
for deception, libel, and other problems.

Tipsters
Most stations also encourage people to call with news tips.
Some even pay for such information. It is surprising just how
much news is generated this.
All tips should be taken seriously. Many are about breaking
news stories- a shooting heard from the listener’s bedroom
window or a fire spotted someone walking the dog. Other tips
come from people who are upset some reason. It may have to
do with something going on in local government or at the
plant where they work. If possible, get the caller’s name and
phone number. Frequently, tipsters refuse to identify them-
selves, but assignment editors should not make the mistake of
thinking that most people who call radio or TV station are
cranks. There will be lots of crank calls, but newspapers must
consider every phone call to be potentially important.
One of the news producers for a network investigative unit
made the mistake of telling a tipster to “write a letter,” one of
the worst ways to deal with someone who calls with informa-
tion about a story. Instead of writing a letter, the tipster called
another network, which assigned a producer to check out the
information. The story attracted national attention when it was
broadcast.

Employee Input
Story ideas often come from people on the news staff-reporters,
producers, anchors, desk assistants, and others-and some ideas
originate with secretaries and people in the mailroom.
People working in news seem to develop a sense that alerts

LESSON 12:
TIP-OFFS, AT THE SCENE, EYE WITNESSES…
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them to news in all sorts of places. A producer waiting to cross
the street near a bus stop suddenly got a blast of soot in her
face. As she recovered, she noticed that a passing city bus
continued to emit a steady stream of pollutants as it moved
down the block. Standing next to the angry producer was a
police officer. “Did you see that?” yelled the producer. “What?”
replied the officer. “All that pollution!”
The police officer looked a little confused by the observation
and shrugged his shoulders as if to say, “So what?”
The producer could not wait to get to the newsroom to share
her experience with the assignment editor. The editor listened
intently and agreed that there might be a story here. A couple of
telephone calls later, the assignment editor strolled over to the
producer’s desk and said, “The reason that cop gave you a blank
stare is because we don’t have any laws that cover air pollution
in this city.” That was the start of a good series on pollution.

Everyone on the staff should be encouraged to develop story
ideas. One news director uses the station’s newsletter to
encourage non-news employees to stop by the assignment
editor’s desk if they should see or hear anything that might
make a news story.
Assignment editors do listen to a lot of stories, and some of
the stories do generate news. But assignment editors do more
than just listen. They are responsible for collecting and organiz-
ing most of the source material that comes into a newsroom.
Sometimes the assignment desk is very modest. There may be
one person in charge of assignments, and then only during the
daytime. Assignment editors are found mostly in TV news-
rooms, but some large radio news operations in major cities
also employ them. At many radio stations, and some small TV
stations, the news director or perhaps an assistant news director
will function as an assignment editor but will not have that title.
Large-market TV stations normally have at least two assign-
ment editors-one for the morning

Assignment desk at WTVJ-TV

and one for the evening. In the largest newsrooms, the
assignment desk operates around-the-clock.
Almost everything starts at the assignment desk because that is
where the information enters the system. Assignment editors
are the “keepers’, the news wires. They monitor the wires
constantly, looking for stories tat will be of interest to produc-
ers who are responsible for putting newscasts, the air. Some of
these stories will be assigned to reporters. Others will given to
writers for read stories or, perhaps, to be used for V-SOTs. Still
others will need follow-up by the assignment editor. In a
breaking story, that follow up will be immediate.

Eyewitness
Definition: A person who sees something happening with his
or her own eyes.
Witness
”A witness is someone who has first-hand knowledge about a
crime or dramatic event through their senses (e.g. seeing or
hearing) and can certify to its happening. A witness who has
seen the event at first-hand is known as an eye-witness. Witnesses
are often called before a court of law to testify in trials.
Eyewitness testimony is often presumed to be better than
circumstantial evidence, but studies have shown that eyewitness
testimony is often so flawed as to be meaningless. This can
occur because of faulty observation and recollection, because of
witness bias, or because the witness is lying. One study involved
an experiment in which subjects acted as jurors in a criminal
case. Jurors heard a description of a robbery-murder, then a
prosecution argument, then an argument for the defense. Some
jurors heard only circumstantial evidence, others heard from a
clerk who claimed to identify the defendant. In the first case,
18% percent found the defendant guilty, but in the second, 72%
found the defendant guilty. (Loftus 1988) Lineups, where the
eyewitness picks out a suspect from a group of people in the
police station, are often grossly suggestive, and give the false
impression that the witness remembered the suspect. In
another study, students watched a staged crime. An hour later
they looked through photos. A week later they were asked to
pick the suspect out of lineups. 8% of the people in the lineups
were mistakenly identified as criminals. 20% of the innocent
people whose photographs were included were mistakenly
identified. (University of Nebraska 1977) Another study looked
at sixty-five cases of “erroneous criminal convictions of
innocent people.” In 45% of the cases, eyewitness mistakes
were responsible. (Borchard p. 367).

A witness who specializes in an area of study relevant to the
crime is called an expert witness. Scientists and doctors are often
called to give expert witness testimony.
There have been a number of films and television dramas
revolving around the idea of the witness, generally with the
word in their title - Witness for the Prosecution, Witness (television
series), Silent Witness, Mute Witness, and Witness (1985 movie).
A certain number of witnesses are legally required to be present
at weddings and certain other official events, and may have to
sign a register as evidence of the event having taken place. Many
other legal documents require witnesses to signatures; the
witness does not need to read the document, but does need to
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see it being signed. The witness should not be party to the
transaction, so in the case of wills, the witness should not be
one of the beneficiaries.
Some interviews are not meant to be challenging, but to
inform, explain or entertain. It is important eyewitnesses know
why they are being invited for interview, what subjects they are
going to be asked about, the context of the programme and the
sort of part they will play in it. Some eyewitnesses ask in
advance what the particular line of questioning may be. This
request is not unreasonable, but it should be pointed out that
only a broad outline can be given because the interview itself
will depend on what the interviewee says. It is not usually right
to submit details of actual questions in advance - or to give any
undertaking about the precise form of questions.
Eyewitnesses will sometimes try to change the terms on which
an interview was suggested - perhaps to exclude a particular line
of questioning. They may try to filibuster or use the interview
as a platform for their views and evade answering the question.
Do not interrupt too much but evasions should be exposed
coolly and politely if necessary by repeating the questions and
explaining to the interviewee and the audience why the previous
answer has not dealt with the question.

At times, people interviewed as eyewitnesses or as experts may
need to be encouraged, rather than challenged.
Occasionally, a person who has been interviewed seeks to
withdraw permission for the interview to be broadcast. If the
producer nonetheless believes that the interview should be
presented in the public interest - a decision a producer is entitled
to take - the matter should be referred upward to senior
management. While there may be occasional exceptions in
special circumstances, only those with editorial responsibility
should view or hear the programme before broadcast. While
there must be impartiality and fairness in presentation, there
must not be external interference in the preparation of
programmes. Eyewitnesses cannot be allowed to give directions
on how an interview should be edited or broadcast.

Protection of Sources
Protecting sources is a key principle of journalism - for which
some journalists have even gone to jail. Information, which the
public should know, is sometimes only available through a
confidential source. Off-the-record conversations take place
frequently between journalists and public figures. If the
confidentiality of sources is not respected as a matter of
principle, this would inhibit the free flow of information which
is essential to the vitality of a democratic society.

Information from someone who wishes to remain anonymous
(or be on a non-attributable basis) may be used if the source is
known to the journalist and has a record of reliability. However
to avoid the possibility of being manipulated to broadcast
inaccurate or biased information, the journalist must seek
corroboration from other sources.
Promises of confidentiality given to a source or contributor
must be honored. Otherwise the broadcasters’ journalism will
suffer if people who have provided information on condition
they remain anonymous are subsequently identified.

Anyone who comes across information which could prevent a
terrorist act or lead to the arrest of a terrorist wanted for
violence is obliged to inform the authorities.

Anonymity
Accuracy and integrity in journalism require that the identity and
credentials of an interviewee be evident to the audience.

If an interviewee or participant in a programme is concealed or
has their voice distorted, this is tantamount to depriving the
audience of pertinent information enabling the viewer or
listener to make a judgment on their comments. The authority
of the programme can be undermined by the use of anony-
mous contributors whose status the audience cannot judge. But
there are times when anonymity is appropriate:
• For reasons of safety. Someone - e.g. in a totalitarian state -

whose personal safety may be jeopardized by identification
• If the subject is a delicate one – e.g. health
• For legal reasons
Where anonymity is necessary, producers must make sure it is
effective. Both picture and voice may need to be disguised.

Do Cameras Influence Witnesses?
Elizabeth Semel, a prominent San Diego defense attorney, said
she believes cameras change the performances of witnesses.
“Who is the audience for the witness,” asked Semel. She said
“audience is a troubling word, but if there is an audience, it
should be the jury and not the camera.”

Professor Norman Karlin of Southwest Law School shares that
view. “Lawyers,” he said, “tend to ‘play’ to a camera.” However,
a three-year experiment regarding television coverage in selected
cities completed by the federal court system in 1994 showed that
cameras had little effect on trial participants, courtroom
decorum, or any other aspects of the trials. Regardless of that
survey, however, the federal court system decided to resume its
total ban on TV cameras in federal courts. A spokesperson said
federal judges remain concerned about the impact that cameras
would have on trials. And the circus-like atmosphere brought
about by the cameras in the 0. J. case will most certainly be a
negative factor in their future use in all courts.
Writing in USA Today, Tony Mauro said the Simpson case was
the “severest test of the right to a fair trial in recent memory.”
He said the trial became “tangled because of the unprecedented
wash of pretrial publicity, the unpredictable effects of
Simpson’s fame and money, and issues of race and domestic
abuse,”
No other trial since the advent of television had such a mix of
ingredients and was based so strongly on circumstantial
evidence. As New Yorker’s Jeffrey Thobin observed, the case
combined “everything-sex, race, violence, celebrities, sports and
the only eyewitness was a dog.”
Although many authorities generally favor TV cameras in court,
many believe the Simpson trial may have been a special case,
warranting different rules. Jay Wright, a communications law
professor at Syracuse University, said the difficulties that Judge
Ito faced in trying to protect Simpson’s fair trial rights were so
great that he could not treat it as an ordinary case.
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In a column in the Seattle Times, Don Williamson referred to the
Simpson trial as a “Hollywood re-enactment of a multimedia
circus masquerading as news coverage Williamson said the TV
coverage, beginning with the “non chase” involving Simpson
and his best friend, Al Cowlings, was a “travesty.”
What frightened him most, the columnist said, was that there
was no letup of the news coverage. He said the media “was
driven to keep pumping out the 0. J. stories even when there
was no news to report.” Williamson said it had nothing to do
with “the people’s right to know” but instead everyone “trying
to out-do the competition.” He said he’s “angry, embarrassed
and deeply concerned that there is something very wrong with
this news business that has been my only job for all of my
adult life.”
CBS Evening News Anchor, Dan Rather, said the Simpson
story was “over covered. . . in many instances very well covered,
and in some instances, atrociously covered.” Rather described
the trial as “a great story.” He said he was not surprised that
people were interested in it and, to a certain degree, “mes-
merized. “

Jane Pauley of “Dateline” said she didn’t think the media has
“the liberty of deciding when we’ve covered something too
much.” She added, “you cover it to the degree that people are
interested. And we’re all a little embarrassed at the interest we
take in it.” Pauley admitted that, when she could, she followed
the trial on her computer in her office, getting the transcripts of
the trial virtually in real time, when colleagues and staff thought
she was working.
Former CBS News correspondent Charles Kuralt said he does
not criticize the news media for over covering the Simpson
story. Kuralt said he can’t imagine a time when a story like this
“wouldn’t have excited people’s imagination, made them want
to know more, made them yearn to know the outcome,” He
added, “it’s not so much about journalism as it says something
about human nature. “
Although CNN was the only network to carry the trial from
beginning to end, all of the networks devoted substantial
amounts of time to the story, situating correspondents, and
cameras at strategic locations outside the courthouse. Writing in
Esquire, John ‘Tyler said the Simpson trial became a “modern
pagan spectacle.” He noted that to get an unimpeded view of
the Courthouse and a sweeping cutaway shot of the glass-
towered banking district, every network had to construct a
skybox on the parking lot adjacent to the courthouse that was
higher than the ones in front. “They were staggered, taller and
taller, toward the rear of the lot,” observed Tyler, “until those at
the very back soared some five stories into the air.”

The skyboxes were made of construction scaffolding with white
canvas awnings and the “spindly, swaying edifices resembled
primitive burial towers,” said ‘Tyler. “The correspondents
broadcasting live to the morning talk shows seemed like some
officiating priestly caste.” Tyler said the crowd was drawn to the
courthouse “the way a solar eclipse or stunning planetary
conjunction could compel ancient tribes to gather at the
temple.”

Jeff Greenfield, a reporter for ABC News and a syndicated
columnist, described the scene outside the’ Los Angeles
courthouse as the “media’s Chernobyl.” He suggested that if
Judge Ito had thrown out the cameras there might have been a
“less hysterical approach to the story by the schlock end of our
business.”

Summary
Primary news sources are an important part of gathering news.
Right from on the scene reporting till talking to tipsters, a
reporter has to carefully organize his sources. At times sources
need to be encouraged and cajoled to come out with informa-
tion, a reporter should know where to coax the witness and
when to tap the tipster to not miss on crucial and topical
information.

review questions
1. It is routine for many broadcast news staffs to make certain

telephone calls each morning. What kinds of calls? Why are
they important?

2. Who are stringers, and what do they do? Why are they
important?

3. Visit a local radio or TV station and see who is monitoring
the police and fire radio. Take notes on what you heard, and
turn in a report.

4. Explain why the assignment desk is an integral part of a
news operation

Notes -
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Topics Covered

Introduction, Monitoring, News Agencies around the world,
The ‘Big Four’ as the paramount news sources,
Contribution of the agencies to broadcast media, The
Agencies as Agenda-setters, Agencies Vis-à-vis the Media
Contract, Ownership Structure of the New Agencies, Details
of some News Services, full listing of agencies on line.

Objectives
• To have a basic understanding of News Agencies.
• To understand their working.
• To study the roles of various important news agencies.

Introduction
Though newsgathering is the job of the reporters, all the news
that is supplied is not gathered by its reporters, correspondents
and special correspondents. Some comes from them and some
from retainers or stringers who are not on the regular staff but
send news as and when they get it.

The main source of news are news agencies or wire services. We
find their credit lines-Reuters, AP, TASS, AFP, PTI, UNI, etc.
with the the story or in some newspapers after intro such as
‘reports PTI’.
The wire services have large network of teleprinter circuits
connecting hundreds of cities and towns from where their
reporters gather news and after processing it deliver to subscrib-
ers in their news room at a teleprinter receiver set.
Some important News Agencies of the world are as below:

Arab News Agency-ANA (Egypt)
Economic News Service-ENS (Hongkong)
Eraqi News Agency-INA (Baghdad)
Indian News & Feature Alliance-INFA

Indian Press Agency-IPA
Eastern News Agency-ENA (Bangladesh)
Novosty Press Agency-NPA (USSR)
Express News Service-ENS (India)

Agency National Stamp Association-ANSA (Italy) Agence
France Presse-AFP (France)
ADN (Berlin News Agency)
Associated News Service-ANS
Associated Press of America-APA

Associated Press of Pakistan-APP
Kyodo News Service Japan)
GGP (Japan)
Deutsche Presse-Agentur-DPA (Federal Republic of Germany)

Times of India News Service-TINS (India)

Tanjug (Yogoslavakia)
TASS (Soviet Union)
National News Agency-NNA (India)

Central News Agency of China—CNAC
New China News Agency-NCNA
Pakistan Press International-PPI
Bangladesh Sangbad (Dacca)

Polish Press Agency-PAP (Poland)
Press Trust of India-PTI (India)
Foreign News and Feature Limited-FNF (India)
Bulgarian Telegraph Agency-BTA

British Information Service-BIS (England)
British Broadcasting Corporation-BBC (UK)
United Press International-UPI (USA)
United News of India-UN!

Reuters (Britain)
Rastriya Samvad Samiti (Nepal)
Bhasa (of PTI)
Univarta (of UNI)

Samachar (India) etc.
All the above news agencies are serving the various newspapers,
television and radio stations of the world.
India has two wire services or news agencies-PTI (Press Trust
of India) and UNI (United News of India). Both have a
language wing UNIVARTA (of UNI) and BHASA (of PTI).
There were two multilingual wire services with Hindi as base
language-Hindustan Samachar and Samachar Bharti. During the
internal emergency declared in 1975 all the four were merged by
the government into Samachar. But the status quo ante was
restored and the four agencies again revived by the Janata
Government in 1977. Because of poor management and
inadequate support from the press, the two language agencies—
Hindustan Samachar and Samachar Bharti have collapsed.
Though not yet liquidated they are dead for all practical pur-
poses.
News agencies should not be confused with newspaper agents
also called news agents. A news agent sells newspapers and
periodicals. Similarly, a name such as Central News Agency can
also be confusing. It may not be a news agency but a news agent
supplying newspapers and magazines to homes or at their
show room.

News agencies or wire services do not sell newspapers but they
collect and sell news to newspapers, and other stations. They
also have reporters, sub-editors, news editors, special correspon-
dents and foreign correspondents. News agency desk processes

LESSON 13:
NEWS AGENCIES
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copy from reporters and foreign news agencies not for printing
but for creeding to suppliers on their teleprinter network. News
agency copy is also called creed in the news room.

Monitoring
Besides these sources, namely reporting staff and the wire
services, monitoring of radio and television stations also serves
as source of news. Almost all newspapers have a provision for
monitoring to check whether they have all important news
items. Radio and television are regularly monitored by news
agencies also and sometimes prove of great help.

Then, there are press releases that directly reach newspaper
offices. They are either passed on to the reporters or handled by
the desk depending on the discretion of the news editor.
Telephone also at times serves as a news source as somebody
from the site of an accident may ring up a newspaper office and
give a tip which would be later followed by reporters.
Besides these sources that are normally reflected in the by line or
credit line, there are other classifications of news sources which
find mention in the intro or body of the story and indicate
from where or how the news has come to the reporter. These
include:

1. Press Release or Handout
Signed or unsigned statement issued by a government depart-
ment, civic body, political party, institution or organisation
released to the press is called press release, press note, or press
handouts.

2. Press Conference or Briefing
A formal conference of pressmen invited by a dignitary in which
after initial announcement he answers questions of newsmen.
It is also called news conference.
Press briefing is similar to press conference in that newsmen are
told something and they can ask questions. The difference is
that briefing is done by spokesman who is authorised to make
a statement and answer questions on behalf of a dignitary
department, or party.

A prime minister holds a press conference, while a spokesman
of the prime minister’s secretariat or a spokesman of the
external affairs ministry briefs the press. A party president
addresses a press conference while a party general secretary briefs
the press. But the president of the party may brief the press on
the proceedings of national convention of the party. Similarly,
the prime minister may brief newsmen on proceedings of a
summit conference or he may brief Indian newsmen travelling
with him about what transpired between him and the head of
the host state. Thus, though there is a very thin dividing line
between them, press conference sounds more formal while
briefing is less formal.

3. Interview
Interview is also growing an importance these days. More and
more news items are based on interviews of dignitaries.
Sometimes even news agencies creed stories based on interviews
which are to be published by some newspapers or magazines.

4. Legislatures
Legislatures and civic bodies when in session become major
sources of news. When parliament is in session all government

decisions are announced in parliament. Similar is the case of
state legislatures and civic bodies.

5. Courts
All courts serve as source of news. Proceedings of various
courts on important cases and important judgments by High
Courts and the Supreme Court come in the news.

6.Conferences, Seminars and Symposia
These are also sources of news depending on the subject and
organisation involved.

7. Speeches
Speeches in legislatures, in seminars and conferences, public
meetings, diplomatic dinners and bodies like UN form a major
source of news.

8. Reports
Official reports published by government and sometimes by
other institutions also serve as source of news. Besides, eye
witness at the site of a crime or accident, police, hospital staff
and district authorities also serve as sources of news. In
international coverage UN and related bodies are also important
news sources along with other government, political and non-
government sources.

News Agencies Round the World

Non-aligned News Agencies Pool
Major world news agencies had enjoyed a period of relative
obscurity in the public consciousness until three events in the
mid-1970s beamed a sometimes hostile, spotlight in their
general direction. The non-aligned nations, at the Fourth Non-
Aligned Summit in Algiers, 1973, endorsed a recommendation
for the establishment of a Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool,
to help compensate for perceived shortcomings in the existing
system of international news supply for developing countries.
A similar concern helped inspire draft declarations discussed at
the General Conference of UNESCO in 1976. Acting on the
mandate of the 1976 UNESCO General Conference,
UNESCO’S Director-General Amadou Mahtar M’Bow set up
an International Commission for the Study of Communication
Problems whose world brief included a consideration of
international news and the role of the major world news
agencies.
Common to each of these events, in so far as each pertained to
the world news agencies, was a focus on the relationship
between these agencies and the national news media of the
developing countries. Moreover the sympathetic thrust of this
focus was very much informed by a concern for the interests of
the developing countries. These events, therefore, however
laudatory or inevitable their choice of issue so far as the news
agencies were concerned, had adopted a partial framework of
analysis.
But given that any analysis of international news supply must
include the world news agencies, it is important that these
agencies be seen not only in relation to the media of developing
countries but also to those of the developed world. The major
world agencies face imposing problems even in these more
affluent markets. It is certainly in the interests of developed
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countries, and very probably of developing countries as well, to
initiate a full review of such problems, and relate these to the
global situation. While in the developing world there is a move
towards establishing supplemental news services to the ‘Big
Four’, western media analysts must begin to wonder whether
the existing total global market is large enough to sustain even
the ‘Big Four’ in their present form indefinitely, and what
arrangement, if any, could possibly replace them.

The Agency Continuum
The ‘Big Four’ are the major western based news agencies: two
American agencies, Associated Press (AP) and United Press
International (UPI), the British agency Reuters, and the French
agency Agence Franc Presse (AFP). Difference between news
agencies can be conceptualized as representing different points
on a continuum, which itself is made up of several dimen-
sions. The world agencies, for example, not only collect news
from most countries and territories of the world, but also
distribute news to most countries and territories.

This is why, despite their national affiliations, these agencies
(with some important qualifications) can be described as ‘world’
agencies. These are the agencies with which this book is
primarily concerned. ‘The Russian Tass is often considered to be
the communist version of a ‘world’ agency. There are some
other agencies with extensive international representation and
distribution, such as PTI of India DPA of West Germany,
Kyodo of Japan, Tanjug of Yugoslavia. ADN of East
Germany, EFE of Spain. Yet they are commonly regarded as
intermediate between the ‘world’ agencies and the average
‘national’ agency. The scale of their international operations is
smaller; their activity is more highly concentrated in a few specific
geographic areas. The foremost concern is the news requirement
of their own domestic markets. They individually serve far
fewer overseas clients on a contractual basis than any of the ‘Big
Four’. These intermediate agencies also subscribe to the services
of the world agencies, whereas the western-based world
agencies do not subscribe to one another’s international
services.
The 1970s saw the development of what can be called the
international intermediate’ category, agencies without a specific
national base or involving the cooperation of many different
national agencies, and generally catering for the news require-
ments of specific regions of certain categories of country: these
include the Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool: Cana, the
Caribbean News exchange Pool established in 1979. Then at a
further jump down the continuum is the ‘national’ agency,
which typically does not have more than a handful of foreign
correspondents, does not engage in foreign distribution
(although it will often exchange its service with other agencies,
including a partial exchange with a world agency) and functions
solely for the benefit of its domestic market. In some countries
the primary function of a national news agency is simply to
distribute news from the ‘Big Four’ to local media or govern-
ment departments. At the bottom of the hierarchy or
continuum are a wide variety of generally smaller organizations
which may specialize in certain kinds of news, such as econom-
ics, photo, sports, or news features, or in certain geographic reg.
country, or in certain kinds of client. A few of these, like the

syndicated services of some of the large US newspaper dailies,
serve sizeable international markets.

The ‘Big Four’ as the Paramount News
Sources
Possibly less than two-dozen newspapers around the entire
world could make a reasonable claim to independence in the
gathering of a comprehensive international news file. Most of
these are situated in a small handful of countries: e.g. the UK,
Japan, West Germany, and France. The others are wholly or at
least heavily dependent on the world agencies news reports or
both. Even those media, which might seem to have their own
sources to survive without the agencies do in fact subscribe to
them and at high cost. The more extensive the international
news gathering operations of any individual ‘retail’ news
medium, in fact, the greater the range of news agency services to
which, as a general rule, it subscribes.

The services of the ‘Big Four’ agencies eventually affect, to a g
lesser degree, a total world daily newspaper circulation in excess
of 450m and a world broadcast audience well in excess of
1.283m persons. The extent of media dependence on the world
agencies has been documented in dozens of academic and
professional studies over the past quarter century. Dependence
takes a variety of forms. The most visible is the quantitative
extent to which media around the world depend on the world
agencies not only for general world news but also for news of
their own geopolitical regions and in the case of the US, France
and one or two other countries, for their national news as well.

Western Europe
The US and Western Europe are the world’s most well en-
dowed regions for media facilities. In 1971 they accounted for
62% of the world’s daily newspapers (excluding China). It is
their circulation revenue and volume of advertising which helps
provide the resources for extensive foreign newsgathering. Yet
in the US by far the most important sources of domestic and
international news for most dailies are AP and UPI.
Increasingly, US dailies leave even local State House news to
agencies. The London Fleet Street press is particularly well
endowed-with its own foreign correspondents. Yet all national
papers subscribe to Reuters (and either AP or UPI or both)
while most provincial dailies rely on an edited service of Reuters
and AP news from the UK’s national agency, the Press Associa-
tion (PA). Though the world agencies may be less visible to the
public on the pages of the UK press than in most other
countries, their importance as initial spot-news tipsters,
providing ‘wholesale’ input for editorial reprocessing is
enormous. In most other parts of the world, where individual
media rarely have substantial alternative sources of their own
and where there is insufficient community wealth to support
large, collectively owned world news agencies, the scope for
western-based world agency influence is potentially all the
greater. Japan is almost the only non-western and noncommu-
nist country, which could claim to be self-sufficient in terms of
international newsgathering resources, though its principal
national agency, Kyodo, does subscribe to the ‘Big Four’
agencies. Likewise Tass and Xinhua, use ‘Big Four’ agency
reports in compiling their international news services for Russia
and China respectively.
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Economic News
The agencies do not supply newspapers merely with general
news, and they do not merely serve newspapers. Each of the
western agencies has a specialist economic news service. Most
important of these are Reuters Economic Services (RES), and
Associated Press-Dow Jones, which is run in conjunction with
North America’s leading domestic economic news agency. Both
these services are distributed internationally, not only to media
clients but also to non-media clients like banks, brokers, and
commercial houses. Well over 80% of Reuters’ revenue now
comes from such sources. The American agencies, AP and UPI,
have news photo services unequalled by the European agencies
or any other institution. AP, UPI and Reuters all provide
various forms of communication and technical assistance to
other media via the sharing of communications networks and
consultancy services for smaller news agencies. UPI and Reuters,
through their involvement with UPITN and Visnews respec-
tively, are leading providers of international news film for
television. And all the major agencies sell to radio and television
stations. Increasingly, they sell to data banks.

Contribution of the agencies to
broadcast media
It is difficult to quantify the contribution of the agencies to
broadcast media, but what evidence there is suggests it is at least
as substantial as their press contribution. There are four major
kinds of world agency service for &cast stations: specially
tailored teleprinter services; audio ‘voicecasts’; printed news and
news pictures for CATV; and television news film. Many of the
smaller radio stations in the United States use agency teleprinter
services directly. These are the ‘rip and read’ radio news
programmes. The anchorman rips off the news as it comes in
on the printer and reads it out over the airwaves. Larger stations
have their own news editorial staff, but the agencies remain by
far the most important single source of international and non-
local news stories. A 1974 US study, for instance, found that
even for local area news, agencies accounted for 59% of
incoming stories to the 29 radio stations studied, of which 45%
were used for broadcast purposes. As in radio, so in television:
for example:

As do the other networks, NBC bases the bulk of its news
service on the worldwide facilities of the AP, UP and Reuters.
A case study of two American affiliate television stations found
that information from some sources, especially from the news
agencies, was accepted without secondary checking:
Professional journalists who are assumed to check on their
stories before ‘sending’ them over the wires staff wire services.
Since most of the reported stories are too far removed to be
verified by local newsmen, stories sent by wire services are
assumed to be ‘institutionally verified’.

B.B.C. Television
In Britain, the news agencies were -identified as, the most
important basic news sources for BBC Television News in a
1974BBC Television documentary. And between November
1976 and October 1977 Visnews and UPITN (involving Reuters
and UPI respectively) accounted for 40% of all items input to
the Eurovision network of television news exchange, an

extremely important source of world news for European
television networks. The film agencies are of even greater
importance to very many television stations in the developing
world.
There is no strong evidence to suggest that over time the
quantitative importance of the ‘Big Four’ agencies has dimin-
ished. Many western media in the 1970s have cut back on their
own full-time foreign correspondents, and are potentially more
reliant on the ‘Big Four’ in consequence. There has been an
increase in supplementary services such as the New York Times
News Service. (NYINS), but these often concentrate on
background feature-type material rather than spot-news
coverage, and their services are devoted generally to developing
countries through of ‘intermediate’ agency services, regional
news agencies (e.g. CANA, although CANA distributes Reuters
world services), or regional news exchanges (e.g. NANAP) have
slightly reduced the overall dependence upon the world
agencies. Client media however invariably prefer to concentrate
most of their attention on a few comprehensive services rather
than attempt to blend together stories from an extremely
heterogeneous diversity of much more limited services.
The supply of news received via exchange arrangements is of
greatly varying quality and often arrives late. Even in the case of
Tanjug, the central coordinating agency for the NANA pool,
reports from other members of the, pool and other national
agencies account for approximately 40% of world news input
and 21 % of output while the ‘Big Four’ supplied 52% of
input and 37% of output Moreover a 1977 study of media
editors in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka found that they distrusted
NANA news sent from Tanjug on the grounds that the
government sources of much NANA news reduced its value;
the ‘development’ services, Depth News, organized by the Press
Foundation of Asia had n subscribers at all in these two
countries.

The Agencies as Agenda-setters
The agencies exercise several important ‘agenda-setting’
functions. Historically, they have been one of the most
formative influences in the development of the very concept of
‘news in the western world. They aimed to satisfy the news
appetite of as much daily retail media as possible, regardless of
political persuasion; so they promoted the idea of ‘impartiality’
as a valued journalistic objective. They relied on telegraphic
communications because the speed with which they delivered
news (especially economic news for financiers and investors etc.)
was as important as the news itself. And because the telegraph
was costly, they excelled at terse and precise expression.
Amongst their potential media clients they focused their
attention on the established daily press and helped to confirm
its supremacy amongst print news media. Because they supplied
the same news to clients whose individual circumstances varied
they constructed a product that was at once standardized and yet
flexible: ‘the inverted pyramid’ became the basic principle of all
news reporting. The standardized nature of the product helped
bring about a substantial measure of uniformity in professional
theory and practice far beyond the confines of their initial
markets.
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In this way the news agencies have played an ‘agenda setting’
function by influencing the very concept of ‘news’. On a day-to-
day basis there are four other distinct agenda setting functions.
The first of these, as we have, is exercised in their provision of a
substantial proportion of the general and international news
presented by ‘retail’ media.
A second more subtle influence that it is often alleged the
agencies exercise is upon the judgments which client media
make about the relative weight or importance of different kinds
of news. Most, but not all, the relevant academic analyses are of
US newspaper usage of AP and UPI.

Agencies Vis-à-vis the Media Contract
Where there is high correspondence between the agencies and
the media in terms of content balance, it is difficult to deter-
mine whether it is the agencies, which influence the clients more,
or the clients who make their preference known to the agencies.
Certainly there is an element of both, while clients are also
influenced by one another, and by their reading publics. But
where the agencies are initial sources of a majority of news
items, as is often or usually the case in the supply of non-local
news for many news media, they are plausibly he dominant
partners in this mutual ‘agenda-setting’ process. This may be
specially so in international news, where there are fewer corrobo-
rative sources, and where high agency-client correspondence in
story selection is found even in those world regions known for
their intense concern about over-dependence on the ‘Big Four’
and the need for alternative sources, Schramm found that he
described as a ‘remarkable’ correspondence between the overall
content balance of the ‘Big Four’ wires and fourteen Asian
newspaper clients in the supply of non local Third World news:
One seldom obtains correlations like that from research
involving human elements and large number…The practical
significance is that either the newspapers are following to an
extraordinary degree the news agenda set by the wires or the
wires are meeting to an extraordinary degree the tastes of the
newspapers, or the newspapers are following the lead of the
wires, whether they like it or not, because they have no way of
changing it and no suitable alternatives.
Given that the Asian newspaper market is of relatively little
revenue importance to the agencies, that these newspapers have
few other equally comprehensive resources to draw on, and that
Asian media executives frequently attack. ‘Big Four’ agency news
provision for taking insufficient account of their needs, the
prima facie evidence in favour of Schramm’s third interpretation
is impressive. As in Stempel’s study, however, there were great
variations between \he wires and their client papers and
between each member of these two categories on individual
stories: for example, in the total length of stories, the particular
choice of stories from any given country or category of news,
and the style of coverage, etc. “lb1s suggests that correspon-
dence between agencies and clients on the overall structure of
the news package is - greater than correspondence on individual
items, and this again may be function of the sheer volume of
news which agencies provide and from which editors must
choose.
The most striking feature of the agencies’ agenda setting role is
the influence they exercise on the approach of client media to

their own newsgathering. It affects the evaluation which news
editors place on the work of their own correspondents. .
Agenda setting affects the way in which client media deploy their
own scarce newsgathering resources, with the news agencies, the
‘umbilical cords’ as Tuchman has called them, binding the
media together into ‘news net’:
News media send reporters to occurrences they have learned of
through wire service accounts. They send a reporter to develop
the local angle at a national event for which there is wire service
coverage. By complementing the wire services, they reaffirm the
sagacity of the wire service’ initial identification of the occur-
rence. Additionally, they fan their reporters through institutions
in the same pattern used by the wire services.

The Daybooks
In some countries the agencies further influence client reporting
by issuing ‘day books’ which list the major events due to
happen that day in each major city. This helps media plan their
own news coverage, and, since the agencies (especially AP) take
stories from client media in the US, it helps secure the kind of
local and national news the agencies want. On a world-wide
basis the agencies (but especially the US agencies) keep each
other and themselves ‘in line’ by closely monitoring the play
given to their stories in those client media which subscribe to
more than one agency service. More indirectly, the agencies shape
client media news-gathering through their involvement in
consultancy and training programmes (especially for newly
developing national agencies). In the 19708 Reuters, for
example, depended for almost all of its news from some Black
African countries on national agencies which it had helped to
establish. Most surreptitiously of all, perhaps, the agencies
influenced client media newsgathering practices through the
sheer force of example, represented through the constant
exposure of sub-editors around the world to news-agency
‘style’, although the agencies might themselves often wish that
for the benefit of world news flow such influence was even
greater.
Agencies influence extends beyond client media and affects
decision-making in many important walks of life. In economic
services, for instance Reuters’ money-market Monitor Service
effectively becomes a market-place in itself. More significantly the
agencies are possibly the single most important international
news source for government departments. Three times during
the 1961 Cuban missile crisis a news-agency dispatch - was the
first source of  information for Washington on Moscow
developments.
The major European agencies were based in imperial capitals.
Their expansion outside Europe was intimately associated with
the territorial colonialism of  the late nineteenth century., The
‘Big Four’ agencies appeared among the world’s most advanced
nations, precisely where the demand for international as well as
national news had almost fully matured. Fully matured for
three reasons: the growth of international trade and investment
required a constant source of reliable hard data about interna-
tional economic affairs; trade and empire required a constant
supply of information affecting political alliances and military
security; population mobility as a result of international trade
and empire helped create a popular demand for news of these
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places among relatives at home and established a general climate
of international awareness. Especially important was the fact
that in these countries, Britain, France and above all the United
States news media flourished in conditions which, relative to
most other countries even European were extremely sympa-
thetic. News media were here allowed to cater for mass markets,
relatively uninhibited by political restraint, and with their large
circulations they attracted advertisers.
The four agencies began as non-government agencies. Reuters,
in the interwar years, cultivated a cosy relationship with British
imperial interests, which did not, however, profit from it
financially in any important respect. Any hint of government
collusion has long since disappeared, although it is still
sometimes inaccurately alleged to continue. From early in its
history Havax received a government subvention to help meet
the cost of  news-gathering, and its successor, AFP, is heavily
dependent on government assistance in the form of  service
subscriptions by central and local government departments. But
by comparison with many national agencies the French agency-
government relationship is at arm’s length.

The Big Four and the International Markets
The general non-government character of the ‘Big Four’ has
operated as an extremely effective buoy in international markets
where much of the potential competition is from government-
backed agencies. Attempts to deflate the bur by ascribing
ideological motives, and by identifying correspondences
between the agencies and the political aspirations of their
domestic governments have always been easy to make, if
somewhat more difficult to substantiate. This constitutes an
area of vulnerability for the ‘Big Four’ but its impact is limited
by the generally more substantial evidence against the agencies
of the accusing nations. French government assistance to AFP
meanwhile, may h encouraged that agency to provide more
generously for the specific client [l( of media and governments
in many ex-French colonial territories and its record in the
supply of region-specific African news, for instance, is especially
good.
In their relationship with clients the agencies have universally
operated contractual basis involving the exchange of a world
service for cash or cash the national news service of a subscrib-
ing agency. In some instances the required may be less than cost,
but the cash element places the agencies different category from
those news services which, for propaganda or public relations
reasons some government-backed agencies may distribute free
and from those news services which for propaganda or public
relations reason government-backed agencies may distribute
free, and from those news services which are exchanged between
national agencies. The cash relationship might seem to place in
implicit obligation on the world agencies to supply a service
higher standard than those in the other categories. While clients
and agencies may dispute what that standard should be it
would seem that the cash relationship does represent a lever of
some kind. But a single client, especially in a developing country
may feel that the very extent of its dependence weakens its
bargaining power: Its sole recourse being its power to change
from one ‘Big Four agency to another.

Ownership Structure of the New Agencies
Management of the world agencies allows scope for client
media participation, reflected in their respective ownership
structures cooperative of daily US newspapers; Reuters is
owned by four daily press associations; a majority of media
representatives sit on AFP’s general council; while UPI is also
owned by media interests. Agencies differ in, intensity and
manner of media client participation but their ties with
important constraints on their freedom to adopt policies or
explore new business possibilities which would seem to conflict
with traditional media interests or tarnish in any way their
reputation for disinterested objectivity. However, such influence
is not always sufficiently uniform nor concerted to inhibit
innovations which may be essential for agency survival and
whose consequences traditional media client interests are
ambiguous or uncertain. Moreover, media participation tends
to be concentrated in the domestic markets of the agencies.
Diversification of services has been an important feature of
agency development, both within media markets and in non-
media markets, such as banking or education but again the
agencies differ in the extent and especially in the manner of such
diversification. In general, diversification has function to
supplement the relatively poor returns that are characteristic of
traditional agency services to media, thus helping indirectly to
maintain more diversity of such services than the real state of
the traditional newspaper market probably would have allowed.
Since the manner and speed of diversification has differed, the
intensity of inter-agency competition in the newer markets has
to some extent been contained. But clearly, similar organizations
are likely to see the same kind of possibilities for market
extension, so that in the longer term the trend may simply be to
duplicate the problem of excessive competition relative to
possible returns.
By and large, the agencies produce a similar kind of product The
similarity is evident, above all, in their focus on ‘spot news’, that
is, news of events which are in the process of happening or
which have happened within the current product cycle of
agencies’ clients, although different sets of clients will be in
different stages of their product-cycle at any given time. The
temporal dimension of an agency’s definition of what consti-
tutes an ‘event’, therefore, is even slighter than that of, say, a
daily newspaper or even a broadcast organization. This factor
alone, together with the constant organizational pressure
exerted by emergent ‘new’ events, precludes even that extent of
back grounding, analysis and commentary which is characteristic
of many of the wide-circulation dailies, and even more so of
weekly news media. A typical extent to which background is
given is the identification of the prominent actors of the story
by name and position etc., and the pegging of the story of
reference to the immediately preceding event of which client
media are likely to have an organizational memory.

Spot News Plus Backgrounders
In addition to ‘spot news’ however, some agencies have also
increased the proportion of their wires given over to back-
ground, feature and commentary journalism, especially in
periods of relatively slack output, although this kind of
journalism in the agencies’ case may strike the observer as
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relatively low-key in tone by comparison with the commentary
of many client media. Nevertheless, the concession” to
‘commentary’ journalism helps serve clients’ increasing appetite
for pre-package news analysis and also provides a suitable
occasion for by-lined articles to slake the thirst of some agency
journalists for the ‘star’ syndrome characteristic of much
newspaper journalism. Client media may be more likely to print
by-lines for these more ‘personal’ forms of journalism.
‘Spot news’ is generally not the product of a formed ideological
vision, one which is consciously molded to accord with a
predefined ‘correct’ interpretation. However, like any human
activity, it does and must inevitably represent the expression of
certain social interests, in this case as mediated by (often
conflicting) client media and their respective relationships to
governments, readers and advertisers, as well as certain interests
of the agencies themselves. Thus it is certainly available for
sociological study as an expression of a social ideology. But it is
by and large distinct from the tautological use of ‘news’
coverage to directly support and confirm established and
formally articulated dominant ideological orthodoxies as, for
instance, is expected of some of the socialist agencies and
agencies of some of the ‘developing’ countries. Ideology for
the western-based world agencies emerges from (1) whatever
professional and socio-political consensus can be attributed to
the journalistic communities of the agencies’ base countries
(consensus’ signaling either agreement on specific values or
agreement as to what the issues of conflict should be), together
with (2) the ‘routinized’ handling of organizational and task
constraints in the light of experience for the purpose of
organizational and individual survival.

Product similarity extend beyond the ‘spot-news’ emphasis to
aspects of the form and substance of the services provided,
namely, the approximate weights given to broad categories of
news, particular stories covered, geographical regions repre-
sented etc. But ‘similarity’ is far from being complete:
differences of emphasis and style within the broad pattern of
conformity are very symptomatic of differences between the
agencies-for example, in terms of which markets are the most
important, the distribution of the respective newsgathering
resources, differences in the extent to which editorial operations
are centralized, differences of length and style of writing, and
even differences of quality in the output of individual bureau
teams.
The broad business climate in which the agencies operate is
clearly perceived by them as a competitive one, and this spirit of
competition is experienced at every level of their separate
organizations. Nevertheless the intensity of competition is not
uniform: where in some cases it seems that four organizations
are competing, in other instances it seems that the competition
has been effectively reduced to two, or even on occasion that
only the agency has cornered a particular market. And on certain
issues, in certain international forums, the agencies cooperate. It
is not unknown even at bureau level that, just as other journal-
ists from rival organizations will occasionally offer mutual
assistance or trade information, agency journalists sometimes
do likewise. For a time in agency history there was structure of
considerable and overt collusion which although now dis-

mantled has had a continuing influence. A degree of coopera-
tion beyond the mere provision of services is also evident
between agencies and certain clients or client groupings; and
ambiguous competitor colleague relationships are to be found
in individual relationships between the agencies and smaller
‘rivals’.
The agencies have a geographically more diffused clientele than
any other comparable organizations in the news business; their
produce-cycle, if not continuous, is at least shorter than any
other media organization’s, and their product, because of the
‘spot-news’ emphasis and because of the competition, is highly
perishable. They have therefore developed extensive and
complex systems of communication for news-gathering and
news-dissemination. They have been innovators in adapting
existing communications to their own task requirement;
increasingly they have become innovators in communication
technology per se, and in the design of associated transmission
and reception hardware. They have developed communications
expertise associated with nation-wide and international systems
of news-handling with which few, if any, other media organiza-
tions could compete. Because of their size they benefit from
economies of scale, benefits which can then be made available
to client media (through what, for example, might be termed
the effective ‘subleasing’ of communications business, the
world agencies are leaders, innovators and traders on a scale
which would make it very difficult indeed for news comers to
emulate.
Seen from the benefit perhaps of academic and political
delegates at UNESCO conferences, it is easy to lump the world
agencies together and attribute to them common motives and
common behaviour. Closer inspection reveals not only that
there are significant differences but that precise blend of
similarities and differences is the key to their survival. And it is a
very real one. The basic raw material in which they deal is cheap,
by comparison with, say, mineral extraction. It doesn’t take
many people to mine it, though the ‘marginal’ cost of getting
more than a tolerable basic service of ‘routine’ news may be
surprisingly high. This factor, coupled with the relatively low
prices at which news has traditionally been retailed in the
important western markets, has led to an in-built minimum
pricing tendency. If they try to do much more than just cover
costs in their pricing policies for media they are in trouble. In
the non profitable Third World markets higher prices could not
be paid anyway, while in the industrial markets the relatively low
establishment costs would encourage competition, especially in
the form of new media cooperatives making do with existing
staff or with only slight additions to substitute for the world
services for as long as it took to “get the high prices down
again. But so long as the existing world agencies adopt a
minimal pricing structure, together with their advantages of
tradition and their carefully balanced network of similarities and
differences, there is little scope for new candidates since the
world’s most affluent media markets are precisely those which
enjoy the closest relationship with and best services from, the
existing world agencies, and do not share the same political
and/or content balance concerns of, say, some of the leading
national agencies of the developing countries. An ideological
incentive exists, particularly in the Third World, hut so far the
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political and economic resources have not sufficiently matured
to realize a truly world wide and credible substitute. But for the
existing world agencies the low pricing policy is the source of a
constant vulnerability to such factors as deteriorating profit
margins in retail news dissemination or circumstances which
require prolonged and substantial increases in news-coverage
costs.
Diversification has been one response to the problem of how
to escape the consequences of a fragile market, but there may be
restraints on the extent to which news agencies can diversify
without affecting their credibility as news agencies. Thus, the
world agencies are caught in a tight vice in their efforts to avoid
the problems of excessive competition in traditional media
markets on the one hand and, on the other, the problems of
news monopoly or oligopoly, and of conflicts of interest that
can arise from diversification.
NOTE: The next lesson which is a part of lesson 13 talks about some
important news agencies and their working. They need to be given ample
time with current exercises and lessons. This will help the students to
study the roles of these news agencies in detail and clearly.

Notes -
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The Press Trust of India

History
The story of PTI is virtually the story of independent
India.The run-up to Independence had also thrown up ideas
of running free India’s own national news agency as an
objective disseminator of information about a resurgent
nation, freed of the foreign yoke. “The evolution of the
concept of a national news agency was the direct consequence of
the spirit of independence that swept the country since the days
of the Quit India Movement. “The desire to shake off the
imperial domination in the field of news supply was at the
heart of this evolving thought,” said Ramnath Goenka, the
fearless press baron and freedom fighter.
After two years of consultations and planning among senior
journalists, newspaper proprietors and national leaders like
Pandit Nehru and Sardar Patel, free India’s first national news
agency, the Press Trust of India, was incorporated in Madras on
August 27, 1947. This was within a fortnight of what
Jawaharlal Nehru described as India’s “Tryst With Destiny” at
the historic central hall of Parliament on the night of August
14-15.
Though PTI began its operations in 1949, its origin goes back
to the early years of the 20th Century when an enterprising
Indian, Keshab Chandra Roy, launched its forerunner -the
Associated Press of India (API) -. The first Indian to function
as a Political Correspondent at the British imperial capital, Roy
was a high-school dropout who made a success of a journalistic
career and rose to be a nominated member of the Central
Legislative Assembly as a distinguished journalist. Working for
more than one newspaper at a time, including The Tribune of
Lahore, the Indian Daily Mail of Bombay and the Amrita Bazar
Patrika of Calcutta, Roy found it easy to have a news pooling
arrangement with European journalists to carry on with his
work. It was from this experience that the idea of a news agency
grew in Roy’s mind. Soon he collaborated with three of his
professional colleagues - Usha Nath Sen, Durga Das and A.S.
Iyengar - to float and run API.

Though the exact time of its birth is somewhat hazy, according
to the book ‘Reuter’s Century: 1851-1951' by Graham Storey, it
was started in 1910. K C Roy finally gave up in 1919 his brave
effort to run an Indian-owned domestic news agency and
Reuters became the sole supplier of foreign and domestic news
to the government and to the newspapers of India.The
London-based Eastern News Agency, owned by Reuters, merely
used the name Associated Press of India. API was to be
registered as a private limited company, wholly owned by
Reuters, much later in September 1945. The seven men who
subscribed initially to the shares of PTI were K Srinivasan,
Editor, ‘The Hindu’, Madras, Khasa Subba Rau, Editor,
‘Swatantra’, Madras, S.S Vasan, Editor, ‘The Anandavikatan’,

Madras, S. Sadanand, Managing Editor, ‘Free Press Journal’,
Bombay, C.R. Srinivasan, Editor, ‘Swadesamitran’, Madras,
A.A. Hayles, Editor and Director, ‘The Mail’, Madras and S.V.
Swamy, Editor, ‘Free Press’, Madras.

Recalling PTI’s takeover of the news operations of the erstwhile
API, Goenka wrote: “Sadanand and I were happy that PTI
eventually took over the operations of API from February 1,
1949. We were, however, unhappy with the package in terms of
which PTI became a junior member of Reuters which retained
its monopoly of distributing international news to Indian
newspapers.” PTI, registered in 1947, took over news opera-
tions from API from February 1, 1949. “When PTI emerged a
free agent in 1953, we felt as happy as Jawaharlal did at the end
of the interval between India’s attainment of dominion status
and its emergence as a Sovereign Republic - an interval during
which he chafed at having to couch communications to His
Majesty in the phraseology of a subject addressing his liege.
February 1,1949, PTI has reported India’s history as it hap-
pened, blow by blow, in the best traditions of news agency
journalism, with speed, accuracy and objectivity. The first general
elections of free India in 1952, the first Asian Games a year
earlier, the war with China in 1962, Pandit Nehru’s death in
1964, the great split of the Indian National Congress in 1969,
the 1971 war with Pakistan culminating in the birth of
Bangladesh, India’s first nuclear test in 1974, the emergency in
1975, terrorist violence in Punjab in the 1980s, assassination of
Indira Gandhi in 1984 as well as the stirring events of the
1990s, were all reported in detail by PTI journalists, most of
them in anonymity.
In the last 50 years, PTI has come a long way, growing in size
and stature as the oldest and largest among news agencies of
the countries that became free after World War II.

Golden Jubilee
“We got independence in August 1947. But independence in
news and information, we got only with the establishment of
PTI in 1949. That is the significance of PTI and its golden
jubilee” President K R Narayanan , chronicling history from
partition to the historic bus journey by Prime Minister Atal
Bihari Vajpayee to Lahore as it happened, PTI celebrates its
Golden Jubilee this year. The celebrations were flagged off by
the President Mr K R Narayanan by releasing a commemorative
stamp on March 5th at the agency’s headquarters in New Delhi

The Rs 15 multi-coloured and multi-lingual stamp on PTI
depicts the Agency’s journey from ticker-tape printers to satellite
transmission. According to the Department of Posts, it’s for
the first time that an Indian stamp has seven languages. On the
10th of March Vice-President Krishan Kant inaugurated a 12-
day Photo-exhibition PTI-Offbeat, tracing the evolution of the
Agency’s photo-service and showcasing some of the best
moments captured by our lensmen ‘on’ and ‘off the beat.’ The

LESSON 14 :
(Continuation of lesson 13)

DETAILS OF IMPORTANT NEWS SERVICES
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grand old lady of Indian Photography, Homai Vyarawalla was
the guest of honour at the exhibition. It will later travel to
Calcutta, Madras and Mumbai during the year long cleberations.
Celebrating the power of the camera to capture images of the
coming generations, the Agency also brought out a coffee-table
book “PTI-Offbeat - A Candid View of Everyday Life”.
This was released by the Prime Minister Mr Atal Bihari Vajpayee
on the 11th of March.
The highlight of the celebrations, however, was a two-day
international seminar on “Information without Frontiers —
Breaking Barriers or Invading Cultures” inaugurated by Mr
Vajpayee. A host of leading media personalities, bureaucrats
and jurists deliberated on subjects like ‘IT Revolution : Impact
on Media’, ‘Culture Clashes : Impact on Art, Culture, Theatre
and Way of Life’ and ‘Media : Ethics and Responsibility’. The
Agency also brought out a Souvenir on the occasion.
The Press trust of India has arrangements with the Associated
Press (AP) and Agencies France Presse (AFP) for distribution of
their news in India, and with the Associated Press for its Photo
Service and International commercial information. PTI
exchanges news with nearly 100 news agencies of the world as
part of bilateral and multilateral arrangements, including Non-
Aligned News Agencies Pool and the Organisation of
Asia-Pacific News Agencies.

Our Services

English News Service
Available in two forms. The ‘core’ service covers major develop-
ments in diverse fields in a compact form. A more
comprehensive segmented service allows papers to pick
additional inputs from segments of their choice. National/
Regional, Economic/Commercial, International, and Sports.
Core service puts out about 40,000 words and the full seg-
mented service upto 100,000 words per day.

Bhasha
Bhasha is the Hindi language news service of PTI. With its
own network in the Hindi-speaking states and drawing on PTI
files, Bhasha puts out about 40,000 words per day.

Stock Scan
A screen-based service providing stock market information
from major stock exchanges of the country.

News Scan
Displays news in capsule from on video monitors. Major
developments in the country and abroad are covered.

Data India
A reference weekly providing a digest on the happenings in
India, in a user-friendly alphabetical listing.

Economic Service
A fortnightly journal providing analytical reports on the state of
the Indian economy and trends in the corporate world.

Pti Mag
A weekly package of eleven special stories on topics ranging
from arts to business to science. Available through the wire
service as well as through mail.

Science Service
Reports on the developments in the fields of science and
technology with particular reference to India in a fortnightly
journal.

Pti Graphics
A weekly mailer package of 14 graphics, covers all major
developments. On special occasions like the budget, graphics are
distributed by satellite.

Pti Feature
A package of four weekly features on topical national, interna-
tional and general events. PTI-TV Provides spot coverage and
makes corporate documentaries on assignment basis.

photo
Available in two packages to suit the needs of small and big
newspapers. PTI Photo provides pictures on the national,
foreign and sports scenes via satellite, dial-up and hand delivery.
The full colour service of the Associated Press Of America (AP)
is also made available through PTI.

Asia Pulse
An on-line data bank on economic developments and business
opportunities in asian countries. Formed by PTI and four other
Asian media organisations, Asia Pulse International is registered
as a company in Singapore.

AP (Associated Press)

A P News Service
The Associated Press employs some of the best and most
experienced journalists in the world. Each is dedicated to the
same standards — fairness, balance and accuracy. With a robust
network of more than 3,700 employees around the world, AP
provides breaking news coverage and compelling enterprise
pieces that can’t be found anywhere else.
AP’s news report reflects the full breadth of international,
national, state, sports, business and entertainment news and
AP’s specialized coverage is widely used at length on newspaper
section fronts across the United States and around the world
A P broadcast is the broadcast industry’s leading provider of
text, audio, video, production facilities, graphics, photos, and
broadcast technology around the world.
Over 5,000 television and radio stations in the United States
alone depend on AP Broadcast’s coverage of news, sports,
weather, entertainment, business and politics. When news
happens — statewide, nationwide and worldwide — AP is
there to help radio and television stations get the essential
ingredients of the story for on air and online use.

Facts
Founded in 1848, The Associated Press is the backbone of the
world’s information system serving thousands of daily
newspaper, radio, television and online customers with coverage
in all media and news in all formats. It is the largest and oldest
news organization in the world, serving as a source of news,
photos, graphics, audio and video for more than one billion
people a day.
AP’s mission is to be the essential global news network,
providing distinctive news services of the highest quality,
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reliability and objectivity with reports that are accurate, balanced
and informed. AP operates as a not-for-profit cooperative with
3,700 employees working in more than 240 worldwide bureaus.
AP supplies a steady stream of news around the clock to its
domestic members, international subscribers and commercial
customers. It has the industry’s most sophisticated digital
photo network, a 24-hour continuously updated online news
service, a state-of-the-art television news service and one of the
largest radio networks in the United States. It also has a
commercial digital photo archive, a photo library housing more
than 10 million images and provides advertising management
services.
The Associated Press has received 47 Pulitzer Prizes, more than
any other news organization in the categories for which it can
compete. It has 28 photo Pulitzers, the most of any news
organization.

Figures
242 total bureaus worldwide
1,700 U.S. daily, weekly, non-English and college newspapers
5,000 radio/TV outlets taking AP

1000 AP Radio Network affiliates taking AP Network News
55 taking AP All News Radio, AP’s 24-hour news radio
network.
330 International broadcasters who receive AP’s global video
news service, APTN, and SNTV, a sports joint venture video
service.
8,500 International subscribers who receive AP news and
photos

121 number of countries served by AP
5 languages, including English, German, Dutch, French and
Spanish. International subscribers translate the report into
many more languages.
3,700 AP editorials, communications and administrative
employees worldwide
The AP news report is:

24 hours a day
7 days a week
A P Digital is a division of The Associated Press that provides
news and information to Web sites, wireless operators,
corporate and government desktops, information distributors
and other commercial and new media applications.
With multimedia production resources and the ability to deliver
information on a variety of technology platforms, AP Digital
offers immediate access to breaking international, national and
local news and topical features and creates interactive products
using AP text, photos, graphics, audio and video and selected
information from content partners. AP’s dynamic product
portfolio also includes targeted industry-specific news packages
and custom content categories that meet the information needs
of specific audiences. Services are offered in English, Spanish,
French, Dutch and German.

Featured Services for Newspapers:

AP Election Services 2004
AP is the nation’s vote counter — no other organization covers
elections as thoroughly and accurately. Comprehensive election
night results for every state and national primary and general
election are available as ready-to-publish tables for printed
newspapers, and in a format readily adaptable to all member
Web sites.

AP Financial Tools
A sophisticated presentation of financial and market informa-
tion including quotes, charts, personal portfolios and watch lists
in a format that retains the look and feel of newspaper Web
sites.

AFP

A Long Tradition of Newsgathering
AFP is the world’s oldest established news agency, founded in
1835 by Charles-Louis Havas, the father of global journalism.
Today, the agency continues to expand its operations world-
wide, reaching thousands of subscribers (radios, TVs,
newspapers, companies) from its main headquarters in Paris
and regional centers in Washington, Hong Kong, Nicosia and
Montevideo. All share the same goal: to guarantee a top quality
international service tailored for the specific needs of clients in
each region.
Some Key Dates
1832 - Charles-Louis Havas sets up a foreign newspapers
translation agency.

1835 - The agency becomes the Agence Havas, the first world-
wide news agency.
1 August 1940 - In London, Paul-Louis Bret launches Agence
française d’Information (AFI) ; November 1940 – Legislation
forces the splitting up of the advertising and newsgathering
operations of Agence Havas. The newsgathering operation,
now owned by the State, becomes the Office Français
d’Information (OFI, or French Information Office).
15 November 1942 - In Algiers, Paul-Louis Bret launches the
Agence.
15 March 1944 - In Algiers, the provisional government merges
the Office Français d’Information and France-Afrique, thus
forming Agence Française de Presse.

30 September 1944 - A decree confers to AFP the provisional
status of public corporation.
January 1946 to September 1954 - AFP’s worldwide network is
reinstated.
4 March 1953 - AFP gains international fame for breaking news
of Stalin’s death.
10 January 1957 - AFP has 25 provincial bureaux, 59 bureaux
overseas (including 13 in the former colonies) and correspon-
dents present in 116 countries. It distributes news in 73
countries.

1st February 1962 - The BBC starts subscribing.
1st January 1969 - Launch of the Arabic language service.
1st August 1971 - Satellites are used for transmissions.
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6 September 1972 - An hour ahead of everyone else, AFP
breaks the news of the Israeli hostages’ deaths at the Olympic
Games in Munich. On the following 22 November, the
Washington Post and the Los Angeles Times sign up for
distribution of AFP news in the U.S.
October 1973 - The Board of Directors decides to computerise
AFP.
November 1975 - An agreement on computerization is reached.
The Latin-American desk will be the first to be computerised in
March 1976.

1 January 1982 - The Hong-Kong desk is computerised. The
Asia-Pacific region now has its own headquarters.
15 October 1984 - Launch of the audio service.
1 January 1985 - Launch of the international photo service.
27 September 1988 - AFP scoops the world by two hours in
announcing that Ben Johnson failed a drugs test leading to his
disqualification from the Seouln from the Seoul Olympic
Games.

1 October 1988 - Launch of the graphics service.
4 February 1991 - Launch of AFX News, an English-language
economic subsidiary.
April 1995 - Launch of AFP-Direct, enabling personalised
transmissions of AFP services.
September 1995 - AFP ends its agreement with the AP on its
provision of American news and sets up an autonomous
gathering network in the U.S..

March 2000 - AFP buys out the Financial Times Group’s 50%
holding in AFX.
September 2001- New partners for AFP’s online image bank
service.
November 2001 - Facing the world-Great moments in
photojournalism by Agence France-Presse.

February 2002 - Interactive television: AFP joins forcers with
Visiware.
March 2002 - AFP breaks new ground in Japan.
AFP Worldwide
AFP’s worldwide network takes in 165 countries, of which 110
are home to bureaus, and 50 are covered by local correspon-
dents.
Coverage is organised around five regions, which are:
North America

HQ: Washington - nine bureaus
Latin America
HQ: Montevideo - 15 bureaus
Asia-Pacific

HQ: Hong Kong - 25 bureaus
Europe-Africa
HQ: Paris - 36 European bureaus and 16 African ones
Middle East

HQ: Nicosia - nine bureaus
Within France the regional network comprises seven bureaus, in
Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon, Marseille, Rennes, Strasbourg and

Toulouse. A bureau manager based in Paris coordinates the
French network.

Concept of News Lines
News lines are characteristic properties of news objects such as
slug, headline, byline, dateline, and copyright information.

They represent information in a human readable form and are
characteristically displayed alongside the content of an object.
Using News Lines, providers state some presentation rules for
the information they deliver.
When several news objects grouped inside a News Component
share the same News Lines, those are usually attached to the
container News Component, to avoid duplication.
News lines are inherently textual and may be present in multiple
languages

Full Listing of Online News Agencies
Agence France Press, AFP
Agencia EFE, EFE

Agencia Estado
Agencia Lusa
Agency Telegraphique Belge De Press, AGNECE BELGA
Agenzia Nazionale Stampa Associata, ANSA

Agenzia Giornalistica Italia, AGI
Algemeen Nederlands Persbureau, ANP
Albanian Telegraphic Agency, ATA
Alternativna Informativna Mreza, AIM

Anadolu News Agency
Armanian News Agency, NOYAN TAPAN
ArmenPress
Asbar News Agency

Associate Press, AP
Athens News Agency, APE
ATH news agency - Kharkov, Ukraine
Atlantic News Service

Austria Press-Agentur, APA
Australian Associated Press, AAP
Baltic News Service, BNS
Bolivia Web - News from the ERBOL News Agency

Bulgarian Telegraph Agency, BTA
Canadian Press, CP
Central News Agency, CNA
Ceskolovenska Tiskova Kancelat, CTK

China News Service
COMPASS Media, Inc.
Cubapress
Cyprus News Agency, CNA

Deutsche Presse - Agentur Gmbh , DPA
ELTA - Lithuanian news agency
Eesti Teadete Agentur, ETA
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H.K China News Agency
Hrvatska Izvjestajna Novinska Agencija, HINA
Indonesian National News Agency, ANTARA

Interfax News Agency
Islamic Republic News Agency, IRNA
Iranian Students News Agency,ISNA
Jiji Press (Jiji Tsushin-Sha)

Korean Central News Agency, KCNA
Kyodo News Service
LETA News Agency
Macedonian Press Agency

Magyar Tavirati Iroda, MTI
Malaysian National News Agency - BERNAMA
Mediafax - Romanian News Agency
Mercopress News Agency

Montsame News Agency, SABA
News Room
New Zealand Press Association, NEPA
Official Jordania News Agency, PETRA

Oman News Agency
Pakistan Press International, PPI
Panafrican News Agency
Polska Agencja Prasowa, PAP

Prensa Latina
Press association
Prime-TASS Economic News Agency

Reuters
Russian Information Agency, Ria “Novosti”
Schweizerische Depeschen Agentur, SDA
Serbian Press Agency, SRNA

Slovene Press Agency, STA
SNARK News Agency
Suomen Tietotoimisto
Tanjug News Agency

Telegrafnoye Agnetstvo Sovietskogo Snyuza, TASS
Tidningranas Talegrambyra, TT
Tlacova agentura Slovenskej republiky, TASR
Vietnam News Agency

Yemen News Agency, SABA
Yonhap News Agency
Xinhua News Agency

Summary
Though newsgathering is the job of the reporters, all the news
that is supplied is not gathered by its reporters, correspondents
and special correspondents. Some comes from them and some
from retainers or stringers who are not on the regular staff but
send news as and when they get it.

The main source of news are news agencies or wire services. We
find their credit lines-Reuters, AP, TASS, AFP, PTI, UNI, etc.
with the the story or in some newspapers after intro such as
‘reports PTI’.
News agencies should not be confused with newspaper agents
also called news agents. A news agent sells newspapers and
periodicals. Similarly, a name such as Central News Agency can
also be confusing. It may not be a news agency but a news agent
supplying newspapers and magazines to homes or at their
show room.

Review Questions
1. Revise the role of news agencies in supplying news? Is it

different for newspapers and radio and television?
2. What is the importance of “BIG 4” in supplying news for

developing countries?
3. Analyze the role of any one foreign news agency .
4. What are the television news that you have seen today that

have been supplied by international news agencies?

Notes -
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Topics covered:

News releases, Elements of News Releases, Types of News
Releases, The Journalist’s Perspective: working with press
releases, problems with news releases, other problems with
news releases, some final guidelines, checklist.

Objective
• To study and analyze news releases.
• To identify problems while writing news releases and solving

them.

News Releases
TV stations are being inundated with satellite feeds of public-
relations material known as video news releases (VNRs). As the
phrase suggests, VNRs are prepackaged public relations news
releases designed to look like news stories. This multimillion-
dollar business provides additional video material for TV
stations, but many newsrooms in the US have banned its use.
Although many VNRs are of high quality, they are pushing
something. The underlying message is often subtle- VNRs with
subtle messages are the most effective and those most likely to
be aired-but their news value is questionable.

Most VNRs are used by TV stations in relatively small markets,
but they sometimes are aired in moderate-sized and even large
markets, particularly, on news-scarce weekends, in place of soft
features.

Elements of A News Release
Journalists reject news releases for many reasons: They are too
long; they are not newsworthy; they are poorly written; they fail
to include important information; they have not been localized;
they arrive too late; they are mailed to the wrong person; they
are written more for clients than for journalists and the public.
The following suggestions describe how to write a successful
news release for print media but they also apply to writing
releases for broadcast news.

List a Contact Person and a Follow-Up
Reporters may want to follow up on a news release to verify
information or answer a question. They need to know whom
they can call to get more information. Thus, effective news
releases list a contact person, someone familiar with the subject
of the release who can answer questions. The release also lists a
phone number for the contact person.
Reporters often complain that no one is available to answer
questions about a release. If contact person is not available,
then another person in the organization should be briefed
about the release and given authority to respond to questions.
In the case of some news releases, such as those for a new
organization or product, the practitioner may include a cover
letter to the editor telling more about the sponsoring company.
Some practitioners include a cover letter as a way to suggest

ideas for using the attached release. Such suggestions may help
the editor decide whether to use the release, or may help

developing story ideas involving the organization or product.

Send the Release on Time
Public relations consultant Dick Elfenbein found in a national
survey of editors that they prefer receive news releases in the
morning the day prior to their likely publication. Furthermore,
many editors prefer to receive news releases by fax. However,
whether releases are sent through conventional mail or faxed,
practitioners need to be aware of news organization procedures
and deadlines. A news release mailed late or faxed too close to
deadline is less likely to be published or broadcast because
editors have little or no time to verify information or get
answers to questions.

Use Journalism’s Five W’s
The opening paragraph, or lead, of a news release should
provide the who, what, when, where and why of the subject of
the release. Journalists respect public relations practitioners who
understand their definitions of news. Journalists want to be
informed about major stories. They do not want to be
bothered with stories that are obviously not newsworthy.
Unfortunately, the majority of news releases either does not
contain any news or are written so poorly that the news is
buried near the end of the release.
The best news releases are so good that it is difficult to distin-
guish them from the stories written by a news organization’s
own staff. Here are three examples:
Helping Hands, a support group for physically and mentally
challenged young adults, will meet at noon Friday at the
Carmichael Rehabilitation Center, 1450 N. Walnut St.
Deborah Eschelmann, assistant professor of history at
Clarkson College, will speak about the historical role of women
in politics at the Clarkson Public Library at 10:30 a.m. Saturday.

St. Joseph Medical Center’s Women’s and Children’s Services
will present “Confident Parenting I,” a program about
children’s physical and social development, from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
Monday in the hospital’s Reed Memorial Annex, 805 S. Virginia
Ave.
Analyze those leads. Notice that, like good news story leads, all
three emphasize the news-and are clear, concise and factual. They
also follow Associated Press style in regard to addresses, time
elements and sentence structure.

Write Well
Editors complain that many news releases are poorly written or
written for the wrong audience. Newspapers have a very diverse
audience whose reading abilities range from elementary to
college level. For a news release to be used in a newspaper, it
must be written so that the average reader can understand.
News organizations usually write for an 11th-grade reading

LESSON 15:
NEWS RELEASES
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level. Journalists will throwaway difficult-to-understand
releases. News organizations would reject this news release:
Systems Status, Inc. (SSI), developers of fully integrated, Y2K-
compliant PCI/release shipping control applications for the
food service industry, announces that the National Food Service
Industry Council (NFSIC) has approved AutoShip Version 7
for SRO (Stock Replacement Optimization) PCIFACS process-
ing and that on-site testing of the shipping processing software
for PCIF ACS (Personal Computer Interface for Acquiring
Continuous Supplies) will begin in January at 250 fast-food
restaurants throughout the United States.
Editors would reject it because it is written more for the client
than the public and contains jargon that few people would
understand. When writing a news release, practitioners should
write as journalists. Words should be simple, and the average
sentence length should be about 20 words. Practitioners should
write in the active voice, using the passive voice only when
absolutely necessary.

Practitioners should keep their copy clear, eliminate unnecessary
words, write short paragraphs and get to the point immediately,
keeping the news release as short as possible.
Proofreading is essential. Editors will reject a news release with
grammar and spelling errors or missing, buried or erroneous
information. Practitioners must care about the quality of the
work they produce in order to see it used by journalists. This
helps to foster a good working relationship between the
practitioner and the reporter.
Practitioners should think of their news releases as a commu-
nity service providing information the public needs. Their
writing should be lively and to the point, not boring and
literary.

Localize Information
News releases often present generalized information, failing to
indicate how that information affects people in a community.
Too often practitioners confuse “localization” and “proximity.”
In fact, localizing can mean reflecting a psychological as well as
geographical closeness. A university’s health science center
submitted the following news releases, which illustrate that
principle:
While many Americans may be eating less red meat to lower
cholesterol and fat levels, researchers at the University of Florida
are investigating the possibility that older Americans should, in
fact, be eating more.
Doctors have some unseasonable advice for pregnant women
heading outdoors to enjoy this summer’s warm weather:
Bundle up.

Although the risk is small, they could get bitten by ticks carrying
Lyme disease, a rare but disabling illness that University of
Florida physicians say can be transmitted by infected mothers-
to-be to the unborn babies.
The first news release discusses a topic that concerns many
adults-their cholesterol level-but it also points out an unusual
or unexpected twist: that older Americans may nee( more red
meat. The second news release concerns another unusual topic:
the fact that pregnant women need to bundle up, even in

summer, to protect their unborn babies from Lyme disease (a
disease often in the news). Notice that both these news releases
mention their source (in this case, the University of Florida),
but are not blatant advertisements for the source. The news
element in these releases is more important than the source of
the news.

Provide Visuals
Visuals, such as photographs, graphs or charts, catch the eye of
readers, drawing them into t story. Visual elements also are used
to illustrate a story. Many newspapers use visual elements on
their pages so their audience can get the information they need
easily and quickly.

Public relations practitioners should think about what visuals
might be relevant to a release Can a photograph help illustrate
the information in the release? Can an infographic, chart other
visual help the audience grasp the information? Thinking
visually can help practitioners get their releases accepted by
editors. But don’t overwhelm editors with visuals. Keep it
simple and to the point. Usually, one or two will do.

Format the News Release Properly
When writing a news release, you should prepare it in a
standard format so an editor can quickly determine whom it is
from and what it is about.
You should write the complete address of the organization
sending the release in the Upper left comer of the page. Along
with the address, provide the name and telephone number of
contact person the editor or reporter can call in case of ques-
tions. It is a good idea to include both a day time and a night
time telephone number since many reporters and editors work
at night.

A release date should appear just below the address block on
the right side of the page. The release date tells the editor when
the information can be published or released to the public. The
release date can say, “For Immediate Release,” “For Release at
Will” (whenever the newspaper or the channel has space and air
time), or you can indicate a specific day and/or time. When you
indicate a specific day or time, the information cannot be
published until then. News organizations are under no legal
obligation to adhere to release dates, but they usually do so as a
matter of professional courtesy. Failing to honor a release date
can cost a news organization its credibility with source: and,
perhaps, deprive it of information in the future. Another
problem with not honoring a release date is that the informa-
tion could turn out to be inaccurate. The information in a
release may change between the time it was written and the
release date. The source of the release may have been prepared
to update it in light of changing circumstances. If a news
organization, however, has already published the release, both
the source and the news organization look foolish.
The body of the news release should begin one-third of the
way down the page to alloy, space for the editor to make
comments to the rewrite person who will prepare the release for
publication. A headline or title for the release should be placed
above the text of the release. The headline should be placed on
the left side of the page and typed in capital letters. It typically
should not extend beyond the address block. If the headline
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requires two lines, it should be single-spaced. The body of the
news release should be double-spaced.
If the release runs more than one page, the word “more”
should be placed in brackets or within dashes (-more-) at the
bottom of the page and centered on the page. The following
pages of the release are identified by a slug line (a word or short
phrase indicating the theme of the release) followed by several
dashes and the page number at the top of the page, either on
the left or the right side of the page.
At the end of the release, type the word “end” or the number
“30” within quotes or dashes to indicate to the editor that there
is no more text. Some editors use three number signs (###) to
indicate the end of the text.

Types of News Releases
News releases can achieve a variety of objectives, such as
publicizing a new company, explaining a new company policy or
pointing out the effects a company has on a community. The
most common types of news releases are advance stories, event
stories, features and discoveries.

Advance Stories

Practitioners write announcements whenever their company or
client will sponsor an activity such as a speech or seminar:
The Marist University English Department will present “Well,
I’ll Be Banned: A Reading of Censored Children’s Books” at 7
p.m. Thursday in Mildred M. Pierson Hall at McDonnell
Library.
The hour-long reading is free and refreshments will be served.
For further information or to register, call 1-800-000-0000.

Event Stories
When practitioners write a story prior to an event, they write it
as though the event already has happened and the news
organization is reporting on it. A release written in this manner
serves two main purposes: First, it lets reporters know what
will occur at the event, in case they want to cover it; second, it
frees reporters from writing the story.

Reporters rarely publish such a story verbatim, however. They
may attend the event, perhaps simply to verify the story’s
accuracy. Reporters often rewrite the stories so identical accounts
do not appear in other publications.
Practitioners also give reporters copies of speeches before they
are delivered. This practice enables reporters to quote the
speakers accurately. However, reporters usually attend the
speeches because speakers may change some of their comments
at the last moment.
The following story was written about a forthcoming presenta-
tion at a chemical society’s convention. The headline, “Leaves
Found to Be Rich Source of Protein for Humans,” indicates
that the story concerns a topic-health trends-that interests many
readers. However, this advance could be improved:
Tobacco and soybean leaves are a better source of protein for
human consumption than egg whites, cheese and milk,
scientists said today. Tobacco protein, particularly, has a more
complete complement of essential amino acids, they said.

The researchers have been experimenting with tobacco protein
for several years, and have demonstrated that it can be whipped

into meringue toppings or added to any foods that are
whipped or jellied.
Now they say edible proteins can be extracted as well from the
leaves of alfalfa, soybean and sugar beets. Unlike traditional
protein sources like meats, eggs and milk, the plant leaves
contain no fat or cholesterol, said Austin Black of the University
of Iowa today. He spoke here at the 99th national meeting of
the Midwestern Chemical Society.
With world population increasing and a shortage of protein for
human nutrition imminent, Dr. Black said leaf protein, being
the most abundant protein on earth, can alleviate the supply-
and-demand problem. He also said that after extracting the
protein and removing undesirable leaf constituents, the fiber
and juice from the leaf could be processed into smoking
materials that are less harmful than those on the market now.

“This is especially important for developing countries where the
smoking population is increasing and human malnutrition is
overwhelming,” Dr. Black said.
He described two forms of leaf protein, fraction-l- protein (F-1-
p) and fraction-2- protein (F- 2- p). F-1-p accumulates inside
chloroplasts-where the green pigment chlorophyll occurs-and is
the enzyme responsible for fixation of carbon dioxide in
photosynthesis. F-2-p represents the remaining protein that
surrounds the nuclei of the leaf cells.
The tobacco F-I-p has a protein content of 99.5%; F-1-p’s from
soybean, sugar beet and alfalfa range between 97.3%-98.4% in
protein. All F-I-p’s are odorless and tasteless, as are all F-2-p’s,
but they are beige to yellow in color.
In food applications, plant leaf protein can be added to any
food that will be whipped or jellied. Dr. Black said these
proteins could serve the same function as egg white and the
protein casein in the new commercial fat substitutes. The result
would be an even lower fat content and nearly equal or better
protein level, he said.
Dr. Black noted that tobacco F-I-p may have pharmaceutical
uses, particularly for renal and post-surgical patients. For
patients undergoing dialysis, tobacco F-l-p provides a near ideal
combination of protein and amino acids and it would be
nutritious for post-surgical patients also, he said.
This story has several problems. One problem is that the story
deviates from Associated Press news style-for example, the use
of “%” rather than spelling out “percent.” Another problem is
that the story contains too much jargon, words and phrases
that experts might understand but the audience may not. And
although the first paragraph notes “scientists,” only one is
named and quoted throughout the news release. Dr. Black or
the event-the chemical society’s meeting-needs to be mentioned
sooner in the story. In addition, the news release should be
simplified by eliminating much of the information in the last
four paragraphs.

Features
Practitioners often write feature stories as press releases. Many
features can interest a national audience. Such features can
provide interesting and important information and deal with
subjects ranging from health, medicine and science to home and
auto care. A well-written features should appear to be an
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information piece rather than a blatant publicity piece for a client
or organization. Sometimes features mention the client or
organization as the sponsor of an event; at other times, they
quote the client or organization as an authority or source for the
article.
The following feature describes homebuilders using the
Internet for information. The feature, prepared for Jackson
Windows of Jackson, Mich., includes quotes from the manu-
facturer, as well as mentioning a specific distributor, Stevens
Construction Inc. in St. Louis:
Nearly 80 percent of homeowners now consider themselves
buy-it-yourselfers. Yet, only one in five say they rely on the
advice of professionals to assist in their product buying
decisions, according to a survey by Better Homes and Gardens
Special Interest Publications.

Instead, that advice could be coming from one of the fastest-
growing sources of information for homeowners-the Internet’s
World Wide Web-say building product manufacturers. The Web
grew by 360 percent in just the last quarter, according to Open
Markets Inc.
“Buy-it-yourselfers demand information about home products
where they can reach it, when they want it,” said Daniel Hobbs
of Stevens Construction Inc., the local distributor of Jackson
Windows and Doors. He said area homeowners are seeking
product information once requested only by builders and
contractors. “They demand competitive comparisons, details of
product features and examples of what the product will look
like installed.”
Right now, more homeowners are looking for this kind of
information on the Internet. “If it’s not there, that product
may not be considered when it’s time to buy,” said Marvin
Espinoza, vice president of marketing for Jackson Windows,
which recently established a site on the Web to provide on-
demand information about windows and doors.

With a home computer, modem and browser software,
homeowners have everything from product photographs to
technical information at their fingertips. And, while only 2
percent of building materials manufacturers have World Wide
Web sites now, according to WebTrack’s InterAd Database,
Espinoza expects that number to rise quickly.
Like Jackson Windows, Frigidaire, Electrolux, Master Lock and
Grohe Faucets have anticipated this demand and established
sites on the Web.
Upon accessing Jackson’s home page (http://www.jack.com)
through an online service, users may choose informational
paths including “Windowscaping,” which provides photogra-
phy and descriptions of design ideas; “Crash Course,”
including a glossary of window and door terms and energy
efficiency ratings terminology; “Jamb
Session,” which highlights product line options and benefits;
and “Windows of Opportunity,” where users can request free
information about making window decisions by entering their
name and mailing address.
“We expect the Web to support our sales personnel,” said
Hobbs. “Buy-it-your- seIfers now have the window and door
information they demand-at their fingertips when and where
they demand it.”

For free literature about making window decisions, call 1-800-
000-0000, or visit Jackson Windows on the World Wide Web at
http://www.jack.com.
Most news organizations would eliminate the feature’s last
sentence and both mentions of the company’s online home
page to keep it from sounding too much like an advertisement.
They might also rewrite parts of the release, condensing and
simplifying it.

Discoveries and Results
Universities, hospitals, corporations and research institutions
want the public to know about their discoveries and the results
of their work. Announcements of discoveries highlight and
enhance the organization’s reputation, as well as keeping the
public aware of new advances in science and technology.
A news release from a research university began with the
following paragraphs. The rest of the release further explained
the significance of the discovery:
An international team of scientists has discovered a methane-
eating bacteria that can play a major role in the battle against
global warming. Scientists from the United States, Germany and
Russia report in the latest issue of Science that they have
isolated a newly discovered microorganism that literally feasts
on methane, one of the major gases that contributes to global
warming.
It’s estimated that these organisms, known as methanotrophs,
reduce the amount of methane released into the atmosphere by
as much as 90 percent in some areas of the world, said profes-
sor Robert Johnson, who has a doctorate in microbiology.

The overall percentage of methane in the atmosphere has
tripled in the last 100 years, causing significant temperature
increases at the Earth’s polar regions. Methanotrophs may hold
the key to understanding global methane production in nature,
Johnson’s team believes.

The Journalist’s Perspective:

Working with Press Releases
Newspapers are besieged by individuals and organizations
seeking publicity. Large newspapers can receive thousands of
news releases and other requests for publicity each week. Even
small, town newspapers receive hundreds of releases in a week.
For most news organizations, however, news releases are an
important and convenient source of information and story
ideas. No news organization can afford to employ enough
reporters to cover every story occurring in a community. Instead,
news media depend on readers and viewers to notify them
about church and school activities; charitable events and fund.
raisers; business and medical news; art, music and theater events
and schedules; speakers; and festivals.
Reporters handle news releases like any other type of story.
Their first task in dealing with a release is to identify a central
point. If no central point can be found, the reporter discards
the release. If a central point is there, then the reporter identifies
the relevant information and discards the rest. Reporters also
use the central point to identify what information is missing.
Reporters then critically examine whatever information the news
releases provide and summarize that information as clearly,
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concisely and objectively as possible. The task often is difficult
because some news releases fail to emphasize any news. Others
contain clichés, jargon and puffery. Moreover, most fail to use
the proper style for capitalization, punctuation and abbrevia-
tions.
Typically, editors will discard 100 news releases for every three or
four they accept. Even those they accept often have to be
rewritten. Some editors do not even open all the news releases
they receive in the mail. Rather, they glance at the return address
to see who sent the release, then immediately throw it away if
they recognize that it came from a source that regularly
submits trivial information. For example, journalists are
unlikely to use a news release from a company that has no
presence in a community or surrounding area, such as manufac-
turing plants or franchise outlets. Yet some companies send out
announcements about the promotion of executives at corpo-
rate headquarters hundreds of miles away. Few news
organizations will use such releases because they are of little
interest to people in their community.

The worst news releases, usually those submitted by local
groups unfamiliar with the media, fail to provide all the
information that reporters need to write complete stories. They
also fail to provide the names and telephone numbers of
people whom the reporters might call to obtain more informa-
tion, or explanations of unclear facts. Some news releases
provide telephone numbers that journalists can call only during
the day, not during the evening, when the reporters employed
by morning dailies and the broadcast media often work.
Some editors do not use news releases as submitted. Instead,
they have their reporters rewrite them, confirming the informa-
tion and adding to it with quotes and additional facts.
These editors may explain that they want their stories to be
distinctive. Also, they may distrust the accuracy and truthfulness
of the information submitted by publicists.

Other editors use news releases primarily as a source of ideas. If
editors like an idea provided by a news release, they will assign a
reporter to gather more information about the topic, then to
write a story about it. Sometimes the published story is much
different from the picture presented in the news release.

The No.1 Problem:

Lack of Newsworthiness
Journalists obviously prefer news releases about topics that
satisfy their definitions of news. They look for topics that are
new, local, interesting, unusual, relevant and important to their
audience. Journalists also look for information likely to affect
hundreds or even thousands of people. Action is more
newsworthy than opinions, and a genuine or spontaneous
event is more newsworthy than a contrived one. Unless they
serve very small communities, news organizations increasingly
refuse to publish news releases about ribbon-cutting and
groundbreaking ceremonies. Newspapers also generally refuse
to publish photographs showing people passing a check or
gavel.

Limited Interest
News organizations may not use releases like the following
because their topics would not interest many people—except,

of course, members of the organizations they mention. Those
organizations can use other means, such as newsletters, to
communicate with their members. That is not the job of a
news organization:
The Central States Podiatrists Association held its annual
membership drive during its fall conference this week in
Springfield.
Darwin Hughes, general manager of Atherton Sheet Metal and
Pipefitting Inc., has been elected to a one-year term as director
of educational programming for the Atherton Kiwanis Club.

Contrived Events
Reporters are likely to discard the following news releases
because they announce contrived events:
The president has joined with the blood bank community
proclaiming January as National Volunteer Blood Donor
Month and is urging everyone who is healthy to donate blood
to help others.
Gov. Donald Austin has proclaimed April 20-26 as American
Literacy Week in the state, to coincide with the president’s
declaration of National Literacy Week during the same period.

Every week and every month of the year is dedicated to some
cause, and often to dozens of causes. For example, May is
Arthritis Month, National High Blood Pressure Month,
National Foot Health Month, Better Speech and Hearing
Month, National Tavern Month and American Bike Month.
Furthermore, the two news releases state the obvious. Most
responsible adults would urge “everyone who is healthy to
donate blood to help others.” In the second release, since a
National Literacy Week already exists, a state declaration is an
unnecessary duplication. Stories about such proclamations are
often trite, dull, repetitive and devoid of news value.

Rewriting for Newsworthiness
News releases issued by former Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
were classic examples of how individuals or organizations can
draw attention to themselves by creating “news.” Every month
until his retirement, Proxmire issued a Golden Fleece A ward
for what he considered “the biggest, most ironic or most
ridiculous example of wasteful (government) spending.” It was
a clever gimmick that attracted publicity for Proxmire because it
played to an almost universal concern: Americans’ opposition
to government waste.
A student assigned to write a story about one of Proxmire’s
monthly awards began with this lead:

Sen. William Proxmire, D- Wis., has given his Golden Fleece of
the Month Award for wasteful government spending to the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The lead is dull because it emphasizes the routine. The fact that
Proxmire gave another award is not news; what he gave it for is.
In addition, the lead contains three names: Proxmire’s, NASA’s
and the award’s. It needs to be simplified.
REVISED: A $14 million to $15 million project designed to
find intelligent life in outer space has earned the Golden Fleece
Award for February.
The proposed National Aeronautics and Space Administration
program “is a low priority program that at this time constitutes
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a luxury that the country can ill afford,” Sen. William Proxmire,
D- Wis., has complained.
Notice that the revision mentions Proxmire’s name in the
second paragraph rather than in the lead and that the focus of
the lead is on the project that received the award.
Many of the people writing news releases seem to be more
interested in pleasing their bosses than in satisfying the media
and informing the public. To please their bosses, they begin
news releases with their bosses’ names.

Other news releases are editorials that philosophize or praise
rather than report information beneficial to the public. A news
release submitted by a state’s beef producers declared:
Red meat makes a contribution to America’s health and vitality
and should be saluted.
We often overlook the fact that American meat products are
known throughout the world for their quality, wholesomeness
and delicious flavor. This week is National Meat Week, and it is
an excellent opportunity to recognize the important contribu-
tion red meat makes to the diets of more than 250 million
Americans who have made meat one of the country’s favorite
foods. Meat is more than a satisfying meal-it’s part of a healthy,
well-balanced diet.
The media will not praise or editorialize in a news story. That is
not their job, nor is it ethical for them to do so.

News organizations might use the following releases because
they describe topics likely to interest some readers. However,
both news releases would require some rewriting to emphasize
the news and conform to the style-especially the type of lead-
suitable to newspapers.
The president of a national organization representing psychia-
trists all over the United States marked National Mental Health
Week by calling for better care for America’s seriously mentally ill
citizens. The National Psychiatric Association, which represents
medical doctors who diagnose and treat severe mental illness, is
focusing considerable time and effort on the issue during
National Mental Health Week to galvanize support and
awareness in its selfless struggle to shed light on these terrible
human conditions.
During his opening address at the National Psychiatric Associa-
tion annual conference, National Psychiatric Association
President Dr. Paul Steinmetz demanded that state and federal
legislation be implemented that would require the health
insurance industry to stop discriminating against the mentally ill
and provide sufficient care under health care plans provided by
public and private employers.

REVISED: The president of the National Psychiatric Associa-
tion today called for state and federal legislation that would
require insurance companies to provide health benefits for the
mentally ill.
Programs making war violence exciting and fun entertainment
are said to lead the new Fall programs, according to the National
Coalition on Television Violence (NCTV). NCTV has just
released its most recent monitoring results of prime-time
network programs. Violence is portrayed at the rate of about
seven violent acts per hour, with new programs taking three of

the top four violent spots. ABC continued to be the most
violent network for the fourth quarter in a row.
REVISED: Prime-time network programs contain about seven
acts of violence every hour, and this fall’s new programs are
among the most violent, according to the National Coalition on
Television Violence.

The No.2 Problem:

Lack of Objectivity
Too many news releases promote rather than report. They
contain laudatory adverbs and adjectives, not facts.

Advertisements
The worst news releases are blatant advertisements, obviously
written to help sell commercial products. Most journalists
would reject the following news releases for that reason.

Dogs may be considered man’s best friend, but for many
walkers, joggers, and cyclists, dogs can be their worst enemy.
According to the American Veterinary Association (A V A)
more than a million people are treated each year for dog attacks
and on average, 12 people a year .die as the result of dog attacks.
Some of these victims are walkers, joggers and cyclists who are
attacked by dogs while enjoying the sport they love. Meeting the
needs of today’s sports-minded and exercise-dedicated active
Americans, Pace Consumer Products (PCP) is introducing DOG
GONE! Canine Repellant Spray. Based on proven technology
developed for law enforcement agencies, DOG GONE! is a
nonlife-threatening, momentarily debilitating chemical spray
that causes temporary irritation of an animal’s nose and eyes,
rendering it incapable of attack.
Fashion designer Beth Engalls and Ribbon Inc. will launch the
first line of Beth Engalls Fashion Glass next spring, according
to a licensing agreement signed on Friday. The new line will be
available to the trade in March and will appear on retail shelves
by late spring.

Ribbon will distribute the line through department stores,
sunglass specialty shops, retail chains and optical stores
nationwide, as well as Engalls’ U.S. boutiques. The line will
debut in Engalls’ runway presentation for spring at Abby Park
in the Mayes Pavilion.
The collection, consisting of eight ophthalmic and eight
sunglass styles, exudes all the charm, whimsical creativity and
wit that characterize the work of Beth Engalls. The styles are
designed to enhance one’s look with sophisticated coloration
and subtle detailing, and will feature Engalls’ trademark crown
logo on the temple. They will be manufactured to Ribbon’s
renowned high-performance eyewear standards.
While many newspapers may not use such releases, they might
be valuable to the trade press or news media in affected
communities as leads for stories in the business section of the
newspaper.
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Reprinted by permission: Tribune Medio
Service.

Laudatory Adjectives and Puffery
Journalists eliminate laudatory adjectives in rewriting news
releases. Terms such as “world famous,” the “best” or the
“greatest” are subjective at best and difficult to verify. Every
speaker does not have to be called a “guest speaker,” and none
should be labeled “famous,” “prominent,” “well known” or
“distinguished.” If a speaker truly is famous, the public already
will know the person-and will not have to be told of his or her
fame.

No news story—or news release-should call a program “won-
derful,” “successful,” “timely” or “informative.” Similarly,
nothing should be called “interesting” or “important.”
Reporters also avoid phrases such as “bigger and better,” “the
best ever” and “back by popular demand.”
Puffery often appears in leads of news releases:
Dr. Paul W. Rust, an internationally known and recognized
expert on adolescent learning disorders, will be the guest
speaker at a symposium on learning disorders Friday, Nov. 10,
at the Convention Center. An extraordinarily gifted and
knowledgeable speaker who has written three critically acclaimed
and highly interesting books on learning disorders, Dr. Rust
will speak about the role of parents and other family members
in helping a child with a learning disorder adapt to the chal-
lenges the child will face in society.
REVISED: Dr. Paul W. Rust, who studies adolescent learning
disorders, will speak about the role of parents and family
members in helping a child with a learning disorder adapt to
society at a symposium on learning disorders Nov. 10 at the
Convention Center.

The Creative Art Gallery, devoted exclusively to fine art photog-
raphy, proudly announces an event of international significance
in the photographic community: an exhibition of the works of
Jerry N. Uelsmann and Diane Farris.
REVISED: The Creative Art Gallery, 324 N. Park Ave., will
exhibit the photographs of Jerry N. Uelsmann and Diane Farris
from Jan. 4 to Jan. 29.

Telling the Public What to Do
Instead of reporting any news, some news releases urge readers
and viewers to donate their time and money, to buy new
products, to attend events or to join organizations. For
example:

You have to see this display to believe it!
Every dollar you give-whether $10, $100 or $1,OOO-stays in
your community. So give-you’ll be glad you did.
Tickets are available for $60 per person, or reserve a table of
eight for $400. That’s a savings of $80. Seating is limited so get
your tickets right away!
Journalists delete such editorial comments or rewrite them in a
more factual manner. Reporters may summarize a story and
then, in the final paragraph, tell readers how they can respond,
but not say that they should respond:

Tickets for the program are available to the public at the
Performing Arts Center and by calling 422-4896, for $5 each.

Seating will not be reserved, so the public is urged to arrive early
to hear this most important message on the subject of health
care.
REVISED: Tickets cost $5 and can be obtained at the Perform-
ing Arts Center or by calling 422-4896.

Other Problems with News Releases

Stating the Obvious
Many public relations writers have little or no journalism
training and do not know what makes a successful news story.
Some of their news releases have to be rewritten because they
state the obvious:
The state fire marshal’s office today emphasized the importance
of having working smoke detectors in homes and businesses as
a way to save lives.

Parents are worried more than ever about the amount of
violence in our society.
A fire marshal is expected to encourage the use of smoke
detectors to save lives. That is a routine part of the official’s job,
and not news. Similarly, violence has always been a problem;
generations of parents have worried about it.
In many releases, the real news is buried in the second—or even
22nd-paragraph.
Helping people is a rewarding experience, especially for those
who volunteer their time or donate money for their local
communities. The reward is seeing friends and neighbors, as
well as strangers, benefit from the time and money donated for
community projects. Dr. Ronald Bishop, a social psychologist
specializing in the subject of private giving, claims that the act
of giving is part of the social fabric of a community and helps
people become more connected to their community.

Bishop is one of several experts who will present a program on
volunteerism and how to get involved with your community
that will be presented at 7 p.m. Tuesday, March 5, in the Town
Hall auditorium. This interesting and challenging program is
designed to raise awareness of volunteering as a way for
communities to help themselves develop and achieve common
goals.
REVISED: Ronald Bishop, a specialist in private giving, will be
one of several people presenting a program on volunteerism
and community involvement at 7 p.m. March 5 in the Town
Hall auditorium.

Absence of Solid Facts
Other sentences contain generalities, platitudes, self-praise and
gush, but not facts. While rewriting news releases, journalists
eliminate every one of those sentences. Here are three examples:

It will be an exciting theatrical presentation that will heartily
reward audiences.
An impressive array of speakers will share their wonderful
experiences.
The library has a reputation as a friendly, pleasant place to visit.
Such gush often appears in direct quotations, but that never
justifies its use. If a quotation lacks substance, reporters will
discard it, too:
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City Council Member Jaitt stated, “The fair is the best ever, with
a dazzling lineup of new entertainment.”
“We’re very excited about the opening of the new store,” said
Mark Hughey, president. ‘The store represents a new direction
for us and extends our commitment to provide customers with
the highest quality products at the lowest possible prices.”
The platitudes and generalities sound familiar because they are
used so often. For example, the following platitudes are similar
but appeared in news releases that two different companies
used to describe new employees:

We are fortunate to have a woman with Russell’s reputation and
background as a member of the team. Her knowledge and
experience will be invaluable as we broaden our sales and
marketing base.
We were impressed with Belmonte’s accomplishments and his
professionalism. We’re extremely pleased with our good fortune
in having him join us.

One-Sided Stories
People and organizations submit news releases to the media
because they hope to benefit from the stories’ publication.
Almost all their news releases are one-sided. They present only
their sources’ opinions and often present those opinions as fact.
The news releases that do mention an opposing view usually try
to show that the other side is wrong.

Because doing so is fast and easy, reporters may be tempted to
accept the information provided by a news release. Reporters
who fail to check the facts, however, are likely to make a serious
error. For example, a college newspaper missed a major story
because it received and immediately published a news release
announcing that eight faculty members had been granted tenure
and promotions. The news release failed to reveal the real story:
the fact that a dozen other faculty members, including some of
the college’s most popular teachers, had been denied tenure or
promotions because they were not considered good researchers.
Moreover, the faculty members who were denied tenure were,
in essence, fired. A single telephone call to a faculty representa-
tive would have uncovered the real story.

Using the Media
Other news releases encourage controversy. Here, too, media
that publish such news releases allow themselves to be used.
For example, Paul N. Strassels, a former tax law specialist for the
Internal Revenue Service, has charged that the IRS uses the
media to scare taxpayers. Each year, stories about tax evaders
who have been sentenced to prison begin to appear in the
media shortly before the April deadline for filing income tax
returns. Strassels explains: “It’s the policy of the IRS public
affairs office to issue such stories at the time when you are
figuring your taxes. The service knows that prison stories make
good copy. It’s simply manipulation.” A member of Congress
accused the IRS of waging “a campaign of terror among the
American people.” He explained the IRS uses tactics “carefully
designed to threaten the American taxpayer”-to keep people in a
constant state of fear so that fewer will cheat on their taxes.
In dealing with these and all the other problems that they
encounter while handling news releases, reporters regularly

condense four- and five-page handouts into three- and four
paragraph stories.

Some Final Guidelines
First, whenever possible, localize the news releases you handle.
A release distributed by the American Journalism Foundation
began:

ARLINGTON, Va.-Sixty-seven students, representing the best
of the country’s future journalists, will receive more than
$186,000 as winners of American Journalism Foundation
Scholarships.
The American Journalism Foundation Scholarship Program
provides scholarships of $2,500 a year to undergraduates and
$4,000 a year to graduate students pursuing full-time journal-
ism or mass communication degrees at four-year U.S. colleges
and universities.
The news release ended with a list of the winning students and
their universities. Perceptive reporters would localize their
stories’ leads, focusing on the winning students from their area.
Second, avoid unnecessary background information, especially
statements about a group’s philosophy, goals or organization.
The information rarely is necessary. Moreover, it would become
too repetitious and waste too much space if reporters included
it in every story about a group:

MDCA is a private, nonprofit arts organization dedicated to the
presentation and advancement of the fine arts in our area.
Throughout the year volunteers give unselfishly of their time as
Big Brothers and Big Sisters. “The lives of boys and girls in this
community are enriched by their caring,” said Joe Midura,
Executive Director, in announcing the Volunteer Appreciation
Week event.

Checklist for Handling News Releases

Is the News Release Written in Journalistic Style?
1. Does the opening paragraph, or lead, of the release focus on

the who, what, when, where and why of the story? 2.
2. Is there a short headline summarizing the contents of the

release?
3. Does the text begin one-third of the way down the page and

use “more” or “#” or “end” on the appropriate pages?
4. Does the text conform to Associated Press style, especially in

the handling of addresses, employee titles, dates and time
elements?

5. Are creative visuals, such as graphs or charts, or photographs,
included with the story? Visuals catch the eye of readers,
drawing them into the story, and help illustrate a point.

When evaluating a news release, ask yourself the following
questions:

Does the News Release Have News Value?
1. What is the central point of the release?
2. Is it newsworthy?
3. Does it involve an issue likely to interest or affect many

members of your community-or only a few, such as the
members of the organization distributing the news release?
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4. Does it involve a genuine rather than a contrived event, such
as a proclamation, groundbreaking or ribbon cutting?

Does the News Release Need Rewriting?
1. Does the lead emphasize the news, or is it buried in a later

paragraph?
2. Does the lead begin by stating the obvious?

3. Does the lead begin with an unnecessary name?
4. Does the lead need to be localized?
5. Is the story clear and concise?
6. Does the story contain only information necessary to fully

develop the central point of the news release?
7. Does the story contain all the information necessary to

develop the central point?
8. Does the story contain any cliches, jargon or generalities?

Even if they appear in direct quotations, eliminate them.
9. Whom does the news release benefit, the public or its

source?
10. Is the story objective?

• Does it contain any puffery: words such as “best,”
“exciting,” “famous,” “interesting,” “important,”
“successful” or “thrilling”?

• Does it promote a private company or commercial
product?

• Does it make any unsubstantiated claims about a product
or service being the “cheapest,” “biggest” or “best”?

• Does it urge the public to act?
11. Does the news release present every side of a controversial

issue? If it does, are its presentations adequate-that is, fair
and thorough?

Summary
News Releases are a very important part of news sources. They
fall in an entirely different genre of news sources. It requires
specialist knowledge. News releases are prepackaged public
relations news releases designed to look like news stories. They
are public relations oriented. They are important for both PR
professional as well as journalists.

Exercise 1

Public Relations:

The News Media And Pr Practitioners

Editing A News Release
Public relations practitioners and reporters must learn to include
only essential Information in a news release. Many news releases
include information that merely pads the length of the release
and is not essential. The following news release is too long and
could be reduced by half its length. Edit the release for publica-
tion by eliminating unnecessary information and correcting any
errors in AP style and possessives.

News Release
Sonya Clayborn, soloist and president of the Immaculata
Inspirational Gospel Choir, will be one of the featured soloists
when the Immaculata Inspirational Gospel Choir presents its

fall concert at 7 p.m. in the evening on Saturday, October 17 in
Ryan Concert Hall, located in the Immaculata University Theater
Arts Building, 401 Park Street. Clayborn has been a featured
soloist with the Gospel Choir since her freshman year and has
performed in more than 40 concerts at Immaculata and around
the United States. In addition, she was the featured soloist
when the Gospel Choir traveled last year on an extensive tour
of Europe, performing concert in halls in Paris, London,
Munich, and Salzburg, Austria. Clayborn won rave reviews
during the European tour, with audiences praising her “strong
and vibrant soprano voice” that “showed a magnificent range
of maturity and emotion.”
Clayborn began her singing career as a member of the Sacred
Heart Church Children’s Choir when she was six years old. She
became a soloist for the choir when she was eight and per-
formed in a number of children’s holiday and Christmas
concerts broadcast on television and radio. She continued to
sing as a soloist with the Sacred Heart Adult Choir before
enrolling at Immaculate University as a sociology major and
joining the Immaculata inspirational Gospel Choir when she
was a freshman.
Clayborn says the fall concert program will include contempo-
rary gospel songs and anthems, as well as some older familiar
standards that audiences will truly enjoy. Among the contempo-
rary pieces to be presented are “Perfect Security,” by James Hall;
“Balm in Gilead,” by Karen Clark-Sheard; and Hezekiah
Walker’s “Sweeter as the Day Goes By” and “A Second Chance.”
Clayborn added that several other of the choir’s 53 members
will also be featured as soloists during the concert.

The Immaculata Inspirational Gospel Choir is directed by Mary
Ann McCarty, assistant director of financial aid at Immaculata,
who serves as advisor to the choir. Organ and piano accompa-
nist for the choir Jaclyn Saunders, a first year student from
Chicago, Illinois.
The concert will begin promptly at 7:00 p.m.. Tickets are $10.00
for adults and $5.00 for children under 12 years of age and are
available at the Theater Arts Building box office, 401 Park Street.
Tickets also available by telephone by calling 581-3030, Ext.
2100, between hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays.

Exercise 2

Public Relations:

The News Media and Pr Practitioners

Writing News Releases
The following information is from actual news releases. Write a
news release from each set of details. Remember to use
Associated Press style. Use as much information as you feel is
necessary to create an effective release. Add phrases and transi-
tions 10 make the news releases acceptable to editors. List
yourself as the contact person for each sponsor, decide on the
release dote and write a headline.
1. The following class is sponsored by your state’s department

of health.
• Premarital AIDS Education
• A 1-hr. class for all people applying for a marriage license.
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• The fee for the class is $20 a person or $30 per couple.
• You must preregister by calling the toll free number of 1-

800-000-8799.
• Your state law requires couples applying for a marriage license

to be counseled about sexually transmitted diseases and
AIDS. This class meets the state public health department
requirements for those applying for a marriage license.

• The one-hour class is held the 1st Tues. & 3rd Thurs. of
every month from 5:30-6:30. The next class begins this next
Tuesday.

• The class will be held at Riverside Family Practice Center,
seminar room B, 114 San Felipe St.,  your city.

2. The following program is sponsored by Sacred Heart
Hospital’s departments of Cardiology and Emergency Room
Services.

• Two physicians and a paramedic will discuss a new basic first
aid and CPR training course being offered by the hospital.
The medical experts are:
A. Dr. Stephanie Jamison, nationally known and respected

cardiac surgeon, who will discuss the warning signs of
heart attack and how training in first aid and CPR can
minimize damage to the heart.

B. Dr. Jeffrey Sessions, emergency room physician and
director of Sacred Heart Hospital’s emergency services,
who will discuss the importance of immediate first aid
attention for injured people in order to stabilize them
until emergency help arrives.

C. Bryan Best, paramedic with Sacred Heart Hospital’s
Advanced Life Support (ALS) Unit, who will discuss
simple first aid procedures that anyone can learn and will
save lives in an emergency.

• The program is free to the public; however, preregistration is
required by calling 1-800-000-0000.

• Financial support for the program is being provided by the
National Institutes of Health in Washington, D.C.

• How would you react in an emergency situation in which
someone has been injured?

• Would you know what you could do to save the person’s
life? With as little as four hours of training in simple medical
procedures you could. A new program sponsored by Sacred
Heart Hospital can help.

• “Basic First Aid-A Life Saver” is the title of the program.
• The first program will be September 25, at 7 p.m.
• Participants will sign up for four one-hour training sessions

during the program.
• The program will be held in Sacred Heart Hospital’s

Markham Auditorium. Training sessions will  be held in the
hospital’s medical training facility, classrooms A & B, 1205
West Memorial Drive,  your city.

3. The results of a study on property loss and violent weather
were released today by the National lnstitute of lnsurance
Underwriters and Claims Adjusters (NIIUCA).

• James Addison, President of the National Institute of
Insurance Underwriters and Claims Adjusters, addressed
more than 3,500 insurance agents and claims adjusters at the
institute’s convention in San Diego, California, yesterday.

• The insurance industry paid more than $2.5 billion dollars in
the past year to repair or replace property damaged in
hurricanes, tornadoes, and floods. The amount is nearly 25
percent more than the industry paid the previous year.

• Addison noted that severe flooding in Texas, California and
the Southeastern United States was a major cause of
property damage and accounted for much of the 25 percent
increase. Most homeowners who have flood insurance are
insured through the federally funded National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP).

• Hurricanes that struck Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana and
Florida caused an estimated $512,000,000 in damage to
homes, businesses and personal property.

• “These projections are very preliminary. The total number of
claims and their costs could vary depending on the amount
of federal aid that was provided, but it still was a costly year
for the insurance industry,” Addison said.

• Some insurance experts attending the conference are
questioning whether globalweather patterns are changing and
could be responsible for the increase in severe weather.

• For further information, contact NIIUCA at its headquarters
at One Insurance Plaza, 2305 Connecticut Avenue
Northwest, Washington, D.C., 20071. Or telephone 1-800
202-0000.

Exercise 3

Public Relations:

The News Media And Pr Practitioners

Writing News Releases
The following information is from actual news releases. Write a
news release from each set of details. Remember to use
Associated Press style. Use as much information as you feel is
necessary to create an effective release. Add phrases and transi-
tions to make the news releases acceptable to editors. List
yourself as the contact person for each sponsor, decide on the
release date and write a headline.
1. The following program is co-sponsored by your local chapter

of the American Lung Association.
• The local chapter of the American Lung Association is co-

sponsoring a quit-smoking campaign.
• The six-week Freedom from Smoking Clinics are scheduled

to begin next month at convenient locations throughout the
area.

• Smokers can register for the Freedom From Smoking Clinics
or receive the free manuals by calling the nearest American
Lung Assn. office.

• The Health Care Coalition United is co-sponsoring the
Freedom From Smoking Cigarettes and free Freedom From
Smoking Self-Help Manuals through its “Break Away From the
Pack” campaign.
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• Smokers who quit for twelve weeks are eligible to win a 7 -
day cruise for two in the Caribbean. Their names will be
entered in the Coalition’s Grand Sweepstakes Drawing, with
the name of one lucky winner drawn in each State. . More
people die each year from smoking than from any other
cause.

•  The clinics cost $50.00, with a $25 rebate for all those who
quit. The Self-Help Manuals are free.

• More than 20 smoking clinics will be offered at a variety of
convenient locations in the area, including schools, churches
and hospitals.

• For local smokers, there has never been a better time to quit.
2. The following program is sponsored by your State Theatrical

Assn. (STA).
• The State Theatrical Association (STA) presents professional

theater to over 50,000 school children, educators and families
annually throughout the state.

• The classic and beloved tale is based on a series of books by
Beatrix Potter.

• THE ADVENTURES OF PETER RABBIT is sure to
capture the hearts of young and old alike.

• The playing days for PETER RABBIT will be Dec. 4-5-6.
• STA’s DISCOVER BROADWAY programs provide diverse

educational opportunities ties for students, teachers, and the
community at large as a means of expanding knowledge and
appreciation of live performing arts.

• This delightful musical adaptation of the very popular tale is
performed by Broadway Theatre Productions, Inc. of New
York.

• When the inquisitive and somewhat absentminded dreamer
Peter Rabbit sneaks into Farmer McGregor’s gardens, he gets
more than he bargained for and narrowly avoids capture. In
this delightful story, Peter and his siblings, Flopsy, Mopsy
and Cottontail, learn some important lessons of family life
and how lucky they are to have each other.

• Broadway Theatre Productions, Inc. and the State Theatrical
Association (STA) present the musical THE
ADVENTURES OF PETER RABBIT live on stage in early
December.

• The performance will be held at the Hughes Performing Arts
Centre in your city.

• A nonprofit organization with a volunteer board of trustees,
the ST A was established to ensure the presentation of
quality national Broadway touring productions throughout
the state.

• Tickets for the performance are $12.50 each for adults and
$8.50 for children twelve and under, with one ticket free for
every 10 purchased.

• Study guides, which enhance the theatrical experience by
providing related exercises and activities, are provided to all
student groups and are available upon request by individual
ticket buyers.

• Over the last 19 years the ST A has presented over 1000
performances to more than ONE MILLION excited and

enthusiastic young theatergoers, many of whom had never
before seen a live performance.

• Tickets are available by phoning the Hughes Performing Arts
Centre.

3. The following program is sponsored by the Blood Bank at
your local hospital.

• Donors complete a brief medical questionnaire and health
screening that many people find a good way to regularly
monitor such factors as their heart rate and blood pressure.

• For additional information, call your local Blood Bank
branch.

• The summer is a time for enjoyment and relaxation, but for
many local hospitals it is a time when their blood supply can
run dangerously low.

• Accidents and emergencies increase during the summer, and
many patients wanting elective surgery are forced to
postpone it until more blood becomes available.

• Donors can give blood once a month, provided they are in
good health.

• The community blood supply traditionally decreases during
the summer because  man-y Tegu\ar aonom are on vacation
or busy with other activities.

• The Blood Bank asks that you help patients return to good
health by donating blood. . Any healthy person at least 17
years old may donate blood.

• There is no upper age limit.
• Giving blood can help save a life, and someday, someone

may save yours.

Exercise 4

Public Relations:

The News Media and Pr Practitioners

Evaluating News Releases
Critically evaluate the newsworthiness of the following leads.
Each lead appeared in a news release mailed to news organiza-
tions. Determine if each release is usable as written, and why.
Then discuss your decision with your classmates.
1. Pregnant women throughout the state are finding it more

difficult to locate an obstetrician willing to deliver their baby
because of the number of obstetricians80 last year alone-
who are discontinuing the practice because of the high cost
of malpractice insurance, according to a survey by the State
Obstetric and Gynecologic Society.
EVALUATION:

2. During October, millions of high school seniors and their
families will attend college fairs and tour campuses
nationwide as they select a college for next fall. Planning
experts at Morris College say that families should not
automatically eliminate a college because of its sticker price.
EVALUATION:

3. High interest rates, coupled with low prices for most
agricultural commodities, are causing serious “cash flow”
problems for farmers, pushing some toward bankruptcy,
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according to a study by the Institute of Food and
Agricultural Sciences (IF AS) at your state university.
EVALUATION:

4. Nail polish remover is still being dropped into the eyes of
conscious rabbits to meet insurance regulations, infant
primates are punished by electric shocks in pain endurance
tests and dogs are reduced to a condition called “learned
helplessness” to earn someone a Ph.D. With the theme
“Alternatives Now,” People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PET A) is sponsoring a community rally on
Friday-World Day for Laboratory Animals-at 1 p.m.
EVALUATION:

5. Until recently, a missing lockbox key could be a major security
problem for homeowners selling a house. But today, a
missing electronic key can be turned off, protecting clients
and their homes. More and more homesellers are using an
electronic lockbox, the Superior KeyBox from Williams, on
their properties to provide added safety, security and
convenience for their homes.
EVALUATION:

6. Natural Gardening, the world’s largest-circulation gardening
magazine, has announced that it has retained Balenti
Associates to represent its advertising sales in the Midwest
and Western United States. The 27-year-old company is one
of the largest advertising sales firms in the United States,
with sales offices in the top five U.S. markets as well as major
European cities.
EVALUATION:

7. “The Changing Face of Men’s Fashion” will be illustrated in
a fashion presentation in Robinson’s Mens Shop at 5:30 on
Thursday. A special feature of the event will be commentary
on the distinctive directions in men’s designs by fashion
designer Anna ZelIa.
EVALUATION:

8. In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC), the Mora division of the Petrillo
Group of Italy is announcing the recall of 31,000 London
branch LP gas Monitor Gauges. Some of these gauges may
leak highly flammable propane gas that could ignite or
explode. CPSC is aware of 5 incidents of gas leaks catching
fire. Two of these fires resulted in bum injuries.
EVALUATION:

9. Dr. Zena Treemont, who recently retired after 35 years with
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, has assumed her new
duties as Chief of the Bureau of Brucellosis and
Tuberculosis with the State Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services, Commissioner Doyle Conner
announced today.
EVALUATION:

10. Women have made much progress against discrimination
through social and legal reforms, but they are still the victims
of a very disabling form of discrimination that largely goes
unnoticed: arthritis.
Of the more than 31 million Americans who suffer from
arthritis, two-thirds are women, according to the Arthritis
Foundation.

EVALUATION:

Notes -
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Just because it’s digital doesn’t mean it’s true.

(Stephen Miller, journalist)
Topics Covered

Introduction, History, Journalists and the Internet, E-mail,
Internet Addresses or URLs, Journalists URLs, Search
Engines and Subject Directories, Mailing Lists, News
Groups, Ethical Considerations.

Objectives
• To develop understanding of Internet usage

• To analyze the role of Internet as a secondary source of news

Introduction
One can describe the Internet as a worldwide system of
computers connected indirectly to each other, transferring
information in seconds. Most people think the Internet and the
World Wide Web are the same thing. However, the World Wide
Web, e-mail, Usenet for newsgroups, Telnet, FTP (file transfer
protocol) and Gopher are different types of networks on the
Internet.

A Brief History
The Internet was the brainchild of scientists who wanted to
build computer networks so that researchers worldwide could
share ideas. This project was named ARPANET, in honor of
the agency that paid for it-the Department of Defense’s
Advanced Research Project Agency. In 1969, the network
connected four computer sites (UCLA, the University of
California at Santa Barbara, the Stanford Research Institute and
the University of Utah). In 1971, it reached two dozen sites,
and 10 years later, more than 200 were on the network. Al-
though the computers held a lot of data, users had difficulty
obtaining them because there were no directories of the
computers and their stored information or standardized log-in
procedures. To answer these problems, researchers at the
University of Minnesota developed the original browser (the
ancestor to Netscape and Microsoft Explorer) in 1991 and
named it in honor of the university mascot-Gopher. This
software grouped information into categories, automated
different log-in procedures, found the requested information
and brought it back to the user’s computer. When the World
Wide Web was developed in 1993, interest in the Internet
exploded. The World Wide Web uses HTML (hypertext
markup language), which enables a person to find information
worldwide by simply clicking on a word that leads to another
document in a different computer. In 2000, more than 60
million adults in the United States alone used the Internet.

Journalists and the Internet
Journalists use the Internet daily as a tool for reporting events
and issues comprehensively to viewers and readers. The Internet
helps every stage of the reporting process from thinking of a
story idea to presenting the story. Journalists constantly go to

the Internet to find story topics, identify experts and monitor a
subject. They turn to the Internet for ideas on how to tackle
broad themes, to find background information on an unfamil-
iar person or issue and to keep up with developments.

The Internet saves journalists time and news organizations
money. Only a few years ago, journalists found information by
driving to libraries and other places in the community. Many
towns did not have large libraries with reference materials, so
reporters had to travel to nearby cities or settle for incomplete
information. With the Internet, reporters can find diverse voices
and up-to-date information quickly, and at their fingertips.
News organizations no longer have to pay journalists to spend
as much time out of the office, tracking down information. The
Internet enables reporters to write more stories and better
stories.
The Internet also has some disadvantages. Journalists may have
a hard time sifting through the mountains of knowledge on
the Internet. And, much of the information is questionable.
Furthermore, journalists should not rely on online sources
alone because many important documents are not online.
Several options are available to reporters wanting to find
information on the Internet. They can use e-mail, go directly to
a Web site, browse the Internet, explore a subject directory or a
search engine, participate in a mailing list or read messages in a
news group.

E-mail
The advent of telephone service in the 19th century revolution-
ized newsgathering. Electronic mail is doing the same thing at
the dawn of the 21st century. Reporters use e-mail to contact
hard-to-reach or reluctant sources. Many people travel, but
always check their e-mail. Sometimes sources who dodge phone
calls or are hesitant to return phone messages will answer a
reporter’s e-mail. If a reporter is trying to contact several sources
for similar information, e-mail can efficiently send the same
message to all of them. E-mail is also a way of keeping in
contact with sources, exchanging ideas with colleagues or
communicating with readers or viewers.
Reporters are as polite in their e-mails as they are in person or
on the telephone. They use a salutation (e.g., “Dear Mrs.
Ramirez,”) and identify themselves and the news organization
they represent. Usually the background on an event or issue is
reviewed before asking several questions. Reporters also give
sources their deadline. And, sources should be thanked for their
time and expertise. (After all, they are not getting paid to answer
the reporter’s questions, but are donating their time.) Do not
write in all capital letters as this is often regarded as shouting.
Journalists also avoid using acronyms, such as “BTW,” because
not everyone knows what they represent (“by the way”).
E-mail interviews-or e-interviews-do not replace personal
interviews. Reporters learn a lot about sources’ answers through

LESSON 16:
UNDERSTANDING AND USING THE INTERNET
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body language and facial expressions. Personal interviews are
conversations that offer more information than do answers to
listed questions. And, in conversations, sources can give
reporters additional insight to events and issues. Finally, e-mail
interviews give sources time to carefully prepare and check
answers, whereas personal interviews consist of spontaneous
responses. Sources can delete words from a computer screen,
but find it harder to take back the spoken word.
Journalists can learn a lot about a source from the person’s e-
mail address. An e-mail address usually consists of a person’s
user ID and the address of the computer that provides the
person’s e-mail service, sometimes called a domain. These parts
are similar to a person’s name and the postal address where the
person receives mail. For example, one of the authors of this
textbook had the following as her e-mail
address:davenpor@pilot.msu.edu. (This can be read aloud as,
“davenport at pilot dot msu dot edu.”) The “@” symbol
separates the personal ID and the computer in which the mail
resides. The dots separate sections of the computer’s name.
Here are what the parts of the address mean for
davenpor@pilot.msu.edu:

The .edu at the end describes the type of setting in which the
computer is located-edu indicates an educational institution.
Other descriptions are:
• org-nonprofit organization
• com-commercial organization
• gov-government
• mil-military
• net-network provider or Internet service provider (ISP)
• int-international organization
A suffix is added at the end to connote addresses in countries
outside of the United States.

For example:
• ca-Canada
• fr-France
• jp-Japan
The msu is the registered Internet name of the organization (in
this case, Michigan State University) that owns or leases the
computer where messages are stored and serves as a gateway to
the Internet. Every computer on the Internet has a unique
identification number, but most organizations use an alias
made up of letters. For example, Scientific Computing and
Instrumentation magazine’s unique ID number is
199.100.12.25, but its alias is “scamag.com.”
The word pilot identifies the specific computer on which the
user’s account resides. (MSU has many computers on campus.)
Many addresses do not include this sub domain because the
system automatically knows where to route the message.
The davenpor is the individual’s personal identification or user
name.

Internet Addresses or URLS
(Universal Resource Locators)
The amount of information on the Internet is hard to imagine.
Some experts say that Internet volume doubles every 90 days.

At the end of 2000, about 800 million documents existed
online. Everyone has a reason to put information on the
Internet: Commercial companies want to motivate consumers
to buy products; nonprofit organizations want to influence
people about an issue; government agencies show citizens that
they are doing their job; and students use their Web sites to
present electronic resumes or to spout opinions about a
campus event. Because so many people use the Web for so
many reasons, journalists must question the reliability of Web
delivered information. Reporters need to find out who put the
information on the Web and why, and then verify any informa-
tion they use.
Every screen of information on the Internet has an address,
called its URL or universal resource locator. Once journalists
become familiar with the parts of an Internet address, they can
find many Web sites simply by using logic. For example, to find
the 1998 winners of the Investigative Reporters and Editors’
contests, one types in:
http://www.ire.org/contest/past/1998 .html.

The http is the protocol or computer scheme used to access
information, and www.ire. org/contest/past/1998.html identifies
the electronic path to the specific screen (l998.html) holding ~e
desired information. Here are what the parts of the address
mean:
The http: means hypertext transfer protocol. This protocol allows
computers to move information (text, graphics, audio and
video) around the Web. It allows a person to click on words to
find another document residing in another computer.
The www is part of the host computer’s name. Not every address
on the World Wide Web has www as its prefix.

The Investigative Reporters and Editors organization uses its
abbreviated name, ire, as the designation of its Web site.
The IRE is a nonprofit organization, which is indicated by .org
in the address.
The two phrases /contest and /past are file path names, routing
one to the information about the 1998 winners.
And the phrase /1998.html identifies the screen holding the
names of the journalists who won IRE contests in 1998. The
software used to develop this screen supports hypertext
markup language, which contains text and graphics and links to
words found in other computers on the Internet.

Web sites are re-organized often. If journalists can’t go directly
to the file they need, they omit the filename and file path, and
type in the Web site’s home page (www.ire.org). They’ll be able to
find the desired information by using the home page’s links.
Try to find the winners of the 1998 contests, sponsored by the
IRE, by starting at the Investigative Reporters and Editors
home page (www.ire.org). Watch the URL locator (address) change
with each click on a button.

Journalists’ URLs
Journalists keep at their desks for easy access lists of important
telephone numbers and addresses. They might keep source lists
on paper taped to a wall or consult cards in a Rolodex file. Now,
journalists also keep an electronic address book of sources’
telephone numbers and e-mail addresses, and they “bookmark”
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a source’s or reference’s Web page. (“Bookmarks” can be found
on the menu bar of Microsoft Explorer and Netscape Naviga-
tor, for example.) Other journalists maintain a list of online
references on their own Web page. By using electronic book-
marks or listing URLs on a Web page, journalists can be
“linked” to online information quickly. Here are a few sites that
help reporters obtain information, verify news and find sources
for their general and beat assignments:

Finding People

http://www.switchboard.com
http://www.infospace.com

Finding Businesses and Organizations

http://www.guidestar.org
http://www.companiesonline.com

Finding Experts

http://www.profnet.com

http://www.experts.com

Industry News

http://prnewswire.com

Government

http://www.fedworld.gov
http://campaignfinance.org

http://www.census.gov
http://thomas.loc.gov
http://www.rcfp.org/foi.html

General Reference for Journalists

http://www.inil.comlusers/dguss/wgator.htm
http://www.journalismnet.com/
http://www.infoplease.com

Mapping

http://www.mapblast.com
http://maps.excite.com

Media Industry News

http://ajr.newslink.org
http://www.mediainfo.com

Wire Services

http://www.ap.org
http://www.reuters.com
http://www.upi.com

Search Engines and Subject Directories
Sometimes a reporter does not know where to look for
information or know if the needed information is available
online. In these cases, journalists turn to Internet subject
directories and search engines. To avoid the frustration of
searches that might identify more than 50,000 documents,
journalists learn the differences among search engines and how
to use advanced search methods. With practice, reporters can
easily find fewer, but more pertinent, results to their inquiries.

Help Sections and Advanced Searching Areas
Reporters who do not understand how search engines work
simply type in keywords and receive hundreds of responses-
many of them irrelevant. Frustrated at having to look through
so much information, they abandon search engines. Yet, subject
directories and search engines are a big help when used correctly.
Learning about one or two search engines makes searching
more efficient and productive. Reporters should look at two
areas in search engines to learn how to use them well. The first
area is the “help” section. Help sections usually indicate how
search engines sort through the millions of Web sites on the
Internet to present links to pages they think match the topic.
This section often has lists of frequently asked questions and
tips for doing searches. A second helpful area to review is
“advanced searching.” Using a search engine’s advanced search-
ing capabilities, reporters can refine their searches so that the
computer responds with a handful of highly relevant Web sites.

How Search Engines Work
When journalists type the same keyword in different search
engines, the results vary because each search engine operates in a
different way. All search directories contain large databases.
These databases are the search engine’s copied version of the
Internet. Sophisticated software called a spider, bot or crawler-
within each search engine goes out onto the Internet and
compares each Web page it finds with the Web page in its
database. If a page on the Internet has changed from the last
time the software saw it, it replaces the page in its database with
the newer version. If the software encounters a new Web site, it
adds the site to the search engine’s database.
Search engines vary in the frequency of Web crawling-some
search engine programs index the entire Internet in four weeks;
some index it in six. Thus, some search engines respond to a
query with more recent Web sites than others. Furthermore,
search engine databases vary in volume, offering different
numbers of responses to their searches.

Relevancy Ranking
Search engines are not thinking people. Unlike librarians, they
cannot ask a journalist to tell them more about the topic or
ascertain what way the journalist is using a keyword. The search
engine identifies all Web sites containing that keyword, no
matter the definition or context.

The search engine then lists the Web sites containing the
keyword, according to how pertinent the Web site is to the
journalist’s keyword search. This is called relevancy ranking.
Search engines’ programming tells them how to compare the
keyword with other words on a Web page for relevancy ranking.
The search engine programs use a location-and-frequency
method to rank sites. Using the location variable, the search
engine compares the keyword with the Web site’s title, assum-
ing that if the keyword appears in a URL address or a Web page
title (which appears in the window’s title bar), then the site
must have something to do with that subject. It also compares
the keyword to words appearing near the top of the Web page,
such as in the headline or in the first few paragraphs. Using the
frequency variable, the search engine analyzes how often the
keyword appears in relation to other words in the page. The
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more frequently the keyword appears, the more relevant the
engine judges the Web site to be. Some search engines include
the number of links to a Web page in its relevancy ranking. The
help section of a search engine describes its particular method
of relevancy ranking.

Formulating Queries
Search engines use varied combinations of searching methods.
To formulate a query, journalists must identify the concepts of
their topic. They determine likely keywords and specify logical
relationships between the words. Search engines support
different methods to identify relationships and employ various
search procedures. Some of those procedures are described
below and may be explained more fully in a search engine’s help
section or used in an advanced searching area:
1. Boolean logic employs connectors-”OR,” “AND” and

“NOT”-to determine the relationship between words. “OR”
means that the Web page can have either word. For example,
to search for information about gas taxes, a reporter might
specify “fee or tax” to appear because different writers may
use different words to mean the same thing. “AND”
signifies that both words, such as “tax and gas,” must
appear somewhere on the same Web page. “NOT” removes
unnecessary Web pages that otherwise might be included as
relevant pages. In this instance, a reporter would type, “gas
NOT natural.” Thus, the search string might look like: “fee
OR tax AND gas NOT natural.”
Some search engines recognize implied Boolean logic, which
uses symbols in place of “OR,” “AND” and “NOT.” A
space between words implies the connector “OR,” a plus
sign replaces “AND,” and a minus sign (a hyphen) signifies
“NOT.”

Boolean Logic                    Implied Boolean Logic
fee OR tax                           fee tax
tax AND gas                       +tax +gas

gas NOT natural                  + gas -natural
Once journalists learn about implied Boolean logic, they
understand why a search using the keywords “sex
discrimination” yields thousands of Web pages about sex as
well as sex discrimination.

2. Truncation characters substitute for precise keyword spelling.
For example, the exclamation mark replaces an undetermined
number of letters at the end of a word. “Gas!” will produce
pages with the word “gas” or “gasoline,” but it might also
yield pages with the word “gaseous.” In many search
engines, an asterisk substitutes for only one character. For
instance, “wom*n” will result in Web pages containing
“woman” or “women” or “womyn.”

3. Proximity operators tell a search engine how close keywords
need to be in relation to each other. For example, journalists
may use “Elizabeth w/3 Ebony” to include Web pages that
have “Elizabeth” and “Ebony” within three words of each
other. Results would include “Elizabeth Ebony,” “Elizabeth
‘Beth’ Ebony” or “Elizabeth W. Ebony.” Other proximity
operators may be “near” and “adjacent.”

4. Field searching tells the search engine where to look for the
keywords. “T: plutonium” means that the word

“plutonium” must appear in the URL title of the document.
Journalists can also search according to author, among other
fields.

5. Phrase searching-with words inside parentheses or quote
marks-helps journalists who need an exact phrase. For
instance, typing in “radio-controlled airplanes” tells the
search engine to find these exact words in this exact order.

6. Relevancy ranking tells reporters how relevant the Web pages
probably are to their search.

7. Concept searching enables the reporter to choose synonyms
to help with keyword meaning.

Most reporters experiment with a variety of subject directories
and search engines. Then they decide which one or two they like
most and become familiar with its unique characteristics and
search procedures.

Choosing a Search Engine or Subject Directory
The programs used to search the Internet fall into three groups:
subject directories, search engines and meta-search engines. This
section lists some of the most popular search programs. More
information about each can be found at its Web site.
A subject directory is a database of Internet files selected by site
creators or evaluators and organized into subject categories.
These vary considerably in selectivity. Reporters should consult a
directory’s policies when choosing a search program:
Yahoo !-http://www.yahoo.com

Magellan-http://magellan.excite.com
The Argus Clearinghouse-http://www.clearinghouse.net
A search engine is a database of Internet files collected by a
computer program (called spiders, bots and crawlers). No
selection criteria exist for the database:
InfoSeek-http://www.infoseek.com

Alta Vista-http://www.altavista.com
HotBot-http://hotbot.lycos.com
Excite-http://www.excite.com
Lycos-http://www.lycos.com

A meta-search engine searches multiple search engines and
subject directories simultaneously. Many journalists prefer to
use a meta-search engine because it will retrieve the most
relevant (but not all) documents from each engine it searches:
Meta Crawler -http://www.metacrawler.com
Cyber411-http://www.cyber411.com
Inference Find-http://www.inference.com

Mailing Lists and Newsgroups
Mailing lists and news groups are generally called discussion
groups, and they exist for different reasons. Sometimes, an
organization finds a discussion group is the most efficient way
for its members to communicate quickly. At other times, the
online group forms so that people with similar interests can
exchange ideas, no matter how far apart they live.
Reporters use mailing lists and news groups for a variety of
reasons. They identify experts within discussion groups who
can speak on a specialized subject. They also find people who
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have had interesting experiences that add “human interest” to
news stories. Reporters obtain story ideas from discussion
groups by reading what others are interested in. Also, reporters
use discussion groups to keep up with their own profession.
They find out what is happening in their field or ask profes-
sional questions to other reporters across the globe when they
need help with a story.
Although mailing lists and newsgroups both are ongoing
discussions, mailing lists resemble magazine subscriptions,
while news groups are more like bulletin boards in local coin
operated laundries.

Mailing Lists
Generally, information in mailing lists is more reliable than that
in newsgroups because subscriptions are accepted by individuals
or computers and take time to process. Newsgroup participants,
however, simply respond-sometimes on the spur of the
moment-to anyone who posts a public message.
When someone sends a message to a mailing list, it is dupli-
cated and appears in the mailboxes of all subscribing members.
Reporters use lists to ask general questions about sources,
current events or help with researching their stories. They
usually receive a variety of responses. Sometimes these public
responses turn into a “thread” of conversation (many messages
on the same topic). Often, instead of continuing a public
conversation with one person in the mailing list, two members
exchange a more private conversation through their personal e-
mails. For example, once a reporter identifies an expert with a
public question to members of the mailing list, the reporter
may follow up with questions to the expert in private e-mail.
Four major types of mailing list systems are Listserv, Listproc,
Majordomo and Lyris. When journalists sign up to a mailing
list, they send e-mail to the system’s host computer, asking to
subscribe. An e-mail request to join the Society of Professional
Journalists (SPJ) mailing list, for example, looks like the
following:
TO: majordomo@lists.uoregon.edu

FROM: (leave blank because the address is automated)
SUBJECT: (leave blank)
BODY OF MESSAGE: Subscribe spj
A subscriber receives a message from the host computer,
requesting confirmation of the request to subscribe. Once the
host computer confirms the subscription, it usually sends a
message indicating the application is complete and noting
important information about the mailing list and answers to
frequently asked questions. Subscribers can then address their
messages to the mailing list, not the host computer. Messages
to the SPJ mailing list members resemble the following:

TO: spj @lists.uoregon.edu
FROM: (leave blank because the address is automated)
SUBJECT: Online Interviews
BODY OF MESSAGE: I am considering the ethical issues that
might occur when interviewing someone online. Can anyone
tell me if he or she has had problems doing online interviews?
Thank you.

The following directories register mailing lists:
http://www.lisztcom (about 90,000 mailing lists)
http://www.lsoftcomllists/listref.html (about 28,000 mailing
lists)

Reporters often go to the following Web sites to find more
information on subscribing to mailing lists:
Listserv instructions: http://www.lsoftcorn/lists/listref.html
Listproc instructions: http://www.listproc.net/docs/
index.html
Majordomo instructions: http://www.visi.com/~barr/
majordomo-faq.html

Lyris instructions: http://www.lyris.comlhelp/
LyrisEmaiICommands.html

Newsgroups
Whereas messages in mailing lists are somewhat private and
appear in a subscriber’s e-mail, messages in newsgroups are
public and open to anyone who stops to read them. Anyone
can post messages. Reporters need to verify fully any informa-
tion from newsgroups.
Newsgroups are on Usenet, a system of discussion groups.
Similar to the World Wide Web, Usenet is a component of the
Internet Reading and responding to news group messages
require software usually imbedded in the browser, such as
Netscape and Explorer, or provided by the Internet service
provider (lSP), such as a college or university.

Newsgroups are categorized according to their subject The type
of news group is indicated with a prefix to its name. For
example, biz. soccer might be a news group talking about the
economics of managing a soccer team, and rec.soccer might be a
news group discussing the rules of soccer or the best type of
playing field. The following are some general newsgroup
categories:
alt-alternative topics news groups
biz.-business news groups
comp.-computers and computer science newsgroups

misc.-news groups with topics not falling into stipulated
categories
news.-Internet and Usenet information newsgroups
rec.-hobbies and recreation newsgroups
sci.-scierice newsgroups

Three online directories that list newsgroups are:
http://liszt.lisztcorn/news
http://tile.net/news
http://www.cyberfiber.com

These directories not only list newsgroups, but also search for
news groups. For example, if a student keyed in journalism” to
look for news groups with discussions about journalism, then
www.lizstcorn/news responds with 19 newsgroups;
www.tile.net/news 19; and www. cyberfiber.com, 15. All these
news groups have “journalism” in their address or title. As
indicated by this example, newsgroup search engines look at
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keywords differently. Information about their search strategies is
found at their Web sites.
Whereas the search engines named above look for news groups
having the keyword in their titles, the following search engines
look for messages (within different newsgroups) with the
keyword in them:
http://www.deja.com

http://www.infoseek.com (click on “message boards”)

Ethical Considerations
The Internet is a useful tool for reporters. However, it is only a
tool, supplementing the traditional skills that make great
journalists. Reporters still need to exercise good news judg-
ment, write well, interview sources successfully, do research and
acquire background information to give a story meaning and
context.
The World Wide Web was developed in 1993. Much informa-
tion compiled earlier is not yet on the Internet. Reporters who
rely too much on the Internet for their information might not
obtain comprehensive information about an issue or event, and
might give readers and viewers an inadequate story.

Reporters must verify all information, but they must use special
care with information from the Internet. Anyone can put
information-reliable or otherwise—online. Reporters should
examine the sponsors and authors of Web pages and check
their objectives.
When journalists use information from the Internet, they
attribute the information to Web sites or ask Web administra-
tors for permission to use the material. Web sites are electronic
publications, and copying someone else’s work and material is
unethical and illegal.
Reporters often see a quote on mailing lists and newsgroups
that they would like to use in a story. If they quote sources in a
mailing list or newsgroup, they should follow up with an e-mail
or telephone call asking for permission to use the quote. After
all, the person made the statement as a participant in an online’
conversation, not as the source for a news story. Reporters who
obtain or interview a source through e-mail should telephone
that source to confirm the person’s identity. On the Internet,
people sometimes use friends’ e-mail addresses or pretend to
be someone they are not. Reporters have to be careful.

Suggested Readings
Callahan, Christopher. A Journalist’s Guide to the Internet: The
Internet as a Reporting Tool. Boston:

Allyn and Bacon, 1999.

Levin, Michael. Writer’s Internet Sourcebook. San Francisco: No
Starch Press, 1997.

Maloy, Timothy K. The Writer’s Internet Handbook. Lakewood,
N.J.: Watson-Guptill, 1997.
McGire, Mary, Linda Stilbome and Melinda McAdams and
Laurel Hyatt. The Internet Handbookfor
Writers, Researchers, and Journalists. Toronto: Trifolium Books
Inc., 1997.
Paul, Nora, Computer-Assisted Research: A Guide to Tapping Online
Information, 4th ed. Chicago:

Bonus Books and The Poynter Institute for Media Studies,
1999.
Reddick, Randy, and Elliot King. The Online Journalist, 2nd ed.
Fort Worth; Harcourt College Publishers, 1997.
For more information on understanding the Internet, see

http://www.albany.edullibrary /internet/
For more information on using the different subject directories
and search engines, see
http://www.albany.edullibrary /internet/#search

Summary
Journalists use the Internet daily as a tool for reporting events
and issues comprehensively to viewers and readers. The Internet
helps every stage of the reporting process from thinking of a
story idea to presenting the story. Journalists constantly go to
the Internet to find story topics, identify experts and monitor a
subject. They turn to the Internet for ideas on how to tackle
broad themes, to find background information on an unfamil-
iar person or issue and to keep up with developments.

Exercise 1

Understanding and Using the Internet
Find all the pertinent information you can, using the Internet,
to give your local story notional context. Your instructor may
want you to write complete stories, or he or she may just want
you to find the Internet sources. For each exercise, answer the
following: What search engines and keywords did you use?
What or whom did you find useful to the story and why? And
what URls held that information?

1. People in your community are complaining about the
environmental pollution from carbon emissions from
several local plants. You want to check whether there is any
change of standards for carbon emission and how the
problem of pollution caused by carbon emission is tackled
nationwide. You also want to interview some experts
through the Internet and get their opinions. Write a story for
your newspaper based on the information you get from
Internet resources as well as interviews of local residents and
plant managers.

2. Many people left your community last year compared to
previous years. In a survey, people most often cited living
costs and crime rates as reasons for leaving a community. Is
this still the case? Using the Internet, find the main reasons
that U.S. citizens move. Write a story comparing the
difference between Americans in general and your
community’s residents when deciding whether to move.

3. Several car accidents caused by drunken drivers have occurred
recently in your community. You want to write a story on
drunken driving with a national scope. You need to check the
nature and frequency of drunken driving accidents
nationwide. See if any national regulations of drunken
driving have been proposed recently. If so, how would new
federal legislation affect the local regulations?

4. “Vitamania” is the increased sale of vitamins and other
supplements in your state, according to a recent report. Some
scientists warn that people should be cautious when using
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vitamin and other nutrition supplements. Find what most
people think when they use vitamin and other nutrition
supplements, and check what experts say about vitamin use.

Exercise 2

Understanding and Using the Internet
1. Choose one of the journalists’ URLs listed on page 410 in

this chapter. Illustrate its usefulness to others in the class. In
what kind of stories do you think the Web site’s
information would be useful?

2. Using one search, become familiar with a subject directory or
search engine. Compare your results with those of your
classmates, each of whom used a different search engine for
the same search.

3. Read the “help” sections of three different subject directories
or seach engines. Using the “advanced searching” areas, carry
out th\ same search on the three search engines. Compare
your results.

4. Find an interesting story in your student or community
newspaper. Using the Internet, investigate follow-up story
ideas or sidebars to the newspaper’s story.

5. Join a mailing list and either initiate or participate in a
discussion. Document your procedure. Compare your
experience with that of others in your class.

6. Partake in a newsgroup discussion. Document your
participation. Compare your experience to that of others in
your class.

7. Compare your mailing list and newsgroup experiences with
those of your classmates. Are lists or groups better for
newsgathering purposes?

8. Choose a story appearing on television news. Using
keywords, search newsgroup messages for ideas about
follow-up stories. Did you have any luck finding ideas,
experts or other sources?

Notes -
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Topics covered:

Newspapers vs. Radio vs. TV News, Characteristics of
Media, Pictures, News Agencies, Copy Distribution, Other
News Sources, Hand outs and Reports, Talking Newspapers-
A New Concept in Media.

Objectives
• To study the advantages of newspapers, magazines, news

weeklies.
• To investigate them as sources of news.

Newspapers...
Declining ad revenue, decreasing circulation — it’s a one-two
punch that one would expect to knock newspaper out. How-
ever, the position most newspapers enjoy in their local markets
won’t disappear tomorrow. Many advertisers still swear by this
medium — even if it’s from sheer habit.

In general, newspaper circulation has been declining since the
end of World War II, and the amount of time readers spend
with their papers is slipping as well. According to Veronis
Suhler, Americans spend 151 hours per year (2.9 hours per
week) reading the newspaper, 15 hours less than in 1995 — and
that number is projected to drop another 7 hours per year by
2005.1 Moreover only slightly more than half of all newspaper
readers look at “Section I” of their paper (the front page
section), and that’s far and away the most heavily read part of
the paper. Younger readers don’t depend on the print media
the way their grandparents did. Readers under age 35 are
spending less time than ever with their local paper. In most
markets, circulation is flat or declining, while paper costs and
other factors continue to drive production costs up — and that
leads to bigger ad rates for smaller impact. After increasing 6.8
percent in the second quarter of 2000, newspaper ad revenue
dipped 8.4 percent for the same quarter in 2001, according to
preliminary estimates from the Newspaper Association of
America (NAA). The situation had worsened from the first
quarter, when expenditures slipped 4.28 percent to $10.4 billion.
This put the figures at a 6.5 percent decline for the first half of
2001 to $21.4 billion.
According to the NAA, newspaper advertising accounts for 20
percent of the total U.S. advertising pie, a percentage matched by
no other medium and approached only by broadcast television
and direct mail. Faced with declining circulation, the newspaper
industry has dramatically redefined what counts as “paid
circulation.” Now, copies sold for any price (even a penny) count
as much as copies sold for full price in newsstands or through
subscriptions, according to revised guidelines from the Audit
Bureau of Circulations, the newspaper industry’s circulation
“watchdog.” In addition, other challenges remain. The Internet
has given the newspaper industry continued competition for
classified ads — a $19 billion category in 2000 representing 30 to

50 percent of ad revenue for many papers. Employment ads in
particular are being targeted not only by Internet companies, but
also by enterprising Radio stations seeking a slice of the
recruitment pie.

Advantages
History: One of the oldest, most highly regarded media in the
U.S. among its loyal readers, it enjoys a high degree of familiar-
ity, acceptance, credibility, and respect.
Visuals: The newspaper’s combination of text and graphics,
when used effectively, can create visual appeal that reinforces the
messages of its advertising.
Mass Audience: Newspapers reach a relatively large mass
audience throughout the market with a single exposure.

Ad Variety: The medium offers a variety of ad sizes that allows
advertisers to meet their budgetary constraints.
In-depth: Newspaper ads have the ability to communicate
lengthy, complex, or detailed information and descriptions.
Ease of Tracking: It’s relatively easy to track response,
primarily through couponing.
Lead Time: Advertisers can place orders and copy with a
relatively short lead time.

Exposure: The reader controls the amount of exposure to a
given ad. They can spend as much or as little time with an ad as
they like.

Disadvantages
Decreasing Penetration: In most markets circulation is less
than 50 percent of all households8
Ad Clutter, No Separation: A typical daily newspaper is 60 to
62 percent ads; the Sunday edition carries 68 percent advertising,
not counting free-standing inserts. Your ad placed next to your
competitors’ can only be an advantage if your price is absolutely
the lowest.

Passive: The paper provides information once consumers
decide to buy, but it does not build brand awareness or create
product demand. Newspaper advertising thus works mainly for
comparing prices.
Browsers, not Readers: Most people don’t read all sections of
the paper every day. Ads in a given section reach only those who
read that section. Even the most-read section (“Section I”) is
seen by only about half of newspaper readers.10
Readers Don’t See Ads: On average, only 42 percent of readers
will recall noting a full-page ad
Can’t Target: It’s difficult to accommodate selective approaches
that improve your cost efficiency and enhance frequency against
clearly defined, high-potential customer segments.

Couponing is Declining: Despite increased coupon face value,
redemption has been declining for years.

LESSON 17:
 OTHER MEDIA
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New Competition from Outside: One of newspaper’s
strongest ad categories (classifieds) is under attack both from
Internet firms and savvy Radio stations.
Adults 18+ spend three hours and three minutes per day
listening to Radio … considerably longer than they spend with
newspaper (less than 37 minutes). Using Radio and Television
together with newspaper increases the reach of your advertise-
ment among light readers and younger consumers and adds
impact through message frequency. That means bigger and
faster results. Studies show that ad size has little impact on ad
recall, so you can decrease the size of your newspaper ad and
redirect those dollars into Radio. By doing so, you’ll boost your
reach and build message frequency without increasing your cost.
Radio reaches 63 percent of shoppers age 25-54 within one
hour of purchase time — providing the greatest “purchase
proximity” of all major media.

Combining Radio and television with newspaper allows you to
influence your customers closer to the point of purchase when
they are most receptive to critical marketing information. The
success of your marketing strategy depends greatly on how you
reach and motivate your customers before their decision to
purchase has been made. The intimate power of Radio can
stimulate new demand by creating emotional reasons to buy
your product and then directing customers to the newspaper for
detailed information. It can help maintain loyal customers by
keeping your name or brand image top-of-mind.

Magazines...
Name just about any human endeavor you can think of, and
chances are there’s a magazine devoted to it. However, the flip
side of wide title choice is that many magazines don’t reach
enough consumers to be effective — and survival in the
competitive magazine business is tough. Witness the recent
collapse of some of the best-funded and most heavily pro-
moted publications!
Magazine  revenue totaled $17.7 billion in 2000, a 14 percent
increase over 1999. There were 347 new magazines launched in
2000, adding to a base of nearly 18,000 titles on nearly every
subject ever put to paper. Look at 2001, however, and things
seem a little cloudier.

Several high-profile magazines have badly missed their circula-
tion targets.
The magazine industry is worried about the future of reading
in this country — and with good reason. The sad fact is that
everyone reads less than they used to (many because they simply
have less free time to devote to reading). Reaching that coveted
18-34-year-old demo by advertising in magazines is becoming
increasingly difficult. Advertisers are looking at the next
generation of time-challenged, seemingly print-indifferent
shoppers and feeling some well-justified concerns about the
nature of magazines’ readership base. Consumer magazines do
mesh well with the needs of some advertisers, however.
Specialty magazines, with their well-defined niches, can offer
targeting opportunities for the advertiser willing to do careful
research into consumer behavior and magazines’ audience
composition. Moreover, magazines’ portability means that a
magazine ad may in some cases be seen outside the home. Of

course, the flip side of wide title choice is that many magazines
serve too small a niche to be effective advertising tools for
companies wishing to reach a broad market segment. Also,
some magazines’ practice of clustering ads means recall of your
ad may suffer unless you purchase a full-page ad — an expen-
sive proposition.

Advantages
Readership: According to spring 2001 Simmons data, 89
percent of adults age 18 and older say they read one or more
magazines.

Targetability: Specialty magazines allow advertisers to target
consumers demographically, by product affinity, or by lifestyle.
Strong Visuals: Magazine ads can be highly creative and
aesthetically appealing through the effective use of photography,
graphics, color, and copy.
Portability: Magazines can be carried by consumers and read
almost anywhere, at any time (in-car being one notable excep-
tion).
Advertorial: An in-depth advertising message can be created to
appear more like editorial copy than an advertisement, although
most magazines require such advertorials to be identified as
advertising rather thaneditorial content.

Localizing: Regional/local editions, polywrap inserts, and local
“vista” magazines offer local advertising opportunities.

Disadvantages
Competition: There are too many magazines — and too many
choices. Advertisers and consumers have nearly 18,000 magazine
titles from which to choose, many of which do not survive
their first year of publication.6
Time: The average person spends only 5 or 6 percent of his or
her daily media time reading magazines.

Clutter: Magazines contain so much advertising that ad
readership and recall is minimal. The typical magazine contains
over 50 percent advertising, so there’s little opportunity for
consumers to absorb both the editorial content and advertising.
Reach: The proliferation in the number of magazines means
audience fractionalization, and most magazines actually miss
most of their avowed target audiences.
The average issue of Business Week reaches less than 3 percent
of all professional managerial adults, and
Good Housekeeping misses more than 86 percent of adult
women8.

Inflexible: Because of lead time, advertising must be prepared
long before publication dates, prohibiting advertisers from
responding instantly to changing market conditions.
Expensive: Increased distribution and production costs have
forced magazines’ cost-per-thousand to almost double in the
past 10 years.

Alternative Newsweeklies
Proud of their self-perceived role as watchdogs of the local daily
newspaper, alternative newsweeklies attract a young, hip
audience. However, their liberal ad policies may leave a main-
stream advertiser “lost in the wrong part of town,” surrounded
by ads for liquor and adult businesses.
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Nowadays, most markets are served by just one daily newspa-
per with no real competition. Moreover, the editorial content of
many of these papers is one that leaves younger people feeling
disenfranchised. Enter the alternative weekly. Many weeklies
consider themselves watchdogs dedicated to keeping an eye on
the daily’s actions as well as news outlets for stories not covered
by the major papers. Indeed, alternative weeklies frequently are
characterized by hard-hitting (some might say borderline
muckraking) investigative journalism and editorial content with
an intensely local focus.
According to the Alternative Weekly Network, the typical
newsweekly reader is:
• Male (52 percent)
• Single (47 percent)
• Young (40 percent are aged 18-34; nearly three quarters are

aged 18-49)
• Affluent (Average household income tops $50,000)
• Twenty percent more likely than average to be a college

graduate
• Thirty-four percent more likely to be in a professional or

managerial job.

As part of their reputation for catering to the young and hip,
many alternative newsweeklies have much more liberal ad-
acceptance policies, welcoming advertisers such as hard-liquor
and tobacco companies — even adult-oriented businesses —
that often have difficulty finding a place in other media.
However, the result of this open-handedness is, as one might
expect, a glut of ads for massage parlors and spirits manufactur-
ers... an image that many mainstream advertisers may not want
to be associated with.

Advantages
Distribution: Weeklies usually are distributed free throughout a
city.
Pass-along Readership: Because most are free, readers often
leave them behind when they’re done — to be picked up and
read by someone else.

Hip Image: Many newsweeklies are targeted to hip, youngish
readers who rarely look at daily newspapers. In particular, the
local newsweekly is the source of choice for entertainment news
among young demographics.
“Budget” Print Ads: An ad in a newsweekly offers many of
the same characteristics as a newspaper ad, at rates that are
usually lower than those of the local newspaper.
Accepting Ad Policies: Ads for categories that may have
difficulty finding a home in other media, such as liquor or
tobacco advertising, are usually welcome here.

Disadvantages
Advertising Environment: The flip side of newsweeklies’
openhanded ad acceptance policy is that the environment created
by certain types of ads may not be suitable for mainstream
businesses or products.
Limited Publication Schedule: The name “weekly” says it all.
The majority of these publications are produced only once a

week — and that may not be often enough to achieve sufficient
message frequency.
Production Quality: Although some weeklies boast produc-
tion values rivaling or even surpassing the local newspaper,
many others are produced as cheaply as possible, resulting in a
“cheap” look that may affect consumer perception of the quality
of product or service being promoted.
Narrow Appeal: Weeklies’ appeal among younger demos may
be fine if that’s the target audience. However, advertisers seeking
consumers who are older — and have more disposable income
— may not find a good match here.

Inflexible: To meet the weekly’s schedule, ads usually must be
locked in as much as a week or more in advance, limiting an
advertiser’s ability to introduce copy changes.
Ad Clutter: Most weeklies rely completely on advertising for
revenue, so the typical issue is crammed with ads, often
clustered together in groups. This practice can make it difficult
for a given ad to stand out.

Newspaper Vs Radio and TV News
After the development of electronic media newspapers are not
alone in the news market. Radio and TV stations all over the
world also give news to their listeners and viewers and are feared
as strong competitors of newspapers, which may eventually
push the latter out of market. But over the years, we have seen
that newspapers have survived and in India we see expansion
of newspaper industry along with expansion of television
network.

Characteristics of Media
Radio is audio medium and television is audiovisual. One
glances through headlines or a major story in a newspaper when
it comes. Rest of the paper can be read at the time of the one’s
choice. But in the case of radio, news bulletins are broadcast at
fixed times and if one does not tune in then one cannot listen
to it again. There are tape recorders and video-cassette-recorders
(VCRs) but who records a news bulletin? Perhaps some media
professionals or foreign mission officials whose job is to
monitor what has been broadcast.
The advantage with TV and radio is that they can give spot I
news earlier than newspapers. Normally, what one sees in the
night TV bulletin is read in newspapers in the morning. But
why does one reward newspaper even after listening to the news
in the night? Those who have a TV set have not stopped
buying newspapers.
In many cases the television news stimulates desire to read a
newspaper. It generates in the listener a desire to know more
about some new& item which has appeared on TV screen and
has vanished in a few seconds. It is another matter that the
reader may be disappointed if he gets enough information
about the event, which he comes to know through TV.

From his newspaper a TV listener expects more information
and thorough coverage. A good newspaper that wants to cater
to the enlightened readership should keep this expectation in
mind. The coverage should not be superficial. Newspaper
reporter should go deep into the subject. He should take care to
give relevant details. Then only can his paper retain its reader-
ship. Thus, radio and television have added more responsibility
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on the shoulders of a newspaper reporter. Superficial coverage
will not do now. The reporter will have to go deep into the
subject and give as comprehensive coverage as possible.
The basic concept of news in radio and television is the same as
in the case of newspaper. What is news for newspaper is news
for television and radio also. But because of limitations of time
available, a radio bulletin will carry what is more important and
must be accommodated. On these most important events radio
or television correspondent will be able to give only the most
essential information. All-important items will be competing
for the time in the bulletin and therefore it will not be possible
to give as much detail as is possible in a newspaper.
A newspaper reader can read back a sentence if he fails to
understand one in the first reading. This is not the case in radio
and television news. The newsreader will read a sentence just
once and if it is not clear to the listener, he will not be able to
hear it again. Thus a radio and television reporter and the news
editor will have to ensure clarity of each sentence. The language
has to be very simple and meaning should be clear. The
newsreader has to read it at conversational speed and with right
tone, pauses to ensure correct meaning and receptability.

Radio and TV both use spoken language. When one listens to
radio or television if the message that one gets is in the
language one is used it listening in conversation then one is
more receptive. If the language is heavy, the speed high or low a
person listening to it gets tired or irritated quickly.
For example, in conversation while quoting somebody we do
not change tense as is done in written English. The use of
quotation marks is grammatically correct and while reading the
quotation marks, is not supposed to be read. This is what is
meant by spoken language. In spoken language long and
difficult words are avoided. Sometimes certain words are
changed to suit the newsreader’s pronouncing capability.
In the general newsroom of All India Radio (AIR) editors
select the news items, which can be used and turned into
broadcast language. The copy testing is done by the editor-in
charge and he passes on the selected items to other editors who
turn it into what is called ‘pool’ copy. This ‘pool’ is circulated to
all bulletin editors who select items according to the importance
and the target audience.

The ‘pool’ copy is prepared in English and it is translated into
other language by a group of translator-cum-news readers for
that language. When the same person or group of persons
translates what they are to read, coordination of reader and
news writer is automatically achieved. But in some languages
readers are different from translators and editors the copy is
passed on the reader who reads it for its readability and if he or
she has any problem word, it is changed.
Translation of news does not mean literal translation. It is
basically rewriting the item in a different language. It, therefore,
requires command over both the languages. In news translation
care has to be taken that the meaning of the item does not
change but the syntax should be changed according to the usage
of the language in which the item is translated. Language
should also be checked for readability and clarity. These are the

general principles and apply to translation in newspapers, radio
and television.
Television news casting, because of visual element in it, is a little
more complicated. With the proper and clear language of the
news and voice of the news reader one has to ensure that the
newscaster is presentable. Dry stories (stories without visuals)
are like radio news items with newscaster in view. Newscaster
should not smile while giving sad news. If the bulletin ends
with sad news the natural smile of relief that comes at the end
on the lips of a newsreader looks odd. Normally the editor
should avoid putting sad news at the tail of the bulletin.
The visual when it is there should match with the words.
Matching of words with visuals sheds careful calculation of
time and words and overall synchronization. This requires
maximum care while giving news of an award winning
ceremony. Care with the use of photographs cannot be
emphasized. There have been instances when wrong visuals
have been shown with a death story and the persons involved
were members of Parliament.

Another major difference is in headlines. While in newspapers
headlines are on the top of every story, in radio and television
news headlines come in the beginning of the news bulletin.
They are just three or four sentences. Each sentence dealing with
a separate story. In radio news bulletins headlines are some-
times repeated at the end. This practice is used also in television
news bulletins.Thus, there is no difference in the basic concept
of news whether it is on radio, television or in a newspaper.
The differences arise due to the characteristics of the medium.

Pictures
Pictures were part of news pages even before 1904 when the
Daily Mirror began publishing actual news photographs rather
than portrait studies which had been appearing in newspapers
for about fifteen years.
Pictures give important information such as how a person or a
place in a news story look, or what actually happened, more
effectively than words in some cases and they thus supplement
and extend the text. They can also be news in their own right.

Great news pictures like the shooting of President Kennedy
tower over the words. Many pictures, which are good simply
because of the combination of luck and skill on the part of the
photographer, rather than because of their news value, equally
earn their place in a newspaper.
Yet, with very rare exceptions, a picture, unlike the text, cannot
stand alone without words to give it explanation and meaning.
Sometimes a caption can make a picture. Pictures, however, can
also be used - and misused - to create an emotive or condition-
ing effect in the reader’s mind.
Picture desk. The picture set-up is a small-size replica of the
newsroom with the picture editor (or chief photographer)
presiding over the staff photographers. 

News agencies
News agencies perform a useful service collecting and syndicat-
ing news and pictures to subscribing newspapers on an annual
contract basis. Most countries nowadays have their own
national news agency, some jointly owned by the various
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newspaper companies, others subsidized by the State. In Britain
the main provincial newspaper companies cooperatively own
the principal national agency, the Press Association (PA).
News is gathered through correspondents around the country
and is edited and transmitted to newspapers from the PA’s
London headquarters on four services: news, financial news,
sport, and pictures and graphics, plus a world news service of
items concerning Britain and Ireland edited from Reuters and
Associated Press. All services are on line in computer-ready text,
with made-up screen-ready setting offered to subscribers for TV
listings, city prices, sports statistics and weather details. In
addition, the main services are available by teleprinter, now
mainly for non-newspaper customers.
There is also a service for teletext screens and a faxback facility
linked to PA’s live news and sports databases by which newspa-
per readers can dial in for information updates.

The big four international agencies used in Britain - Reuters,
United Press International and Associated Press from America,
and Agence France Presse - provide for a world daily newspaper
circulation of more than 450 million and a world broadcast
audience in excess of 1,500 million. Reuters and UPI are the
world’s leading suppliers of news film for television. They also
sell directly to data banks and private subscribers, and their
computerized financial services bring in important revenue.
Volume usage of international agency copy is heaviest in
America where it is fed straight into newspaper computers or
delivered directly to listeners by the ‘rip and read’ news services
of local radio stations.
In Britain, most of the bigger newspapers take. Reuters as well
as the national agency, Press Association, and some perhaps one
foreign agency. Editors usually give staff writers preference if
they have covered a story, with the agency service either filling in
the gaps in coverage or being used as a news monitor or to
check stories. National newspapers with large reporting staffs
use least agency copy.

Press Association is the main provider of national news and
sport for provincial papers.
The international agencies are useful as initial spot news tipsters,
which help papers which are interested but who do not have a
man on the spot. A newspaper may then send in a roving
‘firefighter’ correspondent. The reduction in recent years in the
numbers of foreign correspondents maintained by Western
countries has increased dependence of newspapers of all types
on news agencies for news from abroad and the role of news
agencies generally is expanding.
Agencies developed originally in the 19th century as part of the
expansion of news coverage made possible by the building of
the railways and the Introduction of the telegraphic service in
the 1840s. The first was the Havas Agency, which began
business in Paris in 1837, eventually to be absorbed by Agence
France Presse. Reuters was established in London in 1851.

Copy Distribution
Agency copy enters the newspaper as part of the daily news
input. The standard practice is to give each story numbered catch
lines, and a dateline to show place of origin. A story might be

followed by Adds i.e., later material - and maybe eventually a New
Lead.
The more important running stories are transmitted under the
following codes:
Flash: The first brief indication of the story - maybe half a
dozen words.

Rush: The first actual details available - maybe a couple of
paragraphs
Snap: Short messages giving brief details as they become
available.
Rush full: The first full account based on the details so far
available.
Full: The full authoritative version.

Other News Sources
The remaining input of news stories comes mainly from
freelance contributors, foreign correspondents, material based
on press handouts and official reports, and from pooled
services within newspaper groups, to which reporters on each
paper contribute.
Freelance contributors are self-employed journalists, often
specialists who sell their work to various newspapers either for a
one-off payment, or on a contract basis for a fixed programme
of work, or for payment for shifts worked. Their main use is
on work for which a staff reporter is not normally available.
They might also work on stories such as those covering crime or
medical or technological matters where their special skills are
useful.
A few freelance writers might sell an idea to the editor and then
be paid to write the story, but more often they are employed on
a regular contract over a period because of their skills or contacts
for a particular type of work. Sometimes they might work as
part of a team including staff reporters. In other cases they
might be engaged for holiday relief work on a casual basis for
payment per shift worked [Whatever the arrangement, most
freelances, even the most successful ones] seek to establish
themselves by a number of regular connections wit newspapers,
sometimes accepting an annual retainer in return for an option
on their services when needed.

Foreign correspondents are mostly staff journalists, though
they can freelances. In a newspaper giving a good deal of space
to foreign news such as The Times or the Daily Telegraph foreign
correspondents are part of the network of coverage of key
centers around the world and work under the direction of a
foreign editor. In the provincial press and most popular
national papers, foreign news is considered less important and
full-time correspondents are rare and are often part of a group
sharing arrangements, with direction coming from the news
editor. In such cases while the correspondent will file the main
stories, coverage is often ordered to suit the needs of particular
news situations.

Hand-outs and Reports
There is a steady flow of handouts and official reports into
newspaper offices from company press officers, public relations
agencies, nationalized industries and Government departments.
In cases where their contents might contain information of
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news value to the readers they are given to a reporter or, in some
cases, a specialist sub-editor, to form the basis of a news story.
Official reports on social issues such as racism, poverty, unem-
ployment and housing can be very important news stories in
their own right by reason of their publication.
Geoffrey Harris and David Spark note in Practical Newspaper
Reporting:
‘You will find in the course of time that it is not unusual for
someone to drop a 50,OOO-word report on your desk and
expect a 1,OOO-word report by lunchtime.

Such writing requires a rapid assimilation of the material and an
eye for those parts of it, which are of concern to the readers -
plus the ability to render this material quickly into a news story.

Talking Newspapers
Talking newspapers are important sources of news for radio
and TV Stations. The concept is still foreign to India but it is
ruling the media scene in a major way in Europe. Talking
newspapers are newspapers and magazines in an audio and/or
electronic format accessible and navigable by blind and partially
sighted people, and others with a disability preventing them
from reading the written or printed work.

A New Concept in Media: Talking
Newspapers
Talking Newspapers and Magazines aims to provide newspa-
pers and magazines in an audio and/or electronic format
accessible and navigable by blind and partially sighted people,
and others with a disability preventing them from reading the
written or printed work.

Visual Impairment
People who are blind or partially sighted (and this is not taking
into account dyslexia sufferers, those who, for various physical
reasons, such as paralysis and arthritis, are unable to hold
reading material and others who may be classified as ‘print-
disabled’). For these people, the standard mode of transmitting
information – the written or printed word – is inaccessible.

The work of Talking Newspaper involves developing and
delivering these alternative methods of communication so that
the visually impaired are not denied access to printed informa-
tion - access that people with sight take for granted.
Introducing News line: Access Technology to Newspapers for
the Blind and Visually Impaired
In recent years, two distinct methods of attempting to provide
the blind with access to newspapers have emerged. The first of
these involves radio-reading services. This requires a staff (either
volunteer or professional) to read a newspaper for daily live
broadcast.
But the system has serious limitations. For one thing, it
requires a major financial outlay. As a beginning, there is the
start-up cost; for although a few of the radio reading services
use regular open channels for broadcast, the overwhelming
majority does not. They use the sub carrier waves of FM
channels. This means that each blind user must be provided
with a special receiver at a considerable cost. Additionally,
broadcast facilities, with all that that implies, must be obtained;
and staff must be recruited and coordinated.

But the cost is not all. The blind cannot read the newspaper in a
timely manner, for the sighted reader must first get the printed
copy and then read it on the air. Moreover, if an article is not
broadcast at a time that is convenient for the blind listener, it is
not heard and is lost forever. This first generation of newspa-
pers for the blind is better than nothing, but not much. It has
certainly distributed many of its expensive receivers.
Recently a second generation (a newer technology) has come
into being. Using this system, sighted staff (either paid or
volunteer) gets the print newspaper and read it onto a com-
puter. The computer is attached to telephone lines, and blind
persons may call and read what articles they want whenever they
like.  The blind reader is not limited to a given time for a
particular article, and skipping and scanning can be done. An
article can be read more than once. Still, there are problems.
Mostly they revolve around quality and expense In 1994, a third
generation emerged. It gives promise of revolutionary advance-
ment. Established by the National Federation of the Blind, it is
called Newsline for the Blind™, and it has features about it that
have never before been possible. It envisions not just the
availability of a local newspaper for the blind of a given
community, but a nationwide network that will permit the
blind of the entire country to have access to both local and
national newspapers wherever they go and at any time of the
day or night. Early each morning computers at the National
Center for the Blind in Baltimore make contact with computers
at USA Today, the Chicago Tribune, and the New York Times.
The texts of these newspapers are brought into the central
computers at the National Center for the Blind, put into proper
format, and sent by modem to every local service center in the
country. This can be done in a few minutes. Material for the
local channel is sent in prescribed appropriate electronic format
to the National Center for the Blind. It is then modemed back
to the local service center. The process is quick and efficient.

Human voices are not used anywhere in the process. The
reading is done by synthesized speech, DECtalk. It does not
have the uneven quality of the voices and reading skills of a
group of volunteers, but is absolutely uniform and depend-
able. After a short period of strangeness and getting used to, it
becomes completely unnoticeable. One is aware of reading the
newspaper and not of the voice, which is essentially what
happens to the sighted reader: the sighted reader is not
constantly aware of the print and the sheet of paper, but only
of the text.

Good Practice for Talking Newspapers

Editorial
Talking newspapers vary as much as their print brothers. Some
serve mixed urban and rural areas with several large towns,
others serve a limited community and probably take most of
their material from one or two weekly newspapers.

The basic problem is the same - get a clear picture of your
audience and work to please them, even if their interests are not
the same as yours.

Earn loyalty
Imagine that your listeners pay for their TN and that you have
to fight for their interest and loyalty. Listeners do not have to
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listen to the TN. Many have good local radio stations, although
to get news on a regular basis usually means listening all day,
whereas a TN can be listened to at any time. So, even if listeners
are loyal and ‘ever so grateful’, your job is to give them the best
TN possible in journalistic and production terms. This means a
clear structure to the TN so that listeners know what is coming
when and give them adequate warning when you decide to do a
rejig.

Balance
”It means balancing your selection of news so that you give
coverage to the different communities in your area and reflecting
the full range of local news - rapes, royal visits, golden wed-
dings, court cases, planning matters, in fact, the lot. If your area
is covered by only one weekly newspaper (and a number of free
papers, which should be ignored if their news is out of date)
then your TN has no real choice as to content. If one week is all
break-ins, car crashes and muggings, then that IS the news,
whereas the following week may contain a number of golden
weddings, reports of local school children collecting funds for a
good cause and the opening of a new leisure centre.

Full awareness
It means doing a re-write when a story has been running all
week or a big, late story breaks, possibly after your main news
source has already been printed. You really cannot pretend that a
double murder has not happened just because it missed the
current edition of the local paper, and although there would be
coverage on the TN the following week, a call to the paper’s
newsdesk will produce information, even if it goes under ‘stop
press’.
‘Awareness’ can be extended to TN editors knowing when
information in a story is incorrect, e.g. the wrong telephone
number being given for the local branch of the Samaritans.

Additional Material
If you have the facility, get some good, late interviews with the
people making the news. Use your local newspapers as a source
of ideas, not just cuttings. See chapter 15 - Development.

Large areas
Some TNs cover a wide geographical area including a mix of
urban and rural communities.
It would be impossible to make all stories equally interesting to
all readers but some must be included because they are of major
local importance, even if they bore 90% of listeners!

Human interest
The main guideline must be that the vast majority of stories
will have something to appeal to the vast majority of the
listeners. That magical ingredient is human nature. A harsh fact
of journalistic life is that the most worthy story is dead without
human interest. That simply means people doing things, the
more ordinary the people and the more unusual the things the
better, but we cannot always be too choosy - especially in those
dead days in August and around Christmas. In other words,
the TN must reflect the printed-paper.

Structure
”A reader of a newspaper can skip from section to section, and
vary their reading style depending on their mood and what

other attractions there are. A TN listener can do this but not so
easily, so TNs must not plod on at great length. Limit news
sections to 10 minutes on C90s and 8 minutes on C60s and
then aim for a change of subject and, if possible, voices.

Content
”Inside that 10 minutes, will be 10 - 12 stories covering the
geographical area of listeners and including a few lighter stories.
One section is a gossip page of stories all about people. Group
the week’s shorter stories into two five-minute (three minute
on C60s) blocks of News in Brief where the target is 12 - 15
stories of one or two paragraphs. Two three-minute blocks of
sports news can be located at the end of side one and beginning
of side two so that the sports fans get their ration without
upsetting those listeners who hate sport. The presenter simply
invites listeners to turn over the cassette at the beginning of the
sports news if they wish to continue hearing general news.

Main news
”Four main ten-minute blocks follow the pattern suggested
above. The first one, which opens the TN, contains the main
news of the week, but again some lighter stories are included.

Running order
”A typical running order would have the ‘gossip page’ ending
side one (before the sports wrap-around) and then two blocks
on side two which carry the other main news items. Where
possible, the last block is made up of lighter stories so that
anyone playing the tape straight through does not end on a
solid diet of inquests and deaths - think about your solitary
listeners.

Number of stories
Sighted people can obtain a lot of news. Blind people are
limited, so try to give them as much news in as many stories as
possible. Most newspaper stories can be cut quite drastically and
still tell the heart of the story. Remember, as with interviews, it
is your job to select the most interesting bits, not to churn it all
out as you received it. As long as the story does not leave any
questions unanswered the listener will be satisfied - and highly
delighted with the extra two stories you got in by cutting down
the first one.

Source papers
You may be served by a good local newspaper. You may have a
self-satisfied, lazy paper which over-writes everything and could
not spot a news angle in bright daylight. Most fall between
these extremes and a little judicious editing can help a lot.

Cutting technique
”Once you have taken your cuttings, pasted them on to backing
sheets (if considered necessary), and carefully marked in your
amendments, you are ready to hand over to the readers. The
cuttings need to go on a big enough piece of paper to allow you
to do rewriting and to identify the source newspaper (if more
than one paper is used), together with the news block the story
is to be used in and any phonetic pronunciations.

Alterations
”Remember that if you choose to rewrite, do it to improve the
story’s news impact. But beware, do not CHANGE the aspect
of the item. Do not add comment - no one is interested in
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your views and your position on the TN does not give you the
right to inflict them on your listeners. In fact, news items
should be read as printed, apart, perhaps, from editing out any
repetition. However, if a local paper does have a libel writ
served on them, and the local TN has read the offending article
on to its tape then a writ can be served on the TN as well. To
have read the article without modification would assist the TN’s
case.

Style
”If you take stories from several sources you may run into the
problem of style where one paper makes collective nouns
singular while another makes them plural. Quite often a paper
does not seem to know what style is! Your TN could reflect the
style of each source newspaper so long as the paper is identified
before reading, or a specific style could be decided for your TN,
with the usual licence given to the sports pages to make teams
etc. plural.

Finer points
”Remove all those date references to ‘today’, ‘next week’, etc.
and encourage your readers to take out those you miss. These
are ambiguous on tape but if dates are important change ‘last
Thursday’ to ‘on xxth month’. However, if the TN uses a
number of source newspapers, then dates may have to be left in
as well as the publishing date of the source paper. Make sure
the readers do not add comments, quips, etc. of their own.
Their job is to read through the item so that they understand
its sense, make any minor amendments to make it easier to read
and then deliver it simply. Watch out for tenses, many will need
to be changed, especially when you take the date out of a story.

Pound signs
”Whenever possible tighten up the story, make verbs active,
bring out the effects of that abstract plan on PEOPLE, cut the
waffle and get on with the story. Drop all those childish ‘ands’
and ‘buts’ at the beginning of paragraphs unless they are really
doing some grammatical work. Turn every ‘will be helping’ in to
‘will help’. Ensure that ‘£’ or any monetary sign is ‘spoken’, to
hear ‘the cost will be four thousand’ makes one wonder ‘four
thousand’ what, peanuts? Attack cases of severe verbal indiges-
tion with a few full stops. Unfortunately local papers seem poor
with punctuation and often a paragraph will ‘read’ satisfactorily
but may be impossible to read out loud.

Quotations
”Readers can see quotation marks. It is not always easy to
indicate by intonation alone that the story has gone into quotes,
so move the attribution line up before the quotes start, e.g.
Mrs.Jones said: “I am so happy....”. Stick to ‘said’, a good all
purpose word that avoids the legal pitfalls of admitted,
revealed, confessed or joked.

Ages
”Ages can also cause a problem. Most non-journalists seem to
believe that it is an unhealthy obsession on the part of the press
but in many stories it does make a difference or help the listener
visualise the person more clearly. But you cannot really stick to
the Fred Smith (45) of newspapers. Turn it into “45-year old
Fred Smith” or “Fred Smith, who is 45”.

Taboos
”There should not be any taboos on stories. Our listeners are
not children and we are not their guardians, but you must take
care with accident stories, crimes, court cases etc. The dangers are
two-fold. Events can overtake you and the crash victim die
before your TN drops through the letterbox; or the critical case
might make a rapid recovery and be back home while you still
have him fighting for life. If possible, telephone the paper and
see whether it is safe to run with that line or whether you
should tone it down.

Crime
”With major crime the situation is more difficult. In crude
terms all is fair until someone is arrested but the moment they
are, the shutters go up. Again, if you do not have a journalist
on your staff, take advice and check.

Once you have ‘printed’, (finished the recording) you are OK -
unless there is a very long gap between recording and delivery.
Remember that as soon as someone is arrested the murder is
no longer a murder, there is no suspected murderer - all that is
for the court to decide.

Court reports
”Certainly use court cases but be careful how you cut them and
as a rule of thumb, only use completed cases where there has
been a verdict. Unless you have a journalist on the staff do not
over-edit. You must give the charges and the pleas as well as the
verdict and balance the story, no matter how outlandish the
defense or mitigation may be.

Special interests
”Always bear in mind that your listeners will, because of their
handicap, have particular needs and consider inclusion of regular
or ad hoc sections of special interest to them. For example,
since bus services were de-regulated their timetables seem to
change every week and this is bound to affect some listeners.
The changes may be published by the local authority in a media
release which they will probably be happy to send direct to the
TN.
Other such subjects include scaffolding and road/pavement
works, chemists rotas, shop occupancies and the availability of
special cassettes on topics ranging from mobile telephones to
the latest charter. Make sure the TN is on the RNIB’s mailing
list and listen to the monthly BT Soundings Soundbites
cassette for other national items. The 50+ programme from
Help the Aged is also a good source of material.

Concise details
”There will never be enough space on a cassette to include full
details of everything but if a brief outline together with a
contact telephone number (e.g. local Traveline) is given, your
listeners can obtain further information themselves.

Six questions
”A last and hoary thought about cutting stories down to the
interesting bits...Stories have to answer six questions - who,
what, where, why, when, and how. That is all the reader needs
or wants to know. When you have told them that, move on to
the next story.  
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Copying
This operation demands the most consistent and careful
routines. It is just so repetitive for the operators that a
moment’s lapse of concentration, such as one unpressed
button or one unchecked batch of cassettes, could mean a
dozen individual listeners receiving blank cassettes in their
wallets.

Equipment
”There are a handful of manufacturers offering units which
makes individual evaluation worthwhile when replacements are
due. Properly used and maintained, all makes will give excellent
results with suitable cassettes.

Environment
”When a few hundred copies are made on a chain of around 14
slaves there will be degree or two of heat generated and a lot of
air sucked through the units. It follows that ventilation and as
dust free a copying area as possible are essential to maintain the
health of the operators and the internal cleanliness of the
machines.
The dustiest TN job must be emptying out the Post Office’s
mailbags which spend their life being dragged around the floors
of sorting offices and on and off delivery vans. It is well worth
keeping the copiers in a different room to the mailing returns or
not carrying out both operations at the same time.
Mechanical ventilation over the copier bench is desirable but
beware that there is no back draft when the fan is not running
which could bring in the dreaded dust.

Most TNs find that copying is a standing operation and the
units are best on a worktop of around 3 feet, (900mm), with
other tables or trolleys adjacent for pre-preparation and
subsequent checking of cassettes.

Local media
The local media can be divided into two groups - local broad-
casting and the local press. Each group requires a different
technique in the areas of contacting and the type of information
TNs give them, but both can be used to promote the
organisation and its activities.
Some TNs may mistrust anything to do with the press, so let’s
try to get rid of misconceptions about journalists and their
work.

Journalists are not out to dig the dirt about your TN nor are
they going to write a pack of lies about your group. All they will
use is the information you give them, plus their own observa-
tions on what they find when they visit your studio. This
means that the committee and volunteers must have a basic
trust in the member who is going to act as Public Relations
Officer, as it’s no good blaming them if the journalist reports
something about your TN that you think is wrong. Also, while
you may feel that there should have been a two page spread on
the TN, don’t blame the PRO if you end up with a small story
on page 4.

Local press
”There are three types of newspapers which you may find in
your TN’s area. These are, usually, regional morning or evening
papers, weekly paid-for local newspapers, and the weekly

freesheets. (You can forget the national papers, as you’ll never
obtain coverage in these).
From the point of view of the PRO, regional newspapers do
present a major problem in placing a story as, being a daily
paper with a large area to cover, they are mainly interested in big
events and do not have the space for small or less interesting
items. On the other hand a local weekly paid-for paper will have
space and in some cases may be crying out for material to fill it.
If your PRO can develop a good relationship with the staff,
then this could be very useful to your TN.
Many weekly free sheets print only local advertising, but some
go in for a form of local news service and even employ
journalists, who will be very interested in your organisation.

Press releases
”The problem now is how to plant the good news story about
your TN in these publications. The answer is the traditional
Press (or Media) Release. This is not the simple letter to the
Editor, nor is it a note printed on any old scrap of paper, both
of which can get lost in the sackfuls of paperwork that all
newspapers receive each week.
A good Press release is one that stands out from the rest of the
paperwork landing on an Editor’s desk. In both layout and
design, it should attract attention. If you already have a good
letterhead and logo, your TN will have gone some way towards
designing a good Press Release. Print the information on
coloured paper which will stand out amongst all the other paper
work.

Local radio
”There are two types of local station in operation - the BBC and
Independent Local Radio Network. Although the BBC stations
may offer a better chance of getting material on air, news-wise
you have the same problem as trying to get an item into a large
regional newspaper, that of lack of editorial airtime and lack of
interest to a large coverage area. The Press Release should be
sent to the station at the same time as it is issued to the papers.
Offer local stations tapes of any interviews or interesting
features which the TN has produced, but bear in mind this
does depend on having good quality production equipment
and editorial know-how.
Ask the station’s most popular DJ to come to your TN and do
something - announce a competition winner or whatever.

Summary
Newspapers are an extremely important source of news. Since
the advent of Television and Radio newspapers have not gone
in the background but in fact complement the other two
mediums in various ways.

Review Questions
1. Identify the role of other mediums as news sources.
2. Select a topic. Write a news piece on it. List the sources that

you have used to compile the news piece.
3. What is the most handy news source that is used in most

information gathering procedure.
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Principles Governing News Coverage
Topics covered:

News judgment, Fairness, Intelligence Operations in
Network News, The Junior Reporter, Timeliness of News,
News and Nearness, Proximity, Stories: fictional and factual,
Avoid Over dramatizing, Other Storytelling Limitations,
news is more than story, Definitions, many publics mostly
local, Interests Shared by All

Objective
• To defining the various terms involved in news judgment.
• To illustrate the principles of news selection.

News Judgment

ABC “Nightline” Correspondent Jeff Greenfield.
 (Carol Halebian/Gamma-Liaison)

The idea that news judgment is something “you are born with”
was dismissed. It can be developed. But how?
First, perhaps news judgment should be defined, which isn’t
easy. Even professional journalists have difficulty explaining the
term. ABC “Nightline Correspondent Jeff Greenfield says
people have different news judgments, which he believes is
desirable. He noted that “Nightline” anchor ‘led Koppel is a
“foreign policy freak” and tends to “see more value in an
international story,” while he himself is a “political freak.”
Greenfield said that if a relatively unknown politician an-
nounced that he or she was running for president, Greenfield
might suggest that it was time to examine the whole field of
candidates, while Koppel might still prefer a foreign story.
Greenfield commented, “Does that mean that Koppel is
without news judgment? I think not. Does it mean that I am
without news judgment? I think not.”

Greenfield said news judgment can also be related to the
audience you are trying to serve. “The editors of The New York
Times and The [Washington] Post will see news differently,” he
said. “They each will ask, ‘Is this a story my readers will care
about and want to know about?’”

Greenfield cited as an example the story of Kimberly Bergalis -a
woman who died from AIDS after being infected during oral
surgery performed by her HIV-positive dentist. “Why is that a
news story?” asked Greenfield. “Because something terrible
happened to her. She never used drugs and never had sex of
any kind. Yet, this beautiful young woman was dying of the
disease. “
The ABC correspondent said it was a news story for two
reasons. First, he said, “We resonate to the story. . . it’s a ‘there
but for the grace of God’ story.” Second, he added, “It raises a
public-policy debate. Should medical professionals have to be
tested for HIV?” Greenfield said that while people react
differently to that story, news judgment dictates, “We’ve got to
cover it.”
NBC News Correspondent Bob Dotson says that when he
thinks of news judgment, he thinks of fairness. He believes
reporters must ask themselves if there is more than one side to
a story and try to present all sides. Dotson says he views ethics
as an important part of good news judgment.

CBS News Correspondent Richard Threlkeld believes news
judgment is “in the eye of the beholder. If you are going to put
on a newscast and want people to watch it,” he says, “you have
to give them stories that they ought to know-important
developments overseas and how the mayor and governor are
doing their jobs at home. They also want to know if there was
a bad fire in the neighborhood. News judgment comes into
play in giving the public the proper mix of things they should
know and want to know.”
Dotson says one of the best ways to develop news judgment is
to learn from one’s mistakes and try to avoid them in the
future. He remembered working as a young newsman in
Oklahoma City and being asked to do a story about the
anniversary of Pearl Harbor. “I was only 22 at the time and
didn’t know a heck of a lot about Pearl Harbor,” Dotson
recalled, “but I had a handout film that had sprockets on both
sides of the film. I had a master’s degree in cinematography,”
Dotson said, “but I forgot to check which side was up. So
during the newscast the planes attacking Pearl Harbor came in
upside down.”
Dotson said that because he didn’t know any better, he thought
maybe the Japanese had actually done it that way. “But when
the flag came on upside down I knew I was dead meat,” said
Dotson. “The news director always had a critique after the news,
and he would tell you what you did wrong and often make you
do it over again. Well,” Dotson continued, “you didn’t do that

LESSON 18:
EDITORIAL JUDGMENT
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too often before you started thinking of ways to improve what
you were doing.”
ABC News Correspondent Morton Dean says he developed
news judgment “by just working in the field. . . by doing it and
working with some good very people and learning from them.
You have to pay attention to people around you, and if you are
fortunate enough to have good, solid, professional people to
work with when you start out, that’s a great help. It’s like being
in a perpetual classroom.” Adds Dean, “It’s important in this
business to keep your eyes and ears open all the time. . . . You
can always learn new things, not only about the world but
about yourself. It’s important to look at yourself and listen to
yourself to pick up on whatever communication problems you
have”.
NBC Correspondent Roger O’Neil notes that when he was a
local reporter he “always paid attention to every network
correspondent on the air. He “studied them, analyzed what they
said and learned a lot.”

CBS’s Richard Threlkeld also says reporters always have to
remember -regardless of their age-to be concerned about things
that are of interest to people outside their age group. “Young
reporters just starting out,” he notes, “must realize that there
are people out there who are over 35 and have  different
interests and concerns.” Threlkeld adds that even he has to keep
asking himself, “What are my daughters, who are in their 20s
and 30s, interested in? What would they want to watch? The
same goes for people who are my seniors. Is this a story that
would interest them?” Threlkeld advises reporters to remember
that broadcasting is “mass media, and that means everybody-
little kids, and old people, and black and white and brown
people. They are all watching, and they all deserve the best that
you can give them.”

Fairness
It is often argued that it is not possible to be completely
objective. This may be true. Everyone has certain biases and
prejudices, but reporters must learn to leave out their personal
feelings when they start writing or delivering news. Objectivity
for a journalist really means “ fairness”. It means honestly
giving both sides of an argument, controversy or debate.
Reporters can tell when their report on a controversial issue has
been successful: both sides of the issue accuse them of being
partial to the other.

Newsworthiness
Because there is generally little contextual information about
scheduled news happening at the time a decision must be
made, the assignment editor uses the relative importance of the
personalities involved as an index of newsworthiness.

Predictability
Since there is a daily demand for film stories from the news
programs and only a limited number of network film crews are
available to meet it, camera crews must be assigned to events
that will almost certainly materialise on schedule. Other things
being equal, in choosing among possible stories, assignment
editors tend to give preference to happenings planned in
advance for the press, since these are virtually sure to take place
on schedule, rather than those happenings which are contingent

on less controllable factors. News conferences, interviews and
public statements are, far more likely to receive coverage than
unplanned confrontations, unexpected policy changes and off-
cuff remarks, even if there is good reason for expecting such
moves. The more predictable the event, the more likely it will be
covered.

Holding audience interest
Since assignment editors generally assume that “good pictures”
are indispensable for “holding audience interest”, priority is
naturally given to the story in a given category that promises to
yield the most dramatic or visual image, other considerations
being equal. This means, in effect, that political institutions with
rules that restrict television cameras from filming the more
rlramatic parts of their proceedings are not routinely assigned
coverage.

Geographic balance
To maintain the appearance of national coverage of news events
and thus satisfy the requirement of aff1liatcd stations for a
national news service, assignment editors are expected to
distribute stories between different regions of the country. At
the same time, they are supposed to stay within a budget which
allows for only a limited number of f1lm crews in a few cities.
This dilemma is routinely solved by allocating assignments,
geographically, according to the whereabouts of the crews.

Time considerations
Since the main demand for film stories comes from the evening
news program, which originates at 6.30 p.m. and since it will be
recalled, it normally takes about six hours to film an interview,
process the film, and edit and integrate it ‘into a news program,
assignment editors prefer; again all other things being equal, to
select stories scheduled to take place, as one put it, “early in the
day rather that late. This in turn tends to favour organisations
and newsmakers who are more aware of the needs of network
news and schedule their news conferences, speeches and
hearings accordingly, over those whose proceedings are not
primarily set to accommodate the media.

Intelligence Operations in Network News
All that can be definitely stated is that there are two intelligence
operations in network news: one that takes place at the assign-
ment desk and follows relatively stable criteria in selecting stories
to be covered by camera crews; and second, a less well defined
system centered around the producers of individual news
programs, which chooses the general trends and categories that
are to be illustrated by examples chosen by the assignment desk.
Almost by definition, news events are short-lived phenomena.
Except for rare instances, what is seen on network news is not
the event itself unfolding before the live camera or even a
filmed record, but a story about the event reconstructed on film
from selected fragments of it (or even from re-enactments of
it). Despite the hackneyed maxim that television news “tells it
like it is”, presenting events exactly as they occur does not fit in
with the requisites of network news. For one thing, the camera
is not always in a position to capture events live or on film as
they happen. In some cases, news events are unexpected and
occur before a camera crew can be dispatched to the scene.
Others cannot be filmed direct because of unfavourable weather
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and lighting conditions (especially if artificial lighting is
unavailable or restricted), or simply because decision-making
bodies prohibit news crews from filming their proceedings.
Even when such institutions as political conventions permit
television to record their formal proceedings, the significant
decisions still may take place outside the permitted purview of
the media permissibility.
But even when coverage presents no insurmountable problems,
given the requirement that a network news story has a definite
order, time and logic, it would be insufficient in most cases to
record from beginning to end the natural sequence of events,
with all the digressions, confusions and inconsistencies that
more often than not constitute reality.

The Junior Reporter
 The beginning news reporter may measure the news value of
ideas, events, and conflicts more precisely. At present we depend
very little on the psychology of communication. What we do
have, according to Doctor Carl Hovland, Sterling professor and
chairman of the department of psychology at Yale University,
are “all the essential ingredients—the research techniques, the
concepts and hypotheses, and the problems—to permit
developing a genuine science of communications in the coming
decade or two.”
Meanwhile, those who report the news may consider the
elements, factors, or determinants involved in sifting or
selecting the news. Actually there are four questions to ask
about any idea, event, or conflict. They are: when did happen?
How near is it? How big is it? What does it mean? On this
basis the newsman may determine to some extent at least what
news to get and write for his news medium and its specific
public.

Timeliness of News
 The newsman’s job it to inform the public, yet news and
information are not synonymous. The latter may have been
news at one time, but it may not be news now. Perhaps it was
presented in an earlier newscast, earlier edition, or an earlier
century.

News is history only when it is piping hot; not when it is stone
cold. But not all news is history. News is perishable. Within the
smallest interval on the calendar or clock, it may cease to be
timely. It may then become information, history, or even truth.
Truth itself mayor may not be news, for the truth as we report
it today may not be the truth of yesterday or tomorrow.
Moreover, truthful news may expose lies as well as report truth.
Suppose a new ambassador to Russia is appointed. Once the
news is released, it may be reported in two or three sentences in
a radio dispatch. The daily newspaper may give it half a dozen
or more paragraphs. The appointment still may be news when
it is interpreted in national newspapers and news agencies,
although the news alone will be of little interest to many news
media published less often.
No newsman dares to dally when he gathers the news. It is his
job go get the news and to get it now. If he does not, his
competitor will. If he does not, his news may cease to be news,
for recency is transitory. What is news one moment all too soon
may become only interesting information, no longer timely.

News and Nearness
All news is local. News is local in the sense that it is ready by a
specific person in a specific locality. He considers it in terms of
his own interests and in relation to his immediate environment.
Other factors being equal, his interest in the news decreases as
the distance from the place of news increases.

Proximity
Proximity is often important determinant in deciding what is
the news. The typical news consumer is interested in familiar
faces and familiar places, in what happens along main street or
in the old swimming pool. The notions of octogenarians in his
home town have more news appeal, because they are local in
origin.

Despite the importance of nearness in judging the news, local
ideas, events, and conflicts often are covered inadequately. The
surface reporting, both in words and pictures leaves much to be
desired and sometimes even is careless. Routine coverage of
local news may provide for an adequate presentation of facts,
yet may fail to interpret to explain them effectively. At the same
time local angles on non-local stories receive too little attention.
News and Size: News is not just a matter of time and geogra-
phy; frequently it is a problem in arithmetic. The bigger the
current idea, event or conflict, the better the news. The magni-
tude of the news often is the most important factor in
determining how much emphasis it will be given in print or on
the air.
The size of the news may be measured in terms of figures.
Consider a few in which figures are significant: accidents -
numbers of person killed or injured; disasters—value of
property destroyed; labour—number of men who may walk
out; business-amount of profit or loss; progress—number of
persons benefited; warfare—thousands or millions involved in
bloodshed or affected by battles.
Size may be measured by the prominence of the persons
involved. If the president goes fishing, it is news in all newspa-
pers. If you go fishing, you may catch more fish but receive only
a few lines, if any, in the local press.

The noted and the notorious get more space than the ordinary
and obscure. Anyone who is a celebrity or an authority may get
into the news if he breaks a leg, stages a brawl, makes a speech,
refuses to talk, or falls in love. The typical news consumer may
do the same thing and be ignored by news media.
Prominence and achievement, of course, are not synonymous.
Those who are widely known may include statesmen, industri-
alists, gangsters, scientists, athletes, actresses, and even
comic-strip characters.
News may be big or small, according to the size of the current
idea, event, or conflict Its scope may be measured in terms of
the numbers involved, the prominence of those involved, the
unusuali1ess of the story, and perhaps, in other ways. For
example, the consequences of the news may also be significant-
so significant that the thorough reporter should examine the
meaning of the news.
While it might make economic sense for a newspaper to invest
resources in increased news coverage assuming that it would
produce exclusive and sensational stories which in turn would
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lead to a higher circulation, it does not make sense for a network
to maintain anything more than the minimum number of
camera crews necessary to fill the available news-programming
time, if one accepts the prevailing theories about audience.

Recognizing and Evaluating A News
Story
You know intuitively what a story is. Ever since you were old
enough to speak, you have been telling stories and listening to
stories. As soon as you could, you began reading them-mostly
children’s fiction at first, then factual stories as you grew older
and began to read school books, magazines, and newspapers.

So you’ve been conditioned all your life to recognize stories. But
when it comes to analyzing the components or putting together
a story yourself how well do you fare? Can you dash it off as
quickly as you can tell it to a friend? Or do you freeze when you
sit down at the typewriter?
If you are a would-be writer who freezes, chances are you have
one or more of these problems:
1. You don’t have all the necessary facts. You can’t supply the

specific who, what, where, when, why, and how that are the
essential ingredients of every story.

2. You’re a poor typist, and you’re thinking less about the story
than about where to put your fingers.

3. You have no clear picture of the person you are addressing
(as you do when telling a story face-to-face). You can’t
identify his interests.

4. You don’t understand fully enough the concept of “story.”
Each point is important. Reporters always should have more
information than they think necessary. They also must know
what is important to the audience and have enough typing skill
that manual awkwardness won’t interfere with clear thinking.
But above all reporters must have a good idea of what consti-
tutes a story.

True, not all news appears in story form. Every newspaper
publishes a lot of information as statistics or lists-stock market
reports, weather readings, football and baseball standings, lists
of births and divorces. News broadcasters, having less time
than the newspaper has space, devote less attention to lists of
names and numbers, but they too deal with a certain amount
of non story material. News of this kind, however, can be
gathered and recorded by anyone, regardless of talent or
training. The reporter who expects to be more than a clerk must
learn to put news in story form.

Stories: Fictional and Factual
The beginning reporter, exercising’ caution, can learn something
about “story” from fiction. News stories and works of fiction
differ, of course. News consists only of actual persons and
events, with nothing invented, whereas fiction consists of
imagined characters and scenes. The reporter’s goals, too, usually
differ from the fiction writer’s. Most news stories are designed
to inform or explain, whereas fiction is written to entertain,
evoke emotion, or stimulate thought.
But the essential elements of the “story” are the same: people
and action. Journalists can use the analogy to fiction as long as

they remember that the people they deal with are real and the
actions they report are only those that could be proved in court.
Teachers of fiction define story as struggle. Call it conflict or
merely action; the important thing is that something must
happen.
‘Without action, we have no story’.

The simplest fiction plot involves one central character strug-
gling to solve one basic problem. As the action (story)
progresses, the character encounters obstacles which require
further action. In a good plot, the protagonist may move two
steps backward for each step forward. At any rate, he or she
keeps moving, struggling against obstacles or opposing forces.
Struggle is the essence, and the story ends when the protagonist
wins, loses, or quits. The reader is interested as much in the
struggle itself as in its outcome.
In fiction or drama, the conflict may be either internal or
external. The central character may struggle against a personal
foe, against the forces of nature, against society or some
segment of it, or against his own selfish impulses. In sophisti-
cated fiction, the opposing force is seldom personified. It is
only a situation, with no heroes or villains, against which a
fallible human being struggles. This is the brand of fiction that
most closely resembles reality.
Fiction stories must include motivation and sequel-causes and
effects. So should news stories. But perhaps the most impor-
tant thing that reporters can learn from fiction is that all stories
involve people individually or in groups-in action. Events never
happen in a vacuum. People are always involved in them, and-
except for natural disasters-people usually cause them. The
struggle may be anything but dramatic, the obstacles not even
obvious, but struggles and obstacles are present in news as in
fiction.

In its totality, news is the daily chronicle of mankind-people
talking, arguing, fighting, trading, planning, building and
destroying, winning and losing, making love and making war.
It is the story of individuals and nations, humanity and
inhumanity; and any definition that omits the human element
misses the point entirely. All news concerns human beings.
Even when a story is primarily about natural phenomena-
storms, eclipses, droughts, floods, or earthquakes-we write
about their effects on people or how people view them. We are
human beings writing about human beings for human beings.
From all this, we can derive three rules for the beginning writer:
1. Put proper names into your story-names of individuals and

organizations.
2. Use strong verbs-as strong as the action justifies.
3. Write mostly in the active voice, which stresses the actor.

Most events don’t just happen; people cause them.

Avoid Overdramatizing
Before you charge off in a cloud of purple prose, bent on
turning every story into a drama, a word of caution. No story is
more than an abstraction from reality. It is never life itself. Until
it is written, it isn’t even a story. It is merely an event, an idea, or
a set of circumstances that becomes a story only through the
reporter’s perception and skill. And ethical reporters must
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always ask themselves whether they are seeing the “story” clearly
and coolly or whether they are exaggerating the conflict and
overdramatizing. Journalism has no place for the writer who
“never lets facts stand in the way of a good story.”
Life, unlike fiction, is seldom melodramatic. It has few clearly
defined heroes or villains, and even those can’t be labeled as
such. They can be characterized only through fair, objective
reporting of their deeds and words. The “villain” in real life is
seldom an individual or even an identifiable group. More often
it is a situation that has developed over such a long period that
the early causative factors-and the persons responsible for them-
have been long forgotten. Society itself-the circumstances under
which it exists, its customs, and its restrictions-is at the root of
many evils.
Thus the reporters who look for a specific culprit usually are
either wasting their time or distorting reality. Nor should the
reporter seek out controversy. Like violence, controversy usually
will make itself known. It is true without conflict no story
exists. But conflict doesn’t necessarily imply either violence or
controversy. For example, a scientist searching for a cure to
cancer is engaged in a conflict-against the forces of nature and
the frustration of failures. This is by no means a controversy.
Even when a controversy exists, the reporter must take pains to
avoid portraying a simple difference of opinion as a confronta-
tion.

Other Storytelling Limitations
As tellers of stories, journalists have several limitations. They
have neither the time nor the space to develop a story as
thoroughly and “realistically” as the fiction writer. Much of the
minor action and physical description the fiction writer uses to
make a scene vivid must be omitted as unimportant; the reader
of news is more interested in the outcome than in the events
leading up to it. Therefore, reporters seldom tell the story
chronologically. Instead of keeping the audience in suspense,
they begin where fiction writers would end-with the climactic
action and its net effect.
Nor do journalists have the fiction writer’s freedom of expres-
sion. They can’t comment on the action or enter the characters’
minds. They write only what is said or done, not what a person
thinks or feels, which means that they often must present action
without fully explaining its motivation.
In fiction, the story usually ends when the protagonist wins,
loses, or quits. In news, it’s not that easy. First, we have no
protagonist in the fiction sense, because reporters don’t take
sides. Second there are few winners and few losers (except in the
sports report), and sometimes you can’t tell one fm the other.
Further, the action refuses to stop at a convenient place. Some
human struggles seem to continue without end, and the only
way journalists can approach the fiction writer’s “satisfactory
ending” is by quitting when they have presented all the facts
available at the moment.

News is More Than Story
To the writer of fiction, the story is in a sense its own. But to
the journalist, the story is only a container, a form in which
news is presented. And it is easier to define the container than
its contents. People generally agree on what constitutes a story,
but they differ widely over what constitutes news.

News must be timely, factual information which has some value
to the reader or listener. It may be enlightening, instructive, or,
only entertaining.
It may be only an interesting tidbit to store away in the mind,
something that adds to a person’s general knowledge, or it may
be information that can be put to use immediately, such as
announcements of future events. Regardless of its nature, it can
be considered news only if the reader sees some benefit in it.
Indirectly, of course, the public may benefit from almost any
current, factual information. The more a person knows, the
more he or she can talk about. People who gossip know this
instinctively. And some people-salesmen, politicians, and others
whose success depends partly on conversational ability-approach
the news consciously with the goal of having something to talk
about. (Reporters, too, can benefit from this approach. If they
are well informed in several news areas in addition to their own,
they seldom lack an “ice-breaker” to open an interview.)

Definitions
News has been defined as
Anything you didn’t know yesterday- If it doesn’t somehow add to
what you already know, it isn’t news.

Whatever interests the reader-If it doesn’t interest somebody, it’s
not news. On the other hand, some highly interesting informa-
tion-gossip, for example-may not be news because it lacks
significance.
Tomorrow’s history today- This is a good definition of the
outstanding stories and even of some less attention-getting
stories that are laden with statistics. But it gives news more
importance than the bulk of it deserves.
Any change in the status quo-This approach is based on the notion
that something must happen, or there’s no story.
The status quo itself- The prevailing situation, which the public
may ignore or take for granted, can be important news when it
is made visible and analyzed.

A timely, factual report of events, ideas, and situations that interest the
public-This may be the best definition of all. It combines
timeliness and audience interest, and it is slightly less vague
about subject matter. And, unlike the other definitions, it says
that news isn’t news until it is reported.
The list could go on for several pages. But perhaps the best
advice to beginners is that if it’s timely, something the general
public hasn’t heard or noticed before, if it interests you or an
identifiable portion of your audience, then it’s news.

Many Publics, Mostly Local
Telling a story implies an audience. Defining news-which is the
content of the journalist’s story involves determining the
relationship between events and the interests of your public.
Thus the concepts of story and news are inseparable from an
awareness of audience or reader.

You may dream of writing the Big Story that will be read by
everyone in the world, but it’s only a dream. Even the most
important international stories reach only a fraction of the
world’s population. And usually reporters write for a far more
limited audience: the readers, listeners, or viewers in a precisely
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defined geographical area. The newspaper or broadcast station’s
first goal is to serve its own trade area. Most stories, therefore,
are primarily of local or regional interest. The community-its
economy, geography, history, traditions, and ethnic composi-
tion-plays a large role in determining what constitutes news. For
example, a story from Cuba presumably is more important to
people in nearby Miami than it would be to Kansans. And a
story from Oslo or Stockholm will attract more readers in
Minneapolis, with that city’s large population of Scandinavian
descent, than it would in Houston, New Orleans, or Santa Fe.
Similarly, a change in the price of gold automatically is top
priority news in Lead, South Dakota, whose only industry is the
Homestake Gold Mine. And the price of corn means more in
Iowa than in California.
No community, of course, is an entirely homogeneous group
of people. Instead, it consists of many small publics within the
general public. Each of these special groups is united by a
common bond of interest, And to build and hold mass
circulation, newspapers must recognize the particular interests
of each group-blue-collar workers” farmers, businessmen, the
aged, ethnic minorities, the poor, sports fans, youth, house-
wives, parents of school children, the family and friends of the
bride. Reporters soon learn to write for numerous publics with
interests they may not share.

Interests Shared by All
Regardless of their different interests, all our readers and
listeners are human beings, and they are alike in all ways that
one human being is like another. No study of the reporter’s
audience is complete, therefore, without some examination of
what writers call “the human condition.”
Lawrence Durrell wrote four novels known collectively as The
Alexandria Quartet, in which he attempted to demonstrate that
in the final analysis all things will be shown true of all people.
Perhaps Durrell’s is an overstatement, hut psychologists agree
that all humans are much alike, that they are both rational and
emotional, that they live in a constant state of conflict between
self and society, that they are always struggling to reduce the
tension of this conflict. Humans are basically selfish, yearning
for freedom yet realizing that without social order no individual
can be free. They know they are mortal, that someday they must
die, a truth against which they constantly rebel. Since they can’t
attain physical immortality, their alternative goal is to live as long
and as well as they can.. Most people want love and affection,
recognition for their achievements, and status among their
peers. All want to be healthy, and most want to prosper.
To summarize, all humans want a longer, healthier, and happier
life both for themselves and their children, who may be their
only ticket to immortality. And, perhaps unconsciously, they
expect the media to supply information that will help them
attain these goals. Primarily, people want stories that will:
1. Warn of  imminent Physical danger-an outbreak of war or local

violence, an approaching storm, an epidemic, an unsafe
product, or adulterated food.

2. Report developments that promise to extend life-a peace agreement,
a medical discovery, improvements in hospital facilities, a
new system of keeping physically fit. .

3. Expose threats to individual freedom-political oppression,
economic injustice, infringements of civil rights.

4. Help them improve their economic or political position-simple
informative stories about business developments and the
employment situation, or explanatory or even instructive
stories about managing investments, preparing for
retirement, juggling the family budget, or preparing the tax
returns. A political or economic feature even may be a success
story about a person the reader dreams of emulating.

5. Describe improvements or deterioration in the quality of living -
urban decay, the crime rate, vanishing wildlife, advancements
in housing and recreation, changing mores, improvements in
clothing and cooking.

6. Tell what is happening or is expected to happen to their children -
readers want to know what kind of world their children will
live in and how educators are preparing them for it.

Summary
This chapter describes the important points to be kept in mind
while judging a news story. News judgment is an important
character trait of a good journalist. To know about news
judgment a reporter must study the news. A familiarity with the
news is necessary to understand its habits and special prefer-
ences. The technique for leaning news judgment is to analyze in
detail the qualities that can make something news worthy. The
some what less mystical qualities, which you will study in the
next chapter in detail, are: impact, weight, controversy, emotion,
the unusual, prominence, proximity, timeliness, currency,
usefulness, and educational value.

Review Questions
1. News judgment is a difficult concept to express even for

veteran journalists. How would you explain it?
2. Can news judgment be developed? Explain
3. Reporters should always strive to be fair when they are

covering stories. What does that entail?

Exercises
1. Switch from station to station at the top of the local news,

whether the stations are leading the news with the same
stories or different stories. Which story would you have led
with? Defend your choice

2. Accompany a radio or TV reporter on a story, and observe he
or she handles an interview and works it into the story.

3. Interview a radio or TV reporter, and find out how he or she
prepares for an assignment before leaving the newsroom.

4. Visit a newsroom, and find out what kind of research
books, audio or video morgues, and computer resources are
available for reporters looking for background information.
Turn in a report on your findings.
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I do not lift heavy objects; I do not manufacture things. What I do is to
go out, and see things and meet people, and then I put it all on paper for
strangers. That may not sound like work - sometimes I can’t believe I get
a paycheck for it. I have been writing a column for over 28 years, and I
have become virtually incapable of experiencing things and keeping them
inside myself.

—(Bob Greene, columnist)
Topics Covered

The characteristics of News, Types of News, Public/Civic
Journalism, Hard News  and Soft News,  applying the
Principles of News Selection, Concept of Objectivity, details
News Organisations are reluctant to Publish, Importance of
News Accuracy, The Writing Coach.

Objectives
• To analyze the characteristics and types of news.

• To study the principles of News selection.
The day’s events contrasted as sharply as night and day, an
analogy many journalists later used to summarize what
happened.
During the day, President Bill Clinton’s lawyers, led by Charles
F.C.s Ruff, launched the defense of the president before the
U.S. Senate. Clinton was only the second president in the
history of the country to stand trial in the Senate on articles of
impeachment. Ruff told the senators that Clinton’s conduct
with Monica Lewinsky and his efforts to hide that conduct from
the public and investigators were reprehensible but did not
warrant the president’s removal from office.
That night, Clinton himself stood before the representatives
who had impeached him and the senators who would judge
him to deliver the State of the Union Address. Clinton made
no mention of the impeachment trial but confidently set out a
legislative program for the coming year that included bolstering
the Social Security system and improving education.

Many of the next day’s newspapers ran front-page stories about
both the Senate trial and the State of the Union Address. And
some of those newspapers described the events in similar
terms. “Night and Day,” proclaimed the headline in the
Charleston (S.C.) Gazette. “A Day of Denials, A Night of
Oratory,” said The Day of New London, Conn. And “Judging
Clinton by day and his ideas by night” was the headline in the
Savannah (Ga.) Morning News.
These widely separated newspapers selected the same stories
and played them in similar ways because the journalists at each
were evaluating the day’s events by similar sets of news values-
values they have developed through years of experience.
Selecting news stories to publish in a newspaper or air on a
news broadcast is a subjective process-an art, not a science.
Journalists possess no scientific tests or measurements to help

them judge a story’s newsworthiness. Journalists have tried to
define news, but no single definition has won widespread
acceptance. Also, no definition acknowledges all the factors
affecting the selection process. Walter Lippmann, a reporter and
columnist, said news is “what protrudes from the ordinary. . . a
picture of reality on which [people] can act.” Another journalist,
Nicolas Tomalin, defined news as “things that people don’t
want to be known.” And television commentator David
Brinkley said news is “what I say it is.”

The Characteristics of News
Even if journalists cannot agree on a definition of news, they
agree that news stories possess certain characteristics or news
values. Jack Hart, managing editor of The (Portland) Orego-
nian, says a good story should have the following characteristics:
(1) an interesting central character who (2) faces a challenge or is
caught up in a conflict and (3) whose situation changes as (4)
action takes place in (5) an engaging setting. More traditionally,
journalists have said that newsworthy events are those that
possess timeliness, impact, prominence, proximity, unusualness
and conflict or controversy. By either Hart’s values or the more
traditional ones, the stories about Clinton’s impeachment trial
and his State of the Union Address were big news.

Timeliness
Journalists stress current information-stories occurring today or
yesterday, not several days or weeks ago-and try to report it
ahead of their competitors. Obviously, print journalists are at a
disadvantage when competing with electronic media. If a story
occurred even one day earlier, journalists will look for fresh
information around which to build their stories. If some
background is necessary, they usually keep it to a minimum and
weave it throughout a story.

Whether be it Newspapers or Television or Radio Timeliness is
extremely important. An example is this paper cutting from the
New York Journal.

On Feb. 17, 1898, a single story filled the front page of William
Randolph Hearst’s New York Journal. The story reported that

LESSON 19:
SELECTING THE NEWS
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the USS Maine had been destroyed and 260 seaman killed.
Hearst wanted the United States to declare war against Spain
and immediately suggested the Spaniards were responsible for
the explosion. A Navy Court of Inquiry found that the
explosion was caused by something outside the ship - but was
unable to determine who was responsible for it.

Impact
Reporters stress important information that has an impact on
their audience: stories that affect involve or interest thousands
of readers or viewers. A plane crash that kills 180 people is more
newsworthy than an automobile accident that kills two.
Similarly, an increase in city property taxes more newsworthy
than an increase in dog license fees because the former affects
many more people.

As reporters evaluate events, they must consider the impact or
importance of those events for readers and viewers. News
stories tend to focus on the most severe storms, the most
damaging fires, the most deadly accidents, the most important
speeches and the most interesting organizations because these
are likely to affect the most readers and viewers and have the
serious consequences.

Prominence
If an insurance salesperson or a plumber catches a cold, no one
cares, except that person friends and family. If the president of
the United States catches a cold, the stock market may lose 500
points. Even routine events may become newsworthy when
they involve prominent individuals, such as governors,
business leaders or celebrities. Almost everything the president
does is news because he is the nation’s leader.
Reporters should not cover celebrities to the exclusion of
stories about ordinary people, but the American public seems
to have an insatiable appetite for information about those who
1 famous. People magazine, for example, is successful because it
fills its pages with facts a photographs about the lives of
glamorous people.

Proximity
The closer an event is to home, the more newsworthy it
becomes. Murders are important news stories locally. Some-
times murder cases attract national attention. A gay University
of Wyoming student, Matthew Shepard, died after he had been
kidnapped, robbed, pistol whipped and left tied to a fence near
Laramie, Wyo. Because the attack on him apparently was
motivated by his sexual orientation, his death ignited a national
debate over hate crime laws. Near Jasper, Texas, a black man,
James W. Byrd Jr., was chained to the back of a pickup truck
and dragged to death by a trio of white men. The murder of
Byrd reminded Americans of the enduring problem of racism.
Most murders, however, lack such shocking or unusual
circumstances, so they arouse little national attention. Journal-
ists explain that readers and viewers are most interested in and
affected by stories about their own communities.
Henry Coble, a former editor with the Greensboro (N.C.) News
& Record, often evaluated a story’s proximity by its closeness to
the Haw River, which flows through central North Carolina.
When a story’s dateline was distant, Coble was fond of saying,
“It’s a long way from Haw River.” He meant News & Record

readers would be less interested in a story the farther away it was
from the Haw.
Proximity may be psychological. Two individuals who share a
characteristic or an interest may want to know more about each
other although thousands of miles separate them. An Amer-
ican mother may sympathize with the problems of a mother in
a distant country. American college students are likely to be
interested in the concerns of college students elsewhere.

Singularity
Deviations from the normal- unexpected or unusual events,
conflicts or controversies, drama or change-are more newswor-
thy than the commonplace. The murder of 13 students and
teachers at a high school in Littleton, Colo., by two students
who later committed suicide is more newsworthy than the
routine school day experienced by hundreds of thousands of
other students. Similarly, the fact that a city’s mayor is squab-
bling with another city official is more newsworthy than the fact
that two other officials are good friends.
Journalists must be alert for the unusual twists in otherwise
mundane stories. Few newspapers will report a minor auto
accident, but if a 6-year-old girl, a robot or a police chief was
driving the car, the story could become front-page news.
The Ann Arbor (Mich.) News once published a front-page story
about a birthday party. The host and guests were dogs-eight of
them. Each dog received party favors and dined on ice cream.
Critics charge that the media’s emphasis on the unusual gives
their audiences a distorted view of the world. They say that the
media fail to portray the lives of normal people on a typical day
in a typical community. Editors respond that, because there is
too much news to allow them to report everything, they report
problems requiring the public’s attention. However, reporters
should write stories about things that work in a community:
organizations or individuals who help a community improve
its education or health care, programs that defeat youth or
domestic violence, efforts to reduce teen drinking or pregnancy.

Conflict or Controversy
Two people arguing about their divergent philosophies on a
social issue is more newsworthy than two people who agree on
everything. The tension between the subjects creates the conflict
that often makes a story dramatic, and interesting to read. While
conflict between government officials or agencies, private
organizations or private individuals can be viewed as negative
news, it often provides readers and viewers with different
opinions about policies and problems. Conflict can exist in any
story. The single mother working her way through college faces
the conflicts of time to care for her child and time needed to
prepare herself for a better future. A young man fighting AIDS
faces the conflict of trying to live his life. An athlete fighting to
gain the edge against her competitors in a championship game
faces the conflicts of the limits of her body’s ‘endurance and the
talent and strength of her competition. Despite the conflict,
each one of these stories can be positive.

Other Characteristics
Dozens of other factors affect journalists’ selection of news;
however, most definitions of news acknowledge only a few of
them. Reporters look for humorous stories-anything that will
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make their audience laugh. They also report straightforward
events-fires, storms, earthquakes and assassinations-partly
because such dramatic events are easier to recognize and report.
Journalists are less adept at reporting complex phenomena,
such as the causes and consequences of crime, poverty, inflation,
unemployment and racial discrimination. Journalists also have
difficulty reporting stories that never culminate in obvious
events.
That is changing, however. New technology and the increased
use of computers have allowed journalists to analyze informa-
tion that in the past was difficult to gather and compare. Stories
that report, analyze and explain are becoming more common at
larger news organizations. Even small organizations attempt
such projects. While technology has helped, editors still must
publish a newspaper or air a broadcast every day, and they may
need all their staff members just to accomplish that. Smaller
budgets prevent smaller news organizations from hiring the
staff necessary to spend time on big projects. Another character-
istic of news is that it varies somewhat from medium to
medium. Daily newspapers emphasize events occurring in their
communities during the last 24 hours. A few major dailies also
strive to provide extensive national and international coverage.
Weekly news magazines report events of national interest, often
in more depth, and try to explain the events’ significance.
Television reports headline news-a few details about the day’s
major stories. Also, television news broadcasters favor visual
stories—ones with strong, dramatic pictures—over stories that
are complicated and difficult to illustrate.
A news organization’s size and the size of the community it
serves affect the selec4 news. A news organization in a small
town may report every local traffic accident; on medium-sized
city may report only the accidents that cause serious injury; and
big-city newspapers and television stations may report only the
accidents that result in death. Similarly, newspapers in small
cities often publish all wedding and engagement announce-
ments and obituaries whereas newspapers in larger cities
publish only those of prominent citizens. Death announce-
ments in some papers appear not as news stories, but as
advertisements paid for by families.
The day of the week on which news occurs is important.
Newspapers publish more advertisements on Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Sundays, the days when readers plan their
weekend shopping or have more time to spend reading.
Consequently, newspapers have more space for stories on those
three days. Most newspapers attempt to maintain a specific ratio
of advertisements to news, often about 60 percent to 65 percent
advertisements to 35 percent to 40 PI news. So on the days they
publish more advertisements, newspapers also publish more
news. News organizations are most likely to use the types of
stories they have traditionally published The New York Post
traditionally emphasizes crime, sex, sports and photographs.
The New York Times, which appeals to a wealthier, better-
educated audience than the Post, places a greater emphasis on
political, business and foreign news. Similarly, some newspapers
diligently investigate the problems in their communities,
whereas others hesitate to publish stories that might offend
their readers or advertisers.

Few publishers or station managers admit they favor any
individuals or organizations, most develop certain “dos and
don’ts” that reporters call “policies” or “sacred cows.” Sacred
cows reflect the interests of an organization’s executives.
Unfortunately, some news organization executives use their
power to distort the news, ordering their staffs to report only
positive stories about their favorite candidates, political parties,
causes or organizations.

Types of News
Journalists recognize two major types of news: hard and soft.
“Hard news” usually refers to serious and timely stories about
important topics. The stories may describe a major crime, fire,
accident, speech, labor dispute or political campaign. Journalists
call hard news “spot news” or “straight news.” “Breaking
news,” a similar label, refers to events occurring, or “breaking,”
now.
“Soft news” usually refers to feature or human-interest stories.
Soft news entertains and in forms. It may make readers laugh or
cry, love or hate, envy or pity. While still newsworthy news often
is less timely than breaking news. Consequently, editors can
delay soft stories to make room for more timely stories. Soft
stories also may use a less formal style of writing) more
anecdotes, quotations and descriptions.
Nonjournalists are more likely to classify news as “good” or
“bad.” Many critics a media claim news organizations today
focus too much on bad or negative news. Spiro T. Agnew, vice
president to Richard Nixon, once called journalists “nattering
nabobs of negativism.” More recently, DeeDee Myers, former
press secretary to President Clinton, said reporters have the
philosophy that “good news is no news.”
Earl Foegen, a professor of business at Winona State Univer-
sity, notes that news organizations seem to be obsessed with
killing, death and conflict almost to the exclusion of positive
news. Foegen claims news organizations focus on negative
news because they believe it sells papers or increases ratings, but
the practice actually may turn audiences away as they bee
saturated with a constant barrage of negative stories. Foegen
recommends news organizations provide a better balance of
negative and positive news as a means to draw readers and raise
level of news organizations’ social responsibility.

David Brinkley, formerly of ABC News, has criticized local
newscasts for their emphasis on bad news. Brinkley com-
plained:
There’s a tired old cliche that news is about a man biting a dog.
That’s silly. News is something worth knowing, something you
didn’t know already. I don’t look at local news much. I’m tired
of seeing stories about crime on the sidewalk: blood, knives,
guns, death and destruction. I don’t like the stories about
bodies on sidewalks. It’s of no interest except, of course, to the
family of that body on the sidewalk.
Systematic studies have found, however, that most people
exaggerate the amount of crime and violence reported by the
media. Dozens of studies have examined the issue and found
individual newspapers devote 2 percent to 35 percent of their
space to violence. On average, one-tenth of newspaper content
concerns violence.
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Other critics claim that the news media are becoming detached
from the audiences they are supposed to serve. James Fallows,
former editor of U.S. News & World Report and author of
“Breaking the News: How the News Media Undermines
American Democracy,” says the news media “define the news in
narrow and destructive ways.” Fallows criticizes the media for
focusing on the process rather than the news. In stories about
public issues, the news media tend to cover the issues as feuds
between political opponents instead of informing audiences
about the issues. Such reporting tends to turn off audiences,
Fallows claims, leaving them uninformed and cynical toward
their government and bureaucratic officials, as well as the news
media. He suggests making straight news stories more
entertaining rather than filling space and air with entertainment.
Fallows believes that to be successful in their role as the eyes and
ears of the public, the news media need to make audiences feel
less like spectators and more like participants in public life and
the news.

Public/Civic Journalism
A new movement finding its way into newsrooms-about 200
around the country-affects how journalists define and gather
news. Proponents call it public or civic journalism. Professor Jay
Rosen, a leading supporter of public journalism, says it is an
argument about the proper task of the press and a set of
approaches to newsgathering and reporting that are slowly
spreading through American journalism.
The argument about the task of the press says: If public life is
in trouble in the United States, then journalism is in trouble.
Therefore, journalists should do what they can to support
public life. The press should help citizens participate in public
life and take them seriously when they do, rather than treat
citizens as spectators to a drama performed by professionals
and I technicians. And the press should nourish or create the
sort of public talk some might call a deliberative dialogue. Most
important, perhaps, journalists must learn to see hope as an
essential resource that they cannot deplete indefinitely without
costs to the community.
Supporters base public journalism on a fundamental concept of
democracy espoused by James Madison-that by participating in
the governing of themselves, people preserve democracy. To
have the kind of democracy envisioned by Madison, the press
must be a participant be-cause a democracy needs an informed
citizenry.
Americans have grown tired of the press because they believe
the news is boring and biased. A survey asked respondents
about their level of confidence in what they see and read in the
news. Over a five-year period, the percentage of people who
said they had a great deal of confidence in television news
dropped from 55 to 35 percent, in newsmagazines from 38 to
I2 percent, and in newspapers from 50 to 20 percent. Recently, at
least among newspaper readers, the confidence rating edged up
to 24 percent.

To combat the growing public disenchantment with the press
and public life, public journalism offers a set of approaches for
reporters to adopt. In political coverage, news organizations
should turn away from the horse-race aspect of coverage-who’s

ahead, who’s behind. Instead, journalists should conduct
extensive interviews, polls and public forums with voters to
find out what issues concern them. This process allows the
public to decide what is important.
Proponents of public journalism say journalists cannot live in a
vacuum as neutral 0 servers. Reporters should listen to all
voices, not just the loudest; and listen particularly to those
people in the middle. Proponents of public journalism suggest
that the routine five W’s and H questions (who, what, where,
when, why and how) work well but may not be the only ones
that work. In public journalism, reporters should ask:
• Who—cares, is affected, needs to be included, has a stake, is

missing from this discussion?
• What-are the consequences, does it mean to citizens, would

this accomplish, values are at work?
• When-were things different, can things be different, should

talk lead to action?
• Where-are we headed, is the common ground, should debate

take place, is the best entry point for citizens?
• Why-is this happening, do we need discussion, are things

not happening, should we care?
• How—does it affect civic life, did the community do, does

my story encourage action or help the public decide?

Reporters and editors at The Wichita (Kan.) Eagle created a
foundation for tapping into a community’s civic life that
requires reporters to dig deeper into their communities. First,
reporters need to explore the layers of civic life in their commu-
nities beyond the elected officials with whom they normally
deal. They also must be aware of the different neighborhoods
of their communities because people in different neighbor-
hoods may have different experiences and opinions regarding
issues. Finally, reporters need to identify the community leaders
who can be engaged as sources on stories. Community leaders
are not limited to elected officials; private citizens also can be
knowledgeable sources regarding issues facing a community.
The Knight-Ridder chain, which owns the Eagle, surveyed
more than 16,300 readers and nonreaders in the 26 communi-
ties where it publishes newspapers. The survey found that
people with a real sense of connection to their communities are
almost twice as likely to be regular readers of newspapers. While
the result was not surprising, it was a message about what
papers need to do. “Newspapers that immerse themselves in
the lives of their communities, large or small, have the best
prospects for success in the years ahead,” James K. Batten, the
late president of Knight-Ridder, once said. “And they have the
best chance of drawing people in from the apathetic periphery
to the vibrant center of community life. That will be good for
the communities, and good for the newspapers.”

Hard News and Soft News
Hard news” refers to coverage of breaking events involving top
leaders, major issues, or significant disruptions in the routines
of daily life, such as an earthquake or airline disaster. Hard news
has traditionally been considered essential for an informed and
participatory citizenry. “Soft news,” on the other hand, is news
unrelated to public affairs or policy, and is typically more
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sensational, more personality or celebrity oriented, less time-
bound (meaning that the traditional journalistic norm of
“timeliness” does not apply), and more incident-based than
hard news (Patterson 2001a).
The hard news concentrates on stories of national and interna-
tional significance. Politics, government, foreign affairs, are the
categories of news treated daily. In a good many cities, network
viewers are exposed to more hard news from outside world
capitals than they can get from their newspapers. Another kind
of hard news- the tabloid story of highway crash, violent crime,
and gore- is nearly non-existent unless the story is on a scale
which cannot be ignored.
The background, non-deadline piece, sometimes running to
three or four minutes, provides viewers with background on a
political or social issue, a scientific discovery, an educational or
cultural subject This story form, running two or three times the
length of the average deadline story, could never find room on
the five, or rarely on the fifteen-minute versions of television
news. As the volume of hard news on a particular day permits,
the short feature or even shorter humorous story gets an airing
as a change of pace and mood from the usually heavy nature of
the news of the day.

One of the big community contributions of television is
covering the news of civic affairs- city, country and state. These
visually static stories are getting air-time and -are being dealt
with by more knowledgeable television newsmen then was the
case only a few years ago. The television news programme is no
better than its direct link with the viewer; this link constitutes a
direct on-the-air communication. Whether or not it is good for
the air person to become a star, for a show-business aspect to
be injected into electronic news, for a personality to become a
part of the news that is delivered- these are nevertheless the
realities. As the big network news names are famous across the
land, their counterparts on local stations are celebrated in their
communities.
This star system, created by the public is not likely to change
either at the national or the local level. What is changing and will
continue to change is the caliber and capability of the star. Up to
now, too many electronic communications with a knack for
holding an audience have been “readers” — personalities with
no news credentials.
The world has already launched into an era of technological
capacity which was only in the testing laboratory just a few years
ago. Studio film and videotape colour are already in use and
spreading rapidly. Network-station and inter-station closed
circuit systems are used for instant airing or recording of live
film, and tape material throughout most of the countries. Still
pictures and copy go the same route by facsimile transmission.
Quicker editing, and incredible things like stopping the action
of a story at will, are making videotape- one of the greatest of
all inventions for television- into an even more versatile tool.

Historically, a distinction between hard news and soft news was
maintained through a number of institutional structures and
processes including:
• The division of media organizations into separate news and

entertainment divisions

• An assumption that public affairs programming would be
free from expectations of profitability

• Trade distinctions between news and entertainment media
• Print layout and programming cues that distinguished for

readers or viewers hard news from soft news
• A routinization of program schedules that placed a time

orientation to hard news, with local news in the early evening
followed immediately by national news, and then local news
again at 10 or 11pm

• A limited number of television stations through the 1980s
that broadcast news at the same time

• The professionalization of journalists
• Formal standard operating procedures for determining

newsworthiness (Delli Carpini and Williams 2001).
Structural changes in the telecommunications industry and in
technology over the past 20 years have erased what was once a
“walling off” between hard news and soft news. Due in part to
the ubiquitous adoption of the remote control, the widespread
availability of cable and satellite television, the popularity of the
Internet and World Wide Web, and the horizontal and vertical
integration of the media industry, the public can now find news
anywhere, anytime — or virtually ignore the news altogether,
choosing alternative programming.

With increased competition, news organizations today are held
to strict profit expectations, resulting in economic performance
pressures that increasingly guide content choices, and staff
cutbacks that damage product quality. This sea change in
organizational imperatives has spurred a reconsideration of
professional standards, with a new generation of media
operatives who hold little allegiance to prior codes of journalis-
tic ethics, and who fashion themselves as celebrity personalities
shape shifting across the genres of news and entertainment
(Delli Carpini and Williams 2001).
Government regulations that once mandated public affairs
programming in return for the licensing of the public airways
have been lessened, removed or ignored, and the integration of
the entertainment and news industries by an oligopoly of
conglomerates has meant that entertainment products are
increasingly the coverage topic of news outlets (Bagdikian 1992;
McChesney 1999).
These changes have led to an embrace of soft news across the
media landscape. A recently released report authored by Thomas
Patterson (2001), Bradlee Professor of Government and the
Press at Harvard University, finds that soft news has increased
dramatically over the past two decades. News stories lacking
public policy content jumped from less than 35% of all stories
in 1980 to roughly 50% of stories appearing today. Stories with
a moderate to high level of sensationalism rose from about
25% of news stories in the early 1980s to a current tally of 40%.
Stories that include a human interest element also figure heavily
in contemporary reporting, accounting for less than 11% of
news stories in the early 1980s, but more than 26% of reports
today. The same holds true for stories with crime or disaster as a
main subject, rising from 8% of stories in 1980 to close to 15%
of stories today.
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Programming examples of soft news abound. These include
tabloid syndicated programs like Hard Copy, and nightly
network newscast features on personal finance , consumer
affairs, and health. The regular features of network news
magazines Dateline NBC, ABC Primetime Live, CBS 48 Hours,
and the made-for-soft-news spin-off ABC 20/20 Downtown, are
notorious for their soft news formats.
Major print media outlets rate only marginally better than
television at providing hard news over soft news coverage. The
leading example of newspaper soft news journalism is the USA
Today, which from its inception has adopted an editorial
direction that seeks a “television in print” style, with a heavy
emphasis on color, photos, flashy graphics, brief articles, and
lifestyle, entertainment, and news-you-can-use coverage. Elite
newspapers like the New York Times, Washington Post, and Boston
Globe have avoided the USA Today approach, making purposive
editorial decisions to build readership through in-depth
journalism focused on public affairs. Other newspapers,
however, like the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and the Los Angeles
Times, have weakened their strong journalistic traditions by
attempting to compete with television on television’s terms,
and by combining business with editorial departments
(Underwood 2001).
In the magazine industry, many publications have taken a soft
journalism approach to public affairs; the most prominent
examples include Talk and George, both of which mix politics
with celebrity culture. Newsweek and Time routinely feature soft
journalism cover stories. For example, across the eight issues
released in March and April 2001, Time ran cover stories on
phobias, yoga, Jesus (an annual Easter rite), how to a raise a
“superkid,” and the death of race car driver Dale Earnhardt, Sr.
There is little doubt that the paranormal is an excellent fit for
soft news. Stories about psychics, ghosts, UFO abductions, or
miracles feature heavy elements of human interest, sensational-
ism, and drama. And due to the public’s lingering fascination,
these stories are never in short supply. The paranormal also
appeals to journalism’s “investigative” preference, allowing
reporters to conduct “hidden camera” reports on faith healers,
or put psychics “to the test.” These investigative conventions,
originally employed in coverage of political corruption, or in
investigations of workplace dangers, industry polluters, or
consumer fraud, are now just as likely to be applied to fantasy
yarns like the paranormal.
This is not to say that journalism that uncovers false claims
related to the paranormal or the pseudoscientific does not
provide a public service. In fact, if done well, some stories on
paranormal topics can offer valuable insights into psychology
and the natural sciences, and might actually foster an apprecia-
tion for the scientific method, or cold hard logic.
Still, if a news organization’s motive in deciding to cover the
paranormal is based on the topic’s dramatic appeal, there is little
incentive to provide scientific or critical assessment of the given
claims. After all, where is the entertainment in learning that
psychics are ordinary, UFOs are earthly, and that haunted houses
are built on haunted minds?

Infotaining Ourselves to Death
As Patterson argues in his recent report, although soft news
may bring some people to news that otherwise may not pay
attention or be less informed, and even though some soft news
might provide valuable information about fraud, safety, or
health, evidence points to a net social cost. Based on collected
survey evidence, Patterson argues that the news industry’s
reliance on soft news as the answer to shrinking audiences “may
be diminishing the overall level of interest in news.” He finds
that more people (63% to 24%) are attracted to news because of
its public affairs content than because of its stories about crime,
celebrities, and the like. Also, the people who prefer public
affairs coverage are 50% more likely to have a strong interest in
news. Yet the study found that these individuals are also the
ones who are most dissatisfied with news trends, and most
likely to say they have been cutting back on their news con-
sumption.
“The market research that tells news operations crime and
entertainment-based news sells, may be right in the short
term,” says Patterson. But over the long run, he argues, the
media are undermining the overall demand for news by failing
to account for the interests of those who traditionally have
followed news regularly. “For more than a century, [public
affairs coverage] has been the primary reason that millions of
people each day choose to spend some of their time on the
news.”
Soft news also undermines the credibility of news organiza-
tions. Consider the April 3 edition of CNN’s Larry King Live.
Appearing the same week of the U.S./China stand-off over a
downed U.S. surveillance plane, King and his producers opened
with 10 minutes of coverage related to the breaking story. The
program then shifted to 50 minutes of interviews debating the
veracity of haunted houses, all in promotion of a new program
airing on the Fox Family Channel. At each commercial break,
clips taken by a camera rolling through allegedly haunted houses
ran, supported by a background of suspenseful music, and
complimented by testimonials related to the authenticity of the
location’s haunting.
By opening a program with relevant coverage of breaking news,
and then seamlessly transitioning to dramatized depictions of
haunted houses, Larry King and his producers had pulled off
the ultimate in professional relativism, shape shifting from
public affairs reporting to pure entertainment promotion! If
Larry King and his producers either fail to understand, or
blatantly ignore, the difference between journalistic reporting
and entertainment, how can audiences ever rely on the program
as a credible source for reliable and accurate information?
Larry King’s penchant for psychic mediums, UFOs, and
haunted houses is in stark contrast to other CNN program-
ming like Inside Politics. It’s hard to imagine that veteran
journalists at CNN don’t cringe with every additional episode
of Larry King Live. Network execs, however, are captive to
King’s nightly million-something viewers, unwilling to change
King’s formula (or let him go), without a substitute program
that is guaranteed to maintain ratings.
Not only is soft news simultaneously eroding the core news
consumer base, while undermining news organization credibil-
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ity, but a steady stream of sensationalistic news has adverse
effects on public perceptions. For example, during the 1990s,
when media coverage of crime sharply increased, the public
came to believe that the crime rate was rising, when in reality, it
was in steady decline (Patterson 2001b). Media coverage that
sensationalizes coverage of politics and government also leads
to decreased institutional trust and can minimize feelings of
efficacy in the political process (Moy & Pfau 2000). Related to
impacts on perceptions, an increase in soft news content
minimizes opportunities for the public to learn about events
that are relevant to public life and important to government
affairs. Our “mediated” democracy is rooted in the concept of
an informed citizenry, but if tales of celebrities, psychics,
entertainment, and crime dominate news coverage, then the
likelihood of a knowledgeable public stretches towards
impossibility.

Doing Well, But Also Doing Good?
A public characterized by diminished interest in public affairs,
distorted perceptions of current issues, high levels of distrust,
low levels of political efficacy, and widespread political
ingorance, is not only a threat to democracy, but also a threat to
the continued success of news organizations and their parent
companies. The continued embrace of soft news will ultimately
lead to the end of journalism. Therefore, as Patterson asks in
his recent report, is it possible for news organizations to do well
and succeed in the marketplace, while also doing good?

Like so many other mistakes in the history of business, the
resort to infotainment is the combined result of a short-term
outlook on profit returns and a blind disregard to longer term
market and social costs. The continued segmenting of audi-
ences and readers into narrow niches is inevitable, but the
societal need shall always remain for public affairs coverage, and
consumer demand should remain if not completely snuffed
out by the current practices of news organizations. “What is
good for democracy, is also good for the press, “ writes
Patterson. “In the long run, the best way to build an audience
for news is through balanced public affairs reporting. To believe
otherwise is to assume that people follow the news for its
entertainment or shock value….A news habit takes years to
create and takes years to diminish but, once diminished, is not
easily restored.”
Note- The next chapter which is a continuation of this one
talks in detail about the principles of news selection and how to
apply them. An entire lecture should be devoted to this topic.

Notes -
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How do reporters find good news stories? Ken Fuson, an
award-winning reporter for The Des Moines (Iowa) Register,
suggests: “Whenever you find yourself laughing at a situation,
shaking your head or saying to someone ‘Listen to this,’ you’ve
probably got a story.” Fuson adds that if an idea for a story is
not a good one, “no amount of solid reporting or pretty
writing can salvage it.”

Some reporters can get story ideas from thinking about their
own experiences. Things they see or hear about around town or
around campus, events they attend, likes and dislikes, people
who interest them all may become subjects for news stories.
Another approach is to ask other people for ideas. Reporters
often ask people what the want to know, what puzzles them or
what concerns them. Joseph Alsop, a Washington columnist
for many years, said he asked 10 people a day for ideas for
columns.
By the end of the week, he would have 50 ideas. If only one in
10 proved usable, he still would have enough idea: to write his
column for the next week. That type of digging is part of a
reporter’s job-perhaps the most important part.

The Concept of Objectivity
A previous chapter noted that news stories must be objective,
or free of bias. Journalists gather information and report it as
factually as possible. They should not comment, interpret or
evaluate. If an issue is controversial, journalists interview
representatives of all the sides involved then include as many
opinions as possible. Some sources may make mistakes, and
some may lie, but journalists cannot call their statements lies.
 Journalists traditionally assumed, perhaps mistakenly, that if
they reported all the information, their readers would think
about the conflicting opinions and then decide which were
most important and truthful. That has not always worked, so
newspapers now publish separate stories analyzing major issues
in the news. The stories, labeled “commentary” or “analysis,”
critically evaluate the news to help readers better understand it.
No human can be totally objective. Families, education,
personal interests and religious and political beliefs all influence
how reporters cover stories and what stories they see as
newsworthy. Nevertheless, they strive to be as impartial and
objective as possible. Routine newsroom practices encourage
impartiality. News stories rarely are the work of a single
individual. Normally, an editor assigns a story and a reporter
writes it. Several other editors may then evaluate and change it.
Each serves as a check on the others. If one expresses an
opinion in a story, an-other has a chance to detect and eliminate
that bias.
Biases, whether intentional or not, often tend to appear in a
story when a reporter covers only one side of an issue or gives
one side disproportionately more space or time than others.
Reporters may talk to more sources supporting an issue than

those opposed. While it may be impossible for reporters to
write about every conceivable side of an issue in their stories,
they can provide readers with many sides rather than just one.
By treating various sides of an issue equally and allowing
partisans for each to state their case, reporters provide their
audiences with facts they need to understand a story more fully.
While total objectivity may be difficult to achieve, balance and
fairness in a story can be achieved through thorough reporting
and clear writing.

Details News Organisations are
Reluctant to Publish
Reporters must learn to recognize the types of information that
are not considered newsworthy and that news organizations
rarely use. News organizations rarely mention routine proce-
dures, such as the fact that a city council met in a city hall and
began its meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance. Reporters
delete the obvious and the irrelevant: the fact that police officers
rushed to the scene of a traffic accident, or that an ambulance
carried the injured to a hospital.
News organizations often must decide whether to use informa-
tion about a crisis or threat. The so-called Unabomber, whose
decades-long series of terror bombings baffled law enforcement
authorities, sent a lengthy manifesto to The New York Times
and The Washington Post. He promised that his killings would
stop if the papers published his writings. The newspapers’
executives decided to publish, knowing that the bomber might
make good on his threat to continue bombing. Not all
journalists agreed with that decision, but the publication of the
manifesto led to the arrest of Theodore J. Kaczynski. One of
his relatives, who noted similarities between the Unabomber
manifesto and other anarchist writings by Kaczynski, alerted law
enforcement agencies.

Offensive Details
Generally, editors omit material that is obscene or in poor taste,
usually on the grounds their newspapers or broadcasts reach
children as well as adults. What would be the point, for
example, of using gruesome photographs or video, particularly
when the material lacked significance? Normally, news organiza-
tions avoid specifics about sexual assaults and omit most
bloody details about accidents.
Different news organizations adopt different policies about
what kinds of information they will use. Journalists must
understand their employers’ policies.

Sensationalism
Most news organizations avoid sensationalism, but not
sensational stories. Historically, the, word “sensationalism” has
described an emphasis on or exaggeration of stories dealing
with crime, sex and oddities. However, some events are
inherently sensational-presidential assassinations, wars and
other disasters. News stories do not make such events sensa-

LESSON  20:
APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES OF NEWS SELECTION
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tional, but the news media report on them because of their
importance.
Journalists evaluating a potentially scandalous or sensational
story must weigh several conflicting considerations and may ask
themselves:
• Is the story newsworthy?
• Does the public need and have a right to this information?
• How seriously will this story harm the people it mentions? .
• How will readers react to the information?

Some journalists might balance these interests by avoiding
anything tasteless or sensational, but that approach can make
reporting the news more difficult. A federal judge’s ruling that
the lyrics of a 2 Live Crew song were obscene contributed to a
national furor about censor-ship and sexually graphic music.
Ironically, it was impossible for most readers to decide for
themselves whether the lyrics were offensive and obscene
because newspapers refused to print the lyrics. The lyrics called
women “bitches” and mentioned forcing anal sex on a woman,
forcing a woman to lick feces and “busting” the walls of a
vagina. Another controversy involved the work of photogra-
pher Robert Mapplethorpe. News organizations reported that
some people objected to exhibits of Mapplethorpe’s photo-
graphs because some were “homoerotic.” Editors were hesitant
to report that one photograph showed a man urinating into
another man’s mouth, that another photograph showed a
finger inserted in a penis, and that three other photographs
showed men with various objects inserted in their rectums.
Now news organizations find them-selves reporting stories
about obscene words and images used on the Internet. Again,
editors must decide what language to use to accurately report
messages coming through cyberspace without offending readers
and viewers.
There are no right or wrong answers to these problems; each is
a matter of individual judgment. The examples, however,
reflect journalists’ dilemma. Journalists are reluctant to report
graphic details likely to offend the public. Yet readers denied
those details may consider them important.

Rumors
News organizations are reluctant to report rumors, especially
harmful ones. Yet the failure to re-port some rumors may
confuse, frighten or alienate the public. As a rumor spreads
through a community, more people are likely to become
interested in it and believe it. People who hear a rumor but see
no coverage of it also are likely to believe that journalists are
deliberately sup-pressing the story.

Some rumors involve important issues, such as racial conflicts,
and may cause widespread anxiety. Normally, responsible
editors investigate the rumors and, if they find no evidence the
rumors are true, conclude there is no story. Editors will consider
a rumor’s effects upon the community, and especially upon
innocent people. They may decide a story exposing a rumor as
untrue will be more helpful to the people involved-such as by
clearing a person’s reputation-than if the news organization
remained silent.

In the wake of Hurricane Andrew in Florida, The Orlando
(Fla.) Sentinel exposed many rumors. “Thirty-six days after
Hurricane Andrew roared through South Dade [County],” a
reporter wrote, “the rumor mill is working as hard as disaster
relief crews, passing wild tales across the state about the
conspiracy to hide a mounting death toll” Among the rumors:
Bodies were loaded into refrigerated trucks in the dark of night,
U.S. Navy submarines fired corpses into the ocean through
torpedo tubes, the dead were stockpiled at Homestead Air
Force Base, and countless bodies were burned along with
hurricane debris. The story explained away each rumor with
facts.

Rape
Most news organizations refuse to identify the victims of rape,
even when they have a legal right to do so. Some journalists
believe that publishing the names of victims may discourage
women from reporting the crime. Reporters should learn their
organization’s policy regarding the use of rape victims’ names.

To help the media deal with issues concerning victims and
survivors of rape and other violent crimes, the National Center
for the Victims of Crime in Arlington, Va., established several
voluntary guidelines. Among other things, the guidelines advise
reporters to:
• Give the public factual, objective information concerning the

type of crime, where it occurred, the name or description of
the alleged offender if appropriate, and facts that may
prevent other crimes.

• Give equal coverage to the victim’s and the criminal’s
perspectives when possible.

• Quote the victims, families and friends fairly and in context.
• Avoid photographing or filming lurid crime details, such as

bodies or instruments of torture.
• Notify and ask permission from victims and their families

before using pictures or photographs for documentaries or
other news features.

• Refrain from publishing unverified or ambiguous facts
about the victims, their demeanor, background or
relationship to the offender.

• Officials of the National Center for Victims of Crime say
news reporters will get better stories about crime if they
show sensitivity toward the victims.

Other Details Reporters Avoid
News organizations constantly search for humorous stories,
but few make fun of another per-son’s misfortune. Also, the
news media generally do not identify juveniles accused or found
guilty of a crime, unless they are tried as adults for a serious
offense like murder. In many cases, names of the juveniles are
not released until authorities have filed charges and prosecutors
have decided to try juvenile defendants as adults. However, the
high-profile shootings of students at elementary and high
schools around the United States in the late 1990s received so
much media attention that the juveniles involved often
~1dentified before charges were filed.

Traditionally, newspapers avoided mentioning lotteries because
U.S. Postal Service regulations prohibited the mailing of any
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publication that advertised or promoted lotteries. Other federal
laws prohibited broadcasting lottery information. (A lottery is
any contest involving a prize awarded by chance in exchange for
a financial consideration, such as the price of a ticket.) But in
1990, Congress passed a law allowing the advertising in print
and broadcast media of charitable lotteries and state-run
lotteries in those states that allow them. Some limitations
remain on broadcast advertising of lotteries, but news organiza-
tions can safely report on lotteries.
Some editors hesitate to mention trade names, because they
think publication of trade names is unnecessary and provides
free advertising for the products. But detail is important to a
story, and the use of specific names can add to that detail.
However, unless a trade name helps readers understand a story,
reporters should use generic names. “Soft drink” is an accept-
able generic term for Coke or Pepsi. Similarly, a journalist
should report that someone used a “tissue” rather than a
Kleenex or made a “photocopy” rather than a Xerox.
Manufacturers encourage journalists to use trade names
properly. They place advertisements in magazines read by
journalists to remind them to capitalize all trade names.
Manufacturers want journalists to use their trade names to
describe the products made by their companies, not similar
products made by competitors. If the public begins to use a
trade name to describe every product within a certain category,
the manufacturer may lose its exclusive right to use that trade
name. Some trade names have become generic terms. Manufac-
turers lost the right to the words’ exclusive use because the
public repeatedly used the words to describe similar products.
Examples include:

aspirin  escalator raisin bran
brassiere  kerosene shredded wheat
cola lanolin tollhouse cookies

corn flakes linoleum trampoline
cube steak mimeograph yo-yo
dry ice nylon zipper

If carried to an extreme, the media’s policy of avoiding trade
names can have unfortunate results. When a small airplane
crashed during a snowstorm in a mountainous area of
California, a family aboard the plane survived for three days by
drinking melted snow and eating boxes of Cracker Jack. In
reporting the family’s ordeal and rescue, some newspapers
pointlessly substituted the term “candied popcorn” for Cracker
Jack. Similarly, a copy editor became disgusted because his paper
refused to allow him to use the trade name Jeep in a story
about several hundred people who had formed a caravan of
Jeeps for a weekend camping trip (called a “Jeep Jamboree”). He
substituted the phrase “small truck-type four-wheel-drive
vehicles of various manufacture.” He did not expect his
newspaper to print this circumlocution, but it did.

Common sense should dictate whether a reporter uses a trade
name. Include the trade name in the story if it seems pertinent.

The Importance of Accuracy
When Mark Twain began his career as a reporter, an editor told
him never to state as fact any-thing he could not personally

verify. Here is his account of a gala social event: “A woman
giving the name of Mrs. James Jones, who is reported to be
one of the society leaders of the city, is said to have given what
purported to be a party yesterday to a number of alleged ladies.
The hostess claims to be the wife of a reputed attorney.”
Reporters should avoid taking the advice given to Twain as
literally as he did, but accuracy is important. Errors affect the
public’s perception of the media and ultimately the media’s
credibility with the public.

Accuracy in Facts
The information appearing in newspapers and on television
news is more accurate than most Americans believe. Profession-
als who manage news organizations do their best to report the
news as fairly and accurately as possible. Journalists, however,
are not always able to convince the public of that fact. When
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein of The Washing-
ton
Post investigated the Watergate scandal, their editors required
that they confirm every important fact with at least two sources.
This policy is not uncommon. Editors insist on accuracy.
“Accuracy is imperative in journalism,” says Jim Underwood, a
longtime Ohio journalist. “If you don’t get it right the first
time, there are no second chances after those presses start to roll
or you’re standing in front of that camera broadcasting a report.
Inaccuracy and misquoting someone are the most grievous of
errors in journalism.”
Debbie Price, former executive editor of the Fort Worth (Texas)
Star-Telegram, says it is critical to get everything right-names,
streets, time-even the most obscure detail. Mistakes hurt the
reputations of reporters and their news organizations.

Some reporting errors have been stupendous. In the rush to be
first with a story, several news organizations reported that the
bombing of a federal office building in Oklahoma City was the
work of Middle Eastern terrorists. As a result, some angry
people threatened Arab-Americans, their businesses and
mosques. If news organizations had waited only a few hours,
that mob reaction might have been avoided, for law enforce-
ment agencies quickly identified two Americans as the likely
bombers.
Other factual errors are embarrassing. A daily newspaper in Iowa
was forced to publish a correction after one of its reporters
mistakenly quoted a dead sheriff. The reporter had called the
sheriff’s office to obtain information about an accident and
assumed the man who answered the telephone was the sheriff.
He was the sheriff, but a new one; his predecessor had died a
few weeks earlier. In writing a story about the accident, the
reporter-who failed to ask the sheriff his name-attributed all the
information to his dead predecessor.
Carelessness and laziness cause most factual errors. After
finishing a news story, reporters must recheck their notes to be
certain the story is accurate. If reporters lack some information,
they should consult their sources again. If the sources are
unavailable or unable to provide the information, reporters may
have to delete portions of the story or, in extreme cases, kill the
entire story. Reporters never should guess or make any assump-
tions about the facts; they are too likely to make an error.
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Conscientious news organizations check their stories’ accuracy.
About 50 daily newspapers employ a proofreading affiliate in
Lakeland, Fla. Employees there read each newspaper twice a year
to find factual and grammatical errors. In 10 years the error rate
has gone from an average of four per page to 2.5. Some papers
assign staff members to monitor whether stories are factual.
Some papers send sources copies of the stories in which they
are mentioned, with letters asking for reactions. Others require
copy editors to double-check reporters’ math by calculating
percentages and statistics in stories. Many errors occur because
reporters fail to check their stories’ internal consistency. For
example:
Of the 10 men and women who were interviewed, five favored
the proposal, three opposed it and three said they had not
reached a decision.
Reporters also must be certain they understand a topic before
they begin to write about it. Too often, when asked about a
fuzzy sentence or paragraph, beginners respond, “I really didn’t
understand that myself.” If the reporter does not understand
something he or she has written, neither will the audience.
Reporters who do not understand a topic should go back to
their source and ask for a better explanation or find a source
who can explain it.

Accurate writing requires specifics instead of generalities.
Getting specifics requires more effort, but in the end the story
will be better and more accurate.
Readers or viewers will appreciate it more. The trick is to
double-check, even triple-check, all the information, to ask for
specifics, to ask for spellings, to ask whether the information
you have is correct.
Sometimes inaccuracies appear in news stories because reporters
engaged in misconduct, such as fabricating quotes, sources or
facts; selectively reporting information; or plagiarism. News
organizations usually fire reporters caught engaging in these
behaviors. A news organization’s most important asset is its
credibility, and managers believe they must protect that asset.

Accuracy in Names
News organizations are particularly careful in their handling of
names. Spelling errors damage a paper’s reputation and infuriate
its readers, particularly when the misspelled names appear in
wedding announcements, obituaries and other stories readers
will save. Consequently, many newspapers require reporters to
verify the spelling of every name that appears in local news
stories. They can do so by consulting a second source, usually a
telephone book or city directory.
Other errors arise because of a reporter’s carelessness. A source
may say his name is “Karl” and a reporter may assume his name
is spelled with a “C” rather than with a “K.” Dozens of other
common American names have two or more spellings, such as
Ann (Anne), Cathy (Cathie, Kathy), Cindy (Cyndi), Fredrick
(Fredric, Frederic, Frederick), Gail (Gayle), John (Jon), Linda
(Lynda), Steven (Stephen) and Susie (Suzy).

Obstacles to Accuracy
Some errors may be inevitable. Because of the need to meet
strict deadlines, reporters work quickly and sometimes lack the
time to perfect their stories. Reporters also are vulnerable to

misinformation. They obtain much of their information from
sources. Some sources may not know all the facts and others
may lie. Reporters, however, may unknowingly report a source’s
misstatements. If a prominent person discusses a matter
important to the public, that discussion is news and must be
reported, even if reporters doubt the comments’ validity. This
definition of news required journalists to report President
Lyndon Johnson’s claims of victory in Vietnam, President
Richard Nixon’s claims of innocence in Watergate and President
Bill Clinton’s denials of his affair with Monica Lewinsky.
Historians often can be more accurate than journalists because
they see more of a story before they begin to write. Journalists
deal with isolated fragments; they obtain stories piece by piece and
cannot always predict their outcome or significance. Reporters
sometimes will revisit a story at a key moment to put events
into perspective and give them meaning. Such stories allow
readers to get a complete picture of events that originally came
in piecemeal fashion.
Journalists might eliminate even more errors by giving the
people named in news stories an opportunity to read and
correct those stories before papers publish them. The idea has
been discussed most seriously by science writers and other
journalists who deal with complex issues. However, most
editors prohibit the practice. They fear that it would consume
too much time and that sources might try to change all the
statements they disagreed with, not just factual errors.

Researchers who have analyzed sources’ corrections have found
that sources believe that about half the stories they are shown
contain an error. However, many perceived errors are judgmen-
tal rather than factual.
Sources may interpret some facts differently from reporters or
want to include, emphasize or de-emphasize different facts.
Sources also may complain that a story misquotes them or a
headline distorts a story. Only about one-third of the errors
that sources point out are typographical or factual errors. And
most factual errors involve misspelled names and inaccurate
times, dates, numbers, addresses, locations and titles.
Most journalists agree a correction should appear in a paper or
on the air as quickly as possible. Some believe it is healthy to go
through the catharsis of admitting an error. By correcting an
error, journalists show their willingness to respond to public
concerns, improve their relationship with the public and
improve their credibility. Others argue that admitting all errors,
including the most trivial, harms a news organization’s
credibility.

Some news organizations identify the reporter or editor who
made a mistake. Others believe public humiliation does not
solve the problem or help an individual improve. Many news
organizations fire journalists who consistently make errors,
because errors affect the integrity of the organization.

The Writing Coach

Acronyms Lift your Writing
Acronyms usually don’t help your stories. Besides the obvious
ones such as FBI or CIA, they’re confusing to readers and can
create a measles effect in your writing.
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But one acronym will strengthen your writing every time. It’s
V.E.R.B.S.
And if you use V.E.R.B.S. you will become a better writer.
Here’s the meaning of V.E.R.B.S.:

V = VIGOR.
A major component of vigorous writing is verbs-stronger
ones.
Strengthen your verbs by using ones that are specific, descrip-
tive, show mood and are active: plunge, dive, decide, kick. Avoid
the passive voice. Example: Strong verbs are used by strong writers is
passive. The active sentence Strong writers use strong verbs cuts
unnecessary words and is much stronger.
Likewise, trim weak linking verbs such as is (there is, for
example), has and make. Verbal phrases that carry unnecessary
prepositional phrases (free up, check on, shut down), abstract
nouns or adjectives. Extending verbs with the suffix “ize.” And
tagging adverbs such as very to a verb when a stronger word
would be better.

E = Enthusiasm
The drive to want to learn more. The desire to get the interview
that no one else can get. The attitude to check all names and
facts one last time. The joy of seeing your byline on Page 1.
Enthusiasm can drive an average writer to become a good writer
and a good writer to become an outstanding writer.
William Faulkner should have been a loser. He did poorly in
elementary school. Dropped out of high school. Dropped out
after only three semesters in a University of Mississippi
program for World War I veterans. Dropped out after a failed
attempt to become a poet.
But the Mississippi native became one of the greatest writers in
the 20th century because he wouldn’t quit. He set short-term
goals. Demanded a certain number of words from himself
every day. Focused on what he wrote about and on minute
details.

He was driven-enthusiastic. Enough that his writing eventually
won two Pulitzer Prizes and the Nobel Prize in literature.
Remember, enthusiasm generates energy. Energy breeds
experience. Experience creates expectations. And the only way to
fulfill those expectations is through enthusiasm. A person with
enthusiasm can influence one person, a few people or hun-
dreds, thousands or millions now and in the future. Faulkner
died in 1962, but his writing remains with us.
Likewise, your writing, your enthusiasm, will leave a lasting
memory.

R = Rewrite, or Edit Yourself.
Rewrite your stories and reports as many times as possible.
Ernest Hemingway was known for his rewrites, for saying that
“Good writing is architecture, not interior decoration.” There-
fore, even on deadline, it’s the rewrite that becomes the best
story, not the first draft.
That involves editing yourself. Here are a few ways to self-edit
(some you may know, but, hey, it won’t hurt to review):

• Double-check, triple-check your facts and spelling of names.
(And know the paper’s style, too, because your editors will
expect you to know it.)

• Trim your prepositions, adjectives and adverbs: The captain
of the police department could easily be police captain. Adverbs
usually add baggage to your sentences. And adjectives tend
to tell readers what you think; you need to show them
through details.

• Limit your cliches and trim or explain the jargon, the
vocabulary of a certain profession, and cut the journalese,
which is language used by journalists and not anyone else
(He faced a fire storm of criticism).

• Get rid of quotes that don’t add to your stories. Quotes
filled with numbers, facts and jargon or repeat information
already in the story should be paraphrased so you can save a
few words for more details. Use quotes to emphasize, that
are descriptive or provide flow to your story.
In an Associated Press story about 8t. Louis Cardinal slugger
Mark McGwire, the writer hit a home run of his own by
including an excellent quote from McGwire on a recent
slump: “I’ve been an ornament the last month. “

• For editors, remember to double-check what you’ve just
edited to ensure that you didn’t edit a mistake into a
reporter’s story. Don’t rush so much that you’ll have regrets
the next day.

B = Be Specific
Find the details-the pertinent details-that will help the reader
see, taste, smell or hear your story. When at the scene or
interviewing, look for details that will help you show the scene
to the reader. Instead of telling readers about a small group of
protesters, tell them how many protesters are in the group, the
group the protesters are with and what their signs say.
If you’re interested in improving your V.E.R.B.S., you’re
interested in details and imagery-and good writing.

S = Simplify to Seek Clarity
If you seek clarity, you want the reader to understand your
writing.

It means simplicity. Remembering that the best sentences are
subject, verb, object. It means a focus—one idea per sentence.
Eliminating the jargon, cliches and journalese that are misun-
derstood. Writing sentences of fewer than 30 words; most 23
to 25 words long. Placing fewer than three numbers or three
prepositions in them.
It means trimming long, confusing words-terms that are not
strong and not abstract. Avoiding misplaced modifiers or
clauses. Avoiding sentences with long backed in clauses that are
unnecessary or delay the subject. Using good quotes instead of
long, meaningless ones.
It means what I wrote earlier: using strong verbs-strong words:
He decided instead of He made the decision. She drove the car instead
of The car was driven by her-unless, of course, you’re using the
passive voice to emphasize the sentence’s object.
Use your experience in writing to become better understood-
and that’s what we should strive for in everything we write.
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Strong writing means V.E.R.B.S.
Vigor Through Verbs, Enthusiasm, Rewriting, Being Specific
and Simplicity to Seek Clarity. Follow these traits and you’re on
your way to becoming a Hemingway or Faulkner.

Summary
News selection starts from the very point the reporter gets a clue
to a piece of news. Right from judging the news worthiness,
proximity, objectivity till reaching it to the newsroom, the
selection process is on. Decision on what to emphasize on story
requires proper selection procedures. The news item must be
balanced properly in order to answer the audiences’ questions
thoroughly. Audiences should neither be beaten down by
unimportant details nor left wondering about a point in the
news piece that was not explained.

Suggested Readings
Adam, G. Stuart. Notes Toward a Definition of  Journalism:
Understanding an Old Craft as an Art Form. St. Petersburg, Fla.:
Poynter Institute for Media Studies, 1993.
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Public Life in an Age of Glasnost,” in Raymond Arsenault, ed.,
Crucible of  Liberty: 200 Years of  the Bill of  Rights. New York: Free
Press, 1991.

Charity, Arthur. Doing Public Journalism. New York: Guilford,
1995.
Clark, Roy Peter. A Call to Leadership. S1. Petersburg, Fla.:
Poynter Institute for Media Studies, 1992. Dahlgren, Peter, and
Colin Sparks. Journalism and Popular Culture. Newbury Park,
Calif.: Sage Publications, 1992.
Gans, Herbert J. Deciding What’s News. New York: Random
House, 1980.
Gaunt, Philip. Choosing the News: The Profit Factor in News
Selection. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1990.

Mayer, Martin. Making News. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1987.
Merritt, Davis. Public Journalism & Public Life: Why Telling the
News Is Not Enough. Hillsdale, N.J.:Erlbaum,1995.
Seib, Philip. Who’s in Charge? How the Media Shape News and
Politicians Win Votes. Dallas: Taylor, 1987. Stephens, Mitchell. A
History of  News: From the Drum to the Satellite. New York:
Viking, 1988. The Harwood Group. Timeless Values: Staying True
to Journalistic Principles in the Age of  New Media. Reston, Va.:
American Society of Newspaper Editors, 1995.
Tapping Civic Life: How To Report First, and Best, What’s Happening
in Your Community. Washington, D.C.: Pew Center for Civic
Journalism, 1996.

Exercise 1

Selecting the News

News Judgment
The decisions journalists make every day are difficult, involving
matters af importance, interest, taste, ethics and myriad other
considerations. The following questions ask you to make those
types of decisions. After deciding which stories to use and
emphasize, compare your decisions with yaur classmates’.

1. Imagine that, on the same day, the president of the United
States presents his annual State of the Union message and
the jury in OJ. Simpson’s criminal trial announces its verdict.
During his speech, the president proposes raising the
minimum wage $1. Which of the two stories would you
place at the top of Page I?

2. As editor of your local daily newspaper, you have space for
one more photograph on Page 1. Circle the photograph in
each of the following pairs that you would select.

A.  A photograph showing 32 members of a local high school
choir leaving to sing at a prestigious festival in Vienna.

B.  A photograph showing a car tom in half by a train at a
crossing in your city, killing the driver and her five young
children.

A. A photograph showing a graduate of your college who won
a Fulbright Scholarship to spend a year studying at
Cambridge, England. While using a wheelchair, the student
earned all A’s and was president of your Student Senate.

B. A photograph showing a computer hacker who today
pleaded guilty to entering your college’s computer system
and changing the grades of more than 100 other students,
mostly members of a few fraternities and sororities. The
hacker charged $250 to change a grade, and school officials say
it will take months and cost $50,000 or more for them to
verify every grade recorded in the past two years.

A. A photograph showing actor Meryl Streep visiting a sister
who lives in your city.

B. A photograph showing dozens of children who are sick,
hungry, poorly clothed an lying-and dying-outside an aid
station: victims of one of the most severe droughts in
African history.

3. Rank these nine stories by their newsworthiness, starting
with” 1" for the most newsworthy:

A.  A local businessman today donated $12 million to construct
a YMCA in your community.

B. Your mayor today admitted that she is an alcoholic and is
committing herself to a six-week residential treatment
program-but will not resign.

C. Your city’s Economic Development Board today revealed
that a major pharmaceutical company will open a plant in an
industrial park in your city and hire 400 people.

D. A thunderstorm struck your city at about 6 this morning,
dropping 1.7 inches of rain. Wind gusts exceeding 40 mph
blew down dozens of trees and left thousands of people
without power.

E. Singer and actor Barbra Streisand today underwent surgery
for breast cancer.

F. An Indian airliner crashed while trying to land at New Delhi’s
airport during a thunderstorm, killing all 230 people aboard.

G. A three-alarm fire in an apartment complex in your city
destroyed 12 units, leaving their residents homeless and two
firefighters slightly injured.

H. Your city’s police department today settled a bias suit filed by
eight current and former police officers, all women. The city
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agreed to pay $540,000 to be divided equally among the
women, who said that because of their gender they were
never promoted.

I . A busboy at a popular restaurant in your city has been
diagnosed with tuberculosis, and health officials advise
thousands of people who ate at the restaurant to be tested
for the infectious disease.

4. Rank these nine stories by their newsworthiness, starting
with” 1" for the most newsworthy:

A. The largest church in your city today announced plans to
develop a new campus that will eventually include six
buildings: a church, a social hall, a day care center, an
elementary school, a three-story home for the elderly and
recreational center for teens.

B. Officials at a local community college today learned that it has
won a $7.6 million federal grant to provide job training for
welfare recipients. The program is expected to serve about
240 people a year for five years.

C. Stock car racer Dale Earnhardt was killed last night in a car
accident on a highway near his home.

D. Someone bombed an abortion clinic in Chicago last night,
causing $100,000 in damage.

E. Oprah Winfrey today announced that she is getting married
and quitting her television show to have and raise a family

F. The president’s wife will fly to your city and visit an
elementary school with an innovative program for teaching
foreign languages.

G. The stock market rose 2.8 percent yesterday, reaching a record
high.

H. After years of debate, residents of Puerto Rico voted by a
margin of 52-48 percent to become a state.

I . A new federal study has found that when a car collides with a
larger pickup truck or sport utility vehicle, the driver of the
car is 30 times more likely than the driver of the larger vehicle
to be killed.

5. Normally, your newspaper does not report rumors. Mark any
cases in which you would make an exception.

A. Because of his success at your college during the past eight
years, your football coach is reportedly being offered the top
job at Notre Dame.

B. One of your city’s largest employers is reportedly closing its
manufacturing plant and moving to Mexico, terminating all
400 of its local jobs.

C. A popular and upscale department store-Saks Fifth Avenue-
is reportedly considering a downtown site in your city.

D. During the past three months, four babies born at Mercy
Hospital in your city have died. All were apparently healthy at
birth. Hospital and state medical experts are reportedly
investigating the existence of a deadly infection.

E. A popular anchorman on the top-rated local newscast in
your city has reportedly been offered-and accepted-a job in
Los Angeles.

6. If a 15-year-old boy in your community was charged with
killing his mother and stepfather, which of these details

would you include in your story and which would you
discard?

A. The boy was an Eagle Scout
B. The boy had twice run away from home and twice been

arrested by police.
C. The boy never knew his father, a construction worker who

disappeared shortly after his birth.
D. The boy told friends that he hated his stepfather
E. Friends said the boy shoplifted, usually beer, and was

sometimes drunk.
F. Friends said they thought, but were not certain, the

stepfather beat the boy, since while swimming they noticed
bruises the boy refused to explain.

G. The boy was 60 to 80 pounds overweight and a poor athlete.
H. Psychoanalyzing him, an English teacher who knew the boy

said he seemed to be full of hostility he tried to repress.
I . Social workers investigated-but were unable to substantiate-

suspicions that the boy was sexually molested by an uncle.
7. Patricia Richards, a 52-year-old business woman in your city,

today announced that she is running for mayor. You know
and can prove all the following facts, but have never reported
them because she was a private citizen. Mark the facts you
would report today.

A. Richards has been divorced three times.
B. At the age of 17, Richards and two friends were charged with

stealing a car. The charges were dropped because the car was
recovered undamaged and the car’s owner, a neighbor,
declined to prosecute.

C. Richards has diabetes.
D. Richards has had two abortions
E  Richards is a recovered alcoholic; she has not had a drink in

20 years.
F. Before going into business for herself, she was fired from

two other jobs because of her drinking.
G. Her campaign literature says she attended the University of

Iowa, yet she never graduated.
H. She established, owns, and manages the city’s largest chain of

furniture stores.
I . Various taxes and other public records reveal that her chain

of furniture stores is valued at $20 million and, last year,
earned a profit of $2.3 million.

J. Each year, Richards donates more than $1 million to local
charities that help troubled young women, but always avoids
publicity, insisting that the charities never mention her
donations.
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Topics covered:

Checklist for Crime Stories, Check list for Natural Disasters,
Covering Court matters, Reporting Riot stories, A human
Interest story from an AP correspondent, A human Interest
science story-a series of organizational processes Telephoning
from a Moving Train, Hazards of human interest.

Objective
• To study and identify the problems while reporting for

disaster, human interest, quirky news.
• To practice various live wire assignments to increase

familiarity.

Reporting Courts and National Disasters

1. Checklist for Crime Stories
In his book The Reporter’s Guide, Richard Critchfield suggests
the following checklist for use by reporters when covering crime
stories:

Casualties
Anyone killed? How? Anyone injured? How? Was there
shooting, stabbing, or fighting? How were the dead disposed
of, the injured treated? Were there any well-known names
involved?

Property Loss
Value of property lost or damaged. What was stolen, defaced,
or destroyed?

Method of Crime
How did they break in? What weapons were carried and used?
How did the criminals treat the victims? Was the crime similar
to any previous crime?

Motive
Was there a confession? (Can it be used safely?) What did the
police and other witnesses have to say?

Arrest
What were the arrested men’s names, ages, occupations? What
did the arresting constable have to say? What is the formal
charge? Where was the prisoner taken? Did the police show
unusual courage or cunning?

Clues
What clues were left behind at the scene of the crime? What
clues did the witnesses provide? What clues are the police
investigating?

Search
Will the police find the culprit and arrest him? Probability? Is
there a description of the missing person (s)?

2. Check list for Natural Disasters
For Natural Disasters of any kind like earthquakes etc. he
suggests the following list:

Casualties
Number killed or injured. Number who escaped. Nature of
injuries.

Property Damage

Estimated loss in rupees (giving official source).

Insurance protection
Significance of property lost other than monetary.

Cause of Disaster
 Statements from participants, witnesses, officials. How and
when accident discovered, and by whom?

Rescue and Relief
Number of people engaged in rescue work. Handicaps, such as
wind, rains, Care of victims; where treated, etc. Individual
bravery and heroism.

Description
Spread of fire, height of flames; appearance of flood, duration,
blasts, and explosions, Collapsing houses, walls of buildings.

Human Interest
Number of spectators, how controlled. Unusual events or
occurrences. Individual narratives and interesting sidelights.

Subsequent Action
Possible investigation; possible negligence. Clearly not all these
questions will apply to every story; equally there will be others
that should be asked in some circumstances. They are intended
only as a guide to the type of inquiries than an active reporter
will pursue. Care must always be taken to ensure that nothing
appears in a news story which may prejudice either the innocent
or those who have suffered through no fault of their own. It is
not a newspaper’s job to conduct trials or expect in exceptional
circumstances to try to pry into the private grief.

3. Covering Court matters
It is necessary for the reporter to have some idea of how the
courts function and deal with the crime cases and how reporting
can be conducted on crime stories.
The state provides an apparatus, called a court, so that one
person may sue another person to enforce his rights or to
redress or prevent a wrong. This same mechanism is also used
by the state to punish a person who commits an act that is
injurious to society.

An example of the first situation is when Ramesh owes Sunil
Rs. 50,000 but refuses to pay him. Sunil may employ an
attorney to file an action against Ramesh. Sunil, who is called
the “plaintiff,” must pay a small fee to a court to recompense
the state in part for the time spent by the court clerk and process
servers. Sunil must also pay fees and travel expenses for any
witnesses who testify in his behalf. If he wins .the case, he
possibly may recover from Ramesh these costs in addition to

LESSON 21:
DISASTER AND HUMAN INTEREST
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the Rs. 50, 000 debt. But the state pays the salary of the judge,
the clerk, and the bailiff and supplies the courtroom. The state
does this because it would be disadvantageous to society if
private rights could be protected only by private justice. This
may take the perhaps in the form of violence.
This same mechanism is available to a private party to redress a
wrong, as when Rakesh is injured when he is struck by Rajesh’s
automobile. It is also available to a private party to prevent a
wrong, as when the XYZ Corporation is infringing a patent
that was developed by the ABC Corporation from further
infringement and also to pay damages to the ABC Corporation.

Reporting Riot stories
The coverage of riot news is shaped by a more general policy.
An official memorandum on riot coverage explains that
executive producer or a riot reporter makes an effort to use the
minimum amount of riot footage following the riots. The
correspondent is made aware of the “rioting” and “tense
situation” but the producer decides before he edits the story
that it should emphasize the restoration of peace rather than
continued violence (and he agreed). One producer says that it is
his responsibility to “evaluate all the information, including the
social context” of a news happening and then “decide how it
should be presented”. In evaluating such a story it must be
decided whether the violence is “isolated incidents” or a “general
trend”. This requires a prognosis of the probable future
consequences of a happening, and some idea of what is- and
what is not part of the general train of events. Unlike a mirror,
which is automatic, both an informational and a value premise
shape the image in television news. To describe network news
as mirroring events thus necessarily involves before and after the
fact by executives and newsmen.

Human Interest
In this kind of news, which usually focuses on an individual
rather than a group, the actual subject is a feeling or an emotion.
Writers, however, don’t editorialize or express subjective
reaction. They achieve their effect best by “putting the reader
there,” by showing the event or situation that arouses emotions
or a sense of humor. This is sensory writing, close to kin or
fiction, and reporters often use narrative and other literary
methods. They round out the story with color, description,
anecdote, dramatic quotes, or dialogue, but as in any other
reporting, they never go beyond the provable facts.

A human Interest story from an AP correspondent
SEATILE. Dec 27. (AP)- A couple with six children adopted
another six just in time for Christmas, and now they plan to
expand their home.
“I can’t imagine any of them being any less than our own,” said
Margaret Thimsen who along with her husband, Ronald,
adopted the new family members at a special hearing on Friday.
“Ron and I have one big problem. We don’t know how to
withhold love,” Mrs. Thimsen said. “So often in foster-home
situations, withholding becomes a necessity. You just can’t let
yourself get too attached to someone you’re going to lose. In
our case, we don’t lose, We keep.”

The new children include siblings James 12 Nina, eight, Joseph,
seven and Rayna, five. Also adopted were two-year-old Christo-
pher and seven-year-old Anne, who joins her two sister’s
Mildred, 11 and Diane, 10 who were adopted by the Thimsens
in 1984.
The other children are Kin, nine, adopted in 1983, Mary, 212
adopted in 1971, and the Thimsens’ biological children Dennis,
27 and Debbie, 23 who live in California and were home for the
holiday weekend.
Nine of the adopted Thimsen children were unwanted. All but
Christopher were victims of physical or sexual abuse.

Christopher’s story is unique. He is Mary’s son, so he is now
both an adoptive son and grandson to the Thimsens.
“Mary’s life has not been easy,” Mrs. Thimsen said “She just
didn’t feel she could be a mother when she wasn’t ready, so we
thought, “why not? How could we have done otherwise?”
Mr. Thimsen, who works in the maintenance department of a
research firm, said the family plans to add two bedrooms to its
three-bedrooms home.
A human Interest science story-a series of organizational
processes Telephoning from a Moving Train

If technology has helped to shrink: distances, it has also served
to revolutionise communications. Take, for instance, the
following announcement on a German Integrity train:”
………and in the first-class open saloon coach at the end of the
train there is a pay-telephone available for domestic and
international calls…”. All Integrity first-class open saloon
coaches of which there are currently 138-carry pay -telephones,
the installation of which began in 1983.
The technical complexity of the system as well as the operation
of the radio relay stations, necessitate higher rates than charged
for normal telephone services. The rate applicable to the train
includes the fee charged for the distance and an additional
“radio channel fee’, which the pay-telephone computes auto-
matically. Coins may be inserted, at the rate of DM 0.50 and the
telephones will also accept DM 5, DM I, and 10 fenny pieces. All
unused coins are returned when replacing the receiver. By
pressing the green button, the remaining credit can be used for
additional calls. Before finishing the call. Inserting smaller value
coins can also return coins of higher value.
Deutsche Bundesbahn plans to switch from coins to magnetic
token cards, commencing in 1989 and to be completed by 1992,
when the Federal Post Office will replace the present B2 radio
network with the new C type network. The magnetic token
cards will be similar to those used for the new post office token
card telephones’. The new facility is expected to be a boon to
business travellers and all those to whom quick communication
is vital.

Hazards of Human Interest
Human-interest stories require special warnings because of
problems that seldom occur in straight news reporting-
problems that are certain to test the reporter’s devotion to
accuracy, neutrality, and sense of fair play.
First is the problem of hoaxes. Thousands of’ journalists have
been taken in by “cute stories:’ that never happened. One tells
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about the clergyman who lacks a coin for the parking, meter, so
he leaves a note on the windshield, explaining the situation and
ending with “Forgive us our trespasses.” When he returned
finds a parking ticket and a note that says, “Render unto Caesar
what is Caesar’s.”
Another classic tells about the stalled motorist who explains to
a helpful neighbor that his car needs only a push but that it has
an automatic transmission and won’t start until it gets up to 35
miles an hour. The Good Samaritan gets into his car and backs
away. The stalled driver settles down behind the steering wheel
and waits. Nothing happens. Then he looks back and sees his
benefactor’s car coming toward him-at 35 miles an hour. Each
of these stories has been published several times as legitimate
news, ‘yet it is doubtful whether either ever happened. So many
similar stories been passed on to newsmen that professionals
have learned never to accept a story that doesn’t contain names
they can check.
Another danger related to humor is the possibility of libel.
Anything that holds a person up to public ridicule or contempt
is libelous, and the dividing line between innocent humor and
public ridicule is often hard to determine. If a funny story tends
to make a person look stupid, naive, or otherwise ridiculous,
the, best advice is to leave it out.

The third pitfall is subtler. Reporters with a well-developed
story sense often have a tendency to sympathies with the people
they are writing about. They may create heroes or villains, allow
themselves to become advocates, or otherwise less bias color
their stories.
Perhaps there is no way to prevent this entirely; writers can only
subject themselves to a continuing self-examination. Are they
seeing things as they are? Or are they allowing their emotions to
influence their perception? The better the story sounds the
more the writer should suspect himself. Sensitivity to other
people certainly characterizes the best reporters-as well as the
best human beings-but in both cases; self-discipline is also a
vital quality.

Exercises
1. Select a published story about a natural disaster such as a

tornado, a hurricane, a flood, an earthquake, or a major’
blizzard. Interview two persons who were injured or
suffered newsworthy hardship and try to recreate the disaster
so that the reader can see it.

2. Select a published story about a common social problem,
such as poverty, alcoholism, or drug abuse. Interview a
caseworker, then a person who has the problem. Fictionalize
the person’s name and focus on the individual to illustrate
the more general problem.

3. Make appointments with a public figure to interview him or
her both at home and at work. If possible, follow, your
subject throughout the day. Write a personality profile that
includes the person’s private way of life as well as the face he
or she shows to the public.

4. Collect fragments of conversations that you overhear in
public places, such as elevators and restaurants. Select the
most amusing or mystifying and weave them into a story
without identifying the speakers.

5. Attend a sports event. Pay relatively little attention to the
contest and concentrate on the spectators, the officials, and
any incidental ceremonies. If it is a football game, watch the
band, the cheerleaders, the characters on the sidelines, and
any halftime activities. Write a color story that puts the reader
there.

6. Think of something that almost everyone looks forward to,
such as vacation or an income tax refund. Then telephone a
dozen or more people whose names are often in the news
and ask them how they plan to spend theirs. When you write
the story, concentrate on the odd and unusual.

Notes -
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Topics covered:

Introduction, conforming to the news room policy,
freshness.

Objective
• To discuss the importance of prioritisation.

Introduction
After selection of a particular news comes the process of
prioritisation. Prioritisation refers to setting an order in the
importance of news stories. Prioritisation is done in terms of
international agenda, national agenda and local agenda.

Prioritisation is also done keeping in mind competing stories
and freshness. News houses have their own policies where
prioritisation of news items is concerned. In case of an indian
news channel for example Aaj Tak or Star News, they will first
deal with the national news unless there is an international issue
which is of higher priority. One thing should be still kept in
mind that the international news should be news worthy. In
case of foreign news channels( BBC, CNN) they will cover news
which is of national importance to those regions. Next in
priority for these channels will be the news from other parts of
the world. This holds true for all their segments be it sports,
politics or religion.
However, a breaking news whether be it national or interna-
tional gets priority over all news items. For example, the 9/
11was top priority news for all news channels, indian or
international. The national and local news took a backseat
during this period.

Freshness
One other important difference between print and broadcast
journalists is how they deal with refreshing the news items,
especially in the lead. Newspapers work on a 24-hour cycle.
Broadcast news may be updated every hour. For a print
journalist there is nothing embarrassing about leading a story
with an event that occurred in the previous 24 hours. But, for
the broadcast journalist, there’s always the need to make the
story as timely as possible to update the story from the most
recent report that might have occurred only an hour ago. The
story must be written in a style that highlights the most current
situation. As a result lead sentences are almost always expressed
in the present, present perfect or future tense. By implication,
the news is immediate.

If a fire breaks out in a warehouse Monday night, then Tuesday
morning the broadcast lead inevitably deals with clean up
operations, damage estimates, perspective on the story. If a
political leader makes a major announcement, then almost
always reports it in the present tense:
 “The president says- And, if that lead grows weary then the
updated story leads with reaction to the announcement, reported in
the present tense.

Obviously, this emphasis on immediacy can grow artificial and
diminish credibility. Time sequences for real events should not
be distorted beyond comprehension. In fact, once the lead is
delivered, the sequence of events may be related m the past
tense. But within the limited time frame of broadcast news,
potentially significant facts are always excluded. Searching for a
link that ties the even~ to the present may help the writer
uncover an important detail or perspective that reporters failed
to grasp when the story was still breaking.

Editorial Policy Conforming to the
Newsroom of Bbc
BBC News aims to report what matters in the UK and around
the world. Of course not everyone agrees about what is really
important - it is a matter of editorial judgement.
Our audiences do not look at events in the same way. There is
no one universal news agenda that applies to all. That is why we
broadcast in many different styles and why a story given
prominence in the UK may not even be mentioned by our
international channels.
But no matter the audience, our journalism tries to lay out why
a story is significant - or at least in what way a story is new.

Sometimes that will be obvious. When broadcasting in Britain
we know that our audiences will want to know about floods in
the UK, or changes in how much tax they will have to pay, or
the progress of a war involving British troops.

Flow of Information
But sometimes we will be reporting on events that might not
have an immediate or obvious impact on people’s lives. Those
stories - in business, politics or science and so on - are impor-
tant too because we want our audiences to have a flow of
information about a wider world.
We have foreign correspondents, correspondents around the
UK and subject specialists who can throw a spotlight on people
who are not widely known, on stories that have not yet become
common currency and on trends that are developing.

If our news diet were restricted to the immediate, the dramatic
or the obvious, we would be guilty of depriving people of a

LESSON 22:
PRIORITISATION
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chance to understand the background and context of the world
around them.
The BBC sees its audience as citizens who have the right to
independent and impartial information.
When a BBC correspondent reports a story, the aim is to
provide an insight based on evidence and on professional
judgement - uncluttered by commercial interest or the need to
support a particuar proprietor or ideology.

Journalistic Judgements
We should not be driven by what other media organsiations are
saying about a story. Nor should we assess a story’s importance
by measuring the prominence it is given elsewhere.
We need to work out for ourselves what matters and what is
just spin, public relations or chaff.
It is the BBC’s job to look at news with a fresh pair of eyes -
and not to be driven by the agendas and interests of newspa-
pers, pressure groups, political parties or governments.

Sometimes we ask questions or make journalistic judgements
that upset people who themselves have strong views and a keen
interest in a particular story. But we cannot aim only to please
and divert.
We should not be frightened of controversy - but we should
always be alert to the dangers of glibness, to the idea that every
problem has a simple solution.
So above all we need to be inquiring and open-minded -
unafraid to surprise our audiences with a view of a story that is
different - and always looking for a wide range of evidence and
opinion.

Summary
After selection of a particular news comes the process of
prioritisation. Prioritisation refers to setting an order in the
importance of news stories. Prioritisation is done in terms of
international agenda, national agenda and local agenda.

Exercises
1. Discuss in detail the prioritization policy of Aaj Tak.
2. How is the prioritization policy of a local news channel

different from a national and international news channel?

Notes -
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Topics Covered

News, Editing, Agenda-setting, Independence, Powerful
Interests, Impartiality, Balance, Objectivity, Straight Dealing,
Accuracy, Good news- Bad news, Birtism, Identification,
Portrayal, Political Correctness, Journalese.

Objectives
• Analyzing the editorial values and policies of news.
• Learning the various components determining editorial

values.

News
News journalism has a bad reputation, worse than in some
other advanced countries, and, in contradiction, news
programmes are more viewed and listened to and more news
channels more avidly read by larger numbers of people than in
many advanced countries. It suggests that news is widely
regarded as a grubby necessity. The people who supply it are
suspect, not to be trusted, and their product is to be treated
sceptically in the knowledge that some of it will be downright
wrong, some of it mildly misleading and some of it disgrace-
fully intrusive. Together the newshounds pursue newsworthy
people without respect for privacy and position.

The hard school of journalism says it is exactly as it should be.
Respectable journalism fails to do all of the job. If journalism
is to make society face its ills wherever they are, it will have no
friends. In particular, it will be disliked by people in power
because it expects them to answer issues decided by the media,
not solely those agreed on the political agenda. The attitude is
summed up in the comment. ‘The proper relationship between
a journalist and a politician is the same as the relationship
between a dog and a lamp-post.’
No one believes, though, that news and journalism are simply a
service to democracy. They are products, commercially judged
even when, as with the BBC, they are paid for by a tax, not by
money earned in the market place. News is a way of making
money just as selling bread is a way of making money.
News is also in some hands a way of exercising power. The
social importance of news remains. In industrial society which
may be called scientific society, news is, for all its failings, a major
branch of the information business, not an option, a basic
necessity. Western civilisation needs good flows of information
like it needs good flows of air to breath.

Editing
Editing begins as soon as a journalist sees and hears of
something newsworthy. The process of selection, elimination
and presentation starts almost instantly. No reporter reports
everything known, nor in the order it occurred. To that extent,
the reporter edits. The sub-editor edits some more, as does the
lay-out sub or the video-editor. The process continues until the
page is published or the programme broadcast. As a result, even

when all involved in the chain are greatly skilled and not
mischievous, what is made public often departs significantly
from reality without anyone in the process realising it. Uncer-
tainty is expressed as an ambiguity, and ambiguity transmutes
into falsehood, usually inadvertently, occasionally wilfully.
People, who have been involved in a newsworthy event, actively
or as witnesses, recognise the problem when they say the news
story is seriously wrong.

Journalists generally underestimate the extent of the process of
falsification. Many news stories contain important errors of fact
or emphasis and the journalistic process is to blame for less
than all of it. Other contributory factors include inadequate
information from sources when the journalist is not an
eyewitness. But journalistic failure nearly always makes the
unreliability worse.

Agenda-setting
The concept of agenda-setting is one of the most over blown
in discussion of the media. It is at its most inflated when
theorists, journalists or politicians assert, as at times they do,
that the media decide what topics the nation should discuss and
how important they are. It was a power often claimed in the
BBC by people working for Today, the breakfast-time all news
and current affairs show on Radio’ 4, a programme that met
competition from breakfast television by strengthening its
reputation for being what anyone who is anyone listens to and
seeks to be interviewed on, a role confirmed by the notables
waiting their turn to be interrupted in the studio or climbing,
sometimes in a dressing gown, into the radio car, the mobile
studio parked at their homes. Today’s record urged prime
minister Thatcher to be a regular if editorially agitated listener
who at least once had a call made to the programme to say she
would like to be interviewed, which she was. Two decades
earlier when Harold Wilson’s government had a majority so
small it would fit into a taxi-cab, he would occasionally call the
BBC’s breakfast radio news from Ten Downing Street to correct
a story or to suggest that the script refer to him in the first
mention as prime minister rather than plain Mr Wilson. But
these political ‘interventions’ acknowledge media influence, not
media power to set, meaning fix, the agenda. Equally, when
political concern about agenda-setting is at its height during
main elections in Britain and many other countries, the United
States included, it is an exaggeration that news channels and
broadcasting, television especially, dictate what issues voters
should consider most important and how they should see
them. Surveys of public opinion at election times show that
voters develop for themselves agendas different from news
priorities.
The idea of agenda-setting is, at best, a hackneyed half truth. In
open societies, no one organisation, no one group or category
of people, journalistic or political, far less one programme or
newspaper, fixes an agenda for the nation. The very idea of a set

LESSON 23:
EDITORIAL VALUES AND POLICIES
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list of topics somehow observed is faulty. It implies that
everyone attends to the same list. It suggests that the people of
the country all attend to the items in the list in the same order.
It seems that the importance they give to each topic is dictated
in defiance of personal inclinations and concerns. Analysed so,
the concept is clearly inadequate.
The issues attended to by a country of interested, willful and
variously informed people and the different ways they attend to
them are the result of complex influences, some aimed at the
citizen voter from a distance by programmes, newspapers,
politicians, and others, some particular to the person and in a
combination exclusive to the individual. The supposed agenda
setters are in truth not able fully to fix their own agenda, let
alone the multitude of agendas eventually adopted by the
multitude of readers, viewers and listeners. What rivals and the
forces of nature do change the news agenda. What a news
programme calls its ‘running order’, the list of reports, features
and interviews to be included, is seldom broadcast as intended.
Items crash before take-off. Reports are dropped because others
are too long. Stories give way to better latecomers. Journalism
enjoys the unexpected, the story no one knew was going to
happen, what the agenda of a business meeting would call
‘AOB’. On a good day in journalism, ‘Any Other Business’
leaps excitedly to the top of the programme, knocking out
many other items on the agenda, and consumes most of the
front space of the news channel so that the earlier intended
‘lead’ goes into the next abbreviated news item and other
stories become ‘news briefs’ with more coverage inside. And in
the fastness of their homes and their places of work, some
people uncritically absorb impressions from journalists who
had too little time to consider what they were doing, others
rebel in their minds against what they believe the news made
too much fuss of, and others distracted by their own problems
are indifferent.

Independence
Journalism is suspect if its editorial judgements are not made
freely and independently by individual journalists ‘on the
ground’, by editorial teams or by trusted editors. Journalists in
countries newly emerged from authoritarian control in the
former communist eastern Europe are passionate about the
independence of individual journalists. After decades of
restriction, they are inclined to see any restrictive editorial act by a
‘grey suit’, a boss, as a disgraceful interference - and a ‘boss’ is
any supervisor who does not normally make detailed editorial
decisions. Exasperated journalists share the attitude in systems
long used to freedom when the chief sub, senior producer, or
editor overrules them. Dissatisfaction of this kind visits all
news teams at some time because no sensible journalistic
organisation anywhere in the world accepts that what is decided
by the people who normally make the decisions must be
allowed to stand. In the normal Course, the reporters who
gather the news make nearly all decisions at low level, by the
subs who prepare it for the page, or the producers who finalise
it for the programme. Most editorial machines could not work
in any other way: decisions are normally made and applied at the
lowest competent level. The norm has, however, to give way at
times to editors and other senior editorial people who have the

authority to intervene. They usually have to answer for what the
paper or the programme has done and they are not prepared to
sanction whatever answer those below them think appropriate.
Editors of news channels fight vigorously for their right to edit.
They often seek assurances from proprietors and controlling
interests that they will not be interfered with. At the same time,
they assert their responsibilities downwards, over their editorial
staff. Sometimes, their independence from owners is doubted.
Doubts of this kind are often made and equally often denied
about editors of news channels owned by Rupert Murdoch, the
Australian-born, naturalised-American creator of the multi-
national media giant, News Corporation. They were made also,
and denied, about the Observer, the Sunday paper, when it was
in the empire of Tiny Rowland, for many years boss of the
conglomerate, Lomho. Robert Maxwell, as owner of the Daily
Mirror and much more, behaved in a way that encouraged
everyone to believe he was the editorial driving force who made
whichever decisions he chose.
Whatever terms and assurances they win, even the most
independent news channel editors are not free to do whatever
they wish. They have to operate within the established position
of their paper. The editor of the staunchly Tory broadsheet, the
Daily Telegraph, for instance, probably has as much editorial
independence as many others without being free to dedicate the
paper against the wishes of the owner to long-term support of
the Labour party or to take its news and feature columns
significantly down market to appeal to large numbers of people
in the unskilled, low-wage and benefit-supported socio-
economic groups that fill the depressed urban wastelands on
the outskirts of struggling British cities. For those news
channel editors with assurances of independence, the theory is
that owners choose them to do the kind of job known to be
required by the established editorial approach of the channel
and leave them to it until confidence evaporates at which time
the editors are sacked. The theory accords reasonably with the
reality, provided it is understood that even the best owners
nudge their editor now and again.
Serious doubts about the independence and integrity of
journalism arise in other ways. Direct interference by advertisers
is loudly denied; stealthy editorial influence is suspected. In
financial journalism, alert audience become suspicious in the
weeks approaching the beginning of the financial year in April
when PEPS (Personal Equity Plans) are heavily advertised -
investors being allowed one each financial year - if the advertise-
ments are accompanied by friendly editorial copy that proclaims
the attractions of PEPS after a spell in which they did badly. The
same suspicion occurs over the property of news channels.
Estate agents put a great deal of money into local paper
advertising and sceptical readers discount as a sop to the
advertisers hopeful editorial copy that hypes an aspect of the
property market, often that sales are about to emerge from the
doldrums.
The problems and the structure in broadcasting are less clear. A
news channels editor could scrutinise all-important editorial
columns, and in some news channelss, every editorial word,
before publication. Higher bosses in broadcasting organisations
could not possibly vet all speech programmes before broadcast.
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Even if they could, they would still have the problem of how
to supervise live programmes that are not scripted. The director
general of the BBC used to be referred to as ‘editor-in-chief’, a
title that could not mean much and a responsibility that could
be discharged only exceptionally at critical moments in a small
number of editorial issues. The reality of being editor-in-chief
is not available either to managing directors of independent
radio stations, regional television MDs and channel controllers.
None is able to exercise the degree of editorial oversight to
justify the description ‘editor’. At best, they are called in on
special problems which ordinary programme makers prefer to
be as few as possible. Editorial authority devolves, of necessity,
to programme editors and producers, the ordinary toilers in the
newsrooms, at the programme editorial desks and in the
cutting rooms. The speed with which television and, more so,
radio can move from receiving the news to broadcasting it,
combined with the frequency of news broadcasts, requires
instant editorial decisions, and this, though not a guarantee of
independence, means that people at programme level have to be
allowed to get on with it. The opportunity for anyone else to
intervene against them is very small. And being very small for
managing directors and their channel controllers, it is even
smaller, less than minuscule, for members of governing bodies
and any other appointees who are sometimes said to interfere in
the editorial process.
News channelss and some political critics like to portray
broadcasting as controlled, unduly influenced by government
appointed agents or by ultimate dependence on political
decision, except, that is, when television outrages the critics, in
which case the docile creature is a beast out of control. The
picture is a caricature. The publicly declared terms of the
regulatory framework, in which British broadcasting operates
and which do not apply to news channels, do not prevent and
need not deter television and radio from tackling any issue and
do not direct their editorial efforts in any direction. In all
essentials, newspapers and broadcasting are equally influenceable
and equally resistant. They are both liable to be leaned on,
subjected to political pressure, special pleading that comes in
confidence down the telephone or at the private dinner table.
News channels editors are courted ardently by prime ministers
and others in the cabinet to an effect that cannot be calculated,
while broadcasting bosses are inveighed against and called to
account, again to an effect not calculable.

The caricature of control says that if the Conservative party
chairman calls a broadcasting boss about an eve-of election
expose of dubious dealings by a Conservative controlled local
council, the programme will be postponed, as was a Panorama
on that subject on BBC1 in 1994. The truth is stealthier. Such
calls are certainly made but political pressure alone does not stop
programmes. Even the politically prompted decision by the
BBC governors in 1985 to stop the programme Real Lives: At
the Edge of the Union - a portrait of two Northern Ireland
activists, one republican, one loyalist, with views as far apart as
possible - cannot confidently be designated a bald concession to
political pressure and, almost certainly, was not. Pressure from
the home secretary spurred the governors to consider the
programme in advance but their wrong-headed decisions, first
to view it before broadcast and then to stop it, seemed based

on genuinely held objections. Pressures may confuse genuine
editorial doubts and, conceivably, influence the final assessment
because a suspect programme that causes political flak is much
harder to defend than a thoroughly well-founded programme
that causes political flak. Such possibilities usually remain
conjectural, impossible to prove in particular cases, because it is
impossible to know the secrets in the heads of the people who
made the decision. There are, at the same time, many instances
of political pressure being put aside and many representations
that never find their way to the people who make the editorial
decisions.
The truth about the effect of political pressure on news
channels is also stealthy. But the relationships between national
news channels owners, news channels editors and politicians are
often more willful and even less transparent than the relation-
ship between broadcasting chiefs and politicians. Hard as it is to
believe that a major news channels would forgo a story of
government scandal or would seriously restrain it because the
editor dined at Downing Street, has a knighthood, or is friendly
with a cabinet minister, somewhere along the line, at some
time, an editorial favour is done. As in broadcasting, it is not
blatant. The effect through cabinet minister, news channels
proprietor and news channels editor is surreptitious. Some-
times it is illusory.
In spite of connections that give rise to doubts, British
journalism has as much independence as it needs. So long as a
wide variety of editorial outlets exists, so long as they have the
will to expose and so long as journalists are prepared to dig
painstakingly for the facts, the journalism can do anything the
editorial brief calls for. Three factors stand in the way if the will
is weak. One is indeed the quiet influence that works confiden-
tially through contacts, which editors can allow to affect them,
which exists in all societies and which cannot be abolished.
Another is the grip British officialdom has on information
which effectively hides truth. The third is the inhibiting power
of the British system of justice to provide ready court orders to
stop suspect publication, a shield for public figures when strong
suspicions cannot be aired because they cannot be proved
minutely.

Powerful Interests
Ordinary journalists may not be in a position to resist when an
approach is made stealthily. An important advertiser who fears
damage from a candid story or a favoured MP with a gripe will
go direct to the highest editor and, as this danger exists most
strongly in local than in national media, may be rewarded with a
change to the story made as stealthily as the approach or with a
crude, shameless editorial cut - or, on a good day for journal-
ism, with a refusal to interfere with justified copy.
It is easy to say that editorial decisions should be made only on
the basis of proper journalistic imperatives and that blandish-
ments, pressures and threats should be resisted. The problem is
that as some pressures - euphemistically called representations -
make fair points, conceding to a fair point can seem like a craven
concession while to resist a point for the sake of it can be a
short cut to unreliability and unfairness. As pressure is con-
cerned often with judgement, less often a matter of simple fact,
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there is always room for dispute, one journalist seeing the point
as unreasonable, another seeing it as fair.
The problem is psychologically most acute when dealing with
powerful interests. And it is not rare. Every day, journalists are
being pressed ‘to put it right’. At times, they are genuinely being
asked to put right a mistake of fact or an omission of impor-
tance. At other times, they are asked to excise or downplay a
significant and uncomfortable truth. Demands come openly
and surreptitously from many powerful centres  government
departments, political party headquarters, MPs, local councillors,
company bosses, the police, health service authorities, advertis-
ers who put money into all the commercially funded media and
who threaten at times to stop it. Weak journalists change a story
because somebody who matters demands it. Strong journalists
change a story because they are convinced it deserves to be
changed - and it does not matter where the demand for change
comes from. The only acceptable way is for the journalists to
decide. It means isolating the point made, considering it fairly
regardless of whether the source is important or ordinary,
accepting the point if it seems reasonable, rejecting it if it is not
- and putting up with scepticism or wrath as the case may be.

Impartiality
Impartiality is demanded of regulated British broadcasting but
not of British newspapers which are not regulated. Audiences,
generally much more politically mixed, especially for national
programmes, than newspaper readerships, are sensitive to
partiality. Promised an impartial approach, they expect it, at
times so sensitively that they challenge good sense. In the early
part of the British general election campaign in 1992, the BBC
had hundreds of complaints against the blue background of
the studio set for the Nine O’clock News on television, a
programme which reported a great deal of election news. Callers
said blue favoured the Conservative party because it is the party
colour. According to one, ‘The blue background cannot be
considered impartial.’ The colour of the set was changed.
For the BBC, ‘due impartiality’ was for years enshrined in a
constitutional annex attached to its Charter and Licence, and for
independent radio and television, the same phrase is used in the
Broadcasting Act of 1990. The full statements were not
identical. The commercial sector was and is required by the law
to present news and, generally, to treat controversial public
issues with due impartiality, whereas the BBC, through its
governors, traditionally promised to behave with due imparti-
ality on controversial matters. The difference did not matter in
broad terms. Both sides were committed to the concept. The
difference could have mattered in a legal challenge, partly because
the impartiality requirements on independent
Radio and television in the Broadcasting Act are expressed more
thoroughly than they were in the BBC Annex. But 1996
brought constitutional change. The BBC’s new Charter and
Agreement aims to put it on much the same footing as the
commercial sector.
There is, though, still a difference of legal status. The Act, as
statute law, imposes a legally enforceable duty of impartiality on
independent broadcasting while the BBC Charter may not be
legally enforceable in the same way. The point was not resolved
in spite of a great controversial clamour in April 1995 when the

Scottish courts stopped a BBC Panorama interview with John
Major, as prime minister, from being shown in Scotland a few
days before Scottish local elections. Opposition political parties
who brought the action of failing in its duty of impartiality
accused the BBC. Their argument was that as elections were
imminent an interview with the Conservative leader should be
matched by similar interviews with other party leaders. In
granting a temporary order to stop the programme in Scotland,
the Scottish courts decided only hat on the face of it the BBC
had a case to answer. If the matter lad gone to a full hearing the
courts might have concluded that, although the BBC had failed
in its duty the courts could not do anything about it because the
BBC, under a Royal Charter, is in special position. The 1996
changes to the BBC’s constitution rill, however, encourage the
courts in future to conclude that the BBC can indeed be held
legally to account - on the basis of its own guidelines.
Legal status aside, the similarity of the basic commitment
impartiality used to hide detailed differences of substance
between the BBC and the independent sector. The BBC made a
very general statement, promising that its news and other
programmes dealing with matters of public policy would treat
controversial subjects with due impartiality. Meanwhile, the
dependent Television Commission and, to a lesser extent, the
Radio Authority are told by parliament in more detail what the
list require of the people to whom they grant licenses. For
instance, the ITC, like the Radio Authority, must draw up a
programme code to cover impartiality, among other things.
Parliament says the ITC’s code must explain, in relation to
impartiality, what will be regarded as a ‘series of programmes’.
This is to help make a judgement as to whether a series has
been impartial overall. The code must also explain what ‘due
impartiality’ calls for in particular circumstances. It must say how
impartiality may be achieved in particular kinds of programmes.
The 1996 changes put the BBC under an equal, politically driven
obligation to describe its commitment to impartiality in some
detail.
As a further refinement which, in its legal form, applied only to
the commercial sector, the demand for ‘due impartiality’ is
dropped, giving way to a ban on ‘undue prominence’ for some
programmes of some local and other services. News at all levels
always has to be duly impartial but the undue prominence
variation applies to other local programmes dealing with
political or industrial controversy or relating to public policy.
Here, local independent radio and non-national independent
television services have to make sure they do not give undue
prominence ‘to the views and opinions of particular persons or
bodies’. The distinction did not feature in BBC statements,
though programmes used it when relevant. For programme
makers anywhere for most of the time there is no real difference
between treating matters impartially and not allowing anyone’s
views to have too much prominence. But the two are not the
same, and the difference eases the problems of a local station
that genuinely can not locate a spokesperson for a particular
point of view. A programme may fail to be impartial because
someone is missing in spite of best efforts. In those circum-
stances, prominence for the view that does turn up is not
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automatically ‘undue’, a sensible concession all programmes
deserve.
Previously, broadcasting regulation did not go as far as it does
now. The most important point, though, may be that parlia-
ment does not try to say what impartiality is. It assumes it will
be generally understood, if not always agreed in detail or how it
applies in particular cases. In effect, it acknowledges that the law
is not adequate to the task of defining it - and, most signifi-
cantly, that it is not for politicians to have a detailed influence
through rules they devise on how news is treated. It is left to
the great and the good who become appointed to the ITC, the
Radio Authority and the BBC board of governors to lay down
rules and to pass judgements on programmes according to
them a loose rein that allows programme makers to proceed as
they see fit - most of the time. The nearest parliament comes to
a description or a definition of impartiality is to say that it ‘does
not require absolute neutrality on every issue or detachment
from fundamental democratic principles’. This is the language
of guidelines.
The sentiment is echoed or implied in the ITC Programme
code, the Radio Authority Programme Code and the BBC
Producers’ Guidelines.

In dealing with impartiality, these publications speak in terms
of ‘balance’ while stressing that it is not to be understood in
simple mathematical terms; they urge ‘even-handednes’ and
‘fairness’ and generally ‘dispassionate’ reporting; they call on
programmes to recognise the relevant range of views 011
Issues; and programmes should not ‘editorialise’ - unless they
are personal view programmes, clearly labelled as such and
operating within the permissible framework. The codes and
guidelines acknowledge that impartiality, in the sense of
presenting all significant points of view, may acceptably be
achieved over a period of time rather than in one programme or
one news broadcast. They state that with interviews editing
must be impartial so that what remains after cuts fairly reflect
the views of the person interviewed. Impartiality in political
appearances means giving a fair amount of time to each of the
parties or each noteworthy body of opinion. Reconstructions
of real events in factual programmes must observe the precepts
of impartiality. So must dramatised documentaries.
The Radio Authority is much the most severe about drama that
dabbles in current controversies. While the ITC and the BBC
have in favour of creative talent, the Authority does not
hesitate. It says ‘Licence Holders must not broadcast fiction or
drama designed to commend one side or the other in a matter
of political or industrial controversy unless a further drama or
fictional broadcast is planned to occur within three months
which commends an opposing view.’ The word ‘designed’
could be a loophole for the mischievous, offering acquittal on a
technicality. The Authority’s code forbids one-sided fiction on
controversial issues being debated in parliament, a modern echo
of the discredited and long-dead ‘fourteen day rule’, accepted
under press are by the BBC and eventually imposed by govern-
ment in the 1950s, to stop broadcasters dealing with issues a
fortnight before a parliamentary debate. The Radio
Authority goes on to proscribe fiction that ‘takes sides on any
aspect of industrial relations during an important dispute’. Had

the Radio Authority been the authority for all British radio, as it
has at times urged it should be, this rule, plainly applied, would
have stopped a number of illuminating dramas set in the
coalfields and broadcast on BBC Radio 4 during the miners’
strike of 1984-5. Distress moved the writers to side with the
blighted mining communities, neither with the government
that encouraged pit closures nor with the police who tried to
control the picket lines. Nor did the Coal Board, under its
Scottish American cost-cutting chairman, Ian Macgregor, evoke
the sympathy of creative imaginations. The Radio Authority’s
zeal in this matter would allow impartiality to strangle creativity
and may go further than parliament’s intention, though it was
the kind of thing a handful of right-wing backbenchers,
particularly in the House of Lords, wanted and worked for as
they sought to obstruct what they believed were left-leaning
influences in broadcasting. Of all the codes, rules and guide-
lines, the Radio Authority’s do, though, use the expression that
best captures the spirit of impartiality: it means not taking
sides. It is the simplest way of putting it. Like the notion of
balance, it is not a profound concept and is inclined to wither if
taken too far. It is in the class of understanding which says the
elephant is difficult to describe but easy to recognize. Total
impartiality is accepted as not attainable because all journalism is
affected by personal perceptions good and bad, by individual
ignorance, individual insight, prejudice, personal preference, by
lobbying and other slanting influences. The fallibility of human
judgement denies complete impartiality. For believers, however,
it is an ideal to be aimed for, best regarded as the spirit in which
honest programmes are made, an approach that tries to be fair
in very complex conditions. If journalists in public service
broadcasting did not try to be impartial, if instead they could
indulge their personal preferences without restraint,
programmes would be polemics.

Balance
Balance is not a concept to trouble news channelss much,
although they all like to say a bit portentously that they take a
suitably balanced approach to affairs. It is, though, a concept at
the heart of the way British broadcasting is judged. It does not
feature in the Broadcasting Act but years ago it acquired an
official imprimatur through the now superceded Annex to the

BBC Licence and Agreement, through the BBC Producers’
Guidelines and in the programme codes parliament requires the
Independent Television Commission and the Radio Authority
to draw up. It features frequently in discussions about the
quality of factual broadcasting and in complaints that
programmes have not lived up to the standards expected of
them. Balance was never intended to mean ‘thirty seconds for
them and thirty seconds for each of the others’, nor in newspa-
pers to mean a sentence, a paragraph or an article to each of the
contending views. Equality of sound-bite, the stopwatch
version of balance in broadcasting, is favoured by the political
parties when they believe their electoral chances would benefit
from an equal quota of appearances. Other embattled interests
suffering from adverse publicity in programmes also tend to
interpret the concept in a mechanistic way. Programme makers
regard these sceptically. Balance is in fact a simple and straight-
forward notion, not profound, and not precise. It is closely
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allied to impartiality and fairness, and is used very often to
mean much the same. These virtues of public service broadcast-
ing are all quite ordinary and they impede, instead of helping,
valid editorial effort if asked to deliver exact results. Sometimes
the stop-watch is helpful, as during general elections when so
much mundane party political comment is broadcast that the
likeliest way to fair treatment all round is to stick close to
quotas. Even then, the stop-watch is set aside when the news
justifies more attention to one party than another. Stop-watch
or not, experienced pro gramme makers realise what
interviewees find hard - that a cogent argument in thirty
seconds is worth more than an ill-focused minute and a half. In
such cases, equal time has low priority. To decide whether a
programme is reasonably balanced, the prominence of a
contribution, how it is introduced, what follows; it and whether
it is directly rebutted by anyone else are all more significant than
equal time.
For the normal run of programme making and news channels
reporting, balanced treatment means being even-handed, not
giving one side of an argument unreasonable attention to its
advantage or disadvantage. It means exploring issues in an
uncommitted way so that viewers, listeners and readers
appreciate all the important arguments, including the weight of
support they enjoy. A balanced treatment of abortion, for
instance, will recognise the passions that exist for and against
without pretending that every argument is of equal weight and
without every argument being given the same amount of air-
time or equal column inches. It would recognise that some
views on abortion are held by relatively few people but at times
it may give minority views a great deal of attention because they
are new, are developing, are particularly threatening or whatever.
The dimensions of valid editorial interest are endless. Equally,
balance does not mean allocating programme time or column
inches according to the intensity of the belief.

It does not mean reflecting all sides to the argument every time
the issue is examined. A news channels feature or programme
might fairly explore the growth of militant opposition to
abortion that pickets vulnerable people outside clinics and
might fairly try to understand the power of its belief without a
word from the supporters of abortion. Even if the programme
or station or paper had not explored any other aspect of
abortion and did not intend to, it could still have dealt with the
militants in balanced way. The critical question would be
whether the militants had gained unfair advantage or suffered
unfair disadvantage as a result and, arising from that, whether
the public was badly or well served.

Objectivity
Objectivity is one of the partners of impartiality, often taken to
mean much the same. It is a virtue expected of public service
broadcasters. Programme journalists recognise that objectivity is
not totally achievable but this does not allow them to abandon
the idea that they must try to report events in ways that will
survive scrutiny. Better to try to be objective as far as possible
than to swamp people with partiality.
The idea is easily rubbished. Sceptics say it is dangerously
misleading. It causes people to believe that certain news
organisations are more to be trusted than others because they

try to be objective and impartial when in fact their judgements
are as selective and as biased as anyone else’s. Overtly biased
publications are, by this analysis, more honest because they do
not pretend to be anything else and their prejudices are evident
for all to see.
The actual performance of organisations that claim to be
objective is also much questioned. Large numbers of viewers
and listeners take objectivity to mean they will not hear or see
anything done in a way that offends their idea of how it should
be done. Claims to objectivity seem to encourage intolerance in
its customers. When issues divide societies deeply, many people
complain that coverage is partial, not objective, and that it will
make divisions worse. The criticism was made persistently
against the British media during the years of strife in Northern
Ireland. What satisfied the nationalist community tended to
disaffect the loyalists, and what met approval from loyalists in
the neat terraced streets of east Belfast was scoffed at in the
Bogside of Derry and the Catholic areas of west Belfast.
The same response greeted broadcast coverage of the miners’
strike in 1984-5, the most bitter, the biggest and most pro-
tracted labour dispute in Britain for many years. Few people
were neutral and many were suspicious of the news pro-
grammes. The miners’ leader, Arthur Scargill, encouraged his
members to the view that the news media were part of the
enemy, active in a conspiracy to misrepresent the miners and to
mislead the public. The belief was fostered when BBC televi-
sion news inadvertently reversed pictures of a sequence of
events during violent picketing at the Orgreave coking plant.
Pickets were shown as charging the police and the police as
retaliating when it was in fact the other way round. The mistake
was later put right and the BBC apologised. But the human
failure in the stressful process of quick editing was repeatedly,
for years, paraded as evidence of bias, a damaging failure of
objectivity that turned public opinion, it was said, against the
miners. Those who claim to be objective, or are required to be
so, are not allowed simple mistakes.

Straight Dealing
Journalists so often enquire into matters people do not want to
talk about they soon develop methods of approach that are
tentative, careful, oblique, roundabout, stealthy or sly. If it suits
their purpose, they ask questions on the phone without
declaring who they are, and if necessary pretend to business
other than journalism. The description does not apply to all
journalists all of the time but most, at some time, have
behaved in ways most people would not regard as straight. It is
one of the reasons for the poor reputation of journalists,
competing as they do with politicians and estate agents for
bottom places in the popularity list. It gives rise to the scathing
image of the wheedling figure with the brown trilby, the grubby
raincoat, the cigarette, the seedy complexion and he boozed
features. ‘)
The phenomenon stretches back to the origins of journalism.
First applied to news channels, it extends to broadcasting
though the conspicuous apparatus of television and radio
might be expected to limit the opportunities for shifty ap-
proaches. Concern in the BBC that some programme makers
were not as open as they should be about their intentions
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towards interviewees and other contributors led to rules about
straight dealing being devised and being included as first chapter
in two successive editions of the Producers’ Guidelines.
Complaints had generated the concern. On examination, a
number left a suspicion that a small minority of producers,
researchers or reporters had been less than honest or worse, a
minority who compromised the reputation of all the rest. The
concern was not confined to the BBC. It was echoed in
complaints about other broadcasting organisations and it was a
charge leveled more at television than at radio.
The need in broadcasting for comments to be literally ‘on the
record’ encourages the problem. Where a newspaper journalist
will make do with a comment from an unnamed source, in a
reference dressed up to persuade as in ‘a source in company
headquarters’, television strives to record it on video tape. And
deviousness is used to persuade people to record when they
might be reluctant if the real purpose is openly declared. After
programmes had been broadcast, a repeated complaint from
people interviewed was that the purpose of the interview and
the programme were not made clear, that they were explained
harmlessly in a generalised way. In one notorious case, a
programme about a rape, the producer was accused of invei-
gling people into co-operation by telling them the programme
was about trauma. Typically in cases complained about, the
interview for the programme would be at length, half an hour
or more, but with only a small extract used, an extract that at the
time of recording seemed almost an aside but which assumed
great importance in the different context of the completed
programme. People felt the true intention had been deliberately
kept from them. They had been enticed into talking about
something they would have refused to talk about or would
have talked about more circumspectly had the programme
makers been honest with them. When the programme people
admitted their guile, which was not often, they said it uncovered
important truth, which would otherwise have been hidden.

Another factor to make programme producers and programme
reporters seem less than straight is that many people do not
appreciate the need for a crisp ‘sound-bite’. Practised politicians
and other seasoned public figures do. They know the game. But
people not used to interviews often feel cheated when only
thirty seconds is used out of an interview that lasted thirty
minutes. The harsh reality that it took thirty minutes of fishing
to produce thirty succinct seconds passes them by.
People who complain are not always to be trusted. They too
have hidden purposes especially when they are in significant
positions. They are at times too slow to realise until after the
event that the burden of telling an unwelcome truth is more
painful when millions see you doing it on the television screen.
The unguarded comment, the remark regretted cannot be
denied when you have been seen to make it. The quote in the
newspaper is easier to deny, or to charge as being used out of
context, or to have been made ‘off-the-record’, a phrase of
seriously uncertain meaning that can give credence to spurious
complaint because it can mean ‘not for use at all’ or simply ‘not
for attribution’. The alleged victim of television has to make a
more elaborate case against television journalists. The case is
usually that the journalists misled them from the outset in one
way or another.

Consumer programmes that routinely pursue commercial
villains and exploiters might be expected to be accused of
underhand dealing more often than others. In fact, they are
among the least likely to be so accused. Apart from formally
approved surreptitious methods, mainly secret recordings, they
tend to confront their targets openly and to provide clear
opportunities to answer difficult points, including allegations,
though these opportunities may well involve ‘foot-in-the-door’
methods or scuffling encounters on the pavement. Consumer
programmes are more likely to face complaint, obstruction and
prevarication before transmission than after, the tactics of their
victims, usually companies and corporations, occasionally
informed by former consumer programme people who have
become specialist advisers, poachers turned gamekeepers.

Accuracy
Accuracy ought not to be an editorial issue. It is a fundamental
value, deserving to be unquestioned and always applied as
rigorously as reporters and editors can apply it. Instead, in
significant areas of journalism, it is cynically manipulated, waved
aside with the old jest that the facts should not be allowed to
get in the way of a good story.

Even when intentions are good, accuracy is often much more
difficult to achieve than non-journalists would believe. Report-
ers frequently depend, at best, on the eye-witness of others who
have no training and who in newsworthy circumstances may
become nervously unreliable or, worse, on honest but strug-
gling third-hand hearsay, and worst of all, on the say so of
people who want their partial version of events to be accepted
as the whole truth.
News is also escorted by professionals through a variety of
channels, shedding a bit of reliability every step of the way,
mocking the experience of its handlers, the journalists. Picked
up first by a seasoned freelance from a whisper, adapted
knowingly after a call to police headquarters miles away, further
embellished when rendered into journalese as the story is filed
to an agency, snappily re-written before it gets on the agency
wires, remodeled once more by a newsroom sub-editor, and
then improved by a judicious word massage here and there
from a more senior editor before it reaches the trusting public as
a true record of what happened. By then the merchants of truth
have delivered a reasonable approximation or, for all they know,
a gross distortion.
Because of this propensity for news to travel badly, some
American journals use ‘fact checkers’. They check essential facts
in copy by going back to primary sources or as near as they can
get to them. Their remit runs from the momentous to the
trivial. They are not confined to bald facts. They question
judgements because they have to be justified by the facts.
American media-study circles have referred to a ‘fetishism of
facts’ and that fact checkers are ‘obsessed with facticity’, like
accusing a doctor of being obsessed with cure.
By comparisons, British and other European journalism seems
careless of fact and scandalously lax in judgement. It is an
exaggerated impression. There are lessons though. Getting it
right is much harder than the public imagines and decidedly
harder than some journalists realise. It is significant that on
American news magazines the fact checkers check articles written
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by ‘editors’ or ‘writers’ in magazine offices far removed from
the events they are writing about although using piles of copy
from reporters and correspondents all over the world. For news
magazines it works. The level of error in fact-checked publica-
tions is significantly better than in those that rely entirely on
trust in the original reporter. But the way it works on weekly
news magazines with time to consider each line would not fit
readily into hurried daily news in newspapers or on radio and
television. And when fact checkers were mooted for the BBC,
staff derided the idea, saying they would accept only fat cheques.
It is a serious issue. Simple situations may be mildly misrepre-
sented in the reporting; complex situations run the risk of
being misrepresented very badly. To a greater or lesser extent all
journalists re-write. They improve inelegant bits of reportage
and without realising it introduce ambiguities. In further
rewriting, ambiguities turn into falsehoods ready for public
consumption. Moreover, when these inadvertent and other
falsehoods occur in news channels, they may be distributed yet
more widely because they are at times recycled by broadcast
journalists, some of whom uncritically accept what is printed in
newspapers as automatically reliable. In a perfect world, no
journalist would accept another’s facts without independent
checks. Another enemy is the background fact the journalist is
sure of or takes for granted and does not even think to check. It
may be a name, a person’s age, an MP’s constituency. It comes
out wrong because a simple, cautionary check was not made. In
the unattainable perfect world, journalists would check their
own assumptions as diligently as they should check what other
journalists have reported. Part of the problem is that the degree
of checking and re-checking which is ideally desirable would
slow down the process to such an extent that some of today’s
news would not be ready until the day after tomorrow.

Good News, Bad News
A steady stream of complaint from the public says the news is
too gloomy, that there is too much bad news and that journal-
ism is to blame because positive developments are ignored.
Government sometimes develops the complaint, arguing that
excessive bad news saps public morale by exaggerating failures
and underestimating successes. Business joins in now and again
with the argument that excessive bad news seriously damages
the country’s image and its commercial efforts abroad.

Broadcasting is a frequent target in this criticism, probably
because the intimacy of the spoken word and the power of the
moving picture excite people’s anxieties more readily than do
printed words and most still pictures. From time to time,
broadcasting responds by making a special effort to report the
positive, and even by introducing ‘good news’ programmes)
The BBC television news presenter Martyn Lewis caused a flurry
in the early 1990s when he sided with the critics. These evangeli-
cal efforts invariably run into the sand. Nothing much changes.
A BBC Radio 3 ‘positive news’ effort in the 1970s collapsed
when the producer gave up the hopeless search for news stories
that qualified. Other initiatives have gone the same way. But the
criticism persists and because of it programme journalists
continue to include positive reports in the news when they can.
In an important sense, the criticism is groundless. Even the
worst news has positive elements. The famines and genocides

of Africa arouse passionate concern and huge relief effort. The
world has forever suffered from heart-breaking disaster but only
in recent times have humanitarian agencies moved consciences
and supplies to the extent they do now. Reports of accidents
show people behaving with courage and self-sacrifice. In other
ways too and without riding on the back of disasters, the news
media provide frequent insights into genuine human progress -
in reports of medical advances, in reports of big commercial
contracts for public works aimed at improving the daily lot of
millions of people, in reports of human endurance and in
reports of technological invention that relieve drudgery and
danger. It is all there for people who care to look for it without
bias.
 A natural psychological factor creates the impression that the
news is all bad. Most bad news has much more impact than
most good news. Pictures of disaster and failure persist in the
mind while pictures and information of positive developments
have little impact at all or it fades rapidly. This would not be
changed if journalists gave the positive more prominence, as
the simplistic form of the criticism calls for. Specially placed
good news would be unconvincing, a shift towards propa-
ganda, and the bad news, still the most powerful, would
continue to be the most remembered.
Accordingly, when people say there is too much bad news, they
are, to an important degree, criticizing their own perceptions.
They also overlook the influence the news media, especially
television, have as a force for the benefit of humankind against
hostile or indifferent authority.

Birtism
No one really knows what ‘Birtism’ means. Even the man
whose name has been hijacked, John Birt, would be hard
pushed to define it and he, in any case, is said to dislike it as a
term. The word took hold after he was appointed deputy
director general of the BBC in 1987 and tended to be used as a
criticism by people, particularly inside the BBC and especially
inside BBC television current affairs, who did not like his ideas.
If it could be tied down to an editorial meaning, it would
signify an unusually methodical approach to the making of
serious programmes, probably also to the making of light-
hearted programmes. It would put greater store on detailed
calculation than on inspired insight. It would certainly expect
great reliability, of perspective as well as of fact. It would put
emphasis on explaining what things mean and why they are as
they are, that is the attempt to get rid of the ‘bias against
understanding’, the charge against television news, jointly
prosecuted by Birt and the economics journalist, Peter Jay, in the
1970s. Part of the calculating approach of Birtism is to try to
make sure that ‘built’ programmes and features - those
prepared over a number of days, weeks or months - work out
clearly in advance what their intentions are and stick to them,
instead of starting with a general idea and allowing the
programme to go wherever the trail takes it. This involves
strong research before anything is recorded. It is the aspect most
virulently objected to by critics of editorial Birtism. They see it
as a denial of robust journalism in that reporters and producers
should be able to adapt their direction according to the facts
they uncover, not to stick mechanically to a trail predetermined
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by earlier research. The conflict of view is, almost certainly,
sterile, based on misunderstanding, some of it wilful. The issue
is not whether broadcast journalism is to be allowed to follow
the facts wherever they lead. The true disagreement is about the
stage at which this should be done. The Birt way is for the
conclusion to be as clear as possible before the programme
commits itself to interviews and other recordings and to limit
unpredicted directions to the minimum. Many journalists feel
strongly that their job cannot be done properly without a large
degree of continuing freedom to take whatever editorial turn
they believe justified. Birtism as a concept accrued managerial
meanings before Birt became BBC director general in 1993. It
now seems to mean any policy he encouraged, managerial or
editorial, and which well-meaning, as well as ill-meaning,
traditionalists do not like, for instance, the free market way of
managing resources for programmes, known as producer
choice.

Identification

The disadvantages of being identified in the newspapers and in
the news on radio and television are more widely felt than they
used to be. One reason is that even a mild media interest these
days means being approached, harried as the quarry sees it, by a
squad of reporters, photographers and camera crews, bearing
the intrusive weapons of the news trade. When the interest is
high, as when the media pursue well-known personalities or
their lovers, alleged or actual, the squad becomes a small army
and the weapons of the trades are augmented to include
stepladders, listening devices and the surreptitious long lens.
Another, perhaps more powerful influence is that television has
disclosed how disagreeable it all is. In the old days when
newspapers ran around after the news, when the BBC did not
bother much and when independent radio and television did
not exist, only the victims of newsworthiness knew how much
of an ordeal it was. The newspapers did not show the pursuit,
or showed it only rarely. Now, millions of people who have
never been newsworthy and who never will be can see for
themselves, on the television screen, the intimidating insistence
of the news hounds and the unseemly thrust of microphones
and cameras. Many do not like it and the newsgathering scrum
often distracts attention from the news being gathered.
It has all contributed to the belief that in the face of self
interested behaviour by the news media, often not justified by a
genuine public interest, people need to be protected. Pro-
grammes and newspapers are honest enough to air the concern
so that people who have been in the public eye for a few days or
for a week or two are seen and heard to testify to the nature of
the ordeal. The debate about privacy reflects the concern. In
another aspect, the courts of law are increasingly sympathetic to
the desire for anonymity on the part of witnesses and victims
and to defendants who face further trials - to such an extent that
the principle of open justice is seriously qualified. There are
suggestions that, as in a few other European countries, the
names of people accused in legal cases should not be made
public unless and until they are found guilty. Support groups
talk about the ordeal of victims of crimes and accidents, with
some opinion seeking to give victims control over they way
their experiences are used editorially and, by implication,

whether they should be used at all. Unless victims of crime
consent, a number of police forces will not identify them to
journalists when giving news of crime. In time of war, as in the
1991 Gulf War when American, British, French and Arab forces
acted against Iraq for invading and over-running Kuwait, the
Ministry of Defence in Britain and the armed services strongly
protect the families of the dead, the injured and missing.
The issues of identification, harassment and intrusion merge
into a composite problem. If names are not given in the first
place, people cannot be approached let alone harassed. H they
agree to speak only anonymously, their ordeal at the hands of
the media is held to be lessened and in most such cases it is
lessened because an anonymous witness is much less appealing
than a witness of flesh and bone and tears. H these pressures
advance in response to collective excesses the media will not act
against they will damage the generally overlooked contribution
news makes to knowledge. They would reduce the human
element in the news and without the human element, reports
of crime and disaster become cold, far enough removed from
the suffering of identifiable people to fail to evoke compassion
and understanding.

Portrayal
Journalism is notorious for leaving individuals and groups
with the belief that it has misrepresented them, not so much by
getting facts wrong, though that occurs often enough, as by
elevating a few facts and excluding others. Independent-minded
journalism takes the view that it must portray people according
to its purposes and as it sees them rather than as they see
themselves or would like others to see them. Even without the
distraction of political correctness, it is an area of genuine
conflict between journalistic independence and social sensitivity.
Wilful as journalistic partiality sometimes is, it is mainly a
product of the pursuit of ‘the story’. Facts about people are
relevant only to the extent they relate to the news story. People
who appear in stories are partially portrayed because only part of
them is relevant. A news reporter does not normally want their
life story or even a rounded picture of them. If a person in a
wheelchair is involved, say as a victim of a robbery at home, the
fact of the wheelchair nearly always matters more to the story
than the full-time job the person does. The wheelchair will be
prominent because it adds interest, the fulltime job at best
referred to in passing because it is not relevant and, in the
context, not interesting. This is likely to change only a little and
slowly - not at all in some journalistic quarters. After a few years
of hard-bitten experience, journalists come to dislike facts being
wished into their stories for ulterior, non-journalistic purposes
whether to appease a political or commercial pressure, or to
concede a point to a well-intentioned lobby that argues for a
better social image for single parents or for ‘pensioners’, the
usual British label, for gays or for any of the other groups who
feel misrepresented, misunderstood and - as a result, they say
badly provided for.
To that extent, cliches and stereotypes are inevitable, ensuring
vigorous argument and protest. Journalistic resistance to
pressure is well justified because there are so many ‘image
improvers’ keen to bend journalism to their purposes. Equally,
decent social sensitivity, though liable to be scoffed at as
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politically correct, sees many instances of media discrimination
on grounds of sex and sexual character, race, disability and age,
failings that arise from general biases shared by journalists.
The issues may be more important for broadcasting than for
newspapers, partly because the way people are heard and seen in
programmes gives the impression of being authentic, partly
because the structure of radio and television forces broadcasters
to listen more carefully to criticism, and partly because of a
belief that broadcasting, being a public service, should set an
example. As a result, programme makers come under pressure
over the position of women. The argument here is that
discrimination against women is discrimination against half the
population. It includes - or used to include - excessive portrayal
of them as ‘mums’, shoppers and housewives, media images
that helped to consolidate male domination, not just of top
jobs but of middle and lower jobs. Pressure comes also from
organisations and individuals on behalf of black people. They
used to feature disproportionately as problems and still suffer
from unfair generalisations promoted by white prejudice. Black
people were hardly ever shown in responsible roles and few are
now. Lobbies work on behalf of disabled people. They still
tend to appear only in ways connected with their disabilities as
though they were disqualified from ‘normal’ concerns and are all
incapable of doing normal jobs. The case is that media images
confirm the discrimination that disabled people are relevant
only in terms of their disabilities. Older people - known
considerately in politically correct America as ‘seniors’ - have
campaigners too. They argue that older people are disregarded,
sometimes demeaned, pensioners regarded as social passengers.
AIDS and the rise of intolerance during the 1980s gave urgency
to pressure groups for gays and lesbians. They are concerned
that hostile and derisive words and simpering, one-sided
images encourage homophobia. The pressures call on journal-
ists to make decisions on all of these issues. The arguments
have to be recognised rather than accepted. Recognising them
involves being alert, less to crude biases which tend to occur
only if they are intended, than to unintended hidden messages
in words and subtle, unconsidered slants in stories.

 The concern, shared by American commentators who do not
enjoy riding bandwagons, is that determined political correct-
ness prevents some problems being discussed at all or as frankly
as they should be. However well-intended, it becomes censor-
ship. Desirable sensitivities encourage a strong consensus in the
media and in other places, a caring bandwagon of dogooding
that rolls on regardless of doubts. What is acceptable in
language, attitude, social behaviour and collective policy and
what is not become so firmly established that, like articles of
faith, they are not questioned. Connected issues become taboo
as matters for discussion. In this way the ‘land of the free’ sets
limits on free expression in polite, liberal circles only to find that
it has also set up a corrective backlash, voiced by impatient right-
wingers, against ‘preference policies’ for disadvantaged
minorities.

Political Correctness
Political correctness struggles to survive in Britain. It flourished
for a while in what became known as ‘loony left’ local authori-
ties where public policies passionately favoured minority needs,

the dubious as well as the deserving. Elsewhere, it quickly
became a wilting import from America where notions of
equality and fairness are pursued more determinedly through
rules, regulations, codes, quotas and policies than the British
have stomach for. It was from the start a pejorative term in the
British context, a counter-productive phrase that damages what
its socially improving proponents try to achieve. It has,
perversely, set back the causes of feminism and minority rights.
Hostility to it has helped racism, sexism and other biased
‘isms’. The case for journalistic care in the use of language - to
avoid ‘policemen’ because there are ‘policewomen’, to avoid
references to skin colour when it has nothing to do with the
issue, to refuse to say ‘dykes’ and ‘queers’ in a hostile context - is
now easily mocked by invoking the curse of political correctness
something else. The ‘something else’ can be the language used.
If it is exceptional, exceptionally attractive or exceptionally ugly,
the audience will pay so much attention to the form of speech
that the message will be missed. A topical, non-creative
programme fails if audiences notice the way they are spoken to
rather than what they are told. The programme speech should
be so easy as to make broadcasting seem easy.

Journalese
Journalese is poorly regarded, an abuse of language, cliche
ridden, strongly contributing to declined standards of speech
and writing, a baleful influence on the young, a source of
exasperation to the middle aged and middle class, a banal form
of writing that over-simplifies and which indicates an over-
simplified view of the world. The word is dismissive. But
journalese would not survive were it not successful. It justifies a
different string of terms. Journalese is a vigorous form of
expression, plain, straightforward, calculated to capture the
attention of people who might otherwise ignore events in the
world beyond their personal experience, a form that renders
complex facts and circumstances simple because it sees no virtue
in convolutions that deter interest.

In newspapers, easy writing makes easy reading and, in broad-
casting, normal programme speech in news and other topical
programmes is designed to convey meaning without distrac-
tion. The linearity of broadcasting means that listeners and
viewers cannot go back over what they did not understand or
what slipped by them because they were distracted by. Journal-
ese is purposeful. It has a function. It is not as it is because it
does not know how to be better. It can, without doubt, go too
far and become a parody. It happens. But journalese is also a
joker who cultivates excess, especially in the biggest selling
tabloid newspapers where exaggerated populism plays profit-
ably on the connections between language and class in its
‘Gotchas’ and ‘Worra lorra laffs’. ‘Pop and prattle’ radio exploits
language in much the same way to appeal to younger people. At
another extreme and in the long years of no direct competition,
BBC Radio 3 cultivated a brand of lugubrious speech, suppos-
edly of appeal to listeners who appreciate correct, grammatical
talk along with other higher cultural values but which became so
odd that a critic condemned it as the speech of a group of
people talking to themselves while listeners eavesdropped. It
was the excess of ‘anti-journalese’, a cure at least as bad as the ill.
Journalese gets implied support from experts in language who
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dismiss the idea of ‘good usage’ and ‘bad usage’. When the test
is the effectiveness of communication, journalese passes the
test. It works because it communicates well.

Summary
Every news house has its own set of editorial values. None the
less the basic editorial values and policies will be the same like
impartiality, balance, objectivity and straight dealing.

Channels might be having their own view of whats good news
and whats bad and they have their own definition of political
correctness.

Review Questions
1. What are the editorial policies and values of Zee news as

versus Star News? Discuss the policies in context with the
politics.

2. What could you mean by “Birtism” in the Indian context.
Give an example.

Notes -
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Agenda-Setting Theory

Maxwell McCombs & Donald Shaw’s Agenda setting
Theory.
The power of the press in America is a primordial one. It sets the agenda
of public discussion; and this sweeping  political power is unrestrained by
any law. It determines what people will talk and think about – an
authority that in other nations is reserved for tyrants, priests, parties,
and mandarins.
                                                                          —Theodore White
Mass media has great effect on people’s life. Every day a lot of
people read thousands of newspapers, listen to the various
radio stations and watch a lot of TV. Say, you are sitting at
home, listening to the radio and drinking coffee in the morning.
Suddenly your favorite host on the radio says: “Call us now! We
are talking about problems of elementary education in the
schools. Your opinion is extremely important to us.” Before
these words you thought about something else, but after this
you begin to think about elementary education. You realize that
you have some useful thoughts and opinions about this and
pick up the phone to call them. Who knows, maybe your ideas
will help somebody to solve the following problem. Before you
pick up the phone – think what make you do that. People on
the radio decided for you what they are going to discuss today
and you became their “prisoner” for the moment. It even made
you do something about that (in this case – make a call.) As you
can see media has the greatest impact on our lives. We discuss
what we saw on TV last night or talk about the latest news we
read in the newspapers. Usually we do not even think deeply
why we do that. Maybe we should…

This is just what agenda-setting theory is telling about. Maxwell
McCombs and Donald Show have developed agenda – setting
theory and it gives the opinion that no matter what you think,
but matters what you think about. It is very important to
realize the meaning of the word “about” in this case. The
agenda-setting shows indirect, cognitive effects of mass media.
The following theory boasted two attractive features: it reaf-
firmed the power of the press while still maintaining that
individuals were free to choose.
For the first time this agenda – the University of Wisconsin
political scientist Bernard Cohen mentioned setting theory.
Actually Cohen made just a statement that “the news media
may not directly affect how the public thinks about political
matters, but it does affect what subjects people think about.”
Then the theory was discovered by a number of scientists. They
demonstrated that the power of media effects goes beyond
agenda setting. The scientists Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder in
1982 first identified that people do not have to elaborate the
knowledge; they should consider what more readily comes to
mind. As you can see this statement somehow eases the work
of people’s brain. The media is responsible for the message

itself and for the importance of that message. Counting that
agenda – setting theory influences individuals indirectly, the
agenda of these messages should be set very carefully.

The most important and interesting aspect in agenda setting
theory is framing. James Tankard, one of the leading writers on
mass communication theory, defines a media frame as “the
central organizing idea for news content that supplies a context
and suggests what the issue is through the use of selection,
emphasis, exclusion and elaboration.” Robert Entman also
describes in his article clarifying the concept:
To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and
make them more salient in a communication text, in such a way
as to promote a particular problem definition, casual interpreta-
tion, moral evaluation and/or treatment recommendation for
the item described.
Thus we can see that framing is the reporter’s perception of  the problem
and how he/she presents it in the newspaper. The popularity of framing
as a construct in media studies has resulted in diverse and perhaps
contradictory use of  the term.
Obviously, news does not select itself. So who sets the agenda for the
agenda setters? One view regards a handful of news editors as the
guardians, or “gate-keepers”, of political dialogue. Nothing gets put on
the political agenda without the concurrence of eight men – the
operation chiefs of  Associated Press, the New York Times, the
Washington Post, Time, Newsweek, ABC, NBC, and CBS.
Although there is no evidence to support right-wing conservative charges
that the editors are part of a liberal, eastern-establishment conspiracy,
these key decision makers are undeniably part of a media elite that does
not represent a cross-section of US citizens. The media elite consists of
middle-aged Caucasian males who attend the same conferences, banquets,
and parties. When one of  them “puffs” a story, the rest of  the nation’s
media climb aboard.
Some of the examples of agenda-setting theory and how it
influences people show that this theory is extremely important
in communication and especially while studying media literacy.
Chronic social issues are much more dependent on media
coverage to raise public consciousness and conscience. For
example, journalist C. J. Bosso found that news organizations
were slow to react to famine in Ethiopia in the 1980s. But when
the press and the television finally picked up the story, every-
body began to talk about it. When the media later abandoned
the issue, people concluded that the crisis was over and shifted
their attention elsewhere. This study illustrates the consistent
finding that most people can only concentrate on three to five
new topics at a time. If the media bring a new issue to the fore,
another topic will recede in the public’s consciousness. The
media seem particularly effective in creating public interest in
political candidates and campaign strategy. By January 1992,
news commentators had decided that Bill Clinton was the
leader for the Democratic presidential nomination. “Before a

LESSON 24:
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vote was cast, and even though polls showed that more than
half of all rank-and-file Democrats did not even know who he
was, Clinton was hailed on the covers of Time, The New Republic,
and New York magazine.”
Most of us know that sad example of agenda–theory happened
in 1930’s when one radio station was translating “The War of
the Worlds” by G. Wells. Some people really thought that the
beasts from Mars invaded the Earth. One lady even committed
a suicide. From this example you can see how easy some people
are influenced by mass media.
So who are the people most affected by the media agenda? Now
some scientists concluded that they are the people who have a
willingness to let the media shape their thinking have a high
need for orientation. Others refer to it as an index of curiosity. Need
for orientation arises from high relevance and uncertainty. Because
I am a dog and cat owner, any story about cruelty to animals
always catches my attention (high uncertainty). According to
McCombs and Shaw, this combination would make me a likely
candidate to be influenced by media stories about vivisection. If
the news editors of Time and ABC think it is important, I
probably will too.

Agenda – setting theory has strong and weak points, as every
other theory. It is pretty simple and it works usually in adver-
tisements. When you see the commercial, you hear the
information about certain product. But this information not
necessarily can be true. You just absorb the story it tells in order
to buy the product advertised. Thus the theory usually affects
weak people and those who cannot decide what to think by
themselves. The theory is not working for everyone. Some
people just think what they think and do not pay attention to
anything they are told. Only people who want to be influenced
by somebody or something can actually be influenced.
McCombs and Shaw have established a plausible case that some
people look to print and broadcast news for guidance on which
issues are really important. Agenda-setting theory also provides
a needed reminder that news stories are just that – stories. The
message always requires interpretation. For these reasons,
McCombs and Shaw have accomplished the function they
ascribe to media. Agenda-setting theory has a priority place on
the mass communication agenda.

Positive Effects of Agenda Setting Theory
There are many important news items that are reported on a
regular basis. These items can be weather, violence, politics, and
local information. As members of this society, we read these
stories and then go about our lives to discuss them with our
friends, family, co-workers, and neighbors. Sometimes, we talk
about the same story day after day not realizing that the reason
it is still a hot topic of conversation is because it was once again
on the front page of the paper. As a society, we need to feel we
know what is going on around us. The media gives us informa-
tion that is going on in our local communities and across the
globe. We read these stories to know more about situations
concerning our loved ones, the well being of our freedom and
to gather general information. Maxwell McCombs along with
Donald Shaw developed the term agenda-setting in 1968. Since
that time over 350 studies have been done on agenda setting
around the world. McCombs has taken his research a step

further than determining if the media decides which topics we
discuss as a society. Maxwell’s original theory was just looking to
prove that the media did select our topics. He has taken that a
step further in recent years to determine if the media control
what we think about and how we think about it (McCombs).
The media keeps us informed and gives us topics of interest
without us realizing that they are giving us topics.

Negative Effects of Agenda Setting Theory
It seems to be harmless for the media to set the agenda of what
is out there for public consumption. However, it depends on
how you look at the situation. The biggest news story that
comes to mind is the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal. Would this
have been so talked about if it wasn’t on the front page of
every paper, every day for many days in a row, probably not?
The Newsweek online site lists a chronological time line of the
events that took place during the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal and
the most notable remark made regarding the incident was,
“Newsweek will have full coverage of this entire story in its next
issue, on newsstands Monday, January 26. But because
Newsweek and others have been able to confirm further details
of the investigation – and because the magazine has developed
exclusive reporting on the nature of the evidence – the editors
of Newsweek have decided to publish this chronology of
events on Newsweek Interactive on AOL” (Isikoff, 1998). The
information was out there and it was going to be leaked and
basically Newsweek didn’t want to miss out on having it out
there first so they put the information on the website. The
public was also mesmerized by the O.J. Simpson trial a few
years ago. That was a hot  topic of conversation for many
months. This was something that was watched every day and
more average people knew more about the trial because media
depicted every single moment of the case live. Another example
of how media can affect society in a negative way is the war with
Iraq. I would not have wanted to be one of the parents that
saw their child captured by Iraqi soldiers on television. I can’t
imagine what those poor mothers and fathers thought as they
sat down to dinner to view that. The media gives us a great deal
of information but sometimes it is just too much. Politics play
too big of a role in what is presented to the public. It seems
too often that politicians generally share the background,
worldview and financial status as the owners and managers of
the dominant media outlets (Official Agendas, 2002). This has
to have a huge impact on what information the public is given.
The media moguls tend to give large donations to political
campaigns and the politicians determine which networks they
choose to run political advertisements. It seems to be a
combination that has to be detrimental in what we are allowed
to see as members of this society.

Conclusion
The media does set the agenda of what is discussed around the
world on a daily basis. The media chooses the stories and the
public reviews them on a regular basis. It doesn’t seem that
many people really are aware that there is someone picking out
our information for us, but that is exactly what goes on every
single day. There are pros and cons to someone selecting the
stories we receive for processing. However, we are receiving it
and that is what makes our country so great. We do get to have
an opinion about the information we receive. We are also
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allowed to voice that opinion in many different forms, whether
it is verbally or written. Freedom of speech has been around for
quite some time, but is it really being used or is the media just
dominated by the government? Regardless, we are allowed to
receive information that is newsworthy and we are allowed to
process that without the dominance of our government. I feel
that we are lucky in that sense because we could be living in a
country that chooses to only give us what they want us to know
about instead of what is actually happening.

News Channels

A Reality Check

Posted on 24 September 2003
A view to a kill. That was what the news channels that dot the
cluttered and getting even more so television skyline had in their
viewfinders on 25 August after two deadly bomb blasts ripped
through the heart of Mumbai’s diamond market and outside
its poshest hotel. With more than 50 dead and 150+ on the
injured list, all in a matter of minutes, it had all the ingredients
for classic live news television drama.

So how did the channels measure up? With the populace
desperate for information, and each channel desperate to be first
off the block, what we got in large measure was over-excitable
television coverage. Three blasts, four blasts (one channel even
said six) is the sort of information that was thrown at an
already panic-stricken city when a basic police check would have
ascertained the facts.

 
EVENING AFTER: The wreckage of a car damaged by a 
powerful bomb blast lies in front of the historic Gateway of 
India in Mumbai. (Photo courtesy AFP)  

The aftermath of the blasts was if anything, even worse. The
sight of channel crews roaming through hospitals already
harried with trying to cope with the emergency and still wet
behind the ears presenters thrusting microphones at wailing
relatives, asking for their comments was hardly award winning
TV journalism.
There were more irritants on that fateful day. At a time when
everyone’s principal concern was the blast and its aftermath, the
peculiar Indian obsession with politics was evident in the
almost equal airtime as the blasts story that some channels gave
to the shenanigans of the Mayawati government in Uttar
Pradesh, which was in crisis then.
The performance of the channels during the Mumbai blasts
was certainly a good wake up call to everyone in the business.
But that’s only the downside to what has been a tough and
challenging six months as the channels come to grips with

the realities of doing business in a competitive scenario that
probably has no parallel anywhere in the world.
Five new channels on the news landscape - Star News, NDTV
India, NDTV 24x7, Sahara Samay and Headlines Today - and
more to come, no easy pickings that’s for sure. The upside is
that while business continues to be tough with so many players
fighting to extract that extra rupee from the same pie, the
number of advertisers coming to news as a whole has been
showing a steady increase, even if the rise in viewership for
news channels has been marginal.
According to TAM data, the last six months has seen an
increase of the collective news viewership pie from 3.3 per cent
in March to 3.7 per cent at present. A clear feature of news
viewing is the link it has to events of major portent. The
highest spikes in news channel viewership were seen at the end
of March (the height of the US-led invasion of Iraq) and the
week of 25 August, which was when the Mumbai blasts
occurred.

Week  News Channel Share 
in percentage 

Week 14 (30/03/03 - 05/04/03) -
Height of US-led invasion of Iraq. 5.64 

Week 15  4.84 
Week 16 3.36 
Week 34 3.55 
Week 35 (24/08/03 - 30/08/03) -
Mumbai blasts occurred on 25 Aug. 5.46 

Week 36 4.25 
Week 37 3.72 

Market: Top 6 Metros
Target Group: CS 15yrs+
Time period: Week 14 (30/03/03 - 05/04/03) & Week 37 (08/
09/03 - 14/09/03)
Source: TAM Media
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So, while the channels have to run ever-harder just to stand still,
a picture is emerging as to who are in it for the long haul, and
who look like being also rans.
Shuttling between Kolkata, Delhi and other cities, news director
for TV Today Network Uday Shankar is keeping a busy schedule
because competition is slowly covering the lead the country’s
“subse tez” news channel channel Aaj Tak enjoys. The chasm
between the No. 1 and a distant No. 2 is comfortable, but
complacency has seen the downfall of many a TV channel (Zee
News being a good example in this case) and that is not
acceptable to Aroon Purie, owner of The India Today Group
and TV Today Network.
On the other hand, referring to data thrown up by TAM in the
36th week, Star News president Ravina Raj Kohli says figures
she has with her show that in the 8-9 p.m. slot on weekdays
National Reporter, with 30 per cent GRP, is ahead of Aaj Tak,
which has a GRP of 20 per cent. Zee News is slightly behind,
followed by NDTV India and Sahara Samay with 15 per cent
GRPs each.

But Kohli is not satisfied after that initial feeling of triumph.
“The channel has to rock and start rocking soon,” she says,
hinting at tough times not only for the employees of Star
News, but also the competition.
And Kohli has good reason to be wary. According to an
industry executive till recently in media buying, over the next six
months, the battle for the Number 2 spot is likely to betruely
joined with Prannoy Roy’s NDTV India steadily gaining
ground.

Says NDTV Media CEO Raj Nayak: “The
initial hurdles have been long overcome and
today the distribution of NDTV is easily
comparable to that of any other news channel.
This is also borne out by the viewership
numbers. The fact that we are India’s No. 1

English News Channel is an indicator in this direction.”

Still, when analysts look beyond this hype of the number game
of TRPs and weekly GRPs, the feeling that they get is despite
India witnessing mushrooming of news channels in various
languages, the channels are still treading the beaten path —
occasional innovations notwithstanding.
It is on innovations that NDTV claims to score over the others.
Says Nayak: “The innovative formats like I to I, Walk the Talk,
24 Hrs, Jai Jawan, Safari India, Kamra Deke Dekho, Doctor NDTV,
Indianama, Rasoi ke Raaz, etc. The range, variety and depth of
programming, in NDTV India is unparalleled and have been a
first on the Indian news horizon. Programs like Muqabla, Hum
Log, Kashmakash are already a big hit.”

Channel Shares within Hindi News Channels 

  All Days all time Aaj Tak   Star 
News 

  NDTV 
India Zee News 

Sahara 
Samay 
National 

DELHI 36.0% 22.5% 19.1% 15.7% 6.7% 
MUMBAI 38.0% 24.0% 16.0% 8.0% 14.0% 
GUJARAT (both) 38.6% 14.3% 14.3% 18.6% 14.3% 
MAHARASHTRA 

(both) 41.8% 18.2% 16.4% 12.7% 10.9% 

MP (both) 43.7% 16.1% 11.5% 14.9% 13.8% 

UP (both) 50.0% 13.0% 13.0% 15.2% 8.7% 
PUNJAB (both) 34.2% 13.2% 15.8% 23.7% 13.2% 
All the Above 

Markets 40.0% 18.3% 15.0% 15.0% 11.7% 

      

Weekends Aaj  
Tak 

Star 
News 

NDTV 
India 

Zee 
News 

Sahara 
Samay 
National 

DELHI 40.0% 22.0% 19.0% 12.0% 7.0% 
MUMBAI 40.7% 18.5% 18.5% 9.3% 13.0% 

GUJARAT (both) 38.6% 14.8% 12.5% 20.5% 13.6% 
MAHARASHTRA 

(both) 38.1% 19.0% 19.0% 9.5% 14.3% 

MP (both) 40.9% 18.3% 14.0% 10.8% 16.1% 

UP (both) 51.9% 11.5% 15.4% 13.5% 7.7% 
PUNJAB (both) 28.9% 13.3% 17.8% 24.4% 15.6% 
All the Above 

Markets 40.3% 17.9% 16.4% 13.4% 11.9% 

Target Group: CS 4yrs+
Time period: 31st August 2003 - 06th September 2003
Source: TAM Media

The critics have still to be convinced though. “The number of
news channels has increased, but our study shows that on most
channels the repeat programming is as high as 65-70 per cent,”
says Navin Surpaneni, executive director of the Delhi-based
Centre for Media Studies (CMS), which is undertaking a client-
specific study of the five Hindi news channels launched in the
last six months.
Nayak however, argues, “In the era of 24 hour news channels
you will always come across a scenario where you cannot have
breaking stories all the while. The repeats will be there, and this
is not just unique to India but true of international news
channels as well. News is consumed by audiences at different
day parts with different intensity and you need to keep repeating
the main news so as to ensure that the audiences in tune with
the happenings.”
Meanwhile, with over 10 news channels in Hindi, English and
several Indian languages, the news market has almost exploded
with offerings since February-March 2003. The tide doesn’t
show signs of retreating as more news products are in the
pipeline from the stable of media companies like Gujarat
Samachar and Dainik Bhaskar and white & electronics goods
manufacturer, the Videocon group.

As already touched upon, the boom in news and current affairs
(N&CA) shows has also seen increased competition in filing
stories for 24-hour news channels. Zee Telefilms’ director for
news group and head of Zee News, Laxmi Goel, proudly says
that more than 100 stories are filed by various reporters daily
and most of them are used too. The fact that the same cannot
really be said about the quality of the stories is another matter.
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According to Nilanjan Mukhapadhaya, a television researcher
who does work for broadcasters like Doordarshan, the number
of stories certainly have increased on various news channels, but
the “depth of the coverage has not.”
While Zee News’ Goel agrees that when stories are being
produced in volume, at times top quality cannot be maintained
because of various constraints, the basic dictum followed by
most channels is to give stories and be finished with it.
CMS’ Supraneni feels that broadly speaking three things have
happened with the news channels in India — the channels have
increased, but the depth in the broadbasing is still to take place;
the number of stories have gone up certainly, but the quality of
news leaves much to be desired and, more importantly, news
channels are generally not setting the agenda for the nation,
which is still being done by the print medium.

Counters Nayak, “If the Musharaff interview, Opinion Poll in
Iraq, admission scam, Cry
Analysis: News Channel Peak
Market: All India
Target Group: CS 15+ years

Time Period: 4 Weeks (03/08/2003 - 30/08/2003)
Source: TAM Media
Freedom, etc is any indication, the new age agenda setting will
see television taking a very important place.
Prabhat Dabral, vice-president in Sahara’s media and entertain-
ment division and head of some of the regional channels for
the Hindi heartland would disagree with the other part of the
criticism - on the lack of depth of broadbasing.  Dabral’s
contention is that Sahara Samay meant for Uttar Pradesh is
ahead of the likes of Star News and NDTV India (the Hindi
channel) in UP as per TAM’s date for the 36th week. “Our
popularity in UP is because we are focused on the state and give
news that is relevant to the state from a national perspective,”
Dabral says, adding, “Going regional is the only route to
broadbase viewership.”

But is that broadbasing really happening or being targeted?
A spread of the news content, for example, on the Hindi news
channel would be illuminating. According to Mukhapadhaya,
Sahara Samay continues to be fixated with politics and there are
far too many Delhi-centric stories. Star News’ stories are
originating more from Delhi (22%) and Mumbai (19%), with
NDTV India also showing a similar trend. It is Aaj Tak where
one sees a lot of stories generated from various centres.

 ”The basic point that I am trying to make is that news channels
are still being city-centric, mostly metro-centric, with reporting
from rural India very little,” Mukhapadhaya says, adding,
“Unless that happens viewership would not get broadbased.”
That is why Star News is trying to “rock” the channel, as Kohli,
points out. “We need to get big stories that would be talked
about and set an agenda and we also need to cover a wider
spectrum of people with news that is relevant to them,” says
she.
As Supraneni points out, content always drives a channel, but
lack of “enough content to support a wider news coverage” and
a dislike for innovations is what is hampering news channels
from attracting viewers who traditionally are not news viewers.

When Aaj Tak was launched, it used a new idiom and that is
still its selling point at the top of the heap. “India is still
predominantly a single TV home country and to attract the
woman and kids of the home to the news channel, channels
must have compulsive viewing, which does not seem to be
happening,” Supraneni says.
Though it should, such observations and criticisms are not
worrying people like Zee News’ Goel when he stresses, “Our
news selection is based on people’s feedback and relevance and
usefulness to the nation.”
With news channels, old and new, getting caught in the
quagmire of the set-and-and-the-routine, advertising is one
aspect that may become criticial.
According to Supraneni, if the news as a genre doesn’t expand,
the initial enthusiasm of advertisers would evaporate. “Out of
the total time spent on television, about 5 to 6 per cent is spent
on news. If this time does not increase, the news channels may
find it diffcult to get the type of advertising that they are getting
now in the future,” he adds.
A media buyer indiantelevision.com spoke to, however, remains
fairly bullish on the news genre. There are new categories like
automobiles, insurance and the basic telephony and cellular
operators that are putting spends into news channels. Addi-
tionally there are many smaller players representing local brands
that are increasing exposure to news channels, he says. There is
another category that is going to be important for the news
channels and that is the omline lottery business. The second
half of the year is going to see a veritable slugfest among the
online lottery players, which will of course be good for the news
channels. Both Aaj Tak (Forbes Group’s DhanDhanaDan) and
NDTV (Apollo Group’s Lottus) have entered into arrange-
ments for announcing online lottery results, something Zee TV
pioneered with some success for its Playwin online lottery.
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Accordingly there will be a 20-25 per cent increase in overall ad
spend in news channels. The downside side to this tale is that
for the established news channels (as opposed to those that just
launched) the increased clutter raises the possibility that they
may see negative growth this fiscal.

One channel that is seemingly sitting pretty
away from all the melee is business channel
CNBC TV18. Says chief executive Haresh
Chawla, “We are very happy with our growth
and we remain largely unimpacted by the
recent developments in the news channel

space.” That is for now only though. Zee is awaiting clearance
for its Zee Biz channel and the white goods major Videocon
Group says it is serious about launching by March 2004. So
insists Videocon’s COO Alankar Jain after having moved from
NDTV some time back.

Looking at the TV advertising overall, how do the numbers
tally? According to industry estimates, ad spend on news
channels last year totalled about Rs 2,300 million. It breaks up
thus: Aaj Tak - Rs 900 million, Star News - Rs 450 million, Zee
News - Rs 400 million, CNBC - Rs 230 million, BBC - Rs 120
million, the rest (national broadcaster Doordarshan, regional,
etc) - Rs 200 million. Assuming a 20 - 25 per cent increase in
overall ad spend Rs 2850-2950 million is what the news
channels, new entrants included, will be fighting over.

Channels Ad Spends (Rs in 
millions) 

Aaj Tak 900 
Star News 450 
Zee News 400 
CNBC 230 
BBC 120 
Rest (DD regional news, 
etc) 200 

Total for 2002 2300 
Total Projected for 2003 2850-2950 

(Source: Industry Estimates)

In conclusion, let’s have a snapshot look at where the news
channels are at today. Aaj Tak remains and will continue to
remain the channel to beat in the near to mid-term. What looks
like being an interesting battle in the next six months is the

expected slugfest for Number 2 position between Star News,
NDTV India and Zee News, if it can get some fresh momen-
tum going. One doesn’t know whether it is a perception
problem or what, but Zee News despite being on the ball as far
as news breaks are concerned, seems to be slipping in the
viewership stakes.
If there is one clear loser in this race, it must be Headlines
Today. When Headlines Today was conceived, it was meant to
provide the value proposition as far as the advertisers were
concerned while Aaj Tak was to deliver the volumes. Facing up
against NDTV 24x7, it has been a no contest from Day 1 and
questions are being asked as to how long parent company TV
Today will continue the channel.
Another disappointment has been Sahara Samay. After such a
promising start, big things were expected of the channel, but it
seems to have fallen away somewhat. All eyes are now on Sahara
Samay Mumbai which launches 26 September.

If Sahara Samay Mumbai can make a mark, Sahara’s aim to have
localised TV stations springing up in different cities and towns
might be worth its while.

Review Questions
1. Apply the agenda setting theory to national news channel.

How is it different from another channel?
2.  How is the agenda setting of a news channel different from

that of a newspaper?

Notes -
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Topics covered:
Overview, Before and after-the new face of nightly news, A
Permanent or Temporary Shift? What the Morning Shows Had
become, The Quasi-Infomercial.

Objective
• To analyse the policy of international news agendas.
• To study it through a case of the American news media.

Before and After
How The War on Terrorism Has Changed The News Agenda,
Network Television, June to October 2001

Overview
By whatever slogan, “America’s New War” or “America Fights
Back,” the war on terrorism has caused a colossal shift in the
news people see on network television, according to a new
study of evening and morning newscasts before and after the
crisis.
Celebrity and lifestyle coverage, which had come to dominate
network morning news and become a major factor even on the
signature evening newscasts, has given way to levels of tradi-
tional hard news not seen in decades, according to the study by
the Project for Excellence in Journalism.
On the morning news, stories about government, the military,
national affairs and international affairs, which had nearly
disappeared, are up more than seven fold. Stories about
celebrities and lifestyle, which had dominated these programs,
have declined by three fold.

At night, the evening newscasts have returned to a news agenda
that is closer to the 1970s than the 1990s.
Today, eight-in-ten evening news stories concern government,
national or international affairs, up 67% from a few months
ago. Celebrity and lifestyle stories, which made up roughly a
quarter of nightly news stories this summer, have vanished
almost entirely.
And viewership, at least for now, is up in contrast to years of
general decline.
These are a few of the findings of a new study of how
television has reacted to the events of September 11, by the
Project for Excellence in Journalism, a research think tank
affiliated with the Columbia University Graduate School of
Journalism. The study, which was funded by the Pew Charitable
Trusts, examined the weeks of June 18-22 and 25-29 and
October 15-19 and 22-26 on the three evening newscasts of
ABC, NBC and CBS, and included an even more detailed study
of their morning newscasts for the same four weeks as well.

Will the changes last? There are signs, however tentative, that
the shift may be only temporary.
While the news has gotten more serious, almost all of the
change is focused on the war, which suggests that the networks

may have simply changed subjects rather than changed their
approach to the news.

The morning shows, which had become in significant part
instruments for selling things, are still using sizable amounts
of their news time to peddle, though the products are now
more connected to the news.
Consider, for instance, the segment on The Today Show about
“Executivechute,” a parachute for people who might need to
jump out of high buildings.
There are other signs, too, that the habits and norms TV
producers learned over the last decade are well ingrained. Good
Morning America last week did not miss the opportunity to
make a news segment out of a preview of the Victoria’s Secret
fashion show that would run on ABC during prime time, or of
a profile of how supermodel Niki Taylor was recovering from a
car accident-which also happened to be a segment on that
evening’s “PrimeTime Thursday.”
The study, designed by the Project and executed by researchers at
the Project and by media researcher Andrew Tyndall, also
examined the nature and amount of selling and corporate
synergy on the morning news programs.

The study found:
Even including the time period after September 11, 32% of the
morning newscasts, excluding commercial breaks and local news
inserts, is devoted to selling products, to self-promotion or
promoting their sponsors.
Each network is more likely to promote their parent company’s
products than they are products of any other single company.
Only rarely, 11% percent of the time in June and less than half
the time overall, was the parent company connection disclosed.

In part, the goal of the study is to provide a baseline to begin
to test whether we have seen a move away from a “softer” news
agenda that has begun to alarm some scholars and critics. As far
back as 1985, author Neil Postman warned about Americans, in
his memorable phrase, “Amusing Ourselves to Death.” In the
wake of the media fascination with such stories as Gary Condit,
the question became not whether nothing in America was
private anymore. Rather, the more pointed concern was whether
anything was public anymore. What we once considered vital
public issues had been so crowded out of our media discourse
that they no longer received the kind of attention that allowed
society to adequately comprehend or address them.
In a sense, if a society is defined by what it talks about, what
did that say about the values of American society at the
beginning of the 21st century? And if that has changed, what
does that change imply about us now?

The New Face of Nightly News
The definition of news on the three evening newscasts has been
transformed, from a diet that was more than a third lifestyle,

LESSON 25:
 INTERNATIONAL NEWS AGENDA
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celebrity and crime to something that has shifted back to levels
of traditional hard news we have not seen in decades.
In June, lifestyle and feature stories made up 20% of the
nightly newscasts. By late October, they had dropped to just
one percent. Celebrity news, which made up a full 5% of the
nightly news time in June, had vanished completely.
Crime news, traditionally a staple of local news, had been
growing on network news as well in recent years, despite a
significant drop in crime nationally. Now it has dropped on the
networks, too. In June, crime made up 12% of the nightly
news stories. By October it had fallen to 3%.

Topics on the Evening News 

 PERCENTAGE OF 
NEWSCAST 

ALL NETWORKS JUNE OCT 
Hard News 45.5% 80.2% 
Celebrity News 4.7 0 
Crime/ Law/ Courts 11.7 3.5 
Business/ Economy 14.1 4.5 
Science and Technology 4.2 10.9 
Lifestyle Features 19.7 1 
Total 100 100 

 
In its place there has been a return to the subjects that once
made up the traditional definition of hard news on the
networks—domestic affairs, government, military and interna-
tional relations. These subjects, which made up less than half
the time on nightly news in June (46%), by October made up
80%.

The rest, business and science news, decreased somewhat after
September 11, from 18% to 16% of stories.
Are the low numbers for traditional hard news seen this June
just a case of the summer doldrums? The evidence suggests
not.

Evening News Topics Over Time 
ALL 
NETWORKS 1977 1987 1997 

Hard News 67.3
% 

58.3
% 

41.3
% 

Celebrity News 2 3.3 7.7 
Crime/ Law/ 
Courts 8 6.8 13 

Business/ Economy 5.5 11.1 7.4 
Science and 
Technology 3.5 4.5 5.8 

Lifestyle Features 13.5 16.2 24.8 
Total 100 100 100 

Earlier research by the Project, which examined the subject of
news in various media outlets over a 20-year span, found that
what the network nightly newscasts covered this summer was
typical of their news agenda in recent years.
That earlier study found that traditional hard news made up
less than half of what appeared on the nightly news by 1997,
down from roughly 60% in 1987 and roughly 70% in 1977.
In effect, the networks have returned, at least for the moment,

to a general menu of news that is closer to what we saw in the
1970s than anything seen in roughly a quarter century.
Some differences between the three networks, before and after
September 11, are noticeable in the data.
The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather did the most
traditional hard news before (53% during the period studied in
June, compared with 44% for ABC and 39% for NBC). And
CBS is doing the most hard news now (a striking 86%,
compared with 76% for ABC, 79% for NBC).

The other differences between the networks are smaller.
ABC’s World News Tonight with Peter Jennings did the fewest
stories on business and the economy in June (10%) and the
most now (7%). Its competitors both did more on business in
June (17% CBS and 16% NBC), and both dropped to doing
hardly any in October (just two stories each during the two
weeks studied).
NBC did slightly more science and technology stories in the 10
days studied in October (14), all of them about anthrax and
bio-terrorism.

A Permanent or Temporary Shift?
The questions that naturally follow are about the future: Do
these changes in the news agenda represent some long-term
transformation?
When the war subsides and the threat against America from
terrorism is perceived to be less imminent, will the nightly news
and the morning news return to a pre-September 11th defini-
tion of normalcy?
In short, does the data suggest that journalism has been
transformed in some deep-seated way?
The answer, at this point, can be only speculative. But there are
important pieces of evidence to consider.

One is that the news agenda has changed historically with
changes in the socio-economic and political landscape. The
1920s, like the 1990s, were a time of push toward celebrity,
gossip and softening of news. The term tabloid came into use.
Press critics wrung their hands over the rise of rumor as news
and the popularity of figures like columnist and radio host
Walter Winchell. The era was defined by an economic boom, a
turn inward after World War I, and the advent of new technol-
ogy—radio.
In the 1930s, the news agenda was transformed by The Great
Depression. People’s concerns became more serious, and so did
journalism.
This suggests that the degree to which today’s changes in the
news agenda stay with us will depend less on the journalists
than on the extent to which the country has been transformed.
A second factor concerns the audience. The changed news
agenda may be more long-term if it is attracting new viewers to
the news. Here, so far, the evidence is positive, if premature.

All three evening newscasts have more viewers than a year ago in
contrast to years of general decline. In the period between
September 24 and November 11, ABC was up 15% over the
year before, CBS up 9% and NBC 7%, according to data from
Nielsen Media Research.
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The morning shows are also up, though also modestly. The
biggest winner appears to be the most serious of the three.
ABC’s Good Morning America is up 8% in total viewers in the
latest four-week period over the same period a year ago, when
the Florida election recount story dominated the news. In total
numbers it still trails the Today Show but is closing the gap.
Some cautions: The gains are smaller among younger viewers,
and they have slipped somewhat in recent weeks.
There are some positive signs. The Pew Research Center for the
People and the Press, for instance, has found high approval
ratings for the press’ coverage of the terrorism crisis so far, but
those numbers have shrunk somewhat over time. In the first 8
days after September 11, 89% of the public gave the press high
marks for its coverage, but that number slipped to 85% by
October 4and to 74% by October 15.

A third factor is economic. The war on terrorism has cost the
networks, and all news gathering operations, significantly.
Round-the-clock, ad-free coverage of the September 11 attacks
and their aftermath cost the networks alone an estimated $320
million in lost revenue. The total estimated cost rises to
between $950 million and $1.1 billion when all broadcast, cable,
and local television are considered.
How will the networks choose to recoup that money? By trying
to build and keep the potential new audience with more serious
news? By trying to lure in more advertisers with product tie-ins
and sponsored segments? By packing more ads into each
broadcast? Or by cutting costs even further at their overtaxed
news operations?
A fourth factor is the public. To a degree, journalists have
indicated privately, their parent companies dare not complain
about the high cost of coverage because doing so would appear
unpatriotic. How long will this last? If the terrorism crisis is
perceived to be a lingering one, it may be considered untenable
to cut back too much, and even Wall Street may allow the
networks to earn less profit from their news operations.

One thing in the data, however, suggests the change may be
temporary. Much of the move toward hard news is focused
around one subject, the war on terrorism, rather than some
broader based shift toward hard news on a range of topics. In
that sense, this is the same single focus we have seen from the
press on such previous stories as O.J. Simpson, the Clinton-
Lewinsky scandal, Gary Condit, and Princess Diana. If so, this
may suggest the media culture has simply shifted its gaze
momentarily to this story, rather than recalibrated more
fundamentally how it approaches the news.

What the Morning Shows had become
To understand the scope of the change in the morning news
agenda, it is useful to understand what the network morning
news programs had become.
By June 2001, the morning news shows devoted a significant
proportion of their time to selling products. To put it perhaps
a little bluntly, they had become, at least for a part of each
broadcast, a kind of sophisticated infomercial.

How Morning News Shows Use Their Time
June Oct Average

Total Airtime (minutes) 120 120 120
Commercials 35 35 35
Local News 9 9 9
Products 16 17 16.5
Promotions 10 5 7.5
Subtotal 70 66 68
Remaining Time 50 54 52
Excluding commercials and local news inserts, these morning
news programs dedicated 34% of their time—or roughly 26
minutes of program—to selling viewers something—a book, a
movie, a kitchen or garden gadget, a website, other network
programs or a segment later in the show.
Add in the 35 minutes of commercials per program, and more
than half of every two-hour show was spent selling viewers
something.
If someone watched an hour of morning news, they would get
just 25 minutes of non-product related network news, weather
and other features.

Since September 11, the morning shows have certainly changed,
some more than others. But it is less clear whether that change
is in their nature or simply in the subject being covered.
The total number of stories selling some kind of product, for
instance, stayed roughly the same from June to October (205
stories to 203 in the periods studied). But more of those
products were related to the news.
In June, for instance, the shows were promoting such books as
“Diana: Story of a Princess” (ABC), “Behind the Smile,” Marie
Osmond’s story of post-partum depression (CBS), and “Hair!
Mankind’s Historic Quest to End Baldness” (CBS).

In October, by contrast, the list of books promoted included
“Black Hawk Down: A Story of Modern War” about lessons
commandos learned in Somalia (CBS), and “Jihad: The Secret
War in Afghanistan” about a British soldier’s year with the
Afghan Mujahideen (NBC).
Some of the books may have been of more questionable value
than others. GMA, for instance, featured “The Anti-Terror
Checklist,” which its publisher describes as a “life-saving
guidebook for individuals and families on how to prepare
for...terrorism.” An Amazon customer, however, described the
work as “obviously rushed to market...exploitive...I regret
buying it.”

The Quasi-Infomercial
Within this culture of using the morning shows to sell, there
are distinct differences between the different programs.

Good Morning America
Even though it tended more toward hard news, especially after
September 11, and has benefited most from ratings gains,
ABC’s Good Morning America still devotes a similar amount
of time as its competitors to basically selling viewers something.
In June, GMA spent 24 minutes of each program on average
selling. By October, that number had fallen slightly—to 22
minutes.
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During the 10 days studied in June, the selling on GMA broke
down this way: The show aired 35 product stories, promoted
sponsors 21 times during news segments, and used time in the
newscast (outside commercial breaks) to mention or promote
the network, its website or upcoming stories 249 times.
In October, GMA remade itself in some subtle and in some
other not so subtle ways.
It aired roughly the same number of product stories but the
type of products shifted substantially. Music, TV, sports and
Internet stories dropped by more than half (from 20 to eight).
But GMA in October aired twice as many segments promoting
movies—those interviews with the stars—after September 11,
which is notable, in part, because it generally trails the competi-
tion in the amount of celebrity segments and stories.

Time spent using the newscast to promote upcoming segments
in the show, ABC’s website or other ABC programs decreased
from the June period to October by 60%—to now just 6
minutes per show.
Almost all of this decline, however, is attributable to the fact
that GMA did not air any multi-day special features in October,
such as a wedding series it aired in June, that were effectively a
daily promotion for the show, and a segment that was in itself
a tease to keep people watching.

The Today Show
The Today Show is the ratings leader in the morning, the most
apt to air celebrities (as the No. 1 show also the most likely to
command the most popular celebrities). It also may be the
show that has fared least well on this story in terms of ratings.

The show has changed noticeably since September 11, even in
the level of selling that it does.
In June The Today Show devoted the greatest number of
minutes of the three morning shows to selling products.
By October, that had fallen measurably.
In the ten days studied in June, The Today Show aired 49
product stories, mentioned or showed the logo of sponsors 18
times inside the newscast, and it aired 306 network promotions,
website promotions or teases of upcoming stories inside the
newscast (as opposed to during commercial breaks).

Together, these product stories, sponsor mentions, promo-
tions and teases averaged 31 minutes per program, some 35%
of its non-commercial time.
By late October, the amount of selling on The Today Show had
dropped by 10 minutes per program, and made up 24% of the
non-commercial time. It now was roughly even with GMA in
terms of the amount of time peddling stuff.
The number of product stories dropped by 25%, from 49
product stories in the June period to 37 in October.
The number of music and movie segments, for instance,
dropped by almost half, from 18 to 10. The number of
segments about consumer or business products fell from 10 to
5.

And the products it did carry were more oriented to current
events. One consumer product segment, for instance, was with
an executive from Jet Blue Airlines, talking about how the
company was reinforcing its cockpit doors.

The number of times that sponsors were mentioned inside the
newscast (as opposed to during commercials) also decreased,
from 18 mentions in June to eight in October. This, too, was
mainly because it had aired one of those wedding series in June,
in which a couple is seen preparing for their wedding all week,
to be married on the air on Friday.
Still, even in the period after September 11, the number of
minutes devoted to selling still averaged 21 minutes per show,
down significantly but still a considerable amount.

The Early Show
The CBS Early Show was the program that changed the least,
when it came to promotion and selling product, after Septem-
ber 11.
In June, the show had the greatest number of product
references but spent the least amount of time on those
products.
In October, by changing little, it stood out for spending the
most amount of its newscast selling something.
During the June period, The Early Show aired 42 product
stories, mentioned sponsors inside the newscast 40 times, and
aired 293 self- promotions, amounting to 22 minutes per
program devoted to selling.

By October, the number of product references had fallen
slightly but the time devoted to selling remained the same.
One reason for this is that over the ten days studied, it carried
11 separate segments promoting CBS network shows, six of
then about “Survivor: Africa.”

Summary
This chapter talks about the scenario the American news
channels. It tries to investigate how the agenda setting changed
after the 9/11 attack. It talks about the entire phenomenon and
how the change in agenda is a permanent or a temporary one.
This chapter also includes a write- up on the quasi infomercials
in the American news media.

Review Questions
1. Discuss how certain events change the phenomenon of

agenda setting.
2. Explain in detail whether such a similar occasion as the one

given above has changed the agenda setting pattern of the
Indian news media.
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Writing for Broadcast
Topics covered:

Introduction, Writing for broadcast, writing for your
audience/ viewer, writing for your announcer, types of
broadcast stories, the body of a broadcast news story,
updating broadcast news stories, Editing copy, putting
together a newscast, sources for broadcast news, the
newsroom environment, checklist for broadcast writing.

Objective
• To study and learn the art of broadcast writing.
• To analyze the procedure of writing broadcast copy.

Introduction
I do not believe that the growing convergence of technology
will allow us to continue to maintain two First Amendments-
one for broadcasting and one for everyone else.
(Michael K. Powell, member, Federal Communications
Commission)
Newspapers and news broadcasts both inform their audiences,
but they do so in different ways. Print news is written for
readers scanning a page with their eyes. Broadcast news is
written for audiences tuning in with their ears. Another
difference is that the printed word is permanent and can be
reread. Broadcast words, once spoken, are gone forever;
audiences cannot hear them again if their attention wanders or
if they need to clarify a fact or issue. Furthermore, most people
like the newspaper for its detailed information but enjoy
broadcast news for quick, up-to-date information. Thus, the
story organization and writing style of broadcast news differ
from those of print because of the nature of the medium and
how people use it.
Although the writing style for each medium is different, the
types of stories chosen are not. The best stories in broadcast are
similar to the best stories in print. They involve the audience
and the viewer both. Compelling themes draw them into a
story or involve them in the story in some way.

In addition to emphasizing similar news elements, print and
broadcast journalists must do the same type of reporting work.
Both reporters must identify a central point. They must research
their topic to find the best angle, conduct background research
on their sources to ask the best questions and employ good
interviewing skills to obtain interesting quotes. Furthermore,
they must be good writers and spellers so their copy flows easily
for both the announcer as well as the viewer.

Writing for your Audience/ Viewer
A broadcast journalist must think in terms of audience time. Where as
a print reporter thinks in terms of newspaper space. People often
listen to broadcast news while doing something else. These competing
activities, a audience’s short attention span and the need to write
for the eyes/ears make a broadcast journalist’s job challenging.

Broadcast news is written in a conversational, informal and
relaxed style. It is written in the way that one friend would talk
to another. Sometimes this style includes using contractions, in
complete sentences and first and second person pronouns (I,
me, us, we, you) to establish a rapport with audiences.

Also, sentences need to be short, declarative and to the point.
People cannot listen to a long sentence and always associate the
end with the beginning. The sentences often have fewer than
15 words, and none should have more than 25 words. They
should be simple sentences in the active voice, keeping the
subject, verb and object together. And they need to be cleared
of parenthetical information; instead, use a separate sentence:
Wrong: Taxes, said Texas Republican Rachael Morgan, who is
chair of the national House Ways and Means Committee and
who may become a presidential candidate-a race in which there
are three presidential hopefuls so far-should be abolished in
their present form.
Revised: The chair of the House Ways and Means Committee
says she wants to abolish our current tax structure.

Texas Republican Rachael Morgan set that as her goal today as
she opened hearings on our tax system. . . .
Because broadcast news airs several times a day, information
needs to be presented up-to-date format. News is happening
NOW. Use “today,” “this morning” and “earlier today indicate
immediacy.
And use “yesterday” and “tomorrow” instead of days of the
week, Associated Press wire stories written for broadcast leave
out the time altogether because audience assumes the stories
will concern a recent event or a current issue.

Verbs should be in the present tense to show recency: “says,”
not “said”; “is presenting” not “presented.” If the present
tense does not work, then try the present perfect tense:
A heat wave that has baked the Plains for four straight days has
caused at least six deaths.
If past tense is used, try to include the time element to reflect
immediacy:
A federal advisory board voted unanimously this morning to
officially list second hand tobacco smoke as a human carcinogen.

Here are a few more hints on writing for a listening audience:
• Round numbers: It is difficult for someone to remember the

exact figure of 3,984. It is easier to remember “almost 4-
thousand.”

• Give numbers meaning: What does it mean to the audience
that people in Greenetown will be taxed an extra $100,000
for an improved fire department? Saying the tax is only “an
additional 5 cents per person” gives audiences a personal
context and clearer understanding.

LESSON 26:
WRITING TECHNIQUES

surendra.dayal
Note
Unmarked set by surendra.dayal
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• Shorten long titles: Titles do not always describe the position
nor job that people occupy. Also, long titles make people
forget what else the story has to say. For example, Andrea
Maye is the supervisor of the Pharmacy Program of the
Health Regulation Division in the Office of Health Services
of the Bureau of Occupational and Professional Regulation
in the Michigan Department of Commerce. This long title
would use most of the time allotted to the story. Shorten
the title to a word or two, such as “a supervisor,” or to a
brief description of the person’s job, such as “a state health
official.”

• Never put an unfamiliar name first in a story because an
audience might miss it. Delay it until the story has captured
the audience’s attention:
The president of the American Medical Association says the
organization has compiled overwhelming evidence showing
tobacco company scientists knew the dangers of their
product.
President Tyler Reeves says that. . .

• Contrary to newspaper style, omit a person’s middle initial,
unless it is commonly recognized as part of that person’s
name. Remember that broadcast writing uses a
conversational style, and speakers rarely refer to others by
their initials in conversation.

• Place the description, age or identification before a person’s
name. Newspaper style, with description often placed after
the name, is not conversational. Instead, describe the person
beforehand to keep the subject, verb and object together:

• Wrong: Gordon Elliott, 16, a Friendswood high school
student, has received the state’s Good Citizenship Award.

• Revised: A Friendswood teen-ager is the center of attention
today at the governor’s mansion.
Sixteen-year-old Gordon Elliott has received the state’s
Good Citizenship Award for saving two children from
drowning in Grand River last fall. . . .

• Place the attribution before what is said. The broadcast
formula “Who Said What” is the opposite of newspaper
style (“What, Said Who”). In broadcast news, reporters need
to prepare audiences for the quote or paraphrase coming
next, to allow them to concentrate on what is being said:

• White House representative Joe Lockhart says that the move
toward an impeachment vote against President Clinton is
based more on politics than constitutional seriousness.

• Avoid direct quotes: In context of the radio, audiences
cannot see a quotation mark, so a journalist needs to
paraphrase what someone said. If a direct quote is necessary,
then special language is sometimes inserted:

And quoting directly here, “. . .
Her exact words were, “. . .
In her own words, “. . .

• Avoid homonyms: Words that sound alike but have
different meanings and spellings can confuse audiences.
(“She censured/censored the group.”) Audience members
may miss the rest of the story if they spend time wrestling
with a confusing sentence.

• Try to avoid pronouns. With several women in a story, it is
often difficult for a audience/audience to figure out to
whom the announcer is referring: “Sarah, Delta and Annie
gave her dog a bath.”

• Use descriptive language, but sparingly. Again in the context
of radio, some descriptive words help a audience to better
visualize an event (e.g., “slammed into” instead of “hit”).
However, too much description can take away from the rest
of the story by confusing the audience or using precious
seconds needed elsewhere.

Writing for your Announcer
Broadcast journalists must understand audiences’ ability to hear
and remember all the information in a story. Thus, stories are
kept short and the style is conversational.

Broadcast copy must also be “announcer-friendly.” At some
stations, the writer is the announcer, but in many stations,
writers and announcers are different people. The copy is often
finished minutes before a newscast airs, allowing an announcer
only a single quick practice read before going on-air. Therefore, a
writer needs to make a story as readable as possible so it can be
interpreted aloud by someone else.
Here are common writing tips that broadcast writers use to help
announcers:
• Add phonetic spelling: To mispronounce a name on the air

is a sin. However, not everyone knows how to pronounce
everything correctly. Announcers often need the name of a
place or person spelled out phonetically, either directly after or
in the space above the word:
Juanita Diaz [Wha-NEE-ta DEE-ahz] has placed first in the
Rifle Association’s annual sharpshooters’ contest.
Sometimes, the same spelling is pronounced differently in
different regions of the United States. Thus, “Charlotte” can
be [SHAR-lot] in North Carolina or [sharLOT] in Michigan.

• Hyphenate words that go together in a group. Announcers
will then avoid taking a breath between these words, saying
them as a group:
The four-month-old baby was unharmed.
About 12-point-three-million people avoid paying taxes.

• Spell out numbers up to and including eleven so that
announcers can easily read them at a glance. Use numerals for
12 to 999, unless they begin a sentence or indicate an age,
address or date. Use a combination of numerals and words
for large numbers (e.g., “40-thousand”).
Announcers may pause at the numeral “$10,110,011,” but
can glide along more easily when reading (and rounding)
“about lO-million-llO-thousand-dollars.” For example:
Monica Lewinsky has agreed to an interview with the British
Television network Channel Four for 664-thousand-dollars.
Spell out eleven because it may look like two 11' s (letter l’ s)
instead of two 11' s (numeral ones). For example, an
announcer may pause when reading “11 llamas” instead of
“eleven llamas.”

• Use words instead of abbreviations or symbols: Spell out
titles, symbols and state names so an announcer can easily
recognize and pronounce them:
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Lieutenant General Smith-not Lt. Gen. Smith
Texas-not Tex., nor TX fifty-percent-not 50% 200 dollars-
not $200

• Hyphenate some numbers and some abbreviations on
second reference. Hyphens let an announcer know that the
letters are to be read not as a word, but individually:
I-B-M
N-C-A-A or N-C-double-A
Acronyms, such as NATO and NASA, are written without
hyphens because they are pronounced the way they are
spelled.
In addition, numbers to be read individually need hyphens
for easier reading:
That telephone number is 6-7-6-3-4-2-2.

• Avoid alliterations or tongue twisters that might trip up an
announcer. Also avoid words in a series that have several
snaking “s” sounds or popping “P’s.” They don’t translate
well into a microphone:
She said the sesame seed slice was delicious.

Types of Leads for Broadcast Stories
The summary lead used for print news often is too long for
broadcast news and too difficult to follow when read aloud.
Too much information (who, what, where, when, why and
how) frustrates audiences. They cannot digest it all at once.
Audiences will understand the story better if the information is
delivered in separate sentences.
Broadcast news stories follow a “pyramid” formula: The most
important element of a story comes first, followed by the rest
of the information. The lead does not have to tell the whole
story. And, because newscasts are timed before they are aired,
journalists can write a complete story without fearing that the
ending sentence or paragraph will be edited out at the last
moment.
A broadcast lead must capture audiences’ attention immediately
or they will be lost to the story forever. The lead should tell
audiences one or two important facts and ease them into the
rest of the story.

The best leads capture audiences’ attention by involving them in
some way. Many people are going to care about a story regarding
a new corn hybrid. Even if they are not farmers, they will be
affected by the impact the hybrid corn has on the price of corn
in the supermarket. In a college town, most students will be
interested in new bicycle laws that will affect the way in which
they get to their classes. For others, the story will explain the
new paths they see crisscrossing campus.
Yet the lead must not give away too much important informa-
tion. Audiences usually don’t hear the first two or three words
of a lead, but they see or hear something that interests them.
Leads are rewritten throughout the day for ongoing stories.
Whereas newspapers are published once a day and give
yesterday’s news, broadcast news can air any time of the day, as
often as necessary. With hourly updates, broadcast stories can
tell today’s news as it happens. Thus, broadcast news needs to
be rewritten each time to freshen the information and update or
e the story.

Four common types of leads are the soft lead, the hard lead, the
throwaway lead and the umbrella lead. Each is written to
intrigue and interest the audience and provide a transition to the
rest of the story.

The Soft Lead
The soft lead tells the audience that something important is
coming up and invites them to continue listening to hear the
story. Soft leads, similar to soft-news stories, “featurize”
information before getting to the hard news. A soft lead usually
tells audiences why the information is important or how it
affects them:

Lead: State officials say they spent a record amount this year to
maintain our roads and bridges.
Rest of the story: Transportation Department Director Jason
Taylor says: state spent about one-billion-dollars on 513 road
projects this year, making this year the costliest in state history.
Some of that money was spent on overtime for workers,
enabling about 80-percent of the year’s road construction
projects to end on time. Here is another example of a soft lead:
Lead: Smoke still fills the air over western Colorado.
REST OF THE STORY: A wild fire that injured 30 firefighters
and threatened homes has already burned 12-thousand acres.
High temperatures and strong winds make job harder for the
15-hundred firefighters who continue working around the
clock.

Hard Lead
Hard Leads give important information immediately. Some
broadcasters believe that, as a result, the important facts that
audiences need to know are gone before audiences realize they
need to “tune in” to what is being said. Yet, some audiences
want to hear the most meaningful information first.
Lead: The man who raped three St. Louis men, killing one of
them, was sent to prison for life today.
Read of the story Ervine McMitchelle drew a life term for the
first-degree murder of Henry LaDouche last year. County
Circuit Judge Ashley Monahan also gave McMitchelle 50-to-75-
years for each of three counts of rape. The rapes occurred
between 1994 and last year.

Here is another example of a hard lead:
Lead: More than 165 passengers are safe, after a seven-47
airplane made an emergency landing at the Minneapolis Metro
Airport today.
Rest of the story: Airport director Jean Richards says shortly
after takeoff, a door blew open in the luggage compartment.
The plane then dumped its fuel and returned to the airport.
Richards says only one piece of luggage was dropped-and it was
recovered intact. She says it appears a hinge came loose from the
door. The plane refueled and took off again, after a two-hour
delay.

The Throwaway Lead
The throwaway lead intrigues audiences. After they have “tuned
in” to the story, the next sentence begins the real lead. A story
would make sense without the throwaway lead-but without it,
the story might not have attracted audiences:
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Lead: If you think your pampered pooch or cuddly kitty
deserves the national spotlight, here’s your chance.
Rest of the story: The International Pet Cemeteries Founda-
tion in Austin, Texas, plans to build a National Pet Hall of
Fame by the year two-thousand-three.
The president of the foundation, Heidi Hills, says members
hope to provide education about pets and also memorialize
famous and not-so-famous pets.

Here is another example of a throwaway lead:
Lead: Finally, it’s beginning to feel a lot like Christmas.
Rest of the story: After more than a week of unseasonably
warm weather across our state, cold temperatures are back. Light
snow is possible today in the Upper Peninsula and in other
parts of the state. Today’s highs are expected to reach about
42degrees.

The Umbrella Lead
The umbrella lead summarizes or ties together two or more
related news stories before delving into each separately. The lead
tells audiences the relationship between the stories:
Lead: Police are looking into the possibility of a connection
among 20 recent dog nappings in the area.
Rest of the story: Mason Animal Shelter Director John Ertos
says he has received 12 inquiries about lost dogs since yesterday.
Most of these dogs were in fencedin back yards or on leashes.
In nearby Dansville, police Officer Annie Bearclaw says the
station has logged eight calls reporting missing dogs within
two days.

This is a high number of calls about missing pets-dogs
specifically-within a two day period.

The Body of A Broadcast News Story
The inverted-pyramid print news story presents its facts in
descending order of importance. After each sentence or
paragraph, the reader can leave the story, having gleaned an
increasingly detailed sense of what happened. Also, print
editors can cut the story almost anywhere, knowing that the
most important information has already been presented.
In broadcast news, every sentence of a story is important
because when audiences leave the story, they are usually leaving
the newscast. In addition, audiences generally cannot digest a lot
of information all at once, so broadcast stories are short. Every
sentence needs to be heard. Stories need to be tight, with no
extraneous information or loose ends. Although the most
important information is given first, what follows is important,
too. Sometimes facts are presented in descending order of
importance, sometimes in chronological order with a narrative
format. Overall, sentences are shorter and contain fewer facts
than those used in print stories.

Descending Order of Importance
The broadcast journalist must first figure out the most
significant piece of information to tell audiences. It goes in a
story’s lead. Then the journalist must anticipate what else
audiences want to know. This information makes up the body of
the story.
Although a story may contain several pieces of information,

their order is usually dictated by the facts given in the lead. If
the lead indicates that a minister was killed late last night,
audiences will want to know the victim’s name. They will also
want to know where, how or why the victim was killed. And
they will want to know what police are doing about the case:
A Presbyterian minister has been found dead in her church
office.
First Presbyterian Church secretary Robert Abrahm found the
door unlocked and the Reverend Sarah Chen dead when he
came in to work this morning on the church newsletter.

Police Chief Chris Stagers says Chen died a little before mid-
night, but he is not yet sure how she died.
Chen had been minister of the First Presbyterian Church for
more than eight years.

Chronological Order
In the chronological type of broadcast news story, the climax-
the most significant partmakes up the lead. Then, as in
chronological print stories, the details are related to audiences in
the order of their occurrence. Journalists relate the story in the
order of when events happened, not the order in which they
found out about each fact:

Police have found a Presbyterian minister dead in her church
office.
Police Chief Chris Stagers says the Reverend Sarah Chen died a
little before midnight. About nine hours later, First Presbyterian
Church secretary Robert Abrahm came in to work on the church
newsletter, found the door unlocked and Chen dead in her
office. Authorities are trying to learn how she died.
Chen had been minister of the First Presbyterian Church for
more than eight years.

Updating Broadcast News Stories
Many radio stations have several newscasts throughout the day.
Although new stories may replace old ones, stations must keep
audiences up to date on important, ongoing events. Thus, the
same story may be repeated throughout the day, but freshened
with new angles, additional interviews or more recent informa-
tion. The lead sentence and body of the story should never stay
exactly the same in successive newscasts. Here are two updated
leads:
Police say a Presbyterian minister found dead in her office this
morning was killed by a gunshot to the heart.
The person who shot and killed a minister late last night was
probably trying to rob the church, police say.

Guidelines for Copy Preparation
The format and aesthetics of broadcast news copy are impor-
tant because too many extraneous marks can distract an
announcer and, consequently, detract from the news story. If an
announcer gets confused, then audiences surely will be, and they
will be likely to turn the dial.
Most of the information in this chapter applies to both radio
and television broadcasts. However, these copy guidelines and
some of the following sections are written mostly with the
radio journalist in mind, because many students learn about
radio before advancing to television:
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• Use standard 8~- by II-inch paper so that all stories fit neatly
together and smaller ones don’t slip out.

• Type on only one side of the paper so an announcer knows
immediately where the next story is. This also prevents on-
air paper shuffling.

• Set margins for 65 characters a line as a universal line
measurement for announcer timing. (Fifteen lines of 65
characters each make up about one minute of air time; the
exact timing depends on the individual announcer’s pace.)

• Triple space to visually separate lines for announcing and to
give more room for editing.

• Standardize copy with either all uppercase or upper and
lowercase letters.

• Place only one story on each page. If more stories are written
than can be used during a newscast, the announcer may
become confused about which of two stories on a page
should be omitted.

• Put a slug in the top left comer of the page. The slug
contains the story identification in one or two words, the
reporter’s name, the date and the time of the newscast. If
the story runs longer than one page, the slug on subsequent
pages should include the page number, repeated several
times for clarity (e.g., “2-2-2”). Rarely is a story more than
one page long.

• Begin each story about six lines below the slug. The space
between the slug and the story can be used for editing or
adding transitions between stories.

• Omit datelines because most broadcasts reach only local
audiences. (National wires use datelines because they are
syndicated across the country.)

• Indent the first line of each paragraph of a story five spaces
to indicate a new paragraph.

• Never split words or related phrases between lines of copy.
End lines at natural breaks between words or phrases to
avoid leaving an announcer unprepared and audiences
wondering. For example:
She has been in the news room

• Never split a sentence or paragraph between pages of copy.
The announcer needs to read smoothly and should not have
to look for extended endings on other pages. Furthermore,
the story will sound less confusing if a thought (paragraph)
is completed even though the rest of the story happens to
be on another page that is missing.

• Use an end mark at the end of the story to indicate there is
no more. Some journalists prefer a traditional end mark
(“###” or “30”), while others use their initials.

• Add “more” or a long arrow pointing to the bottom of the
page to indicate that the story continues onto the next page.

Broadcast Copy Example

 

Escaped Convict
Davenport
l/12/00

6 p.m.
Police are looking for a Lansing woman who fled the Jackson
County Courthouse moments after being convicted today.
Assistant prosecutor Reggie Maxim says the trial had just ended
when Lucretia Morris hit a guard and ran to freedom, at about
three 0' clock.
The 28-year-old Morris had just been convicted of assault and
robbery charges from last May.

Sheriff Bobbi McNeil says the woman was wearing jeans, and a
white short-sleeved shirt and tennis shoes.
Police say Morris is dangerous.

Editing Copy
• Never use newspaper copy-editing symbols. They are too

difficult for an announcer to interpret while reading on-air:
Tanya m’am

WRONG: Police are are (looking) or a Kalamazoo woman who ~
the Jackson
County £oUl£house mo~nts after being convicted today.

• To edit a word, black it out completely and rewrite it in the
space above it:
looking .. fled
RIGHT: Police are.af’& for a Kalamazoo woman wh04@kl.
the Jackson County
Courthouse moments
BeeR Reese Hi8Hl1Re!Rts after being convicted today.

• Limit the number of handwritten words inserted into copy.
• If the copy requires a lot of editing, type a clean copy. The

fewer editing marks, the fewer times an announcer hesitates
or stumbles while reading.

• Write the timing of the story (for example, “:20”) and
number of lines in the top right-hand comer of the copy
page. Remember that for most announcers, 15 lines of copy
equal one minute of reading time. Some journalists prefer to
denote only the number of lines. (Count two half lines as
one complete line.)

• Circle all information that is not to be read on-air, such as the
slug, end mark and timing.

Putting Together A Newscast
Tight, efficient- but thorough- story writing is imperative in
broadcast news. CBS news announcer Walter Cronkite was “the
most trusted man in America” for many years because of his
concise, informational and complete 30-minute newscasts.

Local and national television newscasts are about 30 minutes
long. Some public radio newscasts span a half-hour or more,
but many commercial radio newscasts are only five minutes
long, made up of mostly 15- to 30-second news stories.
Time for news stories becomes even shorter once the opening
and closing for the newscast, a commercial break, teasers and
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promos, transitions between stories, weather and sports are
deducted from the original time.

Reviewing Copy
A journalist or announcer should read all copy to become
familiar with what has been prepared for the newscast. While
reading each story, the announcer should confirm that his or her
reading time matches the average number of lines per minute.
The announcer should also mark-or personalize-the copy for
word emphases or difficult pronunciations.

Timing the Newscast
Let’s say that five minutes are allotted every hour on the hour
for a radio newscast. To figure out how much copy is needed,
begin by subtracting one minute for a commercial break and 15
seconds each for opening and closing to the newscast. That
leaves three and a half minutes, which is about 52 lines of copy.
Weather and sports updates consume 20 seconds each, taking a
total of 10 lines (five lines each). That leaves 42 lines for news
copy. With this number in mind, review each story, find the
important ones, and add the total lines of copy (by adding the
number of lines in all the stories, which should be noted in the
top right-hand comer of each copy page). Remember to add a
few seconds for transitions between stories. In addition, always
keep an extra story available in case it is needed to fill time.
A newscast’s length is called its “running time.” Some announc-
ers combine running time with “back timing” the last two or
three stories. For example, the announcer does a practice reading
of the last few stories, in this case sports and weather, and
notes the exact time it takes. Then the announcer subtracts that
time from the end of five minutes-what the clock should say at
this exact point. Thus, the announcer will know where in the
newscast he or she should be at this exact time while on-air.
When the announcer reaches these stories on air, he or she
compares the time with the run-through. If the announcer is
under the allotted time, then the last stories should be read
more slowly or another short story should be added. If the
announcer is past the allotted time, he or she should speed up
the last few stories to end exactly on time.

Organizing Stories
The order in which stories appear in a newscast often depends
on a news organization’s policy. Some begin with local news,
progress to state news and end with national or international
news. Others use just the opposite order. Within each news
category, start with the best stories to gain the audience’s
attention at the beginning. If the first story-whether local,
national or international-is an attention-grabber, then a audience
is unlikely to change stations. Some broadcast journalists look
for a “kicker” to run at the end of the newscast: a lighthearted
story that leaves audiences feeling good. Some kickers are
humorous; others emphasize human interest.

Adding Transitions
Transitions make newscasts more conversational. As you review
each story before a newscast, think about the transitions needed
to move from story to story, and pencil them on the copy.
Transitions smooth out the potentially abrupt movement from
one subject to another by tying different subjects together. In
addition, transitions signal the end of one story and the

beginning another. Some transitions include the following
phrases:
Meanwhile. . .
Closer to home. . .

To make a transition from one story to another, try to find a
commonality in both. Commonalities might include geographic
proximity, time sequence or action:
You might think it’s hot today, but forecasters are predicting
even hotter temperatures tomorrow. . . .
Or, transitions can point out differences:
While southern Texas is experiencing heat waves, fierce thunder-
storms are ravaging the northern part of the state. . . .

Sources for Broadcast News
Broadcast journalists get their news from the same sources as
print journalists. However, instead of writing down what a
source has said, broadcast reporters tape their sources’ com-
ments to be played on the air. This change in voice gives variety
to newscasts and lends authority to the news. In addition,
broadcasters often use the telephone rather than a personal
interview. Because newscasts are so frequent, little time is
available to work on stories. Common sources for broadcast
news include news services and wire feeds, people, newspapers
and news releases from public relations agencies.

News Services
In days gone by, wire machines would continuously print out
all news, weather and sports stories that correspondents wrote
from different parts of the country and beyond. Typically, a
subscribing station’s morning reporter would open the office
door to find on the floor yards of paper filled with stories from
a wire machine, which typed throughout the night. This
Teletype machine would continue to print news and informa-
tion throughout the day, occasionally ringing a bell for a
particularly important story, and stopping only for someone to
change its ribbon or paper.

The old term “rip and read” came from reporters ripping stories
off the Teletype and immediately reading them over the air.
Often nothing was changed because wire copy coming into
broadcast stations was already written in the accepted broadcast
style.
Today, the wire services are termed “news services,” and
Teletype machines have been replaced by computers. The steady
clacking of Teletype keys and ringing of the bell are gone. News
service stories continue to stream into stations, but they are no
longer printed. Instead, the stories are recorded in a computer
system. Reporters look at national or regional headings and read
every story on a computer screen. They then print only the
stories they want to use.
News feeds are another news source. These also come from
news services, but instead of being written, they are audio
stories that journalists can tape and integrate into their news-
casts. At designated times of the day, forthcoming story topics
and lengths are listed on a computer, and the news feeds are
transmitted to subscribing stations. Journalists can tape any
stories they want. Once the story is taped, journalists simply
add the opening and closing to the story.
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Newspapers
Newspapers are an important source of information. Fre-
quently, commercial broadcast stations have only one or two
news reporters, who do not have time to cover all stories in
person. Thus, they learn about many important events from a
local newspaper. Broadcast journalists rewrite the story in
broadcast style for newscasts, giving credit to the newspaper.

Public Relations News Releases
The government and businesses hire public relations practitio-
ners to promote their image or product. News organizations are
flooded with printed news releases or video news releases
announcing events or happenings, such as the promotion of an
executive officer or the introduction of a new product line.
Rarely are news releases objective; never are they negative.

However, news releases can be quite helpful on slow news days.
Journalists can look to them for additional information about
changes within the community or updates on local companies.
Ideally, the release should be regarded as a news tip, to be
followed up with background research and interviews with
competing organizations or people with opposite viewpoints.
Unfortunately, too many journalists simply take a news release,
shorten it for broadcast and read it on the air.

People
Many good news tips come from people who call to give
information about an event that has just happened or is about
to happen. Some stations encourage these tips by advertising a
telephone number people can call with news. Following up on
these tips with good reporting techniques, such as in-depth
questions and research, can lead to more sources and interesting
stories. In addition, interviewing people about one subject can
lead to tips and ideas on additional subjects.

The Newsroom Environment
Commercial television and public radio stations typically
schedule longer and more frequent news and information
programs than do commercial radio stations. Thus, they need
more journalists, more space for newsrooms and a larger news
budget. Commercial radio stations often regard news as a brief
update for their audiences. They have small news budgets and
sometimes only one journalist. That one journalist, who has
the title “news director,” is the entire news staff
This journalist is responsible for obtaining the news from news
releases or local newspapers, calling sources to verify informa-
tion or to ask for interviews, writing the news and reading it
over the air. This person lacks time to research stories in depth,
and going out to cover events in person is out of the question.
Journalists who prefer talking to a lot of people and covering
stories in depth would probably like working at a television
station or public radio station better than at most commercial
radio stations. Those who can become proficient at conveying
the heart of a story in a few words should do well in broadcast
news.

Checklists for Broadcast Writing

Writing Style
l. Write in a conversational style for the audience.
2. Make your copy “announcer-friendly” for quick, easy reading.

3. Use sentences of about 15 words or fewer.
4. Write in the present tense.
5. Write simple sentences in subject-verb-object order and

eliminate parenthetical phrases. 6. Find the one important
news element and highlight it in the lead. The rest of the
information should follow in small doses.

7. Do not start a story with a person’s name or important
information; save it for later when the audience has “tuned
in.” 8. Use few numbers, round them and give them
meaning. 9. Write out titles, large numbers and symbols. 10.
Use descriptive language, but sparingly.

Copy Format
l. Use only one side of the paper.
2. Triple space.
3. Set margins for 65-character lines.
4. Do not split phrases or words between lines. Do not split a

sentence or paragraph between pages.
5. Put the slug in the top left-hand comer, then skip about six

lines to begin the story.
6. Write the number of lines and reading time for the story in

the top right comer.
7. Black out words to be edited. Write in the corrected word

above the line.
8. Circle all parts of the text that are not to be read by the

announcer.

Summary
Broadcast words, once spoken, are gone forever; audiences
cannot hear them again if their attention wanders or if they
need to clarify a fact or issue. Thus, the story organization and
writing style of broadcast news should differ from that of print
because of the nature of the medium and how people use it.
People often listen to broadcast news while doing something else.
These competing activities, a audience’s short attention span and the
need to write for the ear make a broadcast journalist’s job
challenging.
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Exercise 1

Writing For Broadcast

Identifying Broadcast Style
The following are correctly written broadcast leads. Explain how
they differ stylistically from leads written for newspapers. Think
about time, verb tense, titles, personal identification, amount
of information and a conversational mode.
1. A government official says she found uncontrolled bank

fraud at an Arkansas company with ties to the Clintons’
Whitewater real estate venture.

2. A girl is credited with saving a man’s life near Dansville,
Michigan.

3. The director of the Senate Whitewater hearings says the
panel might revisit testimony from Maggie Williams-the first
lady’s top aide.

4. The F-B-I agent in charge of the Oklahoma City bombing
investigation has been promoted.

5. The U-S has begun extradition procedures against the
political leader of an Islamic militant group.

6. Prosecutors want more time to build a case against a city
official accused of illegal trading.

7. Parts of south Louisiana remain under a flash-flood watch
as what’s left of Hurricane Harriet moves across the state.

8. A city police officer is clinging to her life after a shooting that
killed a fellow officer.

9. A U-N representative calls the overflow of refugees from
Serb-toppled Srebrenica [sreh-breh-NIT-sah] an example of
human misery.

10. A restaurant in Arkansas has offered free meals to nine
Asians who were denied service earlier this week.

Exercise 2

Writing For Broadcast

Identifying Different Broadcast Leads
The following broadcast leads and the second paragraphs are
written correctly. Identify the style of each lead: hard news, soft
news, throwaway or umbrella.
1. Thanksgiving holiday traffic accidents in our state have

claimed at least five lives.
The victims include three Jonesville residents killed in a
rollover accident in Ingham County. They’re identified as 22-
year-old Marie Wildflower and her passengers, 28-year-old
Jesse Wildflower and his sister Margaret Quinn, who was
25years-old. Officials in Greene County say 44-year-old
Jimmie Lincoln and 62-year-old Zackory Timbs died in a
two-car accident. Both men are Centerville residents.

2. There is confirmation that inflation is not a problem.
A representative of the Labor Department says that the June
Producer Price index dropped one-tenth of one percent. Not
counting food and energy, the index was ahead a modest
two-tenths of one percent. The index shows a big decline in
energy costs and the largest drop in fruit prices in nearly 20
years.

3. A New York man who tried to exterminate his girlfriend’s
family will spend the rest of his life in prison.
A federal judge in Rochester, New York, today gave Hiram
Evans five consecutive life terms and four additional life
sentences to be served concurrently.

4. Suburban Detroit automotive supplier Lear is cutting 28-
hundred jobs. The cuts amount to about four percent of
Lear’s employees. About eleven-hundred of the employees
will be cut in North America, the rest in Europe. Company
representative Jill Li says that Lear hopes the reorganization
saves more than 40million-dollars yearly.

5. Shakespeare’s ghost may live again.
After about 400 years, actors are again on the stage of the
Globe Theatre in London.
It’s a ‘copy of the old building where the playwright’s
productions were first performed.]

6. About a dozen people were killed this morning when a
charter flight out of Chicago hit thunderstorms.
The Sunshine Company plane was rising above lightning
and torrential rain on its way to Reno when its engines
apparently failed.

7. Several U-S industries are experiencing the effects o NAFTA.
Asparagus growers are finding that more fresh asparagus is
being imported from Mexico because of cheaper prices.

8. Even the North is no escape for hot weather this week.
According to the National Weather Service, temperatures in
northern Michigan will remain in the scorching three digits.

9. Some disgusted citizens are doing something about the new
Calvin Klein ads.
A group in New Hampshire is demonstrating against the
company’s ads focusing on open crotches. The ads show
young men sitting with open legs and wearing underwear
not covered by high-cut jeans shorts.

10. A police officer in New York has quit his job in deference to
his principles.
At a press conference in Manlius today, Jesse Morales called
the judicial process a revolving-door penal system.

Exercise 3

Writing For Broadcast

Writing Broadcast Stories
Write broadcast stories about the following events. Write at least
one soft news, one hard news and one throwaway lead. Check
for wordiness. Your stories should not run more than 30
seconds. Remember to consult the checklists on pages 459-460.
1. Previously, anyone who parked in a spot reserved for the

handicapped in your city would be fined $20. However, your
city council met last night and heard complaints that other
motorists often use the spaces, making it harder for
handicapped people to shop or eat out or go to movies. As a
result, the council voted 5-2 to raise the fine to $250-the
highest in the state-to discourage able-bodied drivers from
using the parking spots reserved for the handicapped. Those
spaces normally are close to store entrances. Two members
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of the Paralyzed Veterans Association were at the meeting to
lobby for the stiffer fine, saying it might be the only way to
stop offenders. The new law will go into effect in 30 days.
State law allows half of the money collected through such
fines to go toward enforcing and administering the parking
regulations. The rest may be used to build wheelchair ramps
and other improvements to enhance access to public
buildings.

2. J. T. Pinero is a developer in your community. He is planning
to build 350 houses in a 120-acre subdivision which he has
named “Deer Run.” This morning he was cited by the city.
The city also stopped all work on the development. The land
had been wooded, and Pinera was charged with clearing the
first 30 acres without obtaining city permits. Mayor Serena
Datolli said it was the most flagrant violation of the citys tree
protection code since her election five years ago. Pinero was
cited for cutting down more than 500 pines, oaks, maple,
birch and other trees. Under city codes, unauthorized
destruction of of each tree is punishable by a fine of up to
$500. Datoli added that she and other city officials are
negotiating with Pinero and his attorney for landscaping and
replacement of all the trees. Pinero must also post a
$100,000 bond or letter of credit to ensure restoration. If the
work is done, Datoli said, Pinero might not be fined for this,
his first offense. Pinaro said he did not know of the land-
clearing and tree-removal permits require~ by the city.

3. Liz Holton operates a doughnut shop at 2240 Broadway
Avenue. Today she was ordered to appear in court at 10 a.m.
tomorrow morning. One of her employees is Mildred
McCartey. Ms. McCartey was called for jury duty on Monday
of last week and served the entire week. When she returned
to work at 7 a.m. Monday of this week she found that she
had been replaced, fired because of her absence last week.
State law prohibits an employer from firing or threatening to
fire an employee called for jury duty, and Judge George C.
LeClair has ordered Liz to appear in his courtroom to
determine whether she should be held in contempt of court.
Interviewed today, Liz said she did not know of the law and
never knew of it. She said she works 12 to 16 hours a day in
the doughnut shop, which she owns. McCartney is her only
full-time employee, and she said she cannot afford to have
her away for several days at a time-she is unable to run the
business by herself with only her part-time help. If held in
contempt, she could be fined up to $10,000 and sentenced to
six months in jail.

4. Wesley Barlow is an inmate in a Nebraska state prison. He
has been charged with swindling dozens of widows out of
thousands of  dollars. Barlew, 32, is serving an 8year sentence
for burglary. Today he pleaded guilty to new charges against
him and was sentenced to an additional 1° years on top of
the old sentence. Barlow had mailed letters to men who
recently died not long ago.
The letters were then received by the mens widows. They
sought payment-usually less than $100-”for maintenance and
repairs.” Some women paid because they assumed their dead
husbands had some work done before their deaths, a
detective thought. Barlow said he got their names from the

obituaries in an Omaha newspaper. The scam was discovered
when the mother of an Omaha detective received one of the
letters.

5. Researchers at your college issued a report today. After three
years of  study, they confirmed the widely assumed link
between drinking and birth defects. They warned that
pregnant women who drink risk injury to their children.
Because the scientists don’t know how much alcohol may be
safely consumed by pregnant women, they recommend
absolute and total abstention from all alcoholic beverages
during a womans 9-month term of  pregnancy. What the
doctors found during their three years of study is that
children born to pregnant women who drink have higher
rates of mental and physical abnormalities. The most
common problems among such infants are mental
retardation and delays in their physical development.
Pregnant women who drink also experience more
miscarriages and premature births. The reason for the
problems is that alcohol from a mothers system passes
directly into the bloodstream of her developing child, and
that the alcohol remains in the fetal system longer because it
is not metabolized and excreted as fast as it is by an adult.
Scientists call the problem the fetal alcohol syndrome.

Exercise 4

Writing for Broadcast

Writing Shorter Broadcast Stories
Write broadcast stories about the following events. Write at least
one soft news, one hard news and one throwaway lead. Check
for wordiness. Although you may find it difficult at first, limit
your stories to 20 seconds or less. Remember 10 consult the
checklists on pages 459-460. Correct any errors in spelling and
grammar.
1. A teen-ager is paralyzed. The teenager, Amy Claunch, 17, was

struck by a bullet when a pistol fired accidentally without
intention. This morning, a jury awarded her $2 million in
damages from David Giangeli. Amy, who is not married,
sued both Giangeli-also not married-who fired the pistol,
and the pistols manufacturer. Clauchs attorney said she
probably won’t be able to collect even a penny of the award
because Dave does not have any money. He dropped out of
the school, without graduating, and now works as a
gardener, earning little more than the minimum wage. The
jury deliberated almost 10 hours before reaching its decision.
Amy had attempted to prove that small handguns are so
inherently dangerous that their makers and sellers should be
held jointly responsible for harm caused by them, even when
they are misused.

2. Its a smart idea, some people say, a way to solve a problem.
Other people say its a waste of taxpayers money. The city
council in Roseville, a small town near your community,
adopted the idea last night. In the last municipal election
there, only 23% of the citys registered voters cast a ballot in
the race for mayor, a dismal record. It was the lowest
percentage in your state. The Roseville city council wants to
do something about it, so last night it decided to have a
lottery. During the next municipal election, scheduled for the
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fall of next year, the city will give away $5,000 in cash prizes
free. The winners names will be drawn from a list of all
persons who cast a ballot in the election.

3. A childs life was saved yesterday. Max Rivera and Charles
Fusner, employees of the local power company, are the
heroes. Cheryl Nichols, 1872 Belgarde Av., told police she
found her 3-year-old son, Richard, face down and
motionless in the familys swimming pool at 4:42 p.m.
yesterday afternoon. She screamed and pulled him from the
water. The boy had been riding his tricycle around the pool,
and it apparently slipped over the edge, dumping him into
the cold water. Max and Joe, who were working on nearby
electrical lines, heard the screams and rushed quickly to help.
Riviera breathed into the childs mouth and Fuzner applied
heart massage. A neighbor called the police and fire
departments. Fuzner said the child came to after 3 or 4
breaths. Paramedics responding to the call said the boy was
in good shape when their rescue unit arrived at the scene a
few minutes later. They rushed the boy to St. Nicholas
Hospital, where he was examined, then released in good
condition. A spokesperson for the power company said
company employees are required to take training in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) because of the dangers
they face while working around high voltage lines.

4. There was a fatal traffic accident on State Road 419 at about
7:00 a.m. this morning. Five persons were killed dead in the
fiery crash. The state highway patrol said a truck was
attempting to pass a car about 2 miles west of your city. The
truck clipped the back of the car, sending it into a complete
spin. The spinning car came to rest in a ditch, and its driver
was not injured.
The truck then proceeded to skid out of control and crashed
head-on into an oncoming car. The truck and the on-coming
car that it hit burst into flames. All four persons in the car
died.
The truck driver, who was alone in the vehicle at the time,
also died. A highway patrol officer said the truck and second
car “hit pretty hard, and their occupants probably died before
the flames reached them.” The patrol officer added that all
four persons in the car were tourists from Canada. The truck
driver was a resident of your city, where he lived. Police are
withholding all their names pending notification of next of
kin.

5. There was a robbery that occurred at approximately 10:30
p.m. last night. A masked gunman entered a pizza parlor at
411 Michigan Avenue. There were three patrons and four
employees in the establishment at the time. The gunman
quickly emptied a cash register of about $450 in cash, and
then he told everyone to empty their pockets completely of
everything. A youth about to enter the pizza parlor noticed
the robbery in progress while it was happening. She
immediately called the police. Just as the police arrived, the
gunman ran from the pizza parlor and fled into a housing
development behind it. The youth followed the gunman.
The police released a police dog from their car and ordered it
to attack the gunman. The dog caught and bit the youth in

her right leg. The youth required 12 stitches in her leg. The
gunman escaped. Police are still looking for a suspect.

Exercise 5

Writing for Broadcast

Writing Broadcast Stories
Write broadcast stories about the following topics. Write at least
one soft news, one hard news and one throwaway lead. Your
stories should not run more than 30 seconds. Remember to
consult the checklists on pages 459-460. Correct all errors.
1. The citys Board of Education met at 8 p.m. yesterday in the

board headquarters. The board considered four proposals.
First it awarded Certificates of Appreciation to 17 retiring
teachers. Second it approved the appointment of Reba
Caravel, now vice principal at Central High School, to
principal of Martin Luther King Jr. High School. Third it
approved a proposal to let individual high school PT As
decide whether or not to require school uniforms. And
fourth it approved a 3.6% raise for all teachers and
administrators. “We’ll be trading designer jeans and stylish
shirts and $200 sneakers for blue-and-white uniforms,” said
Priscilla Eisen, president of the Kennedy High School PTA.
“Everyone favors this. Jumpers or skirts and blouses for
girls and trousers, shirts and ties for every boy.” Thus, the
city will join a small but growing number of public schools
nationwide hanging up fashion trends. Supt. Gerrie
Hubbard said uniforms may not be suitable for every public
school, but it will benefit students, since uniforms are an
equalizer, a way to make poor kids indistinguishable from
more affluent kids, and a way to end a clothes competition
that seems to dominate some schools. “We’re not interested
in the best-dressed child here,” said Hubard. “We’re
interested in emphasizing achievement and raising self-
esteem. We want to stop concentration on clothes and start
concentration on basic skills.” School officials hope the idea
may also be a unifier, creating more of a sense of
togetherness and also instill a greater pride in school. “We
decided we needed something to bring everyone together. It
also imposes discipline and reduces thefts, especially of
clothing. And it alleviates a lot of financial problems for
parents. Kids can be cruel,” Hubard said. “They’ll make fun
of someone who’s wearing $9.99 Kmart specials instead of
$95 Gloria Vanderbilts. Uniforms take a lot of pressure off
the kids and parents.” The uniforms will cost about $30
each, and provisions will be made for students who can’t
afford to buy three of them.

2. Its a tragedy being investigated in your city. Your city has
many homes for the elderly, including Elder Haven at 1040
Broughton Drive. In the last 3 months alone 4 residents of
the home passed away. Today, the citys social service agencies
announced they are launching an investigation into the
deaths. A team of doctors and nurses will look into why 4
residents of the state-licensed manor died and whether the
deaths could have been prevented. Two died while suffering
from severe bed sores and urinary infections. A watchdog
group, your states Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, inspects nursing homes, normally once a year, and
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gave the home a rating last year of “marginally acceptable,”
citing numerous problems to clear up. People wonder
whether social workers for the department could have
prevented the deaths. Critics say the department failed to act
in time. The first incident being investigated occurred 3
months ago when a 85 year old resident was admitted to a
local hospital. He was dehydrated, his body temperature
dangerously low, and his body covered by bruises and bed
sores. He died a week later. Six weeks ago city inspectors
found two other patents who needed “immediate medical
attention.” One was a 69-year-old woman, the other a
76year-old man, and both eventually died. Yet another
woman died just last week.

3. Sara Howard of 812 Bell Av. is a hero. She has the bad bums
to prove it. “It wasn’t that big a deal,” she said to you. Police
officer Howard, 28, was on routine patrol, starting her shift
at 7 a.m. today. Her first call concerned a car-truck collision on
Heritage Road. Gas was spewing from the cars punctured
fuel tank, and Howard could see that three women were
inside. “I just waited for an opening in the flames and then
went for the door,” Howard said. Three times the officer
charged the car and three times was driven back by the raging,
hot, fiery flames. Howard then proceeded to empty an
extinguisher in her car on the flames and two of the women
were able to get out largely under their own power but in the
backseat was 78-year-old Suzanne Kopp. Howard, feeling the
searing heat along her left side, finally succeeded in grabbing
the woman and tugged her to safety. They looked back and
“the whole car was just a total fireball,” a witness at the scene
said. Other witnesses at the scene were awestruck. “How
many people would go into a car completely engulfed?”
asked Charles Kalani, another witness. “Not very many, I
think.” None of the women in the car was badly hurt but
Howard ended up in Regional Medical Center with serious
2nd and 3rd bums on her left side from her ankle to her arm
and face. She remains hospitalized and will miss at least a
week of work, maybe a month. “I just hope that somebody
would do the same thing if it were my parents or
grandmother in her car,” Howard said. Her boss, Police
Chief Bary Kopperud said the women in the burning car
were lucky Howard drove by. “She’s really brave,” Howard
said. “It didn’t surprise me a bit what she did, and I’ve
recommended her for our Medal of Valor-its the highest
award we give-for risking her life to save others.”

4. In the past citys have offered cash for guns and the response
has been good. Police in those cities have collected hundreds,
sometimes thousands, of guns, mostly pistols which they
want to get off the streets, but also rifles and shotguns.
Now your city is planning a new program called “Toys for
Guns.” Anyone who turns in a gun will be given a gift
certificate worth $100 at Toys R Us. Local businessmen are
providing the money. They hope people will give up their
guns to get toys for their kids, especially at Christmas. So far
the program has received a significant amount in donations
and expects much, much more. “Its a simple solution to a
serious problem” says local businessman Minny Cosby, who
thought of the idea. “You have to put something in a
persons hands once you take something out of their hands.”

There are an estimated 200 million firearms in the U.S. In
other cities people have been given football tickets, a choice
of sporting events, rock concerts or fancy restaurant meals.
Critics say most guns collected are from law-abiding citizens,
not criminals. “If you get even one gun off the street you
may prevent a tragedy,” Cosby responds however. “Besides,
if honest people turn in their guns, they can’t be stolen.
That’s where a lot of criminals get their guns.” The police
promise to ask no questions and to destroy the guns. Cosby
proposed the idea at a recent regular monthly meeting of the
citys Chamber of Commerce and other people in attendance
at the meeting immediately pledged additional contributions
which has thus far reached a grand total of $43,500 and is
still growing.

5. Lyn Aneja is a 14-year-old teen-ager. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Aneja, 489 Tulip. Her father is a deputy
sheriff with the county sheriffs department. Her mother is a
homemaker known for volunteering much of her time-20 or
more hours a week-to help the homeless in your city by
running a soup kitchen for the hungry and homeless at
Calvary Assembly of God Church. Lynn, an only child, told
police that her dad came to her bedroom last night where she
was studying at about 10 p.m. and said goodnight and that
he loved her very much and hugged her.
Earlier, she said, she’d heard her parents arguing. Minutes
after her dad left her room Lynn heard a series of shots, one
after the other. She ran to her parents bedroom. Both were
dead. She promptly dialed 911. Police responding to her call
found two bloody dead bodies in the bedroom: her mothers
and her fathers in separate pools of blood. Sheriff Gus
DeCessari said in a press conference this morning: “Its hard,
these tragedies, hard on everyone: the family, neighbors, co-
workers, everyone. David was a l7-year veteran and was
recently promoted from corporal to sergeant.” A preliminary
investigation suggests that David shot his wife three times,
then turned the gun on himself, firing a single gunshot into
his open mouth. Both were dead when police arrived on the
scene. The investigation is continuing, and autopsies are
scheduled for today. Mrs. Aneja was struck twice in the chest
and once in the left arm. The daughter, Lynn, is staying with
neighbors. Sheriff DeCessari said David had an exemplary
record, and no one knows any reason for the murder/suicide
apparently committed with Davids service revolver.
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The Elements of Style
Topics covered:

Introduction, English composition and broadcast writing,
Additional readings, broadcast news writing style, rewriting
wire copy, conversational style, contractions, reading your
copy aloud, avoiding information overload, avoiding relative
clauses, eliminating long words, conjunctions, avoiding
clichés, good grammar and some expectations, more style
rules, mixing tenses, strong verbs, Attribution, using quotes,
looking ahead, people- not persons.

Objective
• Introduce the elements of style.
• Induce students to realize the importance of these elements.

Introduction
Down deep, broadcast writers appreciate the formal rules of
English composition, even if they can give good examples of
when each should be ignored. The discussion ahead explains
The Elements of  Style by William Strunk, Jr., and E. B. White.
Of the two authors, White is the more familiar as an essayist
and the author of Charlotte’s Web. Strunk was his English
professor at Cornell University in 1919. Forty years later, White
edited and published anew the 53-page textbook Strunk had
originally written for his own composition students.
White revised the book in 1972 and again in 1979, six years
before his death. While written as a guide for print media,
Strunk’s advice-directed by his unfailing commitment to the
needs of a reading audience-is remarkably appropriate for
electronic mass media as well. The flavor of the book is well
represented by Strunk’s explanation of perhaps his most
famous rule: “Omit needless words.”
Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no
unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for
the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary
lines and a machine no unnecessary parts. This requires not that
the writer make all his sentences short, or that he avoid all detail
and treat his subjects only in outline, but that every word tell.
Strunk and Shannon would have seen eye to eye. They both
recognized the tenuous relationship between a coding system
and a set of possible messages, appreciating what it meant to
convey accurately an unanticipated message using a minimally
redundant combination of signals. Interestingly, in the 1960s,
computer scientists at Bell Laboratories attempted to integrate
many of Strunk’s elementary rules into a text analysis program
for UNIX, their computer operating system. The utility is called
Writer’s Workbench and still exists. The style-checking program
for your personal computer is in all likelihood derived from the
original Bell Labs program.

Among Strunk’s elementary rules of composition there are at
least three others well worth repeating. Strunk recognized, first,

that the writer must adopt an organizing structure for any
composition. Choose a suitable design and hold to it, he wrote.
The design can be as rigorous as the 14-line rhyming scheme of
a Shakespearean sonnet or as loose as a love letter. But the basic
point is that good writers, by virtue of adopting a design,
always know where they are headed, even if they are not sure
how to get there.

In broadcast writing, there are two aspects to the design. Each
message requires both (1) forethought about its logical structure
and (2) adherence to a technically correct format. In the chapters
that follow you will be introduced to a series of broadcast script
formats appropriate for various types of fiction and nonfiction
productions. You will also find that in the world of broadcast-
ing, where time constraints are ever present, a suitable design
helps the writer eliminate extraneous material. The clock is a
ruthless dictator. The writer with a clear plan knows what fits in
the script and what does not.
Strunk is also famous for alerting his students to the advan-
tages of the active voice. As a rule, the sentence “Columbus
discovered America” is much preferred to the passive alternative
“America was discovered by Columbus.” Strunk argued that the
active voice is more direct, more vigorous, and more concise.
For the broadcast writer, there’s the added advantage that three
words do the work of five, which saves precious air time as
well.
But, like any rule of composition, we can press the advantage
too far. While normally the subject-verb-object order of the
active voice results in a more economical use of language, there
are times that the object of the verb deserves to be the subject
of the sentence. If someone were to shoot the president, even
Walter Cronkite, on first report, would use the passive voice:
“The president has been shot.” Nor would Strunk ridicule the
crime victim who shouts, “I’ve been robbed!” instead of

“Someone robbed me!” In these cases, the object acted on is
initially more important than the unknown actor. When the
Wright brothers made their historic flight at Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina, on December 17, 1903, the local newspaper report
began: ‘The problem of aerial navigation without the use of a
balloon has been solved at last.” The reporter failed to identify
the Wright brothers until the fourth paragraph.
Strunk recognized that there is a case to be made for structuring
thoughts so that the subject of the discourse is also the subject
of the sentence. Sometimes the passive voice is unavoidable. To
update Strunk’s example, consider the following sentences.
PASSIVE VOICE: The op-art paintings of the 1960s are
scarcely appreciated today.
Here, the passive voice is acceptable because the focus is on op-
art painting. Sentence topic and sentence subject are the same.
But let’s say that the preferences of contemporary art critics is
the topic. We can write the sentence using either form.

LESSON 27:
STRUCTURE
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PASSIVE VOICE: The op-art paintings of the 1960s are
scarcely appreciated by contemporary critics.
or
ACTIVE VOICE: Contemporary critics scarcely appreciate the
op-art paintings of the 1960s.

In this second example, however, the active voice is more direct,
more vigorous, and more concise. The passive construction is
both awkward and wordy. To avoid it requires constant
vigilance. Indeed, the use of the passive voice in initial drafts
and impromptu speech may be the all-too-natural representa-
tion of how thoughts are associated and linked by topic and
subject in our brains. In a like manner, we may be prone to
overuse the first person point of view in our spontaneous
speech, because it too provides an easy means to unify our
thoughts. As we refine our ideas, however, we should try to
shed these mental crutches.
Finally, Strunk was a champion of concrete language. “Prefer the
specific to the general, the definite to the vague, the concrete to
the abstract.” Strunk argued that the greatest writers were
effective because they dealt in particulars and reported the details
that mattered. All too often writers attempt to broaden their
audience by appealing to the general case instead of the
particular, employing abstract terms rather than concrete
examples.
The linguist S. I. Hayakawa illustrated this problem precisely
with what he called the “abstraction ladder.” Consider the case
of the farmer’s cow, Bessie. As we move up the ladder noun by
noun, the farmer’s cow is identified as Bessie (a unique animal),
a Guemsey, a cow, livestock, farm assets, assets, and, finally,
wealth. At each higher level of abstraction, Bessie’s relationship
to the farmer is put into a broader perspective, but the character-
istics that uniquely identify her must be left out. While we can
clearly envision a picture of Bessie, the Guernsey cow, there is
only the faintest trace of her image as we try to conjure up a
picture of the farmer’s wealth. An important lesson here is one
that Strunk explicitly recognized. Details and particulars have the
power to call up pictures in the audience’s mind, an observation
that’s particularly important when writing for radio.

For instance, Strunk argued that it was better to express a
negative in a positive form. Hence, “dishonest” was a better
choice than “not honest,” and “forgot” was better than “did
not remember.” Today broadcast journalists will report that the
jury found the defendant “guilty” or “innocent” even though
by custom the foreman answers the judge’s query with “guilty”
or “not guilty.” Print journalists still write, “not guilty.”
It would be hard to fault Strunk, however, for failing to
anticipate specific practices that stem from the intrinsic nature of
broadcast technology and communication. A broadcast writer’s
words must jump two hurdles on their way to the audience.
They must be unambiguous to the eye of the broadcast talent
who reads them and clear to the ear of the listener who hears
them. Thus, broadcast writers put a premium on familiar
vocabulary and conversational writing styles. For instance,
contractions like “haven’t,” “I’ve,” and “she’s” are usually
preferred except if the shortened form may be misinterpreted.
Sometimes the “not” needs to be retained as a separate word to

add emphasis, but a unique negative form such as “won’t” can
be more distinctive than its longer counterpart “will not.”
It’s a good rule for broadcast writers to use their speaking voice
instead of their rehearsal voice (the one we use to talk to
ourselves) to test their writing. That should make you sensitive
to the hissing Us” or the exploding Up” and “boo. Also
embedded in your writing can be homonyms such as “their,”
“there,” and “they’re” that suddenly become unclear to listeners
because the words are not spelled out for them. The problems
can be even more complex when writers unconsciously create
homophones: “a tax on drug dealers” sounds the same to the
listener’s ear as “attacks on drug dealers.” We might keep in
mind the story of musician Louie Armstrong who once
amused his radio listeners by characterizing an unusual jazz
tempo as “half slow, half fast.” The point is, we don’t want
our words to inadvertently embarrass us or the person who
reads them. Write for the ear as well as the eye.
Finally, we may want to reconsider what is an acceptable level of
repetition in our writing. Print journalists shift from proper
names to pronouns almost immediately in writing a news story.
In broadcast copy, a short name can be repeated in two succes-
sive sentences without raising the listener’s hackles, a practice
that makes it easier to mentally process the second sentence.
Furthermore the right measure of repetition can add rhythm
and power to spoken language. Thus Glenn Mitchell stresses
the differences between Jacqueline & the Beanstalk and the original
fairy tale by describing the revised version as a story that
contains “no goose, no golden egg, no death of a giant.” It is
shorter to say “no goose, golden egg or death of a giant,” but
not as clear or emphatic.

English Composition and Broadcast
Writing
If your English composition instructor forced you to read The
Elements of Style once or, better, twice, and you adopted its
creed wholeheartedly, then you are well on your way to becom-
ing a successful broadcast writer. Unfortunately some English
composition students always go awry. These students mistak-
enly attribute their passing grade to a newly discovered ability to
express abstract ideas with esoteric language. Worse yet, they
employ this style every opportunity they get.
For that reason this lesson ends with a real-life example that
contrasts the writing of a well-intentioned student with a
skilled broadcast writer. Both spoke at an august ceremony
replete with academic robes and banners-the inauguration of a
new president for the University of North Carolina system.
Public television carried their words across the state. The
broadcast journalist, Charles Kuralt of CBS News, attended the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as an undergradu-
ate. He welcomed the new president on behalf of the university
alumni. The student representative, a senior at North Carolina
State University in Raleigh, was the elected head of a student
government forum that represented the university’s 16 cam-
puses. He welcomed the new president on behalf of all
students. He spoke his 545 words first:
It has been said that education is the instrument by which the
past is preserved, the present made productive, and the future
given promise. As such, the role of the university has been to
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serve as a vital conduit through which the advancement of
knowledge can be passed. This conduit has bound itself
inextricably with the ability of North Carolina’s young people to
be more than passive recipients of what is. Rather it has allowed
them to be shapers of what ought to be. For many years the
University of North Carolina has been an essential, irreplaceable
crucible of learning and evaluative thought. In this crucible the
friction among ideas has been the heat that generates the
transformation called education. This process has manifested
itself in the thousands of students that have been endowed
themselves with more than a means to make a living. They’ve
been provided with a means to make a life.
In order to foster a society capable of enduring the critical
transitions ahead of us, we must supply the current and
forthcoming constituents of that society with the tools
necessary to construct a future worthy of the proud heritage of
our past. Accordingly, we must commit ourselves to the
augmentation of pure learning with values that will ensure a
culture based on ethics and integrity. An education is void of
true meaning if it leaves a person incapable of exercising
compassion, justice, morality, courage, conviction, and other
factors necessary to the improvement of the human condition.
With these thoughts weighing heavily on our minds, we place
our trust in a leader we believe will provide the direction and
distinction necessary to move the University towards these
goals. In good faith, President Spangler, we support your
assumption of responsibility, fully cognizant of your ability to
shepherd the educational mission of our system with the same
enthusiasm and vigor exemplified in your continued dedication
to the advancement of education.

When one considers the dilemmas facing our state and our
nation, it is an easy task to see why your leadership as chief
post-secondary educator will be indispensable. The strongest
forces in history have not been societies, but highly motivated
persons that have comprised the society and their ideas of what
it is worth living for.
Today, President Spangler, you will undoubtedly have many
questions to answer and difficult choices to make. Some of
these questions may be: How can this University retain and
cultivate its sound commitment to ensuring the access to
knowledge that makes freedom truly possible? How can we
improve the content and character of our academic programs to
afford the maximum educational utility to students? What can
we do to keep educational opportunity open to all with the
attitude and aptitude to learn?
These questions and many others are already there, and your
leadership will be instrumental in providing us with answers.
Surely the roads to the future are not paved in asphalt. They are
paved in the education of our people in order that they may live
more productive and enriching lives as citizens of this state.

Here is a student who desperately needs The Elements of Style.
We learn that the university is a conduit, a crucible, and, oddly, a
more important road to the future than blacktop highways. For
those unfamiliar with North Carolina politics, that last was for
the governor, who sat nearby on the podium. Traditionally,
road building and education programs are at odds in the state

budget, but this ungainly metaphor made no impact on its
intended audience.
Kuralt limited his remarks to 315 words:
When I was a student at Chapel Hill, I was contemptuous of
the alumni. The fat, bald ones who cluttered the campus on
reunion weekends, acting as if the University belonged to them.
And now fat and bald, I understand at last that it did belong to
them. That it does. And I speak for them this morning, the
men and women, living and dead, who passed part of their
lives at these schools and carried a part of these schools away
with them into the state and into the world. They all return in
spirit this morning, President Spangler, to bid you welcome and
to put into your hands the care of their university. The one they
loved so. And love so.

lt will be no secret to you that alumni can be a trial from time to
time and their proprietary affection for Alma Mater a burden of
your office. If you wish to know the size of the burden, I may
as well tell you now. The number of living alumni of the 16
schools for which you now assume responsibility is 529,592.
Most of them will come to you in person to offer advice.
Therefore, I shall not presume to do so. For I knew earlier than
most about your character and intelligence. When you were
Dicky and we were 13, I voted for you for president of the
student body of Alexander Graham Junior High School. And
having had no reason in the intervening years to waver in my
confidence or affection, I now vote for you again on behalf of
all 529,592 of us, to hold to this greater presidency in the
tradition of Frank Porter Graham and William C. Friday, which
is a noble tradition. And in the name of a liberating and
liberalizing education, which alone can advance our state and
region, and save our precious world.
The audience interrupted with laughter and applause. Kuralt’s
speech. the shortest of the day, had the greatest impact. He
focused on people’s actions, not abstractions. The most
surprising story was the vignette from junior high school. Few
persons in the audience knew that the two men had crossed
paths previously. But, for a broadcast writer, the most impres-
sive aspect of the speech was Kuralt’s assault on the rule that
large numbers should be rounded off in broadcast copy. By
enumerating each digit, Kuralt not only conjured up, but
enlarged until it became comical, the image of 529,592 alumni
bearing down on a green university president.
Yet all this was accomplished using easily pronounced words-
two thirds were four letters or fewer-and sentences that gave the
speaker time to breathe. Only six times did Kuralt use words
longer than 10 letters.

By contrast, the student speaker used 23. They are listed next in
order of appearance.
1. contemptuous 1. advancement
2. proprietary 2. inextricably
3. responsibility 3. irreplaceable

4. intelligence 4. transformation
5. intervening 5. transitions
6. liberalizing 6. forthcoming

7. constituents
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9. augmentation
10. improvement
11. distinction

12. responsibility
13. educational
15. advancement
16. post-secondary

17. indispensable
18. undoubtedly
19. educational
20. educational

21. opportunity
22. instrumental
23. universities

Big words are not always the enemy. But the student’s long list
of high-sounding terms brings to mind George Orwell’s
critique of what he called inflated style: political prose where the
author strings together ready-made phrases that generate only a
dim blur in the minds of the audience. It is telling that the
student alludes to the university’s “educational mission,”
“educational utility,” and “educational opportunity,” while
Kuralt pinpoints “intelligence.” In broadcast writing, you
choose a word because it signals a precise meaning or image.
You must, as Mark Twain once scoffed, “Choose the right
word, not its second-cousin.”

Additional Readings
The Elements of  Style by William Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White
(Macmillan, New York, 1979). In this chapter, I have only
touched on what I think are Strunk’s most useful principles of
composition. There are, in addition, Strunk’s rules of usage in
case you still get “its” and “it’s” confused and White’s essay on
writing, “An Approach to Style,” that includes 21 incisive
reminders.
Communication Theories: Origins, Methods, Uses by Werner J.
Severin and James W. Tankard, Jr. (Longman, New York, 1988).
These authors provide a basic introduction to information
theory and describe its influence on communication research.
Other chapters are devoted to alternative models of the
communication process. It is well worth investigating those
that help you better understand the needs of the audience. They
explain “cloze” procedure in their chapter on readability.
Introduction to Communication Studies by John Fiske (Methuen,
London, 1982). Fiske is a leading British scholar in the area of
cultural studies. His introduction to the mass media devotes
considerable space to both semiotics and information theory.
Particularly interesting is how Fiske applies two basic concepts
of information theory-redundancy and unpredictability
(technically called “entropy”)-to the study of verbal and visual
messages.

The Mathematical Theory of Communication by Claude Shannon
and Warren Weaver (University of Illinois Press, Urbana, 1949).
This short book includes a reprint of Shannon’s famous article,
published originally in the Bell System Technical Journal, along
with an explanatory essay by Warren Weaver. Unless you’re on

your way to a degree in electrical engineering, you’re unlikely to
make much headway after Shannon’s five-page introduction.
But Weaver’s essay exploring implications of the theory for
human communication is still provocative after 40 years.

Broadcast News Writing Style
The previous lessons have helped to acquaint you with some of
the rather tedious but necessary basics of broadcast news
writing. The next step is to learn broadcast news writing style.
Broadcast style is very different from other styles of writing,
principally because broadcast copy is written for the ear, not the
eye, unlike most other writing. Much of the news “writing”
heard on radio and television is actually “rewriting.” Although
broadcast news reporters write original copy when they are
covering a story, a considerable portion of the news on radio
and television is gathered from the news wires and rewritten in
broadcast style or taken off the broadcast wire and read on the
air without a rewrite. This chapter focuses on rewriting the wire.

Rewriting Wire Copy
One semester, a student stopped me at the end of a class and
said, “Professor White, I need some help. I have an internship
and an opportunity to write some broadcast copy. Can you give
me some tips?”
I was puzzled and amused. He was carrying a copy of my
textbook under his arm. “It’s all in the book,” I told him.
“Everything I’ve learned about writing is there. I have no secret,
no ‘quick fIx.’ It’s all important.”
He looked at me, nodding his head in agreement. “I know,” he
said, “I’ve read it all, but isn’t there something special, some-
thing particularly important that I should remember when the
editor gives me a piece of wire copy and says, ‘rewrite this’?”

I was still amused by his question and his apparent panic at the
idea of having to write a story from a piece of wire copy in an
actual broadcast newsroom, rather than in the classroom. Then
suddenly I remembered being in a similar situation before this
young man was even born. There was, indeed, one essential
point to learn about rewriting wire copy.
“Look,” I said, “there actually is one thing that you can do
when you are given that wire copy, that you must learn above all
else. Get rid of it as fast as possible. Read it, digest it, and then
discard it. After that,” I said, “write what you remember and
don’t look at the wire copy again until it’s time to check your
facts.”
You may find it difficult to surrender the wire copy and rely only
on memory, but that is the only way to be certain that you
rewrite what is basically newspaper-style wire copy into conversa-
tional broadcast copy. The wire services do offer a broadcast wire
written in a conversational style, but we are not concerned with
that wire. This book will prepare you to do what the broadcast
news service writer does with the service’s newspaper wire copy.
Getting accustomed to reading and absorbing material and then
expressing it in your own words takes practice. Once you have
conquered the temptation to refer to the original wire or
newspaper copy as you write, you will discover that your
broadcast copy will be easy and natural for you, or anyone else,
to read on the air.
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Conversational Style
Writing in conversational style means writing for the ear.
Newspapers, obviously, are written for the eye, which means
that if readers do not understand something, they can return to
the paragraph or sentence and read it a second time. In broad-
cast news, however, the audience has no such luxury; they hear
the copy just once. So, broadcast copy must be written clearly
and simply. Thoughts must be expressed quickly with brief,
crisp, declarative sentences. They must be aimed at ordinary
people, which means the words must be understood immedi-
ately, without second thought. If the audience does not
understand the copy, nothing else matters.

Newsroom at WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge.
(Photo by Christopher J. Rogers)

Contractions
Broadcast newswriters must write the way most people speak.
When we have a discussion with another person, we automati-
cally do a number of things of which we usually are not aware.
For example, we almost always use contractions. We are more
likely to say “I’m going to work now, Frank,” than “I am going
to work now, Frank.” And we might add, “Let’s get together
for lunch again soon,” instead of “Let us get together again
soon.” In other words, if we contract our words in conversa-
tion, we should do the same in broadcast copy. Here are some
other examples:
Good Morning, I’m Jack Jones with the late news.

Here’s a rundown of the top stories we’re covering.
We’ve just received word that teachers are walking out of
classrooms at Willow Street High School. . . . If you’re driving
to work, expect serious delays on the freeway because of an
accident at the James Street exit. . . .
There’s no word from the mayor yet on rumors he’ll resign. . . .
Those are the headlines. Now here are the details. . . .

In the above copy, most pronoun-verb combinations have been
contracted. However, sometimes-for emphasis-it is better not
to contract words. For example:
The mayor says he will seek reelection.

Because the word will is key to this particular sentence, it would
be better to avoid the contraction he’ll. The newscaster would
want to emphasize the word will.

Reading Your Copy Aloud
Reading copy aloud helps you determine when words should
be contracted, which words should be emphasized, how clear
the sentences are, and how well the copy flows from sentence to
sentence. Writers should not be embarrassed about reading
copy aloud in the newsroom. The ear, not the eye, is the best
judge of well-written broadcast copy. It is almost impossible to
catch some poorly written phrases or sentences without testing
them on the ear. In particular, you may not realize how
complicated a sentence is until you read it aloud.

Avoiding Information Overload
Often, copy that is difficult to understand contains too much
information in anyone sentence, a situation known as informa-
tion overload. Some of the nation’s finest newspapers are guilty
of overloading sentences; but, as mentioned earlier, readers can
always reread complicated passages. Here’s an example of some
copy from a major city newspaper and how it could be sim-
plified for broadcast:
President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, besieged by tenacious
domestic rebellions that continued to threaten his control of
key cities, Saturday promised broad political reforms that he said
would transform his totalitarian regime into a multiparty
democracy.
Quite a mouthful. It is not well written even for a newspaper,
but in its present form, it would be outrageous to read on the
air. The first phrase to go should be “besieged by tenacious
domestic rebellions,” which is obviously not “conversational”
copy. The next passage to be revised would be “transform his
totalitarian regime into a multiparty democracy.”

The example sentence would be greatly improved if it were
broken into two sentences. What is the most important detail?
It is Hussein’s promise to make reforms. So, the story could
start out like this:
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein promises sweeping political
reforms that he claims would lead to a multiparty democracy.
Then the second sentence could deal with the other major
thought-the rebels:
Saddam made the promise Saturday as rebels continued to
threaten his control of key cities.

Notice that the word “tenacious” was dropped. Tenacious is
not a bad word, but it works better in print than on the air. It is
an “elitist” word, and not everyone in the audience will know its
meaning. Remember that unless the words are understood,
nothing else matters. In a report heard on National Public
Radio, two elitist words were used within 20 seconds of each
other: ubiquitous and eclectic. Such words have no place in
broadcast copy. The reporter who used them had a good story
to tell, but many in his audience missed the meaning of the
story because they did not understand the words.
Here’s another newspaper lead that needs revising for broadcast:
The Energy Department proposes to spend $2.4 billion next
year and up to $3.7 billion in each of the following four years to
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bring the nation’s paralyzed nuclear weapon production plants
into compliance with environmental and safety laws, according
to Energy Secretary James D. Watkins.
If you read that sentence to some friends, and then asked them
to tell you what it says, you would probably find that unless
they have unusual abilities of concentration and recall, they
would be unable to repeat all the details. That lengthy, involved
sentence could be turned into good broadcast copy:
The Energy Department wants to spend almost two and one-
half billion dollars next year to improve the nation’s nuclear
production plants. The funds would be used to bring the
paralyzed plants into compliance with environmental and safety
laws.

Energy Secretary James Watkins says the government is willing
to spend almost 15 billion dollars over the next four years to
continue the cleanup and safety checks at the nuclear weapon
production plants.
If you read the new sentences to your friends, they would
probably remember more about the story than they did when
you read the newspaper version. Let’s examine how the
newspaper copy was rewritten.
First, it was broken into three parts to reduce the number of
details in one sentence. It is easier for listeners to understand
the information if they hear it in small doses. The newspaper
version mentions two large figures, $2.4 billion and $3.7 billion.
In the broadcast version, the first figure was explained in the
first sentence, and the second figure was mentioned in the third
sentence.
The first figure, $2.4 billion, was rounded off to “almost two
and one-half billion dollars.” It is best to round off figures and
to eliminate use of the decimal in broadcast copy because the
result is easier for most people to understand. The second
figure, “up to $3.7 billion in each of the following four years,”
was totaled and rounded off. The result, “the government is
willing to spend almost 15 billion dollars over the next four
years,” is easier for listeners to grasp because they don’t need to
do the math in their heads. Notice, too, that dollars is spelled
out in broadcast copy.
No attempt was made in the first sentence to discuss exactly
how the Energy Department plans to spend the money. It was
enough to tell the audience that the department wants to spend
this money to improve the plants. Now that the audience has
digested that information, it is told how the money is going to
be used, “to bring the paralyzed plants into compliance with
environmental and safety laws.” And then, in the third
sentence, the audience learns that the energy secretary wants even
more money in the coming years to complete the job. Just in
case the audience was not paying complete attention, how the
money is to be used was mentioned again in the closing words
“to continue the cleanup and safety checks” at the plants.
Last, the middle initial D was dropped from Secretary Watkins’
name because the secretary does not use the initial consistently.

Avoiding Relative Clauses
Other sentences that produce information overload are those
that contain relative clauses. Relative clauses are introduced by
the relative pronouns who, which, that, what, whoever, whichever, and

whatever and add information to simple sentences. Newspapers
often use relative clauses to stress one point about a person or
thing over another in a particular sentence. Because relative
pronouns refer to nouns that precede them, TV and radio
audiences may have trouble identifying the noun and pronoun
as the same person or thing lake this example found in a
newspaper:
The comments from the State Department spokesman came in
response to a report in the English-language Tehran Times,
which quoted a source as saying Iran would definitely intercede
to gain the release of the hostages if Washington gave assur-
ances it would release frozen Iranian assets.
Whereas newspaper readers would immediately know that which
refers to Tehran Times because the words are next to each other, a
broadcast audience might have to stop and think about what
which refers to. When this copy was rewritten for broadcast, the
relative pronoun which was removed and the sentence was cut in
two. The noun newspaper was used again instead of the pro-
noun:

The State Department spokesman made the comments after a
report appeared in the English-language newspaper The Tehran
Times.
The newspaper quoted a source as saying Iran would definitely
help win release of the hostages if Washington promised to
release frozen Iranian assets.
Other changes included recasting the passive construction in the
first sentence as active and replacing the phrase intercede to gain
with the single word help. Likewise, gave assurances was simplified
to promised. The second version is better for a broadcast audience
because it does not use pronouns or wordy phrases that could
cause misunderstanding.

Which, when used as part of a clause that adds descriptive detail
about a noun, also presents unnecessary problems for broadcast
writers lake this print copy:
Two people were killed today when a small plane, which was on
a flight from Key West to Miami, crashed into the ocean off the
coast of Key Largo.
All these details will be simpler for your audience to digest if
you give the number of dead and where the crash took place in
the first sentence and explain the departure and destination of
the plane in the second sentence. Here’s a broadcast version:
Two people died today when a small plane crashed into the
ocean off the coast of Key Largo. The plane was on a flight
from Key West to Miami.

Relative clauses introduced by “that” contain information
important to the meaning of a sentence, not just additional
details. For example:
The truck that jackknifed on the freeway today was carrying
flammable liquid.
The that clause identifies which particular truck was carrying
flammable liquid.
In some sentences, that can be omitted because the sentence
sounds more natural and is clear without it. For example:

The governor says that he’ll leave the capital by plane this
evening.
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Dropping that makes the sentence more conversational:
The governor says he’ll leave the capital by plane this evening.

Eliminating Long Words
Short words are usually easier to understand than long ones
and, crucially for broadcast news, where time is precious, they
take less time to deliver. For example:
Police abandoned the search.
is more difficult to say than
Police gave up the search.

Here are examples of long words and some shorter ones that
could replace them in broadcast copy:
AVOID USE
extraordinary unusual
acknowledge admit

initiate start, begin
transform change
Certain words should be avoided because they are difficult to
pronounce on the air. Here are some examples:
AVOID USE

burst into broke into
coaxing tempting
recrimination countercharge
autonomy independence

deteriorate grow worse
allegations charges
intermediaries go-betweens; negotiators
If you are unsure about other words you find yourself using,
remember that reading them aloud is the best way to decide
whether they are appropriate broadcast words. If a word is
difficult to say or sounds strange or confusing to the ear, don’t
use it.

Conjunctions
Coupling pins such as but and and are often helpful in connect-
ing sentences or parts of sentences. Using conjunctions to link
ideas to one another often can help broadcast copy sound more
conversational. However, do not overuse conjunctions.
Remember also that some conjunctions that work in print, such
as the however in the previous sentence, do not always work as
well in broadcast copy. Use but instead of however in broadcast
copy.

Prepositions
Prepositions can also help make copy more conversational,
particularly when used to eliminate the possessive, which tends
to make listeners work harder to follow the meaning. Here are
some examples; the first uses the possessive:

The Senate Armed Services Committee’s spokesman announced
a series of new hearings on budget cuts.
Here is a preposition used in the same sentence:
A spokesman for the Senate Armed Services Committee
announced a series of new hearings on budget cuts.
See how much easier it is to read the version with the preposi-

tion. It is more natural. The preposition is more likely to be
used than the possessive in conversation.

Pronouns
We use a lot of pronouns during conversation, and they serve a
useful purpose in broadcast copy. They eliminate the need to
repeat a person’s name. Some difficulty arises, however, when
pronouns are used too far from the person’s name or more
than one name is mentioned in the sentence or paragraph.
Examine this troublesome use of a pronoun:

The Boy Scout of the Year award was given to Frank Jones by
Mayor Harris. Immediately after the presentation he slipped and
fell on the stage. Who slipped and fell on the stage, the mayor
or the Boy Scout? The pronoun he does not work here because
two males are mentioned in the sentence. The person who fell
should be identified by name.

Modifying Phrases
Some writers, in their eagerness to tell the story, often get the
details right but put the words in the wrong order, thus
changing the meaning of the sentence. Look at the following
example:
Russian officials said political prisoners arrested by the KGB
during former communist regimes have been released at a news
conference today.

Because of the placement of the modifying phrase at a news
conference, this sentence implies that the prisoners were released
at the time of the news conference. What the writer meant to
say is:
Russian officials said at a news conference today that political
prisoners arrested by the KGB have been released. When you
use modifying phrases, be sure to place them as close as
possible to the word(s) they describe or identify. Here’s another
example:
The two cars collided in heavy rain on Interstate 95 during the
rush hour.

News Director Susan Brown of WJBO-Radio works on a newscast.
(Photo by Christopher]. Rogers)

It’s true that the “heavy rain” did fall on the highway, but it also
fell elsewhere. When recast to be less ambiguous, the sentence
reads this way:

The two cars collided on Interstate 95 in heavy rain during the
rush hour.
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Avoiding Cliches
In preparation for writing this book, I watched television news
in a number of major cities. The reporting was often good, but
the writing was just as often horrible. When you watch and
listen to news for hours at a time, you realize how badly
broadcast copy can be written, not only on local stations but on
the networks as well.
Newspaper writers, including those working for such distin-
guished publications as the New York Times, Washington Post,
and Los Angeles Times, turn out a lot of long, cumbersome
copy that sometimes takes several readings to digest. But, to
these newspaper writers’ credit, their writing is rarely as cliche-
filled as the copy produced by broadcast writers and reporters.
Broadcast news managers often argue that their writers do not
have as much time as newspaper writers to produce copy, which
is often true. They also point out that some of the cliche-filled
copy I complain about is not very different from the way people
talk. “We’re writing conversational copy, aren’t we?” asked one
news director, “so what’s wrong with a few cliches? We use
them all the time in conversation.”

Some people might find that argument persuasive, but writing
in a conversational style does not mean adopting all the bad
habits of conversation. Many people hold conversations
without using cliches.
The American College Dictionary defines a cliche as “a trite,
stereotyped expression.” In his book Newswriting, William Metz
says a cliche is “a phrase that has been used so often that it has
no zip, has outlived its usefulness. A cliche is a worn-out
phrase.” He adds, “These barren, impotent word combinations
are used by careless and lazy writers.”
We all use cliches from time to time, but you should avoid as
much as possible using cliches in broadcast copy, even though
some cliches are heard every night on news programs. For
example, killers are often “coldblooded”; “slaughter” is always
“bloody”; and events “come on the heels of” other events.
Broadcasts during political campaigns in particular inundate
listeners with cliches, such as “hats in the political ring,”
“campaign trails,” “political hay,” and “political footballs.”

Here are some more cliches that should be (if you will excuse
the cliche) “deep sixed”:
Airliners that become “ill-fated planes” after they crash Politi-
cians and others who “take to the airwaves”
Lobby groups and others who “are up in arms”
People who end up “in the driver’s seat”
Facts that  are “difficult to swallow”
Plans brought to a “screeching halt”
Comments or actions that add “fuel to the storm” (a mixed
metaphor) 1roublesome situations that are a “can of worms”
or a “Pandora’s box”
Why are so many things “put on the back burner”? What is
wrong with “delaying action” or referring to something as
having “a low priority”? Say simply that people are “delaying”
or “avoiding” something, rather than “dragging their feet.”
Police should be “searching for” or “looking for” or even
“hunting for” a missing person, not “combing the woods” for
him or her.

Broadcast writers who use “cooling their heels,” “tight-lipped,”
and “Mother Nature” should be “tarred and feathered.”
Although some newsmakers insist on referring to something as
being  “miraculous,” do not use the word to describe some
spectacular escape from death or injury unless you are quoting
the newsmaker. Use instead “unbelievable,” “amazing,” or
“incredible.”
“Rampage” is another “worn-out” word that will never go
away. Instead of using the cliche to tell a prison riot story,
describe what’s actually going on inside the prison. For example:

Prisoners at Center City jail this afternoon took five guards
hostage, burned cellblocks, and demanded that Governor
Wilson come to the jail to hear their demands.
A tabloid TV station in Miami, in its story about the arrest of a
suspect in the Florida State University serial killings, reported
the following:
People are breathing easier tonight because a suspected serial
killer is behind bars.
As it turned out, the suspect was then released for lack of
evidence, so we can assume that the breathing in the commu-
nity became heavier again.

A network sportscaster reporting about a series of injuries in
the NBA wrote this sentence:
Officials are scratching their heads for an explanation.
All of the above are examples of “lazy” writing. Whenever you
are tempted to use a cliche, make the extra effort to think of a
fresh way to express your point.

Writing what you Mean
During the Gulf War, the English language also came under
attack. It was not an Iraqi boat that was sunk in the gulf, it was a
ship. A boat is something you paddle or sail. If you are referring
to anything larger, use ship.
In writing broadcast copy, be precise. Use the right word. If you
do not your credibility, a key factor in building a career, comes
into question.
Here are a few words and phrases commonly used incorrectly on
the air:
The consensus of opinion is that the war will be over within a
few months. [Of opinion is redundant; consensus means
“general agreement.”

There was bad weather over the gulf due to a fast-moving
storm front.
[Due to means “owing to”; use because of]
The fighting is different than last week’s. [Different here takes
the prepositionf1um. However, it is correct to say: The fighting
is different than he expected.]
The number of people injured was over a dozen. [Over implies
a spatial relationship; use more than.]

The house is further down the road. [Further means “in
addition to”; use farther to refer to distance.]
Since you are going downtown, please get me a newspaper.
[Since refers to a relationship of time; use because to indicate a
causal connection.]
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These are just a few examples of improper word usage. A good
background in English grammar is important. Most college
journalism programs insist that you take one to two years of
English, but it is not always easy to find classes that emphasize
grammar. Ask your adviser to recommend a teacher who teaches
courses on grammar.

Good Grammar and Some Exceptions
The same rules of grammar apply to both print and broadcast
copy, most of the time. Writers do take a few liberties in
broadcast copy because of its conversational nature. You’ll recall
that commas can be omitted from broadcast copy unless they
indicate a pause and that subordinate clauses should be avoided
in broadcast writing. Another exception: verbs can be dropped
from some sentences, as is frequently done in conversation.

For example, if you are talking to your letter carrier and say,
“Looks like snow today, Helen,” no one is going to object
because you did not say, “It appears as if we are going to get
snow today, Helen.” Therefore, it would be natural for a
newscaster to say, “Three injuries tonight on the turnpike, that
story when we return.” Few people will take offense because the
newscaster did not say “There were three injuries tonight on the
turnpike.” Verbs will be discussed further in Chapter 3, “More
Style Rules.”

More Style Rules
This chapter focuses on broadcast style rules. Much of this
chapter is devoted to the use of verbs, adjectives, and other
parts of speech. It also examines the various ways broadcast
writers express time, quote people, and attribute information.

Verbs

Present Tense
Broadcast news must always present an image of immediacy.
Without deceiving an audience by treating an old story as if it
were fresh, the broadcast news writer’s job is to tell the news as
though it is in progress or has just recently happened. If a story
is still developing or has just cleared the wires, a newswriter
should make it sound as new and exciting as possible because
most of the audience will be hearing the story for the first time.
Use of present-tense verbs, particularly present-progressive
verbs, which suggest ongoing action, adds to that immediacy.
For example, in covering a meeting at the White House that is
still in progress, a writer would best say:
The president is meeting with his cabinet this morning to
discuss the budget.
Only if the meeting had ended by the time of the newscast
would the writer use the past tense:

The President met today with his cabinet to discuss the budget.
When writers use the past tense they tell the audience that the
event has already taken place, even though some aspect of it
may actually still be in progress. Look at the following examples
to see how the use of present-tense verbs focuses on the
continuing action:
Poor: Members of Congress ended their session today and
headed for home.
Good: Members of Congress are on their way home today after
ending their session.

Poor: A hurricane warning was issued tonight for Florida and
Georgia.
Good: A hurricane warning is in effect tonight for Florida and
Georgia.

Present Perfect Tense
Another verb tense that gives a sense of immediacy is the
present perfect which suggests that an action started in the past
and is continuing into the present. For example:
The president has left Camp David for Andrews Air Force Base.
The present perfect tense is useful when the status of the story
is not certain.
In this case, it may be known that the president left Camp
David, but it may, not be clear when he is going to arrive at
Andrews Air Force Base.

Mixing Tenses
Because a news story may mention events that happened at
different times 011 may report a statement that still holds true
but was made earlier, it is acceptable to mix tenses in broadcast
copy. For example, a story may begin with the present tense and
then change to the past tense in later sentences so that the story
makes sense. Here’s an example of changing tenses:
Mayor Jones says he hopes to keep property taxes at their
present level. He made the comment during a speech earlier
today before a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce. The
mayor told the group he expects an improving economy and a
reduction in city expenses will eliminate the need for higher
property taxes.
The first sentence uses the present-tense verb says, but the rest
of the paragraph uses past-tense verbs because it would sound
strange to continue the present tense once it is established that
the mayor made the comments earlier in the day. But suppose
the mayor has not yet delivered the speech. The story might be
handled this way:

Mayor Jones says he hopes to keep property taxes at their
present level. Jones will say this tonight in a speech to the
Chamber of Commerce. The mayor says he believes that an
improving economy and a reduction in city expenses will
eliminate the need for higher property taxes.
In this case the present tense is used to describe opinions the
mayor holds now, and the future tense is used to describe when
he will express them opinions. The fourth and fifth sentences
might continue with the future tense:
The mayor will also tell his audience that he expects to attract
new business to the city. He’ll say he has a promise from
Governor Williams for extra state funds to take care of the city’s
needy.

Active Verbs
Good broadcast copy also uses active verbs, not passive ones.
Active verbs speed up copy and give it more punch because they
focus on the action rather than the receiver of the action.
Poor: Three buildings were destroyed by the fire.
Good: The fire destroyed three buildings.
Poor: The Dow Jones was pushed up 30 points today after
buyers took over on Wall Street.
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Good: Buyers took over today on Wall Street, sending the Dow
Jones up 30 points.

Says is a Good Verb
Don’t be afraid to use says. Many writers think they have to find
different ways to avoid using a form of say because they think it
is a boring verb. As a result, they will use forms of exclaim,
declare, assert, announce, and other words that they believe mean
the same thing as say. The problem is that these other words are
not synonyms for say; each has a different connotation.

Strong Verbs
Although these verbs should not be used in place of say,
sometimes they do accurately describe the situation. For
example:
The United Nations Security Council declared today. . .
The White House announced that Peter Grant would become
the new Secretary of the Interior.

We’ll walk this picket line ‘till hell freezes over!’ exclaimed union
leader Frank Chilton.
As for assert, it is difficult to think of an occasion when it
would be appropriate to use that word in broadcast copy.
In writing broadcast copy, look for strong verbs that vividly
describe the action:
smother, rather than put down, an uprising

snuff out, rather than defeat, a rebellion
echo, rather than repeat, an opinion
clash, rather than disagree, over strategy
lash out at, rather than attack, opponents

muster, rather than collect, enough votes
When choosing verbs, think about the image you want to
create. For example, a tornado roars, but it also can sweep through
a neighborhood. A hurricane can destroy a beachfront, but
demolish gives a stronger picture. A high-school student might
be expelled, but a deposed leader would be exiled. Battalions can
move through the desert, but if they are doing it quickly, as they
were in the Gulf War, they might be said to race through.

Limiting Use of Adverbs and Adjectives
Like good verbs, adjectives and adverbs sometimes add color to
broadcast copy, but for the most part they should be avoided.
Many adjectives add unnecessary detail, and rather than enliven
the copy, they weigh it down. Here is an example of a sentence
with too many adjectives and adverbs:

The diesel-powered train was quickly moving around the very sharp
curve when suddenly there was a loud, screeching noise and the
cars near the very front of the train rapidly started to leave the
track.
The sentence would be more effective without most of these
adjectives and adverbs because they add little meaning. It is not
important to know that the train is diesel-powered, because most
are. Quickly moving could be replaced by the strong verb racing,
and the adverb very could be omitted because intensifiers are
“filler” words that rarely add meaning. Rapidly could be
eliminated because it is a given that the cars would leave the
tracks quickly if the train was racing around the curve. Finally,

started to leave could be replaced by the more vivid jumped. The
cleaned-up sentence would read:
The train was racing around the sharp curve when suddenly
there was a screeching noise as the cars near the front of the
train jumped the track.
Screeching was left in the sentence because it is a strong, colorful
adjective that describes the noise. Loud, however, was eliminated
because a screeching noise is, by definition, loud.

Attribution
Proper attribution is one of the basic requirements of good
news writing and reporting, whether for newspapers or
broadcasts. The chapters on reporting will deal with the various
types and methods of attributing information. For now, let’s
examine the proper style of attribution used in broadcast
scripts, which differs from the style used in newspapers and
newspaper wire copy.
For the most part, newspapers use attribution at the end of a
sentence, what is called dangling attribution. For example:
Hundreds of people have been killed in Russian army attacks,
according to The Associated Press.

Attribution in broadcast copy, if used in the lead sentence, is
always at the top of the sentence. For example:
The Associated Press reports hundreds of people have been
killed in Russian army attacks.The attribution can also be delayed;
that is, it can be mentioned in the second sentence. For
example:
Hundreds of people reportedly have been killed in Yugoslav
army attacks on Croatia. The report comes from The Associated
Press.

Using Quotes
Most of the time, quotes are paraphrased in broadcast copy.
Newspapers have the luxury of providing long, detailed quotes
of politicians, government officials, and other newsmakers. But
broadcasting time restrictions require a distillation of such
information. There will be times, because of the importance of
statements, when direct quotes can be used. Even then,
however, the writer must keep them to a minimum.
Here is sample of a quote that appeared in a newspaper:
“This is an example of the worst brutality I have ever come
across,” was the way the judge described the beating of a man
arrested by police.
The broadcast version would read:
The judge said the beating of a man arrested by police was-in
his words- “the worst brutality I have ever come across.”
The quote also could have been paraphrased:
The judge described the beating of the arrested man as the
worst brutality he had ever come across.
If a quote is too important to paraphrase, the actual words
must be used. Most writers and broadcasters avoid using the
terms quote and unquote at the beginning and end of a direct
quote, but you will occasionally hear them on the air. There are
better ways to handle a direct quote. Here’s one way:
The President said the Republican sponsored welfare reform bill
would-and this is a direct quote-”take food out of the mouths
of poor children.”
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Some newcasters will use a direct quote after saying “and these
were the president’s exact words.” Other anchors will simply
pause a second before a direct quote and change the inflection
of their voices, but not all newscasters do this effectively. If you
are writing the script, be explicit and use an introductory phrase
to indicate you will be quoting someone directly.

Expressing Time
Because broadcast news usually reports or describes events that
are currently happening, it is not always necessary to use the
word today in broadcast copy. If events are not current, point
that out quickly.

If a story says that 18 people have been injured in a train crash
in Center City, listeners are going to assume that the accident
occurred today unless the broadcaster explains that it happened
last night or at some other time. Repeating the word today
throughout a newscast, then, would become tiresome.

“60 Minutes” Correspondent Ed Bradley reports live from the 1992
Republican Convention in Houston.

(Courtesy of CBS News)

Those writing or reporting for an evening or late-night newscast
should be specific. If the story is about something that is
happening while the newscast is on the air or took place a short
time earlier, the copy should stress the word tonight or use a
phrase such as at this vey moment, a short time ago, within the past
hour, or earlier this evening to alert the audience that this is fresh
news.

A story should never lead with the word yesterday. If a story
happened the day before, something new must be found to
freshen the story and eliminate yesterday from the lead. There
will be details on the subject of updating leads in Chapter 4,
“Writing Broadcast Copy.”

Looking Ahead
Some newscasts alert the audience to events that are expected to
happen in the future. The information should be as specific as
possible. An example:
The president is expected to leave the White House in the next
15 minutes or so for Andrews Air Force Base, where he’ll board
Air Force One for the trip to London.

Another example:
At any moment now, members of the United Nations Security
Council will be considering new proposals on the crisis in
Bosnia. We were told a few minutes ago that members were
already beginning to arrive at the Security Council chamber.
This sort of specific time reference adds immediacy and drama.
It’s much better than saying:
The Security Council meets today to consider new proposals on
the crisis in Bosnia.

One final note: Whenever you use a specific time reference, such
as tonight or a few minutes ago, place the reference as close as
possible to the verb whose action it describes.

Transitions
Transitions are phrases and words that signal relationships
between sentences. Some broadcast newswriters use transitions
to carry listeners from one story to another; but in a newscast,
transitions should be used with care and in moderation. If a
transition is natural, it can be effective, but most transitions
tend to sound contrived.
Here’s an example of good use of a transition:

Centerville Mayor Frank Jones is flying to New York City at this
hour to take part in talks with other mayors on how to deal
with Washington’s cut in funds for American cities.
Also traveling today is Centerville Police Chief Robert Potter.
He’s on his way to Chicago to meet with officials in that city to
discuss the fight on drugs.
The transition also traveling today works here because it links
stories about similar events of equal importance.
But here’s a bad example:

Centerville Mayor Frank Jones is flying to New York City at this
hour to take part in talks with other mayors on how to deal
with Washington’s cut in funds for American cities.
Also traveling tonight, Hurricane Dorothy. It’s headed our way
at about 10 miles an hour and could slam into the mainland in
the morning.
In this example, the transition is forced. Unlike the natural
connection of two city officials who are traveling on govern-
ment business, there is nothing logical about connecting the
movement of the mayor and that of a hurricane. That example
was not made up. The names have been changed, but the
transition tying together the movement of an official and a
hurricane was actually broadcast.
Here is another example of an effective transition:

The Justice Department wants to know if there are patterns of
police brutality anywhere in the country. The Department has
ordered a review of all police brutality complaints filed with its
civil rights division during the last six years. The order comes
amid an outcry over the police beating of motorist Rodney
King in Los Angeles-an attack videotaped by a witness and aired
across the country.
Los Angeles isn’t the only place where authorities are investigat-
ing allegations of police brutality. In Georgia, witnesses say
more than a dozen police officers pounced on a suspected
prowler they caught after a chase from Atlanta to Stockbridge.
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The Atlanta and Clayton County police departments are
conducting internal investigations. (AP Radio)
The transitional sentence Los Angeles isn’t the only place where
authorities are investigating allegations of police brutality is quite
logical.
The prize for bad transitions must go to a tabloid TV station in
Miami:

The pope wasn’t the only one celebrating a birthday today. Five
years ago today, Mount St. Helens volcano erupted.
People, Not Persons
Our final style note regards the use of the term people as
opposed to persons, when more than one person is involved in a
story, it is more conversational to refer to them as people, even
though some style books continue to insist that a small group
should be referred to as persons. For example, in conversation we
are more likely to say that” five people” are going to join us for
dinner than we are to say that” five persons” will be joining us.

Summary
This discussion above will never fail to reward you, because
Strunk’s advice for improving clarity in written expression so
often makes equal sense for the spoken word. You must, as
Mark Twain once scoffed, “Choose the right word, not its
second-cousin.”
This chapter suggests that you use conversational style in
writing broadcast copy. The material in the chapter is meant to
help you learn to write as you speak. Most of us use brief
sentences, with few subordinate clauses, and choose easy-to-
understand words in everyday conversation. Communicating
information to a radio or TV audience is best done in everyday
language, simply and with sincerity.
Keep in mind that reading your copy aloud is the best way to
test how well you are using conversational style. Your ears, not
your eyes, will tell you if your copy is good.
Verbs play a vital role in broadcast newswriting. One of the
most important messages of this chapter is to use present-
tense verbs in broadcast copy as much as possible. People turn
to radio and television because they want to know what is
happening now. When you write broadcast copy, try to make
the news sound fresh without being dishonest or misleading.

Using the right verb is also crucial. Remember that you don’t
always need to look for ways to replace says. It’s a good verb.
Look for strong verbs that vividly describe the action, but make
sure they don’t send the wrong message.
This chapter also discusses attributing information in broadcast
copy. If you need to include an attribution, always place it at the
beginning of your sentence.

Review Questions
1. Where would you use contractions in the following

sentences?
The governor says he will leave on vacation tomorrow.
There will be a dozen people at the reception.

The workers say they will walk off the job at noon.
Here is the latest word from the Weather Bureau.

Now let us take a look at what happened in baseball tonight.
2. Would you use a contraction in the following sentence?

Explain.
The president says he will sign the bill.

3. What’s wrong with the following sentence, and how could it
be improved for broadcast?
1Wo years after the crash of a helicopter into the Washington
channel the D.C. Fire Department has not provided scuba
equipment and training for its fireboat personnel, despite an
order from Congress to do so ac. companied by an
appropriation to pay for it.

4. Here is another complex sentence. How could you improve it
for broadcast’
Higher rates for electricity could be one result of the miners’
strike against the Pittston Coal Company, which has forced
some utilities to curtail sales of power to neighboring
companies and to buy more expensive types of fuel,
according to an industry spokesman.

5. Here is a list of words that are not particularly good for
broadcast. Think of an appropriate substitute for each.
emblazoned facilitate
ascent perquisites
capitulation stupefied
exodus disperse

6. Keeping in mind the suggestions for using prepositions and
conjunctions, how could the following sentence be improved
for broadcast?

The circus’s chief lion trainer did not take part in the show
because he was sick. However, the apprentice trainer took
over and his performance was loudly applauded.

7. There’s a pronoun problem in the following sentence.
Identify it, and explain how the sentence should read.
The governor accused his opponent, Frank Smith, of
mudslinging. After the exchange, he predicted he would win
the election.

8. What words and phrases might you use to replace the cliches
in the following sentences?
The prisoners rampaged for more than an hour.
The White House announcement came on the heels of Iraq’s
invasion of Kuwait.
The Republican candidate said he had no doubt that the tax
issue would become a political football.
The gun lobby was up in arms because of congressional
approval of the Brady bill.

9. How could the verb tenses in these sentences be improved
for broadcast?
The President said he would veto the tax bill unless
Congress made some major changes. He spoke to reporters
at the White House a short time ago.
Rescuers went through the Oklahoma City bomb wreckage
looking for more bodies. They said they expect to work all
day and night.
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The hurricane slammed into Hollywood, Florida, a few
minutes ago, and our reporter had this report from the beach
area.

10. What’s wrong with the verbs in these sentences?
There was applause when the birthday cake was brought
out by the chef.
The robber was grabbed by the sheriff as he tried to run
from the bank.

11. How could the verbs in these sentences be improved for
broadcast?

The teacher declared that the student outing was post-
poned because of rain.
The mayor asserted that she would seek another term.
The president exclaimed that he would go to Camp David
for the weekend.

12. What’s wrong with the attributions in the following
sentences?

The nation’s economy is going to get worse before it gets
better, according to a leading economist.
Hundreds of people were injured in rioting in Los Angeles
following the Rodney King verdict, according to the police.

13. What’s wrong with the transition used to link the follow-
ing sentences?
Forest fires swept through a number of states on the West
Coast today, destroying hundreds of thousands of acres
of trees. Also under fire is our town’s police chief, who is
accused of failing to control some of his officers.

Summary
Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no
unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for
the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary
lines and a machine no unnecessary parts. This requires not that
the writer make all his sentences short, or that he avoid all detail
and treat his subjects only in outline, but that every word tell.

Exercises
1. Using stronger verbs, rewrite the following copy.

An earthquake has hit San Francisco. Police say several people
may haw been killed. There is no report on injuries. But
rescue workers looked through several wrecked buildings for
possible victims. Hundreds of frightened residents left their
homes. It was the strongest quake to rul the city in several
years.
Power lines were down in some areas. Police say they fell
when cracks developed in the pavement.
Utility company officials are in the area to examine damage.
They said some power lines were broken during the quake
and present a danger.

2. The following remarks were made by President Clinton on
the restoration of full relations with Vietnam. Write a story
showing how you would use them in broadcast copy.
“Let this be a time to heal and a time to build. This moment
offers us the opportunity to bind up our own wounds.”

3. Find two related stories on the wires or in the newspaper.
Rewrite them in broadcast style, and use a transition to tie
them together.

4. Using wire copy or newspaper stories, find three sentences
that use the passive voice, and rewrite the sentences in
broadcast style.

5. Find as many verbs as you can on the front page of your
local newspaper that you feel could be stronger or more
colorful. Replace them.

6. Correct any misused words and phrases in the following
sentences:
The consensus of opinion was that the Republicans would
gain control of the House.
Due to the bad weather, we decided not to go boating. There
were over a thousand people in the ballroom. The car rides
like an expensive one should.

7. Rewrite the following wire-service sentence for broadcast.
Thunderstorms that raged through the South, and bad
weather elsewhere, have been blamed for at least 23 deaths
and the presumed drowning of a North Carolina man swept
away by a swollen creek the night before he was to be
married.

8. Take a story from the wires or a newspaper. Read it carefully,
and then put it aside. Now rewrite the story in broadcast
style without looking at the copy again. When you have
finished, look at your copy, and make a note of anything
important that you forgot or any information that you wrote
incorrectly.

9. Watch a program of any kind on television, and then write a
story about it, describing it as you would to a friend.

10. Read over your story from exercise 3 or 4, and make any
changes you think will improve the copy. Then read the copy
aloud, and note any changes you would make that you did
not notice when you read the copy to yourself.

11. Find a newspaper story that has at least one subordinate
clause in the lead, and rewrite it in broadcast style.

12. Look through your newspaper for words that you feel are
too long or might be difficult for a broadcast audience to
understand. Look them up in a dictionary or thesaurus to
find synonyms that would be more appropriate for
broadcast copy.
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Topics covered:

Leads, hard and soft leads, the quote lead, the suspense lead,
delayed lead, constructing the rest of the story, radio and TV
writing, slugs, the split page, punctuation, names and titles, •
foreign names, ages, race, numbers, timing stories.

Objective
• To extensively study the style of broadcast writing.
• To practice the same through the lesson.

Writing Broadcast Copy
The hardest part of writing broadcast copy is getting started.
There are times when you will have difficulty moving your
fingers. Your brain will seem dead. You may feel hypnotized by
the white paper in your typewriter or the glow from your
computer screen. Break the spell. Type the first thing that comes
into your mind. Don’t worry whether it is good, just write. Get
started. It will get easier.

You may find that the first sentence you write works as an
opening for your story, or you may need to write a few sen-
tences before you come up with one that you like. This chapter
focuses on writing an effective opening sentence, or lead, for a
news story.

Leads
The lead is the most important part of a news story because it
sets the tone for all that follows. The lead must grab or “hook”
the audience’s attention in as few words as possible. The hook
can be an exciting or dramatic sentence, a clever phrase, an
intriguing fact, or a provocative quote.

The Five W’s and H Rule
Unless the story is a feature, the lead must include an element
of news. It must begin to address the traditional journalistic
concept of discovering information. To guarantee that all of the
important news elements are reported in a story, journalists
have devised a rule that requires newswriters to answer six basic
questions: who, what, where, when, why and how. This rule is
referred to as the “five W’s and H rule.” At one time, most
newspaper editors expected every lead to answer all of these
questions. But few newspaper editors still require this, and
broadcasters never follow the rule. However, at least one or
more of the questions must be answered in the lead of the
story for it to be news. By the end of the story, most-if not all-
of the questions should be answered. An opening sentence that
contains no news is referred to as a non-news lead, and such
leads are unacceptable in a news story. Here’s an example:
The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has met with
reporters. This lead could become news by answering some of
the journalistic questions. Why did the chairman meet with
reporters? What did he tell them? For example:
The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Colin Powell, told
reporters this morning that the United States would probably

continue to keep troops in Iraq for a number of months.

This revised lead does not deal with all five W’s and the H, but
it is a start. The who is the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The what is the issue of maintaining troops in Iraq. The where is
Iraq. The when is for a number of months. Still unanswered are
the why and the how. These questions would be answered in the
balance of the story-if the answers are available. This revised
lead is an example of a hard lead. Such leads address the most
important aspect of a story immediately. There are a variety of
ways to lead your story, and all of them will be examined in the
following sections. The decision about which kind of lead to
use depends on a number of factors; the most important is the
nature of the story. Is it a feature or breaking news? Is the story
sad or upbeat? Is it about people or an event? Is the story
about politics, a war, a medical development, or the kidnapping
of a child? Is the story brand new or a continuing one? The lead
is like the foundation of a house. How the foundation is built
determines how the rest of the house will look. The lead
sentence determines how the rest of the story should be
constructed.

Hard and Soft Leads
In choosing a lead, decide first whether it will be hard or soft.
As you saw in the previous example, a hard lead tells the
audience the vital details of the story immediately. Hard leads
are usually used for breaking news:
At least 30 people were injured in the collapse of the building.
More than a dozen people were arrested in the drug bust. The
government announced today that 150 thousand more
American were employed in November. A soft lead takes a
more subtle approach; it alerts the audience to the news that is
to follow. This approach is sometimes called “warming up” the
audience. The following soft leads could be used for the above
stories:

A building collapses in Center City. At least 30 people have been
injured.  A major drug bust in New York City. More than a
dozen people are under arrest.

An anchor and producers go over a script at WTV]-TV, Miami.
(Courtesy of WTVJ-TV, Miami)

LESSON 28:
DEVELOPING STORY LINE BY LINE
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Improvement in the unemployment figures. The government
announced that 150 thousand more Americans were employed
in November.
The soft leads may not sound as exciting or dramatic as the
hard leads, but they do invite the audience to keep listening.
Notice that two of the example soft leads are not full sentences
but phrases that serve the same purpose as headlines in a print
story. Soft leads can be helpful to listeners carrying out other
tasks or fighting traffic on the way to the office, by giving them
time to shift their attention to the news.
Many editors discourage soft leads because they tend to slow
down a newscast, particularly if used too often. But used in
moderation, soft leads add variety to broadcast copy. Experi-
enced editors tend to be flexible in dealing with a writer’s style,
including the kinds of leads writers choose. Good editors
recognize that there is not just one way to write a story. They
might say, “Well, it’s not the way I would have written it, but
it’s not bad.”

The “Right” Emotion
One challenge in writing a lead is deciding on the appropriate
emotion, or tone, to express in the story. The tone depends
mainly on the kind of story you are going to tell. For example,
if the story is about something amusing, you would establish a
lighthearted tone in the lead. Let’s look at an example:
A Center City schoolteacher got enough kisses today to last-
well, maybe not a lifetime, but a few weeks, anyway. Patricia
Roberson kissed 110 men at the annual fund-raiser for the local
zoo. At ten bucks a kiss, Roberson raised eleven hundred
dollars for the zoo, and when she turned the money over to
zoo officials she joked that all the animals were not behind bars.
Even stories about accidents can sometimes be treated lightly:

“I’ll never drink hot coffee in the car again.” That’s what John
Semien said when he left the Center City hospital. This
morning, Semien’s car struck a fire hydrant, bounced off a tree
and smashed into the window of a flower shop.
Semien said he had bought a container of coffee at a
McDonald’s drive-through and as he tried to add sugar and
cream he lost control of the car when the hot coffee fell between
his legs.
Stories about tragedies, as you would expect, require a more
serious, straightforward approach:
It’s now believed that the death toll in the earthquake in Mexico
has reached more than 50.

or
At least three people are reported dead in the collision this
morning of a half-dozen cars on the freeway.
For these leads, the writers chose to give just the facts; a decision
that creates a quiet tone that underscores the loss of life
described in the stories.
While every story requires the writer to choose a certain tone,
features and nonbreaking news stories allow more flexibility
than does breaking news. Some writers are very effective at
evoking joy, pathos, and other emotions from an audience
through the tone they create. Look, for example, at these leads
written by CNN anchor Reid Collins. His story about the

invasion, of Kuwait began: “A rich little country died at dawn
today.” On the rioting at these Viennese Opera Ball, Collins
wrote: “A night at the opera in Vienna was a Marxist nightmare-
part Karl, part Groucho.” And his lead on a story about Mikhail
Gorbachev’s busy day was: “Like a juggler with too many plates
ill the air, Mikhail Gorbachev was stage right, stage left, and
stage center today). So far, no breakage.”
Notice that Collins creates an air of sadness in his Kuwait lead,
whereas hi suggests the chaos and confusion of the riot in his
lead about the Vienna Opera. Similarly, his image of Gorbachev
as a juggler effectively elicits a picture of Gorbachev frantically
rushing around trying to hold his country together. These leads
tell the audience not only what the stories are about, but how
the writer wants the audience to feel about them.

The Quote Lead
Sometimes a quote, like the “hot coffee” example used earlier,
can provide an excellent hook for a story:
“Life is short and life is sweet. So take time to enjoy what you
have.” Marine Captain Russell Sanborn says that’s one of the
lessons he learned as a prisoner of war in Iraq. He and some
other former P-O-W’s told their stories today at news confer-
ences in the Washington area. (AP Broadcast Wire)
Here is another example:
“The first thing I’m going to do is quit my job and take a trip
around the world.” That’s what lottery winner Bill Turpin said
when he redeemed his ten million dollar winning lottery ticket.

Quote leads should be used sparingly, however unless the
quote is comparatively short, the listener may miss its connec-
tion with the rest of the story.

The Shotgun Lead
The shotgun, or umbrella, lead can be effective for combining two
or more related stories:
Forest fires continue to roar out of control in California,
Oregon and Washington State. The drought that has plagued
the three states is now in its second month. Fires have scorched
more than a million acres of timberland in California and
another half million acres in Oregon and Washington.

The advantage of the shotgun lead is that it allows the writer to
eliminate the boring alternative of reporting the fires in three
separate, back-to-back stories.
Here is another example:
Congress today is looking at administration proposals that
would increase the number of crimes punishable by the death
penalty and make it easier for police to collect evidence.
The writer would then devote a few sentences to each of the
White House recommendations.

The Suspense Lead
The object of the suspense lead is to delay telling the key informa-
tion until the end of the story.
National Public Radio’s Susan Stamberg used an effective
suspense lead in her excellently written story about a famous
photographer:
Stamberg does not tell her audience until the final paragraph
that Eisenstadt has just celebrated his 92nd birthday and that
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this is why she is talking about him and his work on this
particular day. She decides to grab her audience with a story
about a sailor and a nurse. The listeners have no idea why she is
telling them the story, but it is bound to get the audience’s
attention. And the picture Stamberg paints is a colorful one:
. . . the sailor grabbed the nurse in glee just as he had grabbed all
those other women, but this was different. The nurse is caught
gracefully in the sailor’s arms. Her body twists a bit in his
embrace.
They look as if they could be dancing. It’s the Eisenstadt
moment.

The last sentence of Stamberg’s opening introduces Eisenstadt
for the first time, but listeners still do not know who
Eisenstadt is unless they guess he is the famous photographer.
Then, Stamberg intrigues listeners some more by letting
Eisenstadt speak for himself. At that point, the audience
realizes that the story is about Eisenstadt the photographer and
about a famous picture he took more than 45 years earlier.
Stamberg doesn’t fill up her script with a lot of details about
the career of the famous photographer. She decides to remind
listeners of the man by telling about his most famous picture-
one that captured a moment in history at the end of World War
II.

The Delayed Lead
Instead of saving the most important information until the
end of the story, as in the case of the suspense lead, the delayed
lead just withholds the most important details for a few
sentences.

The scene in the locker room of the Center City Rockets was
quieter than usual last night although the team won by three
goals. There also was a lot less swearing than usual and no
nudity. Also new in the locker room last night was Heather
Tierney.
The sports reporter for the Center City Times is the first
woman to be allowed in the team’s locker room. Club officials
broke the female ban after Tierney threatened to go to court to
win the right to enter the locker room after games.
If the delayed lead had not been used, the story probably
would have started out this way:
For the first time, last night a woman reporter was allowed in
the locker room of the Center City Rockets.

The delayed lead gives writers another option for adding variety
to a script, but, like some other leads mentioned earlier, it
should not be overused.

Negative Leads
Negative leads, which include the word not, should be avoided. A
positive lead can easily achieve the same result. There is always
the chance someone in the audience might miss the word not
and reach the wrong conclusion about what is happening. Here
are some examples:
Avoid: Striking newspaper workers say they will not return to
work. Use: Striking newspaper workers say they will continue
their walkout. Avoid: The mayor says he will not raise the city
sales tax.

Use: The mayor says he will keep the city sales tax at its present
rate.

Updating and Reworking the Lead
One of the most effective ways to attract and hold listeners is to
convince them that the news is fresh. There will be days when
news is plentiful, but on slow days news writers need certain
skills to make the news sound exciting and timely. One skill is
the ability to update leads, which means finding something new
to say in stories used in an earlier newscast. Another is the
ability to rework the original lead to include new developments.
For example, take a story about the arrest of a dozen men on
narcotics charges. Police say the men were found in a cocaine
“factory” where they were “cutting” more than one hundred
million dollars’ worth of cocaine.

Here’s the tIrst version of the lead:
Police have arrested a dozen men during a raid on a cocaine
factory in Center City. They say the men were cutting more than
100 million dollars’ worth of cocaine.
An hour later, the lead might say:
A dozen men are under arrest after police raided a building in
Center City. Police say the men were cutting more than 100
million dollars in cocaine.

Still later, the lead might read:
Police are guarding an estimated 100 million dollars in cocaine
that they scooped up in a raid on a Center City building. A
dozen men are behind bars in connection with the raid. Police
say the men were cutting the cocaine when the raid took place.
Another possible updated lead might say:
A dozen men are being held for arraignment on narcotics
charges following a raid on a Center City building. Police say
they found about 100 million dollars’ worth of cocaine in the
building. Police say the men were in the process of cutting the
cocaine when the officers broke into the building.

As new developments occur in the story, there will be added
opportunities to rework the lead. Within a few hours, detectives
may reveal details about how they found out about the cocaine
factory. They also may give more details about the raid. For
example:
Center City police now say that their raid on a cocaine factory
that resulted in the arrest of a dozen men came after two
months of surveillance by detectives.
A skilled writer will be able to tell the story many times without
making it sound stale.

Constructing the Rest of the Story
Once you have the lead of a story, its foundation, you are ready
to construct the rest of the story by building on the lead. The
audience has been prepared for what is to come. Now you must
provide the details in a clear and logical manner.
In broadcast news, you can use more than just words to
accomplish your goal. You can employ sound on radio and use
both sound and pictures to help tell the story on television.
Those techniques will be examined later. For now, let’s just deal
with words, returning to the story on General Colin Powell
mentioned earlier in the chapter. We’ll start with a hard lead:
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The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin
Powell, says U.S. troops will stay in Iraq for a number of
months.
The listeners now know part of the story. It’s not much, but it
is sufficient to grab interest. A general whom they have come to
know over the months is telling them something important:
that their sons, daughters, husbands, wives, and other relatives
and friends-at least some of them-are not coming home right
away. The audience will want to hear the general’s explanation:
General Powell says American forces will stay in Iraq to enforce
provisions of a pending U.N. cease-fire agreement. He says the
troops would also prevent Iraq from using chemicals and air
strikes to defeat rebels trying to overthrow President Saddam
Hussein.

Now the audience knows why troops will remain in Iraq. What
it does not know yet is how the troops are going to prevent
Iraq from using chemical weapons and air attacks against the
rebels. The next sentence addresses the question:
General Powell did not explain how U.S. forces would prevent
Iraq from using chemicals and air attacks against the rebels.
Once the general made reference to the chemicals and air attacks,
the statement had to be explained to the audience even if the
general did not elaborate. Otherwise, the audience might have
been asking the question and accusing the newscaster of
withholding the information. What next? Because the third
sentence mentions the rebels, that aspect of the story could be
expanded:
General Powell also said he was surprised by the strength of the
revolt against the Saddam regime. He also denied that the U.S.
forces are trying to playa role in influencing the outcome of the
rebellion.
The general had much more to say to reporters, and newspapers
carried the story in greater detail. But the broadcast newswriter,
who had eight other stories to cover in a three-minute newscast,
told the Powell story in just 20seconds. The essential details
were given; nothing vital was left out. This is key to broadcast
newswriting: condense the important material and eliminate the
unimportant without distorting the story or the facts.

Radio and Television Writing
Writing news for the radio broadcast is an art in itself. It is not
and cannot be-like writing for the daily newspaper.
Writing for the daily newspaper permits recourse to style, to
lengthy sentences and change of pace for paragraph construc-
tion. Writing for a paper is meant to be read. Writing for a radio
broadcast is intended to be heard. Though lengthy sentences are
frowned upon in any event, in the case of a newspaper, the
reader’s attention can still be held, since the visual attention span
is longer.

In the case of a radio broadcast, the listener can easily be put off
if the broadcaster rambles on and on. Inevitably, his sentences
will have to be short and terse. He will have to come to the
point and waste no word for embellishment.
A radio newscast starts with giving the headlines. The broad-
caster will then read out the more important news. The
technique applies to TV broadcasting as well, except that in the
latter case, an occasional film clip will also be shown.

TV News Broadcasting
Given below are some examples of TV news broadcasting as
heard and seen over Bombay TV on three successive days, June
22, 23 and 24.
Headlines
June 22, 1980

1. India today welcomed the Soviet decision to withdraw some
of its armed units from Afghanistan.

2. Abbasaheb Parvekar, a former Maharashtra Minister died in
Bombay today.

3. The Chief Minister Mr. A.R. Antulay will call a meeting of
historians to decide how best to observe the tricentenary of
Chatrapati Shivaji’s death.

4. The National Police Commission has recommended
extensive modernisation of police.

Soviet troops
The Soviet Union today announced the withdrawal of some
army units from Afghanistan whose stay was no more consid-
ered necessary.
According to the TASS Agency, the withdrawal was being done
after consultations with the Afghan Government.

The US State Department reacted to the announcement by
reiterating its demand that all Soviet troops should be pulled
out of that country.
India has welcomed the Soviet announcement as a good
development.
It was officially stated in New Delhi today that this partial
withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan was in line with
the suggestion India has been making for some months.

Parvekar
The former Maharashtra Minister Abbasaheb Parvekar died of
jaundice in Bombay this evening.
He was 52.
Mr. Parvekar, who was elected from the Yeotmal constituency,
was also the General Secretary of the Party in the State.
The body of Mr. Parvekar will be taken to his native place in
Parve, where the last rites will be performed.

Antulay
The Chief Minister, Mr. A.R. Antulay has said that he was
calling a meeting of historians to decide how best to observe
the tricentenary of Chatrapati Shivaji’s death.
Talking to newsmen in New Delhi today, Mr. Antulay high-
lighted the secular character of Shivaji even at a time when
secularism was not known in the country.
The Maharashtra Chief Minister said that during his visit he
met a number of Union Ministers and discussed with them the
State’s development work.

Trees (film)
A tree planting drive was inaugurated by the Maharashtra
Minister for Finance and Urban Development Mr. Ramrao Adik
at Breach Candy today as part of the Green Bombay Clean
Bombay Campaign.
The MLA from the area, Mr. B.A. Desai was also present.
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Konkan
The Maharashtra Government wi11 try to secure special financial
concessions from the centre to develop industries in the
backward Konkan region.
This was announced by the Minister of State for Industries,
‘Publicity and Cooperation, Mr. S.N. Desai, in Ratnagiri today.
He said financial assistance would also be provided for resum-
ing construction work of the Bhagavati,Port.

Chaturvedi
The Maharashtra Minister of State for Public Health and
Forests has said a provision for the Panch Water Supply project
near Nagpur is likely to be made in the State Department.
Speaking to newsmen in Nagpur today Mr. Satish Chaturvedi
said some ministers from the Vidharbha region had asked the
Chief Minister to allot four and a half crore rupees for the
project.
He said that the statutory boards and corporations in the State
will be re-constituted.

Police
The National Police Commission has recommended extensive
modernisation of police.
In its report published today, the Commission has
recommended a direct assistance of Rs. 550 crores to the states
in the next ten years.
The Commission said that there was an immediate need to
harness scientists, engineers and modern technology to combat
“ crime.

The report suggested that Police must have computers to store
data and its own telecommunication, network.
The Commission recommended residential telephone connec-
tions for all police officers from the rank of Inspector onwards.
It also suggested that the Police transport fleet should be
suitably expanded.

Died
The former hockey star Mr. Kishen Lal died in Madras today
after a brief illness.
He was 64.
Mr. Kishen Lal who led India in the 1948 London Olympics
had been working as the Western Railway Hockey coach.
The second leg final of the Murugappa Gold Cup Hockey
Tournament, scheduled for today was cancelled as a mark of
respect to Mr. Kishen Lal.

In all there were twenty-seven news items recorded that day,
with a sports item held out till the last.
On the morning of June 23, Mr. Sanjay Gandhi died in a plane
crash and most of the news concerned Mr. Gandhi as a major
figure. This is how Bombay TV gave the news:

Headlines

1. Mr. Sanjay Gandhi died in a plane crash this morning.
The funeral will take place tomorrow evening.

2. A Court of Inquiry has been ordered into the accident. ‘

3. Leaders of all political parties and groups have expressed
deep shock at the sudden death of Mr. Gandhi.

4. The Maharashtra Government has announced the closure of
all offices and institutions tomorrow barring the essential
services.

Sanjay: Accident
Mr. Sanjay Gandhi, MP, died in New Delhi this morning in a
plane crash. The two-seater single-engine aircraft carrying Mr.
Gandhi and Captain Subhash Saxena, Chief Instructor of the
Safdarjang Flying Club crashed behind 12, Willingdon Crescent,
the residence of Mr. Sanjay Gandhi.

The Prime Minister was informed at ‘8.20 A.M. and she rushed
to the site within minutes.
She accompanied her son in the ambulance to the Dr. Ram
Manohar Lobia Hospital.
All efforts by the doctors to revive them failed and they were
declared dead.
The doctors said that Mr. Gandhi died between 8 and 8.15
A.M.

Mr. Gandhi and Captain Saxena had taken off from Safdarjang
Airport.
The plane was to be in flight for about an hour.
The aircraft was certified for air-worthiness last Sunday.
The Air Chief Marshal .Mr. Arjan Singh told newsmen that Mr.
Sanjay Gandhi’s aircraft had bit the ground at a steep angle and
the front cockpit was badly telescoped.

A member of  Mrs. Gandhi’s household said the ill-fated craft
flew past 1 Safdarj1\ng Road, the Prime Minister’s residence,
minutes before it crashed.
According to an eye-witness account, the aircraft was attempting
loops. While it made three loops, the aircraft failed in the fourth
and dashed against a tree.
A keen flyer, Mr. Sanjay Gandhi used to go flying almost every
morning before beginning his usual routine.
He had started flying in 1976 and a year later obtained the
Commercial Pilot’s license.

Recently Mr. Gandhi had been awarded the Instructor’s Rating
which meant that he was competent to teach flying to new
comers.
Scene-:
The news of  Mr. Sanjay Gandhi’s death spread like wild~firc: in
the capital. Thousands of grief-stricken people thronged the
Ram Manohar Lohia Nursing Home where he was taken after
the accident.
Ministers, leaders of various political parties, senior civil and
defence officials rushed to the nursing home. . ..
Rajiv
Sanjay Gandhi’s elder brother, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, who is away in
Italy, will reach New Delhi tonight or tomorrow morning.

Profile
Mr. Sanjay Gandhi, the second son of Prime Minister Mrs.
Indira Gandhi, was born on December 14, 1946.
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After his early schooling in Dehradun and in Delhi, he went to
England as an apprentice in auto-engineering to the famous
Rolls Royce Car Factory.
Mr. Gandhi was elected member of the National Council of the
Youth Congress at the 1975 Chandigarh session of  the
Congress. . . .
Condolence
In a message to Mrs. Gandhi from Tirupathi, the President, Mr.
Sanjiva Reddy has said that he was shocked to learn of the
sudden and sad demise of Mr. Sanjay Gandhi.

Both the Houses of Parliament which met this morning
adjourned in memory of Mr. Gandhi.
A benumbed Lok Sabha heard the Speaker, Mr. Balram,
formally announce the death of one of its youngest and most
promising members.. . .
Reactions
The Maharashtra Governor, Mr Sadiq Ali has expressed deep
distress and shock at the tragic death of Mr. Sanjay Gandhi
from whom the people had high expectations.
The Chief Minister Mr. A.R. Antulay said that Mr. Gandhi, a
1eader with passion for progress and betterment died leaving
the destined tasks unfinished.

Mr. Antulay rushed to Delhi. The Governor, Mr. Sadiq Ali will
be leaving tomorrow morning to attend the funeral.
The broadcast gave coverage later on to four news items of
importance, Assam, elections in Japan, a summit meeting of
seven indu5trialised countries and Aghanistan.
The next day, a former President of India, Mr. V.V. Giri died.
This is how Bombay TV began its broadcast.

Headlines
1. The former President, Mr. V.V. Giri, died this morning

following a severe heart attack. The funeral will take place
tomorrow.

2. The Centre has announced a 7-day national mourning.
3. The body of Mr. San jay Gandhi was cremated at the Shanti

Vana this evening.
4. All Central Government offices as well as offices of the

Maharashtra Government will remain closed tomorrow.

Funeral
Mr. V.V.’ Giri will be given a state funeral tomorrow evening
with full military honours. . . . Giri: Obit

Born on the 10th of August 1894, at Behrampur in Kanjan
district of Orissa, Varahagiri Venkatagiri had his early education
in his home town. Later he joined the Dublin University for
higher education where he came under the influence of De
Valera and was associated with Ireland’s freedom struggle. . . .
In protocol-conscious India, the head of state gets pride of
place in the casting of a news report. The headlines for June 22.
.1980, start with political news emanating from New Delhi. The
second item concerns a former minister who died. The third
item reverts to the pecking order and deals with a statement
made by Mabarashtra’s chief minister. The fourth item is about
an official commission and its report.

The reader will notice the terseness of the news reports.
Sentences are remarkably short and shorn of adjectives and
literary superfluities. No item has more than thirty words. It is
dear that in the framing of news bulletins, the simple rule of
brevity is adhered to with remarkable deftness.
Additionally, the need for brevity makes a more than usually
keen sense of news values imperative.

Broadcast News Writing Mechanics
Before you can get a driver’s license, you have to learn how to
drive a car. Before you write broadcast news, you must learn
good grammar and know how to use a typewriter or computer.
You also must understand what news is and how writing
broadcast news copy differs from other types of writing. As
noted in the Introduction, you must quickly learn about
accuracy and responsibility. You also need to learn the vocabu-
lary of broadcast journalism, terms such as wrap, voice-over,
standup, and cutaway.
Before you have finished working with this book, you will have
learned about all these things and many more. This chapter
starts with the mechanics of broadcast news writing, the small
but essential details of preparing a script correctly. Learning
these mechanics is like learning how to use the controls on a
dashboard.

Some Basics
Computers are rapidly replacing typewriters in news rooms and
classrooms, but there are still plenty of typewriters in use.
Regardless of which machine you use, the following instruc-
tions for typing broadcast copy on 81/2 by 11inch paper are
standard for radio news. (Television newswriters work with
what is called the split page, which will be discussed later in this
chapter.)

Set the margins for 65 spaces, leaving approximately 10 spaces,
or one inch, on each side of the page. Depending on the make
of typewriter, type the copy double- or triple-spaced to allow
enough room between the lines to make corrections. If your
typewriter has large, bulletin-sized type fonts, or if you use a
computer, double-space.
On a computer, you set these margins and spaces electronically,
but the basic format remains the same. The major difference is
that corrections will not be made between the lines on a
computer screen. Corrections and changes in copy will be made
electronically to the lines of copy themselves. The result is a
much neater, easier-to-read script.

Correcting Copy
Corrections on a typewritten script must be made with great
care. The words being changed must be completely crossed out,
and the words being substituted must be written clearly just
above the crossed-out words. If the required corrections are too
elaborate and the script becomes difficult to read, retype it.

Standard newspaper copyediting symbols are not permissible in
broadcast copy. Here are two examples of corrected copy. The
copy is edited for broadcast:
The mayor says he’s binging (bringing) the two sides in the
newspaper stike (strike) to the bargaining talbe (table) and is
hupeful (hopeful) that an agreement can be reachd (reached)
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before the end of the week. The strike is now in its 3rd week
(third week). The major issiue (issues) are job security and the
newspaper’s demnand (demand) that the union accept a 2%
reduction in wages.
Poorly corrected copy increases the possibility that an anchor will
make a mistake. As might be expected, anchors are particularly
sensitive about stumbling over a word or sentence, and, if the
mishap is the writer’s fault, you can be certain that the news-
caster will let someone know about it as soon as the newscast, is
over or, more likely, during a commercial break.

Slugs
Every page of the news script must be identified. These
identifications are called slugs, and they are placed in the upper
left-hand corner of the page. The slug includes a one- or two-
word description of the story, such as Fire,
Newspaper Strike, or Missing Boy. The slug also includes the
date, the time of the newscast, and the writer’s initials. Here’s an
example:
Fire
2/10/93

9 a.m.
TW
Slugs are important because they allow the writer, producers,
anchors, director, and a variety of other people involved in
putting a newscast together to locate quickly a particular story in
the script. This can be vital when, for example, the position of
the story in the script must be changed or the story must be
dropped just as the newscast begins or when it is already on the
air.

The Split Page
Preparing a TV script is somewhat more complicated than
preparing a radio script. A TV script is divided into two vertical
sections and is known as the split page. All technical instructions
and identification of video and graphics appear in the left
portion of the split page, and the script to be read by the anchor
or reporter appears in the right column along with sound bite
outcues and times. There will be a number of examples of split
pages, and how they are used, throughout this book.
As you examine those scripts, you will notice that each station
has its own way of using the split page. Experienced broadcast
journalists adjust easily to the slight variations as they move
from station to station.

Avoiding Abbreviations
All words in broadcast news copy, with a few exceptions, must
be spelled out. Abbreviations are not permitted because they
would force anchors to interpret their meaning, thus inviting
confusion, and mistakes.

Wrong Right
Lt. General Lieutenant General
Ass’t. Sec. of State Assistant Secretary of State
Union Pres. Felix Jones Union President Felix Jones

John St. and Norfolk Ave. John Street and Norfolk Avenue

Abbreviations are used if the names of organizations are better
known by their initials than by their full names-for example,
FBI, NBC, and CIA. However, to make it easier for anchors to
read, place hyphens between the letters.
F-B-I
N-B-C

C-I-A

Avoiding Split Words and Sentences
If there is not enough room on a line of copy to complete a
word, the entire word must be carried over to the next line.
Words should not be hyphenated because splitting words at the
end of a line could confuse the anchor.
The same is true with sentences that cannot fit on one page.
Part of a sentence should not be carried over from one page to
another. Forcing anchors to jump from the bottom of one
page to the top ofthe next when they are in the middle of a
sentence invites trouble. It cannot be stressed too often that
writers must avoid anything that increases the chance that
anchors will stumble over copy.

If a sentence cannot be completed on a page, it should begin on
the top of the next page. 1)rpe the word MORE at the bottom
of the page so the anchors know that there is more to the story
on the next page. Otherwise, they may pause unnecessarily,
believing a new story starts on the following page. Some
newsrooms prefer to use an arrow at the end of the page to
indicate more copy is coming.

Punctuation
While the opening of this chapter stressed the importance of
using correct grammar in broadcast copy, be aware that there are
certain exceptions to standard grammatical rules. For example,
use commas to indicate a pause, not simply for grammatical
reasons. Some writers use a dash instead of a comma to
indicate a pause, but dashes should be used sparingly, usually to
indicate longer pauses. Unless you are writing for yourself
(when you ‘can do whatever is comfortable for you), you
should not use an ellipsis (three dots) to indicate a pause or as a
signal that you have eliminated part of a quotation because
those dots could confuse anchors. Never use a semicolon.

The CNN newsroom in Atlanta.

(@ 1992 CNN. All rights reserved.)
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Capitalize certain words, like Not and other words you think the
anchors should emphasize. This is especially helpful when the
anchors might not have an opportunity to go over the copy
before they read it on the air. Keep such emphasis to a mini-
mum, however, for the anchor is usually the best judge of
which words to stress.

Names and Titles
Titles are always used before a person’s name in broadcast copy;
never after it. For example, Secretary of Defense John Smith
should be used rather than, as newspapers write, John Smith,
Secretary of Defense. Using the title first alerts the listener to the
name that will follow, and it also reflects conversational style.

It is acceptable to break up the name and the title. For example:
The secretary of the Navy said today that joint maneuvers
would begin in the Atlantic next week. John Smith told
reporters that Canadian and British vessels would join part of
the Atlantic fleet in the maneuvers.
If you use names in your copy, make sure you double-check
their spelling and pronunciation. If you are reporting an
accident or a fire in which there are in juries or deaths, ask the
police officer or fire chief to confirm any names you’re unsure
about. Wire services are a good source for checking names and
pronunciations; more discussion regarding that in Chapter 8,
“Delivering the News.”
Names are not always essential to a story. Scripts written at a
small-town radio or TV station should certainly include the
names of those who were killed or injured in a fire at the local
paper plant. However, the names of three people from another
state who were injured on the freeway would be of little interest
to the local audience. It would be sufficient to say:

Three Florida residents suffered minor injuries after their car
spun out of control on the freeway and hit a guardrail.
If those three people live in a small town in the station’s
listening area, however, then the names and addresses should
be mentioned. The story might read:
Three Centerville people are recovering from minor injuries
suffered this afternoon when their car went out of control on
the freeway and hit the guardrail. Police identified the injured as
Pam and John Rose of the 300 block of Blackwell Avenue and
Peter Noyes, who lives at 177 Sunshine Road.
Some news directors prefer to omit the house numbers,
limiting the address to the street. In many cases, the determin-
ing factor is the size of the community. A radio station in a
community of 5,000 will give more details about the injured
than a station in a city of 100,000. A newscast in a larger city
might merely identify the neighborhoods in which the injured
people lived.

But in that community of 5,000, the second paragraph of the
story might give more details:
The injured were on their way home from a P-T-A meeting. The
Roses both teach at Johnson High School. They were giving
Noyes a ride home when the accident took place.
The added details are of interest because in a small community
the chances are that many of those listening to the newscast
know the three people. If they do not, they may still be

interested for other reasons: most of the audience will be
familiar with Johnson High School, they may be members of
the PTA, and some may have attended the PTA meeting.

Middle Initials
Do not use middle initials unless they are part of the name a
person is known by or they are needed in a story to identify
people with similar names. For example, some politicians and
celebrities, like the following, always use their middle initials, so
you would be correct to use them in the story:

The late Edward R. Murrow
George C. Scott
The late President John F. Kennedy
The same goes for middle names. They should never be used
unless the individual uses it. It would sound strange to hear the
name of the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. mentioned
without the Luther.

Foreign Names
It was sometimes amusing, but more often embarrassing, to
hear radio and TV anchors trying to pronounce all the foreign
names during the Gulf War.
Everyone quickly learned the name and pronunciation of the
president of Iraq, Saddam Hussein. The king of Jordan was
easy: King Hussein. But anchors used a variety of pronuncia-
tions for the president of Syria, Hafeez Assad, and the emir of
Kuwait, whose full name is Sheik Jabiral-Ahmadal- Sabah.
Most of the time the emir was referred to simply as Sheik al-
Sabah, and the Saudi Arabian monarch was usually called just
King Fahd. PLO leader Yasir Arafat was almost always initially
referred to by both names.
There will be more discussion on pronunciation in Chapter 8,
“Delivering the News,” but for now remember that foreign
names are used in broadcast copy only if they are essential. The
names of foreign heads of state, ambassadors, and foreign
ministers who are frequently in the news must be mentioned,
but secondary foreign officials can usually be identified by title
alone.

When a foreign name is used, it must be used according to
custom. In some foreign countries, such as China, the first
name is the surname and important one, not the last. For
example, the late Chinese leader Mao The-tung is referred to as
Chairman Mao.

Ages
A person’s age should be used in a news story only if it is
significant for some reason. Most of the time it is irrelevant.
There certainly would be no need to give the ages of Pam and
John Rose or Peter Noyes, who were involved in the earlier
accident example. However, if the Roses’ 5-year-old daughter
had been involved in the accident, her age would be worth
mentioning because she is so young; likewise, if Noyes’ 87-year-
old mother was in the back seat, her age should also be given.
Sometimes it is also acceptable to give ages in crime stories. If
two teenage boys were involved in a hit-and-run accident, their
ages should be reported. If an 80-year-old man tried to hold up
a bank, his age is the most interesting part of the story because
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it’s unusual to hear of a senior citizen committing a violent
crime.
If a 75-year-old woman’s vehicle crossed a divider and collided
head-on with another car, give her age. It could have been a
factor in the accident. Perhaps not, but until police determine
the cause of the accident, the woman’s age should be included.
It also should be noted if, for example, police said one of the
tires on the woman’s car had blown out and possibly caused the
accident.
Other reasons for giving ages include exceptional accomplish-
ments or unlikely occurrences. For example:

A 16-year-old graduates at the top of her law school class.
A 60-year-old Hollywood actor marries a 22-year-old woman.
A 44-year-old woman gives birth to quadruplets.

Marital Status
It is not necessary to specify whether someone is married,
divorced, or single unless the information directly relates to the
story in some way. There would be no reason to say whether
someone who was arrested for driving while intoxicated is
single or married. However, when a candidate is running for
mayor most people want to know whether he or she is single or
married.
During the Gulf War, many servicewomen were on duty in the
desert. A soldier usually was identified as a married woman
when the reporter discovered that her husband was also in the
service, or, perhaps, was home looking after the children. For
the most part, however, reporters were more concerned with
servicewomen’s role in the Gulf War, not their marital status,
and that was appropriate.

Race
As with marital status, race should be noted only if it is relevant
to the story. For example, you would mention race or ethnicity
if a city elected its first Hispanic member of the city councilor if
an African-American graduated at the top of the class in a
predominantly white college. But a person’s race should be
mentioned in a crime story only if it is necessary for identifica-
tion purposes while police are still looking for a suspect. If a
person has already been arrested for a crime, there is no reason
to indicate the person’s racial or ethnic background.

An anchor reviews copy.

Numbers
The fundamental rule regarding the use of numbers in
broadcast copy is that they should be rounded off and spelled
out when there is any chance for confusion. For example, a
budget figure of $60,342,960,000 should be rounded off to
“more than 60 billion dollars.” Such a figure is spelled out
because it would be virtually impossible for a newscaster to deal
with all those numbers in the middle of the copy.
The convention is to spell out single-digit numbers, and eleven,
and to use figures for 10 and for 12 through 999. For larger
figures, use words or word figure combinations. Here are some
examples:
There are only eleven days left until Christmas.

There were 45 students in the class.
There were three people at the table.
There were 600 prisoners of war.
There were 75-thousand people in the stadium and another 15-
thousand were turned away.

Single-digit numbers with million, billion, and so on are
expressed in words, such as:
It will take another three million dollars to complete work on
the project. Some figures reaching the news desk are expressed
in decimals:
The stock market was up 6.88 points.
Unemployment was down .01 percent for the month.

The Navy asked for an additional 5.5 billion dollars.
Some newscasters will say the stock market was up “six point
88,” but most prefer to eliminate the decimal and round off the
figure to “almost seven points.” As for the other examples:
recast them for broadcast copy to read, “Unemployment was
down one tenth of one percent for the month,” and “The
Navy asked for an additional five and one-half billion dollars.”
Timing Stories

It is essential to know how to time copy. If you are writing for
yourself, use a stopwatch as you read each page of copy aloud,
and then write the time on the page. Be sure to read the copy
aloud because the timing would be different if you read it
silently. If you are writing the copy for someone else, it is more
difficult to estimate time because everyone reads copy at a
different pace. On average, newscasters read at a speed of about
15 or 16 standard lines of copy per minute.
For television, because of the split page and the use of bold
type for the teleprompter, most newscasters take about one
second to read each line of copy. When computers are used to
write TV scripts, the timing may be different. (Some computers
will time each story.) As you become familiar with the equip-
ment you use to write scripts, you’ll learn how best to time the
material. You must know this information so that you will be
able to estimate how many lines of copy you need to write for a
given story. You may often be told by a producer, “Give me
about 20 seconds.”

Summary
Writing broadcast copy is like building a house. This chapter
focuses on the foundation-the lead. You now know many
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different ways to open you story. Some leads may be more
appropriate than others, depending on the nature of the story,
but remember that there is always more than one way to lead
your story.
In the first four chapters, the emphasis has been on the basics
of broadcast newswriting. Now that you know how to
construct a news story and 1 elude all the important details in
your story in a logical manner, you are ready to learn about what
many believe is the most important aspect of newswriting

Review Questions
1. Why can’t you use standard newspaper copyediting

techniques when you are correcting mistakes in broadcast
copy?

2. What is a slug, and where does it go on your copy?
3. Most abbreviations are not permitted in broadcast copy.

Give examples of some exceptions.
4. What should you do if you cannot complete a sentence on

one page?
5. Do titles go before or after a name in broadcast copy?
6. Explain when you should and should not give the street

address of someone involved in a car accident.
7. Should you ever give a person’s middle name or initial in

broadcast copy? Explain.
8. When is it proper to give a person’s age in broadcast copy?
9. When should you mention a person’s racial or ethnic

background?
10. How would you express the following sentence in

broadcast copy?
The Centerville School Board approved a budget of 1.5
million dollars.

11. How would you express the figure in the following
sentence?
There were 49,883 people at the game.

12. Many writers have problems writing the f’1rst sentence of
a story. How can they overcome this block?

13. What is the most important part of a news story? Why?
14. Although the five W’s and H rule is basically a print

journalism concept, it does have application for broadcast
journalism. What are the five W’s and H, and what is the
major difference in the way they apply to print and
broadcast journalism?

15. What is the difference between hard and soft leads?
16. How does emotion playa role in determining the lead

sentence and how the rest of the story is written?
17. Do quote leads work for broadcast? Explain.

18. What is a shotgun lead?
19. What is a delayed lead?
20. How do you update a lead?
21. Rewrite a one-page story from a newspaper and, after you

have corrected the copy, time it and note the time on the
page.

Exercises
1. Using the following information, write both hard and soft

leads:
A tanker registered to the Zabo Oil Company of Panama has
run aground. This happened off the coast of Charleston,
South Carolina. One half million gallons of oil already have
spilled into the Atlantic. It is believed that another half
million gallons are still on the ship.

2. Write a quote lead based on the following information:
A man on welfare, Bill Nelson, found a purse on the street.
When he opened it there was $5,000 inside. Nelson counted
it a dozen times. After two hours, he went to the police
station and turned over the money to the officer at the desk.
When questioned about his honesty, Nelson said, “I may be
poor but I am honest.”

3. Using the information from Exercise 2, write a delayed lead.
4. Write a shotgun lead using the following information:

Forest fires in Oregon have burned more than 10,000 acres
of timberland and the flames are threatening thousands of
additional acres. In California, firefighters are battling flames
that already have destroyed 15,000 acres of woodland.

5. Photocopy the following broadcast copy or retype it exactly as
it appears and then, with a pen or pencil, correct the errors.
The President called on Iraqis to overthrow the regime of
President Haddam Hussein. He suggested this solution
would be the best way to bring Iraq buck into the
community of peace- luving nations.
Pete Williams, Assistant Secretary of Defense, praised the
press for its coverage of the Gulf War and defended the
military’s use of the pool system in reporting the War.
Williams said the press accurately reported the war. He
denied complaints that the press was unable to report the
war accurately because of interference by the military.

6. Rewrite the following to reflect good broadcast style:

‘Ted Kennedy, the Democratic senator from Massachusetts,
said he would vote against the Supreme Court nomination.
General Colin Powell, the former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, has not decided if he will seek a presidential
nomination.

7. Read through your local newspaper until you find three
stories that use numbers that would have to be changed for
broadcast. Type the material so that it reflects proper
broadcast style.

8. Using the same newspaper, find three examples of names
and titles that would have to be rewritten for broadcast. Type
the material in broadcast style.
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Topics covered:

Introduction, news values, investigative reporting,
campaigning journalism, the news reporting function, civil
disturbance or war reporting, accuracy, intelligibility, legality,
impartiality and fairness, good taste, style book, radio news
today, Fancy Equipments for News Coverage, source of
radio news, telephone and tape recorder, staying well
informed.

Objective
• To investigate the various news policies and practices.
• To analyze the importance of objectivity in news writing.

Introduction
The best short definition of news is ‘that which is new,
interesting, and true’. ‘New’ in that it is an account of events
which the listener has no’ heard before-or an update of a story
familiar to him. ‘Interesting’, in the sense of the material being
relevant, or affecting him in some way. ‘True’ because the story
as told is factually correct.

It is a useful definition not only because it is a reminder of
three crucial aspects of a credible news service but because it
leads to: consideration of its own omissions. If all news is to
be really ‘new’  a story will be broadcast only once. Yet there is
an obvious obligation to ensure that it is received by the widest
possible audience. At what stage then can the news producer
update a story, assuming that the listener already has the basic
information? What do we mean by ‘interesting’ when we speak
not of an individual but of a large, diversified group with a
whole range of interests? Do we simply mean ‘important’? In
any case how does the broadcaster balance the short-term
interest with the long And as for the whole truth - there simply is
not time. So how should we decide out of all the important
and interesting events which confront us what to leave out?
And concerning what is included, how much of the context
should be given in order to give an event its proper perspective
And to what extent is it possible to do this without indicating a
particular point of view? And if the broadcaster is to remain
impartial, do we mean under all conditions?
These are some of the questions involved in the editorial
judgement of news. To begin with we need to consider not the
practical solutions but the criteria by which possible answers
may be assessed.
Starting with the listener, what does he expect to hear? Certainly
in true democracy he has a general right to know and discuss
what is going on around him. There will be limitations, defined
and maintained by la - matters of national security, confidences
of a business or private nature to which the public does not
have rightful access. But these reasons cc: be used to cloak the
genuine interest of the individual. Caught in such conflict, the
broadcaster is faced with a moral problem -the not-unfamiliar

one of deciding the greater good between upholding the law
and championing the rights and freedom of the individual. At
such times, those involved in public responsibility should
consider two separate propositions:

1. Broadcasters are not elected: they are not the government and
as such are not in a position to take decisions affecting the
interest of the State. If they go against the practice of the law
they do so as private citizens, with no special privileges
because they have access to a radio station.

2. Associated with the public right to know is the private right
not to divulge. A society which professes individual freedom
does not compel or allow the media to extract that which a
person wishes lawfully to keep to himself.

Thus the listener has a right to be informed; but although the
constraints may be few and the breaches of it comparatively rare,
the right is not total. Every broadcaster must know where he
stands and on what basis his lines of editorial demarcation are
drawn.

Objectivity
Some declare it to be impossible, that we are inevitably creatures
of our own age and environment, seeing the world through the
filters of a particular time and culture. In this sense only God is
truly objective. But broadcasters must be concerned with truth-
even when quite different perceptions and beliefs are held to be
true. Objectivity here means recounting these truths accurately
and within their own context, even when they conflict with our
own personal values. The difficulty is that professional news
judgements must, in the end, rely on personal decisions. This is
why the question of individual motivation is so important: why
do I wish to cover this story in this way? - to tell the truth, or to
make a point?

In the case of the BBC, the basis of news and current affairs
broadcasting has always been-and still is- first, to separate for
the listener the reporting of events (news) from the discussion
of issues and comment (current affairs), and second, to give
both sides of an argument. This is best achieved from the
position of being independent of both. Of course there are
journalists who see broadcasting as a means of indulging their
own attempts at public manipulation, just as there are govern-
ments which see news purely in terms of propaganda for their
own cause. But people sheltered from unpalatable truths cannot
decide, and cannot grow. Of course no government wants, for
example, to publicise corruption in high places, but suppose it
is there and the broadcasters know that, should it not be
investigated and exposed? The political history of the last 200
years shows that if the media does not do it, eventually the
people will. Arising from the broadcaster’s privileged position
as the custodian of this form of public debate, the role of a
radio service, even one under government or commercial
control, is to allow expression to the various components of

LESSON 29:
OBJECTIVITY
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controversy but not to engage itself in the argument nor to
lend its support to a particular view. I For example, where news
is written by a government office, there is always the emphasis
on supporting its own achievements - ‘The government has
performed another miracle today. . .’ However, objectivity
requires a news channel always to distance itself, even slightly,
from its sources. This is better as- ‘The government says it has
performed another miracle today. . .’ The difficulty stems from
the fact that many governments of new nations see their
essential task as nation building, so they believe they have to say
how good everything is. Their broadcasting is not about
challenging the mediocre or wrong, so you can’t publish
anything detrimental if you want to keep your job. Nevertheless
ways should be found of expressing truth so that broadcasting
is fully credible.
What the producer must not do is to introduce a partiality as a
result of his own conscious but undisclosed personal convic-
tions and motivation, even for the best of reasons. He must
avoid decisions based on his own religious, political or com-
mercial views since this is putting himself before his listener.
The impartiality of chairmanship is an ideal to which the
producer must adhere; any bias will seriously damage his
credibility for honest reporting. Yet in a world when one man’s
‘terrorist’ is another man’s ‘freedom fighter’, the very language
we use in imparting the facts is itself a matter of dispute and
allegiance. In this example one learns to use other, more neutral,
words like ‘guerrilla’, and ‘gunman’.
Objectivity becomes more difficult and more crucial as society
becomes less ordered in its deliberations and more torn with its
own divisions. This is something which many countries have
witnessed in recent years. The crumbling of an established code
of behaviour alters the precepts for making decisions - it may be
possible to act impartially in a discussion on, say, the permissive
society, but the rest of the station’s output is likely to indicate
clearly the broadcaster’s viewpoint. What is the meaning of
impartiality when covering a complex industrial dispute
involving official and unofficial representatives, breakaway
groups, vocally militant individuals and separate employers’ and
government views and solutions?
Even more difficult situations are those such as Northern
Ireland where there has been a ‘limited’ civil war. Do we give
equal time for those who would uproot society - for those who
oppose the rule of law? These are not easy questions since there
is a limit to the extent to which anyone may be impartial. When
one’s own country is involved in armed conflict it is probably
not possible or even desirable to be neutral- but one must, as
far as possible, remain truthful. While society may be divided
and changing in its regard for what is right and wrong, it is less
so in its more fundamental approach to good and evil. No
public medium of communication can function properly and
without critical dissent unless society is agreed within itself on
what is lawful and unlawful. It is possible to be impartial in a
peaceful discussion on attempts to bring about changes in the
existing law, but such impartiality is not possible in reporting
attempts to overthrow it by force. One can be objective in
reporting the activities of the man with the gun, but not in
deciding whether to propagate his views.

A former Director General of the BBC, Sir Hugh Greene, said
in the 1960s, ‘I do not mean to imply that a broadcasting
system should be neutral in clear issues of right and wrong,
even though it should be between Right and Left. I should not
for a moment admit that a man who wanted to speak in favour
of racial intolerance has the same rights as a man who wanted
to condemn it. There are some questions on which one should
not be impartial.’
There are those who disagree that race relations is a proper area
for showing partiality just as there are those who oppose the
underlying acceptance of the Christian faith as a basis for
conducting public affairs. This is not an abstract or purely
academic issue, it is one which constantly faces the individual
producer. He must decide whether it is in the public interest to
give voice to those who would challenge the very system of
democracy which enables him to provide that freedom of
expression. On the one hand, to give them a wider currency may
be interpreted as a form of public endorsement, on the other,
to expose them for what they are may result in their total
censure. What is important is the maintenance of the freedom
to exercise that choice, and ultimately to be accountable for it to
an elected authority. Sir Geoffrey Cox, former Chief Executive
of ITN (Independent Television News), has said of the
broadcaster’s function: ‘It is not his duty, or his right, to
editorialise on the question of democracy, to advocate its virtues
or attack its detractors. But he has a firm duty to see that society
is not endangered either because it is inadequately informed, or
because the crucial issues of the day have not been so probed
and debated as to establish their truth. A good broadcast news
service is essential to the functioning of democracy. It is as
necessary to the political health of society as a good water
supply is to its physical health.’

Democracy cannot, be exercised within a society unless its
individual members are given a choice on which to make their
own moral, political, and social decisions. That choice does not
exist unless the alternatives are presented in an atmosphere of
free discussion. This in turn cannot exist without freedom -
under the law -of the press and broadcasting. The key to
objectivity lies in the avoidance of secret motivation and the
broadcaster’s willingness to be part of the total freedom of
discussion to know that even his editorial judgement, the very
basis of his programme making, is open to challenge. Keep the
listener informed about what you are doing and why you are
doing it - that is the public interest.

News values
From all the events and stories of the day how does the
broadcaster decide what to include in the news bulletin? A
decision to cover, or not to cover, a particular story may itself be
construed as bias. The producer’s initial selection of an item on
the basis of it being worthy of coverage is often referred to as
‘the media’s agenda-setting function’. The extent to which a
producer allows his own judgement to select the items for
broadcast is a subject for much debate. People will discuss what
they hear on the radio and are less likely to be concerned with
topics not already given wide currency. So is a radio station’s
judgement as to what is significant worth having? If so, the
process of selection, the reasons for rejection, and the weight
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accorded to each story (treatment, bulletin order and duration)
are matters which deserve the utmost care.
There is sufficient evidence to support the significance of the
primacy and recency effects in communication. This means that
items presented at the beginning of a bulletin have greater
influence than those coming later - also that the final statements
exert an inordinate bearing on the total impact - probably
because they are more easily recalled. These principles are made
much use of in debates and trials but clearly apply also to
bulletins, interviews, and discussions. Who speaks first and
who is allowed the last word is often a matter of some
contention.
The broadcaster’s power to select the issues to be debated-and
their order of presentation -represents a considerable responsi-
bility. Yet given a list of news stories a group of editors will
each arrive at broadly similar running orders for a news bulletin
designed for a particular audience. Are there any objective criteria
on this matter of news values?

The first consideration is to produce a news package suited to
the style of the programme in which is it broadcast, answering
the question, ‘What will my kind .listener be interested in?’ A
five-minute bulletin can be a world view of twenty items,
superficial but wide ranging; or it can be a more detailed
coverage of four or five major stories. Both have their place, the
first to set the scene at the beginning of the day, the second to
highlight and update the development of certain stories as the
day proceeds. The important point is that the shape and style
of a bulletin should be matters of design and not of chance.
Unlike a newspaper with its ability to vary the type size, radio
can only emphasise the importance of a subject by its placing
and treatment. A typical five-minute bulletin may consist of
eight or nine items, the first two or three stories dealt with at
one minute’s length, the remainder decreasing to thirty seconds
each or less. The point was made earlier that compared with a
newspaper this represents a very severe limitation on total
coverage.
Having decided the number and the length of items, the news
producer has to select what is important as opposed to what is
of passing interest. When short of time it is easier to gain the
interest of the listener with an item on the latest scandal than
with one on the state of the economy. The second item is more
significant for everyone in the long term, but requires more
contextual information. The producer must not be put off by
such difficulties, for it is the temptation of the easy option
which leads to some justification in the charge that ‘the media
tends to trivialise’. An effect of the policy that news must
always be available at a moment’s notice is that stories of long-
term significance do not find a place in the bulletin. It is after all
easier to report the blowing up of an aircraft than the develop-
ment of one.
A second criterion for selection is to favour items to do with
people rather than things. The threat of an industrial dispute
affecting hundreds of jobs will rate higher than a world record
price paid for a painting. ‘How could this event affect my
listener?’ is a reasonable question to ask. For the listener to a
local station in Britain, fifty deaths following an outbreak of
typhoid in Hong Kong would be probably regarded with less

significance than a road accident in his own area in which no one
was hurt. But should it? Particularly in local radio there is a
tendency to run a story because of its association with mayhem
and disaster rather than its relevance. A preoccupation with
house fires and traffic accidents, otherwise referred to as
‘ambulance chasing’, is to be discouraged.
News values resolve themselves into what is of interest to, or
affects, the listener. Essentially they are determined by what is:
• Important - events and decisions that affect the world, the

nation, the community, and therefore me.
• Contentious - an election, war, court case, where the outcome

is yet unknown. . Dramatic-the size of the disaster, accident,
earthquake, storm, robbery. . Geographically near - the closer
it is, the smaller it needs to be to affect me.

• Culturally relevant - I may feel connected to even a distant
incident if I have something in common with it.

• Immediate - events rather than trends.
• Novel- the unusual or coincidental as they affect people.

On a different scale, sport can be all of these.
News has been called ‘The Mirror of Society’. But mirrors reflect
the whole picture, and news certainly does not do that. Radio
news is highly selective, by definition it is to do with the
unusual and abnormal but the basis of news selection must
not be whether a story arouses curiosity or is spectacular, but
whether it is significant and relevant. This certainly does not
mean adopting a loftily worthy approach-dullness is the enemy
of interest-it is to find the right point of human contact in a
story. This may mean translating an obscure but important
event into the listener’s own understanding. A sharp change in
the money markets will be readily understood by the specialist,
but radio news must enable its significance to be appreciated by
the man in the street. The job of news is not to shock but to
inform. A broadcasting service will be judged as much by what
it omits as what it includes.

Investigative reporting
The investigation of private conduct and organisational practice
- and malpractice - is an important part of media activity.
Newspapers have long regarded themselves as watchdogs,
keeping an eye particularly on those in positions of public trust.
The role of The Washington Post in the Watergate expose is a
well-documented example. Radio too recognises that it is not
enough to wait for every news story to break of its own accord -
some, of genuine public concern, are protected from exposure
simply because of the vested interests which work to ensure
that the truth never gets out. It is therefore sometimes necessary
to allocate newsroom effort to the process of research enquiry
into a situation which is not yet established fact. The story may
never materialise because insufficient fact comes to light. This
will involve the station in some loss through unproductive
effort, but it is nothing like the loss which will be suffered if the
newsroom proceeds to broadcast a story of accusations which
turn out to be false.

Government departments or commercial businesses involved
in underhand dealings; public officials or others with power
engaged in questionable financial practice; the rich and famous
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called to account for their sexual immorality; these are the most
common areas of investigation. But who is to say what is
underhand, questionable, or immoral? While it may be possible
to remain impartial in the reporting of news fact, the expose
inevitably carries with it an assessment of a situation against
certain norms of behaviour. Such values are seldom purely
objective. An investigation into the payment of a bribe in order
to secure a contract may provoke a public scandal in one part of
the world while in another it is simply the way in which
business is conducted. In other words, investigation requires a
judgement of some malpractice - of right and wrong. The
reporter must therefore be correct on two counts - that the facts
as reported stand up to later scrutiny, and that his or her own
judgement as to the morality of the issue is subsequently
endorsed by the listener, that is by Society.
To enable the reporter’s own values to remain largely outside
the investigation, the most fruitful approach is often to use the
stated values of the organisation or person being investigated
as the basis of the judgement made. Thus, a body claiming to
have been democratically elected but which subsequently was
shown to have manipulated the polls lays itself open to
criticism by its own standards. The same is true of govern-
ments which, while happy to be signatories of agreements on
the treatment of prisoners, also allow their armed forces to
practise beatings and torture; or business firms which promise
refunds in the event of customer complaint but which some-
how always find a loophole to evade this particular
responsibility. The radio station may have to represent the
listener in cases of personal unfairness, or pursue the greater
interests of society in the face of public corruption. But the
broadcaster must be right. This takes patience, hard, wearying
research, and the ability to distinguish relevant fact from a
smokescreen of detail.

Occasionally, outside pressure will be brought to bring the
enquiry to a halt. This may be the signal that someone is getting
uncomfortable and that the effort is beginning to bear results.
It is surprising how often malpractice breeds dissatisfaction.
Once the fact of an investigation becomes known a person with
a grudge is likely to provide anonymous information. Such
‘leaks’ and tip-offs of course need to be checked and treated
with the utmost caution. A story that is told too soon will fall
apart as surely as one that is wrong. Further, a station must
resist the temptation to get so involved with a story that it falls
prey to the same malpractice although perhaps on a much
smaller scale - as it is attempting to expose. So does it pay for
information? Does it go in for surreptitious recording, of
phone calls, for instance? Does it jeopardize its own integrity by
giving false information or staging events in the hope of laying
a trap for others? Investigative reporters should not work alone,
but in twos or threes-to argue through the methods, develop
theories, and assess results. They will be wise to stay in close
contact with their management-whose backing and continuing
financial support is crucial.
When it works, the effects are immediate and considerable. The
reputation gained by the programme and station are incalcu-
lable. A ‘scoop’ puts competitors nowhere. The public at large
wants wrongs put right. People respect a moral order, especially
for others, and in the end prefer justice to expediency.

Campaigning Journalism
Programmes, and their station or network, cease to be objective
or impartial when they wholeheartedly promote a particular
course of action. The extent to which any such bias will threaten
the credibility of the station as a whole depends on the
proportion of the audience which will already agree with the
action proposed. Thus a local station which advocates a by-pass
for its town, or wants to raise money for handicapped children,
is unlikely to create opposition among its listeners. Even if the
newsroom originates the campaign, the standing of the normal
bulletin material will probably remain unaffected. If, however,
the station is advocating action on a more contentious issue -
non-smoking in all public places, the introduction of random
breath checks as a deterrent to drunken drivers, or mandatory
blood sampling to detect carriers of the AIDS virus - then the
station must expect opposition, some of which will criticise any
story on the subject which the station carries.
In general, campaigning is best kept away from the newsroom.
The news editor should be allowed to pursue the professional
reporting of daily factual truth without being involved in
considerations of what other people - governments, councils,
advertisers or radio managements - want reported, or unre-
ported. This at least minimises the danger of one programme’s
editorial policy jeopardising news credibility. Voices associated
with news almost always run some risk when they appear in
another broadcasting context. Journalists who lend weight to a
particular view, however worthy, .easily damage their reputation
as dispassionate observers.
A producer wanting to promote a cause must obviously seek
the backing of his management and be aware of the possible
effect of any campaign on other programmes, especially news.
Partiality of view in itself may become counter-productive to
the very issue it is supposed to promote. Political causes are the
most extreme, and produce the greatest cynicism . . . ‘but then
you would say that, wouldn’t you’.

The News Reporting Function
The reporter out on the street and the sub-editor at his desk are
the people who make the decisions about news. Their concern
is accuracy, intelligibility, legality, impartiality and good taste.
Before looking at the key principles it is important to say
something about one of the more difficult aspects of the job.
Most of the work is relatively straightforward; some of it is
routine. Chronicling events and the reasons for them requires
much rewriting of other people’s copy received by a multitude
of means. It entails hours spent on the phone checking sources,
and days out on location recording interviews and filing reports.
It is during these times away from the newsroom, when the
reporter is on his own, that he is required to have a sense of
self-sufficiency - an apparent self-confidence, not always felt to
tackle the unknown and sometimes dangerous situation.

Civil Disturbance or War Reporting
Tragedy should be reported in a sombre manner-the broad-
caster always remaining sensitive to how the listener will react.
Reporting on a riot or commentating from a battle zone it is
the reporter’s task to report, not to get involved. It is sensible
therefore always to get local advice on conditions and as far as
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possible to stay outside a disturbance, rather than try to work
from inside the melee. It is then possible to see and assess what
is happening as the situation develops. Under these conditions
the reporter should remain as inconspicuous as possible and
not add to or inflame the situation by his or her presence.
The primary ambience in a crisis is likely to be one of confusion.
Asking for an official view tends to produce either optimistic
hopes or worst fears, so any comment of this kind should be
accurately attributed, or at least referred to as ‘unconfirmed’.
Analysis and interpretation of an event takes two forms - the
pressures and causes which led up to it, and the implications
and consequences likely to stem from it. Unless the reporter is
very familiar with the situation it is best to leave reasons and
forecasts to a later stage, and probably to others. On the spot,
there is no room for speculation: the story should be told
simply on the basis of what the reporter sees and hears.
In actual hostilities an accredited war reporter will be required to
wear a flak jacket or other protective clothing - the military do
not like to be held responsible unnecessarily for their own
civilian casualties. It will be necessary to liaise closely with the
officer in charge and to accept limits sometimes on what can be
said. Facts may have to be withheld in the interests of a specific
operation, for example the size and intent of troop move-
ments, or the names and identities of people involved in a
kidnapping or police siege. This is for fairly obvious tactical
reasons and it is generally permissible to say that reporting
restrictions are in force. One of the most memorable reports to
come out of the Falkland Islands conflict arose from just such a
situation. Brian Hanrahan reporting from the deck of the
British aircraft carrier ‘Hermes’:

At dawn our Sea Harriers took off, each carrying three one-
thousand pound bombs. They wheeled in the sky before
heading for the islands, at that stage just ninety miles away.
Some of the planes went to ~reate more havoc at Stanley, the
others to a small airstrip called Goose Green near Darwin, 120
miles to the west. There they found and bombed a number of
grounded aircraft mixed in with decoys. At Stanley the planes
went in low, in waves just seconds apart. They glimpsed the
bomb craters left by the Vulcan and left behind them more fire
and destruction. The pilots said there’d been smoke and dust
everywhere punctuated by the flash of explosions. They faced a
barrage of return fire, heavy but apparently ineffective. I’m not
allowed to say how many planes joined the raid, but I counted
them all out and I counted them all back. Their pilots were
unhurt, cheerful and jubilant, giving thumbs-up signs. One
plane had a single bullet-hole through the tailit’s already been
repaired.
(Courtesy BBC News.)
Expressed in a cool unexcited tone, it is worth noting the
shortness of the sentences and ordinariness of the words used.
It is not necessary to use extravagant language to be memorable.
See also the section on live commentary.

Working in conditions of physical danger, a basic knowledge of
first aid is valuable. Several organisations equip their staff
reporting from areas of potential risk with a medical pack
containing essentials such as sterile syringes, needles and
intravenous fluid. Psychological as well as bodily safety remains

important and reporters faced with violence, and the mutilated
dead and dying - whether it be the result of a distant war, or a
domestic train crash - can suffer trauma for some time after-
wards as a result of their experiences. The sometimes harrowing
effects of news work should not be underestimated and the
opportunity always provided for suitable counselling.

Accuracy
A reporter’s first duty is to get the facts right. Names, initials,
titles, times, places, financial figures, percentages, the sequence
of events – all must be accurate. Nothing should be broadcast
without the facts being double checked, not by hearsay or
suggestion but by thorough reliability. ‘Return to the source’ is
a useful maxim. If it is not possible to check the fact itself, at
least attribute the source declaring it to be a fact. Under pressure
from a tight deadline, it is tempting to allow the shortage of
time to serve as an excuse for lack of verification. But such is the
way of the slipshod to their ultimate discredit. Even in a
competitive situation, the listener’s right to be correctly in-
formed stands above the broadcaster’s desire to be first. The
radio medium, after all, offers sufficient flexibility to allow
opportunity for continuing intermittent follow-up. Indeed, it is
ideally suited to the running story.

Sometimes accuracy by itself is not enough. With statistics the
story may be not in their telling but in their interpretation. For
instance, according to the traffic accident figures the safest age
group of motorbike users is the ‘over 80s’ -not one was injured
last year! So a story concerning a 20 per cent increase in the
radioactivity level of cows’ milk over two years may be perfectly
true, but is it significant? How has it varied at other times? Was
the level two years ago unusually low? Were the measurements
on precisely the same basis? And so on. Statistical claims need
care.
Accuracy is required too in the sounds which accompany a
report. The reporter working in radio knows how atmosphere
is conveyed by ‘actuality’ the noise of a building site, the shouts
of a demonstration. It is important in achieving impact and
establishing credibility to use these sounds, but not to make
them ‘bigger’ than they really are. How fair is it then to add
atmospheric music to an interview recorded in an otherwise
silent cafe? It may be typical of the cafe’s music (and it is useful
in covering the edits) - but is it honest and real? Is it right to
add small-arms fire to a report from a battle area? Typically it is
there, it was just that the guns happened to be silent when I
was recording. In other words does the piece have to be reality,
or to convey reality? The moment you edit you destroy real-time
accuracy. It is a question of motive. The accurate reporter, as
opposed to a merely sensationalist one, will need a great deal of
judgement if he is to excite and interest, but not mislead.
The basic structure for the news interviewer is first to get the
facts, then to establish the reasons or cause lying behind them,
and finally to arrive at their implication and likely resultant
action. These three areas are simply past, present, and future -
‘What’s happened? Why do you think this is? What will you do
next?’ At another level, a news story is to do with the personal
motives for decision and action, and it is these which have to be
exposed, and if need be challenged with accurate facts or
authoritative opinion quoted from elsewhere.
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Intelligibility
Conveying immediate meaning with clarity and brevity is a task
which requires refinement of thought and a facility with words.
The first requisite is to understand the story so that it can be
told without recourse to scientific, commercial, legal, govern-
mental or social gobbledegook which so often surrounds the
official giving of information. A reporter determined to show
that he is at home with such technicalities through their
frequent application has little use as a communicator. He must
be the translator of jargon not its disseminator.
In recognising where to start he must have an insight into how
much the listener already knows and how ideas are expressed in
everyday speech. In being understood, the reporter’s second
requirement is therefore a knowledge of the audience - it is
unwise to deal only with colleagues and professional sources for
he will find himself subconsciously broadcasting only to them.
If the audience is distant rather than local he must from time to
time travel among them, or at the very least set up whatever
means of feedback is possible.
The third element in telling a story is that it should be logically
expressed. This means that it should be chronological and
sequential- cause comes before effect:

Not:
A reduction in the permitted level of cigarette advertising is
recommended in a Department of Health report out today. In a
report out today the Department of Health recommends a
reduction in the permitted level of cigarette advertising.

But:
The key to intelligibility therefore is in the reporter’s own
understanding of the story, of the listener, and of the language
of communication.

Putting these three aspects together the news writer’s job is to
tell the story as he understands it, putting it in a logical
sequence, answering for the listener questions such as:
‘What has happened?’
‘When and where did it happen?’ ‘Who was involved?’
‘How did it happen and why?’

The first technique is to ensure that of these six basic questions,
at least three are answered in the first sentence:
1. The Chancellor of the Exchequer told Parliament this

afternoon that he would be raising income tax by an average
of 4 per cent in the autumn.
(who, where, when, what, when)

2. Eight people were killed and over sixty seriously injured
when two trains collided just outside Amritsar in northern
India in the early hours of this morning.
(what, where, when)

The second and subsequent sentences should continue to
answer these questions:
1. He said it would be applied only to the upper tax bands and

would not affect the basic rate. In answer to an Opposition
question he said this was necessary to reduce the
Government deficit.
(how, who, why)

2. The crowded overnight express from Delhi was derailed and
overturned by a local freight train as it left a siding near
Amritsar station. Railway workers and police are still taking
the injured from the wreckage and it is feared that the death
toll may rise.
(how, what)

A fault commonly heard on the air which we looked at in
Chapter 5 is that of the misplaced participle.

‘The Prime Minister will have to defend the agreement he
signed, in the House of Commons.’
Without the comma this sounds as though we are talking
about an agreement he signed in the House of Commons. But
no, the story means
‘The Prime Minister will have to defend in the House of
Commons the agreement he signed.’
This error is frequently made in references to time.

‘He said there was no case to answer last July.’
When what was actually meant was
‘He said last July there was no case to answer.’
And another, following a report of child abuse by a nanny.

‘There was a demand to register all nannies with Local Councils.’
But what, you might ask, about nannies who are not with Local
Councils? It would be better as
‘There was a demand for all nannies to be registered with Local
Councils. ‘
Radio requires intelligibility to be immediate and unambiguous.

Legality
To stay within the law demands a knowledge of the legal
process and of the constraints which the law imposes on
anyone, individual or radio station, to say what they like. In
Britain no one, for example, is allowed to pre-judge a case, to
interfere with a trial, influence a jury or anticipate the findings.
Thus there are considerable restrictions on what can be reported
while a matter is sub-judice. To exceed the defined limits is to run
the very severe risk of being held in contempt of court - an
offence which is viewed with the utmost seriousness since it
may threaten the law’s own credibility.
Under present British law the outline of what is permissible in
reporting a crime falls under four distinct stages:
1. Before an arrest is made it is permissible to give the facts of the

crime but the description of a death as ‘murder’ should only
be used if the police have made a statement to that effect.
Witnesses to the crime may be interviewed but they must
not attempt to describe the identity of anyone they saw or
speculate on the motive.

2. After an arrest is made, or if a warrant for arrest is issued, the
case is said to be ‘active’. This continues while the trial is in
progress and it is not permissible to report on committal
proceedings in a magistrate’s court, other than by giving the
names and addresses of the parties involved, the names of
counsel and solicitors, the offence with which the defendant
is charged, and the decision of the court. The reporting of
subsequent proceedings in the higher court is permitted but
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no comment is allowed. The matter ceases to be ‘active’ on
sentence or acquittal.

3. Responsible comment is permissible after the conviction and
sentence is announced, so long as the judge is not criticised for
the severity or otherwise of the sentence, and there is no
allegation of bias or prejudice.

4. If an appeal is lodged, the matter again becomes sub-judice. No
comment or speculation is allowed and only factual court
reports should be broadcast.

Complications can arise if the police are too enthusiastic in
saying that ‘they have caught the person responsible’. This is for
the court to decide and broadcasters should not collude with
police in pre-judging a case. There are special rules which apply
to the reporting of the juvenile and matrimonial courts. The
key question throughout is whether what is broadcast is likely
to help or hinder the police in their investigation or undermine
the authority of the judicial process.

Such matters are the stock in trade of the journalist, and
producers unacquainted with the courts are advised to proceed
carefully and to seek expert advice.
The second great area of the law of which all programme
makers must be aware is that of libel. The broadcaster enjoys
no special rights over the individual and is not entitled to say
anything which would ‘expose a person to hatred, ridicule or
contempt, cause him to be shunned or avoided, or tend to
injure him in his office, profession or trade’. To be upheld, a
libel can only be committed against a clearly identifiable
individual or group. In civil law, it is not possible to defame the
dead. The most damaging accusation that can be brought
against a broadcaster standing under the threat of a libel action
is that he acted out of malice. This is not an unknown hazard
for the investigative journalist working, for example, on a story
about the possibility of corruption or dubious practice
involving well-known public figures. The broadcaster’s com-
plete real defence against a charge of libel is that what he said
was true, and that this can be proved to the satisfaction of a
jury. Again, we have the absolute necessity of checking the facts
and using words with a precision which precludes a possibly
deliberate misconstruction.
A second defence is that of ‘fair comment’. This means that the
views expressed were honestly held and made in good faith
without malice. This attaches particularly to book reviews, or the
critical appraisal of plays and films, but may also apply to
comments made about politicians or other public figures. Such
a defence also has to show that the remarks are based on
demonstrable facts not misinformation.
To repeat a libellous statement made by someone else is no
defence unless that person enjoys ‘absolute privilege’, as in a
court of law or in parliament. Even so, reports of such
proceedings have to be fair as well as accurate and if the
statement made turns out to be wrong and an apology or
correction is issued, this too is bound to be reported. A defence
of ‘qualified privilege’ is available to reports of other public
proceedings such as local authority council meetings, official
tribunals, company annual general meetings open to the public,
and other meetings to do with matters of public concern. The

same defence may be used in relation t~ a fair and accurate
report of a public notice or statement issued officially by the
police, a government department or local authority. Where no
‘privilege’ exists, the broadcaster is as guilty as the actual
perpetrator of the libel. Producers and presenters of the phone-
in should be constantly on their guard for the caller who
complains of shoddy workmanship, professional incompe-
tence, or worse, on the part of an identifiable individual. An
immediate reference by the presenter to the fact that ‘well, that’s
only your view’ may be regarded as a mitigation of the offence,
but the broadcaster can nevertheless be held to have published
the libel.
The law also impinges directly on the broadcaster in matters
concerning ‘official’ secrets, elections, consumer programmes,
sex discrimination, race relations, gaming and lotteries, report-
ing from foreign courts, and copyright.
The individual producer should remain aware of the major legal
pitfalls and must have a reliable source of legal advice. Without
it he is likely, soc;mer or later, to need the services of a good
defence lawyer.

Impartiality and Fairness
The reporter does not select ‘victims’ and hound them - he
does not ignore those whose views he dislikes, pursue vendet-
tas, nor have favourites. He or she does not promote the
policies of sectarian interests and resists the persuasions of
those seeking free publicity. He is fair. Having no editorial
opinion of his own, he seeks to tell the news without making
moral judgements about it. He is the servant of his listener.
Broadcasting is a general dissemination and no view is likely to
be universally accepted. ‘Good news’ of lower trade tariffs for
importers is bad news for home manufacturers struggling
against competition. ‘Good news’ of another sunny day is bad
news for farmers anxiously waiting for rain. The key is a careful
watch on the adjectives, both in value and in size. Superlatives
may have impact but are they fair? News may report an indus-
trial dispute but what right does the reporter have to describe it
as ‘a serious industrial dispute’? On what grounds may he refer
to a company’s ‘poor record’, or a medical research team’s
‘dramatic breakthrough’? Words such as ‘major’, ‘crucial’, and
‘special’ are too often used simply to convince people that the
news is important. Much better to leave the qualifying adjectives
to the actual participants and for the newswriter to let the facts
speak for themselves.
Reporters are -occasionally concerned that they may not be able
to be totally objective since they have received certain inbuilt
values from their upbringing and education. While it may be
true that broadcasting has more of its fair share of people from
middle-class families and with a college education, any imbal-
ance or restriction which results is the problem not of the
reporter but the editor in chief. The reporter need not be unduly
concerned with his own unconscious motivations of back-
ground and experience, except to recognise that others may not
share them. However, he must be aware of, and subdue, any
conscious desire he may have to persuade others to think the
same way. It is sensible to ensure that any significantly large
ethnic group in the community is represented in the broadcast-
ing staff.
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Unlike the junior newspaper journalist where every last adjective
and comma can be checked before publication, the broadcast
reporter is frequently in front of the microphone on his own.
To help guard against the temptation to insert his own views,
reporters should not be recruited straight from school, but have
as wide and varied a background as possible and preferably
bring to the job some experience of work outside broadcasting.

Good Taste
As with all broadcasting, news programmes have a responsibil-
ity to abide by the generally accepted standards of what listeners
would regard as ‘good taste’. There are two areas which can
create special problemsgiving offence and causing distress.

In avoiding needless offence there must first be a professional
care in the choice of words. People are particularly sensitive, and
rightly so, about descriptions of themselves. The word
‘immigrant’ means someone who entered a country from
elsewhere, yet it tends to be applied quite incorrectly to people
whose parents or even grandparents were immigrants. Human
labels pertaining to race, religion or political affiliations must be
used with especial care and never as a social shorthand to convey
anything other than their literal meaning. Examples are ‘black’,
‘coloured’, ‘muslim’, ‘guerrilla’, ‘southern’, ‘jewish’, ‘commu-
nist’, etc. - used loosely as adjectives they tend to be more
dangerous than as specific nouns.
The matter of giving offence must be considered in the
reporting of sexual and other crimes. News is not to be
suppressed on moral or social grounds but the desire to shock
must be subordinate to the need to inform. The journalist
must find a form of words which when spoken will provide
the facts without causing embarrassment, for example in homes
where children are listening. With print, parents may divert their
children from the unsavoury and squalid, in radio an immediate
general care must be exercised at the studio end. A useful
guideline is for the broadcaster to consider how he would
actually express the news to someone in his local supermarket,
with other people gathered round.
More difficult is the assessment of what is good taste in the
broadcasting of ‘live’ or recorded actuality. Reporting an angry
demonstration or industrial dispute when tempers are frayed is
likely to result in the broadcasting of ‘bad’ language. What
should be permitted? Should it be edited out of the recording?
To what extent should it be deliberately used to indicate the
strength of feeling aroused? There are no set answers, the
context of the event and the situation of the listener are both’
pertinent to what is acceptable. However, in using such material
as news, the broadcaster must ensure that his motive is really to
inform and not simply to sensationalise. It may be ‘good copy’,
but does it genuinely help the listener in his understanding of
the subject? If so it may be valid but the listener retains the
right to react as he or she feels appropriate to the broadcaster’s
decision.
News of an accident can cause undue distress. It is necessary
only to mention the words’ air crash’ to cause immediate
anxiety among the friends and relatives of anyone who boarded
a plane in the previous 24 hours. The broadcaster’s responsibil-
ity is to contain the alarm to the smallest possible group by
identifying the time and location of the accident, the airline,

flight number, departure point and destination of the aircraft
concerned. The item will go on to give details of the damage
and the possibility of survivors, but by then the great majority
of air travellers will be outside the scope of the story. In the case
of accidents involving casualties, for example a bus crash, it is
helpful for listeners to know to which hospital the injured have
been taken or to have a telephone number where they can
obtain further information. The names of those killed or
injured should not normally be broadcast until it is known that
the next of-kin have been informed.
A small but not unimportant point in bulletin compilation is
the need to watch for the unintended and possibly unfortunate
association of individual items. It could appear altogether too
callous to follow a murder item with a report on ‘a new deal for
butchers’. Common sense and an awareness of the listener’s
sensitivities will normally meet the requirements of good taste
but it is precisely in a multi-source and time-constrained
process, which news represents, that the niceties tend to be
overlooked.

Style Book
One of the editor’s jobs is to maintain the collection of rules,
guidelines, procedures and precedents which forms the basis of
the newsroom’s day-to-day policy. It is the result of the practical
experience of a particular news operation and the wishes of an
individual editor. The style book is not a static thing but is
altered and added to as new situations arise. A large
organisation will issue guidelines centrally which its local or
affiliate stations can augment.
Sections on policy will clarify the law relating to defamation and
contempt of court. It will define the procedure to be followed,
for example, in the event of bomb warnings (whether or not
they are hoax calls), private kidnapping, requests for a news
black-out, the death of heads of state, observance of embar-
goes, national and local elections, the naming of sources, and so
on.
The book sets out the station’s Mission or Purpose Statement
and the role of news within that. It will indicate the required
format for bulletins, the sign-on and sign-off procedures, the
headline style, correct pronunciation of known pitfalls, and the
policy regarding corrections, apologies and the right or opportu-
nity of reply. It will list on-station safety regulations, as well as
provide advice on proper forms of address. Above all there will
be countless corrections of previous errors of grammar and
syntax - from the use of collective nouns to the use of the
word ‘newsflash’.
The newcomer to a newsroom can expect to be given the style
book on arrival and told to ‘learn it’.

Radio News Today
Thus if there is anyone area which radio must support and
strengthen in order to hold its own in the growing electronic
competition, it is in the field of news.
Rock and roll sells the kids. Carefully programmed music and
informational programs can sell to the adults. A reputation for
ethical, carefully written, thoughtfully presented, balanced news
can do more to hold a quality image than any other one
ingredient.
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With the advent of the easily portable tape recorder and the
acquisition of “beeper” recording equipment by every radio
station, there was a boom in coverage of news stories by radio
staffs. However, because of the death of true reportorial talent,
not only has the calibre of radio news coverage been dropping
in the past few years, but quantity also.
The program director or station manager should be able to see
the value in a careful, probing interview of a personage who has
something to say, if the newsman is smart enough to bring it
out. In order to do so, however, he has to be a dedicated
newsman—not interested in presenting just a “show”, but
interested also in stimulating his interviewee to answer
questions for the purpose of informing his listeners.
News is not, cannot, must not be contrived, distorted, changed
to any degree from its inherent, factual, informational integrity
for the sake of showmanship”. It must not, cannot ethically, be
made funny when it is inherently tragic. It cannot be made
“human interest” whatever that may be, if it is general interest.
It cannot be made clean and light and happy if it is dirty, deep
and bitter-if it is. If one tries—with gimmicks, gadgets; and
inflections—to make it what it is not, then one is a liar. That
one is despicable and not deserving of the title of newsman. A
competent broadcast newsman has to go to the scene, inter-
view, expertly, write skillfully, voice fluently—all under pressure’
the newspaper reporter has never experienced. And, because he
can be instantly identified by his interviewees and his listeners as
the one man in between, he has to take the brunt: of all the
criticism which may be stimulated by any worthwhile story. To a
good newsman there can be but one religion—it is the creed of
accuracy  and unswerving dedication to the ideal of complete
news coverage of every newsworthy person and event in your
city. One thing will drive him away. Meddling in that creed in the
name of “showmanship”—one of the nastiest words to a
newsman that was ever coined. There is another thing, which
can drive him away. That is being pushed constantly to do more
than he can possibly accomplish properly. What does a good,
minium metropolitan news department need in the way of
manpower and equipment. A news director—one with
experience, ambition, consistency and imagination—and one
man inside and two outside for each shift covered.

Fairness
It is often argued that it is not possible to be completely
objective. This may be true. Everyone has certain biases and
prejudices, but reporters must learn to leave out their personal
feelings when they start writing or delivering news. Objectivity
for a journalist really means “fairness”; it means honestly giving
both sides of an argument, controversy, or debate.
Reporters can tell when their report on a controversial issue has
been successful: both sides of the issue accuse them of being
partial to the other.

Staying Well Informed
Reporters cannot function well unless they are well informed.
Being well informed does not just mean having a good
education, it means taking the time to know what’s going on
around you. Journalists must constantly add new material to
their knowledge. One of the best ways to stay well informed is
to read.

Reading the news wires extensively is an immediate way to
know what is going on. Reporters should read the local
newspaper (or all of them if they work in a city with more than
one) and at least one national paper every day. Weekly news
magazines are a useful source of additional information, as are
books-particularly nonfiction bestsellers.
It also is a good idea to observe the competition. Reporters
who watch and listen only to their own station’s newscasts miss
an opportunity not only to find out what the competition is
saying but also, on occasion, to improve on their own tech-
niques.

A Summary
To sum up news principles. Good journalism is based on an
oft-quoted set of values - it must be accurate and truthful, it
stems from observation and enquiry, and it must do more than
react to events, in that attempting to be impartial and objective
it must actively seek out and test views. It has to make sense of
events for readxers, listeners and viewers, resisting the pressures
of politicians, advertisers and others who may wish to cast the
world in a light favourable to their own interests or cause. Any
society founded on democratic freedom of choice requires a free
flow of honest news. It is totally pointless to run a broadcast
news service unless it is trusted and believed.

Review Questions
1. What is objectivity? How important is it in the news room?

Analyze the process of objectivity followed by an
international news channel and an Indian news channel?

2. How important are truthfulness and factuality even the
reporter goes against someone of prominence.

Notes -
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Libel
Topics covered:

Defenses, More Legal and Ethical Issues, Cameras in the
Courtroom, pros and cons, crimes and accidents, local
government, courts, suggested readings.

Objective
• To explain crimes, local governments and courts.
• To distinguish and understand the various crimes and laws.

Although it should not be the motivating factor for insisting
on accuracy, there is always the threat of libel facing those
journalists who through carelessness, ignorance, or malice make
inaccurate statements in their scripts and reports that reflect on
the character or reputation of an individual or group. Libel laws
differ from state to state, but essentially writers or reporters can
be sued for libel if anything they write or report: (1) exposes an
individual or group to public scorn, hatred, ridicule, or con-
tempt; (2) causes harm to someone in their occupation or
profession; or (3) causes someone to be shunned or avoided.
Reporters must also remember that it is not necessary to have
actually used a person’s name to be sued for libel. If the
audience knows to whom a reporter is referring, even without
the name, the reporter could be sued for libel if the comments
harm the person’s reputation.
Although libel traditionally refers to printed material and
slander to spoken words, the distinction between the two terms
has little meaning for broadcast reporters. Recognizing that
broadcast material is usually scripted, many state laws regard any
defamatory statements on radio and television as subject to libel
laws.
Attorney and former reporter Bruce Sanford says there are
certain words that writers and editors should be wary of using.
Here is a partial list of what Sanford refers to as “red flag”
words:

adultery  deadbeat illegitimate
atheist double- crosser incompetent
bankrupt drug addict infidelity
bigamist drunkard intimate

blackmail ex-convict liar
bribery fascist mental disease
cheat fool perjurer
corruption fraud shyster

coward gangster unethical
crook hypocrite unprofessional
Remember also that using the word alleged before a potentially
libelous word does not make it any less libelous.

Defenses
Courts usually recognize only three defenses against libel: truth,
privilege, and fair comment.

The truth is the best defense, but in some states the courts have
ruled that truth is only a defense if the comments were not
malicious.
Privilege covers areas such as legislative and judicial hearings and
debates and documents that are in the public domain. If a
reporter quotes a potentially libelous comment made by a
senator during a debate, the reporter could not be sued for libel.
Fair comment also is used as a defense against libel. Public
officials, performers, sports figures, and others who attract
public attention must expect to be criticized and scrutinized
more than most people. If a sports commentator, for example,
says that college football coach Joe Brown is a “lousy coach and
the team would be better off if this inept, incompetent jerk
moved on to a high-school coaching job, which he might just
possibly be able to handle,” he might get a sock on the nose if
he ran into the coach but he would not end up in court for libel.
There are limits, however, to what reporters can say even about
public figures; the facts must be true. If the sports commenta-
tor had included the comment that “Brown’s real problem is
that he is smoking too many joints at night,” then Brown
would indeed have a libel case unless the sports commentator
could prove that Coach Brown actually spends his nights
smoking marijuana.

More Legal and Ethical Issues

Cameras in the Courtroom
The use of cameras in courtrooms has raised serious questions
about journalistic ethics and the responsibility of the broadcast
media-particularly television. The issue of whether to allow
camera coverage of trials has been a continuing debate, and it
reached its peak with the double-murder trial of O.J. Simpson.
TV news representatives, for the most part, argue that cameras
should be allowed in courtrooms. Those opposed to the idea
argue that the cameras compromise the rights and privacy of
everyone involved in a trial and could have an impact on the
outcome of the trial itself, issues that were clearly defined at the
very start of the Simpson trial.

Even in states where cameras are allowed to record the proceed-
ings, the cameras are operated on a pool basis to minimize the
intrusion. The jury is not shown.
In 1995, only Indiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and the District of
Columbia still barred cameras completely from courtrooms.
However, there are a variety of restrictions in most of the states
where cameras are allowed. In some states, the judge decides; in
others, everyone involved in the case must agree to allow the
cameras; in still other states, the decision depends on the nature
of the case. And in some states, cameras are permitted only in

LESSON 30:
LEGALITY
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certain courts or on an experimental basis. Sound confusing? It
is. There is absolutely no consensus on the role of cameras in
courtrooms, but those advocating their presence have made
significant progress in the past few years.
As just noted, questions about the efficacy of cameras in
courtrooms reached a peak during the murder trial of sports
hero 0. J. Simpson. Superior Court Justice Lance Ito agreed to
permit cameras in the Los Angeles courtroom, but even before
the jury was selected he started to have second thoughts about
all the media coverage. As mentioned earlier, Ito threatened to
ban all broadcast coverage of the trial after KNBC- TV reported
erroneously that DNA tests showed that Nicole Brown’s blood
was found on one of Simpson’s socks. He said the story was
“detrimental to Mr. Simpson’s right to a fair trial and it is
fundamentally unfair.”
Judge Ito decided to allow the cameras to remain in the
courtroom but only after threatening to bar them completely.

Few people believed that judge Ito had the power to terminate
media coverage of the trial, which is protected by the First
Amendment, but he certainly had the right to forbid cameras in
the courtroom. Like the rules in twelve other states, California
statutes give judges the power to permit or bar cameras in court.
In South Carolina, the judge in the murder trial of Susan
Smith-charged in the drowning deaths of her two children-
barred cameras from the court. judge William Howard said the
cameras would have a “chilling effect” on the trial.

O.J. Simpson confers with one of his attornies during his murder trial
in Los Angeles. (AP World-Wide Photo)

Pros and Cons
What are the advantages and disadvantages of allowing cameras
in court? The most obvious reason for cameras, in the opinion
of most of the media, is the “public’s right to know,” which is
guaranteed by the First Amendment.
Others argued that coverage of the Simpson trial would educate
the American people on how the jurisprudence system works.

Cynthia Tucker, writing in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, said the only
problem with that theory is that “it is not true.” She said, “you

will learn precious little about the average criminal case from
watching the Simpson trial.” She added, “You will learn,
instead, about the particular justice that is dispensed when a
wealthy celebrity is charged with a horrendous crime.” Tucker
said “if you want to learn about the average murder trial you’d
be better off spending a month or two in your local county
courthouse.”
The most important argument against allowing cameras in the
courtroom, is that the coverage may impact the trial itself and
the defendant’s right to a fair trial. It is not easy to determine
the effects of the live camera in the courtroom, but the acquittal
of Simpson of all murder charges made it plain that it did not
impact on his right to a fair trial.

Checklists for Public Affairs Reporting

Crimes and Accidents
1. Spend time at the police station and talk to officers; try to

learn their concerns.
2. Get as much information as possible from the investigating

officers, witnesses, victims and suspects.
3. Learn what records are available at the police station and what

information they contain and do not contain.
4. When writing crime stories, avoid implying that a suspect is

guilty.
5. Avoid referring to a suspect’s race or religion unless it is

clearly relevant to the story.

Local Government
1. Learn how your local governments are organized, what their

powers and limitations are and how the various
governmental units interact.

2. Study the budgets of local government units, and learn how
governments raise their money..

3. Develop a routine for visiting the local government offices
on your beat, and become familiar with the people who work
in those offices.

4. Learn what public records are kept in each office and how to
use them. 5. Go beyond covering school board meetings;
visit schools and talk to principals, teachers, parents and
students.

Courts
1. Remember that the state files criminal charges against people

suspected of violating criminal laws, whereas civil cases are
usually between private parties.

2. Learn how state courts are organized, the names of the
various courts and what kinds of cases they hear.

3. Learn how court records are kept and how to find the records
on any particular case. 4. Do not imply that a defendant in a
criminal case is guilty; only the jury, or the judge in a bench
trial, can decide that.

5. Be skeptical of allegations and damage claims that appear in
civil complaints; they present only one side of the story.

6. Be alert to the possibility that a plea bargain or a settlement
will end a case before or during a trial.
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A Note About This Chapter’s Exercises
Many of the documents available to a public affairs reporter-
lawsuits and police reports, for example-provide all the
information needed for minor stories. Examples of such
documents are reprinted in the following exercises. Write a news
story about each document. Unless the instructions say
otherwise, assume that the police reports have been prepared by
officers who investigated incidents in your community, and that
all other legal documents have been filed in your city hall, county
courthouse or federal building.
Most of the exercises use genuine copies of actual government
documents. Even the most unusual police reports are based on
actual cases.

The Writing Coach

The “Knows” Have it for Police

and Court Reporters
By Joe Hight
Managing Editor of The Oklahoman
As a police and court reporter, you should know:
1. How to balance notebooks: writing short stories on breaking

news while writing trend and issues stories, and so on.
2. People: secretaries, cops on streets, lawyers and judges.

People in these areas may be able to provide useful news
tips.

3. Your libel and open records laws in your state. Know how
to request records and other materials. 4. How to attribute
properly and treat both sides fairly.

5. How to face and interview victims:
• Victims must be treated with dignity and respect.
• Victims should be approached but allowed to say no. If the

answer is no, the reporter should leave a card or number so
victims can call back later. Oftentimes, the best stories come
this way.

• Each victim is an individual and must be treated that way,
not just as part of an overall number.

• Little things count. Call victims back to verify facts and
quotes. Return photos.

6. How to use words properly. Don’t throw allegedly, suspect and
other words such as this into your stories like you would
throw mashed potatoes at a food fight.

7. That descriptions can proliferate stereotypes: three black men
in a car; a Native American was last seen at the convenience
store before the robbery, and so on.
Don’t use them unless absolutely necessary and the
description is specific.

8. How to turn it off. Don’t install a scanner at your home.
You’ll bum out.

 9. To find a mentor: an editor or person who has done the beat
who can coach you on such things as proper techniques and
how to handle the beat.

Suggested Readings
Blau, Robert. The Cop Shop: True Crime on the Streets of Chicago.
Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1993.

Buchanan, Edna. The Corpse Had a Familiar Face. New York:
Random House, 1987. (Reprinted in paperback by Charter
Books.)
Campbell, Don. Inside the Beltway: A Guide to Washington
Reporting. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1991.
Garrison, Bruce. Advanced Reporting: Skills for the Professional.
Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1992.

Gelman, Mitch. Crime Scene: On the Streets with a Rookie Police
Reporter. New York: Times Books, 1992.
Griffin, Robert J., Dayle H. Molen, Clay Schoenfeld and James
F. Scotton, with others. Interpreting Public Issues. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Press, 1991.
Kelly, Patricia A. Police and the Media: Bridging Troubled Waters.
Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, 1987.
Killenberg, George M. Public Affairs Reporting: Covering the News
in the Information Age. New York:

St. Martin’s Press, 1992. McIntyre, Bryce T. Advanced
Newsgathering. New York: Praeger, 1991. Press, Charles, and
Kenneth Verburg. American Politicians and Journalists. Glenview,
Ill.: Scott, ForesmanlLittle, Brown, 1988.
Protess, David L., Fay Lomax Cook, Jack C. Doppelt, James S.
Ettema, Margaret T. Gordon, Donna R. Leff and Peter Miller.
The Journalism of Outrage: Investigative Reporting and Agenda
Building in America. New York: Guilford Press, 1991.
Scheuren, Claire E., ed. The Reporter’s Source Book. Corvallis,
Ore.: Center for National Independence in Politics, 1993.
Strentz, Herbert. News Reporters and News Sources: Accomplices in
Shaping and Misshaping the News, 2nd ed. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
University Press, 1989.
Ward, Hiley H. Reporting in Depth. Mountain View, Calif.:
Mayfield, 1991.
Weaver, Paul H. News and the Culture of  Lying. New York: Free
Press, 1994.
Weinberg, Steve. The Reporter’s Handbook: An Investigator’s Guide
to Documents and Techniques, 3rd ed. New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1995.

Exercise

Public Affairs Reporting
Write a news story based on this court document.

In the Circuit Court of
The 9th Judicial Circuit

in and for (your) County
Division: Civil

Case No.:1-78-1440
Thaddeus Dowdell
and Laura Dowdell,
individually and as next friends
and parents of JAMES DOWDELL, a minor,         Plaintiffs,
vs.
Marvin Ferrell,
Greg Hubbard
and (YOUR CITY’S)
School District,                                             Defendants.
Complaint
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Come now the Plaintiffs, Thaddeus Dowdell and Laura
Dowdell, individually and as next friends and parents of James
Dowdell, a minor, by and through their undersigned counsel,
and sue the Defendants, Marvin Ferrell, Greg Hubbard, And
(your city’s) School District, jointly and severally, for damages
and allege:
1. That this is an action for damages of $500,000, exclusive of

interest, costs and further demands.
2. That at all- times material to this cause, James Dowdell was

and is the minor son of
Thaddeus Dowdell and Laura Dowdell, residing together
with them in a family relationship as residents of this
county.

3. That at all times material to this cause, the Defendant Marvin
Ferrell held and now holds the position of Principal of
Kennedy High School, and that the Defendant Greg
Hubbard held and now holds the position of School
Superintendent.

4. That the minor James Dowdell is and has been a student in
Kennedy High School for the past three years and has been
told that he will graduate from that school on or about the
First Day of next June.

5. That the minor, James Dowdell, of this date, can barely read
or do simple arithmetic and obviously has not learned
enough to be graduated from high school or to function
successfully in a society as complex as ours.

6. That the problem is not the fault of the minor James
Dowdell, who, according to tests administered by guidance
counselors at the high school, enjoys a normal IQ of 94.

7. That the failure of the minor James Dowdell to master the
skills expected of high school students is the fault of the
Defendants, Marvin Ferrell, Greg Hubbard, and (your city’s)
School District, that said defendants failed to employ
competent teachers, to maintain discipline, to provide
remedial help, and to provide an atmosphere in which
learning might take place.

Wherefore, the Plaintiffs, Thaddeus Dowdell and Laura
Dowdell, individually and as next friends and parents of James
Dowdell, a minor, sue the Defendants Marvin Ferrell, Greg
Hubbard and (Your City’s) School District, jointly and severally,
for compensatory damages in the amount of $500,000,
exclusive of interest and costs.
Further, the Plaintiffs demand that the minor James Dowdell
be retained in Kennedy High School until he masters the skills
expected of a high school graduate.
Further, the Plaintiffs demand trial by jury of all issues triable as
of right by a jury.

Piloto And Herndon, Attorneys
1048 Westmore Drive

Attorneys For Plaintiffs

By:
Kenneth T. Piloto

Exercise

Public Affairs Reporting
Write a news story based on this court document.

In the Circuit Court of
The 9th Judicial Circuit

in and for (your) County

Division: Probate
Case No.:Pr 67-1381
In Re: Guardianship
Of Patricia Jean Williams, An Incompetent

John Russell
Williams, As Guardian
of The Person of
Patricia Jean

Williams,                                              Plaintiff,
Vs.
Mercy Hospital;
Ross R. Graham,

M.d.; Richard M.
Cessarini, M.d.;
Ramon Hernandez,
District Attorney,                         Defendants.

Final Declaratory Judgment
This Cause came for hearing upon the Complaint for Declara-
tory Relief because of the uncertainty of the law by John
Russell Williams as Guardian of the Person of Patricia Jean
Williams, an Incompetent, against Mercy Hospital; Ross R.
Graham, M.d.; Richard M. Cessarini, M.d.; and Ramon
Hernandez, District Attorney for the city, the Defendants,
wherein Plaintiff seeks a Declaratory Judgment as to the
following:

Authorization for John Russell Williams, as Guardian of the
Person of Patricia Jean Williams, an Incompetent, to direct
Mercy Hospital; Ross R. Graham, M.D.; Richard M. Cessarini,
M.D.; and all other attending physicians and health care
providers to discontinue and to withhold all extraordinary
measures such as mechanical ventilators, respirators, antibiotics,
cardiovascular or similar type drugs; that these extraordinary
measures should not be utilized, but be discontinued or
withheld, in that the doctors agree there is no reasonable
possibility of the Ward ever recovering from her present,
persistent, “vegetative” (coma-like) state, which is irreversible;
That your Petitioner, John Russell Williams, surviving son;
Mercy Hospital; Ross R. Graham, M.D.; Richard M. Cessarini,
M.D.; and all other treating and consulting physicians and
health care providers shall not be held civilly or criminally liable
for taking the above action; and that an appropriate restraining
order be issued restraining the Defendant, RAMON HER-
NANDEZ, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, from prosecuting any of
the above named individuals and organizations for withdraw-
ing or withholding all extraordinary measures such as
mechanical ventilators, respirators, antibiotics, cardiovascular or
similar type drugs.
The Court makes the following findings of fact:
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1. That this action is properly brought as a suit for declaratory
judgment and relief, and that Plaintiff is the proper party to
bring this action.

2. That at all times material hereto, the Plaintiff is a resident of
the county in which this action is brought, and Patricia Jean
Williams, the Ward, has been maintained at Mercy Hospital
since she was involved in a serious motor vehicle accident 73
days prior to the issuance of this order.

3. That the following findings are based upon reasonable
medical certainty and derived from the testimony of Ross R.
Graham, M.D.; Richard M. Cessarini, M.D.; and the records
of Mercy Hospital:

a. That four electroencephalograms, commonly referred to as
EEGs, were performed on  Patricia Jean Williams, the Ward.
None of the electroencephalograms indicated any cortical
response. The only indication was a flat line.

b. That the Ward has suffered severe brain damage, which brain
damage is totally irreversible and untreatable with no hope
of recovery; and that the Ward is in a chronic and persistent
“vegetative” (coma-like) state.

c. That the testimony of the doctors revealed that it was their
respective medical opinion that all measures which are
considered extraordinary lifesaving measures should not be
utilized with respect to the Ward, but be discontinued or
withheld; however, the decision to withdraw or withhold
extraordinary lifesaving measures should be made by the
Plaintiff and the family of the Ward.

d. That Patricia Jean Williams, the Ward, requires constant care,
and will so require in the Future.

4. That Patricia Jean Williams, the Ward, requires constant care,
which care invades the Ward’s body and violates the Ward’s
right to privacy as guaranteed by the Constitution of the
United States of America and of this State; and that the State
does not have an overriding interest it needs to protect, nor
are there overriding medical interests that need to be
protected.

5. That the son, John Russell Williams, has determined,
subject to the approval of this Court, that all extraordinary
lifesaving measures should not be utilized with respect to
the Ward, but be discontinued or withheld from the Ward,
Patricia Jean Williams, and that Mercy Hospital has no
objection.

It is, therefore, Ordered and Adjudged:
1. That John Russell Williams, as the Guardian of the Person

of Patricia Jean Williams, an Incompetent, has full power to
make decisions with regard to the identity of the Ward’s
treating physicians.

2. That Mercy Hospital; Ross R. Graham, M.D.; And Richard
M. Cessarini, M.D., are authorized to discontinue or to
withdraw all extraordinary measures and life support systems
upon written direction of JOhn Russell Williams, as
Guardian of the Person of Patricia Jean Williams, an
Incompetent.

3. That no one shall be held civilly or criminally liable for taking
action authorized by this Order.

4. That the Defendant, RAMON HERNANDEZ, as District
Attorney for the city, shall be bound by this decision.
Done and Ordered in Chambers.

BY:
Circuit Judge

Exercise

Public Affairs Reporting

House Bill 371
Write a news story about the bill reprinted here and about your
state Senate’s debate on the bill, which follows. You may quote
the senators’ remarks directly. Assume that the Senate debate
and vote on the bill happened today. Assume also that your
state’s House of Representatives has already passed the bill by 0
vote of 101 to 23. In the text of the bill, the passages that hove
lines through them will be deleted from the current low, and
passages that ore underlined will be added to the low.

H.B. 371
An Act relating to crimes and offenses.
Section 1. Section 28-105, Revised Statutes, is amended to read:
28-105. 1. For purposes of the Criminal Code and any statute
passed by the Legislature after the date of passage of the code,
felonies are divided into eight classes which are distinguished
from one another by the following penalties which are autho-
rized upon conviction:

Class I felony................................................................................................................ Death

Class IA felony................................................................................ Life imprisonment

Class IB felony............................................................Maximum-life imprisonment

.................................................................................Minimum ten years imprisonment

.........................................................................Minimum-twenty years imprisonment

Class IC felony.............................................Maximum-fifty years imprisonment

.......................................................Mandatory minimum-five years imprisonment

Class ID felony........................................... Maximum-fifty years imprisonment

....................................................Mandatory minimum-three years imprisonment

Class II felony............................................... Maximum-fifty years imprisonment

............................................................................... Minimum-one year imprisonment

Class III felony........................................ Maximum-twenty years imprisonment

................................................ Minimum-one year imprisonment
Class IV felony..................... Maximum-five years imprisonment
.............................................................................. Minimum-none

2. A person convicted of a felony for which a mandatory
minimum sentence is prescribed shall not be eligible for
probation.
Section 2. Section 28-1205, Revised Statutes, is amended to
read:
28-1205 1. Any person who uses a firearm, a knife, brass or iron
knuckles, or any other deadly weapon to commit any felony
which may be prosecuted in a court of this state, or any person
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who unlawfully possesses a firearm, a knife, brass or iron
knuckles, or any other deadly weapon during the commission
of any felony which may be prosecuted in a court of this state
commits the offense of using firearms a deadly weapon to
commit a felony.
2. a. Use of firearms a deadly-weapon other than a firearm to
commit a felony is a Class III felony.
b. Use of a deadly weapon which is a firearm to commit a felony
is a Class II felony.

Notes -
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Art of News Broadcasting
Topics covered:
Combining words and pictures, sound bites, the television
news writer, read stories, voice-overs, Video instructions, sound
and tape, headlines and teases, a team effort, trails and promos.

Objective
• Explain the ways of television writing.
• Define the terms used in this process.
The newsman relies very largely on headlines, cross-heads,
italics, general display and layout to make his impression on the
reader. The news broadcaster has none of these aids available to
him. In the circumstances he has to depend upon pauses and
inflection of voice to mark his delivery.

Delivery becomes all-important. The pause cannot be too long
lest the listener loses interest. A newspaper reader can glance
back over anything he has missed or failed to grasp or under-
stand but the radio listener cannot pull the announcer up and
ask him to repeat what he has said. The announcer therefore has
necessarily to speak smoothly, his words must flow uninter-
ruptedly, all of which calls for the use of short words and
unadorned sentences.
But, of course, what holds good for news reports does not
automatically hold good for commentaries, reviews and the like.
Else there will be a dull uniformity over the radio or TV that
can be palling. Here the commentator has greater leverage. His
personality has to stand out. President Franklin D. Roosevelt
made excellent use of radio in his famous Fireside Chats. He
spoke informally as one would to a friend across the table. His
sentences were sometimes long and there were calculated
pauses, just as there would be when one individual talks to
another. Mr. Roosevelt’s aim was to sound natural and hence
credible. Art Was sacrificed to naturalness with success. It is well
to remember that when a man speaks on the radio he has a
captive audience all over the country simultaneously. And that
audience is largely in the drawing rooms of the nation. In other
words, the speaker is on intimate terms with a whole family.
Obviously this rules out the use of bad language, obscenity and
anything jarring on the ear. The use of slang would be in poor
taste. One thing that the commentator must be aware of is not
to lose the respect of his audience. If that is lost, everything is
lost. Mr. Roosevelt aimed at an easy conversational style and he
was a big hit.
Understandably, the use of a conversational style permits of
long, even involved sentences, as long as the speaker can carry it
off-and that requires a lot of expertise. Attention can still be
held, if the speaker can punctuate his talk with such physical aids
as a raised eyebrow, a gentle smile, a shrug of shoulders, even h
wave of the hand. But all that is for the expert, not the novice.

Wherever possible, the news is given in the present tense.

Consider this example from the BBC Press Review of July 13,
1980:

As often happens when news is scarce, the papers are forced to
use a little ingenuity in finding front page stories.
Some are more successful than others.
The Sunday Times, for example, headlines a story, which it
describes as an exclusive, about the high mortality rate among
babies.
The Observer has the same story, but on page twelve.

The Sunday Express, speculates about the purpose of Mr.
Joshua Nkomo’s visit to Libya.
The Express reporter says that Mr. Nkomo tried to keep the trip
secret adding to suspicions in Zimbabwe that he was seeking
international backing for a showdown with Mr. Mugabe,
possibly even a coup.
However, the paper quotes Mr. Nkomo’s supporters as
dismissing the suggestion out of hand.
The Observer in an editorial considers another of Mr. Mugabe’s
problems, his relations with South Africa. The paper refers to
reports that the South African Prime Minister is under pressure
not to help Zimbabwe achieve economic and political stability.

If he should give in to such pressures, says The Observer, and
work actively to destabilize Zimbabwe, the outlook for
Southern Africa as a whole would darken considerably.
The paper appeals to the West to use its influence with the
South Africans to urge Mr. Botha to act realistically.
The Sunday Times correspondent in Johannesburg says that there
are certain factors which make a complete rupture of relations
between the two countries unlikely:

One of these is the large number of South African tourists
who go to Zimbabwe each year.
The Sunday Times devotes its entire leader column to an analysis
of unemployment in Britain.
It suggests some remedies to the government, which it accuses
in certain instances of slow, crude and wasteful methods.
If the present policies of tight monetary control and related
measures are allowed to continue, says the paper, the economy
may not start growing again until the mid-1980’s. . . .

It will be noticed that even in summarising the news and views
appearing in the’ British national press, care is taken not to use
big words or economic jargon. A radio audience is much larger
than a newspaper audience. Its attention cannot be held by
sounding superior or intellectual. Certainly in Britain, the
average intelligence of the mass of radio listeners is not very
high. The broadcaster is not talking to an exclusive or sophisti-
cated audience. Hence the need to write copy in plain, simple
English that is easily understood and just as easily assimilated.

LESSON 31:
WRITING FOR TELEVISION
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There is yet another point that needs to be made. More
especially on TV, it is important that the spoken word sounds
as if it is aimed specifically at the particular listener who has
turned on the knob. The listener must be made to feel that the
broadcaster is talking to him and him alone. Here it is a matter
not only of the use of words, but the personality of the
broadcaster as well. He is addressing not a million people but
one man in a million homes. It is easier to convince a large body
of people in one hall; it is more difficult to convince the same
number of people sitting in their separate homes listening to
the radio.

Writing for the Television Newscast
The major difference between radio and TV news is, of course,
pictures. When you write for television, pictures are always
crucial to a story. In radio, you must create pictures in your
mind-as did Edward R. Murrow and other great broadcasters
who used the medium effectively-and then find the words to
paint those pictures for your audience. In television, you can
show the actual pictures.

Combining Words and Pictures
The battle over which are more important in television news-
the words or the pictures-is endless. There is no doubt that
words are vital and that some broadcast writers use them more
effectively than others. Charles Kuralt is an example of a writer
whose words rival the pictures for prominence in a story. But
even Kuralt would be hard pressed to tell his stories without
pictures. His talent lies in his ability to strengthen the pictures
with words. Great pictures and great words make great television
news.
The beauty of good pictures is that they do not need a lot of
words-just some good ones. The challenge for TV writers is to
avoid clashes with the video. Do not tell viewers what they are
seeing. Instead, support the video by saying what the video
does not or cannot reveal. Fill in the blanks, but do not
overpower the video. Give your viewers time to savor the
pictures.
Such advice assumes that you have good pictures to work with.
If you don’t, then the words do become crucial because they are
needed to prop up the video. But because TV news is not
about using poor video, stories with bad pictures are likely to be
dropped for more appealing ones unless the messages they
convey are too vital to be eliminated completely.

If the pictures are poor, however, you can be sure you’ll be
asked to tell the story quickly. A frequent criticism of television
news is that it relies on the pictures too much, but right or
wrong the formula is not likely to change: poor pictures, short
stories; good pictures, long stories.

Sound Bites
As in radio, sound bites, the words of newsmakers, are key to
telling a good TV news story. An advantage for TV writers is
that TV sound bites feature the faces of the newsmakers as well
as their voices. Good TV newswriters weave their copy between
and around the sound bites, much in the way that radio writers
create wraparounds. This combination, called a package, is the
best way to tell a news story on television. The chapters on
reporting will deal extensively with building packages.

The Television Newswriter
In television, as in radio, a writer’s duties depend on the size of
the newsroom. In a small market-and even in some medium-
sized markets-no one is assigned solely to writing. The anchors,
reporters, producers, and perhaps an intern from a local college
write the news. Television newsrooms in big markets and at the
networks usually have several writers and, perhaps, associate
producers who also write.
Television newswriters have three basic writing tasks: read
stories, voiceovers, and lead-ins.

Read Stories
Read, or tell, stories are read by the anchors without the use of
pictures except for those that usually appear next to the anchor’s
head. Visually, read stories are the least interesting in TV news.
They are virtually the same as radio copy. They are, however, a
necessary part of the TV newscast because they give the anchors
exposure to the audiences. Anchors are paid well, and the
audience expects to see their faces on camera at least part of the
time.
Sometimes, read stories are used because no video is available.
Read copy might even lead the newscast if it is about a breaking
story that is just developing. We all are familiar with the phrase
film at eleven, which usually indicates that it’s too early for video,
but it will come later.
Read stories are most often stories that are not important
enough to require video or whose video itself would be dull.
At the same time, read stories playa major role in the TV
newscast-they break up the other types of material. Too much
of anything tends to be boring, so the read stories provide a
change of pace.
Finally, read stories are easiest to work with in a newscast
because they.’ are flexible. They are the putty that fills in the
holes of the newscast. Read stories often play the same role as
radio pad copy; they provide an opportunity to make adjust-
ments that guarantee that the newscast gets off the air on time.
If the TV newscast is long, the read stories are the likely stories
to be dropped. If the newscast is short, more read stories are
likely to be used.

Voice-Overs
The second type of assignment given to TV newswriters is the
voice-over (V/O), copy that the anchor reads while video or other
graphics are shown. The video can either be silent or have a
soundtrack that is kept low for natural effect, a technique
referred to as sound under or natural sound.
Remember-the copy must complement the video. It should not
duplicate what is obvious to viewers. Avoid phrases such as
what you are seeing here unless the video is difficult to understand.
For example, if you are showing video of a train derailment,
rather than tell your viewers “What you are seeing is the
derailment of a Conrail freight train that left its tracks last
night,” you would say “A Conrail freight train left its tracks last
night,” and let the pictures show the derailed train
To write voice-over copy intelligently, you need to look at the
video and take notes. When viewing the video, use a stopwatch
to time each scene. The cameraperson sometimes shoots a series
of short shots that may require little editing, but individual
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shots are often too long to use without editing.
The cameraperson shot a long, continuous pan of the wrecked
cars that lasts about 30 seconds. There’s another shot of a
derrick hovering over the scene for 20 seconds and a third 20-
second shot of railroad workers huddled around a hastily made
trashcan fire to ward off the frigid weather. Finally, there’s an
additional 30 seconds of video that shows some of the train’s
wrecked cargo-an assortment of steel rods and girders and
lumber. The total running time of the video is one minute and
40 seconds. The producer asks the writer for a 20-second voice-
over. The writer, then, must lift an assortment of brief shots
from the video that can be strung together in some logical order
that will make sense when the narration is added. (In a small
newsroom, reporters often write the script and edit the
videotape. In a large operation, a tape editor follows the writer’s
or reporter’s instructions.)
Now that the writer has notes on the length of each scene, she
must decide how to edit, or cut, the video. (Cut is a film term
that has carried over to video. All editing is done electronically;
the videotape is not physically cut.) The writer decides to use
part of the long pan of the wreck scene first. The cameraperson
held steady on the scene at the end oft he pan, knowing that the
writer might wish to use part of it. It is poor technique to cut
into a pan, but it is acceptable to use part of it as long as it
comes to a stop before the next shot. The writer uses eight
seconds of the pan. Then the writer selects five seconds of the
wreckage video that shows the steel girders and the lumber
spread over the tracks and terrain. Four seconds of the derrick at
work follow, and the voiceover closes with three seconds of the
railroad workers around the trashcan fire.

Anchors Bruce Kirk and Lin Sue Shepherd of KPNX-TV in Phoenix
read scripts before going on the air. (Courtesy of KPNX-TV, Phoenix)

The writer gives her instructions to the tape editor, and then
returns to her desk to type out the script from her notes and
wire copy. In preparing the script, the writer uses a format
different from that used in radio.

The Split Page
You have already learned that TV scripts differ from radio

scripts because they contain both the newscaster’s words and an
explanation of how the video is to be used. The format for a
TV script is known as the split page. In Chapter 5, you saw
examples of many such scripts.
The split page is divided vertically so that about 60 percent of
the page is in the right column and about 40 percent is in the
left. Most TV stations now provide their staffs with computers
to write their scripts, which are often sent electronically to the
teleprompters. However, typewriters are still used at some
stations. When that is done, the scripts are written on copy
books, usually five or more pieces of typing paper separated by
carbon paper. There must be enough copies of the script for the
anchors, the director, the producer, and the teleprompter.
The right side of the split page is reserved for the copy that will
be read by the anchors, the running times (which also appear on
the left), and the outcues (final words) of any videotape that
has sound. The anchors-and this is important to remember-will
be able to see only the right side of the script on their
teleprompters. It is also important that you write only in the
column on the right side. If you write outside the column, the
words will not appear on the teleprompter screens.

Video Instructions
The left side of the script is set aside for the slug and for video
and audio instructions and tape times for the director. Because
of the limited space on the left side of the script, abbreviations
are used for the various technical instructions. Here are some
common ones:
1. Ole, “on camera,” tells the director that at this point in the

script the anchor will be on camera.
2. Via, “voice-over,” means the anchor is reading copy while the

audience is seeing something else, such as silent videotape or
graphics.

3. SIL indicates “silent” videotape and is used in combination
with the via symbol.

4. SOT lets the director know that there is “sound on tape.” It
could be a sound bite with a newsmaker or a report from the
field that was taped earlier.

5. ENG, “electronic news gathering,” tells the director that the
video is on a videotape cassette.

6. FONT, an abbreviation for the manufacturer Videfont,
indicates that names, titles, and other information are
superimposed over videotape or graphics to identify
newsmakers, locations, and various other pictures appearing
on TV screens. Many stations use the term super or the
abbreviation VG (video graphic) instead of FONT.

7. SL, ESS, or ADDA indicate that pictures or graphics of some
sort will be shown next to the anchor. SL stands for “slide”;
ESS refers to Electronic Still Storage, an electronic graphics
and video computer system; ADDA is the name of a
computer system that also provides electronic storage. If the
word box appears next to any of these abbreviations, the
graphic will be enclosed in a box next to the anchor, rather
than fill the entire screen. There are other technical
abbreviations used by writers to help the director. You will
learn them once you start working with video on a regular
basis.
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Here is the split-page script for the train wreck story
Train Wreck 3/15 6pm tw

Smith
O/C Smith Box ADDA     A Conrail freight train today left

the tracks near Centerville, Kansas,
causing some major problems for
passenger service trainsthat also use
the tracks.

Via SIL (TRT: 40 sec.) V/O
Railroad officials say the locomotive
and eight of the train’s 14 cars were
derailed. They blamed a broken rail.
Remarkably, there were only two
injuries-to the engineer and his
assistant-and they were not serious.

If you examine this script, you will see that the slug TRAIN
WRECK is in the upper left-hand corner along with the date,
the time of the newscast, and the writer’s initials.
On the next line in the right column is SMITH, the name of
the anchor. Because most newscasts have two or more anchors,
the name of the anchor reading the copy must always be
displayed at the top of the right-hand column.

On the next line at the left is ole Smith, which lets the director
know which anchor is on camera. Underneath that are the
words Box ADDA, which tell the director that there will be a
picture displayed in a box next to the anchor’s head. In this case,
it could be a generic train wreck graphic that TV newsrooms
keep on hand along with scores of other such graphics. (It also
could be a freeze frame of part of the video that would be
shown with the voice-over. But if that were the case, the writer
would have to indicate it by typing SILIFF [“silent/freeze
frame”] next to Box ADDA.)
The anchor’s script continues on the right side. Below the first
sentence, you see the V/O symbol, which means that at this
point in the script the video will be shown. The anchor
continues reading, but the audience no longer sees his face.
The V/O symbol is also displayed in the left-hand column with
the abbreviation for silent videotape, SIL, for the benefit of the
director. In parentheses is the total running time of the
videotape (TRT: 40 seconds), which tells the director that there
are actually 40 seconds of wreckage footage on the videocassette.
Since the via copy should only take about 30 seconds to read,
this means the director has a 10-second cushion to avoid going
to black, something of a nightmare for directors and their
bosses. 1b avoid that problem, tape editors always “pad the
tape”-cut more tape than the writer requests.

When the anchor has finished reading the via copy, he returns
on camera (which is why we show O/C in both columns) to
read a final sentence about delays in rail service brought on by
the wreck. That final sentence is called a tag, and the writer of
this script has added the word tag after ole in the left column just
to remind the busy director that this is the end of the story.

Sound on Tape
Newswriters must also learn to write voice-over scripts that
include sound on tape (SOT). Because the voices and pictures

of newsmakers are a vital part of TV news, a great deal of the
sound on tape will be provided in the middle of reporter
packages and is of no real concern to the newswriter. But sound
is often worked into the anchor’s script without the help of the
reporter, and that is the newswriter’s function.
Let’s go back to the train wreck story and suppose that there is
some sound on tape of one of the workers trying to keep
warm around the trashcan fire. The writer decides to add that
sound on tape to the script at the end of the voiceover before
the anchor comes back on camera. A sound bite used at the end
of a voice-over is abbreviated VO-SOT or V-SOT. The script
would look like this:
SOT :15 TRACK UP

FONT: Mark F10rman Out-cue” get any railroad
worker warmer.”
Time: 15

O/C Smith O/C

Railroad officials say that while
the wreckage is being removed
and repairs made to the tracks,
Conrail passenger trains will be
detoured. This probably will
cause delays for at least 48 hours.

The sound-on-tape symbol and the time appear in the left
column to indicate that sound on tape will be used at this point
in the script. The director now knows that when the anchor
reads the last words of the voice-over, “ . . . difficult and
unpleasant,” it is time to bring in the sound on tape.
The terms Track Up and Time:15 also appear in the right column
along with the out-cue, the final words of the sound bite. This
lets the anchor know that a 1S-second sound bite comes up
before he returns on camera to read the last sentence in the
story. The abbreviation FONT in the left column means that the
name and identification of the railroad worker is to be superim-
posed over the lower portion of the screen while the railroad
worker is speaking. The director will signal the font operator to
punch up the information approximately three seconds into the
sound bite.

After the sound bite instructions, the symbol ole is written on
both sides of the script to indicate that the anchor returns on
camera to wrap up or “tag” the story, or to begin a new story.

Lead- Ins
The third common scripting chore for the TV news writer is
preparing leading lines for sound bites and reporter packages.
Writing television lead-ins is similar to writing lead-ins for radio
wraparounds, but is slightly more complicated. As with radio
lead-ins, the information in the first line of the report or sound
bite cannot be repeated in the lead-in.
Unlike radio lead-ins, those for television require some addi-
tional instructions for the director because while the anchor is
leading into the report or sound bite on camera, some visual is
usually shown in a box next to the anchor.
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TRAIN WRECK 3/15 6pm tw
O/C Smith SMITH

A Conrail train has derailed
in Kansas and we have a
report from the scene
from our reporter Frank
Coakley.

SOT :55 TRACK UP
FONT: Frank Coakley Out-cue: . . Frank reporting.”

“ Time :55
The writer used a soft lead-in because she knew that Coakley
would provide the hard-news lead. He started his report this
way:

The engine and eight cars of the Conrail train left the tracks
around midnight near the town of Centerville. Fortunately only
two people were injured slightly.
This lead-in is effective because it allows the reporter’s opening
words to build on it as he tells the rest of the story.

Headlines and Teases
Depending on the size of the news operation, headlines and
teases usually are turned out by the writer, the editor, or the
producer.

As always, the major difference between headlines for television
and those for radio is that headlines and teases on television are
normally supported with pictures. Some network newsrooms
forgo the traditional headline approach, preferring to have the
anchors talk briefly about the top story before going to a
reporter for details. But local news almost always leads the
newscast with headlines, which are most effective when used
with flashes of video. Here’s a sample of how one local news
room scripts headlines:
HOWARD (DEE) (HOWARD)

Coming up on Action News at Six
VIO # 5 (liquor store) Police search for two men who

killed a liquor store owner during a
holdup.

RUNS :04
WIPE TO VIO #3 (DEE)
(Mayor shaking hands) Mayor Thompson honors a citizen

who rescued a child from a
burning building.

RUNS :04

WIPE TO VIO #2 (HOWARD)
(Unemployment office) And unemployment in Center City

reaches a new high.
In the left column, HOWARD indicates that one anchor reads
the opening line of the newscast and the first headline, while
(DEE)-note the parentheses indicates that the other anchor is
also on camera. Both anchors quickly disappear from the screen,
but Howard is heard reading the first headline over video
showing the scene of the liquor store holdup. The video runs
about 4 seconds. After the first headline, the video wipes to a
shot of Mayor Thompson shaking hands with a hero while

Dee reads that headline. The second voice-over also runs four
seconds. The video wipes a third time to a three-second shot of
workers standing on line at an unemployment office. Howard
reads that headline, as indicated, over the video. Then both
anchors return on camera as Howard says “good evening” and
identifies himself. Dee does the same and reminds the audience
that the stories just teased would be covered in the upcoming
newscast.
The numbers next to the voice-over symbols indicate which
playback machines will be used in the control room, informa-
tion that is vital to the director.
If the director or his or her assistant calls for the wrong
machine, the wrong video would appear, and the newscast
would get off to a confusing start. Some stations give numbers
to the tapes instead of the machines. In that case, the tape
numbers would be placed on the scripts so that the director
could call for the proper one.

Later in the newscast-before the commercials-teases will be used
in an effort to hold the audience. The same voice-over technique
used in headlines is used for teases. Many producers also
include fonts over the video to give it extra punch. For example,
these words might appear at the bottom of the appropriate
video:
Police hunt killer. . .
Hero honored. . .
Unemployment climbs. . .

The point of such teases is to hook viewers, to keep their
interest in the news during the commercial. Teasing three stories
increases the chance that your audience will be interested in at
least one of the upcoming stories.

A Team Effort
As you can see, writing television news is more complicated
than writing radio news. Although one individual writes the
television story and may even edit the videotape used in the
story, the final product involves other people in the newsroom.
In radio, writers usually pick the stories they wish to tell their
audience. In television, those who write the stories are told
what to write and how long the stories should be. In radio, one
person may do it all-record interviews on the phone, cover a
news conference, and include in the newscast some of the tape
he or she has edited. There are no one-person newsrooms in
television, although at small stations you may be expected to
play more than one role.

As in radio, there will be opportunities in television to learn
how to do several different jobs. Writers frequently go on to
other positions, often as reporters, anchors, and producers.
Some move over to the assignment desk, where the people
“find the news,” a subject discussed earlier.

Trails and Promos
Part of a station’s total presentation ‘sound’ is the way it sells
itself. Promotional activity should not be left to chance but be
carefully designed to accord with an overall sense of style.
‘Selling’ one’s own programmes on the air is like marketing any
other product, and this is developed in the next chapter, but
remember that the appeal can only be directed to those people
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who are already listening. The task is therefore to describe a
future programme as so interesting and attractive that the
listener is bound to tune in again. The qualities which people
enjoy and which will attract them to a particular programme are:
• Humour that appeals.
• Originality that is intriguing.
• An interest that is relevant.
• A cleverness which can be appreciated. . Musical content
• Simplicity - a non-confusing message. . A good sound

quality.
If one or more of these attributes is presented in a style to
which he can relate, the listener will almost certainly come back
for more. The station is all the time attempting to develop a
rapport with the listener, and the programme trailer is an
opportunity to do just this. It is saying of a future programme,
‘this is for you’.

Having obtained the listener’s interest, a trail must provide
some information on content - what the programme is trying
to do, who is taking part, and what form (quiz, discussion,
phone-in, etc.) it will take. All this must be in line with the same
list of attractive qualities. But this is far from easy - to be
humorous and original, to be clever as well as simple. The final
stage is to be sure that the listener is left with clear transmission
details, the day and time of the broadcast. The information is
best repeated:
‘. . . You can hear the show on this station tomorrow at six
p.m. Just the thing for early evening - the ‘Kate Greenhouse
Saga’, on 251- six o’clock tomorrow.’
Trails are often wrapped around with music which reflects
something of the style of the programme, or at least the style
of the programme in which the trail is inserted. It should start
and finish clearly, rather than on a fade; this is achieved by
prefading the end music to time and editing it to the opening
music so that the join is covered by speech.
At its simplest, a trail lasting 30 seconds looks like this:

MUSIC: SPEECH:
MUSIC:
Bright, faded on musical phrase, held under speech. Obtains
interest.
Provides information on content.

(Music edit at low level under speech)
Gives transmission details.
Fade up to end.
There is little point in ordering a listener to switch on; the effect
is better achieved by convincing him that he will be deprived if
he does not. And of course if that is the station’s promise then
it must later be fulfilled. Trails should not be too mandatory,
and above all they should be memorable.

Summary
This chapter introduces a variety of terms used in television
news, such as split page, voice-over, package, and font, and describes
a television writer’s most common writing assignments.
In carrying out these assignments, you need to learn to work

with both words and pictures; broadcast news professionals
have very strong views on which is more important-the words
or the pictures. The truth, of course, is that both words and
pictures are critical to a successful TV news script. Television is a
visual medium, and the pictures must be effective, but if the
words that go with those pictures are unclear, confusing, or
contradictory, the story will fail because there will be no true
communication.
Choose your pictures carefully, and do the same with your
words.

Review Questions
1. What is the major difference between writing for radio and

writing for television?
2. How will poor pictures affect TV news stories?
3. How important are sound bites to a TV news script? Why?
4. What is a read story?
5. Why are read stories important to a TV newscast? List the

different ways they are used.
6. What is a voice-over? Describe what the audience sees and

hears during a voice-over.
7. Describe some of the things to remember when writing

for pictures in a voice-over script.
8. Is it better to have too few or too many words in a voice-

over? Explain.
9. Explain the steps that a writer takes in selecting videotape

to be used in a voice-over.
10. Explain the term split page, indicating the dimensions and

how the page is used.
11. Why must you be careful in observing the margins on the

split page?
12. Explain the purpose of fonts and give some examples.
13. Explain the following abbreviations: SL and ADDA.
14. What does SL Box in a script mean?
15. What does TRT mean, and why is that term important for

a director:
16. What is an out-cue, and why is it important to the director

and anchor?
17. What is the most important thing to remember when

writing a lead-in to a sound bite or a correspondent’s
report?

Exercises
1. Take a story from the wire or a newspaper, and rewrite it on

a split page as a read story. It should be 20 seconds long.
2. Using the same piece of copy, prepare a V-SOT. Suppose

that you have a sound bite from someone who is involved
in the story. Using the split page, indicate the proper
symbols and time for a 10-second sound bite. You have 30
seconds for the entire story.

3. Suppose that you have a reporter covering a story about a
tornado hitting Centerville, Kan. Three people have been
killed, and more than dozen have been injured. Write a
lead-in for a live report, indicating also what the reporter’s
first sentence will say.
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4. Using wire copy or the front page of a newspaper, script
three headlines for a TV newscast.

5. Using the same copy, script two teases that will come
before your first commercial break.

6. Go to a local TV station and observe who is doing the
writing. Talk to either a writer or a producer on how the
writing is assigned, and report on what you discover.

Notes -
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Writing for the Radio Newscast
Topics Covered:

your audience, organizing material, writing from the back,
the lead story, the rest of the newscast, localizing the news,
story length, headlines, back timing.

Objective
• Understand the various ways of radio writing.
• Clarifying the process of radio writing.

Introduction
It is difficult to generalize about radio news operations and
news programs because they seem to be constantly changing.
One statement that can be made, however, is that newscasts on
radio are getting shorter and less frequent.
However, many radio stations (mostly in large- and medium-
sized markets) still take pride in their news operations and
maintain writing and reporting staffs of a dozen or more.
Some of these stations, particularly those that provide “all
news,” may have staffs twice that size.
In small markets, radio news is often the product of a one-
person news staff. Many people who begin their careers in radio
will probably work in that environment, which has some
advantages. It’s an opportunity to develop the skills that you
learned in school: writing, reporting, interviewing, working with
sound, and editing.
It also offers time to develop that most important of broad-
casting skills-news judgment. But working alone also has some
disadvantages. There will be no one there to help correct and
guide you when you need it most.

This chapter discusses the factors you should consider when
preparing for and writing radio newscasts. Getting to know the
audience is the first consideration.

Your Audience
One of the continuing debates in both print and broadcast
news is whether the news should provide the kind of informa-
tion that people need to know or the information they want to
know. Most journalists agree that the answer lies somewhere in
the middle. People must be informed, but it also makes sense
to tailor the news for the audience. A station programming
easy-listening music probably would not want to provide the
same kind of news as a rock station.

The rock station would have a relatively young audience, and the
so£1music station would have an older audience. If you were
the news director at the rock station, you would be looking for
stories that might appeal more to young people. The writing
style also would be lighter and less formal than it would be, for
example, for the audience of a classical-music station.

The story selection also would be different for news delivered in

urban and rural areas. Stories about the weather would be
important in farm country, whereas stories about traffic
congestion would be important in the city.

Although you need to consider all these factors, your main
concern in covering the news is the news itself. A story of
overwhelming importance whether it is local, national, or
foreign, always takes precedence over the rest of the news.

Organizing Material
Before radio newswriters decide which story should lead a
newscast and which stories should follow, they must know
what news they have to work with. A good way to start is to call
the police and fire departments to see if anything is going on,
then read the newspapers carefully.

Newsrooms keep a file marked “futures” that alerts the staff to
special events scheduled in the listening area that day and during
the upcoming month or later. Check this file next.

In a small community there may not be much going on, and, if
that community is served by an equally small station, any
material in the futures file was probably put there by the
newsperson who will be covering the event.

Also check the news wires immediately. Of particular impor-
tance are the stories that the wires periodically move about
events in the local area. After the copy has been ripped from the
wires, you are ready to sort out the material.

Most newspeople working with hard copy like to use a ruler and
a thick, crayon-like marker to write a one- or two-word slug at
the top of every new story. After all the copy is cut, most writers
make a number of piles: one for local news, another for
national news, and a third for international news. Some writers
list on a pad all the stories they have to work with and try to
figure out a tentative order in which the stories will appear in
the script.

Other writers simply go through the various piles of copy on
their desk, sorting them so that the most important stories are
at the top and the less important ones at the bottom. There is
no right or wrong way to organize copy, so 100 for the method
that is the most comfortable for you.

Writers using computers organize their copy in a variety of
ways. Some move the stories they wish to consider for their
newscast into a separate computer file. Later, when they are
ready to rewrite the stories, they split screen so that they can
look at the wire copy on one side and use the other half, the
blank side, to rewrite the copy in broadcast style.

Once that story is written it is saved, and the writer moves on to
the next one, and so forth. When all the stories are written, the
writer prints the them out and puts them in the order in which
they will be read on the air.

LESSON 32:
WRITING FOR RADIO
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Anchor John Lynker of WTOP-Radio, Washington, reads a newscast.
(Courtesy of WTOP-Radio)

It is possible for a newscaster to read the copy right from the
computer screen; this is done on occasion, particularly when
urgent material moves on the wire. But most newscasters find it
uncomfortable to read entire newscasts from the computer
screen.

Writing from the Back
One thing just about all newswriters agree on is that the first
stories they write are those that will not change. Working in this
way is called writing from the back because the stories that are not
likely to change are usually those that are read in the latter part
of the newscast.
“Breaking” stories, as their name suggests, will probably change
considerably before air time, so they should be written last.

The Lead Story
The method for selecting the first story in the newscast-the lead
story-may sound simple: Just pick the most important story.
But how do you decide which story is most important? Should
a local, national, or international story be the lead? Does the
time of day affect the decision? Will any of the stories affect the
local audience in some way? The answers to these questions can
help you determine which story should lead the newscast.
Most of a station’s listeners will be more interested in what is
happening in their community than in the rest of the world.
There are exceptions, of course, as during the Gulf War when
most Americans turned on their radio and TV sets to get the
latest on the war. The same has been true during the sensational
0. J. Simpson murder trial.
But first, let’s examine how we decide what’s news to a local
audience. I News in a town of 5,000 is not necessarily news in a
city of 50,000. What is considered news in that city may not be
too important in a city of a million or I more. Here are some
story choices on a particular day at a radio station in the
hypothetical town of Centerville, population 10,000.
1. The president says he is encouraged by the progress being

made in the baseball strike negotiations.
2. The Labor Department says unemployment rose another

one-half of one percent.

3. The governor says he will make major cuts in services and
state workers’ jobs rather than raise taxes.

4. The wife of Centerville’s mayor gives birth to triplets.
The story of most interest in Centerville, and the story that
most listeners would be talking about that day, is the birth of
triplets to the mayor’s wife. But 100 miles north, in the state
capital, the birth would be less important, and the governor’s
comments on cuts in jobs and services would be the top story.
The network newscast would lead with the jump in unemploy-
ment because that story holds the most interest for a national
audience.

Suppose we add another story to the list: a three-car accident on
the freeway near the state capital. While the story may not sound
too important, suppose the accident was at 8 a.m., and those
three wrecked cars had created a gigantic traffic jam. It most
certainly would be the lead story on the 8 a.m. news for stations
in the capital because that is “drive time,” the highest-rated
listening period for radio. The people listening to their radios
on the way to work are more concerned about when they will
get to the office than they are about the governor’s comments
on taxes and jobs. How about the audience in Centerville?
Because the accident took place over 100 miles away, the
Centerville listeners would have no interest in it. The network
radio audience would not even know about the accident because
it would not be important enough to make the wires.
Keep in mind that when you start to prepare your newscast,
you should not be overly concerned about which story will lead
it. The chances are that what appeared to be the most important
story an hour earlier may be overshadowed by a new story that
broke before air time. That is the nature of the news business.
On some very busy news days-unlikely in Centerville-a story
that was considered the lead at one point may not even get into
the newscast. That’s why each story should be on a separate
sheet of paper to allow for a quick reshuffling of the script.

The Rest of the Newscast
You can use the formula you established for choosing the lead
story to pick the rest of the stories in the newscast. Once you
have selected the lead, determine which of the remaining stories
would hold the most interest for your audience, then the next
most interest, and so on. The stories would then be broadcast
in that order.
There are important exceptions to this formula, however.
Sometimes, it makes sense to place stories back-to-back because
they have something in common. During the Gulf War, for
example, it was not unusual for newscasts to carry a report of
the fighting and then follow it up with a story from the
White House or the State Department concerning some
diplomatic aspect of the war. Frequently, those two stories were
followed by a third that might have been a reaction-type story
on the war from Congress or a poll of American opinion.
Another example would be the linking of weather-related
stories. If part of the nation is suffering a drought and another
section is in the middle of serious flooding, it would be logical
to report those two stories together in the newscast. Without
such logical connections, the rule is to report the news in its
order of importance.
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Localizing the News
When writing for a local station, always look for some local
angle in national and international stories. If a British airliner
crashes in Europe, the first thing to check is whether there were
any Americans on board and, if so, whether any were from the
local listening area.
During the Gulf War, local radio and TV newscasters were
always interested in getting interviews with service personnel
who were from their area. When there were casualties, it was the
responsibility of news organizations to find out if any local
men and women were killed or injured.
If a person wins a million-dollar lottery it’s a good story, but if
the person happens to be from the listening area, it’s a “great”
story.

Story Length
The length of a story is determined by the length of the
newscast, the importance of the story, and the availability of
news at that particular hour. If there is not much news to
report, the stories may have to be longer than they would be
normally. If there is a lot of news, most stories should be short
to allow sufficient time for the major stories.

ABC Information Radio network tape editor Carolyn Ripp edits an actuality.
(Courtesy of ABC Information Radio)

Before you start to write, you must determine how much time
you actually have for news in a newscast. In Chapter 1, you
learned that most newscasters read approximately 15 or 16 lines
of copy per minute. So, for a three-minute newscast, you would
need approximately 45 to 48 lines of copy.
But is the newscast really three minutes long? Probably not.
Let’s say there are two commercials, each running 30 seconds, in
the newscast, which leaves two minutes of news. If there is a
10-second weather report, five seconds for stocks and another
five seconds to sign off, the two minutes have been reduced

another 20 seconds. What is left is one minute and 40 seconds,
If that time is converted to lines, you have about 25 lines in
which to cover all the news. That is why you must learn to
condense your stories. You may have as little as three lines to
tell some of those stories.

Actualities
The voices of the newsmakers are called actualities or sound bites.
The heart of radio news.

You must have learnt that color is often provided by the voices
of the people in the story. A good writer can tell the story
without the actual voice, but he or she faces a greater challenge.
Even the best newswriters would tell you that if given a choice,
they would rather have the actual sound bite provide the color
than their paraphrase of what was in the sound bite. Regardless
of the writer and newscaster’s talents, it’s not possible to
capture all of the nuances in a sound bite with a paraphrase and
the newscaster’s voice. How can anyone better express the
remarks of New York City cab drivers than they themselves?
And how would the newscaster make up for the missing
sounds of the city in the background-the natural sound-
without the tape? Good tape is essential.

Wraparounds
The combination of sound and words is known as a wrap-
around. This technique, as the name suggests, uses the voice of
the newscaster or reporter at the beginning and end of a story
or report and the voice of the newsmaker in the middle. You
might want to think of a wraparound in terms of a sandwich.
There can be more than one thing between the two slices of
bread. Wraparounds frequently have more than one sound bite
in the middle. The anchor or reporter may wrap several different
pieces of sound with script. Here’s an example:
A Conrail freight train today left the tracks near Centerville
causing some major problems for passenger trains that also use
the tracks. Railroad officials say the locomotive and eight of the
train’s 14 cars were derailed. They blamed a broken rail.

Remarkably, there were only two injuries- to the engineer and
his assistant-and they were not serious. Engineer Bob Potter
spoke to us at the hospital.
(sound bite)
1,5 sec.
Out-cue: . . I was plenty scared.”

Conrail engineer Bob Potter. He’s in good condition at
Centerville General Hospital.
The train was on its way to Southern California with a load of
steel and lumber when the accident took place shortly before
midnight. Freezing temperatures- dipping into the teens-will
make the job of cleaning up a very unpleasant one and will
hamper efforts to get service back to normal. But Conrail
spokesman Mark Florman is optimistic.
(sound bite)
20 sec.

Out-cue: “ .. we will know more in a few hours.”
Conrail spokesman Mark Florman.
He also said that Conrail passenger trains will be detoured,
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causing some delays probably for 48 hours.

Lead-Ins
Every sound bite, wraparound, and report from the scene
included in a news script must be introduced by a line or phrase
known as a lead-in.

Here is one possible lead-in the anchor could have used to
introduce the train wreck wraparound if it were done by a
reporter at the scene:
A train wreck in Centerville during the night.
Reporter Cleo Allen has the details.
(Take wraparound)

Runs 1:10
Out-cue” .. Cleo Allen reporting for KTHU Radio.”
The most important thing to avoid when writing a lead-in is
redundancy. One of the worst style errors is a lead-in that says
exactly the same thing as the first line of the wraparound or
sound bite. The way to avoid this problem is for the writer or
anchor in the newsroom and the reporter at the scene to discuss
in advance what each is going to say.
The short sentences used in a script to hold the audience’s
attention just before a commercial break are called teases. The
idea of a tease is to give the audience some reason to keep
listening, rather than turning the dial. This is best accomplished
by giving just a hint of what is to come after the commercial.
The cleverer the tease, the greater the chance the audience will
put up with the commercial.

If the train wreck wraparound were to follow a commercial, this
is theway it might be teased:
Freezing temperatures add to the problems of a Centerville
train wreck. That story after this.
(Commercial)
If the news is long enough, or being written for an all-news
station, it’s effective to tease two or more stories before going to
a commercial. Such a tease gives the writer more opportunities
to hook listeners. If they are not interested in the first story that
is teased, they might go for the second or third one.

Headlines
Headlines are another form of tease. Headlines come at the top
of a newscast and should reflect the most interesting and
exciting stories to be covered in the upcoming newscast. Often,
a headline for an offbeat story is an effective tease. Here is a
sample:
A tornado rips through a small Kansas town, killing six people.
The cost of living climbs for the third straight month.

Governor Jones says he will veto legislation that would restore
the death penalty.
And a pet cheetah scares a lot of people when he decides to take
a walk down Main Street. Those stories and more on the six
o’clock news. Good evening, I’m Bill Giles.
Some radio newscasts start with only one headline:
Six people die in a tornado in Kansas.

Good evening, I’m Bill Giles with the six o’clock news. The
tornado ripped through Centerville, Kansas. . .
Many stations, particularly those that have shortened their
newscasts, have eliminated headlines completely on the grounds
that they are redundant and take up too much time. On many
other radio stations, the only news is the headlines.

Stan Case reads the news in the CNN Radio anchor booth in Atlanta.
(1992 CNN. All Rights Reserved)

Pad Copy
Copy written for protection against mistakes in timing and
unexpected changes in the newscast that could affect the timing
is called pad copy. Most of the time, such copy will not get on
the air, so the stories that are selected as pad copy should be
relatively unimportant.
Because most radio newscasts are relatively short, pad copy
normally consists of only a few short pieces totaling perhaps
between 30 seconds am: minute. More pad copy might be
written for longer newscasts.
Note that the chief reason for pad material is to avoid one of
the scariest situations in broadcast news: running out of
something to say before the program is scheduled to end.

Back Timing
Getting off the air on time takes some planning. If a newscast
runs over, ill short, it can create problems for the programs that
follow the news. This is particularly true if network program-
ming comes after the newscast.
One way to guarantee that this does not happen is called back
timing. The final segments in the newscast are timed and then
deducted from the lens of the newscast. Let’s look at an
example. Suppose the last two items in a newscast are the stocks
and weather. Both are timed. It will take 10 seconds to read the
stocks and another 20 seconds for the weather. The standard
close for the newscast takes another five seconds to read. The
newscaster will need 35 seconds, then, to read the last three
items. So, 35 seconds are deducted from the total time of the
newscast. The newscaster now knows that he or she must begin
reading those three final items at exactly 2:25 into a three-
minute newscast. The three final items should be placed in a
separate pile within easy reach on the studio table. The time 2:25
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should be written boldly on the top page of this back-timed
copy. When the clock reaches the 2:25 mark in the newscast, the
reader simply picks up the three pages and begins reading them,
regardless of where he or she is in the newscast. Some stories
may have to be dropped, and often they are, but that is the only
way to guarantee the newscaster gets off the air on time.

Summary
Working in a radio operation in a small market has always been
a good way to break into broadcast news, although many
people seem to find the glamour and the pay of TV more
appealing. In radio, you do get a wonderful opportunity to learn
how to do everything; you would be the writer, reporter,
announcer, and technician. In these days of automation, you
might be the only “live” person in the building.

As the only member of the news staff, you would quickly learn
how to organize your time and effort because you would have
little or no help. Your news judgment would be tested every
day. You would get an excellent opportunity to hone your
writing and reporting skills. You would also be preparing
yourself for the next job in a bigger market.
Even if your main interest is television, the things that you
learned in this chapter are important because radio news
provides an important foundation for work in television news.
The principles of radio newswriting also apply to television
news, which is discussed in the next chapter. You will be
required to make some adjustment because of pictures, but if
you have absorbed the material in this chapter, you are well
prepared to move along.

Review Questions
1. Why is it important when you are writing broadcast news to

know about your audience?
2. You are the only newsperson working at your radio station.

When you arrive for work, you have two hours before you
read your first newscast. Explain how you would get
prepared.

3. Explain the meaning of the term writing from the back.

4. If you were writing news in Centerville, Kan., a market of
10,000, which story would you pick for the lead of your
newscast?
a. United States forces drop emergency relief supplies to

Kurdish refugees;
b. Ten thousand autoworkers go on strike in Detroit; or
c. Centerville welcomes home ten of its soldiers who served

in the Gulf War. Explain your choice.
5. If you were writing for a radio station in Ann Arbor, Mich.,

which of the stories in Exercise 4 would you lead with?
Why?

6. After you have selected the lead of your newscast, how
would you determine the order of the rest of the stories?

7. What does localizing news mean? Give examples of how
you could localize a story about a fire at a rock concert which
caused some des and injuries and a story about the National
Basketball Association draft.

8. If you were writing a two-minute newscast for radio,
approximately how many lines of copy would you need?

9. If you have three commercials in the two-minute newscast,
one of them 30 seconds and the other two 10 seconds each,
how many lines of copy would you need to write?

Exercise

Writing for Broadcast

Writing Broadcast Stories
Write broadcast stories about the following events. Write at least
one soft news, one hard news and one throwaway lead. Check
for wordiness. Your stories should not run more than 30
seconds. Remember to consult the checklists on pages 459-460.
1. Previously, anyone who parked in a spot reserved for the

handicapped in your city would be fined $20. However, your
city council met last night and heard complaints that other
motorists often use the spaces, making it harder for
handicapped people to shop or eat out or go to movies. As a
result, the council voted 5-2 to raise the fine to $250-the
highest in the state-to discourage able-bodied drivers from
using the parking spots reserved for the handicapped. Those
spaces normally are close to store entrances. Two members
of the Paralyzed Veterans Association were at the meeting to
lobby for the stiffer fine, saying it might be the only way to
stop offenders. The new law will go into effect in 30 days.
State law allows half of the money collected through such
fines to go toward enforcing and administering the parking
regulations. The rest may be used to build wheelchair ramps
and other improvements to enhance access to public
buildings.

2. J. T. Pinero is a developer in your community. He is planning
to build 350 houses in a 120-acre subdivision which he has
named “Deer Run.” This morning he was cited by the city.
The city also stopped all work on the development. The land
had been wooded, and Pinera was charged with clearing the
first 30 acres without obtaining city permits. Mayor Serena
Datolli said it was the most flagrant violation of the citys tree
protection code since her election five years ago. Pinero was
cited for cutting down more than 500 pines, oaks, maple,
birch and other trees. Under city codes, unauthorized
destruction of of each tree is punishable by a fine of up to
$500. Datoli added that she and other city officials are
negotiating with Pinero and his attorney for landscaping and
replacement of all the trees. Pinero must also post a
$100,000 bond or letter of credit to ensure restoration. If the
work is done, Datoli said, Pinero might not be fined for this,
his first offense. Pinaro said he did not know of the land-
clearing and tree-removal permits require~ by the city.

3. Liz Holton operates a doughnut shop at 2240 Broadway
Avenue. Today she was ordered to appear in court at 10 a.m.
tomorrow morning. One of her employees is Mildred
McCartey. Ms. McCartey was called for jury duty on Monday
of last week and served the entire week. When she returned
to work at 7 a.m. Monday of this week she found that she
had been replaced, fired because of her absence last week.
State law prohibits an employer from firing or threatening to
fire an employee called for jury duty, and Judge George C.
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LeClair has ordered Liz to appear in his courtroom to
determine whether she should be held in contempt of court.
Interviewed today, Liz said she did not know of the law and
never knew of it. She said she works 12 to 16 hours a day in
the doughnut shop, which she owns. McCartney is her only
full-time employee, and she said she cannot afford to have
her away for several days at a time-she is unable to run the
business by herself with only her part-time help. If held in
contempt, she could be fined up to $10,000 and sentenced to
six months in jail.

4. Wesley Barlow is an inmate in a Nebraska state prison. He
has been charged with swindling dozens of widows out of
thousands of  dollars. Barlew, 32, is serving an 8year sentence
for burglary. Today he pleaded guilty to new charges against
him and was sentenced to an additional 1° years on top of
the old sentence. Barlow had mailed letters to men who
recently died not long ago.
The letters were then received by the mens widows. They
sought payment-usually less than $100-”for maintenance and
repairs.” Some women paid because they assumed their dead
husbands had some work done before their deaths, a
detective thought. Barlow said he got their names from the
obituaries in an Omaha newspaper. The scam was discovered
when the mother of an Omaha detective received one of the
letters.

5. Researchers at your college issued a report today. After three
years of  study, they confirmed the widely assumed link
between drinking and birth defects. They warned that
pregnant women who drink risk injury to their children.
Because the scientists don’t know how much alcohol may be
safely consumed by pregnant women, they recommend
absolute and total abstention from all alcoholic beverages
during a womans 9-month term of  pregnancy. What the
doctors found during their three years of study is that
children born to pregnant women who drink have higher
rates of mental and physical abnormalities. The most
common problems among such infants are mental
retardation and delays in their physical development.
Pregnant women who drink also experience more
miscarriages and premature births. The reason for the
problems is that alcohol from a mothers system passes
directly into the bloodstream of her developing child, and
that the alcohol remains in the fetal system longer because it
is not metabolized and excreted as fast as it is by an adult.
Scientists call the problem the fetal alcohol syndrome.

Exercise

Writing for Broadcast

Writing Shorter Broadcast Stories
Write broadcast stories about the following events. Write at least
one soft news, one hard news and one throwaway lead. Check
for wordiness. Although you may find it difficult at first, limit
your stories to 20 seconds or less. Remember 10 consult the
checklists on pages 459-460. Correct any errors in spelling and
grammar.
1. A teen-ager is paralyzed. The teenager, Amy Claunch, 17, was

struck by a bullet when a pistol fired accidentally without

intention. This morning, a jury awarded her $2 million in
damages from David Giangeli. Amy, who is not married,
sued both Giangeli-also not married-who fired the pistol,
and the pistols manufacturer. Clauchs attorney said she
probably won’t be able to collect even a penny of the award
because Dave does not have any money. He dropped out of
the school, without graduating, and now works as a
gardener, earning little more than the minimum wage. The
jury deliberated almost 10 hours before reaching its decision.
Amy had attempted to prove that small handguns are so
inherently dangerous that their makers and sellers should be
held jointly responsible for harm caused by them, even when
they are misused.

2. Its a smart idea, some people say, a way to solve a problem.
Other people say its a waste of taxpayers money. The city
council in Roseville, a small town near your community,
adopted the idea last night. In the last municipal election
there, only 23% of the citys registered voters cast a ballot in
the race for mayor, a dismal record. It was the lowest
percentage in your state. The Roseville city council wants to
do something about it, so last night it decided to have a
lottery. During the next municipal election, scheduled for the
fall of next year, the city will give away $5,000 in cash prizes
free. The winners names will be drawn from a list of all
persons who cast a ballot in the election.

3. A childs life was saved yesterday. Max Rivera and Charles
Fusner, employees of the local power company, are the
heroes. Cheryl Nichols, 1872 Belgarde Av., told police she
found her 3-year-old son, Richard, face down and
motionless in the familys swimming pool at 4:42 p.m.
yesterday afternoon. She screamed and pulled him from the
water. The boy had been riding his tricycle around the pool,
and it apparently slipped over the edge, dumping him into
the cold water. Max and Joe, who were working on nearby
electrical lines, heard the screams and rushed quickly to help.
Riviera breathed into the childs mouth and Fuzner applied
heart massage. A neighbor called the police and fire
departments. Fuzner said the child came to after 3 or 4
breaths. Paramedics responding to the call said the boy was
in good shape when their rescue unit arrived at the scene a
few minutes later. They rushed the boy to St. Nicholas
Hospital, where he was examined, then released in good
condition. A spokesperson for the power company said
company employees are required to take training in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) because of the dangers
they face while working around high voltage lines.

4. There was a fatal traffic accident on State Road 419 at about
7:00 a.m. this morning. Five persons were killed dead in the
fiery crash. The state highway patrol said a truck was
attempting to pass a car about 2 miles west of your city. The
truck clipped the back of the car, sending it into a complete
spin. The spinning car came to rest in a ditch, and its driver
was not injured.
The truck then proceeded to skid out of control and crashed
head-on into an oncoming car. The truck and the on-coming
car that it hit burst into flames. All four persons in the car
died.
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The truck driver, who was alone in the vehicle at the time,
also died. A highway patrol officer said the truck and second
car “hit pretty hard, and their occupants probably died before
the flames reached them.” The patrol officer added that all
four persons in the car were tourists from Canada. The truck
driver was a resident of your city, where he lived. Police are
withholding all their names pending notification of next of
kin.

5. There was a robbery that occurred at approximately 10:30
p.m. last night. A masked gunman entered a pizza parlor at
411 Michigan Avenue. There were three patrons and four
employees in the establishment at the time. The gunman
quickly emptied a cash register of about $450 in cash, and
then he told everyone to empty their pockets completely of
everything. A youth about to enter the pizza parlor noticed
the robbery in progress while it was happening. She
immediately called the police. Just as the police arrived, the
gunman ran from the pizza parlor and fled into a housing
development behind it. The youth followed the gunman.
The police released a police dog from their car and ordered it
to attack the gunman. The dog caught and bit the youth in
her right leg. The youth required 12 stitches in her leg. The
gunman escaped. Police are still looking for a suspect.

Some More Exercises
1. Using the stories reported on the front page of a newspaper,

prep headlines for a radio newscast.

2. Using those same headlines, write teases for two of the
stories that appear later in your radio newscast.

3. Read the front page of the newspaper, and decide which of
the stories you would lead with in a newscast.

4. What other stories on the front page and in the rest of the
newspaper would you use in your newscast, and in which
order?

5. Go to a local radio station that has a news operation, and
watch how they put a newscast together. Prepare a report on
what you saw.

Notes -
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Topics covered:

Piecing together video and audio, avoiding jump cuts,
television script formats, live TV, TV news.

Objective
• To understand the relationship between video and audio.
• To learn about cuts and avoiding jump cuts.
The relationship between video and audio in a reporter package
is intricate. However, through practice the experienced broadcast
journalist learns to exploit the interplay between words and
pictures almost unconsciously.

When time permits, the reporter may first edit the video,
experimenting with the order and length of shots, to create the
optimum visual impact. Under deadline pressure, though,
broadcast journalists are more likely to view the video and then
write their narration with certain key shots and interview
segments in mind. Once the narration is written and recorded,
the videotape editor often pieces together the audio segments
of the videotape first and then lays in the corresponding video
shots.
To understand how this works in practice it helps to disas-
semble the video and audio elements of a completed reporter
package.
On the following pages, there has been a separation, into its
component parts a local San Francisco television news report
describing a fire in a high-rise apartment building. By carefully
comparing the video freeze frames and the reporter’s narration,
you can begin to recognize how video and verbal information
are pieced together to create effective establishing shots,
interview sequences, and narration in a television news story.
Once you view the freeze frames and read the matching audio
cuts and shot descriptions, take a look at my comments below
and review the audio and video components again.
Note that the freeze frames and shot descriptions are identified
by the time at which they would appear if you were viewing the
videotape. The audio segments are simply numbered as cuts
one to ten. Remember also that this split-page presentation is
not a standard 1V news format. Normally there’s no reason to
type such a detailed list of shot descriptions and audio cuts
unless the videotape editor must assemble the package without
the writer being present.

Now that you have looked over the freeze frames and a written
description of the reporter package, here are some major details.
Since the telling of the story relies more heavily on the audio
track than the visuals, my comments will be organized so they
correspond to each of the ten audio cuts.
CUT #1: The first sounds we hear are the natural sounds of
sirens, engines, and voices to create a sense of presence at the
fire scene. Nevertheless, the opening words of the narration
identify exactly what the audience is looking at. The establishing

shot begins as a close-up to draw attention to the volume of
the smoke, which could appear quite small eight stories below
at street level.

CUT #2: There are, of course, no interior pictures of the fire’s
breaking out. The narration diverges from the video but moves
quickly to the inhabitants of the apartment who can be
pictured. The man in the apartment where the fire broke out
gives an eyewitness report.
CUT #3: The eyewitness is a French cultural attaché. His
English is broken and hard to understand. The reporter cuts
him off once the audience gets an idea of how the fire started
and advances the story with her narration.
CUT #4: Now that the basic story has been established, we
find out it has an amazing twist. The hero-a city bus driver who
lives in the neighborhood—excitedly relates the details of the
rescue. Even so, his extended interview is reduced to three main
quotes. Generic shots of the smoky building are used to cover
the jump cuts. These covering shots are called “B-roll.”
CUT #5: The reporter’s narration now continues the theme of
escape and evacuation. The action she’s describing occurred
inside. However, the inside shot we see was taken during
mopping up operations when it was safe for photographers to
enter the building. The shots that follow are exteriors, but they
do show the victims referred to.

LESSON 33:
PRICING TOGETHER VIDEO AND AUDIO
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Video Audio Cut #1

00] Telephoto Shot Of Black Natural Sound) Black, heavy smoke
Smoke Pour-ing From Upper billowed out of windows  and
Story Window. Zoom Out To stairwells by the time the fire
Reveal...  called to three alarms.

:04] Fireman On Long Extension It started in an eighth  floor
Ladder Climbing Towards apartment. The couple inside that
Window apartment were just having

:08] Long Shot High Rise breakfast when they noticed
In Smoky Haze their sofa in flames.

: 13] Victim In Bathrobe Cut # 2

:20] Tilt Down To Rescue “You know the radiator. The
Squad Attendant Bandaging radiator was close against the
Left Leg  sofa. And the sofa..well..probably...”

:26] Young Woman In cut # 3
Dark Coveralls His hands and legs were burned

before he was able to escape.  The
woman ran out to the balcony
where she was trapped for  several
terrifying minutes before she was
saved in a daring rescue.

Video Audio  Cut #4
[:32] Young Man, No Shirt, “I just hopped the back fences.
With Towel Over Shoulders I live across the street  here..and went
[:41] Wide Shot Building With over the rooftops...and got onto  the

Smoke Spewing Out ledges and pulled myself up to  the
[:47] Long Shot Balconies, ledges. I was waiting to see if she.. .

Woman Standing Outside just keep her there I just climbed
up..I went up about six floors on the
outside. I heard her screaming and...I
looked. Yes, she was screaming
Oxygen bloody murder.”

[:55] 1wo Firemen In Hall, Cut #5

Axing Away At Plaster The fire was confirmed to one
[1:02] Frail Woman On apartment and the hallway of the
Stretcher eighth floor. The tenants who lived

[1:05] Elderly Man Taking below escaped through stairwells.
Many of them still in shock by the
time they got outside Rescue crews
were concerned with the people
who lived above the eighth floor.

Video Audio Cut #6
[1:09) fire chief with aide “...(NATURAL SOUND)...See
[1: 14) firemen inching up these people up there. We want

 aerial ladder, camera zooms in to get them to the roof.There’s
no reason to put them on the
aerial ladders. “
Cut # 7
The people did move upstairs on
their own. And most of the
injuries were minimal.

[1:22) close up fire chief Cut # 8
[1:31) telephoto shot of firemen “Most of the victims here this
  at top of ladder morning were from inhalation
[1:35) fireman catching ..inhalation of smoke.A Type-[1:40)
Loading Victim Into One building holds the fire
   Rescue Squad Van within the confines of where

it ...but that doesn’t mean
that with all the plastics in
these modem buildings that
it’s not an intense, heavy,
smoky fire to fight. And that’s
exactly what we’re faced with
this morning. The firefighters
had to evacuate the people
from above the fire to the
roof.. .getting them clear
of the heavy smoke concentra
tions.”
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Video Audio Cut #9
[1:47] Fireman Being Several firemen were treated for smoke

Helped To Rescue Van inhalation. Some were taken away by
[1:51] Fireman In Van ambulance, but their injuries were
[1:53] Volunteer Giving minimal. Meanwhile the Red Cross

Coffee To Women was on the scene passing out hot
In Robes coffee to shivering victims...dressed

[1:58] Frail Woman only in robes. The fire was under
Moved To Rescue control in about an hour. The
Van firemen fighting the blaze said it was

[2:02] Slow Pan Of Smoky like an inferno inside. Officials say
High Rise the building was up to code, and that

was one major reason the flames did
not spread to other apartments.

[2:11] Reporter on Cut #10
Camera “More than a hundred people live

inside this building and most of those
residents are elderly. But due to quick
thinking and efforts by the fire
department, everyone was able to
escape. In San Francisco, I’m Linda
Yee, News center 4.

CUT #6: The reporter’s narration sets up this segment of
video and natural sound: cinema verite of the fire chief directing
rescue operations as the firefighters battle the eighth floor blaze.
Note that this is the only segment in the entire report when the
audience simultaneously sees and hears nothing more and
nothing less than the ongoing event.
CUT #7: Neither the audience nor the fire chief can see people
moving up the interior stairwells. But the video can illustrate
what the fire chief sees: the aerial ladders with firefighters, not

residents, moving up on the outside of the building.
CUT #8: The audience sees and hears the fire chief again, but
this time as he responds to reporters interviewing him on the
scene. Editing the fire chiefs responses into a short but coherent
statement creates a series of jump-cuts, which are covered by a
montage of thematically related B-roll shots. The most striking
shot is the firefighter catching his breath at an open window as
the chief describes the blaze as an “intense, heavy, smoky fire.”
CUT #9: The reporter adds a few essential facts, which are
matched specifically with the shots of one firefighter receiving
aid and residents receiv-ing coffee. By now the fire scene has
been so well established in the audience’s mind that the shots
can move more freely from one scene to another.

CUT #10: This summarizing statement with the reporter on
camera is traditionally called a “stand-up close.” It places the
reporter at the scene, rein-forcing her credibility as a first-hand
observer.

Avoiding Jump Cuts
Some of the tricks employed in the editing process also raise
some ethical questions. In order to avoid jump cuts-the jerking of
the head that occurs when video cuts are juxtaposed-film
editors (it started long before the advent of video) came up
with cutaways, reversals, and reverse questions.
These techniques are designed to cover up video edits. Editors,
producers, and everyone else in the newsroom defend the use
of most of these techniques because they make the finished
product much smoother to watch. “Who wants to watch a head
jumping across the screen?” is the answer editors give for using
a cutaway, a reversal, or a reverse question. It is hard to argue
with that response. Such techniques are not quite honest
because the audience, for the most part, does not realize what
the editors are doing. In an effort to avoid jump cuts, editors
also distract the audience’s attention from what the editors are
doing by inserting other video between the edited material.

In a cutaway, it appears that the cameraperson just decided in the
middle of an interview or speech to show the TV audience that
the room was crowded with spectators and reporters. This
cutaway shot may show another cameraperson shooting the
scene or a reporter scribbling in a notepad or just a row of the
audience. That shot makes it possible for the editor to take part
of the video comment and marry it to any other video com-
ment made by an individual while he or she was speaking. The
first part might have been at the beginning of the speech, while
the second comment might have been made 10 or 20 minutes
later.
“So what, there’s nothing dishonest about that” is the response
from many editors, and for the most part, there probably isn’t
anything dishonest about it if one accepts that it is not
necessary for the audience to know that the tape was edited. The
real harm comes when the video is badly edited and does not
accurately represent what the individual said during the inter-
view or speech and the audience has no way of knowing this.
Another editing technique used to avoid jump cuts is the
reversal, also referred to as a reverse shot or listening shot. After
completing an interview, the reporter pretends to be listening to
the interviewee while the cameraperson takes some shots of the
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reporter. The worst examples show the reporters smiling and
nodding their heads in agreement. These shots then are
sandwiched in between two bites of the interview, and again
the audience, for the most part, believes that the cameraperson
simply decided to take a picture of the reporter at that point in
the interview or believes there were two cameras in the room.
One key scene in the popular Hollywood film Broadcast News
deals with the unethical use of the reverse shot. In the film, an
ethically minded TV news producer breaks off a relationship
with an anchor-reporter because he used a reverse shot of
himself crying in the middle of an interview when he actually
had not cried during the interview itself. A cameraperson took
the crying shot later. That was outright deception.
Fortunately, such examples are not typical of the reverse shots
that appear in TV news stories. Most objections to the reverse
shot are not about deception but about concern over the
audience’s inability to know that the video has been edited.

The most dangerous technique, which is not as popular as it
once was, is the reverse question. A reverse question is one the
reporter asks a second time after the interview has been
completed. The camera is facing the reporter this time. The
technique allows the editor to avoid a jump cut by inserting
video and audio of the reporter asking the question. The
problem occurs when the reporter does not ask the question
exactly the same way the second time. Newsmakers themselves
have sometimes complained about reverse questions when they
realized that the questions they heard on their televisions were
not exactly the same as those they had been asked when they
were in front of the camera. If there is any change at all in the
second version of the question it could be a serious ethical
issue.
Producers and news directors who routinely allow the use of
such techniques sometimes draw the line when the president or
some other top official is making an important policy state-
ment. In such cases, many producers allow the jump cut-
particularly if it is not jarring-so that the audience knows that
the remarks by the chief executive or other official have been
edited. Instead of using a jump cut, some producers prefer to
wipe between bites.

Radio News
While the radio drama script format is extremely versatile, the
radio news script format is highly specialized. Form follows
function. The basic format assumes that only the newscaster is
speaking live in the studio and that all other voices are recorded
on audio tape. In addition, news stories are typed in double- or
triple-spaced 70-character lines that are easy to read, easy to edit,
and easy to time. If the anchor reads approximately 150 words
per minute, then each full line of copy represents about four
seconds of air time. The sample script that follows is just over
six and a half lines, which times out to approximately 25
seconds. Most stories run less than a page, but each newstory is
typed on a separate sheet so the order of stories in a newscast
can be rearranged until air time if unexpected developments
occur. Each story is identified with a slug in the top left corner
and is followed by the time of the broadcast, the date, and the
initials or last name of the writer.

As in the radio drama format, all text to be read is typed in
down style, but there’s no need to designate a talent, because
the newscaster does all the reading. Further, stories are usually
written as single paragraphs, because multiple paragraphs result
in more partial lines, which make timing by line count less
precise. The triple number sign under the last line of the story
indicates the end. If a story continues to a second page, then
“(MORE)” is typed at the bottom of the first page, and a new
slug and page number are typed at the top of the second page.
HUNGER
NOON NEWS

2/26/85
DAV
A group of doctors and public health experts say up to 20-
million Americans suffer from hunger at least once a month.
After a year-long study, members of the Physicians Task Force
on Hunger report that hunger in America has reached epidemic
proportions ... caused in part by governmental cutbacks in
income and nutrition programs. The Task Force is urging
Congress to increase welfare and food stamp benefits, and
restore hunger programs for the needy.
For short newscasts and updates, the only voice heard is that of
the newscaster. Longer newscasts may also include reporter
stories and actualities (sound bites) from newsmakers, experts,
or witnesses. These audio segments are usually recorded on
short cassette tapes, known as carts (short for cartridges), which
can be cued and played on a special tape player at the push of a
button. The use of a CART is noted on the script exactly at the
point it is to be inserted into the news story. Because it takes
about a line to identify the cart’s slug, its running time, and its
audio out-cue (the last few words of the recorded segment), the
information is usually centered on a separate line.
CART: HUNGER (: 14) OUT-Q: “... at government offices.”
Any tag or additional material that the newscaster is to read after
the cart has played then begins flush left on a new line. The
HUNGER story with the actuality added would run about 40
seconds total.

Television Script Formats
Television compounds the problems of radio by simulta-
neously mixing two separate channels: audio and video. Thus,
one small part of the television control room is devoted to
audio mixing while the major portion is devoted to the mixing
of video images. The inputs that the director must monitor are
many. There are three different cameras in the studio itself that
the director shifts constantly to obtain specific shots of the
performers. In addition, there may be remote cameras at other
locations, especially for live news coverage. Meantime, video
elements of the program may be prerecorded and stored on
videotape, film slides, or computer memory. For television
news programs, two or more videotape recorders are systemati-
cally loaded and the tape cued to present one story after another
without pause. There may also be video inputs from one or
more film chains; that is, 1V cameras hooked up directly to film
and slide projectors. And, most certainly the control room
includes one computer that generates caption material and other
text and another called a frame storer for graphics and still
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pictures. The videotape recorders, the live remote cameras, and
the film chains add new audio inputs that must also be
monitored.
In the end, then, the director must keep all these inputs
straight, directing the video switcher -and the audio engineer in
the proper selection of inputs to create the desired output. The
script, while it does not designate exactly which device to choose
for the proper input, does designate the type of device used.
The director will decide precisely whether camera no.1, no.2, or
no.3 shoots the anchor head and shoulders and whether
videotape recorder no. 1 or no.2 plays the mayor’s news
conference story. But the script must provide technical cues to
identify when the anchor is on camera and what medium was
used to record visuals of the mayor’s news conference.
With so much to keep track of, it’s not surprising that the first
television production scripts were designed to reflect the
simultaneous tracking of video and audio inputs. Rather
quickly, however, scripts for fictional television programming
adopted a format that reflected their theatrical and cinematic
character. However, there are still two readily used split-page
script formats: Live-1V and 1V News. We will look at them first
because they graphically reflect the interplay between studio and
control room in television production.

Live-TV
The Live-TV script example that follows on page 30 is for a 30-
second political commercial that aired during the 1988 election
campaign. The script page is split into video and audio col-
umns, with a vertical line down the page just to the left of
center. There are I-inch margins all around and considerable
white space to give the director additional room in which to
“mark up” the script; that is, to add time cues and notes,
designating camera shots, video sources, and verbal instructions
for the crew during production. Note also that the spoken parts
of the script are typed within an audio column that is 35
characters wide. Each 35-character line takes approximately 2
seconds to read. Thus, even before production begins, we can
estimate the time of this spot-30 seconds-by counting lines of
copy. Generally, all the partial lines will average out if we count
only the ones that extend at least half way. In this case, the lines
add up to 15.
Fundamentally, this ad is a testimonial from Congressman
Doug Barnard, who sits on the House Banking Committee
with Congressman David Price. As we can see from the audio
column, Barnard does all the talking. He begins at a desk on
camera (OC) and continues voice-over (VO) as the audience sees
a montage of still photographs of Rep. Price at work in
Washington. With three lines of copy (6 seconds) to go,
Barnard reappears on camera momentarily but gives his
punchline -ending voice-over while the viewer contemplates a
full screen (FS) computer-generated graphic that reads: DAVID
PRICE-Everything we ever wanted in a Congressman. (Need-
less to say, a lot happens in 30
seconds. In the studio, we have one camera taking a close-up
(CU) shot of Rep. Barnard sitting at a desk. In addition, we
need two cameras focused on two easels with the photographs
arranged for a smooth transition from one to the next. Photos
1, 3, and 5, must be lined up on one easel with a camera focused

on it while photos 2, 4, and 6 are lined up on a second easel
with its own camera. (Those photos could also be stored
digitally in computer memory for recall during production.) The
director tells a technician to roll the videotape and then cues
Bernard, who starts reading his script off a teleprompter. While
Barnard is on camera, his name is superimposed at the bottom
of the screen.
Four lines into the spot, the video source changes. The director
tells the video switcher to dissolve to photo no.1 on the first
easel, then to photo no.2 on the second easel, then photo no.3
on the first easel, and so on. (Dissolves are the fading out of
one image as another fades in. While dissolves are often used to
suggest the passage of time or a major change in the setting, in
this 30-second spot they reinforce the thematic flow of the
visuals. If direct cuts were used, then the pace of the spot
might appear too hectic, given a change in the video almost
every 3 seconds.) The spot concludes with a shot of Barnard at
the desk again and then the computer-generated graphic as
Barnard reads the closing line.
As precise as the Live-TV format seems to be, it should be
pointed out that it does not present a perfect schematic for the
interlocking elements of this 30-second commercial or any other
complex script.

(In the political ad, PHOTO # 1 and PHOTO #3 are indeed matched
with the first words of corresponding text. However, the match between
PHOTO #2 and the audio copy is much more ambiguous. In the actual
commercial, the dissolve occurs on the word “get” in the middle of the
line)
Sometimes, in fact, the writer may circle the precise word that
corresponds to a change in video and then draw a line back to
the video cue. Clearly, though, some leeway is permissible. The
writer can reasonably assume that an experienced director will
dissolve from photo to photo at an aesthetically pleasing pace.

VIDEO AUDIO 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

CU CONG. BARNARD AT DESK 

SUPER: DOUG BARNARD 
 BANKING 
COMMITTEE 

PHOTO #1 
NEWSPAPER CLIPPING 
PHOTO #2 
CU PRICE SPEAKING 
PHOTO #3 
TWO-SHOT PRICE 
LISTENING 
PHOTO #4 

CU PRICE READING 
PHOTO #5 
TWO-SHOT PRICE 
TALKING 
PHOTO #6 
COMMITTEE MEETING 

CU CONG. BARNARD 

SUPER: DOUG BARNARD 

FS GRAPHIC 
PRICE FOR CONGRESS 

CONGRESSMAN 
BARNARD 
 (OC) 

I've served with Congressman David 

Price on the House Banking 

Committee, and his home equity bill 

is a remarkable achievement. 

(VO)

It's rare for any first time 

congressman to get a major bill  

passed. 

David Price may be the only one 

this term. 

I think his success is a real 

tribute to his intelligence and 

his ability to deal with people.  

He brought Democrats as well as 

Republicans together on this. 

(OC) 

And a lot of American homeowners are

going to be protected by this bill. 

(VO)

They can thank David Price for that. 
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Another inconsistency in the Live-TV format is the mixing of
both audio and video information in a single column. For
instance audio column of the political ad includes the OC and
VO notations that let Rep. Barnard know exactly when he’s on
camera. During the VO portions, he need not worry whether
he’s squinting at the teleprompter. He can even look down to
read from a written script in front of him. On the other hand,
if audio and video channels are recorded simultaneously as on
videotape, then information about audio sources is often
found in the video column. Accordingly, some professionals
like to think about these split-page formats as divided into a left
column for technicians and a right column for on-air talent. The
director, of course, must coordinate both.

TV News
The production of television newscasts differs from the
production of most other programming in one essential way.
Much of the newscast is live, unrehearsed, and unedited. When
the anchor kicks a line, the audio engineer fails to turn off a
microphone, or the video switcher hits a wrong button, the
viewer knows it instantaneously. As a result, writers and
producers try to minimize the technical complexity of live
elements in 1V newscasts. In fact, 1V news scripts are surpris-
ingly simple to decode once you’ve mastered the alphabet soup
of technical jargon.

There are, for instance, only a few basic in-studio shots. Anchor
on camera (ANCHOR OC) designates a head and shoulders
close-up when the anchor is reading a news story directly to the
viewers. When a second video element is added to the basic
ANCHOR OC shot, it is called a chromakey (CK) shot.
Chromakey once referred to a specific technical process for
mixing two video pictures electronically. Now it is the generic
term for any shot where the camera frames the anchor to one
side so that a photo, a graphic, or even rolling videotape can be
inserted into a framed portion of the screen. A map inserted
over the shoulder of the anchor, for instance, helps identify the
story while adding visual interest to the shot. When short news
items are run in rapid succession, changes in chromakey graphics
mark the transition from one story to the next.
Aside from chromakey shots, the vast majority of technical
notations in 1V-News scripts relate to the use of videotape,
abbreviated VTR or ENG. ENG, which stands for “electronic
news gathering,” refers both to a technology-the lighter, more
compact video recording equipment that replaced film in the
mid-1970s-and the special cassette tape format it employs. The
audience rarely sees or hears raw videotape on the air. Rather,
they watch an edited version that a reporter or anchor narrates.
Because reporters like to go home at night for dinner and not
return to work for the 11 o’clock newscast, they almost always
record their narrations on the edited videotape for playback
during the newscast. In the script, these videotape stories are
technically identified as VTR/SOT. VTR/SOT stands for
“videotape with sound on tape.” However, because one of the
strengths of broadcast news is its timeliness-its ability to
update a news story as soon as new details are known-it’s often
the case that the anchor reads the narration live during the news
program itself. The technical notation for live narration is VTR/
VO, that is, “videotape with voice over.”

Straightforward VTR/SOT and short VTR/VO stories are not
difficult to execute live. However, the director’s task grows more
complicated when VTR/VO segments are edited with VTR/
SOT segments. Ordinarily, these VTR/SOT segments are not
reporter narrations but portions of a taped interview or natural
sounds that accompany an event (the roar of a rocket launch or
music from a marching band).
In these instances, the script must distinguish the SOT
portions from the VO portions by noting the exact times for
each. In addition, the scriptwriter must also provide an audio
outcue (abbreviated OUT -Q) to make sure the director doesn’t
clip off a word or two owing to a split-second timing error.
When the videotape is rolling, the director must give the audio
engineer explicit cues: when to punch up the anchor’s micro-
phone (VO) or when to punch up audio on the videotape
playback machine (SOT). Just in case the videotape machine
fails, scripts often include a summary of SOT segments, often
called a precis, so the anchor can ad lib the missing information.
Videotape times are spelled out in detail in the video column of
the script. In the example that follows on page 33, the first
segment is a 22-second voice-over, followed by an II-second
sound bite. The two segments addup to a total running time
(TRT) of 33 seconds. In some newsrooms, the practice is to
give the length of each segment. The TV-News format
presented here designates instead the running time; that is, the
time at which each segment begins. Thus, the first voice-over
begins at :00, the sound on tape starts at: 22, and the sound
bite ends at: 33. The total running time (TRT) is marked
opposite the last line of the OUT -Q if the videotape ends with
SOT or the last line of the VO copy that the anchor reads. A
script could also call for multiple segments of voice-over and
sound on tape. If you hear a TV newswriter refer to a v-b-v, it
means a voice-over, sound bite, voice-over videotape story.
Like Live-TV, TV-News format uses a 35-character, 2-second line
for all copy the anchor reads. On camera, time is elastic; that is,
the director can hold a studio camera shot indefinitely. But for
voice-over copy, the audio reading time must match the
videotape running time. If the first segment of silent videotape
runs 22 seconds, then the copy for it should run about 11 lines.
Ideally, the anchor should finish reading the voice-over in the
nick of time with only a beat before the SOT begins. Mis-
matches in VTR/VO portions of the script create embarrassing
errors. Two seconds of silence or one second of black video can
seem like forever in a fast-paced news program. Overlapping
sound can make even the best-written story incomprehensible.
Two final points about timing: First, don’t confuse the total
running time (TRT) of the videotape with the total time of the
story. The total story time (sometimes abbreviated TST)
includes not only the TRT but also the anchor’s on-camera lead-
in and any on-camera tag after the videotape. Second, starting a
new paragraph in the audio column is only helpful when it
corresponds to a major technical change in the video column.
Otherwise, too many partial lines are created in the script,
making it more difficult to estimate how long the voice-over
copy actually runs. The writer must make accurate estimates to
synchronize audio with video. The producer must make accurate
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estimates to make sure the entire newscast fits the scheduled
time period.

ANCHOR 
OC 

A police SWAT team has stormed a 

CK/DRUG 
BUST 

suspected drug house in south 

central Los Angeles tonight ... but 

it's not been a typical drug raid. 

VTR/VO @: 00 

SUPER: MAIN & 51ST 
LOS 
ANGELES 

Parked outside was an air-conditioned 

motor home with two V-I-P's ... L-A 

police chief Darryl Gates and 

former first lady Nancy Reagan. 

Neighbors say this is the third 

time since January that police have 

raided the frame house with a metal 

security door. But the first time 

it received such high-level attention. 

After witnessing the arrests, Mrs. 

Reagan voiced her dismay. 

SOT FULL @: 22 (PRECIS: SAYS SHE'S MORE USE TO VISITING 
TEACHING AND REHABILITATION 
PROGRAMS. THE PEOPLE IN HERE ARE 
SADLY BEYOND THAT POINT.) 

TRT :33 OUT-Q: "...that's very discouraging." 

ANCHOR OC 
TAG 

Police say they've arrested a total 

of 14 men and women on drug-related 

charges. 

# # # 

DRUGS/REAGA
N 

 
-11p 

4/6/89  
hsf 

Notes -
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Topics covered:

 Cue Material, Information for the broadcaster, Information
for the listener, thirty- three steps in the Production of
Television Newscasts, matching sight and sound, Timing the
Newscast, organizing stories, adding transitions, the voice
over- sound on tape.

Objective
• To study the various aspects of cueing.
• To analyze the processes of Television newscast.

Cue Material
The paperwork which accompanies a recorded interview or
other item such as a programme insert

has two quite separate functions. The first is to provide the
studio staff with information. The second is to introduce the
item for the audience so that it makes sense in its context.
The general rules concerning cue material apply equally to the
links between items in a sequence programme and to the
introduction given to whole programmes.

Information for the Broadcaster
Before a recorded programme or item can reach the air, the
producer, presenter or studio operational staff require certain
information about it. The way these details are laid out on a
single page is standard and a sheet of cue material is
recognisable as such in most radio stations round the world. It
must indicate the following:
1. Name of the radio station.( incase of radio)
2. Title of the programme.

3. Date of the intended transmission.
4. Reference title of the piece, a ‘catch line’.
5. Suggested on-air introduction.
6. The ‘in’ and ‘out’ cues of the programme as they appear on

the recording.
7. Precise duration of the material.
8. Suggested on-air ‘back-announcement’.
9. Any additional details of a technical or programme nature -

editing requirements, tape speed, mono/stereo, etc.
The cue material sheet may also include a note of payment to be
made to the contributor. Thus all the information about the
programme or item is drawn together on one page, as in the
example below.
If there is a recording number this should appear at the bottom
of the cue sheet. However, numbering systems can be time
consuming to administer and no system should be introduced
unless it saves effort and is actually useful. There is sufficient
information on the example given here for the recording to be
easily identified and most radio stations do without numbers,
especially for inserts.

The catch-line should be repeated on the mini disc, cassette, or
spool itself - written on a small adhesive label rather than on
the plastic.

The producer can often make his decisions based on the cue
sheet information - whether in fact to use the item, or where to
place it in the programme. If he knows the contributor well and
is short of time, he can sometimes use the material without
hearing it first. This is not a recommended procedure, and the
overall responsibility for the programme still rests with the
producer.
Example of a radio cue sheet.
1 Radio Norfolk - Cue Sheet
2 Programme: Countywide
3 Date: 26th October
4 Catchllne: Boat Appeal
5 Opening Anno:

Norfolk’s best known charity is launching a major new
appeal to help people with disabilities. The Friends of
Freedom Group which already runs outings on its own boat
is hoping to raise £500,000 to provide a new boat and build
an adventure club.
Our reporter Julie Thompson asked the volunteer skipper of
the MV Freedom, Peter Campion, what he hoped to do as a
result of the appeal.

6 CUE IN:
(Water FX fade up) One of the first things will be …….
CUE OUT:
…….at the beginning of next year. (boat FX fade 3")

7 DURATION: 2’47"
8 BACK ANNO: Peter Campion from the Friends of

Freedom Group. And that appeal opens on Saturday.
9 Ready for transmission

Payment
Thompson

The studio operator also has all the information he needs to
ensure the recording gets safely on the air. Prior to transmission
it is checked to ‘take level’ and to confirm the ‘in’ cue.

The studio presenter has a clear indication of how to introduce
the item. He may have to alter words to suit his own style, but
the good cue writer will write in a way which fits the specific
programme.
In the example here the interviewer’s first question has been
removed from the recording and transferred to the introduc-
tion; the insert begins with the first answer. This style is a very
common form of cue but it is only one of many and it should
not be over-used, particularly within a single programme. It is
easy for cue material to become mechanical- to ‘write in a rut’ - it

LESSON 34:
ASSOCIATED VIDEO AND AUDIO CUES AND THIRTY THREE STEPS

IN THE PRODUCTION OF A TELEVISION NEWSCAST
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is important to search for fresh approaches, and some are given
in later examples.

Information for your Audience
There is an art to writing good cue material. The piece of
writing which introduces an item has three functions. It must
be interesting, act as a ‘signpost’ and be informative.

The information must be interesting. The first sentence should
contain some point to which the listener can relate. It should be
written in response to likely questions: ‘What is the purpose of
this interview?’ ‘Why am I broadcasting this piece?’ Having
found the most interesting facet - the ‘angle’ most relevant to
the listener-the writer starts from that. But more than this, it
should be relevant to as many listeners as possible. It should
not be written so as to exclude people. To take a local example:
Not: There’s a big hole in the road at the corner of Campbell
Street and the Broadway.
But: They are digging up the road again. Everywhere you go
traffic is diverted by a hole with
workmen in it. What’s going on? For example, at the corner of
The first intro will only interest people who drive down
Campbell Street. The second is aimed at all road users, pedestri-
ans too. To draw people in, write from the general to the
particular. Another approach is to ask the occasional question as
an attempt to involve the listener in a subconscious response.

Cue material is a signpost and should make a promise about
what is to follow. Having gained the listener’s interest, it is then
important to satisfy his expectations.
The introduction must be informative. One purpose of an
introduction is to provide the context within which the item
may be properly understood. There may have to be:
1 A summary of the events leading up to or surrounding the

story.
2 An indication of why the particular interviewee was chosen.
3 Additional facts to help the listener’s understanding. It may

be necessary to clarify technical terms and jargon, or to
explain any background noise or sounds which would
otherwise distract the listener.

4 The name of the interviewer/reporter.
This last piece of information, generally the last words of the
cue, can become a dreadful cliche:

‘Our reporter, John Benson, has the details.’
This is a common introduction to reporter packages and wraps
and if overdone becomes as boring as the ‘and he asked her’
introductions noted above for interviews. Cue writing therefore
needs a fertile imagination in order to avoid predictable
repetition.
Unless the interview or voice piece is very short, say less than a
minute, it will be necessary to repeat after an interview the
information about the interviewee.
There is a high probability that the listener is not wholly
committed to the programme and heard the introduction only
superficially, despite a compellingly interesting opening line. The
listener’s full attention frequently becomes engaged only during
the interview itself. Having become fascinated or outraged, it is

afterwards that he wants to know the name of the interviewee
and their qualification for speaking.
Radio is prone to fashion and there has been a tendency for the
‘backannouncement’ to be omitted. It is said that it slows the
programme down. It is true that a ‘backward-pointing’
signpost may have such an effect, whereas introductions help to
drive the programme forward. However, the argument in
favour of a back-announcement puts listener information
above programme pace. It also helps to give the impression
that the presenter has been listening. Without some reference to
the interview, the presenter who simply continues with the next
item can sound discourteous. Broadcasters should remember
that to the listener, pre-recorded items are people rather than
discs or computer playouts. They should therefore be referred
to as if they had actually taken part in the programme.
The practice of omitting the back-announcement is probably an
example of radio being influenced by television. In vision, it is
possible to superimpose on an interview a caption giving the
name and qualification of the interviewee. This can happen at
any time throughout a piece and makes a back-announcement
unnecessary. The two channels of television information,
sound and vision, can be used simultaneously for different
purposes. This is not the case with radio where a statement of
the interviewee’s name is often the simplest and most logical
way of ‘re-informing’ the listener.

Two further examples will illustrate the functions of cue
material- that is, to obtain the listener’s interest, provide
context, explain background noise, clarify technicalities and to
‘back-announce’.

Example One

ANNCT: The strike at Abbots Electrical is over. Involving 45
assembly workers and lasting two  weeks, the strike has meant a
loss of production worth over £100,000. nearly

The dispute began when three men were sacked for what the
management called, “persistent lateness affecting the productiv-
ity of other workers”.
The Union objected, saying that the men were being “unduly
victimised”.
Two of the men have since been reinstated. Is such a stoppage
worth it? On the now busy    shop floor, our reporter spoke to
the Union representative, Joe Frimley
CUE IN: (noise 3") No stoppage is ever

CUE OUT: . . . making up for lost time. (noise 2")
Duration 2' OS”
ANNCT: Joe Frimley, the Union representative at Abbots
Electrical.
When a recording is made against background noise, it is useful
to begin the piece with two or three seconds of the sound
alone. The insert can be started before the cue and faded up
under speech so that its words begin neatly after the introduc-
tion. Similarly at the end of the insert, the background noise is
faded down behind the presenter’s back-announcement. Such a
technique is preferable to the jarring effect of ‘cutting’ on to
noise.
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In the interests of fairness and objectivity, such an item would
invariably need to be followed and ‘balanced’ by a management
view of the situation.

Example Two
ANNCT: Space research and your kitchen sink. It seems an
unlikely combination but the same advanced technology which
put man on the moon has also helped with the household
chores.

For example, the non-stick frying pan uses a chemical called
Poly-tetra-fluoro-ethylene (pron: Poli-tetra-flooro-ethileen).
Fortunately it’s called PTFE for short. Used now for kitchen
pans, this PTFE was developed for the coating of hardware out
in space.
Dr John Hewson of the National Research Council explains.
CUE IN: We’ve known about PTFE for some time.
CUE OUT: always looking to the future.

Duration 3' 17"
ANNCT: Dr Hewson
In this case the cue material had the job of explaining what
PTFE is. It was referred to in the interview without clarification,
so the listener has to be prepared for the term. Cue material is a
great way of solving any problem of this sort in a pre-recorded
item.
The last name in the cue is generally - but not always - the first
voice on the insert. To cue the ‘wrong’ person is confusing. For
example: ‘Our reporter Bill West has been finding out how the
building work is going.’ The voice that follows is assumed to be
that of Bill West; if it is actually the site manager it may be
some time before the listener realises the fact.

In addition, therefore, to the several functions of cue material,
the writer seeks both variety and a lack of ambiguity. Cues and
links that are well thought-out will make a real difference in
lifting a programme above the rest. It may take time, but it will
be time well spent.
Thirty-three Steps in the Production of Television Newscasts

Sources for Visuals
Because television is primarily a visual medium and because it is
virtually the only medium which is able to show action (the
only other medium is the now extinct movie theater newsreel),
the sources of news must include the sources of news film and
videotape. M any news programs are built each day around film
and videotape. The variety of sources supplying these com-
modities, film and tape, depends upon the news department’s
budget.
a. The news department’s own ‘’’camera’ “crew (s) will shoot

most of the local film stories used, and often will cover
stories within the television station’s reception area. The
farther away the stories are from the television station, the
more important they must be to merit coverage, not only
because of the added expense of sending a cameraman or
camera crew and perhaps a reporter to a distant locale, but
al50 because the time required for travel cuts down the
number of stories which can be shot in one day, and because
the lengthy absence of a camera crew may leave the “‘station

unprotected in the event of a major breaking story close to
home.

b. Free-lance cameramen as stringers: Like the newspaper
reporters who are paid per story used in larger cities, TV
stringers may be permitted to sell important news stories.
Videotape is taken from network newscasts for use on late
local newscasts.

It is a common practice of local stations affiliated, with a major
network to paper their late night news reports with videotape
lifted from the early evening network newscast. Updating a
network feed consists of writing copy, which will exactly cover
an existing news segment, allowing a smooth transition into
and out of the network videotape. The local update copy can be
ready by a newscaster on camera or by an announcer over a
bulletin slide.

1. Covering the Community
a. Notices of scheduled events, either mailed or telephoned,

help an assignment editor plan his day’s shooting.
b. Public relations representatives, either making the original

contact to the television newsroom or receiving a call from
‘[he newsroom, ease the work of setting up stories involving
their-clients.

c. Politicians are sometimes their own best “PR men”. They or
their ‘secretaries will call television stations “just to let you
know” what will they be doing or where they will be
speaking later that day. Politicians are almost always
cooperative (unless they are being indicted for something).
When election time rolls around again, they will have to pay
cash for the television exposure.

d. A disgruntled or concerned expert will sometimes call in to
draw the news department’s attention to something of
public concern.

2. Processing the News
To a visitor, a television newsroom around airtime on a busy
day is a place of shouting and confusion. People seem to be
running into each other in wild dashes.

Wire machines clack. Half a dozen employees yell, at once. In
fact, a great deal does get done, and in a very short time. These
daily feats appear even more remarkable when we consider the
penalties of making errors of one sort of another;. dead air, the
wrong film coming up, splices that break in the projector, the
embarrassment resulting from bad judgment and bad taste,
and even libel suits.
Errors seldom occur in competently managed and staffed news
departments because newsmen and television studio personnel
know their jobs thoroughly and care about doing them wel1. In
creating and processing the written and graphic materials which
compromise a newscast, experienced personnel have learned
what it is possible to accomplish within any given span of time.
Processing written and graphic materials can be broken into a
series of steps.

3. News Films
 Shooting a good local newscast depends upon good film
stories, especially those news stories which are covered by sound
camera. The better newscasts are built around the film made
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available each day. Of course, important news without visuals
should take precedence over films of minor news value, but the
producer structures most segments between commercials
around a core of a film or videotape, or two or three shorter
films. Separate network videotape stories may be tightly edited
and dubbed into a single “world and national news” segment
which the local anchorman “voices over”.

4. Transporting News
 As each deadline approaches, the problems of getting film to
the lab loom large. Even early in the day, assignment editors
scan maps to keep camera crews moving from story to story
without constant trips to the lab to drop’ off film. Means must
be devised to bring the film in.

Developing: Many television stations own their own develop-
ing tanks. Others rely on commercial agencies in town. The
popularity of colour news film has meant the expense of
bigger, more complex laboratory systems, for colour film
cannot be developed in black-and-white film tanks. The
newsroom should alert the lab when film is due to arrive, to
make sure the chemicals have been heated to the proper
temperatures and that someone else’s film is not in the way. .

5. Screening of News
A writer or the reporter on the story and a film editor may view
the film together. The writer in order to locate the scenes he
wants. It takes months and perhaps years of film screening
experience before a writer perhaps years of film screening
experience before a writer gives accurate times and accurate cues
and makes film, confident editing decisions, immediately after
screening a film for the first time. The final editor jots down the
cues and times of the wanted scenes, suggesting changes.
Creating a good writer

6.Editing of News
The film editor cuts and assembles a film clip from the devel-
oped reel. He must constantly watch for frames, which should
be removed, and for scenes which should not be spliced
together. As deadline nears, he often finds himself rushing to
finish a clip in time, but never rushing so much that he does
not tug lightly at each splice to be sure it will hold.

7. Scripting and Integrating with other Visuals
 While the editor builds the film clip, the writer builds, the film
story, which is based on all the copy available, phone calls if
needed to garner added facts, and other visual elements, such as
maps, photographs super cards and other films.

8. Projecting
Finally the finished clip headed by numbered leader goes to the
projection room, perhaps as part of a reel containing several
clips in the sequence determined for the newscast. The story
may actually be on two reels mounted on two projectors, if it is
to be double chained. At the command “Role it” from the
director in a studio booth—the command coming over a
loudspeaker or through a headset—the projectionist flips the
switch that starts the projector, sending the film through the
film chain and out over the air.

9. Videotape Recording
Film or live programming transmitted from one television
station to another, or from a network to a station is either

broadcast immediately or it is recorded on videotape for
broadcast later.

10. Playing and Replaying of Tapes
The network newscasts are replayed just as they were recorded
unless in the intervening hours either: (a) a major news event
has occurred: (b) a story reported in the newscast has been
significantly altered by subsequent events.

Editing of Evening Newscasts on tape and network programs,
such as “Meet the Press” are network short segments to be used
in local late newscasts are sometimes also extracted from library
tapes “screens” rolls of tape just as he screens freshly film, using
a stopwatch or a built-in counter.

11. Dubbing
The desired segment will either be marked on the original tape
at a spot exactly five seconds before it is to begin, in, order to
allow the machine to achieve full speed and the picture to
stabilize, or else the desired segment will be dubbed from the
original tape to a smaller tape, where a five-second cue is also
applied. When i-t is dubbed, it “loses a generation”. A second-
generation tape lacks some of the quality of the original, but
the loss should not be noticeable to the untrained eye.

12. Scripting for Video
Writing for videotape is just like writing for film. In each case,
the writer must cover the five-second cue with an “intro” lasting
at lease five seconds. When the director gets the script, he will
circle the word, which comes five seconds before the tape is to
begin. If there is no on-camera intro, the director puts his roll
cue five seconds from the end of the preceding item.

13. Feeding
When the newscaster reads that circled word, the director will
order the videotape engineer to “Roll Tape” or the projectionist
to “Roll film”. Ampex videotape machines equipped with fully
automatic “Amtee” capability and RCA videotape machines
equipped with “Pixlock” allow dissolves into and out of tape.
Other machines allow only cuts.

14. Audio Tape Recording
Like film, unlike most videotape, audiotape may be recorded
anywhere without elaborate preparation. In fact, it is the most
flexible recording medium of all. It is lightweight, unobtrusive,
independent of light and power sources (when battery oper-
ated) and unrestricted by time needed for developing or even
transporting for audio tape can be sent to a studio from any
telephone. Tape interviews by telephone are also common, so
that a reporter can get interviews which time considerations
would not otherwise permit;

15. Playing:
Broadcasting an audio tape is little more complicated than
playing the tape on a home tape recorder. If the tape holds a
complete program, the audio engineer will keep it on a reel. If it
is a short interview segment, he is more

16. Editing
 Depending on the union and personnel situation, physical
editing is either done by the audio engineer following the
instructions of the writer or by the writer himself. Splicing tape
is not a difficult task. An inexpensive audio splicer and some
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practice will turn out professional quality audio tape practice will
turn out professional quality audiotape.

17. Scripting for Audio
Audiotape is used in television, but only in connection with
visual elements. Sometimes the newscaster on camera holds a
telephone or headset to his ear, as if he is joining the audience
in listening -to a live report. An alternative to this bit of staging
is to play the tape behind a visual such as silent film (fresh or
stock footage), silent videotape, or a series of cards. The film for
a live camera might show a tape recorder with the tape rolling.
The film or videotape often has sound already on it, but this
sound is suppressed in favour of the audio tape. The writer
determines which elements will be used in conjunction with
which other elements and outlines what he wants in a story,
script.

Assignment editor plan his day’s shooting.

18. Feeding
The audio engineer shares space, in the, studio control room
with the director and the technical director, sometimes in a
closed cubicle of his own, while the projectionist and the
videotape engineer are off in other rooms (other studio control
personnel, such as the video shader may also be, In the control
room). The audio engineer gets a copy of the script guide him,
but he still awaits the director’s command to “Roll audio tape”.

19. Graphics
Photographs arrive at a newsroom in all sizes and height-width
relationships. But a television receiver shows pictures in a
relationship of three units height to four units width. To fit
square photographs or tall and narrow photographs into
television’s 3 x 4 aspect ratio, it is necessary to crop them,
trimming top and/or bottom, or to extend them by drawing
additional background on either side.

20. Outlining
Sometimes background must be removed. For instance, when
two dignitaries meet, lesser officials are likely to be present. An
air brush, a dark pen or a pair of scissors, can remove these
unidentified and unwanted figures from the photograph. It is
also necessary sometimes to use a pen to outline a figure in
order to bring it into sharper relief. Such jobs fall to a newsman
in a small station. Large television stations have graphic arts
departments.

21. Drawing maps, graphs and cartoons
A higher degree of drawing skill is required here. However, a
newsman using a little care can draw a serviceable map or graph.
When a map is needed, nothing else will do so well; and
television newsrooms need maps often. A good world atlas
and some state, country and city maps are a worthwhile
investment for any television art department.

22. Stills on Cards
The simplest and quickest way to prepare a photograph for air
use is to brush some glue on the back and fasten it to a card.
Preferably of a dark grey hue, so that it will be less noticeable if
the camera picks up part of it. Stapling a picture to a card is even
quicker, but the result

is not uniformly satisfactory. When a personal picture is
borrowed from a private citizen, however, masking tape or
paper clips should be used to protect it.

23. Slides
The disadvantage of cards is that they tie up a television camera.
When a script calls for a sequence of cards, two cameras are
needed. On the other hand, slides require only a slide projector
which can share a chain with a film projector.

A Polaroid camera mounted on a stand and using positive
transparency film is sufficient to make quite good slides in
minutes. Any newsroom staff member can learn to make such
slides.

24. Super Cards
White lettering on black cards identifies persons, places and
dates, appearing over film, videotape, persons in the studio or
in live remote situations. The super card or super slide is simply a
slide or card whose image is electronically superimposed over
the image of a film, tape etc. that is, the card and the film are
blended in transmission. The black disappears. -Super cards can
be made of block type run on a proof press with white ink,
small white cardboard letters pasted on a black background,
white plastic letters on a cafeteria menu sign, or some similar
device. Electronic titling machines do the job better, but they
cost more.

25. Copy
Newsroom receive far move copy than they can ever use. The
bigger the newsroom, the more teletypes and the more copy.
One or more staffers may have no other job than controlling
this flood of information. From it, the day’s file of significant
and film-related news must be pulled, some likely features must
go into a future folder and fresh leads must be attached to
stories already selected for use. Additionally someone must
open and at least glance at the news releases arriving in the mail,
for some of these are also useful.

26. Script Information
 Al1 information pertaining to stories to be included in the
newscast must go to the writers assigned those stories. The
information may be in wire copy, handout (mailed news release)
copy, the cameraman’s dope sheet, the reporter’s notes, facts
garnered by telephone or captions on photos.

27. Writing
The writer combines all pertinent factual information with his
own scribbled notes about visual elements which will form part
of the story. His resulting story script is essentially a unit which
can be placed anywhere in the overall newscast script. He also
requires wire copy into short news items for the newscaster to
deliver on camera, tightening and simplifying the stories,
phrasing them in broadcast style emphasizing local angles and
altering them to include new information.

28. Late News
Television, like radio, offers immediately of information. This
sometimes means that carefully constructed news film stories
must be redone or discarded at the last minute. The newsroom
also has a responsibility to the public every moment the station
is on the air. General programming must sometimes be
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interrupted for bul1etins. A mark of a television station’s quality
is the willingness of station management to put bulletins and
live, news switches on the air, and the ability of a newsroom to
cope with major news breaks quickly, smoothly and informa-
tively. This responsibility includes covering (“updating”) delayed
network newscasts with later news.

29. Script Assembly Arrangement
Some newscasts begin with international and national news,
move on to state news then to local news, then to sports,
stocks and the weather. Others restrict themselves to local news,
sports and weather. Some stations lead off with local news,
unless a world news story is of unusual importance, and end
with a feature. In every newscast there is a segmented
organisation according to some pattern, or format. Within each
segment, stories are usually arranged in order of news value and
according to visual elements (e.g. so that all film is not in a
block).

30. Commercials
Whether a newscast is unsponsored or partly sponsored it is’
often the preferred place for commercials known as “spots”—
commercials from companies which buy time rather than
programs. M any newscasts are profitable endeavours, a highly
desirable state of affairs when some of the profit is plowed
back into the news operation to improve quality of coverage.
Care should always be taken to spread the commercials evently
across the time span of the newscast. Leads into commercials
are a matter of policy; some newscasters who mention the
company’s name may even plug the product (I’ll be back after
this message about delicious, bite-sized sweets”); other strictly
separate news and advertising (“More news in a moment”)
Some newscasters lead into commercials with a tease (Another
murder on a lonely farm. That Story after this message”)
Although the practice is not applauded, some newscasters are
required to read their own commercials, with the result that
news and product promotion are’ mixed up and the newscaster
is regarded by some viewers as a huckster, whereas a commercial
announcer saying the same things would be held in greater
esteem. As many newscasts across the country have proven, the
best showcase for a commercial is a competently produced news
program. Grateful viewers will make a point of buying the
products advertised. Separation of news and commercials
requires an extra measure of care in script assembly. There
should be no juxtaposition of product and unfavourable news
about the product. For example, auto accident stories should
not immediately precede or follow automobile commercials;
airlines have a standing order that airline commercials are to be
cancelled on any day an airliner crashes.

31. Timing and Back-timing
The newscast’s assistant director times individual stories and
segments. This make it easy to tell if a program is running late
and permits a quick decision about what items may have to be
dropped, during the minute a commercial is on, a director is
busy checking timing, consulting with others and reaching
decisions about the balance program. Newscasts are often
“back-timed”, that is timed to a closing segment whose time is
known, so that the end of the newscast will be clean and strong.
The ruggedness of reading short pad items is much less

obvious when a script is back-timed, because these items are in
the middle of the program, just before the back timed segment.

32. Pad Copy
If a programme runs less time than expected or if film breaks
in the projector (or similar minor catastrophe), the newscaster
fills the gap with pad stories. These are short news items which
have no news connection to other news items in the program.
They are delivered on camera without visuals. In most case, pad
is simply wire copy edited with a pencil and stapled to 81/2" x
11" sheets.

33. Production Copy
Every so often, even in the most carefully managed news
programs, something goes wrong mechanically or electronically.
Telephone line troubles interrupt a live switch to a remote truck
or another city. A videotape machine quits. A projector bulb;
goes out.

Matching Sight and Sound
Broadcast journalists often compare the structure of a TV news
story to a set of twin towers. One tower is constructed of video
segments, the other of audio. Broadcast journalists try to keep
the two in rough alignment, but the match is never perfect.
Many times, as we have discussed, video of the specific
circumstances referred to just doesn’t exist. Often, skillful
writing enables a generic shot to be substituted. But, in many
instances, the video must momentarily mark time as the audio
advances the story. After five or ten seconds, however, the
divergence can subvert the intended communication. If the
video succeeds in capturing the viewer’s attention, then the
viewer may well ignore the audio until it crosses paths with the
video again.

Even more crucial, though, are the differences between verbal
and visual logic. Quite early on, broadcast newswriters recognize
that video information is more cumbersome to present than
verbal information. Reciting a list of the last five U.S. presi-
dents-Bush, Reagan, Carter, Ford, and Nixon- takes just over
two seconds. but it would take almost 15 seconds to show
pictures of each at a pace that viewers could process without
feeling rushed. When writing to video, you soon learn to focus
on one person, one place, or one issue at a time, and then move
on to the next. The video image, while reinforcing the writers
words by invoking precisely the reality referred to, also con-
strains the writer from making rapid transitions from place to
place or person to person.
Photojournalists and video editors give considerable attention
to what they call “establishing shots.” Writers must also.
Normally these are wideangle or long shots that roughly define
the physical area in which a sequence of shots is to take place.
Generally, we see a wide shot of the courtroom before we see a
close-up of the defendant, the entire airplane before the damage
to the tail, the playing field before the pitcher winds up and the
batter swings. The wide shot is the big picture that reveals how
the many small parts are potentially related.
Sometimes, photographers will begin with a close-up of an
important element in the story, but not for long. Almost always
they will zoom out to establish the entire scene and hold the
shot until the  viewers get their bearings. Establishing shots are
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crucial sources of information for the viewers. Normally they’re
held on the screen a solid four or five seconds and longer if they
record relevant action. Ultimately, every thematically related
sequence of film starts with an establishing shot. Thus, when
an establishing shot occurs, the writer should take special care to
begin a new sentence that identifies at least indirectly what the
audience is viewing.

Timing the Newscast
Let’s say that five minutes are allotted every hour on the hour
for a radio newscast. To figure out how much copy is needed,
begin by subtracting one minute for a commercial break and 15
seconds each for opening and closing to the newscast. That
leaves three and a half minutes, which is about 52 lines of copy.
Weather and sports updates consume 20 seconds each, taking a
total of 10 lines (five lines each). That leaves 42 lines for news
copy. With this number in mind, review each story, find the
important ones, and add the total lines of copy (by adding the
number of lines in all the stories, which should be noted in the
top right-hand comer of each copy page). Remember to add a
few seconds for transitions between stories. In addition, always
keep an extra story available in case it is needed to fill time.

A newscast’s length is called its “running time.” Some announc-
ers combine running time with “back timing” the last two or
three stories. For example, the announcer does a practice reading
of the last few stories, in this case sports and weather, and
notes the exact time it takes. Then the announcer subtracts that
time from the end of five minutes-what the clock should say at
this exact point. Thus the announcer will know where in the
newscast he or she should be at this exact time while on-air.
When the announcer reaches these stories on air, he or she
compares the time with the run-through. If the announcer is
under the allotted time, then the last stories should be read
more slowly or another short story should be added. If the
announcer is past the allotted time, he or she should speed up
the last few stories to end exactly on time.

Organizing Stories
The order in which stories appear in a newscast often depends
on a news organization’s policy. Some begin with local news,
progress to state news and end with national or international
news. Others use just the opposite order. Within each news
category, start with the best stories to gain the listener’s
attention at the beginning. If the first story-whether local,
national or international-is an attention-grabber, then a listener
is unlikely to change stations. Some broadcast journalists look
for a “kicker” to run at the end of the newscast: a lighthearted
story that leaves listeners feeling good. Some kickers are
humorous; others emphasize human interest.

Adding Transitions
Transitions make newscasts more conversational. As you review
each story before a newscast,
think about the transitions needed to move from story to story,
and pencil them on the copy. Transitions smooth out the
potentially abrupt movement from one subject to another by
tying different subjects together. In addition, transitions signal
the end of one story and the beginning another. Some
transitions include the following phrases:

Meanwhile. . .
Closer to home. . .
To make a transition from one story to another, try to find a
commonality in both. Commonalities might include geographic
proximity, time sequence or action:

You might think it’s hot today, but forecasters are predicting
even hotter temperatures tomorrow. . . .
Or, transitions can point out differences:
While southern Texas is experiencing heat waves, fierce thunder-
storms are ravaging the northern part of the state. . . .

The Voice-Over
In a voice-over (V/O), the newscaster or reporter reads copy as
the video appears on the screen. Normally, voice-overs are not
very long because they are usually used to break up a series of
packages or to give the anchors some exposure. The following
is the script for three short voice-overs used in a newscast
produced by WBRZ-TV in Baton Rouge, La.:
Two shot O/C (Margaret)
Margaret and Andrea Updating some of the other stories

making news across the nation. . .
authorities in Newport News,
Virginia, are investigating an

accident involving an Amtrak train.
Roll Sony V /0 V /0

Video of derailed train A dump truck collided with this
train at a railroad crossing. The force
of the collision sent the engine and
all five passenger cars off the tracks.

Video of injured people The driver of the truck died in the
accident about 50 people on the
train were hurt, but not seriously.
(Andrea V/O)

Wipe to Sony

Video of plane wreckage And divers in North Carolina are
searching for the bodies of nine
people who died when a military

Font: Blevelt Falls transport plane crashed into this

Lake Liles-ville, N.C lake in North Carolina.
More video of wreckage The victims were stationed at Fort

Polk. They were on a training
mission. So far, the cause of the
crash is unknown.

Wipe to Sony (Andrea V/O)
Kennedy and wife shaking And a Citizens group called

hands with people Public Citizen is demanding
in Dallas Kennedy the National Archives release
motorcade in Dallas nearly 200 autopsy photos and
Video of people on x-rays of President Kennedy.

lawn as Kennedyz A bill in Congress would require
motorcade goes by the release of documents pertaining

to the assassination, but excludes
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the autopsy material to protect the
Kennedy family’s privacy.

ON CAMERA TAG (Andrea O/C)
A spokesman for this citizens
group says the materials should be
public record.

Most newscasts use voice-overs along with read stories to fill in
the time around packages; voice-overs seldom run longer than
20 or 30 seconds. The first voice-over in the example ran, 24
seconds; the second ran 16 seconds; and the third ran 27
seconds. They were separated by wipes, an electronic technique
that slides one video picture off the screen as it replaces it with
another, in this case with the opening video of the next story.
The use of the word Sony in the left column lets the director
know that the video material is in the Sony tape decks. The
director’s copy of the script would indicate by number which
deck plays which tape during the newscast.

The Voice- Over- Sound on Tape
As discussed earlier, when a voice-over is used to lead into a
sound bite it Ii called a V-SOT or V/O-SOT. Here’s an example
of a V-SOT script:

V/O Newscaster
Video of police Central City’s fight against
officers at graduation crime got a boost today with the
Video of female graduation of 45 new officers
graduates from the police academy. Among

 the officers-eleven women. One

Video of Ann Black of them is Ann Black, and she
and family had her own cheering section,

her mother and father, her hus
band, and her three-year old

Video of Black daughter, Sally. Black’s father
holding daughter also is a police officer.
SOT: 05 (SOT/ Ann Black)

“It’s just a wonderful time...

to finally be on the force, like
 my dad, and to have everyone I
 love here to cheer me on
.. .it’s just great.”

At this point, the anchor could return on camera to do a tag to
the story or go back to a voice-over, as is the case here:
V/O ANCHOR
Video of graduates The 45 new officers will not
tossing hats in air have too much time to

celebrate. They report for duty
in the morning.

V-SOT stories are usually used when a reporter was not
assigned to do a package or the producer decided that the
material was not strong enough, or of enough interest to the
audience, to warrant the time necessary for a package.

Summary

This chapter will help the students to not only learn about
various cue processes, voice- overs, voice on tapes but will also
teach them the basics that go into making a newscast. Cue refers
to the paper work. It is a link between items in a sequence
programme and to the introduction given to the whole
programme.  A voice- over refers to the copy read by the
newscaster or reporter as the video appears on the screen.

Review Questions
1. What is cue- material? How is it different for radio and

television?
2. Make a cue- sheet for a piece of news that you have covered

(for both radio and television).

3. Watch a news item on ZEE or Star. List down what would
have gone into the production of the particular newscast.

Notes -
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